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5G’S EFFECT ON PRIVACY 
-ARYAKNATH BHATTACHARYA1 AND POULOMI MONDAL2 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The topic of 5G has become increasingly popular in the ever-evolving paradigm of technology. 

5G is acclaimed to be a faster technology than its predecessors 3G and 4G. The countries over 

the world are keen on adapting 5G, as it appeals more to consumer demand supporting the 

digital lifestyle that people are adopting nowadays.  However, some technical experts and 

advisors believe, the threat that the 5G technology possesses can be fatal to any nation and its 

security. 

 

Experts suggest that 5G can be a real threat to the privacy of the individuals and also a 

national threat. India, ranking 15th among the least cybersecure countries and without any 

data protection law can be harmfully affected by this technology, which might put a lot of 

individuals in a compromising situation with their personal data. This calls for a technological 

impact assessment on privacy, the principles regulating this right and the awareness of the users, 

which this paper aims at discussing with proper emphasis on the advent of 5G technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
1 Student, 2nd Year, Amity Law School, Kolkata. 
2 Student, 2nd Year, Amity School of Communication, Kolkata. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

The 5G technology can be simply defined as the 5th generation wireless network 

after 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G. The vision behind 5G technology lies in providing 

higher data rates and coverage, enabling higher user mobility and virtual 

connectivity to everything and everyone like machines, objects or devices like 

(IoT or Internet of Things) in a more reliable and affordable way with negligible 

latency. The increasing demand of the people for a better digital lifestyle, high 

requirements for bandwidth like high definition (HD) videos, virtual reality 

(VR), and augmented reality (AR) contributes in bringing the idea of 5G to life, 

which is not owned by a single company or person, but by several companies 

together within the mobile ecosystem. 

 

The 5G Journey- 

 

 
 

 

In India, Reliance Jio has plans of providing 5G services in 2020, by launching 

their own 5G handsets. Similarly, Vodaphone started the 5G preparation from 

1G- Mobile 
voice calls

2G-Mobile 
voice calls and 

SMS
3G-Mobile web 

browsing

4G-Mobile 
video 

consumption 
with higher data 
speed than 3G

5G-Data speed 
100 times faster 

than 4G, 
bringing the 

vision of 
AR.VR and 
hologram to 
everyday life.
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2017 followed by BSNL signing a memorandum of understanding with Ciena 

in 2019 to prepare its network for 5G.3  

 

According to The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), the 3,300-

3,600 MHz band, the primary band for 5G services, should suggestively be 

auctioned away as a single band and in blocks of 20MHz each at ₹492 crore per 

megahertz. TRAI, also suggested the government to identify the 617-698 MHz, 

1427-1518 MHz, 29.5-31.3 GHz and 37.0-43.5 GHz bands for potential 5G 

use.4 

 

Despite enormous advantages of 5G, it might result to be harmful to the 

individualism and the privacy of an individual, as per the rising concerns of the 

experts.  

 

Now the question arises, what is the privacy?  

 

The umbrella term ‘privacy’, is derived from the Latin word “Privatus”, meaning 

isolated, restricted, personal, or peculiar. The meaning of the word which varies 

from a person to person, societies, era of living, situations, and many other 

parameters, first appeared in the famous study (The Right to privacy) by Louis 

Brandeis and Samuel Warren in 1890s. The authors of this paper described the 

Right to privacy as “The right to be let alone”. 

 

Legally speaking, in India privacy is acknowledged to be an important part of 

our life and the Right to Privacy was considered as a fundamental right, 

guaranteed by the Indian Constitution.  The nine judge bench of the Supreme 

Court had unanimously delivered the judgement in the case of Justice K.S. 

Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. Union of India5(also known as the Aadhaar case),  where the  

																																																								
3 Manu Kaushik, Bussiness Today, Is Reliance Jio really prepared to launch 5G services?, (May 16 2020, 5:40 
PM)https://www.businesstoday.in/sectors/telecom/is-reliance-jio-really-prepared-to-launch-5g-
services/story/397161.html  
4 Ram Sewak Sharma: Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, A White Paper on Enabling 5G in  India(2019),(May 9 
2020, 7.00 PM) https://trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/White_Paper_22022019_0.pdf  
5 WRIT PETITION (CIVIL), NO 494 0F 2012 
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court held that the right to privacy is a constitutionally protected right. The court 

said that the right emerges from Article 21 of the Indian Constitution which 

reads ‘Protection of life and personal liberty’ and it also arises from other 

provisions guaranteed in Part-III(fundamental rights) of the Indian constitution 

like, freedom and dignity. According to the judgement, the right to privacy is 

protected under Articles 14, 19 and 21 of the Indian Constitution. The nine 

judge bench of the Puttaswamy case overruled the courts decisions in M.P. 

Sharma v. Satish Chandra, District Magistrate, Delhi(1954)  provided by an eight 

judge bench  and Kharak Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh(1962) provided by six judge 

bench, which conclusively upheld that the Indian Constitution does not 

specifically protect the right to privacy.6 

 

Although India has Constitutional protection of privacy after the decision of 

the Puttaswamy case in 2017, India still lacks in a major portion of privacy 

protection, namely the protection of personal data. We know today, in this 

world of internet, everything from our bank account to the time we eat our 

dinner is trackable through our personal data and this data needs protection so 

that it is not used against the citizens to harm them. India had about 480 million 

internet users7 (as of 2018) and on the contrary the country has no law which 

talks about protection of data and moreover there is no data protection agency 

in the country.  This risk of data leakage possesses the threat of infringement of 

an individual’s privacy and his or her right to privacy.  The country’s only 

attempt to protect such data lies upon a proposed bill The Personal Data Protection 

Bill 2019. The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019 was introduced in the lower 

house of the parliament, the Lok Sabha by the Ministry of Electronics and 

Information Technology. The Bill’s objective is to render for the protection of 

personal data of individuals, and establish a Data Protection Authority guided 

by the statute.8 

 

																																																								
6Anurag Bhaskar, The Wire, Key Highlights of Justice Chandrachud’s Judgment in the Right to Privacy Case, (May 9, 
2020,4:30 PM)  https://thewire.in/law/justice-chandrachud-judgment-right-to-privacy        
7 Sanika Diwanji, Statista, Number of Internet users in India 2015-2023,(May 9 2020, 4:55 PM) 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/255146/number-of-internet-users-in-india/  
8 Ministry: Law and Justice, PRS Legislative Research, The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019, (May 10  2020, 4:51 
AM)   https://www.prsindia.org/billtrack/personal-data-protection-bill-2019  
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Like any other fundamental right, the government has the power to impose 

some reasonable restriction to the fundamental right to privacy in India. The 

Apex court in its judgment stated that the right to privacy is not an absolute 

right. For example, if there is any threat towards the national security then this 

right can be shadowed. Like, if there is any threat to the public in general and 

intelligence authority put someone who is the suspect or has a criminal history, 

under surveillance, that individual cannot argue that his or her privacy has been 

violated as keeping him or her under surveillance is for a greater good of the 

society is much more important. 

 

Before placing a person under surveillance certain things are to be noted, they 

are: - 

 

• The criminal background of the individual 

• The rate of occurrence of his or her crimes 

• The level and the mal intention of the individual’s crime. 9 

 

SECURITY CONCERNS OF 5G 

 

The era of wireless networks has always been prone to security concerns which 

automatically made the consumers vulnerable to the data hunters and fed their 

motives. In the generation of (1G), mobile phones were targeted for 

masquerading, in the second generation (2G) network was used for message 

spamming, sending false information, and unwanted marketing information. 

The third-generation network (3G) brought the usage of IP based 

communication rising challenges in the wireless domains. The generation of 

(4G) enhanced IP based communication, the mobile networks saw the 

proliferation of smart devices and multimedia traffic, which complicated and 

threatened the networking landscape more than the other generations. As we 

move up the ladder, the threat to privacy invasion increases more, and the dawn 

of the upcoming (5G) is also likely to increase the parameters of security 

																																																								
9 Privacy International, State of Privacy India,(May 11 2020, 4:40 AM) 
https://privacyinternational.org/state-privacy/1002/state-privacy-india  
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concerns which means it can be a threat to the Right to Privacy guaranteed by 

the Constitution of India. Some of the possible security concerns of the 5G 

technology include- The use of the frequency spectrum in 5G, might interfere 

with commercial aviation and satellite signals used in weather forecasting.  

 

There will be a very high possibility of hackers using this technology to access 

metadata for mass surveillance. Many companies or countries can use this 

technology to access the information of their rivals. A possibility like such has 

been reported by the United States government against the usage of a 

multinational mobile phone company, working as a spy for the Chinese 

government.10 This possible threat has been widely discussed by a NATO-

accredited cyber defence hub, The NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre 

of Excellence (CCDCOE) and a trial in THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT 

COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS.  

 

Over the years this Chinese Company has transformed itself from a single room 

workshop to one of the World’s largest (ICT) Information and Communication 

Service provider. The company with the reputation of the most dynamic and 

fastest-growing innovation multinational technology provider serves 45 of the 

World’s 50 largest communication operators including BT Group and 

Vodafone. Chinese technology companies have become significant players 

within the global market due to their embrace of innovation and notably 

improved quality and cost of their products. However, the legal and political 

influence of the Chinese state over its technology, tend to leave the other World 

countries uneasy. The 2020 pandemic outbreak of COVID-19 further enhances 

the uneasiness of World countries on the working of the Chinese state as well 

as the company which is known to be one of the major players behind the vision 

5G.  The company started to develop its own 5G technology as early as in 2009 

and currently has thousands of employees and extremely high investments in 

5G product development.  

																																																								
10 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS SHERMAN 
DIVISION  
Huawei (May 11 2020, 6.00 AM)    
https://www.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/huawei.pdf?mod=article_inline  
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High number of devices and customer connectivity to the Internet of things 

(IoT), this will enable the travelling of more data in open and stored in cloud 

servers, which will be easy prey for the data Snoopers. 

 

Increase in Denial of Service attack (DOS), which is a cyber-attack that makes 

a machine or network unavailable to its intended users by disrupting signals. 

This occurs when multiple systems flood the bandwidth of the target and 5G 

will be effective in enhancing it. No security measures for operating systems, 

applications, and configuration data on user devices will be the possible way. 

 

REMEDIES TO ERADICATE THESE CONCERNS 

 

 Though there are numerous advantages that we might get by enabling 5G, there 

are certain challenges that we might face like privacy breach of data a lack of 

law enforcement to eradicate such situations.  Some of those issues are loss of 

data, hacking and lack of governance etc.  

 

There are few ways in which India can overcome the threat of 5G becoming a 

national menace and they are as follows: - 

 

i. The government should enact laws which gives powers to the authority to work 

on the data protection of the individuals and the state. By enacting such kind of 

law, we will automatically have a statutory body which will see that the 

fundamental right is not being violated, the statutory body might also work as a 

data protection agency. 

 

ii. The government should encourage the industries to make regulations so the it 

meets the standards set by the law on security and privacy.  

 

iii. Consumers are the ones who need privacy protection. As 5G is totally based on 

the cloud, the authorities should see that the data on cloud is secured. The 

consumers should be assured that the data is not used beyond the trusted 

boundaries.  This security of data is not only needed for the individuals only but 
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also for the security of the nation. The government should encourage the 

telecom industries and other data collecting companies to make such regulation 

which minimises the chances of data leakage.  

 

iv. There should be privacy legislation in a wider concept, like the “Safe Harbour” 

agreement between the United States(US) and the European Union(EU), where 

both US companies and EU company has to follow the regulations of the other, 

so India should cooperate with other countries and form a facility which will 

help to have free flow of information but maintaining the requirements of 

privacy protection. 

 

v. There should be a transparency towards the users so that they know that how 

their personal data are used. 

 

vi. The entities handling the data has to take more responsibility of the stored data 

and will be accountable to any data spill or any misuse of data.11 

 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS  

 

5G technology in India will be a necessity in near future, as the demand for 

better network is increasing day by day with people adapting to digital lifestyle. 

But at the same time enabling 5G can stimulate number of privacy issues 

because of the shared environment(cloud) or new entities with different 

objectives.  

 

In the current scenario, the state of cyber security in India is not so evolved and 

the privacy of the citizens are at a questionable stake. The January 2018, major 

news break on the access to the details such as names, addresses, and photos of 

1.3 billion records on the UIDAI (Unique Identification Authority of India) for 

500 USD and many other alarming instances, shows that the government should 

not only depend on technology but also evolve legal framework which will help 

																																																								
11 ResearchGate 5G Privacy Scenario and solutions(May 14 2020, 4:00 PM ) 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324683290_5G_Privacy_Scenarios_and_Solutions    
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the country to minimize the threat of the upcoming 5G technology. For 

example, the Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019 can be one of them.  The Bill 

was introduced in the lower house of the parliament (Lok Sabha) by the Minister 

of Electronics and Information Technology. The Bill is yet to be enacted to 

become an Act but, if and when this bill gets enacted, it will deal with the 

personal data processing of the individuals by the government, the companies 

listed in the country and the foreign companies which deals with the personal 

data of the individuals in the country.  

 

Data’s like biometrics, banking details, religion and political believes are 

categorised under sensitive personal data by the Bill. The Bill also laid the 

guidelines for the entities to be transparent with the use of the data and 

implement security measures. The Bill further asks them to listen to the 

customer grievances and implement an age verification and parental consent 

mechanism. This Bill gives the individuals the right to ask the entities about the 

data, weather it is processed or not.  

 

It also allows the individuals to change any personal data if it needs correction 

or is incomplete or it is outdated. It also gives them the right to transfer any 

data to an entity and they also have the right to stop disclosing the data from 

that entity. The Bill also mentions when an entity can process data of an 

individual without their consent, they are when the state demands for the data 

for the benefit of the individual, legal proceedings against the individuals or if 

there is any medical emergency faced by the individual and the data is required 

for his welfare. This Bill provides mechanisms so that the democracy of the 

country is not compromised.  

 

The Bill also sets up a statutory authority which is the Data Protection Authority 

which will implement the Bill. The Bill further mentions that Personal Data can 

only be transferred outside India if there is the consent of the individual. The 

Bill, also states the penalty that entities have to pay if there is any compromise 

of data on the part of the entity which amends the current provision related to 

compensation payable by the entities in the IT Act, 2000 and it also states what 
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kind of data the central government can extract from the companies when it is 

needed. 

 

This Bill can be a major restriction  against the threat of privacy being infringed 

by enabling 5G, as there can be a constant monitoring by the statutory authority 

created by this Bill.12 Enabling 5G is important so is protecting the citizen’s 

privacy.  

 

  

 

 

 

  

																																																								
12 Ministry: Law and Justice, PRS Legislative Research, The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019, (May 14  2020, 6:51 
PM)   https://www.prsindia.org/billtrack/personal-data-protection-bill-2019 
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A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF THE 

RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN 
-SAMRIDHI TALWAR13 

ABSTRACT 

  

The right to be forgotten is a right that has mushroomed with the ever-pacing digital era. The 

internet is a sensitive place that allows anyone to publish and access anything. However, the 

internet remembers everything including the content that has been taken down by virtue of 

permanent digital footprints. The right to be forgotten has spurred due to the necessity of 

removing information from the world wide web. This right essentially addresses concerns over 

the removal or erasure of personal data that is irrelevant and out dated. Though it is currently 

in the developing stage, the Right to be Forgotten has be recognized by the EU and other 

European Countries. It also finds due mention in India with the landmark case of K.S. 

Puttaswamy v Union of India and the draft Data Protection Bill. 

 

This paper seeks to address the meaning of the Right to be forgotten and its development thus 

far including jurisprudence and precedents of the same. The relationship between right to be 

forgotten with fundamental rights such as the Right to Privacy and the Right to Dignity shall 

also be addressed. Lastly, light shall be put on the grounds and the manner of application, 

acceptance and implementation of this right in India.  

    

																																																								
13 Student, 3rd Year, University School of Law and Legal Studies, GGSIPU. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The Internet has proved to be the largest phenomenon of the 21st century which 

has guided us to the digital revolution era. The sole credit of creating the 

contemporary network society as we see today goes to the internet. 

  

With the advent and advancement of technology all forms of information and 

data is easily available and accessible on the Internet. However, this 

breakthrough development in technology comes with its own vices, one of them 

being the divestiture of control over one’s personal information present on the 

web. This is due to the fact that any information that reaches the internet 

becomes a permanent resident of the world wide web because the internet 

doesn’t consign to oblivion and has an unforgiving and unforgettable memory.  

The implication of this trait of the internet is that any data that has ever been 

transmitted on the internet cannot be erased conveniently and shall perennially 

remain in the public domain. Since the internet does not let a person overcome 

his past mistakes and start a new chapter, the right to be forgotten had to be 

conceived.  

 

THE RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN 

 

With the world wide web, it is impossible for data to be forgotten and this data 

could be put to myriad uses that can be used inimically. The detrimental uses 

that the data is put to, have extremely unpleasant and adverse effects resulting 

in depression, embarrassment and societal hostility to the data subject. The right 

to be forgotten was promulgated due to the loss of privacy of a person who 

futilely seeks to get his/her personal data removed from the internet. This right 

creates and validates a civil right to the people to get their personal information 

removed from the internet.14 This right shall endorse a due procedure for 

erasing and eliminating of personal information from the world wide web.   

																																																								
14 Akriti Gupta & Mahima Sharma, Data Privacy in the Digital World: Right to be Forgotten, 8.1 NULJ 97, 97-108 
(2018). 
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The right to be forgotten is a right that empowers people to decide for 

themselves the extent of information and the manner of communication of their 

personal data on the internet. Any information that is inadequate, or no longer 

relevant falls in the ambit of the personal information that is eligible to be 

forgotten. Thus, this right enhances the control of a person over data about 

themselves. 

 

The right to be forgotten is often postulated as a fructification to the right to 

privacy. It endows an individual to seek the delisting of third party collected 

personal information and data. This right also enables limiting the access to data 

that was published on the internet from an individual’s past in required 

circumstances. 

 

While garnering more control of persons’ over inadequate or irrelevant personal 

data, this right deeply contrasts the open and free nature of the internet where 

all information is perennial and accessible. 

 

This ingenious notion is premised on the fact that the access of utilization of 

one’s personal data should rest with the data subject after a while. This right is 

explained as gibing back the right to control personal data on individuals back 

to them and enable a more efficient and effective consent regime. 

 

GENISIS AND HISTORY OF THE RIGHT 

 

The right to be forgotten has its roots in French concept of Doit a I’Oubli i.e. 

right to oblivion. This right permitted the accused to seek the removal of data 

regarding their crime post the completion of the sentence so as to remove the 

blemish of criminality from their lives. The pioneering binding international 

instrument that laid down the bare minimum standards granted to an individual 

to preserve his personal data from any squandering occurring due to collection 
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or processing of data was the Convention for Protection of Individuals with 

regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.15  

 

Further, this right was deliberated upon in the European Law 1995 Directive 

that regulated the personal data in the EU.16 Moreover, European Union in its 

General Data Protection Regulation, 201617 included the right to be forgotten 

as a right that is not absolute i.e. the controller can refuse to accept the request 

of erasure if there exists a legitimate reason for continuing the publication of 

the personal data such as public interest, infringement of the right to freedom 

of expression and information etc. The EU GDPR empowers the citizens with 

the right to erasure under circumstances including irrelevance of data, 

withdrawal of consent of the person to use his/her personal data etc.18 

 

The modern inception of the right to be forgotten was in the judgement of the 

Google Spain v Mario Costeja Gonzalez by the European Court of Justice in 

2014.19 The facts of this case are that Mr Mario had searched for his name on 

the Google search engine in 2009 and the results showed a newspaper clipping 

from 1998. Since the article portrayed him in negative light, he requested the 

newspaper the remove the article. When the newspaper refused, he sought 

Google to remove it from their servers. When Google did not oblige, he sought 

remedy with the European Court of Justice. The European Court of Justice 

recognized this right as a fortuity for self-correction and removal of any data 

about them. In this case the ECJ had directed Google to remove certain data 

about Mr Mario from its search results as the data had become irrelevant.20  

																																																								
15 Ajay Pal Singh* and Rahil Setia, Right to be Forgotten-Recognition, Legislation and Acceptance in International and 
Domestic Domain, 8.1 NULJ 37, 37-56 (2018). 
16 EU Data Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC), Whatis.com (April 14, 2020 07:30 
PM), https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/EU -Data-Protection-Directive-Directive-95-46-EC. 
17 General Data Protection Regulation, 2016/679, Kpmg.com (April 19, 2020 10:12 
AM), https://assets.kpmg.com/content/ dam/kpmg/be/pdf/2017/GDPR_Booklet.pdf. 
18 Ajay Pal Singh* and Rahil Setia, Right to be Forgotten-Recognition, Legislation and Acceptance in International and 
Domestic Domain, 8.1 NULJ 37, 37-56 (2018). 
19 Google Spain v. AEPD and Mario Costeja Gonzalez, ECLI: EU: C: 2014:317 (2014). 
20 Google Spain v. Agenda Espanolade Protection, number C-131/12. See also, GLOBAL FREEDOM OF 
EXPRESSION COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY (April 14, 2020 10:21 
PM), https://globalfreedomofexpression.columbia.edu/cases/google -spain-sl-v-agencia-espanola-de-proteccion-de-
datos-aepd/. 
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This judgement is now referred to as the case of right to be forgotten. The ruling 

clearly stated that when a member of the society requests the deletion of data 

that is ‘irrelevant, inadequate or no longer relevant’ the search engines should 

oblige with the same. This case lead to mushrooming of public interest and 

newspaper awareness and also aided in reinforcing the regulations around data 

protection inclusive of the GDPR.  

 

THE NEED FOR RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN 

 

The dire need for right to be forgotten was observed because of a kaleidoscopic 

reason. The first one being the pivotal requirement of regulating the world wide 

web. The indelible content on the internet and the paucity of due regulation of 

such content is a recipe for disaster for data subjects.21 This right is thus 

considered as a zealot against the proliferating information access on the 

internet and the boom in digital openness which is a thwart in the lives of 

general public.22 

 

The dire need for right to be forgotten is also observed as it is an extending arm 

to the rights of digital privacy. Right to privacy also includes protection of 

personal data in its ambit. The invasion of data privacy in the online domain is 

a piece of cake and infringements occur in the form of tracking and surveillance 

to profiling and wrongful use of the personal information.23 These invasions in 

data privacy lead to a mammoth impact on an individual’s lives. Thus, right to 

be forgotten shall ensure satisfactory armament against such unrequited abuse. 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
21 Shreya Bansal and Deboleena Dutta, Right to be Forgotten: A Critical and Comparative Analysis, 5 RFMLR 81, 81-
105 (2018). 
22 Shivangi Adani and Shivani Chimnani, Why the Net Needs to Forget, 9 Law Rev GLC 121, 121-140 (2017). 
23 Tejashree J, The Need for Right to be Forgotten in India, 5 RFMLR 106, 106- 125 (2018). 
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THE RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN AND THE RIGHT TO 

PRIVACY 

 

The jurisprudence on the subject of rights follows the Hohfeldian theory that 

states that for each right granted to a person, there is a simultaneous duty of 

another person. The Right to privacy is a fundamental right that has widespread 

application all over the world and is also hit by the Hohfeldian theory. Right to 

privacy is an attribute to the right to freedom of speech and expression and is 

attributed to human dignity. It is imperative to safeguard and preserve right to 

privacy and its attributes as the same is cardinal for the free flow of opinions, 

information and ideas. This notion has been acknowledged by the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights.24 

 

Thus, a person’s right to privacy creates an implicit duty of another person to 

safeguard and preserve the privacy. This implicit duty eventually creates the dire 

need for the right to be forgotten.25 

 

The case of KS Puttaswamy v Union of India26 had rekindled conversations on 

the right to privacy and the right to be forgotten. One section of experts stated 

that right to privacy and the right to be forgotten are polar opposites to each 

other. Their contention was that right to privacy is concerned with preventing 

information that is in in the public domain from being disclosed publicly 

whereas the right to be forgotten deals with extracting and erasing information 

and data that was already in the public domain alongside not permitting third 

parties to access the data. 

 

This divergence has been a conclusion of various cases and opinions. However, 

another view is that the right to privacy and the right to be forgotten are of the 

																																																								
24 Prashant Mali, Privacy Law: Right to be Forgotten in India, 7 NLIU LR 7, 7-21 (2018). 
25 ibid 
26 KS Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. Union of India, 2017 SCC Online SC 1462. 
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same kith and kin. The fact that both the rights have their roots in impending 

the spill of private information and data.  

 

According to this view the right to be forgotten has always been ingrained in 

the right to privacy and the primary evidence of that is the judgement of R 

Rajagopal v State of Tamil Naidu.27 In this case the right to be left alone was 

discussed. In this case, a detainee had composed his autobiography in prison 

portraying the conditions there and the nexus among other prisoners and a few 

IAS and IPS officials. He had given the life account to his spouse with the goal 

that she may get it published it in a specific magazine. Be that as it may, the 

distribution was curbed and restrained in different issues and the issue emerged 

regarding the right to be left alone, especially in prison.  

 

This right would give an individual the right to reserve the option of defending 

his/her privacy by prevention of production of material about their life without 

his/her earlier permission. The court maintained the equivalent. Despite that, a 

standard that gave non-complaint with respect to distributing of records in the 

public domain including Court records was set down. The Supreme Court's 

perception for the situation lead to the notion of Right to be left alone.28 The 

judgment is considered to be a forerunner of the contemporary case on the 

issue. Irrespective of this step in the right direction, the court’s improper 

judgement has left various divergent views on the issue thus giving way to the 

hornet’s nest on the issue.29 

 

RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN AND THE FREEDOM OF SPEECH 

AND EXPRESSION 

 

The freedom of Speech and Expression is a right that is ingrained in the 

fundamental rights of the entire world. The freedom of speech and expression 

																																																								
27 R. Rajagopal v State of T.N., (1994) 6 SCC 632. 
28 ibid 
29 Komal Khare and Devershi Mishra, Contextualizing the Right to be Forgotten in the India Constitution: Juxtaposing 
Right to Privacy and Right to Free Speech, 3.2 CALQ 70, 70-82 (2017). 
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empowers each person to speak and express themselves. This right is can only 

be curbed due to certain state imposed reasonable restriction.  

 

The right to be forgotten enables a person to erase his/her personal information 

in certain specified circumstances. This right empowers a person to mend any 

ill that happened to his reputation due to the wrongful publication of his 

personal data However, this right is paradoxical to the right to freedom of 

speech and expression. It has been contended that the right to be forgotten is 

probable to detract from the notion of counter speech and could muddy the 

waters of the natural and conventional procedure of communication.30 

 

Moreover, the European Union Commission is bereft of setting any standards 

to govern the exercise if bright to be forgotten by a person whilst the act violates 

Article 10 and 11 of the ECHR Charter i.e. the right to expression. The rationale 

given for this contradiction is that the right to expression is for absolute and is 

subject to certain reasonable restrictions such as national interest, defamation, 

state security etc. Similarly, the right to be forgotten is also ordained with the 

exceptions wherein the data controller can refuse to exercise the right to be 

forgotten and retain the publication of personal data of the data subject.31 

 

The two rights are indeed conflicting and necessitate a deliberate balancing of 

the public interest against the request of the data subject. The State laws need 

to ensure that the essence of the right to be forgotten is respected and the either 

of the rights that is curbed is proportional to the pursued legitimate aim. 

However, the discretion rests in the hands of the data controller i.e. the search 

engines to harmonize the framework against the sanction of any person’s right 

to be forgotten.32 

 

Another line of thought is that the right to be forgotten does not supress the 

right to freedom of expression. The freedom of speech and expression isn’t an 

																																																								
30 ibid 
31 Komal Khare and Devershi Mishra, Contextualizing the Right to be Forgotten in the India Constitution: Juxtaposing 
Right to Privacy and Right to Free Speech, 3.2 CALQ 70, 70-82 (2017).  
32 Prashant Mali, Privacy Law: Right to be Forgotten in India, 7 NLIU LR 7, 7-21 (2018). 
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absolute right granted to persons, rather it can be restricted by State imposed 

reasonable restrictions. The advocates of this thought state that right to be 

forgotten deals with control of data instead of the alleged censorship. The only 

need is that it is implemented well. This right should be perceived as a right that 

is pragmatic and accessible to all persons.33 Right to privacy and freedom of 

speech and expression are complementary rights as the prevalent availability and 

accessibility of information damage a person’s privacy. This results in 

undermining the confidence, belief and security of individuals on the internet 

thus infringing the free flow of ideas and information on the internet. Hence, 

the right to be forgotten could only transgresses the freedom of speech and 

expression if it is used arbitrarily.  

 

SUPPORT TO THE RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN 

 

The right to be forgotten has garnered a lot of support at the global level. 

Various surveys across the United States and United Kingdom have exhibited 

that a majority of individuals are in support of this right. A proposal has also 

been given to form an advisory council consisting of various professionals to 

ensure the proper regulation of this right.34 

 

The support to this right is clearly seen in the judgement of K.S. Puttaswamy v 

Union of India. In this case the bench had observed that –  

 

“The impact of the digital age results in information on the internet being 

permanent. Humans forget, but the Internet does not forget and does not let 

humans forget. Any endeavour to remove information from the internet does not 

result in its absolute obliteration. The footprints remain. It is thus, said 

that in the digital world preservation is the norm and forgetting a 

struggle and the right of an individual to exercise control over his personal 

data and to be able to control his/her own life would also encompass 

																																																								
33 ibid 
34 Prof. Dr. Rolf H. Weber, The Right to Be Forgotten More Than a Pandora's Box?, Jipitec,( April 24, 2020 10:21 
PM), https://www.jipitec.eu/issues/jipitec -2-2-2011/3084. 
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his right to control his existence on the internet. Such a right would not be an 

absolute right. The existence of such a right does not imply that a criminal can 

obliterate his past, but that there are variant degrees of mistakes, 

small and big, and it cannot be said that a person should be profiled to the nth 

extent for all and sundry to know.” 35 

 

CRITICISM TO THE RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN 

 

The primary issue with the right to be forgotten is that it is conflicting with the 

right to freedom of speech and expression. The only resort in this case is to 

apply harmonious construction of right to eb forgotten and Article 19. 

However, the drawback of the same is that the right to be forgotten shall be 

mellowed down to reconcile with the Constitution of India. Moreover, despite 

the reconciliation, right to be forgotten could be categorized as censorship. This 

right shall result in multifarious unnecessary cases involving the data 

intermediaries and data controllers with third parties with respect to 

unreasonable requests for removal of data.  

 

Additionally, while seeking to avert any commercial and logistical ramifications, 

data controllers and data intermediaries might be inclined to delete the 

impugned information on wholesale basis. This right is also equipped with the 

potential to become a stumbling block in the easement of carrying on business 

and complying with the identification practices in law such as conducting the 

practice of KYC. The right to be forgotten raises fingers on the integrity and 

neutrality of the search engines alongside affecting the principle of 

accountability. Moreover, the cost of implementing the right to be forgotten by 

search engines shall be elephantine.36 

 

This right also stands on the slippery slope of technicalities as taking off 

information and data from the internet unattainable and the decentralization of 

the world wide web is excruciatingly tedious. Since this right allows for 

																																																								
35 KS Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. Union of India, 2017 SCC Online SC 1462. 
36 ibid 
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forgetting of the data, the content can still be located on the internet using other 

search results or data controllers.37 An analogy for the implementation of this 

right is tearing the index of the book while the book in its entirety with all 

chapters in available and intact. Further, the wholesale deleting of data by the 

search engines would result in the ‘serious chilling effect’ crisis on the internet. 

 

VARIOUS LEGISLATIONS AROUND THE RIGHT TO BE 

FORGOTTEN 

 

European Union and the Right to be Forgotten 

 

Post the Mario Costeja Gonzalez case and the reinstatement of the General 

Data Protection Bill, the right to be forgotten has become a legitimate right that 

can be sought by people in the European Union.38 However, the European 

Union Court of Justice stated that the data controllers have no obligation to 

straightaway remove the data but have to endeavour to maintain a due 

equilibrium between the access to data for the Internet users’ and the 

fundamental rights of the data subject.39 The court had proclaimed that the right 

to privacy is to be kept on a pedestal and economic interests of the search engine 

and the right to access information of the general public are always going to be 

below privacy. The only exception to this rule is if the data subject id a person 

of public importance.  

 

It is a pivotal advance taken by the C.J.E.U. to secure the central fundamental 

right to privacy in the time of the web, alongside perceiving the of private actors’ 

role in applying and enforcing the basic fundamental rights. In any case, the 

Google judgment isn't liberated from critique as it neglects to set out the 

substance and level of protection that is offered by this new found right.40 It 

additionally seems to excuse significant contemplations that can be in strife with 

																																																								
37 ibid 
38 ibid 
39 ibid 
40 Amber Sinha, “Right to Be Forgotten: A Tale of Two Judgements”, The Centre for Internet and Society (7-4-2017), 
<https://cis-india.org/internet-governance/blog/right-to-be-forgotten-a-tale-of-two-judgments#_ftnref6>. 
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the right to be forgotten, for instance, the rights to freedom of speech and 

expression and right to access data and information. Therefore, it raises genuine 

questions concerning whether this advancement will flag a positive push in the 

general safeguard of fundamental rights. 

 

Moreover, the European Union General Data Protection Bill of 201641 includes 

the right to erasure which is applicable to search engines, source websites and 

data controllers alike. The bill is inclusive of the obligations of the data 

controller to remove the impugned data, the basis for deciding the categories of 

data that will be subject to the right to be forgotten and the procedure for the 

right to be forgotten. In order to seek remedy of right to be forgotten, the 

aggrieved is to file a compete form on the search engine’s website. The 

procedure of removal request can involve a series of steps including the 

identification of the claimant, his residence, legal identification, certain personal 

information, an account of all the URLs that are requested to be removed with 

a summary of each.42  

 

The General Data Protection Bill confers the right to restrict information in 

case of questionable accuracy of the data until the data controller authenticates 

that information. An obligation is imposed on the data controller to update the 

consumers of the personal data in case the data is rectified or removed. The 

only exception to the same is impossibility of making the consumers aware or 

the possibility of disproportionate efforts. 

 

In accordance with the precedents and the legislations in EU if the search engine 

demurs with the request, the aggrieved can file an appeal with the local agency 

of data protection. In case a search engine refuses to abide by the decision of 

the authority, it shall have to face legal action against it. 

 

The European Union Charter imposes a fundamental right to safeguard the 

right to privacy. The genesis of the Right to be Forgotten is in the same principle 

																																																								
41 ibid 
42 ibid 
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of privacy. Thus, certain constraints and procedure by the member states is 

imperative for the implementation of this right and so that it can be availed by 

the data subjects. Despite being pioneers in the countenance of right to privacy 

by this right, the EU has failed to justify the right to be forgotten. This is on 

account of the botch in laying down the standards that determine whether the 

impugned data is eligible to be erased and cannot be retained. Further, the 

regulations on this subject fail to distinguish whether the data is true or false. 

The GDPR is ill equipped with handling two or more data subjects concerned 

with the same data as well. Due to these factors, the right to be forgotten could 

result in latent censorship on the world wide web. 

 

United States and the Right to be Forgotten 

 

The United States of America has an advanced legal machinery however, the 

progress on the right to be forgotten has been relatively slow. The United States 

is still on the journey of deciphering which right, among freedom of speech and 

privacy to give more importance to. The potential of developing an adequate 

right to be forgotten and right to erasure is very obscure as it is deemed to be 

conflicting with the freedom of speech and expression that is provided in the 

First amendment of the United States Constitution.43 Since the US lacks a 

homogenous and coherent federal legal framework on privacy and data 

protection, the aggrieved citizens are left on the behest of the federal states and 

companies. 

 

The notion of legal forgiveness is unique to the United States and is imbibed in 

their legal machinery. The restatement of torts from the nineteenth century 

expressly accounts for the concept that any person giving publicity to an issue 

about the intimate and private life of another person shall be accountable to the 

inclusion of privacy of that person.44 The conditions to apply this legal lacuna is 

that the subject matter of publicity isn’t a canonical concern of the society and 

																																																								
43 ibid 
44 ibid 
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the subject matter shall be extremely offensive to an ordinary, reasonable and 

prudent man. 

 

The judicial precedents regarding this right have been divergent. In the case of 

Sidis v FR Publishing Corporation, the claimant was a child prodigy who wanted 

to spend his adulthood sans any recognition or celebrity status.45 This was 

disrupted by a New Yorker article. However, the court ruled in favour of the 

New Yorker stating that an individual can control his life a fact about him to an 

extent. The court further held that published facts have certain social values 

ingrained in them and nobody has the liberty to let go of their celebrity status 

as per their whims and fancies.46  

 

In the case of Melvin v Reid, a film was made on the life of an ex-prostitute 

who was acquitted of a murder charge. Eventually she had opted for an 

anonymous life for herself but the film rekindled her history and caused 

disturbance to her life. She brought a case in the court against the producer and 

the court ruled in her favour. The court also held that a person who wants to 

live a life of rectitude is entitled to happiness and joy. According to the Court, 

such happiness is inclusive of the freedom from unrequited attacks on 

reputation, social status or character.47 

 

However, there have been some positive steps around the right to be forgotten. 

New York and California have been the pioneer states that has drafted the Right 

to Protection Bill. The bills were targeted at creating a right to be forgotten in 

New York and California. Moreover, the state senator of New York had 

presented a bill that had proposed that individuals could seek the erasure of any 

information and data that is irrelevant, excessive, inaccurate or irrelevant. 

California has implemented various other legislative endeavours including the 

																																																								
45 Sidis v. F-R Pub. Corp., U.S. LEXIS 26, 311 U.S. 711, 61 S.Ct. 393, 85 L. Ed. 462 (1940). 
46 Sidis v. Fr Publishing Corp, CASE BRIEFS (Nov. 20, 2018 10:23 
AM), https://www.casebriefs.com/blog/law/torts/torts -keyed-to-epstein/privacy/sidis-v-f-r-publishing-corp/. 
47 Melvin v. Reid, 112 CaLApp. 285, 297 P. 91 (1931). 
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California Data Breach Law, 2013 and the California Online Privacy Protection 

Act, 2003.48 

 

Thus, it is concluded that the legal lacuna in United States has certain features 

and portions of the Right to be Forgotten, yet it lacks the drive to enforce 

adequate privacy regulations such as the right to be forgotten and the right to 

erasure. 

  

Argentina and the Right to be Forgotten 

 

Argentina has also witnessed a mushrooming growth of cases seeking right to 

erasure or right to be forgotten against prominent search engines such as 

Google and Yahoo. 

 

A landmark case regarding right to be forgotten is Da Cunha v Yahoo Argentina 

SRL.49 The claimant had sought injunction and damages against Google and 

Yahoo for displaying her name and photographs in various pornographic and 

erotic websites sans her consent. In this case, the Supreme Court held that 

search engines shall fall in the ambit of media if it followed the guidelines i.e., 

they must cite sources of the information published and the reproduction of the 

information and data must be accurate. Since search engines can be categorized 

as media, they are exempted from any liability that is incurred for merely 

reproducing the data that has been created by third parties.50  

 

However, search engines, being classified as media in this judgement also 

implies that it shall be hit by Article 43 of the Argentine National Constitution.51 

Article 43 states that any person can bring an action to obtain information and/ 

or the purpose of the data regarding himself in the public and private domain. 

If the data is false, or discriminatory the aggrieved can bring the action of 

																																																								
48 ibid 
49 Da Cunha v. Yahoo de Argentina SRL, File number 99.613/06 (2014) (Argentina). 
50 Litigation Da Cunha v. Yahoo de Argentina SRL, OPEN SOCIETY FOUNDATIONS (April 14, 2020 10:45 
PM), https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/litigation/da -cunha-v-yahoo-de-argentina-srl-and-another. 
51 Constitution of the Argentine Nation, (April 14, 2020 1:37 PM), http://www.bibliot.eca.jus.gov.ar/argentina -
constitution.pdf. 
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suppression, updating, confidentiality or rectification of the data. The exception 

to this rule is that there should be no impairment of the confidential nature of 

the bases of journalistic information.  

 

The Court had further stated that the search engines had an elephantine role 

regarding the freedom of expression. The court held that search engines aid in 

enhancing access, circulation and diffusion of data, notions and information. 

Alongside emphasising on the importance of search engines, the court rendered 

a balanced approach by acknowledging the imperativeness of the right to 

privacy as an important ambit of the freedom of speech and expression. 52 

 

Thus, in accordance with the categorization of internet as media, the exception 

granted to media in Argentine laws and Article 43 of the Argentine National 

Constitution, the right to be forgotten is provided in Argentina. 

 

India and the Right to be Forgotten 

 

India does not have an expressed legislation on the right to be forgotten. The 

elementary legislation governing cybercrime and e-commerce is the Information 

and Technology Act, 2000.53 Furthermore, India is not equipped with any 

implemented Data Privacy laws. In order to tackle the inadequacy of laws, the 

BN Srikrishna Committee was formulated and led to the conceiving of Right to 

be Forgotten in India.54 This committee was created for the purpose of analysing 

issues around data protection and promulgate solutions to address the issues 

and thereby draft the data protection bill.55 

 

The committee report stated that in order to share any persona data, it must 

have the consent of the person whose personal data is being revealed. Such 

																																																								
52 ibid 
53 Information Technology Act, 2000, No. 21, Acts of Parliament, 2000. 
54 Aroon Deep, Srikrishna Committee Data Protection Bill released, Media Nama (April 24, 2020 10:21 
PM), https://www.medianama.com/2018/07/223 -live-justice-srikrishna-data-protection-report-being-submitted-
to-it-ministry/. 
55 Information Technology Rules, 2011, Wipo (April 23, 2020 10:48 
PM), http://www.wipo.int/edocs/lexdocs/laws/en/in/ino98en.pdf. 
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consent must be specific, informed and clear and the withdrawal of such 

consent must also be extremely easy. The committee defined personal data as 

any data that aids to directly or indirectly revealing the identity of an individual. 

The exception to this rule is a situation of emergency, state welfare, compliance 

with law and order and contracts of employment. The bill has provisions for 

exemption for journalistic purposes whilst ensuring the respect to the right to 

privacy. Moreover, the bill imposes very heavy monetary penalties on the 

wrongdoers.56 

 

The committee has formulated the draft data protection bill that was inspired 

by the General Data Protection Bill of the European Union, but this bill was 

sans the expressed right to erasure or the right to be forgotten.57 The bill does 

mention certain circumstances including data being unnecessary, sans consent 

or used in contravention to law methods by which people can protect and 

manage their personal data that is basically a veiled right to be forgotten. 

However, the report from this committee has the potential to shape up the data 

protection laws in the country including the right to be forgotten. 

 

The absence of a well-defined legislation has resulted in witnessing judgments 

about this subject that are on the fag ends of the spectrum. The right to be 

forgotten spurred in the judiciary from the Karnataka High Court in the case of 

Sri Vasunathan v. Registrar where the right to be forgotten was granted by the 

court on account of the case being sensitive and involving a woman’s modesty.58 

In this case a woman approached the court to annul her marriage certificate and 

stated that she hadn’t been married to the man ever. Post the annulment, her 

father sought the court’s aid in getting his daughter’s name erased and removed 

from the search engines with respect to the criminal litigations in court. The 

court obliged the father. 

 

																																																								
56 The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018, (April 18, 2020 5:31 
PM), http://meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Personal_Data_Protection_Bill,2018.pdf. 
57 ibid 
58 Sri Vasunathan v. The Registrar General, High Court of Karnataka, 2017 SCC Online Kar 424. 
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However, in the case of Dharmaraj Dave v State of Gujrat, the Gujrat High 

Court denied the right to be forgotten to a person who sought the removal of 

his name from a non-reportable judgement published on the internet.59 The 

court did not grant his request as the petitioner couldn’t show the Court any 

legal lacuna that were attracted in the case. Further he couldn’t show any manner 

where his right to life and liberty was put in jeopardy. 

 

In the case of LaakshVir Singh Yadav v Union of India the High Court 

pondered upon the question that whether the right to delink irrelevant 

information form the internet is within the ambit of right to privacy.60 In the 

case, the petitioner had sought to get his personal information erased from the 

internet post a marital dispute. The petitioner also raised the question of the 

extent of obligation of data intermediaries and controllers with respect to 

removal of information that is irrelevant or inadequate if a request is made for 

the same. In this case, Google Inc. had responded stating the inadequacy of 

reasoning to create a legal framework exclusively for the right to be forgotten. 

Google corroborated this statement with the fact that the data would remain in 

the original website and shall also be available on other search engines even of 

google disables or blocks it from the platform. This case is still awaiting decision 

in the court. 

 

The Supreme Court recognized the Right to be Forgotten in the case of 

Puttaswamy v Union of India.61 This ruling was centred around the right to 

privacy and overruled the landmark cases of MP Sharma v Satish Chandra62 and 

the case of Kharak Singh v State of Uttar Pradesh.63 Despite the fact that right 

to be forgotten wasn’t the core issue in the judgement, it spurred a debate on 

the relationship between the right to be forgotten and the right to privacy. The 

judgement held that every individual must have the right to control his/her 

personal data and his/her existence on the internet. The Puttaswamy judgement 

																																																								
59 Dharmraj Bhanushankar Dave v. State of Gujarat, 2015 SCC Online Guj 2019. 
60 Lakshvir Singh Yadav v. Union of India WP(C) 10/21 2016 (Del.). 
61  KS Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. Union of India, 2017 SCC Online SC 1462. 
62 MP Sharma v. Satish Chandra, AIR 1954 SC 300. 
63 Kharak Singh v. State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1963 SC 1295. 
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held that the past mistakes of a person cannot be used as weapons against him 

due to the existence of digital footprints. Therefore, a person should be 

permitted and empowered to curb and regulate the publication of personal data 

about them. 

 

These cases highlight the dire requirement of an appropriate Digital Privacy 

legislation and have portrayed the extent to which the vision of the judicial 

machinery is blurred and myopic not his issue. This right is derived from the 

Article 1964 and Article 2165 of the Indian Constitution. However, the rights 

provided under Article 19 and 21 are subject to reasonable restrictions as held 

in the case of Romesh Thappar v State of Madras. Moreover, Article 21 cannot 

be availed against private individual. There is a requirement of blanket legislation 

for the right to be forgotten in India and the future of this right is extremely 

uncertain.66 

 

The passing of a blanket right to be forgotten is not possible as it the right to 

freedom of speech sans expression also entails the right to know. Thus, the 

courts have generally opted for a dual step process for all cases involving the 

right to be forgotten.67 Firstly, the court gauges over the nature of the data and 

its sensitivity. In this step the court determines if the data poses to be a threat 

on the persons reputation and prestige in the society. Secondly, the test of public 

necessity is conducted. This test determines if granting the data subject, the right 

to be forgotten shall violate the general public’s right to know.68 

 

This test is contrary to the ‘purpose behind’ approach of the countries in the 

west. In this approach the erasure of data is conditional to whether the initial 

purpose of publishing it has been achieved or not. This line of deduction, 

regardless of striking down a limitation of the right to freedom of speech and 

																																																								
64 INDIA Const, art. 19, cl. 1. 
65 INDIA Const, art. 21. 
66 Anamika Kundu, Right to Be Forgotten: Its Applicability in India, RMNLU Review, (April 14, 2020 6:21 
PM) https://rmlnlulawreview.wordpress.com/2017/10/25/right -to-be-forgotten-its-applicability-in-india/. 
67 Devarshi Mukhopadhyay and Rahul Bajaj, Locating the ‘Right to be Forgotten’ in Indian Constitutional 
Jurisprudence: A Functional Dialogical Analysis, 3.2 CALQ 52, 52-69 (2017) 
68 ibid 
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expression, begins scrutinizing the degree wherein the exasperation or 

uneasiness due to the Internet can have an adverse impact on an individual's 

right to life and dignity.69  

 

Accordingly, it is unambiguous to comprehend the stance of the Court as there 

are impediments to the right to freedom of speech and expression, which can 

be deciphered by the legal machinery in case to case basis, till the creation of 

unequivocal laws. These laws ought to likewise draw away from on the expanse 

and degree of the right.70 

 

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

 

An undisputable concern around the right to be forgotten in the General Dtats 

Protection Bill is the lack of due parameters to distinguish the type of data that 

shall fall in the realms of protection under this right.  

 

A possible solution is found in the Fleischer’s model. This model comprehends 

three varying degrees of content deletion. The primary degree of erasure is a 

situation wherein the data subject publishes personal data himself. In this case 

the data subject is endowed with absolute autonomy in deleting the data from 

the World Wide Web.71 The second degree is a situation wherein despite 

emanating from the data subject, the data is eventually copied and republished 

by other persons. In this case, the data subject has the right to use his control 

over the original data and he/she also is endowed with the privacy interest of 

that published data.  

 

The last degree is a situation wherein personal information of the data subject 

is published online by a third party behind the third party’s shield of the right 

to be forgotten. This case is the most arduous to be governed and regulated by 

																																																								
69 ibid 
70 Prashant Mali, Privacy Law: Right to be Forgotten in India, 7 NLIU LR 7, 7-21 (2018). 
71 ibid 
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the General Dtats Protection Bill. This is because this case questions the essence 

of the fundamental rights endowed to the persons in a democratic setup.72 

 

Deriving its premise from the Fleischer’s model, Rustab and Kulevska 

presented certain reforms on the erasure of the URLs. In their research, it was 

suggested that all individuals including private persons, public figures and public 

officials ought to be granted the right to be forgotten until the first and the 

second degree. However, with regard to the third degree, the right can only be 

claimed by private individuals only in such a case where the data shall cause 

distress or annoyance to the data subject. The right to erasure for the third 

degree can be sought by public figures and officials only in cases where the data 

lacks any rational nexus to public interest and was publishes with ill intent.73 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The rapid paced development of the technology is greatly responsible for the 

advancement and progress of the world. This digital era has resulted in making 

information and data extremely easy to access.  Though this easy access is 

beneficial, issues rekindle when search queries display the personal information 

of persons. The right to be forgotten comes into the picture and helps to solve 

this issue. This right is equipped with the ability to enable aggrieved individuals 

to limit, delink, erase, coarct or delete any irrelevant, inadequate and inaccurate 

personal information and data on the world wide web.  

 

This right was first recognized in the Mario Costeja case by the European Union 

Court of Justice. This right has been used in a limited manner, limiting the use 

to sensitive data only. In India, protection from sensitive data online has been 

provided for in the Data Protection Bill. However, the personal data protection 

																																																								
72 Peter Fleischer, Foggy thinking about the Right to Oblivion (2011), available 
at http://peterfleischer.blogspot.com/2011/03/foggy-thinking-about-right-to-oblivion.html (last visited April 19, 
2020). 
73 Michael Rustad and Sanna Kulevska, “Reconceptualizing the Right to be Forgotten to Enable Transatlantic Data 
Flow”, 28 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 349, 359-62 (2015). 
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bill does not have any provisions with respect to search engines like Google and 

Yahoo etc.  

 

Though the right to be forgotten and the freedom of speech and expression are 

perceived as polar opposites, they might have more in common than what is 

apparent. The Right to be Forgotten sanctions authentic substance to the 

freedom of speech and expression. This is due to the fact that this right will 

empower persons to express themselves and not restrain themselves in order to 

prevent subsequent consequences and embarrassment. Hence this right upholds 

the truest sense of freedom of speech and expression according to some. The 

right to be forgotten is well within the ambit of the right to privacy. The right 

to be forgotten is a part of intellectual privacy and also a part of the right to be 

left alone.  

 

The scope of exercise of the right to be forgotten is subject to laws, rules and 

legislations of each country in the data protection realm. The influx of this right 

will lead to protection of data that is sensitive and personal whilst holstering the 

freedom of speech and expression and the right to privacy. In the era of search 

engines where data is extremely easily accessible, this right is becoming an 

imperative. Thus, the right to be forgotten holds within its ambit the right to 

erasure of personal sensitive information not only from past criminals’ records 

or information relating to modesty and dignity of women but should be 

widespread to each and every citizen with regards to their digital footprint. 

 

Thus, technology is indeed an extremely useful servant but a dangerous and 

barbaric master.74 I conclude by quoting Nicholas Sarkozy ‘ Regulating the 

internet to correct the excesses and abuses that arise from the total absence of 

rules is a moral imperative.’75 The world needs the right to be forgotten and it 

ought to be duly legitimized and regulated by legislation. 

 

																																																								
74 Hetvi Tridedi, Broadening Horizons of Rights in a Technological World, PL (IPR) July 96, 96-99 (2018). 
75 Nicholas Sarkozy, then President of France, called for tighter regulation of the Internet when the world's most 
powerful web figures, including Google, Microsoft and Facebook, gathered in Paris to debate governance in the G-8 
Summit Conference, in May 2011. 
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A CRITICAL OVERVIEW OF THE PERSONAL 

DATA PROTECTION BILL 2019 
-AKANSHA GUPTA76 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

In today’s technology driven world, where every kind of information is accessible on internet 

and lot of personal information being stored online, there is need for personal data protection 

so that it is not misused and adds to other cyber-crimes. In India where Right to privacy is 

declared as a fundamental Right in case of Justice K.S. Puttaswamy v Union of India77 , the 

Supreme Court highlighted the right to privacy an extended Right to Life under Article 21. 

Thus accordingly legislation: The Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 is drafted so as to 

protect personal data in this digital world. This article discusses about main features as well 

as implication of this bill on digital web. 

  

																																																								
76 Assistant Professor, JEMTEC School of Law, Greater Noida. 
77 (2017) 10 SCC 1. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Right to privacy means freedom of individual to be left alone and no 

intervention by government or other bodies in private spheres. This right was 

declared as fundamental right, an extended branch of right to life and liberty 

under Article 2178 in the case of Justice K.S. Puttaswamy v Union of India79. 

The inclusion of this right as a fundamental right has opened the pathways for 

development of Personal data Protection Regime in India. Personal data for all 

purposes mean information that directly or indirectly identifies a person. In 

today’s times when Right to privacy is declared as a fundamental Right flowing 

from right to life, then if there is misuse of personal data of an individual it 

would be lead to breach of right to Privacy. 

 

Thus in the same landmark case, The Supreme Court felt the need of a 

committee to be formed to draft a bill on Personal Data Protection in digital 

world. The court observed the following-: “Formulation of a regime for data protection 

is a complex exercise which needs to be undertaken by the State after a careful balancing of 

the requirements of privacy coupled with other values which the protection of data sub-serves 

together with the legitimate concerns of the State80.” Thus following the guidelines of 

the case the Government of India constituted a Committee of Experts on 

Personal Data Protection headed by B.N. Sri Krishna to observe the issues 

related to data protection on 31ST JULY 2017.  

 

A report was submitted by such committee on 27TH JULY 2018 named Personal 

Data Protection Bill 2018.Then bill was revised in 2019 as it had certain 

drawbacks such as the regulatory authority under the bill was not sufficiently 

independent; the central government has significant control over the 

regulatory regime, and it is more likely to be captured by industry. The 

Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 was approved by Union Cabinet on 4th Dec 

																																																								
78 Article 21 of Indian Constitution 1950 : Protection of life and personal liberty No person shall be deprived of his 
life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law. 
79 Supra note 74 pg. 1. 
80 Available at https://meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Data_Protection_Committee_Report.pdf  last visited on 19th 
may, 2020. 
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2019. Then the bill was introduced in Lok Sabha on 11 th Dec 2019 and on the 

same day referred to Joint Parliamentary Committee for review. The Joint 

Parliamentary Committee would submit the report regarding The Personal Data 

Protection Bill 2019 by the end of monsoon session of Parliament81. This article 

discusses the key features of Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 as well as 

implications on digital world if bill comes into force and obligations to be 

observed by data fiduciaries to keep up with the law of such personal data 

Protection. 

 

The Personal Data Protection bill owes its origin to the case Justice Puttuswamy 

v Union of India82. Before the advent of this bill, the only legislation which 

protected Personal data in digital world was IT Act 2000 which had limited 

scope of personal data protection as there were obligations to be followed by 

companies and governments were exempted. Thus there was need of personal 

data protection regime in India which gain more light when Right to Privacy 

was declared as a fundamental Right. 

 

The Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 main objective is to protect personal 

data in such a way that a trust is built between the person who processes 

personal data and the person whose personal data is being processed thus 

keeping up norms of right to privacy and growth of digital economy. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE BILL 

 

1. The bill comprises of obligations for data fiduciary i.e. the one who stores data 

and process data and as well as rights of data principal i.e. the one whose data 

has been stored and processed. 

 

2. The bill divides the data into three categories:  

 

																																																								
81 Available at https://www.prsindia.org/report-summaries/free-and-fair-digital-economy last visited on 19th may, 
2020. 
82 Supra note 74 pg. 1. 
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(a) Personal data which means Data from which an individual can be identified like 

name, address etc. 

 

(b) Sensitive personal data (SPD): Some types of personal data like as financial, 

health, sexual orientation, biometric, genetic, transgender status, caste, religious 

belief, and more. 

 

(c) Critical personal data: Anything that the government at any time can deem 

critical, such as military or national security data. 

 

3. The bill works to strengthen right to privacy thus personal data would be 

processed for a clear specific law purpose and consent to be taken by data 

principal. 

 

4. The bill is applicable to both government and private companies including not 

only those companies who are located in India but also to those companies who 

want to do business in India. The obligations of being transparent and 

accountability are to be followed by both. However there are certain exemptions 

given to government agencies. 

 

5. The bill provides certain rights to data principal such as Right to forgotten, Right 

to conformation and access, Right to disclosure etc. 

 

6. The PDP Bill specifies strict penalties for the contravention of its provisions. 

These penalties are prescribed in two brackets, the higher of which extends up 

to INR 150 million or 4% of the total worldwide turnover of the data fiduciary 

for the previous financial year, depending on the nature of the offence. The 

Data Protection Authority is main regulatory body under the Bill.83 

 

 

																																																								
83 Available at https://corporate.cyrilamarchandblogs.com/2019/12/personal-data-protection-bill-2019-analysis-
india/ last visited on 19th may 2020. 
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ISSUES  INVOLVED IN THE BILL 

 

1. Right to be forgotten  

 

The internet memory is of continuing and unforgettable nature; whatever has 

been updated or stored in it remains forever and comes in search web. The 

advanced technology and new search algorithms generates information in 

seconds that was ever uploaded and such information can be shared by 

Whatsapp, Email, Facebook, etc. by just clicking on the share button.  

 

Therefore, in order to protect one’s privacy it has become necessary to remove 

the data from the memory of internet which is no longer relevant in public 

domain hence does not breach right to information of any person. One such 

right is The Right to be forgotten that allows an individual to request for the 

removal of his/her personal information from an online database after a period 

of time or such information which is no longer relevant. The issue of Right to 

be forgotten revolves around the question that whether an individual should be 

granted a right to request for deletion of data generated from the list of results 

promoted by search engines, websites, social networks, blogs, etc or whether 

right to information or freedom of speech expression should be given an upper 

hand. 

 

The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019 has brought in India the concept of an 

individual's "right to be forgotten" which was before heard only in judicial 

pronouncements as facet of right to privacy. This right was also not available 

under India's current data privacy regime which comes in the form of the 

Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and 

Sensitive Personal Data or Information) Rules, 2011 ("DP Rules 2011") framed 

under the Information Technology Act, 2000 ("IT Act 2000")84. 

																																																								
84 Available at https://www.lawfareblog.com/key-global-takeaways-indias-revised-personal-data-protection-bill last 
visited on 19th may 2020. 
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The ‘Right to be forgotten’, as mentioned under Section 27 of PDP Bill, 

gives ‘data principal’ a right to restrict or prevent continuing disclosure of 

his/ her personal data by ‘data fiduciary’ 

 

 As per this section, each data principal shall have the right to restrict or prevent 

continuing disclosure of personal data (relating to such data principal) by any 

data fiduciary if such disclosure meet any of following conditions namely the 

disclosure of personal data: such as purpose for which data has been disclosed 

has been served ,or for the disclosure such consent of data principal was taken 

and now it is withdrawn or it has been allowed for storage or disclosure contrary 

to provisions of  PDP Bill 2019. Such application has to be made by Data 

principal to the Adjudicating officer who would decide keeping the following 

factors in mind such as right to freedom of speech and expression and right to 

information of any citizen85. 

 

The ‘Right to be Forgotten’ under PDP Bill can only be exercised if the 

Adjudicating Officer satisfies that the said right overrides the Right to 

Freedom of Speech & Expression and the Right to Information of other 

citizens of India. The factors to be taken into account by the Adjudicating 

Officer before making any such order are sensitivity of personal data, data, 

and principal’s role in public sphere, relevance of personal data to general 

public etc. Also sub-section 5 of Section 27 gives right to any person to 

apply for review of order of the Adjudicating Officer if it is no longer 

satisfying the grounds for exercising the ‘Right to be Forgotten’86. 

 

However, there are some deficiencies in the bill with respect to right to be 

forgotten. Firstly, the application of removal of personal data by data 

principal has to be made to Adjudicating officer rather than Data fiduciary. 

This requirement will unnecessary cause delay in removal of personal data 

and also factors such as right to information would be an obstacle in 

																																																								
85 Section 63 of Data protection bill 2019 available at 
http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/373_2019_LS_Eng.pdf  last visited on 19th may 2020. 
86 Ibid. 
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enforcement of right to privacy. There can always be difference in opinion 

of adjudicating officer whenever judging such data removal cases on the 

basis of right to information.  

 

The court itself had contradictory opinions which respect to data removal 

from the google search engine such as Gujarat High Court refused to apply 

right to be forgotten in case of Dharamraj Bhanushankar Dave v/s State of 

Gujarat & Ors87. In this case petitioner was initially accused of offences like 

criminal conspiracy, murder etc. in a complaint filed before the Jamnagar 

Police Station. However the Sessions Court had acquitted the petitioner 

and the same was upheld by the Division Bench of Gujarat High Court 

vide judgment dated 30.10.2007. Although the said judgment was not to be 

reported but the respondent still published it on the internet which is 

harming the petitioner’s personal and professional reputation and life.  

 

Referring to its rules, the Gujarat High Court held that copies of the 

judgment of High Court can be given to any party by the order of Assistant 

Registrar. Further, the court also held that the petitioner has failed to prove 

any violation of Article 21 of the Constitution and in such way the Gujarat 

High Court did not recognize the ‘Right to be Forgotten’  

 

In another case before Karnataka High Court the right to be forgotten was 

allowed. In this case88 petitioner requested to the respondent for removal 

of daughter’s name from an order dated 15.06.2015 in the digital records 

maintained by the respondent. The said order was in consonance with an 

FIR filed by the petitioner’s daughter against a man for offences relating to 

compelling her for marriage, forgery etc. and a civil suit for annulling the 

marriage certificate as there was no legal marriage between them.  

 

However, the parties had entered into a settlement on a condition that the 

criminal case against the man shall be withdrawn by the petitioner’s 

																																																								
87 Special Civil Application Number 1854 of 2015, Decided on 19.01.2017. 
88 Writ Petition Number 62038 of 2016 (GM-RES), Decided on January 23, 2017. 
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daughter. With this the petitioner filed an application under Section 482 of 

Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 for quashing the said FIR and the 

Hon’ble High Court vide order dated 15.06.2015 allowed the application. 

The said order recorded the petitioner’s daughter as respondent no. 2 with 

her name and identity details. The petitioner contended before the court 

that the name wise search on search engines like Google, yahoo etc. may 

reflect the order dated 15.06.2015 on the result page.  

 

Further, there is a high probability that the said order may affect his 

daughter’s relationship with her husband as well as her reputation in public 

domain. Considering the arguments of the petitioner and recognizing the 

principle of ‘Right to be Forgotten’, the Karnataka High Court directed 

respondent to take necessary steps to clear the name of the petitioner’s 

daughter in the order dated 15.06.2015. However, such request of the 

petitioner cannot be undertaken in case of a certified copy of the said order. 

Justice Anand Byrareddy disposed of the petition by concluding that: 

 

“This would be in line with the trend in the Western countries where they 

follow this as a matter of rule “Right to be Forgotten” in sensitive cases 

involving women in general and highly sensitive cases involving rape or 

affecting the modesty and reputation of the person concerned.89 

Until it is strictly given as matter of right the right to be forgotten will not 

exercised. The privacy has to be kept on upper hand when compared to 

right to information. 

 

Moreover, it is not in consonance with The European Union’s General Data 

Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) which provides the application to be 

submitted to the controller itself. The right to be forgotten has its origin in a 

decision carved out by the European Court of Justice, in 2014, in the case 

of Google Spain SL, Google Inc. v. Agencia Española de Protección de Datos, Mario Costeja 

																																																								
89 Available at https://www.indialawjournal.org/a-hustle-over-protecting-personal-data.php  last visited on 20th may 
2020. 
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González90: The European Court of Justice therefore held that the European 

citizens have a right to request that commercial search firms like Google, that 

gather personal information for profit, remove links to private information 

when asked, provided that such information is no longer relevant. The 

European Court of Justice found that the fundamental right to privacy is greater 

than the economic interest of a commercial firm and, in some cases, greater 

than the public interest in access to information. 

 

Same parameters to be considered in Indian cases as well for better protection 

of personal data and hence preserve right to privacy. 

 

2. Exemptions allowed to Government agencies under the bill 

 

Second issue that lies under this bill; there is lot of exemptions are given to 

government agencies so if bill comes into force Government of India will have 

a dominating rule over other firms as well personal data of data principal. First 

of all Data Protection Authority composition is dominated by government 

rather than being an independent body for granting autonomy to data principal 

The most dangerous part of the bill is government access to non-personal data 

such as financial data or strategy which is not personal but necessary from 

company point of view. Thus it is yet to see whether companies would agree to 

share their data with government which would affect their profit. Secondly 

Government of India could exempt their agencies from the law governing the 

processing of the data in case of national security, public order and friendly 

relations with foreign states91. National security or reasonable purposes are an 

open-ended terms, this may lead to intrusion of state into the private lives of 

citizens.92 

																																																								
90  Google Spain SL v/s Agencia Española de Protección de Datos, C-131/12, Decided on May 13, 2014, 
available at, http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document_print.jsf?doclang=EN&docid=152065 last 
visited on 20th may 2020. 
91 Sec 35-40 of The data protection bill 2019 available at 
http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/373_2019_LS_Eng.pdf. 
92 Archita Roy and Rohit Ranjan The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019: An Analysis: available at 
https://www.manupatrafast.com/articles/articleSearch.aspx last visited on 20th may 2020. 
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In addition to these exemptions there are certain provisions of the bill will not 

apply to government if personal data is processed in interest of prevention, 

detection, investigation and prosecution of any offence and necessary for 

enforcement of legal right or used for judicial function of court.93 

 

Thus there should be least exemptions for the where it is necessary for 

preserving security and sovereignty of India for better protection of personal 

data and right to privacy. 

 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE BILL 

 

This bill has implications not only in India but beyond it as the country seeks 

to develop a comprehensive data governance framework that would not only 

include any company doing business in India but also attempting to do business 

in India. India. In addition to these there is large population, gross domestic 

product and influx of new internet user which has a unique ability to exercise 

leverage over multinational tech companies and shape global policy. The bill 

consists of protectionist as well as authoritative provisions which will now run 

these data fiduciaries in digital economy. 

 

Personal data breaches have emerged as one of the most practiced categories of 

security incidents across the globe. With a recent ‘surveillance' incident on the 

Facebook-owned messaging platform Whats App — which involved the 

compromise of privacy data of many individuals via a third-party spyware —

there are strong reasons for the Indian government to take significant decisions 

regarding matters pertaining to the protection of personal data of individual and 

this bill would definitely act as a bar to such crimes.94 

These bill provisions demonstrate that the Indian government is interested in 

both safeguarding the rights of Indian data principals and in withering away at 

																																																								
93 Supra note 85 pg. 7. 
94 Read more at: 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/personal-data-protection-bill-indias-digital-safety-
kit/articleshow/72429680.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst last 
visited on 20th may 2020. 
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the gross power imbalance that currently exists between large technology firms 

and individual Indian citizens around data collection. But, again, it remains to 

be seen how that relationship will play out when it comes to individuals and the 

government, not just individuals and corporations but also the government 

agencies. For example, there are numerous vague exemption on data regulation 

which could potentially enable forms of surveillance, when government organs 

deem collection and use pertinent to state functions. Also the bill includes vague 

language that stipulates that social media intermediaries allow for the voluntary 

verification of their accounts by any users who use their services from India or 

register from within India. However, the proof users need to submit to the 

social media intermediary to verify their accounts is unclear.95  

 

Thus, it is yet to see with such obligations and exemptions whether bill would 

be able to protect personal data as well as right to privacy. 

 

With such exemptions and vague language across the bill it is difficult to say 

whether this bill would be success in field of protection of personal data. India 

requires a comprehensive data protection regime to regulate the entities 

collecting and processing personal data and to define the terms of use, storage 

and deletion of such personal data. This will ensure that such entities are obliged 

to take due care of the personal data in their possession and will also provide a 

framework for dealing with requests for removal or erasure of such personal 

data. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

With technology surrounding all aspects of life and the bulk of personal 

information being shared online or offline, it has become need of hour as well 

as crucial, to strike a balance between the cultural revolution brought about by 

this very digital transactions and the associated results of personal data 

protection. With most organizations on a digitization spree, this bill is indeed a 

																																																								
95 Ibid. 
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valuable step towards a sustainable solution that would aid India in 

strengthening its personal sphere.  

 

Moreover, this bill will grant autonomy to Indian citizens with reference to 

personal information. Also Rights-oriented data protection legislation is 

requirement of time which includes comprehensive surveillance reform 

prohibiting mass surveillance and institution of a judicial oversight mechanism 

for targeted surveillance, and this also recognizes the principle that the state 

ought to be a model data controller as it deals with its citizens’ personal 

information. 

 

Right to privacy is declared as a fundamental right and it is priority of Indian 

government to bring out its first legislation to deal with protection of personal 

data in digital world. The time will only tell whether this bill is success with such 

exemptions and deficiencies and would be an obstacle for violators to misuse 

personal data and thus breach of privacy. But it is for sure that the bill is turning 

point for all data fiduciaries as well as data principal for disclosure and 

processing of data.  
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A SOCIO-LEGAL SCRUTINY: EUTHANASIA 
Shaurya Dutt 96 

 

THE EXORDIUM 

 

There is an old adage that only two things in life are certain — death and taxes. 

While the morality of the latter would be an interesting topic in itself, it is the 

morality of an issue connected to the former that draws the focus of this 

research paper. Specifically, considering the domestic and international legal 

issues surrounding euthanasia, the religious beliefs regarding the same, and 

arguments for and against euthanasia. In this paper the author seeks to establish 

an elucidated vignette of the terminology of Euthanasia in India and abroad 

with the help of various secondary sources like research papers & judgments 

and then move on to discuss the contention of “Law in Statute & Law in 

Practice”, pertaining to the position of Euthanasia in the subcontinent. 

 

KEYWORDS: Euthanasia; Suicide; Law in Statute and Law in Practice; Assisted Dying; 

Sociology of Death; Sociology of Suicide. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The etymology of euthanasia helps to reveal the meaning of the term. 

Euthanasia has its roots in Ancient Greek language; it is based on a combination 

of the terms ‘eu’ meaning “well” and ‘thanatos’ meaning “death”. Euthanasia is 

thus the act of seeking to provide a good death for a person who otherwise 

might be faced with a much more unpleasant death, and hence the term “mercy 

killing.” 2 Suffering in the eyes of those who are terminally ill can only be 

experienced by those who undergo the pain, not by the loved ones or the 

medical staff. Yet, the question of who has the right to determine how much 

suffering an individual should endure and for how long is still considered 

controversial in our society. 

 

Although euthanasia is the Greek term for “good death,” it has never been 

viewed or practiced as such in society. The term euthanasia itself is very 

conflicted and holds two meanings.3 One, to end the suffering and prolonged 

treatment of a terminally ill patient, and second, to euthanize a patient by using 

a lethal injection. Furthermore, euthanasia can be categorized in three ways. 

There is “voluntary euthanasia,” where the patient requests out of their own 

free will the process of euthanasia in order to help end their suffering. Then 

there is “non-voluntary euthanasia,” where the act of euthanasia is performed 

on patients who are not competent to make an informed decision. Finally, there 

is “involuntary euthanasia,” where euthanasia is performed against the demands 

of a fully competent patient. Each of these types of euthanasia can further be 

divided into active and passive euthanasia. 

 

Sociologists have in recent years begun to build a body of empirical evidence 

about how death and dying are handled in the contemporary world.97 The 

observations they have made in hospitals and hospices have been used to make 

certain generalisations about what constitutes 'a good death' and what an 

unsatisfactory one. These studies have been supplemented by the systematic 

																																																								
97 Field D, Nursing the dying, London: TavistockRoutledge, 1989. 
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collection of accounts taken mostly after death from those believed to have 

been closest to or responsible for the dying person.98 Most of these studies have 

not tackled directly the issue of euthanasia; but one recent study in the UK 

invited relatives to say whether they and the dead person would have wished for 

death to have taken place earlier than it in fact did.99 Awareness of the pain and 

suffering (psychological as well as physical) which, it is usually assumed, the 

process of dying involves has been a major deterrent to sociologists collecting 

data about it. 

 

To obtain information and so understand the experience of dying, sociologists 

would ideally like to observe it as it is being experienced first-hand. More and 

more human behaviours or attributes are now seen as legitimate ones to 

question individuals about, if not to observe. At one time, it was not permissible 

for social survey researchers to ask individuals about the age or income.   Now 

it is not uncommon for people to agree to provide researchers with information 

about their sexual behaviour, including the frequency of intercourse or the 

number of partners and/or orgasms they have had in a given period of time.  

 

There is reluctance, however, to invade the physical and temporal space around 

the dying person which is seen as legitimately occupied exclusively by kin, close 

friends and professional carers. There may also be a fear of confrontation with 

a situation which challenges the capacity for emotional self-control and may act 

as an unwelcome reminder of personal mortality. The reasons for such 

reluctance are not difficult to understand. Given increasing concern to protect 

patients from what might be interpreted as intrusion, it is unlikely to change 

much in future.  The result is that systematic evidence about the emotional 

responses experienced by dying people has been largely second-hand.  One 

notable exception is a recent study carried out, like most other studies of dying, 

with people dying of cancer.   

 

																																																								
98 Bowling A& Cartwright A, Life after a death, London: Tavistock, 1982. 
99 Seale C &Addington-Hall J, Dying at the best time, Soc Set Med 1995; 40: 589-95. 
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Most research, however, has had to rely on the accounts of kin or professional 

carers after the death. The studies are of variable quality and reflect, among 

other things, the degree of warmth and understanding which existed between 

the informant and the dead person. Other kinds of account - for example those 

from individuals who claim to have experienced a resurrection - are, if not 

suspect, so unusual as not to be entitled to any form of generalisation. So too 

are accounts given by mediums who claim to put living relatives in touch with 

their dear departed. It is likely that obtaining first-hand coherent accounts of 

those who are dying and might wish to exercise the choice of dying earlier by 

being able to call on their professional carers or relatives to help them will 

continue to be difficult. Indeed, it is possible that, given age trends in mortality, 

more of those dying in the future than at present will be suffering from some 

degree of dementia at the time and hence not regarded as competent to express 

an opinion.  The still uncertain prospects for AIDS mortality may modify this 

prediction. 

 

LEGAL POSITION OF EUTHANASIA IN INDIA 

 

Prior to discussing the legal position of euthanasia in India, one must attempt 

to try and find out its historical background. The right to die or end one’s life is 

not something new or unknown to human civilization. In ancient Greece and 

Rome helping others die or putting them to death was considered permissible 

in some situations.100  Many ancient texts including the Bible, the Koran and the 

Rig-Veda mention self-destruction or suicide.  

 

In India, the history of Vedic age is replete with numerous examples of suicides 

committed on religious grounds. The Mahabharata and the Ramayana are also 

full of instances of religious suicides. Most Hindus would say that a doctor 

should not accept a patient's request for euthanasia since this will cause the soul 

and body to be separated at an unnatural time.  Suicide and euthanasia cannot 

be treated as one and the same thing. They are two different acts. Therefore, we 

																																																								
100POSITION OF EUTHANASIA IN INDIA- AN ANALYTCAL STUDY, Caesar Roy, Burdwan University, West 
Bengal, India. 
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shall have to make a distinction between ‘euthanasia’ and ‘suicide.’ Suicide as 

mentioned in Oxford Dictionary means the act of killing yourself deliberately. 

Therefore, suicide could be termed as the intentional termination of one’s life 

by self- induced means for various reasons, such as, frustration in love, failure 

in examinations or in getting a good job, but mostly it is due to depression.101 

 

India has amalgamated its constitution by referring to various other countries, 

and the courts have been from time to time referring to numerous foreign 

decisions. In India, euthanasia, for the longest time, was undeniably illegal. In 

most of the instances of euthanasia or mercy killing, there is always an intention 

on the part of the doctor to kill the patient. Thus, such cases would plainly fall 

under Section 300, clause one of the Indian Penal Code, 1860. Conversely, as in 

such cases, if there is the lawful consent of the departed, then, Exception 5 to 

the stated Section would be engrossed. The doctor or any mercy killer would be 

liable to punishment under Section 304 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, for the 

culpable homicide, not amounting to murder. But this exception is applicable 

only in cases of voluntary euthanasia. The cases of involuntary and non-

voluntary euthanasia would be cancelled out by the first proviso to Section 92 

of the IPC, which talks about “Medical Negligence” and thus is considered 

illegal. 

 

CASES DEALING WITH EUTHANASIA 

 

With respect to the case laws, The Bombay High Court in State of Bombay v. 

Maruti Shripati Dubal, has attempted to make a distinction between suicide 

and euthanasia or mercy killing. According to the court the suicide by its very 

nature is an act of self-killing or termination of one’s own life by one’s act 

without assistance from others. But euthanasia means the intervention of others 

human agency to end the life. Mercy killing therefore cannot be considered in 

the same footing as on suicide. 

																																																								
101Oxford Dictionary, 2017, Euthanasia and Suicide. 
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Further, the Supreme Court in Gian Kaur v. State of Punjab, clearly held that 

euthanasia and assisted suicide are not lawful in our country. The court, while 

holding that right to life did not include the right to die, did not categorically 

rule out the permissibility of passive euthanasia. The court, however, referred 

to the principles laid down by the House of Lords in the Airedale case, where 

the House of Lords accepted that withdrawal of life supporting systems on the 

basis of informed medical opinion, would be lawful because such withdrawal 

would only allow the patient who is beyond recovery to die a normal death, 

where there is no longer any duty to prolong life. 

 

The most publicised and televised case on euthanasia was the ArunaShanbaug 

Case. In the immediate case, ArunaRamchandra was found to be living in a 

permanent vegetative state though her brain was found to be functioning. She 

had no relations and was being taken care of by the KEM hospital staff in 

Mumbai where she had been working as a nurse earlier. The hospital staff was 

emotionally attached to her and did not want her to be left to die, and hence 

cared for her. A social activist then moved the Court, but it was held that she 

did not have a locus standing in the matter.  

 

The bench ruled out active euthanasia but held that passive euthanasia may be 

allowed in suitable cases subject to certain precautions. If the patient is 

conscious his/her own wishes have to be taken into account. On the other 

hand, if the patient is in coma, the wishes of near relatives have to be taken into 

account. In case no near relation is available or is forthcoming the next friend, 

as in the present case the KEM hospital staff can take the initiative. Then the 

matter has to go to the High Court, and a bench of at least two judges have to 

make the decision. The bench is to constitute a team of three competent doctors 

to examine the patient. In addition, the bench should also ascertain the views 

of the State and the near relations of the patient. The Supreme Court ruled that 

this procedure should be followed until Parliament had legislated on the matter. 

There were, certain steps enshrined in the judgment with regards to passive 

euthanasia. These steps are:  
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• A decision has to be taken to discontinue life support either by the parents 

or the spouse or other close relatives, or in the absence of any of them, 

such a decision can be taken even by a person or a body of persons acting 

as a next friend. It can also be taken by the doctors attending the patient. 

However, the decision should be taken bona fide in the best interest of 

the patient. 

 

• Hence, even if a decision is taken by the near relatives or doctors or next 

friend to withdraw life support, such a decision requires approval from 

the High Court concerned as laid down in Airedale’s case as this is even 

more necessary in our country as we cannot rule out the possibility of 

mischief being done by relatives or others for inheriting the property of 

the patient. 

 

• In this case question comes before the Court is under which provision of 

the law the Court can grant approval for withdrawing life support to an 

incompetent person. Then the Court held that it is the High Court under 

Article 226 of the Constitution which can grant approval for withdrawal 

of life support to such an incompetent person. The High Court under 

Article 226 of the Constitution is not only entitled to issue writs, but is 

also entitled to issue directions or orders. According to the instant case, 

when such an application is filed the Chief Justice of the High Court 

should forthwith constitute a Bench of at least two Judges who should 

decide to grant approval or not. Before doing so the Bench should seek 

the opinion of a committee of three reputed doctors to be nominated by 

the Bench after consulting such medical authorities/medical practitioners 

as it may deem fit.  

 

• Preferably one of the three doctors should be a neurologist; one should 

be a psychiatrist, and the third a physician. The committee of three 

doctors nominated by the Bench should carefully examine the patient and 

also consult the record of the patient as well as taking the views of the 

hospital staff and submit its report to the High Court Bench. After 
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hearing the State and close relatives e.g. parents, spouse, brothers/sisters 

etc. of the patient, and in their absence his/her next friend, the High 

Court bench should give its verdict. The above procedure should be 

followed all over India until Parliament makes legislation on this subject. 

The High Court should give its decision assigning specific reasons in 

accordance with the principle of ‘best interest of the patient’ laid down 

by the House of Lords in Airedale’s case.  

 

Most recently, the Supreme Court on March 9, 2018, ruled that individuals had 

a right to die with dignity, allowing passive euthanasia with guidelines. The need 

to change euthanasia laws was triggered by the famous Aruna Shanbaug case, as 

iterated above. The top court in 2011 had recognized passive euthanasia in the 

Aruna Shanbaug case in which it had permitted withdrawal of life-sustaining 

treatment from patients not in a position to make an informed decision. 

 

LEGALITY AND THE TRENDS OF EUTHANASIA 

 

The laws pertaining to euthanasia and the practice of euthanasia throughout the 

world, has gained importance for the most part. Efforts to change government 

policies on euthanasia of human lives in the 20th and 21st centuries have met 

limited success in Western countries. Human euthanasia policies have also been 

developed by a variety of NGOs, most notably medical associations and 

advocacy organizations. 

 

 PHRASEOLOGY 

 

• Assisted dying - The patient himself or herself ultimately takes the lethal 

medication. Generally, people undergoing this have minimal chances of 

surviving and are already in dying stages, experiencing a lot of pain. 

 

• Assisted suicide - Includes people who are not terminally ill, but who 

are being helped to commit suicide. Generally, pain is not the main 
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motivation for physician assisted suicide. The dominant motives are loss 

of autonomy and dignity and being less able to enjoy life’s activities.  

 

• Euthanasia - The doctor administers the medication to the patient. 

 

There are several instances pertaining to suicide and euthanasia in different 

countries: 

 

• Legal Human Euthanasia: The Netherlands, Belgium, Colombia, 

Luxembourg and Canada  

 

• Legal Assisted suicide: Switzerland, Germany and Japan 

South Korea is also set to join as a euthanasia-legal country starting from 

February 2018, both active and passive.The situation in India is such that 

passive euthanasia is legal, in the path-breaking judgement of the Aruna 

Shanbaug case in 2011. 

 

JURISPRUDENTIAL ASPECT OF EUTHANASIA 

 

Every human being has a right to live a dignified life. Human life is considered 

as sacred and it is the right of everyone to cross this worldly mundane the way 

one wants. No one wants that he has to suffer in a prolonged way and thus 

making his end miserable. If one has the right to lead a healthy life, then also he 

has a right to leave this world in a peaceful and dignified way.  

 

Life is meaningful only when one enjoys it but when living is a constant pain, 

then life becomes futile. Euthanasia which is an act of killing or bringing about 

the death of person who suffers from an incurable disease or condition 

especially a painful one for reason of mercy has posed a dilemma before our 

legislators that whether it should be legalized or not? The question is whether it 

is justified to take someone’s life when one is suffering a lot and there are no 

chances of any improvement or we should not interfere in the process of God 
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because only HE has the right to take the life. The trend in the world is shifting 

towards legalizing passive euthanasia. 

 

At present longevity has become a global reality. The benefits of modern health 

research, the conquest of childhood diseases, improved sanitation, new 

medications and technical procedures have raised the projected life span for 

new-borns and contributed to dramatic increase in world population. 

Unfortunately, not all long-lived individuals die peacefully. When life is without 

quality, when pain and discomfort rob life of its significance, some persons cry 

out for release through death-a good death through euthanasia. 

 

LAW COMMISSION ON EUTHANASIA 

 

This 196th Report of the Law Commission on ‘Medical Treatment to 

Terminally Ill Patients (Protection of Patients and Medical Practitioners)’ is one 

of the most important subjects ever undertaken by the Law Commission of 

India for a comprehensive study. This Report is relating to the law applicable to 

terminally ill patients (including patients in persistent vegetative state) who 

desire to die a natural death without going through modern Life Support 

Measures like artificial ventilation and artificial supply of food. 

 

It laid down certain guidelines:  

 

• The first thing that is to be declared is that every ‘competent patient’, who 

is suffering from terminal illness has a right to refuse medical treatment 

(as defined i.e. including artificial nutrition and respiration) or the starting 

or continuation of such treatment which has already been started. If such 

informed decision is taken by the competent patient, it is binding on the 

doctor. At the same time, the doctor must be satisfied that the decision is 

made by a competent patient and that it is an informed decision. Such 

informed decision must be one taken by the competent patient 

independently, all by himself i.e. without undue pressure or influence 

from others. 
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• It also proposed that the doctor shall not withhold or withdraw treatment 

unless he has obtained opinion of a body of three expert medical 

practitioners from a panel prepared by high ranking Authority. We also 

propose another important caution, namely, that the decision to withhold 

or withdraw must be based on guidelines issued by the Medical Council 

of India as to the circumstances under which medical treatment in regard 

to the particular illness or disease, could be withdrawn or withheld. 

 

• A patient who takes a decision for withdrawal or withholding medical 

treatment has to be protected from prosecution for the offence of 

‘attempt to commit suicide’ under sec. 309 of the Indian Penal Code, 

1860. This provision is by way of abundant caution because it is our view 

that the very provisions are not attracted and the common law also says 

that a patient is entitled to allow nature to take its own course and if he 

does so, he commits no offence. 

 

SOCIOLOGICAL SCRUTINY OF EUTHANASIA 

 

Sociologists are interested in the factors which lie behind the formation and 

maintenance of the normative and deviant judgements which are made about 

the morality of any form of human behaviour. They are open to the suggestion 

that some forms of behaviour attract such almost universal opprobrium that 

their repudiation constitutes an in-built requirement for the stability and survival 

of human groups. In the main, however, they seek explanations for observed 

variations in normative practices, beliefs and values. 

 

Many, perhaps most, sociologists also hold strong beliefs about the morality of 

those end-of-life decisions which include euthanasia, however, that term is 

defined. As scholars, however, they seek to separate their disciplinary approach 

to the subject from their personal predilections. In so far as they become 

protagonists in the contemporary debate on salient moral issues, they would 

claim to do so as citizens rather than as social scientists. 
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A specifically sociological approach to euthanasia seeks to locate it within a 

general social, cultural, economic and political context. It would be seen as 

embedded in a particular set of functions governed by the accepted social mores 

for dealing with dying and death in any given society. The sociological 

assumption would be that the ways of relating to dying persons, which are seen 

as right and appropriate, reflect the society's dominant values and beliefs 

concerning life and death.  

 

The procedures associated with dying must also be compatible with the general 

moral standards accepted as normative. The rituals employed; the extent to 

which efforts may be made to hasten or postpone the moment of death, or deal 

with the physical pain and emotional distress experienced by survivors as well 

as the dying; the authority to act which is vested in those who claim expertise in 

curing or caring or in those who claim kinship with the dying person-all such 

matters are seen by sociologists as socially constructed.  

 

Not surprisingly, those who are often called the founding fathers of sociology 

as an academic discipline threw little direct light on the specific practices 

surrounding death and dying in general, let alone euthanasia. However, some of 

the pioneers of social anthropology, who sought to understand the constants 

and the discontinuities in human social behaviour and beliefs, were fascinated 

by the ways in which death was perceived and treated in exotic societies, very 

different from their own industrialised post-enlightenment one.   

 

These early social scientists, however, made some important observations about 

factors contributing to social solidarity and continuity and about the factors 

leading to social change. Durkheim, for example, made the important 

observation that the frequency of suicide (a form of end-of-life decision) in 

modern industrial societies was related to social structures and to the extent to 

which societies valued individual liberty as against social solidarity. Sociologists 

have in recent years begun to build a body of empirical evidence about how 

death and dying are handled in the contemporary world.   
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The observations they have made in hospitals and hospices have been used to 

make certain generalisations about what constitutes 'a good death' and what an 

unsatisfactory one. These studies have been supplemented by the systematic 

collection of accounts taken mostly after death from those believed to have 

been closest to or responsible for the dying person.  Most of these studies have 

not tackled directly the issue of euthanasia; but one recent study in the UK 

invited relatives to say whether they and the dead person would have wished for 

death to have taken place earlier than it in fact did.   

 

Awareness of the pain and suffering (psychological as well as physical) which, it 

is usually assumed, the process of dying involves has been a major deterrent to 

sociologists collecting data about it. To obtain information and so understand 

the experience of dying, sociologists would ideally like to observe it as it is being 

experienced first-hand. More and more human behaviours or attributes are now 

seen as legitimate ones to question individuals about, if not to observe. At one 

time, it was not permissible for social survey researchers to ask individuals about 

theage or income. Now it is not uncommon for people to agree to provide 

researchers with information about their sexual behaviour, including the 

frequency of intercourse or the number of partners and/or orgasms they have 

had in a given period of time. 

 

There is reluctance, however, to invade the physical and temporal space around 

the dying person which is seen as legitimately occupied exclusively by kin, close 

friends and professional carers. There may also be a fear of confrontation with 

a situation which challenges the capacity for emotional self-control and may act 

as an unwelcome reminder of personal mortality. The reasons for such 

reluctance are not difficult to understand. Given increasing concern to protect 

patients from what might be interpreted as intrusion, it is unlikely to change 

much in future.  The result is that systematic evidence about the emotional 

responses experienced by dying people has been largely second-hand.  One 

notable exception is a recent study carried out, like most other studies of dying, 

with people dying of cancer.  
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Most research, however, has had to rely on the accounts of kin or professional 

carers after the death. The studies are of variable quality and reflect, among 

other things, the degree of warmth and understanding which existed between 

the informant and the dead person. Other kinds of account - for example those 

from individuals who claim to have experienced a resurrection - are, if not 

suspect, so unusual as not to be entitled to any form of generalisation.  

 

So too are accounts given by mediums who claim to put living relatives in touch 

with their dear departed. It is likely that obtaining first-hand coherent accounts 

of those who are dying and might wish to exercise the choice of dying earlier by 

being able to call on their professional carers or relatives to help them will 

continue to be difficult. Indeed, it is possible that, given age trends in mortality, 

more of those dying in the future than at present will be suffering from some 

degree of dementia at the time and hence not regarded as competent to express 

an opinion.  The still uncertain prospects for AIDS mortality may modify this 

prediction. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

No such law could be guaranteed to be free to the possibility, if not the 

likelihood, of abuse, chiefly centred on the lives of other sick persons who did 

not want their lives taken. An especially dangerous aspect is that such abuse may 

be easily made undetectable. Thus, although mercy killing appears to be morally 

justifiable, its fool-proof practicability seems near to impossible. In this paper 

the author has suggested that the social agencies involved are either those 

assigned a major role in the management of dying, or those regarded as 

guardians or interpreters of the moral standards of the society. The media 

facilitate the exchange of opinions and in doing so act as agents of either change 

or reinforcement of traditional values.  

 

As sociologists, however, we would also stress the interconnectedness of 

societal beliefs and practices concerning death and dying and those to do more 

generally with issues of the autonomy and conversely of the dependency of 
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individuals. The author conjectures with the contention that in today’s society 

“Law in Statutes” and “Law in Process” hold a kind of enmity and are getting 

apart in spirit, although they seem closer in letter. 
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ABORTION LAWS IN INDIA: 

COMPARATIVE STUDY AND POLICY REVIEW 
ISHA BHARDWAJ102 & K RIYA103 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The international acceptance of reproductive rights as human rights, almost three decades ago, 

paved the way for their identification as inalienable rights of a woman recently. Yet, the world 

has a contrasting picture of legislations with some countries having liberal laws and others 

taking a highly restricted approach. This paper aims to offer an around-the-world comparative 

study of the laws and policies on abortion. The debate over a woman's autonomy over her body, 

which should not even be debatable, remains theoretical in lieu of a practical right. Restrictive 

laws are, at the outset, demeaning to women’s dignity and a compromise with their health. 

Ensuring access to abortion services, which is very much a part of health services, is an 

obligation of a State. In India, abortion was legalized in 1971.  

 

However, the laws are still convoluted and restrictive, even after liberalization, and access to 

services of safe abortion remains limited to the women of the splinter group in the country. The 

Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971 is the governing act for abortion and permits 

termination up to a period of 20 weeks on certain specific grounds only. The act was framed 

with an objective to regulate the increasing population rather than to safeguard women’s health 

or rights. The paper is an attempt to critically examine the present framework of law and 

policy as applying to abortion practices and provisions in India, highlighting the loopholes in 

the law and the shortcomings in the policy. Majority of the women in India face socio-economic 

difficulties while getting access to abortion.  

 

A woman’s right to sexual and reproductive autonomy is a basic human right as well as a 

fundamental right recognized under Article 21 the Indian Constitution. A policy review is 

long in order, aimed at giving this recognition a codified form and matching the frequency of 

																																																								
102 Student, LL.B., Law College Dehradun 
103 Student, B.A. LL.B., Law College Dehradun 
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the medical development, research and good clinical practice in the country, to make abortion 

practices legal, affordable, safe and devoid of social condemnation.  

 

Keywords: Abortion law, MTP Act, liberalization, need of the hour, policy review, women’s 

reproductive rights. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Abortion, as a practice, is ancient as well as universal. It has taken different 

forms throughout history. Women have resorted to various means for aborting 

their pregnancies in different times: self-help practices, clandestine professional 

practice or alternative medicine. The law on abortion today, varies around the 

world and its liberalization has been the subject of immense controversy, which 

is frequently challenged.  

 

MEANING 

 

Lawmakers have faced difficulties in trying to define abortion, given its 

contentious nature. This ambiguity in itself has been a concern in the medical 

community. Often, due to the controversy attached to the term, medical 

community uses ‘termination of pregnancy’ to refer to it. The Oxford 

dictionary104 defines Abortion as the expulsion or removal from the womb of a 

developing embryo or foetus, in the period before it is capable of independent 

survival, occurring as a result either of natural causes (spontaneous abortion) or 

of a deliberate act (induced abortion); or the early or premature termination of 

pregnancy with loss of the foetus.  

 

Taber’s medical dictionary defines it as the spontaneous or induced termination 

of pregnancy before the foetus reaches a viable age105. The Black’s Law 

dictionary106 defines the term as the artificial or spontaneous termination of a 

pregnancy before the embryo or foetus can survive on its own outside a 

woman’s uterus. Internationally, the National Center for Health Statistics, the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health 

Organization (WHO) define abortion as pregnancy termination prior to 20 

weeks’ gestation or a foetus born weighing less than 500g. Despite this, 

definitions vary according to State laws107.  

																																																								
104 “abortion, n.” Oxford English Dictionary (Third ed.) Oxford University Press. 
105 “abortion”, Taber’s Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary. 
106 Ninth ed. 
107 John O. Schorge et al., Williams Gynecology (1st ed. 2008).  
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The Indian legislation on abortion, the Medical Termination of Pregnancy 

(MTP) Act, 1971, does not define the term ‘abortion’ or ‘termination of 

pregnancy’. This creates a problem in the interpretation of the provisions of the 

act. There is a strong need for a uniform definition, at least in India, so that 

there is not so much arbitrariness around the topic and it is easier for people to 

interpret and also for medical practitioners to follow.  

 

ABORTION- A DILEMMA OF RIGHTS 

 

The two contrasting subjects of access to abortion as a reproductive and a sexual 

right, a human right, a right to health, and fundamentally, a woman’s right on 

one hand and the embryo’s right to life on the other is the core of this moral 

and legal issue at the outset. 

 

A HUMAN RIGHT 

 

The first international consensus document to recognize reproductive rights as 

human rights was the 1994 International Conference on Population and 

Development’s (ICPD) Programme of Action. It called on State governments 

to fortify their obligations towards women’s well-being and health. However, 

since there was nothing in it for the reformation of State laws and policies, a 

year later, the Beijing Platform for Action called for review of national laws 

which contained punitive measures against women who undergo illegal 

abortion. Since then, the United Nations, through a series of comments, 

recommendations and observations, has laid down directions for states to 

develop their systems of treatment of abortions in a manner which does not 

violate a woman’s imperative right of reproduction.  

 

Over the last twenty years, international human rights norms have progressed 

to identify the denial of safe abortion services as a violation of human rights, 

significantly influencing the judicial and legislative development on the matter 

around the globe. Abortion has, on one hand, grown as a fundamental human 
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right and, on the other, is allowing the transformative jurisprudential approach 

to recognition of women’s reproductive autonomy. This progressive approach 

has played an important role in recognizing abortion as a constitutional 

guarantee and in advancing law and policy. Reproductive right is linked to a 

woman’s other human rights including her social rights, right to health, to 

equality and non-discrimination, to privacy, etc.  The legal acknowledgment of 

abortion rights is a small step towards allowing women the access to abortion 

care and the even more crucial and difficult task of implementing the policies 

to guarantee reproductive rights to women is the actual goal108.  

 

A WOMAN’S RIGHT? 

 

There is a strong perception that a woman uses abortion as a means to terminate 

unwanted pregnancy for selfish reasons. Where in actuality, it shall be perceived 

only as a medical procedure for preserving the health of a woman. The former 

perception pitches a woman against the foetus in the eyes of an outsider. And 

so, the rights of a foetus that is not even born yet are generally preferred over 

the rights of a living person who is aware of them. 

 

The right to access to safe abortion extends to so many of women’s rights- to 

health, to free reproductive choice, to privacy, to bodily autonomy, to personal 

liberty, and to life. The right to life is one of the most fundamental in India. It 

has been recognised under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution and is available 

to all persons, including women. The umbrella of right to life and personal liberty 

has been extended over time to cover even the remotest of connotations by the 

Indian judiciary. The right to abortion also falls under it as it is a fragment of 

the right to privacy linked to the right to personal liberty that emanates from 

the right of life109. The dilemma lies in deciding whether an unborn child should 

be given the status of a person or not- to whom the right to life extends. 

 

																																																								
108 Johanna B. Fine et al., The Role of International Human Rights Norms in the Liberalization of Abortion Laws 
Globally, Health Hum. Rights, Vol. 19 (June 2, 2017).   
109 Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973). 
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A FOETUS’ RIGHT? 

 

Internationally, the sanctity of life of a person is recognized, however the 

recognition of a foetus as a person is still doubtful. The State’s interest to save 

a prospective life is understandable, however, when it comes to a choice 

between the two, the life and rights of a living being should be considered over 

the life and rights of a prospective one. 

 

LIBERALIZATION AND DECRIMINALIZATION 

 

Historically, abortion was banned because it was considered dangerous and a 

lot of women died during the procedure. In some areas, including India, it was 

considered a sin and an immoral act to kill the foetus. India, being a largely social 

and cultural country, has seen widespread disapproval of abortion. Ancient 

literature of Hindus conveys the impression that any attempt to abortion was 

subject to severe moral condemnation and social disapproval. This 

condemnation is owed to women’s position in the Indian society and the belief 

that childbearing is her duty. Penalties like loss of caste and banishment were 

sought to as punishments110. The first set of laws came about with an intention 

of public health. But since abortion practices have become safe now, the 

existing laws only serve punitive or deterrent purposes. Today, the combined 

factors of a male-dominated society and the extolment of the foetus over the 

woman it depends on are used to justify criminal restrictions. 

 

In the benchmark case of Roe v. Wade111, the US Supreme Court laid down that 

a woman has a constitutional right to abortion implied in the right to privacy, 

which is a fundamental right protected by the 14th amendment of the US 

constitution. But the right was not considered to be absolute. The court stated 

that there is a compelling interest of the state for putting restrictions on the right 

to terminate the pregnancy, for the protection of the mother's health as well as 

the child's life. A balance between the woman's right to privacy and the state's 

																																																								
110 H. Willer Laale, Embryology and Abortion in Indian Antiquity: A Brief Survey, IJHS, 31(3) (1996). 
111 Id., at 8. 
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interest was to be maintained, especially in cases of the second and third 

trimesters since the foetus is more developed and the risk is the highest.  

 

The Committee on Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) 

has also played an essential role in the liberalization of abortion laws112, along 

with the Committee on the Rights of the Child which has urged the 

decriminalization of abortion. Most recently, the Human Rights Committee in 

a landmark decision, Mellet v. Ireland, recognized that the prohibition and 

criminalization of abortion contravene international human rights law113. A 

recent study showed that more than 60 countries either entirely forbid abortion 

or permit it only for saving a woman’s life and almost the same number allows 

women to make the choice of termination. Almost 40% of the world’s 

population is residing in nations with extremely limiting abortion laws114. What 

States must understand is that legality and safety are not necessarily correlated 

and rendering abortion illegal takes away a choice that should belong to women 

in the first place. Three categories of risks are now recognized to determine 

whether an abortion can be done, covering the safe to least safe options115.  

 

METHODS 

 

The traditional methods of abortion came from the generational knowledge that 

passed on. They had a higher chance of posing threat to a woman’s health or 

life. The modern methods were either medication based or surgical. Since even 

in these methods, the morbidity and mortality rates were notable, the post-

abortion care was introduced internationally by the Cairo Conference in 1994. 

It aimed at providing women with prescriptions and contraceptive counselling 

to prevent any more unwanted pregnancies and, in turn, abortions. Today, the 

methods used for termination of pregnancy depend upon a number of factors 

																																																								
112 L.C. v. Peru, CEDAW Committee, Communication No. 22/2009, UN Doc. CEDAW/ C/50/D/22/2009 (2011). 
113 Mellet v. Ireland, HRC, Communication No. 2324/2013, UN Doc. CCPR/C/116/D/2324/2013 (2016).  
114 Center for Reproductive Rights, The World’s Abortion Laws 2011, New York, 2011. 
115 Ganatra Bela, et al.., Global, Regional, and Subregional Classification of Abortions by Safety, 2010-14: Estimates 
from a Bayesian Hierarchical Model, Lancet, 2372-2381 (2017). 
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like the duration of pregnancy, financial resources, legality of abortion in the 

country, available technology, as well as access range. 

 

ABORTION AROUND THE WORLD 

 

The legal structure of a country is a crucial determinant of the kind of services 

and rights that it makes available to women regarding health. The abortion 

legislation around the world shows major disparities, owing to the variation in 

the knowledge of law.  Globally, access to abortion is lawful under 

circumstances like foetal impairment (depending upon a country’s policy: 

congenital malformation, genetic diseases, incurable diseases, pathologies 

incompatible with life outside the womb, mental deficiency, etc), economic and 

social reasons, protection of the lives of women or their physical and/or mental 

health116, rape or incest, or other specific causes in some countries.   

 

Generally, it is also limited by the factors of gestational period of amenorrhea. 

It can be stretched or waived in cases of danger to the life or health of a woman 

or in cases of rape, malformation of the foetus, and the like117. To terminate a 

pregnancy for health reasons, medical consent may be required. Abortion after 

incidents of rape or incest often necessitates legal sanction. These barriers 

particularly affect young women’s right to abort118. Many practitioners may 

invoke the right to freedom of conscience when coming across cases of 

abortions, considering it a violation of their professional ethical pledge to 

respect for life. This right is even enshrined under law in some countries 

(majority of European countries, the US, Latin America, Asia and Africa). These 

objections, however, contribute to strengthening the stigma around abortion.  

 

The world sees a contrasting legislation on abortion, from very liberal in the 

most developed countries (mainly Europe and North America) to very 

restrictive in the less developed, with a total prohibition in about 20 countries. 

																																																								
116 Gonzalez Velez Ana Cristina, La aplicacion practica de la causal salud: un analisis de casos desde el marco de los 
derechos humanos, La Mesa por la vida y la salud de las mujeres, 152 (2011).    
117 Center for Reproductive Rights, Abortion Worldwide: 20 Years of Reform, (New York, 2014). 
118 World Health Organization, Global Abortion Policies Database, WHO, 19 (2017). 
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The Soviet Union was the first country to reform its abortion laws as a result of 

a feminist movement in 1920119. In a 2010 report120, about 42 million 

pregnancies (globally) were estimated to be terminated voluntarily, in a year. Of 

these, 20 million are unsafe abortions which account for 13% of maternal 

deaths. 98% of these abortions occur in developing States with limiting abortion 

laws. Since the last global review of abortion policies in 1998, abortion policies 

have been liberalized by no less than 16 countries, and access to it has increased 

worldwide. Some of the most notable changes happened in Africa and Latin 

America where an increase in the grounds for abortion was noticed.  

 

However, most European countries still follow stringent policies when it comes 

to abortion. The Asian countries have seen a change towards liberalization 

recognizing the impact of abortion restrictions on women’s human rights121. 

Some countries use abortion as a population policy where the availability of 

contraception is limited (similar to Bulgaria in the late nineties) and it has been 

used as an effective tool in the control of rapid population growth, like in Asian 

countries.  

 

Forced abortions in China, as part of the one child policy in late 1970s was the 

one of the most abusive turns that was witnessed in Asia. However, the 

legislative landscape in Asia is more varied and tolerant than in Africa and Latin 

America, owing to the differences in socio-political and demographic contexts. 

A third of total countries in Asia permit abortion at the request of a woman, 

with total prohibition in only Philippines. Since women’s level of education has 

risen to a commendable level, Asia has seen a notable shift to a more permissive 

approach. NGOs have also played an essential role in this turn of events. 

 

 

 

																																																								
119 Wikipedia. Abortion in Russia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_in_Russia 
120 Patrick I. Okonta, et al., Liberalization of Abortion and Reduction of Abortion Related Morbidity and Mortality in 
Nigeria, 89 Acta Obstet. Gynecol., 1087-1090 (2010). 
121 Reed Boland & Laura Katzive, Developments in Laws on Induced Abortion: 1998-2007, Int. Fam. Plan. Perspect., 
110-120 (2008). 
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PRESENT LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN INDIA 

 

In a country like India where the law has been established for quite some time, 

the knowledge about the topic still remains poor. Abortion was legalized in 

India in the early 1970s in response to a number of reasons. There was an 

increasing growth of the population and high numbers of maternal morbidity 

and mortality. The Shah Committee was appointed by the government in 1964 

to review the legal, socio-cultural and medical aspects of abortion. The 

committee, in 1966, recommended legalizing abortion to prevent more deaths 

due to unsafe practices122.  

 

In response to that and for social and economic reasons, India decided on 

preserving the life and health of a woman and allowed abortion in cases of 

incest, failed contraception, rape and foetal impairment. But to this day, due to 

the lack of adequate services, abortion is not an availability to majority of Indian 

women123. Minor Indian women still require consent from at least one of their 

parents. India has also seen a phase of selective sex abortions which are still 

prevalent in many areas today.  

 

THE INDIAN PENAL CODE 

 

The Indian Penal Code (IPC), 1860, criminalizes induced abortion under 

Sections 312 to 316. Section 312 relates to unlawful termination of pregnancy. 

It lays down that whoever voluntarily causes a pregnant woman to miscarry, 

except in good faith to save the life of the woman, shall be punished. It includes 

the woman who causes herself to miscarry. But the words ‘miscarriage’ or 

‘unborn child’ have not been defined in the code. India entered liberalization in 

terms of abortion laws in 1971 when it enacted the Medical Termination of 

Pregnancy Act. It was designed to liberalize the existing stringent provisions of 

the IPC. 

																																																								
122 Ministry of Health and Family Planning, GOI, Report of the Shah Committee to Study the Question of Legalization 
of Abortion, (1966). 
123 Andrea Whittaker, Abortion in Asia: Local Dilemmas, Global Politics 123-148 (2010). 
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THE MTP ACT, 1971 

 

The MTP Act allows termination of pregnancy by registered medical 

practitioners, only in good faith. It permits the same up to 12 weeks. It also 

makes provisions for exceptional cases (risk to life, rape, grave injury to 

physical/mental health, physical/mental abnormalities in the child, failure of 

contraceptives, risk to health by the woman’s environment) up to 20 weeks. 

There are certain other conditions that are laid down regarding the status and 

age of the woman and the consents required thereof. The problem with the act 

lies in the specific discrimination under Section 3 of the act. It uses the phrase 

“Where any pregnancy occurs as a result of failure of any device or method used 

by any married woman…”, which may be construed to deny the right to an 

unmarried woman124. Even though the act does not deny such care to women 

other than the married ones specifically, it has been urged time and again that 

the phrase shall be changed to ‘all women’ so that there is no degree of 

discrimination in place.   

 

THE MTP (AMENDMENT) BILLS 

 

 The MTP Act has been under the eyes since its enforcement. Recently, it has 

been subject to criticism due to the age-old provisions which now stand in the 

way of people’s lives. There have been attempts by the government to correct 

the lacunae in the act by means of various amendments, but the recent-most 

ones have not been able to pass their mark from bills to acts. The Act was first 

amended in 2002125, the law was decentralized and penal sanctions were added 

for unapproved abortions forming the MTP Rules, 2003126, which increased 

abortion access. The Union Ministry of Health and Family Welfare then 

proposed a bill in 2014127 on the recommendation of National Commission for 

Women, but the bill was never placed in the Parliament. It raised the gestation 

																																																								
124 Siddhivinayak S Hirve, Abortion Law, Policy and Services in India: A Critical Review, Reprod. Health Matters, 
114-121 (2004).  
125 The Medical Termination of Pregnancy (Amendment) Act, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (2002). 
126 The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Rules, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (2003). 
127 The Medical Termination of Pregnancy (Amendment) Bill, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (2014). 
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limit to 24 weeks, allowed registered health practitioners to conduct abortions, 

it made the provisions of getting opinions of medical practitioners less stringent, 

and most importantly, it replaced the term married women to all women under the 

clause of contraceptive failure.  

 

Another bill was introduced in 2017128 in the upper house of the Parliament, 

attempting to raise the gestation limit to 24 weeks. And then in 2018129, a bill 

was introduced in the lower house with the same attempt to gestation period 

extension to 24 weeks and to 27 weeks in case of a rape survivor. In 2018, the 

Women’s Sexual, Reproductive and Menstrual Rights Bill130 was introduced by 

a member of the Parliament, seeking to eliminate the provision of medical 

opinion in abortions up to 12 weeks. The 2020 amendment bill131 seeks to 

increase the gestation period limit to 24 weeks, makes opinion of only one 

registered medical practitioner necessary up to 20 weeks of gestation and two 

for cases of up to 20 to 24 weeks, and lays down provisions for unmarried 

women and their partners in cases of failure of contraceptives. 

 

THE ROLE OF THE JUDICIARY 

 

The Indian judiciary has been instrumental in the recognition of women’s 

reproductive rights and their bodily autonomy as implicitly protected under the 

umbrella of the fundamental right to life (Article 21) and the right to equality 

(Article 14 and 15). Reproductive health has been defined as the capability to 

reproduce and the freedom to make informed, free and responsible decisions. 

It also includes access to a range of reproductive health information, goods, 

facilities and services to enable individuals to make informed, free and 

responsible decisions about their reproductive behaviour132. The judiciary has 

taken steps, time and again, to curb the violation of reproductive rights. In 2009, 

the Supreme Court took a progressive step when it included a woman’s 

																																																								
128 The Medical Termination of Pregnancy (Amendment) Bill (2017). 
129 The Medical Termination of Pregnancy (Amendment) Bill (2018). 
130 The Women’s Sexual, Reproductive and Menstrual Rights Bill, Dr. Shashi Tharoor, M.P. (2018). 
131 The Medical Termination of Pregnancy (Amendment) Bill (2020).  
132 Devika Biswas v. Union of India, AIR 4405 (SC: 2016). 
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reproductive autonomy in the fundamental right under Article 21 as a 

dimension of personal liberty133. It observed, “There is no doubt that a woman’s 

right to make reproductive choices is also a dimension of ‘personal liberty’ as 

understood under Article 21 of the Constitution of India. It is important to 

recognise that reproductive choices can be exercised to procreate as well as to 

abstain from procreating.  

 

The crucial consideration is that a woman’s right to privacy, dignity and bodily 

integrity should be respected.” This has been followed by a number of High 

Courts in succeeding decisions134. The Delhi High Court, in 2011, gave a 

landmark joint decision135 where it held the right of reproduction to be an 

‘inalienable survival right’ and brought it under the meaning of right to health, 

which is a part of right to life under Article 21. It also attempted to remove the 

discrimination against women on social and economic grounds and made the 

right to access and receive minimum standard of treatment and care in public 

health facilities, imperative or all women. This was not without a push from the 

Human Rights Law Network probing into the conditions of women in relation 

to maternity deaths in India. The 2012 decision of the High Court of Madhya 

Pradesh in the case of Sandesh Bansal v. Union of India136 was another attempt 

to link the reproductive right with Article 21. 

 

Women’s autonomy and gender equality came to be recognized as inclusions of 

reproductive rights in 2016 through the case of Devika Biswas v. Union of 

India137  by the Supreme Court of India. There has been a progressive 

jurisprudence since the 2012 decision in abortion cases. The Supreme Court has 

also taken a stance at the interpretation of the MTP Act allowing, in certain 

cases, the termination of pregnancy that has crossed the 20-week138 and the 24-

																																																								
133 Suchita Srivastava & Anr. v. Chandigarh Administration, 11 SCC 409 (SC: 2009). 
134 Dr. Mangla Dogra & Others v. Anil Kumar Malhotra & Others, (P&H: 2011) (C.R. 6337).   
135Laxmi Mandal v. Deen Dayal Harinagar Hospital & Others, (W.P. (C) No. 8853/2008); Jaitun v. Maternity Home, 
MCD, Jangpura & Others, (W.P. No. (C) 8853/2008 & 10700/2009) (Del: 2010) (Consolidated Decision). 
136 (MP: 2012) (W.P. (C) No. 9061/2008). 
137 (SC: 2016) (W.P. (C) 81/2012). 
138 Ms. X v. Union of India & Others, 593 (SC: 2016) (CWP); Mrs. X and Mr. Y v. Union of India & Others, 308 (SC: 
2016) (CWP); Chandrakant Jayantilal Suthar v. State of Gujarat, 8 SCC 721 (SC: 2015); Nikhil D. Datar v. Union of 
India (SC: 2014) (CA No. 7702).  
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week139 time constraint, for preservation of the mother’s life. The Bombay High 

Court recognized a woman’s human rights over that an unborn foetus in 2016 

in the case of High Court on its own Motion v. The State of Maharashtra140, and 

included the right of abortion as an aspect of the right to live with dignity.  

 

The stress on the recognition of women’s rights of reproduction and abortion 

alike, by the Indian judiciary has shifted the government’s population control 

approach to a more inclusive one141.  

 

THE PROBLEM 

 

Abortion was officially limited in almost all countries by the close of the 

nineteenth century. The denial of health services forced women to travel to 

nations with more permissive laws in search of proper aid. Those who cannot, 

however, are forced to resort to unsafe means leading to adverse impact on their 

health142. Inarguably, unsafe abortion practices are a major cause of maternal 

mortality143 and this has been a major argument against abortion rights. 

However, the Indian policies on paper and in action are shockingly different. 

Child marriages, being abolished, continue to happen and account for more 

than 20% of maternal deaths globally144. Abortion, being legal, until 20 weeks 

of gestation period on several grounds, more than 56% of abortions in India are 

unsafe and result in more than 9% of maternal deaths145. With a catena of 

meanings that the judiciary has attached to the word ‘life’, preservation of a 

woman’s life still somehow does not come under it.  

 

THE MTP ACT. Under the MTP Act, there is way too much discretion given 

to the medical practitioners and the idea of good faith is too vague. The act, 

																																																								
139 Meera Santosh Pal & Others v. Union of India & Others, (SC: 2017) (W.P. (C) No. 17).  
140 (Mah: 2016) (WP (CRL) No. 1). 
141 Center for Reproductive Rights, Reproductive Rights in Indian Courts, www.reproductiverights.org  
142 Rosana Peiro, et al., Does the Liberalization of Abortion Laws Increase the Number of Abortions? The Case Study 
of Spain, Eur. J. Public Health 11(2), 190-194 (June 2001). 
143 World Health Organization, Unsafe Abortion: Gloabl and Regional Estimates of the Incidence of Unsafe Abortion 
and Associated Mortality in 2008 (6th ed), 56 (2011). 
144 World Health Organization, Child Marriages: 39, 000 Every day, U.N. Press Release (2013). 
145 Jennifer Frost, et al., Abortion in India: A Literature Review, Guttmacher Institute (2014).  
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primarily, infringes a woman’s right to privacy, health, and dignity. Most of the 

defects in a foetus can be detected only after 20 weeks, which exceeds the period 

allowed by the act. In the Nikita Mehta case146, it was discovered in the 24th week 

of pregnancy that the foetus suffered from severe foetal abnormalities in the 

heart.  

 

Since the pregnancy was beyond the gestational time limit mentioned in the 

MTP Act, the Mumbai High Court refused the termination of pregnancy. The 

involvement of judiciary in such cases makes it even harder as the process is 

slow and more time is lost in deliberation. Moreover, the MTP Act does not 

match the technological advancement medicine has made. The act has become 

vague and outdated. The spousal consent required for access to abortion under 

the Act clearly undermines women’s reproductive autonomy. Also, unmarried 

women cannot even cite contraceptive failure as a reason for abortion.  Mental 

health and socio-economic implications of unwanted pregnancy are not at all 

considered by the act. The Act is strict, to say the least and has also been 

criticized as being unreasonable, arbitrary and archaic.  

 

MEDICATION AND SERVICES. The oral medicines for termination are 

sold at exorbitant price by doctors. There is also a lack of medical practitioners 

in India to meet the increasing rate of abortion cases. 

 

CLASH WITH OTHER LAWS. First, the PCPNDT (Prohibition of Sex 

Selection) Act 1994, is heavily misused by clamping down abortions in general 

under the guise of saving female children. It is in conflict with the MTP Act as 

their purposes differ drastically. A harmonious construction of both these acts 

by the authorities is necessary. Such is also the stated of the relationship between 

MTP Act and Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act. The 

latter makes it mandatory for doctors to report pregnancies of minor girls. This 

makes them seek alternatives which are unsafe, defeating the whole purpose of 

																																																								
146 Nikhil Datar v. Union of India, (Mah: 2008) (Writ Petition (L) No. 1816). 
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the former act. Also, the POCSO Act does not differ between consensual sex 

and rape with regard to underage pregnancies.   

 

NEED OF THE HOUR 

 

Reproductive rights are recognized human rights and shall be available to every 

human. Abortion rights are also necessary due to population and environmental 

reasons and for India’s socio-economic betterment. There should be no 

conditions restricting abortion, to begin with. A woman, not wanting to 

continue her pregnancy should be enough of a ground in itself. Safe abortion 

shall be a fundamental health right and law should not even be required to 

facilitate health care. Reiterating the words of Marge Berer147, specific criminal 

sanctions against abortion need to be removed from the law and the policies 

should be directed so that no one is punished for having an abortion or for 

providing safe abortion, the police should not be involved in investigation or 

prosecution of the provision and practice of safe abortion, the courts should 

not be involved in deciding whether to allow an abortion, and abortion should 

be treated like any other form of healthcare. 

 

SAFER TECHNIQUES. Abortion treatments have become safer and it is 

easy to carry out abortions even after the allowed period, especially for reasons 

of health and life of the child and the mother. Also, the government shall ensure 

the access to contraceptive methods of quality. The lack of trust in the current 

policy has led people to seek help from places that provide unsafe abortion 

services, causing more deaths.  

 

WHO. Today, with technological advancement, abortion has become one of 

the safest medical procedures, if done by following WHO’s guidelines148. A 

research conducted by WHO in 2004 showed that the wider the legal grounds 

for abortion are, the fewer are the deaths from unsafe abortions149. WHO’s 

																																																								
147 Marge Berer. Abortion Law and Policy Around the World: In Search of Decriminalization, Health Hum. Rights 
Vol 19(1), 13-27 (2017). 
148 World Health Organization, Safe Abortion: Technical and Policy Guidance for Health Systems, (2012). 
149 World Health Organization, Primary Health Care: Now More than Ever. World Health Report 2008, 65 (2008). 
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guidelines should be taken in consideration by the whole international 

community, as well as India. 

 

POLICY REVIEW. Primarily, the MTP Act should be more facilitating than 

restricting. Abortion should be made accessible to all women, irrespective of 

age and marital status. The limit shall be extended beyond 20 weeks in 

exceptional cases and women should not be exploited for these basic rights. 

Passing actions for the amendment bills have to be taken, and soon. Progressive 

abortion law reforms are needed in the country that benefit women and their 

health. The implementation of the law is poor and uneven so much so that the 

rates of morbidity and mortality are still high150. Legislating on abortions in the 

second trimester or beyond present great difficulties but as many as 25% 

abortions in India fall in this category due to poor service conditions151. 

Abortion should be available on a woman’s request, and should be accessible 

and affordable. Take for example, the law on abortion in Canada, which is not 

criminalized, is feasible and acceptable, and also in Sweden where abortion is 

even allowed after 18 weeks. It is the government’s duty to provide timely, 

affordable and quality maternal health care, and safe and legal abortion services. 

 

AWARENESS. An increase in awareness and a dispel in misconceptions about 

abortions amongst providers and policymakers, backed by political will, 

advocacy and action at the central and state level are required. 

It sure will be a slow change, but it is achievable. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As a woman, the first right that one has is of a human being. The age-old 

customs and beliefs of procreation being a duty has taken a backseat and given 

a new approach to life. The fertility of a woman is hers and hers only and she 

has the sole right over it. It is her right to reproduce or choose not to. This is 

all we need to understand. We need to grasp the concept of autonomy, bodily 

																																																								
150 M. Menon, Unsafe Abortions Killing a Woman Every Two Hours, The Hindu, May 6, 2013. 
151 Id., at 46. 
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or otherwise and let people make decisions about their health. The subject of 

abortion is deeply tangled with that of gender equality and gendered roles 

everywhere. Being a developing country, India is still fighting the gender equality 

battle, and the stigma of abortion is only one of the many linked to it. 

 

India needs to do away with the customary and religious practices that stand in 

the way of a woman’s basic rights, if she is facing problems at their hands. The 

Indian judiciary has a specific part to play in recognition of this problem and in 

taking the next step. The judicial involvement at the primary stage in deciding 

whether to allow abortions on a case to case basis makes the provision all the 

more difficult to get access to and in some cases, increases the difficulty of the 

women in question by delaying the termination. But in the implementation and 

correction of laws, in the review of policies, in recognizing the lacunae and in 

ensuring that women are provided their basic rights, the judiciary is the only 

hope, as it has been in the recent decade. Health professionals also have a very 

important role in ensuring that abortion is perceived only as a medical health 

treatment and not as a taboo anymore, and in providing safe healthcare services 

and counselling to women. 

 

The India that is developing is the India that understands the need to liberalize 

its laws in accordance with the recognition of rights of its citizens. The 

progressive outlook that it has set out in the Amendment Bill, 2020 has to be 

seen through so that it can offer a blow at another one of its social evils. 
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AIR INDIA: THE EFFECT OF RUMORS ON THE 

COMPANY 
- Saumya Chauhan152 and Venkatesh Bhargava153 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Bureaucracy, being a national carrier Air India was used by the government for its socialist 

mindset, thus making a big bureaucratic hellhole. The bureaucracy in Air India did not let it 

buy the aircrafts that were desperately needed and thus to keep the airline going, aircrafts 

running for more than 20 years are still flying. Now the thing is different as quite a good 

number of new aircrafts are in operation, and thus the complaints that you are saying about 

will not exist. Meanwhile many of the best national airlines are not so much controlled by govt 

like Air India. 

 

 

  

																																																								
152 3rd Year, Law College, Dehradun. 
153 3rd Year, Law College, Dehradun. 
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HISTORY 

 

Tata Airlines was found in 1932 by J. R. D. Tata , an Indian aviator and business 

tycoon, as a division of Tata Sons Ltd. which is now known as Tata Group. In 

April 1932, J.R.D Tata won a contract to carry mails for Imperial Airways for 

which the aviation department of Tata Sons was formed with two single-engine 

de Havilland Puss Moths. In the first year of operation, the airline flew 160,000 

miles and carried 155 passengers and 10.71 tons of mails and made a profit of 

₹60,000. Then during the Second World War, the airline helped the Royal Air 

Force with shipping of supplies, rescue of refugees, troop movements and 

maintenance of aircraft. 

 

After the World War II, on 29 July 1946 Tata Airlines became a public limited 

company under the name Air India and the regular commercial service was 

restored in India. Post Indian independence i.e. in 1948, 49% of the airline was 

acquired by the Indian Government. 

 

In 1953, the Indian government passed the Air Corporations Act and a majority 

stake in the carrier was purchased from Tata Sons though its founder J. R. D. 

Tata would continue as Chairman till 1977. Later, the company was renamed as 

Air India International Limited. Few years after, the domestic services of Air 

India were transferred to Indian Airlines as a part of a restructuring. Since its 

operations were initiated, Air India recorded about 6.82 fatal events per million 

flights.154 

 

MERGER  

 

Air India and Indian Airlines were merged in 2007 under the name Air India 

Limited and the airline took delivery of its first Boeing 777 aircraft. The merger 

of Air India and the Indian Airlines has turned out to be a marriage between 

																																																								
154 Air-India;Airlines seating map 
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two irreconcilable partners resulting into several human resource problems in 

the new commercial entity. 

 

Air India had wide-bodied Boeing aircraft; on the other hand, the Indian 

Airlines fleet featured narrow-bodied Airbus planes which were used for shorter 

domestic routes. Therefore, there was no correlation between pilots or 

engineers in the merger due to the different fleets. 

Now, talking about the salary and pay scale, the pay scale for the executive cadre 

are according to the department of public enterprise norms and that for the 

nonexecutive cadres like pilots are as per the industry norms. The Air India 

pilots complained that it takes them around twice the number of years to get 

the post of commanders as compared with their Indian Airlines counterparts 

who fly on domestic routes. "While our counterparts flying on domestic routes 

become commanders in 8-10 years, we become commanders after 22 years of 

service. This is a disparity which has not been worked out," grouses Rohit 

Kapahi, committee member, IPG.155 They opposed that this will hit their career 

and progression and the management is not willing to listen to them. 

 

In 2006-07 the joint losses for Air India and Indian Airlines were ₹7.7 billion 

and after the merger, it raised up to ₹72 billions by 2009. In mid 2009, SBI was 

appointed to prepare a agenda for the recovery of the airline. Three Airbus A300 

and one Boeing 747-300M were sold by the carrier for $18.75 million to finance 

the debt. By 2011, Air India had piled up a debt of ₹426 billion with an operating 

loss of ₹220 billion, and seeked around ₹429 billion from the government. 

Reports blame the decision to buy 111 new aircraft and the untimely merger 

with Indian Airlines for the miserable financial situation. In August 2011, as a 

result of its failure to meet the minimum standards for the membership, the 

invitation to join Star Alliance was suspended. 

 

The merger of the erstwhile Indian Airlines and Air India is to blame for the 

downfall of Air India, which was done despite the fact that both carriers are 

																																																								
155 Airindia and Indian airlines merger causes discord; India Today.  
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very different from each other. The two companies were very different from 

each other in terms of  areas of operation, work culture, compensation, working 

conditions, entitlements etc. The merger lead to discontent and massive 

frustration amongst the staff. The subsequent de-merger of engineering 

companies and group handling added to the problems. It appears that a no-

merger scenario may have been preferable.156 

 

What I think is that the government should have funded the aircraft acquisition 

and not put the airline into a huge bank loan for the acquisition. A debt of such 

size is huge for the company and something else was supposed to be done. A 

part of the bailout package was to be used to clear loans for aircraft. The 

Government paid it only so many years later and the airline had been struggling 

with it for all these years. A debt of this size added to the Air India's financial 

performance. Air India today has to annually pay INR4, 000 crore to banks to 

service debt which is a huge amount of money and profitability would be much 

easier if we remove that.  

 

PRIVATISATION 

 

In an effort to advance its push to privatize loss-making public sector 

companies, the Indian Government announced that it would invite bids to sell 

76% of its stake in Air India which is the nation’s wholly government-owned 

national airline. As per the deal, the government would absorb a third of Air 

India’s Rs. 48,781 crore outstanding debts and would maintain 24% of its share 

in the company. Whoever or whatever entity/entities wins the bid will win 

management control of the company, but would also have to take on a burden 

of debt of Rs. 33,392 crore. 

 

Despite the efforts for privatization, however, the way forward still remains 

uncertain. The government intends to finalize the deal by December 2018. But 

as of writing, no company or group of companies has publicly declared interest 

																																																								
156 Indian airlines caused downfall;Economic Times 
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in bidding. Rather, many companies have clearly stated that they will not 

participate in the bidding process, referring to the terms of the deal and Air 

India’s high level of debt. 

 

IndiGo, currently India’s largest airline as well as a low-cost domestic carrier, 

has ruled out participation in the bidding process. When the Cabinet approved 

the sale of Air India 10 months ago, IndiGo was one of the first company to 

express interest in bidding. Later, Aditya Ghosh, the president of IndiGo said, 

"the airline’s premier interest is to buy its international operations and low-cost 

carrier Air India Express. But that option is not available under the 

government’s current disinvestment plans for Air India." 

 

Another Indian carrier, Jet Airways too denied participating in the bidding 

process for the privatization of Air India. Amit Agarwal, the deputy CEO, said, 

“Considering the terms of offer in the information memorandum and based on 

our review, we are not participating in the process.”157 

Tata Group, one of the India’s largest conglomerates may also not participate. 

Although Tata group has not made any definitive public statement yet, but 

according to reports Tata is uncertain about considering a bid for the state-run 

carrier as they find government’s terms too onerous. The report also argued that 

a lack of interest from Tata is likely to pressurize the government to restructure 

its terms or even rethink of the sale.” 

 

However, a few foreign airlines, which have previously shown an interest in 

acquisition of Air India, have not yet backed out from the bidding process. 

Reports suggest that Star Alliance members such as Singapore Airlines, Air 

China, and United Airlines will gain immensely if they were to pick up stake in 

Air India. Etihad Airways and British Airways have also shown keen interest in 

bidding. However, any foreign company will need to collaborate with an Indian 

firm before bidding, as Indian government regulations stipulate that control of 

Air India must remain with an Indian entity. As a result, Etihad tried to 

																																																								
157 The Diplomatic 
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approach the Reliance Anil Dhirubhai Ambani Group for discussing a 

partnership. In the same way, private firm Warburg Pincus and GIC Private 

Limited, sovereign wealth fund of Singapore, are also scouting for Indian 

partners. 

 

However, foreign firms will still have to reconsider the high level of debt they 

would need to pay back. Kotak Institutional Equities warned it's clients that 

even if as a buyer they paid nothing for the equity, Air India still seems expensive 

due to its debt and lease obligations alone. As a result, buyers are uncertain to 

offer a reasonable price for the “family jewel” of India’s government-owned 

companies, spelling bad news for the government. 

 

The huge amount of debt accumulated by the airline, estimated at over Rs53,000 

crore becomes the sticky point for a prospective buyer. The government has 

planned to transfer about Rs33,000 crore out of the total debt of the airline into 

a special purpose vehicle i.e. SPV but the remaining debt, which is against 

aircraft purchases, will remain on its books. 

 

Conclusively, the privatisation of Air India will ensure that the industry will run 

in an efficient and rational way. The private firm, unlike the government, will 

bring about a logical spending, funding and capital infusion in Air India, which 

was not done earlier and badly affected the industry as a whole. 

 

Arguments in favor of privatization of Air India 

 

a) High debt: Air India has been extremely mismanaged. Also, it is operationally 

inefficient and is incapable to compete with private sector operators. Due to 

these reasons, it is consistently making losses and is dependent on the 

government for its survival.  

 

b) Overstating profit: Analysts argue that the Air India is overstating its 

operational profit as it has been losing market share due to its poor service. The 
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Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG) has questioned its operational 

profit of Rs 105 crore for 2015-16, which seems highly overstated. 

 

c) Failure of bailout package of 2012 : In 2012, the airline was provided with a 

bailout package of Rs 30,000 crore which has not shown the desired results. Air 

India managed to raise only Rs64.06 crore and failed to meet the operational 

targets and target of raising Rs500 crore annually. 

 

(d) tax payers money will get wasted : If the status quo exists then the 

government will have to keep bailing out Air India which will affect the fiscal 

health of the government and will waste the tax payers money. This amount 

otherwise can be used in other important sectors such as health and education. 

 

Challenges in privatization of Air India 

 

It won't be easy for the government to privatize Air India. 

 

a) The NITI Aayog proposed that all non-aircraft related debt should be written 

off to make it attractive for investors. But it seems difficult to convince financial 

institutions, banks, oil companies and the Airports Authority of India to agree 

to such a massive write-off. 

 

b) Second problem is the employees. The Air Corporation Employees’ Union 

has given a warning to the government of a “major confrontation” if it decides 

to move ahead with this divestiture. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

It is clear that the Indian Government is making a big effort to both sell the 

airline and to keep it operating over the longer term. Whether they have more 

success than previous efforts to offload the airline, time will tell. One thing one 

could be fairly sure about, whether Air India is sold or goes under, Mr Lobani 
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along with the rest of Air India’s upper echelons will soon be looking for a new 

job. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE TRIBAL LAW AND 

POLICY 
-CHAYANIKA CHATTERJEE158 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Central Government and State Governments have shown an excellent deal of interest and have 

worked towards the event of tribes however the progress achieved to date is simply satisfactory. 

Government of Republic of India has undertaken and enforced several social group welfare 

programmes and policies however none of them are effective and welfare of social group 

individuals could be a involved issue of the entire population of Republic of India and it's the 

duty of the government to require care of each subject and work towards their welfare. 

Government didn't implement these policies thanks to lack of political inadequacy of body 

machinery, procedural delays and lack of correct observation. Today, social group individuals 

doesn't seem to be even ready to demand their rights thanks to poor response of the authorities. 

Furthermore they approach the authorities to say their rights which they have asked to provide 

and also the documents that they often don't have and so they fall a prey to corruption. 

 

  

																																																								
158 Student, 5th Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Kingston Law College, Kingston Educational Institute, Berunanpukuria 
Malikapur Duttapukur, Kolkata, West Bengal – 700126. 
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INTRODUCTION OF TRIBES 

 

The term ‘Tribe’ denotes a community of people surviving in primitive and 

ruthless scenario. These tribes are a social group living in a permanent place 

having no such specialization of rules and the people living in these social 

groups are called as tribes or tribal community. Tribes also have different sub 

groups and all together they are called as ‘Tribal community’. Tribes are the 

occupants of forests since ancient times and even in this advanced world this 

trend is followed by many human. Tribes introduced around 8.6 percent of the 

total Indian population, and of the total tribal population around 70 percent are 

found in few parts of India. 

 

In India, Scheduled Tribes are mostly spread across the forests and hilly area of 

country. Tribes in this country are mainly visualised by their geographical 

location and exceptional culture. In India, tribes are treated very badly, are 

execrated and are even treated as ignorant human of mainstream by restricting 

adherence to social rules and caste system. The tribal community were 

compelled to perform norms which were accepted inferior because of their 

economic weakness and illiteracy. Since, these people were ill treated and were 

not enjoying equal status with other people which is guaranteed to all the people 

of India by Article 14 of Indian constitution”159  

 

The State shall not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal 

protection of the laws within the territory of India”,160 so there was a need to 

give these tribal human few rights for their healthy lifestyle and betterment. Few 

years back, Mahatma Gandhi fought for their demands and rights of the tribal 

people and they are known as Girijans or the sons of the Forest God and after 

Independence in 1947, the Indian government spent lot of things to improve 

the standard of tribal people and also helped them through legislations and 

developmental programmes and in protecting their rights. 

 

																																																								
159 l Mahendra pal singh,V.N. Shukla’s Contitution of India, Eastern book company, ,2nd may 2013 
160 ibid 
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 FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 

 These sub divided tribal groups were forced by the human belonging to upper 

castes to perform unskilled jobs like small household works, sweeping, cleaning 

of excreta, leather works, removal of dead bodies etc. These people were 

considered untouchables and they were not even allowed to sit along with the 

mainstream upper caste.  

 

These human were considered unhygienic by majority of the human of Indian 

society and they were socially distanced and often used to face violence from 

the society. Apart from the group of the tribes with the various civilizations, 

there was also the influence of the foreign missionaries in the back time and of 

the superior society through the fundamentalist forces in the recent past. In the 

past, there were several individual’s right violations and sexual assualt, 

particularly on tribal women.  

 

This community was totally isolated and social distinguishing from the 

mainstream society which most of the time used to oppress tribal. Mostly the 

demand for the equal rights of tribes and non discriminated status in society in 

India was started by Mahatma Gandhi. In the year 1947, Indian government 

sanction  various policies and a ministry was made to protect the rights of these 

people. Even in the Constitution few special rights are assured to the human 

belonging to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 

 

PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHEDULED TRIBES 

 

The important issues relate to the tribal people living in peninsular India and 

the north-eastern tribes. The different processes were selected by the 

Constituent Assembly formed at the time of independence after receiving the 

permission of the distinct ‘community skeleton’ and behaviour’ of the tribes in 

the two parts could be elaborated in a common law. Under the 2006 Forest 
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Rights Act,161 spreading land rights to forest-dwelling communities of the 

country, only 15 lakh complainants out of the 3956,262 cases were deled; were 

given the legal recognition to their plot. These people have their own social 

issues. They are traditional and bound by norms. Due to less education and 

development they are superstitious and they trust in outmoded and logic less 

practices which can affect their mental health and physical health at times. 

 

GEOGRAPHICAL SEPARATION 

 

These people are of special type in Indian society in view of their general 

monetary backwardness, few technological development and complex issues of 

socio-cultural matter to distinctive cultural values. As the tribal groups are 

spread in different areas of our country, the betterment of tribal people is very 

challenging for the Government of India. Most of the tribal human living in this 

country are geographically separated from the rest of the population. It becomes 

extremely difficult for them to invent relations as some of them live in isolated 

areas like dense forests, mountains, hills, deep valleys etc. and hence they cannot 

relate with the modern era.  

 

This kind of social as well as visual detachment or seclusion has declined the 

tribal betterment. The welfare policies, programmes and projects undertaken by 

the Governmental authority, sometimes they do not even reach these human 

because of this mainstream detachment. So, the tribal people must be 

safeguarded from leading an isolated and segregated life away from the society 

living in regions. 

 

LAND ALIENATION 

 

Rights of tribals over forests is a sacrosanct and undeniable historical fact. But 

the issue of isolation of land from the tribal to non-tribal is there from the past 

minutes of British colonialism in India when the foreigner started involving in 

																																																								
161 Forest Rights Act 2006 - Implementation and challenges, https://neostencil.com/forest-rights-act-2006-
implementation-challenges 
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the tribal region to exploit the rich community sources. Along with foreigner, 

broker, jagirdar and traders started encroachments on tribal areas. As the tribal 

human had no legal rights over their plot, it became easier for non-tribal people 

to acquire their areas. 

 

Forest schemes of Britishers was introduced towards commercial issues and was 

not for the tribal people, so it led to imperfect place of tribal people from 

forests. Britishers even occupied some forests with rich natural sources where 

only Government position holder and authorized contractors were allowed to 

cut the timber which was used by the foreigner and the tribal human were kept 

isolated even in their own process. 

 

CULTURAL PROBLEMS 

 

The culture of the social group communities is entirely different from the 

thought or civilized society. The customs, practices and traditions followed by 

the civilised individuals don't seem to be understood by the social group 

individuals and that they become suspicious of the civilised individuals. Totally 

different faiths try to influence these social group individuals by their religion 

and this is often being done from British colonial amount. Some foreign 

Christian missionaries in British rule tried to proliferate their faith in a number 

of the social group areas. 

 

On the opposite hand, R.S.S., Vishwa Hindu Parishad, The Ramakrishna 

mission has tried to unfold their ideology of Hinduism in several elements of 

social group regions of India. The social group leaders have conjointly started 

popularizing their social group faith and culture. These completely different 

ideologies and propagandas have created a large confusion and even conflicts 

between the social group individuals.  
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EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS 

 

 The exploitation of the social group folks by the govt, cash lenders, landlords 

will principally be associated with the illiteracy and their cognitive content 

towards education. Acquiring of skill is incredibly troublesome for the social 

group people that speak solely their maternal language and sleep in their 

acquainted areas as a result of its learning of a replacement language. The 

drawback is that once some lecturers square measure appointed by the govt to 

show the social group folks, there's a communication gap between them as a 

result of most social group folks don't grasp the other language except their 

maternal language thus there ought to be some literate tribes within the social 

group communities WHO will move with the lecturers and also the 

establishment. 

 

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

 

The social group square measure economically one in each of the foremost 

backward communities within the country. As per few result of Lakdawala 

committee and Tendulkar committee for the year 2004-2005 7% and 37.2% of 

regular tribes population severally comes below for personal income. These 

square measure typically exploited at the hands of outsiders, landlords and cash 

lenders thanks to their innocence and illiteracy. British policies exploited the 

tribes to the core by benefitting the zamindars, cash lenders, forest contractors 

and revenue officers. 

 

The tribes are concerned within the agriculture of the crudest sort since ages. 

Their participation in tertiary and secondary sector is negligible. The 

acquirement rate of tribes in India is sort of less and has diode to the below 

development of those teams. The folks square measure either dismissed or part-

time. They are in search of jobs which might keep them utilized throughout the 

year. they have to be helped in developing secondary supply of financial gain. 
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WELFARE PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS FOR TRIBAL 

PEOPLE 

 

 It is the part of Government to take care of their interests and guarantee them 

equal rights in the society. In this country not only the Central Government, 

State Government or authorities are also there for tribes to ensure their 

demands and rights but other voluntary organisations like The Bhil Seva 

Mandal, The Indian Red Cross Society, The Vishwa Hindu Parishad, The 

Bharatiya Adim Jati Sevak Sangh, The Rashtreeya Swayam Sevak Sangh, The 

Vanavasi Kalyanasharma, The Ramakrishna Mission and other various 

independent organizations are also working in this regard and have undertaken 

various policies towards them. 

 

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS TO TRIBAL PEOPLE 

 

The Constitution of India has given few special provisions to the tribal people 

to protect their interests. Article 15 of the Indian Constitution162 states that the 

whole part of state shall not disqualify any citizen on grounds of religion, race, 

caste, gender, birthplace or any of them. This describes that every person of 

India is ensured with equal rights and opportunities without any inequality. 

 

Indian governmental authority has introduced reservation system for the tribes, 

jobs under Article 16(4) of the Indian constitution163. The Government of India 

has reserved few places in The House of People (Lok Sabha) and The State 

Legislative Assemblies under Article 330 and 332 of The Constitution of 

India.164 

 

Article 19(5)165of the Constitution of India guarantees the tribal people right to 

individual land and enjoy it in any part of the country. 

 

																																																								
162 Supra note 1. 
163 Ibid. 
164 Ibid. 
165 Ibid. 
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Article 338166 of The Constitution of India grants the right to appoint a 

Commissioner to look after beneficial  activities of tribes. 

 

Article 46167 of the Constitution of India states that, The State shall introduce 

and spread  special care in terms of  educational and economic interests of the 

lower sections of the people and in specific, the Scheduled Castes and the 

Scheduled Tribes, and shall protect them from social injustice and all forms of 

injustice. Under Article 275(i) of the Constitution of India the Centre 

Government has mentioned to give grants-in-aid to the State Government for 

approved Tribal Welfare policies. 

 

LAND RIGHTS TO TRIBALS 

 

With regard to the safegaurd of the tribal rights over community forests and 

other lands, following the central legislation introduced in 1996, the Gram 

Sabha (Village Assemblies) in the tribal areas has been entrusted to protect the 

community rights over community land and forest.  The Environment Ministry 

of India has also tried various measures to curb the problem of encroachments. 

In the guidelines issued by the Environment Ministry on September 18, 1990, 

State Governments were asked to evict all ineligible category of pre 1980 settlers 

and encroachers after October 25, 1980.  

 

The Scheduled Tribe and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers Act in 2006 

described about the ownership rights of tribes and other forest dwellers who 

are surviving or farming a particular land for a huge period of time. UNDP 

(United Nations Development Programme) in partnership with the Ministry of 

Law and Justice, Government of India, is helping the needy and marginalized 

to access justice and demand. Few years back, a forty year aged man Naran 

Majhi applied for the regularization of the Scheduled Tribe and Other 

Traditional Forest Dwellers Act in 2006 on his property to be recognized legally 

as the buyer of the land which his family used to cultivate for over 200 years. 

																																																								
166 Ibid. 
167 Ibid. 
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The Government of India also declares equal property rights to the tribal 

women. In the Case of Madhu Kishwar & Ors. Etc v. State Of Bihar & Ors, it 

was held by the court that the Scheduled Tribe women succeed to the estate of 

their parent, brother, husband as heirs by intestate succession and inherit the 

land with equal portion with male heir with absolute rights as per the general 

principles of Hindu Succession Act 1956, as amended and revised by this Court 

and partially for the Indian Succession Act to tribal Christian. 

 

With regard to the safeguard of the social group rights over community forests 

and alternative lands, following the central legislation introduced in 1996, the 

Gram Sabha (Village Assemblies) within the social group areas has been 

entrusted to guard the community rights over community land and forest. The 

surroundings Ministry of Asian nation has additionally tried varied measures to 

curb the matter of encroachments. Within the pointers issued by the 

surroundings Ministry on Gregorian calendar month eighteen, 1990, State 

Governments were asked to evict all ineligible class of pre 1980 settlers and 

encroachers once on october twenty five, 1980.  

 

The regular Tribe and alternative ancient Forest Dwellers Act in 2006 
168acknowledges the possession rights of tribes and alternative forest dwellers 

WHO reside or cultivating a particular land for a really long amount of your 

time. UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) in partnership with 

the Ministry of Law and Justice, Government of Asian nation, helps the poor 

and marginalized to access justice and demand and access entitlements. In 2011, 

a forty-year previous man Naran Majhi applied for the regularization of the 

regular Tribe and alternative ancient Forest Dwellers Act in two hundred on his 

land to be recognized lawfully because the owner of the land that his family 

accustomed farm for over 200 years. 

 

The Government of Asian nation additionally ensures equal land rights to the 

social group ladies as social group men have. In  the Case of Madhu Kishwar & 

																																																								
168 Supra note 3. 
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Ors. V. The State of bihar,169 it had been control by the court that the regular 

Tribe ladies succeed to the estate of their parent, brother, husband as heirs by 

intestate succession and inherit the property with equal share with male heir 

with absolute rights as per the final principles of Hindu Succession Act 1956, as 

amended and understood by this Court and equally for the Indian Succession 

Act to social group Christian. 

 

FORMATION OF PESA (PANCHAYATS EXTENSION TO 

SCHEDULED AREAS) ACT, 1996: 

 

PESA Act could be a law enacted by the govt of Asian country to modify the 

Gram Sabhas of the social group regions to self-governs and defend their 

natural resources. PESA was created and applicable to nine states viz. province, 

Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, 

geographical area, Odisha and Rajasthan and to not different regular Areas as 

well as those in Manipur. PESA obligatory restriction on the State law-makers 

and redistributed additional power within the hands of the Gram Sabha or 

council. it should be ascertained that the powers which will be exercised by the 

Gram Sabha below this Act relate to the tribes’ customs, traditions, religion, 

land and natural resource. The act created the Gram Sabhas freelance and 

competent to preserve and safeguard the customs and also the traditions of the 

individuals and community resources. 

 

The act gave the facility to the Gram Sabhas to commend the programmes, 

plans and also created for the event of the social group individuals and that they 

ought to be consulted before creating any acquisition of land in regular Tribe 

areas for the event programmes. Overall this act provided the individuals the 

correct form to preserve their land and natural resources and recommendation 

of the Gram Sabha at acceptable levels for any biological process programme 

within the social group space. 

 

																																																								
169 Madhu Kishwar & Ors. V. The State of bihar, AIR 1996 5 SCC 125. 
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 CONCLUSION 

 

We have the opinion that the government. programmes and plans fail due to 

the dearth of interest shown by the authorities and therefore the undue haste 

shown within the policy implementation. We expect that welfare of the tribes 

ought to be the most aim of the government and no politics ought to be 

compete on this issue. Conjointly for the right implementation of the welfare 

schemes and polices for the social group profit the tribes ought to be created 

aware of them through awareness and coaching programmes, the authorities 

ought to be trained during this regard and correct constitution of the Gram 

Sabhas. We have a tendency to believe that Government and every one the 

political parties ought to work along towards the welfare of the Tribes and will 

not be diplomatic on this sensitive issue. 
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AN INTERPLAY BETWEEN JUDICIAL REVIEW 

AND SEPARATION OF POWER WITH SPECIFIC 

REFERENCE TO THE CBI CASE 
-DIVYA KAUSHIK170 AND RAJAT KUMAR KAUSHIK171 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This article deals with two major issues raised in correlation of constitutional law and 

administrative law. Firstly, whether violation of Fundamental Rights can be immunized from 

judicial scrutiny on the touchstone of Doctrine of Separation of Powers. Secondly, whether High 

Court in exercise of its jurisdiction under Article 226 of the constitution of India, can direct 

the CBI, established under Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946 to investigate a 

cognizable offence, which is alleged to have taken place within the territorial jurisdiction of a 

State, without the consent on the State Government. To do so, the article shall outline the 

debate concerning the power of the High Court to issue certain Writs under Article 226 of the 

Constitution of India, in particular, the legislative powers exercised by the High court. It shall 

then exhaustively examine the broad aspects of the Federal Structure of the Constitution and 

Doctrine of Separation of Powers between the Administrative, Legislative and Judicial powers 

of the Government. Finally, it shall analyze the duty of the courts to uphold the constitutional 

values and preserving the rule of law. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
170 B.A. LLB (Hons) Amity Law School Delhi, GGSIPU, India 
171 B.A. LLB (Hons) Fairfield Institute of Management & Technology, GGSIPU 
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Every legal or moral right carries with it a corresponding obligation. It is subject 

to several exemptions/exceptions, fundamental rights in India are not absolute 

in nature. Reasonable restrictions can be imposed on fundamental rights. A 

reasonable restriction on the exercise of the right is always permissible in the 

interest of the state’s security. In the event that a reasonable restriction is 

imposed in the interest of the State by reason of a valid piece of legislation, the 

court normally would regard the legislative policy behind the same172.  

 

While conferring extensive powers on the Government like the power to 

declare an emergency, the power to suspend the enforcement of the 

fundamental rights or power to issue ordinances, they assured to the people a 

Bill of Rights by Part III of the Constitution, protecting against the executive 

and legislative despotism those human rights which they viewed as 

"fundamental"173. The basic need to protect these rights is a lesson taught by all 

history and all human experience. No Fundamental Right under Part III of the 

Constitution is absolute and it is to be within permissible reasonable restrictions. 

Hence, each individual right has to give way to the right of public at large.  

 

The Part III of The Constitution of India protects substantive as well as 

procedural rights. Implications which arise there from effective be protected by 

the judiciary.174 The fundamental rights in Part III of the constitution are 

normally enforced against State action or an action by other authorities who 

may come within the purview of Art. 12 of the Constitution.  A fundamental 

right is a limitation on the power of the State.175 

 

The role of the judiciary is to protect and preserve fundamental rights. A 

modern democracy is based on the twin principles of majority rule and the need 

to protect/preserve fundamental rights. 

 

																																																								
172 People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India, (2004) 2 SCC 476, 498-99 (pants 58, 57, 63 and 65) AIR 200-
1 SC 1442. 
173 State of Maharashtra v. Bhaurao Panjabrao Gawande, (2008) 3 SCC 613, 624 (para 23). 
174Pratap Singh v. State of Jharkhand, (2005) 3 SCC 551, 578-79 (para 64) 
175 M. Nagraj v. Union of India, (2006) 8 SCC 212, (241-242) para 20 
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It is the job of judiciary to balance the principles ensuring, the Government on 

the premise of number does not override fundamental rights. Judiciary is the 

best institution to protect the fundamental rights, given its independent nature 

and furthermore in the light of the fact that it involves interpretation based on 

the assessment of values besides mere textual interpretation. It enables 

application of the principles of justice and law. Realizing that it is necessary to 

protect the enforcement of the fundamental rights, the power for such 

enforcement has been vested by the Constitution of India in the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court and the Hon’ble High Courts.  

 

After enunciation of the basic structure doctrine, full judicial review is an 

indispensable part of the constitutional scheme. The jurisdiction so conferred 

on Hon’ble High Courts and Hon’ble Supreme Court is a part of inviolable 

basic structure of the Constitution of India. It gives practical content to the 

objectives of the Constitution encapsulated in the Part III and other parts of 

the Constitution.176 

 

The modern interpretation of the doctrine of separation of powers is not a mere 

theoretical philosopher's conception. It is practical work-a-day principle. The 

division of Government into the three branches does not imply, as its critics 

and commentators would have us think, three watertight compartments It is 

said that rather than applying the doctrine in a strict sense of functional 

machinery and procedures of the Government, the doctrine should be deemed 

to require an arrangement of checks and balances among the three departments 

of Government while opposing the centralization of governmental powers in 

any of the three departments. 

 

In the case of “State of West Bengal Vs. The Committee for Protection of 

Democratic Rights, West Bengal and Ors177”, the complainant along with a 

large number of workers of a political party were returning to their homes from 

																																																								
176 I.R. Coelho v. State of Tamil Nadu; (2007) 2 SCC 1 
177 State of West Bengal Vs. The Committee for Protection of Democratic Rights, West Bengal and Ors, (2010) 3 
SCC 571 
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several camps of the party in the state of West Bengal. While they were 

returning, some miscreants numbering 50-60, attacked them with firearms and 

other explosives, which resulted in a number of casualties. A writ petition under 

Art 226 of the constitution was filed in the High Court by the Committee for 

Protection of Democratic Rights, West Bengal, in a public interest, inter alia, 

alleging that more than 3 months had elapsed since the incident had taken place 

yet with the exception of two persons, no other person named in FIR, had been 

arrested and so far the police has not been able to come to a definite conclusion 

whether the missing people were dead or alive. It was also alleged that since the 

police administration in the State was under the influence of the ruling party 

which was trying to hide the incident to spare its image, the investigations in the 

incident may be handed over to the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), an 

independent agency. 

 

The High Court deemed it appropriate to hand over the investigation into the 

said incident to the CBI. Aggrieved by the order passed by the High Court, the 

State of West Bengal filed a petition for special leave to appeal before the 

Supreme Court. The main question for consideration that arises here is that 

whether the Hon’ble High Court in exercise of its jurisdiction under Article 226 

of the constitution of India, can direct the CBI, established under Delhi Special 

Police Establishment Act, 1946 to investigate a cognizable offence, which is 

alleged to have taken place within the territorial jurisdiction of a State, without 

the consent of the State Government. 

 

The Hon’ble Supreme Court held that the order of the High Court did not 

impinge upon the federal Structure of the Constitution nor violated the doctrine 

of separation of power and shall be legitimate in law. 

 

Court review of administrative action is undertaken against orders/decisions of 

the State, administrative authority; and an instrumentality of the government. 

The judicial review of administrative acts and actions is an essential principle of 

rule of law. The State and as such Government in subject to de droit, that is, the 

state is submitted to the law and all its actions are performed and carried out 
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subject to the Constitution, the law and within the limit and control of 

constitution. The bureaucracy too is accountable for its actions and acts, 

performed or done in accordance with the rules and norms of natural justice.  

 

The Court review is an incident of its judicial duty. The Court-review is done 

both substantively and procedurally. It ensures the intra vires of the law-

statutory or otherwise of the administrative action and examines the legality and 

propriety of administrative action. 

 

The Doctrine of Basic Structure was propounded by the Courts in 1970s in 

the course of establishing a trend that Article 368 of the Constitution "does not 

enable Parliament to alter the basic structure of the framework of the Constitution.”178 

Although almost always invoked in the cases where constitutionality of an 

amendment has been challenged, it has come to connote that the basic 

structure of the constitution is unamendable.  

 

Ever since the inception of the doctrine in 1973 in the historic case of 

Kesavananda Bharti v. UOI,179 the Basic Structure of the Constitution has been 

held by the Hon'ble Supreme Court to mean various intrinsic features of the 

Constitution such as separation of powers, federal structure of the constitution, 

judicial review by the Writ Courts, etc.180 

 

Whether the doctrine extends to the ordinary legislations was debated for a very 

long time till it finally got settled in the case of Indira Gandhi v. Raj 

Narain,181wherein the majority held that owing to the already existing 

Constitutional restrictions on ordinary legislative powers, subjecting legislations 

so made to the basic structure doctrine would mean deprivation of its powers 

																																																								
178 Kesavananda Bharti v. The State of Kerala AIR 1973 S.C.1461 
179 Ibid. 
180 In the Kesavananda Bharti Case, Sikri, C.J. explained the concept of basic structure to mean separation of powers 
as one of its tenets; In L. Chandra Kumar v. Union Of India (1997) 3 SCC 261, the Bench of seven Judges 
unequivocally declared "that the power of judicial review over legislative action vested in the High Courts under Article 
226 and in the Supreme Court under Article 32 of the Constitution is an integral and essential feature of the 
Constitution, constituting part of its basic structure." 
181 AIR 1975 S.C. 2299 
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for the competent legislature.182 However, in the case of State of West Bengal 

Vs. The Committee for Protection of Democratic Rights, West Bengal and 

Ors,183, the scope of the doctrine was unreasonably extended to include within 

its ambit any law or provision, constitutional or statutory, which undermines 

rights enshrined in Part III of the Constitution.184 

 

Questions which arose in the above stated case with respect to the doctrine of 

basic structure touch the following : 

 

(i) Distribution of legislative powers between Union and State while 

considering the federal structure. 

(ii)  Separation of powers between the three organs of the State and its 

liberal construction in India. 

(iii) Judicial review and the power of the High Courts. 

(iv) Power of judicial review being placed on a higher footing than the 

separation of powers between the three organs. 

 

Firstly, let us begin with the federal structure. A constitutional demarcation of 

the powers between the Center and the Component States is the pivotal point 

around which most definitions of federalism rotate. The same is also manifest 

in the Indian model of federal structure comprising mainly of Article 246, Part 

V and VI and VII Schedule of the Constitution. 

 

As a necessary corollary of the federal structure, there is a differentiation of 

powers at two parameters. Firstly there is a separation of power between the 

three organs of the State viz. the Executive, the Judiciary and the Legislature, 

and then further there is a distribution of legislative powers as between the 

Union and the States. 

 

																																																								
182 Radhika Gupta. "State of West Bengal v. Committee for Protection of Democratic Rights: Is judicial Review The 
Indian Judiciary's Trump Card?" Indian J. Const. L. 2010 Vol. 8 
183 (2010) 3 SCC 571 
184 (2010) 3 SCC 571 Paragraph 44  
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The concept of federalism was taken up at length in the case of S.R. Bommai 

v. Union of India185 wherein four judicial opinions were expressed. Ahmadi J. 

had opined that owing to the confusion created by the absence of expressions 

such as 'federal' or 'federation', presence of emergency provisions, certain 

overriding powers of the Parliament over state legislature, etc., Indian 

Constitution should be regarded as a quasi federal or unitary constitution. 

However, Satwant J. and Kuldip J. regarded democracy and federalism as 

essential features of the Indian Constitution. Further, Ramaswami J. referred to 

the Indian setup as organic federalism which would both suit the parliamentary 

form of government and diverse conditions typical to India. Still further, Jeevan 

J. and Agarwal J. expressed their inclination to the opinion that Indian 

Constitution is of distinct character, being a federation with a bias in favor of 

the Centre, yet not reducing the States to the status of mere appendages of the 

Center. 

 

(2010) 3 SCC 571 led to a further development in the understanding of 

federalism in as much as in this case it was held that the Constitutions protects 

the federal structure by enjoining the Courts with a duty to act as the guardians 

and interpreters of the Constitutional provisions and thereby prevent and 

remedy under Articles 32 and 226 any violation of the federal structure by any 

legislative action. It follows logically from this that any direction from the 

Supreme Court or the High Court arising from exercise of powers under Article 

32 or 226 respectively, to uphold Constitution, cannot be held as violation of 

federal structure. Therefore, exercise of power under Article 226, would not 

amount to violation of the doctrine of separation of powers or of the federal 

structure itself.186 

 

In a federal system, which distributes powers between three coordinate 

branches of government, though not rigidly, disputes regarding the limits of 

Constitutional power have to be resolved by courts.187 

																																																								
185 AIR 1994 SC 1918: (1994) 3 SCC 1 
186 Ibid. 
187 Smt. Indira Nehru Gandhi v. Shri Raj Narain. 1976 (2) SCR 347; 1975 (Supp) SCC 1 
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Now secondly, let’s discuss about separation of power. Wade and Phillips188 

say that the doctrine means the following three things, namely: 

 

(a)  the same set of persons should not compose more than one 

department of the three governmental departments; 

(b)  one department should not exercise departments; and 

(c)  one department should not control, much less, interfere with the 

work of the other two departments. 

 

In its broader sense the doctrine means merely that one department of 

government should not be in a position to dominate the others. It is in this 

broader sense that all modern constitutions conform, in a certain degree, to the 

principle of separation of powers. The doctrine may have not been recognized 

in its absolute rigidity, but a differentiation of the functions of different 

departments of government is an invariable feature of all written constitutions. 

The division of functions is not based on the doctrine of separation of powers 

as in the U.S. Constitution but a reflection of the British practice.189 

 

It is in the Constitution of the United States of America that the doctrine of 

separation of powers has been raised to the constitutional law level - "all 

legislative powers herein granted are vested in a Congress of the United States; 

the executive power shall be vested in a President of the United. States of 

America"; and the further "judicial power of the United States shall be vested 

in one Supreme Court and in such inferior courts as the Congress might from 

time to time ordain and establish." From these provisions of the Constitution 

the rule has been deduced that the power vested in one branch of the 

Government cannot be vested in any other branch.190 

 

																																																								
188 E.C.S. Wade and G.G. Phillips, "Constitutional and Administrative Law" 48 A W Bradely 1977 
189 M.C. Setalvad, The Common Law of India 174-75 (1960) 
190 M.J.C. Vile, Constitutionalism and the Separation of Powers (Indianapolis, LibertyFund. 2nd ed. 1998) 
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Turning into India in the Constituent Assembly there were proposals to 

incorporate the doctrine into the Constitution; but deliberately the assembly did 

not accept them. The doctrine in its absolute rigidity is not inferable from the 

provisions of the Constitution. The Constitution has not made any absolute or 

rigid division of functions among the three agencies of the State. Often the 

legislative and the judicial functions are entrusted to the Executive. 

Nevertheless, functional separation of the different powers has not been 

ignored, nay, it is stressed.191  

 

The Constituent Assembly, while drafting the Constitution, discussed at length 

whether or not to incorporate the doctrine and ultimately rejected the idea 

completely owing to the pro responsibility and pro active approach of the 

government in India.192 

 

The above line of thought can also be spotted in the judgment of the Court 

through Ram Jawaya Kapur v. State of Punjab,193wherein it was held that the 

doctrine of separation of power under the Indian Constitution is not accepted 

in its absolute rigidity; however, the functions of the three branches of the 

government have been clearly distinguished. Therefore what the Constitution 

attempts at preventing is the encroachment of not the powers of the other two 

organs by one organ but the usurping of functions of other organs by one organ. 

 

Thus it is abundantly apparent that the classification of functions on a functional 

basis does not arise from the strict observance of the doctrine but is only 

suggestive of the character of the Indian Constitution. Doctrine of Separation 

of Powers is not followed strictly and absolutely in India and therefore the 

following instances commonly arise: 

 

 

 

																																																								
191 Mukherje J., (in re:) Delhi Laws Act, 1912 etc., (1951) SCR 747. See also Jayanti Lal Amratlal v. F.N. Rana, AIR 
1964 SC 648: Das CJ. in Ram Krishna Dalmia v. Tendolkar, 1959 SCR 279 (293-994). 
192 CAD vol. 7 at 956 cited in H.R. Khanna, Making of the Indian Constitution 69 (1957) 
193 AIR 1955 SC 549 
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1. Executive, legislative and judicial power of the President 

 

The President is given extensive legislative powers. He can make 

Ordinances. The power extends to all things which are within the 

legislative competence of Parliament, subject only to limitations of Article 

123 during the recess of both Houses of Parliament, and its limited 

operative duration of an Ordinance. The President makes laws for a State, 

after dissolution of the State Legislature, following the imposition of the 

President's rule,194 and delegation of legislative functions of the State 

Legislature to him by Parliament, by law.195He exercises purely legislative 

functions under articles 372 and 372A.  

 

The Constitution recognizes the three-fold functional division of 

governmental powers and requires the State to apply the principle of 

separation of the judiciary from the executive as a sound principle of 

Government196. This declaration is made in the Chapter on Directive 

principles eat State Policy, and therefore, has no mandatory character, and 

cannot be said to incorporate the whole doctrine.  

 

The President performs judicial functions also. He is given power to 

decide a disputed question of the age of a Judge of Supreme Court or any 

High Court for purposes of retirement from his judicial office;197 and the 

cases of disqualification of members of the Houses of Parliament.198  

 

2. Executive, legislative and judicial powers of the Judiciary 

 

The High Courts in certain marginal spheres perform such functions 

which are administrative rather than judicial. Their power of supervision 

over other subordinate courts and tribunals under article 227 is more of 

																																																								
194 Article 357(1).—Indira Nehru Gandhi v. Raj Narain, AIR 1975 SC 2299. 
195 Article 356(1)(b) 
196 Article 50 of the Constitution 
197Article 124(2A) sec. 2 of the Constitution (Fifteenth Amendment) Act, 1963: Article 217(3) sec. 4 of the 
Constitution (Fifteenth Amendment) Act, 1963, See Union of India v. Jyoti Prakash, AIR 1971 SC 1093. 
198Article 103 of the Constitution 
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the administrative nature than being judicial. When under article 228 they 

have power to make transfer of  cases, they exercise administrative 

control over the State district courts as well. The legislative power of the 

Hon’ble High Courts and the Hon’ble Supreme Court includes their 

power to frame rules. This power is fairly wide. 

 

Though judiciary exercises all judicial powers, at the same time, it 

exercises certain executive or administrative functions as well. The High 

Court has supervisory powers over all subordinate courts and tribunals199 

and also power to transfer cases. The High Courts and the Supreme Court 

have legislative powers additionally and they frame rules regulating their 

own procedure for the conduct(behavior) and disposal of cases. 

 

The Supreme Court in this country has not expressly denied the existence of 

the separation doctrine, although the doctrine does not form an essential basis 

and much less, the foundation stone of the constitutional framework200. 

 

On a casual look at the provisions of the Constitution of India, one may be 

inclined to say that the doctrine of separation of powers is acknowledged in 

India. Under the Indian Constitution, the executive powers are with the 

President201, the legislative powers with the Parliament and the judicial powers202 

with the judiciary (the Supreme Court the High Courts and subordinate courts).  

 

Chief Justice Kania and some jurists are of the opinion that the doctrine of 

separation of powers has been accepted in the Constitution of India. In Golak 

Nath v. State of Punjab203, Subba Rao,C. J. observed : 

 

																																																								
199It may be noted here that by the Constitution (42nd Amendment) Act, 1976, the word 'tribunals' from Article 227 
of the Constitution was deleted, but by the Constitution (45th Amendment) Bill, the original position is sought to be 
restored and now the High Courts have jurisdiction over the tribunals also. 
200 See observations of Das C J. in Ram Krishna Dalmia v. S.R. Tendolkar, AIR 1958 SC 538 "On the question whether 
even in the absence of a specific provision for separation of powers in our Constitution, such as there is tinder the 
American Constitution, such division of powers is, nevertheless, implicit in our Constitution." (546). 
201Art. 53(1). 
202 Indira Nehru Gandhi v. Raj Nam: 1975 Supp SCC 1 : AIR 1975 SC 2299 (2435). 
203AIR 1967 SC 1643. 
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"The Constitution brings into existence different constitutional entities, namely, 

the Union, the States, and the Union Territories. It creates three major 

instruments of power, namely, the Legislature, the Executive and the Judiciary. 

It demarcates their jurisdiction minutely and expects them to exercise their 

respective powers without overstepping their limits. They should function within 

the spheres allotted to them."204 

 

But if we study the constitutional provisions carefully, it is clear that the doctrine 

of separation of powers has not been acknowledged in India in its strict sense. 

There is no provision in the Constitution itself with respect to the division of 

functions of the government and the exercise thereof. Though, under Art 53 (1) 

and 154(1), the executive power of the Union and of the States is vested in the 

President and the Governors respectively, there is no compared provision 

vesting the legislative and judicial power in any specific organ. 

 

Another incident of the federal structure is division or distribution of legislative, 

administrative, financial and other powers as between the Union and the State. 

For the purpose of this article, only distribution of the legislative powers205 

is necessary to be looked into. 

 

In the case of State of West Bengal v. People's Committee for Protection of 

Democratic Rights206 The Court was called upon to determine whether when 

the scheme of the Constitution, with respect to distribution of legislative powers 

between the Union and the State prohibits the Union from encroaching upon 

the matters clearly falling under the State's domain, the judiciary i.e. the third 

organ of the State subject to the same prohibition.207 

 

The Court while addressing the above question declared that the issue could be 

summarized as whether the Constitutional Courts are subject to the same 

																																																								
204 Ram Krishna Dalmia v. Tendolka: AIR 1958 SC 538 (546). 
205 Article 246 of the Constitution provides that for subject matter of laws made by parliament and State legislature. 
It provides for the three Lists in the Seventh Schedule. 
206 Supra note 6 
207 2010 (3) SCC 571 at Paragraph 15 
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restrictions as the Central Government. It further held that the present issue did 

not deal with the doctrine of separation of powers as the judiciary was only 

exercising judicial review when it passed directions under Article 226, but it dealt 

with the distribution of powers between Union and the States.208 

 

Finally it was held in the same case that any restriction that has been imposed 

upon the Parliament by the Constitution or any restriction that the Parliament 

has imposed on the Executive, will not amount to any restriction on the power 

of the Judiciary under Article 32 and 226 of the Constitution209 

 

The conventional approach towards the problem of Courts in the democracies 

of the world is to acknowledge the role of judicial review as a check on the 

majority power. 

 

The concept of judicial review emerged in the during the historic case of 

Marbury v. Madison210, as a weapon to curb the lawlessness of an action 

whether legislative or executive  so as to provide legitimacy of power and 

administrative efficiency to such actions. 

 

After the independence, it was urgently required in the interest of the country 

to incorporate provisions of judicial review  in order to give effect to the 

individual and group rights guaranteed under the Constitution. Article 13 (2) of 

the Constitution enjoins the role of protector, guardian and custodian of the 

Constitution upon the Constitutional Courts. This power of judicial review of 

the Court was further bolstered by various pronouncements declaring it be the 

basic structure of the Constitution.211 

 

Having evolved by operation of common law doctrines such as the principles 

of proportionality, legitimate expectation and reasonableness and the principle 

of natural justice, The Apex Court and various High Courts have been given 

																																																								
208 State of West Bengal v. People's Committee for Protection of Democratic Rights 2010 (3) SCC 571 para. 24 
209 State of West Bengal v. People's Committee for Protection of Democratic Rights 2010 (3) SCC 571 para.44(v) 
210 1 Cranch 137 
211 Jain, M.P., Indian Constitutional Law (Lexis Nexis Butterworths Wadhwa, 2012) 
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powers to adjudicate upon the constitutionality of the legislative as well as the 

administrative actions.212 

 

Therefore the function of and logic behind the incorporation of the doctrine in 

the Constitution is threefold i.e., to ensure fairness in actions of the executive, 

to guard fundamental rights guaranteed under the Constitution and to decide 

upon the questions of legislative competence of the enacting authorities.213  

Now let’s examine judicial review of administrative orders. The Black's Law 

Dictionary defines judicial review as "a court's power to review the actions of 

other branches of government, especially the court's power to invalidate 

legislative and executive actions as being unconstitutional".214 

 

In facilitating smooth relationship between the State and its Citizens, principles 

such as proportionality, reasonableness and fairness have been given due 

importance. Even principles of natural justice have been applied to plenty 

administrative cases. An example of how the principles of common law have 

been incorporated in administrative law is how the requirement of audi alteram 

partem also applies to administrative proceedings where parties are likely to face 

adverse civil consequences.215 

 

In the case of State of Orissa v. Dr. Binapani Dei216, it was held that 

administrative orders which involve civil consequences have to be passed 

consistently with the rules of natural justice.  

 

Yet another example of administrative orders being subjected to the judicial 

review is in the cases wherein proper reasons for a given course of action are 

not furnished sufficiently. Such decisions when are challenged before the high 

court invoke the common law doctrines discussed above. 

																																																								
212 Mark Tushnet, "Social Welfare Rights and the forms of Judicial Review" 82 Texas Law Review 1895 (2004) 

213 Dr K.N. Katju Memorial Lecture on 'Separation of Powers and Judicial Activism in India', New Delhi, 26 April 
2007. 
214 Black's Law Dictionary, 8th Edn. at p. 864 
215 Hon'ble Mr. K.G. Balakrishna, C.J.I., Seminar on 'Judicial Review of Administrative Action', New Delhi, August 
24, 2009 
216 AIR 1967 SC 1269 
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The present trend of expansion of the doctrine's application to the 

administrative actions and of reduction of cases or class of cases immune to 

judicial review can be spotted in the recent judicial pronouncements.217 

As contrasted from an appeal, in a judicial review, the court does not substitute 

its decision with that of the impugned administrative order. While considering 

a matter under Article 226, the Hon'ble HC does not go into the merits of the 

case but just ensures that the order was passed or the action was taken in 

accordance with the law.218 

 

In such cases of review, all that is required to be reviewed is whether the 

administrative authority has acted in accordance with the law.219 The power of 

judicial review is closely related with and embraces the doctrine of separation of 

powers as an essential component of the basic structure of the Constitution. It 

is often said that the judiciary in India has now come to control various facets 

of the public and government functions by the way of judicial review.220 

 

Independence of judiciary in any democracy is of utmost importance to both 

the judges and the people at large who seek judicial review against any legal 

injury or executive excess. Judicial review is the basic structure whereas the 

independent judiciary is the cardinal feature enshrined in the Constitution. 

Therefore, an independent judiciary is the mandate of the constitution and right 

of the people.221 

  

A great deal of power of judicial review is being vested with the High Court of 

India. Initially termed as the power to reconsider the decisions or judgments of 

an inferior court, the term 'Judicial Review' has undergone a great change to 

now render a liberal construction such as power to judicially review any 

																																																								
217 Indian Railway Construction CO. Ltd. v. Ajay Kumar (2003) 4 SCC 579 
218 State of M.P. v. M.V. Vyavasaya CO. Ltd.  
219 de Smith, Judicial Review of Administrative Action, 4th Ed., 1980: "Judicial Review of administrative action as 
provided by de Smith is 'inevitably sporadic and peripheral'. It undertakes the scrutiny of administrative actions on 
touchstone of Doctrine of ultravires." 
220 Soli. J. Sorabjee, "Decision of Supreme Court in S.R. Bommai v. UOI: A Critique" (1994) (Jour) 1  
221 Dr. More Atul Lalasaheb, A Critical Study On Judicial Independence vis-à-vis Judicial Accountability (Laxmi Book 
Publication, 2015) 
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decision. Therefore, judicial review comprises of three cases namely review of a 

legislative action, judicial review of an administrative action or that of a judicial 

action. 

 

Supreme Court and the High Court have the special power of judicial review 

conferred on them by the virtue of Articles 32 and 226 of the Constitution. 

However, it is well observed that the power under Article 226 is wider than 

that under Article 32 in as much as Article 32 can be invoked only when there 

is an infringement of a fundamental rights conferred under the Constitution but 

the right under Article 226 is available for "other purposes" as well.222 

 

Thus it can be concluded that the power of judicial review can be exercised not 

only in the cases of violation of Part III of the constitution but also in other 

cases where the laws made by either the Parliament or the State Legislature 

transgress the contours of vires set by the Constitution. On the same lines of 

logic, the Hon'ble Supreme Court223 held that so long as the fundamental rights 

exist as a part of the Constitution, the power of judicial review has also to be 

exercised with a view to see that the guarantees afforded by those rights are not 

contravened. 

 

Judicial review is not merely an incident of Courts' power or jurisdiction but an 

obligation put upon them for granting relief under Articles 32 or 226.224 Scope 

of Judicial review vis-à-vis constitutional sovereignty was discussed in the case 

of I.R. Coelho v. State of Tamil Nadu & Ors.225 with specially referring to 

Articles 14, 19 and 21 of the Part III of the Constitution. A distinction was made 

between the Parliamentary and Constitutional sovereignty and Articles 14, 19 

and 21 were termed as the rule of law. It was expressed in this case that 

Parliamentary supremacy cannot be pleaded to justify abolition of judicial 

review on the pretext of doctrine of separation of powers. 

 

																																																								
222 Tirupati Balaji Developers (P) Ltd. & Ors. v. State of Bihar ad Ors. 2004 (Supp) (1) SCR 494 
223 Kesavananda Bharti & Ors. v. State of Kerala & Anr. (1974) 4 SCC 225 
224 Khatri And Ors v. State of Bihar & Ors. 1981 SCR (2) 408; 1981 SCC (1) 627 
225 (2007) 2 SCC 1 
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The power of judicial review being an integral part of the Constitution, no act 

Parliamentary act can take away this power of the Constitutional Court. Infact, 

such a power is crucial for practicable enforcement of the provisions of Part III 

of the Constitution.226 

 

Moreover, in a Federal Constitution, the distribution of legislative powers 

between the Parliament and the state Legislature gives rise to restrictions or so 

called limitations on such powers, thus it is most appropriate only if an authority 

other than the Parliament ascertains the dispute, which task is done via process 

of judicial review vested in the Constitutional Courts.227 

 

Although a strict separation of powers is neither practicable nor followed in the 

Indian context, which is a departure from the American scenario, both 

separation of powers and judicial review form the part of the basic structure 

doctrine. This implies the necessary consequence that no amendment which 

attempts at altering the basic structure of the constitution should be made and 

the Court has the power to strike it down as unconstitutional. 

 

The check of the adjudicators over functioning of the other two organs has 

come to be recognized as the basic structure or the essential feature of the basic 

structure theory. The power of judicial review operates as a measure of 

prevention in a democratic state so as to ensure that the administrators or the 

law makers do not exercise their whims and caprices on the people and make 

the government a despotic regime. Even unchecked power within one organ's 

sphere can lead to as much havoc as absolute power in all spheres can. 

 

As an illustration to the above stated power of the Courts, the SC had curtailed 

the Parliament's power to restrict the subjection of judicial review to certain 

progressive laws under Ninth Schedule.228 

 

																																																								
226 Supra note 6 
227 Ibid. 
228 Kesavananda Bharti v. UOI AIR 1973 S.C.1461 
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It is one of the chief duties of the Apex Court to act as the custodian of the 

Constitution and ensure its appropriate and proper interpretation and therefore 

it is incumbent upon the Hon'ble Supreme Court to keep all the authorities- 

whether administrative, judicial, quasi judicial or legislative- within its bounds. 

It is for the same purpose that the judiciary is entitled to review any 

administrative action to ensure its conformity with the Constitutional 

provisions.229 

 

Further the Constitutional provisions establishing an independent judiciary, 

having the power of judicial review are the most important in facilitating the 

establishment of a sound government.230  

 

In the case of State of West Bengal Vs. The Committee for Protection of 

Democratic Rights, West Bengal and Ors231 the rival contentions brought to 

the forefront a dispute more or less between the doctrine of separation of 

powers and the judicial review. However the Court gave supremacy to the 

power of judicial review and opined that it altogether stood on a different and 

higher pedestal that the doctrine of separation of powers did. 

 

The often used judicial review trump card used by the Courts was most properly 

used in the above mentioned case as well as it is important to possess the correct 

understanding of both the principles which is that judicial review operated as an 

exception to the principle of separation of powers.232 

 

Ruma Pal J. once held that the Constitution allows for parallelism between the 

powers, hierarchies between the three organs in their respective fields and 

system of checks and balances by each of the three.233 Thus whenever there is 

an error by the executive in course of its exercise of its obligations under the 

																																																								
229 Jain, M.P., Indian Constitutional Law (Lexis Nexis Butterworths Wadhwa, 2012) 
230 State of Bihar v. Subhash Singh AIR 1997 Sc 1390 
231 Supra note 6 
232 B.N. Srikrishna, "Skinning a Cat" (2005) 8 SCC (J.) 3. 
233 Ruma Pal J. "Judicial Oversight Or Overreach: The Role of the Judiciary in Modern India". Center for the Advanced 
Sudy of India, Case Working Paper No. 03/2008. 
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Constitution, the judiciary has to power to eliminate such error and compel the 

executive and legislature to perform their role and functions.234 

In (2010) 3 SCC 571, it was concluded by the Court that the power of the High 

Court under Article 226 cannot be diluted by section 6 of the Special Police Act, 

1946. Further, it was concluded that any restriction on the Union cannot be read 

as a restriction on the Constitutional Courts and thus the exercise of power of 

judicial review in the case was in consonance with the doctrine of separation of 

powers and the federal structure. 

 

In the case of “State of West Bengal Vs. The Committee for Protection of 

Democratic Rights, West Bengal and Ors235”, the complainant along with a 

large number of workers of a political party were returning to their homes from 

several camps of the party in the state of West Bengal. While they were 

returning, some miscreants numbering 50-60, attacked them with firearms and 

other explosives, which resulted in a number of casualties. A FIR was registered 

for offences under Sections 148/149/448/436/364/302/201 of the Indian 

Penal Code, 1860 read along with Sections 25/27 of the Arms Act, 1959 and 

Section 9(B) of the Explosives Act, 1884. A writ petition under Art 226 of the 

constitution was filed in the High Court by the Committee for Protection of 

Democratic Rights, West Bengal, in a public interest, inter alia, alleging that 

more than 3 months had elapsed since the incident had taken place yet with the 

exception of two persons, no other person named in FIR, had been arrested 

and so far the police has not been able to come to a definite conclusion whether 

missing people were dead or alive. It was also alleged that since the police 

administration in the State was under the influence of the ruling party which 

was trying to hide the incident to spare its image, the investigations in the 

incident may be handed over to the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), an 

independent agency. 

 

																																																								
234 Vineet Narain v. Union of India 1998 (1) SCC 226 
235 State of West Bengal Vs. The Committee for Protection of Democratic Rights, West Bengal and Ors, (2010) 3 
SCC 571 
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Regardless of the possibility that investigation was conducted fairly and 

truthfully by the State police, it would still be viewed with suspicion on account 

of the affirmation that all the assailants were members of the ruling party. 

Having regard to all these circumstances, the Hon’ble High Court deemed it 

appropriate to hand over the investigation into the said incident to the CBI. 

 

The State of West Bengal being aggrieved by the order passed by the High 

Court, filed a petition for special leave to appeal before this Court. 

 

Shri K.K. Venugopal, learned senior counsel appearing on behalf of the 

State of West Bengal submitted that the separation of powers between 

the three organs of the State, i.e. the Legislature, the Executive and the 

Judiciary would require every one of these organs to confine itself within 

the field entrusted to it by the Constitution and not to act in repudiation 

or contrary to the letter and spirit of the Constitution. 

 

Along these lines, the thrust of argument of the learned Counsel was that both, 

the federal structure as well as the principles of separation of powers, being a 

part of the basic structure of the Constitution, it is neither permissible for the 

Central Government to infringe upon the legislative powers of a State in respect 

of the matters specified in List II of the Seventh Schedule nor can the superior 

courts of the land implore such a jurisdiction which is otherwise prohibited 

under the Constitution. 

 

The Supreme Court here, relying on the observations of the Constitution Bench 

in Supreme Court Bar Association v. Union of India and Anr.236 such that 

Article 142, even with the width of its amplitude, cannot be used to build a new 

edifice where none existed earlier, by disregarding express statutory provisions 

dealing with a subject and thereby to achieve something indirectly which cannot 

be achieved straightforwardly, learned counsel contended that when even 

Article 142 of the Constitution cannot be utilized by this Court to act contrary 

																																																								
236 (1998) 4 SCC 409 
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to the express provisions of law, the High Court cannot issue any direction 

overlooking the Statutory and Constitutional provisions. Learned Counsel went 

to the extent of arguing that even when the State police is not in a position to 

lead an unprejudiced investigation because of extraneous influences, the Court 

still cannot exercise executive power of directing the police force of another 

State to carry out investigations without the consent of that State. In such a 

situation, the matter is best left to the wisdom of the Parliament to enact an 

appropriate legislation to take care of the situation. As per the learned Counsel, 

till that is done, even such an extreme situation might not justify the Court 

upsetting the federal or quasi-federal system created by the Constitution. 

 

Shri Goolam E. Vahanvati, the learned Solicitor General of India, appearing on 

behalf of the Union of India vehemently argued that the appellant’s stand that 

the exercise of power by the Supreme Court or the High Courts to refer 

investigation to CBI directly without former approbation of the concerned State 

Government would violate the federal structure of the Constitution is again 

misconceived as it ignores the basic fact that in a federal structure it is the duty 

of the courts to uphold the values  of the Constitution and to enforce the 

Constitutional limitations as an ultimate interpreter of the Constitution. 

 

Relying on the recent decision by a Bench of nine Judges of this Court in I.R. 

Coelho (D) By LRs. v. State of Tamil Nadu237, learned counsel submitted that 

the judicial review being itself the basic feature of the Constitution, any 

restriction can’t be placed even by inference and by principle of legislative 

competence on the powers of the Hon’ble Supreme Court and the Hon’ble 

High Courts with regard to the enforcement of fundamental rights and 

protection of the citizens of India. the learned Counsel asserted that in the 

exercise of powers either under Article 32 or 226 of the Constitution, the courts 

are just discharging their duty of judicial review and are neither usurping any 

jurisdiction, nor overriding the doctrine of separation of powers. In support of 

the proposition that the jurisdiction conferred on the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

																																																								
237 (2007) 2 SCC 1 
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by Article 32 as also on the Hon’ble High Courts under Article 226 of the 

Constitution is an important and integral part of the basic structure of the Indian 

Constitution. 

 

So, the issue is that the role of CBI in police investigation in a State without its 

approval, proceeds on the doctrine of distribution of legislative powers as 

between the Union and the State Legislatures particularly with reference to the 

three Lists in the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution of India and the 

distribution of powers between the said three organs of the State. 

 

And the judgment given by the Supreme Court said that the fundamental rights, 

in Part III of the Constitution, are inherent and cannot be extinguished by any 

Constitutional or Statutory provision. Any law that in any manner abrogates or 

abridges such rights would be violative of the basic structure doctrine. The 

genuine impact and effect of the law on the rights ensured under Part III has to 

be taken into account in considering whether or not it destroys the basic 

structure. 

 

In the final analysis, the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that a direction by the 

Hon’ble High Court, in exercise of its jurisdiction under Article 226 of the 

Constitution, to the CBI to investigate a cognizable offence alleged to have been 

conferred within the territory of a State without the consent of that State will 

neither encroach upon the federal structure of the Constitution nor violate the 

doctrine of separation of power and shall be valid in law. Being the defenders 

of civil liberties of the citizens, the Hon’ble Supreme Court and the High Courts 

have not only the power and jurisdiction but also an commitment to protect the 

fundamental rights, guaranteed by Part III and under Article 21 of the 

Constitution in particular, zealously and vigilantly. 

 

The State has a duty to enforce the human rights of a citizen providing for fair 

and unprejudiced investigation against any person accused on commission of a 

cognizable offence, which may incorporate its own officers. In certain situations 
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even a witness to the crime may look for and shall be granted protection by the 

State. 

 

If the federal structure is violated by any legislative action, the Constitution takes 

care to secure the federal structure by ensuring that Courts act as guardians and 

interpreters of the Constitution and give remedy under Articles 32 and 226, at 

whatever point there is an attempted violation. In the circumstances, any 

direction by the Hon’ble Supreme Court or the Hon’ble High Court in exercise 

of power under Article 32 or 226 to keep up the Constitution and maintain the 

rule of law cannot be termed as violating the federal structure. 

 

Thus, the ratio decidendi of the case is : The doctrine of separation of powers 

cannot curtail the power of judicial review conferred on the constitutional 

Courts particularly in the situations where the fundamental rights are sought to 

be abrogated or abridged under the garb of these doctrines.  

Violation of Fundamental Rights cannot be immunized from judicial scrutiny 

under Article 226 or under Article 32 on the touchstone of doctrine of 

separation of powers between the Legislature, Executive and the Judiciary. 

 

After examining the case in detail, let us critically evaluate the judgment. It was 

argued by the Government that the separation of powers principle calls for 

confinement of one's organ to the powers entrusted to it specifically and hence 

with respect to subjects under the exclusive jurisdiction of the State, such 

exclusive jurisdiction cannot be interfered with without the consent of the 

concerned State. 

 

Argument of the Appellant was majorly based on the allegation that the 

Judiciary by directing a CBI inquiry has violated the principle of separation of 

powers and distribution of legislative powers under the Indian Constitution. A 
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further reliance for the purpose of this argument was placed on Entry 80 of List 

I238 in the Seventh Schedule and Entry 2 of List II239 therein. 

However, the Court held that the argument alleging that the Union has usurped 

the powers of the State was untenable as there is no violation of separation of 

power herein. 

 

Further, although it has been a settled legal proposition for long that he power 

of judicial review extends to administrative actions and inactions, however the 

question that whether the Judiciary is subject to the same restrictions as were 

imposed by the Legislature upon the Executive was a frequent but recent issue 

of debate. 

 

Therefore, the major issue dealt by the Court was whether the Judiciary can 

direct CBI, an establishment of the Union to investigate an offence in a State 

without the consent of the concerned State when the legislative power relating 

to the police is exclusively a State subject. 

 

The Court answered the above question in the present case in as much as it was 

held that the Judiciary is not restricted in its power of judicial review owing to 

any restrictions imposed upon the Central Government, while issuing directions 

to the CBI under the Delhi Special Police Act, 1946. The Court held that the 

Court was not subject to the restriction imposed upon the Central Government 

or the CBI by Section 6 of the Special Police Act, 1946. 

 

																																																								
238 Entry 80 of List I prohibits the police of one State to investigate an offence in another State without the consent 
from the other state in these words: "Extension of the powers and jurisdiction of members of a police force belonging 
to any State to any area outside that State, but not so as to enable the police of one State to exercise powers and 
jurisdiction in any area outside that State without the consent of the Government of the State in which such area is 
situated; extension of powers and jurisdiction of members of a police force belonging to any State to railway areas 
outside that State." 
239 Entry 2 of the List II confers exclusive jurisdiction on the State Legislature in regard with the police and that this 
exclusive jurisdiction cannot be encroached upon without the consent of the concerned State being obtained. It runs 
as: "Police (including railway and village police) subject to the provisions of entry 2A of List I"; 
Entry 2A of List I runs as : Development of any armed forces of the Union or any other force subject to the control 
of the Union or any contingent or unit thereof in any State in aid of the civil power; powers, jurisdiction, privileges 
and liabilities of the members of such forces while on such development." 
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It was also argued that the task of contemplating scenarios such as when the 

State Police is bound to act impartially owing to the extraneous influences and 

enact appropriate legislation to prevent such circumstances from arising, is that 

of the Parliament and the Court cannot interfere merely because no such law 

exists. However, rejecting this, the Court held that such a restriction upon the 

judiciary is not provided for under the Constitution but is a contradiction to the 

Constitutional provisions. 

 

Constitutionality of CBI and its subjection to judicial review has been the 

controversy dealt with in a plenty of cases, the most important of which are the 

Vineet Narain Case240 and the Navendra Singh Case241 adjudged by Gauhati 

High Court.  

 

In the above mentioned 1997 Case242, the Hon'ble Supreme Court came across 

a complaint of inertia by the CBI in a matter involving high dignitaries. The 

major question was whether such an incident in within the domain of judicial 

review and whether the Judiciary could intervene in the process purely under 

the executive control. The Court in a bid to insulate CBI from extraneous 

influence and prevent every matter from coming to the Court for measures to 

ensure desired results, appointed an Independent Review Committee for 

suggestions and recommendations. The Court relied on the perception of the 

Government and the IRC, the court found held that the judicial review is the 

proper way to ensure implementation of rule of law and thus CBI is within the 

domain of judicial review. 

 

The Constitutional validity of CBI has been upheld by Guahati High Court243 in 

2008 by making it clear that the CBI does not derive its powers from any 

independent legislation, or Entry 8 of List I244 or even the DSPE Act 1946, but 

from the executive order in form of Resolution No.4/31/61-T dtd. 1/04/1963. 

																																																								
240 1996 (2) SCC 199 
241 1960 AIR 430; 1960 SCR (2) 375 
242 Supra note 69 
243 Supra note 70 
244 Entry 8 of List I provides "Central Bureau of Intelligence and Investigation" 
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This judgment can have severe implications upon the CBI investigations and 

judicial review thereof if it is affirmed by the Supreme Court as well. 

 

However it shall be appreciated that the SC finding245 that the entries in the 

seventh schedule do not confer the legislative power upon the three organs but 

demarcate their spheres of operation. It was also reiterated that Article 246 

cannot be resorted to unless there is an irreconcilable dispute between the 

Union and the States on the matter. 

 

In terms of the implications for the persons who are often aggrieved by the 

inertia of CBI and seek judicial review of the Courts as a trigger for activating 

the investigation and to achieve the desired results, the CBI Case makes it amply 

clear that High Courts or the Supreme Court will not hesitate in directing CBI 

inquiries or CBI probes in cases where the same is warranted. 

 

However, it operates as a settled law, after the CBI Case Judgement246, that if a 

complainant in a murder case alleging murder of his relation, seeks for a 

direction to the CBI for investigation, the High Court shall not grant such prayer 

merely on it being asked for.247 A CBI investigation may be ordered in cases 

where it is necessary to provide confidence and credibility to the investigation 

or the case has national implications or when it is necessary for complete justice 

and enforcement of fundamental rights.248 

 

As a reiteration of the principle laid down in CBI Case, the Madras High Court 

in the case of Dilip Kumar249 held that in order to refer a case to CBI the Court 

does not need consent of the Government of the concerned State. Thus where 

																																																								
245 In State of West Bengal & Ors. v. People's Committee for Protection of Democratic Rights, West Bengal 2013 (3) 
SCC 571 
246 Supra note 6; paragraph 46 of the judgment provides " we deem it necessary to emphasise that despite wide powers 
conferred by Articles 32 226 of the Constitution, while passing any order, the Courts must bear in mind certain self 
imposed limitations on the exercise of these Constitutional powers...In so far as the question of issuing a direction to 
the CBI to conduct investigation in a case is concerned, although no inflexible guidelines can be laid down to decide 
whether or not such power should be exercised but...such an order is not be passed as a matter of routine or merely 
because allegations have been levelled against the local police." 
247 Ashok Kumar Todi v. Kishwar Jahan and Others (2013) 3 SCC 758 
248 Ibid. 
249 Dilipkumar v. The Secretary To Government MLT 2014, W.P. No. 26991 
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the investigation of the police was highly suspicious and the police were 

themselves the accused, CBI investigation was warranted for and directed as 

well. 

 

The reference case for the current article is also popularly known as the CBI 

Case. It was once again not only affirmed by the court that it is the highest duty 

of the Constitutional Courts to exercise judicial review for ensuring effective 

implementation of Part III of the Constitution, but the Court went at great 

lengths to discuss both the doctrines of separation of powers and judicial review 

and bring out the interconnection between them.  

However even though this case is an improvement over the previous cases 

related to the issue of constitutionality of referring cases to the CBI in various 

circumstances, this too does not furnish a full understanding of the matter and 

leaves certain questions unanswered. 

 

This case fails to set out any guiding principles for future to facilitate the 

decision of referring a matter to the CBI or to lay down contours of the power 

of judicial review it entrusted upon itself. After all, the question which strikes 

the minds of the citizens and of the Executive or Legislature alike is till what 

extent can the trump card of judicial review be played by the Judiciary.  

 

However, the above proposition is not to be considered as critical of the 

doctrine of judicial review but only indicative of legal curiosity about its limits. 

It is only proper for the Judiciary to assume a proactive role and initiate inquiries 

or probes or refer cases to CBI in situations where risk of unfair and a partial 

investigation are manifest. In its higher duty of ensuring effective 

implementation of the fundamental rights of the citizens and of upholding the 

security interests of the country, the judicial review of the courts cannot be 

curtailed and seen from a narrow perspective. 

 

However, with great powers come great chances of its abuse and therefore the 

Judiciary should also make sure that adequate limits are laid down for exercising 

the power of review. 
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AN INTROSPECTION OF FILM CENSORSHIP 

IN INDIA 
-SUBARNO BANERJEE250 AND RITOJIT DASGUPTA251 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Cinema has been considered to be one of the most potent instrument of expression over a 

considerable amount of period. It is often considered to be a magnificent medium to communicate 

with people and impart knowledge and awareness. A traditional theatre system existed much 

before screen cinema could assert its authority in India and is said to have played a major role 

in nurturing emotions of freedom struggle through its plays in the pre-independence era. It was 

in 1913 India produced its first full-length feature film Raja Harishchandra. Cinema 

gradually became a powerful medium and went on to impact the lives of people, thoughts and 

even their political views. The medium has been witnessed to gain huge popularity and at 

present has become an integral part of common man’s leisure. Various statistics claim that 

India constitutes one of the largest film industries in the world in terms of number of films 

produced every year. Freedom of speech and expression is one of the most sacrosanct rights and 

is regarded as an integral concept in modern liberal democracies252. Society can develop only by 

free exchange of ideas253. However, since the drafting of the Constitution in 1947, freedom of 

speech and expression was considered controversial and received periodical dissent. According 

to Article 19(1) (a) of Part III of the Constitution of India, citizens shall have a right to 

freedom and expression. Films enjoy the same status and right so far as constitutional freedom 

relating to expression of ideas and spreading of ideas and messages are concerned but at the 

same time it places certain necessary restrictions on the content, with a view towards 

maintaining integrity of the state, public order, decency and morality and also  communal and 

religious harmony, given the history of communal tension in the nation. The CBFC governs 

the Censorship of films. The article aims to introspect the role of Censor board in film 

certification and the procedures and rules lay down by the law. An attempt to highlight the 

misuse and evils of censorship has also been made. 

																																																								
250 Student, 2nd Year, Department of Law, University of Calcutta. 
251 Student, 2nd Year, Department of Law, University of Calcutta. 
252 Subhradipta Sarkar et al., Banning Films or Article 19(1)(a), Legal Services India, 
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/fban.htm (July 09, 2016) 
253 John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (1947) 61 
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INTRODUCTION   

 

The term ‘censorship’ has been derived from the Latin term ‘censere’ which 

means to give one's opinion. In ancient Rome, the censors, two Roman 

magistrates, conducted the census and regulated the manners and morals of the 

citizens254. The idea of censorship extends to suppression of speech, public 

communication, or other information, on the basis that such material is 

considered objectionable, harmful, sensitive, or "inconvenient." 255 

 

Films are censored in different countries to regulate different levels of social 

and political issues, the exhibition of which can be a disturbance for the people. 

Violence, sexual content, abusive language, drug use, abusive content, 

revolutionary content, and human rights violations are common factors that fall 

under the scope of censorship. Provisions for freedom of speech and expression 

are also enshrined under Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (UDHR) as well as the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights (ICCPR). 

 

According to Supreme Court of India, “Film censorship becomes necessary 

because a film motivates thought and action and assures a high degree of 

attention and retention as compared to the printed word. The combination of 

act and speech, sight and sound in semi darkness of the theatre with elimination 

of all distracting ideas will have a strong impact on the minds of the viewers and 

can affect emotions. Therefore, it has as much potential for evil as it has for 

good and has an equal potential to instil or cultivate violent or bad behaviour. 

It cannot be equated with other modes of communication. Censorship by prior 

constraint is, therefore, not only desirable but also necessary”256. 

 

 

																																																								
254 SUMIT MATHEW on “Censorship of Films”  http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-351-censorship-
of-films.html 
255 "Definition of censorship in English". oxforddictionaries.com. Oxford Living Dictionaries. Retrieved 30 
January 2019. 
256 Central Board of Film Certification, www.cbfcindia.gov.in, August 26,2009. 
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK  

 

Cinema in India is regulated under the Cinematograph Act of 1952 which makes 

provision for the certification of cinematograph films for exhibition and for 

regulating exhibition by means of cinematographs. This act provides for the 

establishment of a 'Central Board of Film Certification' also known as CBFC a 

regulatory body for films in India to issue the certificate to the makers of the 

film for public exhibition. Despite the claims of some of the proponents to the 

contrary257, it is well established in India that Film censorship in India is one of 

the strictest in the world258.  

 

Section 5(B) (1) of the Act lays the grounds for certifying or not certifying a film 

for public exhibition. A few out of the 20 guidelines that must be ensured by 

the CBFC are: 

 

1. Anti-social activities such as violence are not glorified or justified 

2. The modus operandi of criminals, other visuals or words likely to incite the 

commission of any offence are not depicted; 

3. Human sensibilities are not offended by vulgarity, obscenity or depravity; 

4. Scenes degrading or denigrating women in any manner are not presented; 

5. Visuals or words contemptuous of racial, religious or other groups are not 

presented. 

 

Moreover, the Censor Board has also released a list of banned words which 

includes Hindi English curse words, abusive language and the mention of 

Mumbai not Bombay as per Government's Official Notification dated 

04/08/1996. If the applicant is aggrieved by the order of the CBFC he may 

appeal to the Appellate Tribunal which is chaired by a retired High Court judge 

or any person so qualified to be a High Court Judge. Further, Revision powers 

are given to the Central Government to call for the record of any proceeding in 

																																																								
257 Mr. Raj Bahadur Ministry of information and broadcasting said in 1966 that the government would “continue a 
liberal censorship” in the era of licensing films for public exhibition in India. Journal of the film industry of Feb 25, 
1966 at 3 quoted in N.Hunnings , ‘Film Censors and Law’ 18 (1976) .  
258 Supra note 6 at 226-27. 
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relation to any film which is pending before, or has been decided by the Board 

and may make a decision as it deems fit, after giving the applicant an opportunity 

for representing his views in the matter. 

 

A CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF CENSORSHIP IN INDIA 

 

When films are censored it is always subject to forces of community or a group. 

These could be religious, political or similar other forces. Portrayal of sexual 

relationship in films it is not accepted by the Indian society. Deepa Mehta’s Fire, 

The Pink Mirror, Water was banned in India for showing homosexual and 

transsexual contents or depicted controversial subject like misogyny and 

ostracism. There were huge protests against these films by the Hindu 

fundamentalists. Political forces also have a great impact where the topic of 

censorship is concerned. Neel Akasher Neechey was a Bengali language film 

directed by Mrinal Sen was the first film to be banned by the Government of 

India because of its overt political overtones259. Also films like Gokul Shankar260, 

Garam Hawa261, Aandhi262, Kissa KursiKa263, Black Friday264 was banned by the 

government as they were said to have portrayed issues which might create 

political unrest. Sikkim, a documentary film made in 1971, by Satyajit Ray was a 

commissioned film was by then the king of Sikkim. It was made when he felt 

that Sikkim was under threat from both India and China. It was banned by the 

government of India when Sikkim was merged with India in 1975. In 2006, The 

Da Vinci Code was banned in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, 

Nagaland, Goa, and Punjab with the concern that the film might hurt religious 

sentiments of the Christians. The recent controversy over the film PK also falls 

under this category.  

 

																																																								
259 Bobb, Dilip."The cinema of, bad light‟".The Indian Express. 13 August 2011 
260 L i s t  O f  F i l m s  B a n n e d  I n  I n d i a  I d  WHEBN0034915596  b y  W o r l d  H e r i t a g e  
E n c y c l o p e d i a  http://www.gutenberg.us/articles/list_of_films_banned_in_india#cite_note-Roger2004-1 
261 Id. at 9 
262 Id. at 10 
263 Id. at 11 
264 Id. at 12 
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In K.A. Abbas v. Union of India 265 the question relating to the censorship of 

films first arose. In this case, the Supreme Court considered a very important 

question in regard to pre-censorship of films in relation to the fundamental right 

of freedom of speech and expression under Article 19(1) (a) of the Constitution. 

The petitioner challenged the decision of the Board of Film Censors which 

refused 'U' certificate266 for the film "A Tale of Four Cities". While the case was 

pending in the Supreme Court, the Central Government decided to grant the 

'U' certificate provided certain cuts were made in the film. The petitioner applied 

for an amendment which would enable him to raise the question of pre-

censorship in general. The amendment sought by the petition was allowed for 

consideration by the apex court. The following two issues were before the court 

for consideration267:  

 

“(a) That pre-censorship itself cannot be tolerated under the freedom of speech 

and expression; and 

(b)  That even if it were a legitimate restraint on the freedom; it must be 

exercised on very definite principles which leave no room for arbitrary action.” 

 

Taking all these into consideration, Justice Hidayatullah, made it clear that 

censorship of films including pre-censorship was constitutionally valid in India 

as it was a reasonable restriction under Article 19(2)268. It was also observed that 

“pre-censorship was but an aspect of censorship and bore the same relationship 

in quality to the material as censorship after the motion picture has had a run. 

However, censorship should not be exercised as to cause unreasonable 

restrictions on the freedom of expression”269. Justice Hidayatullah, observed "it 

had been almost universally recognized that motion pictures must be treated 

differently from other forms of art and expression, because a motion picture's 

instant appeal both to the sight and to hearing, and because a motion picture 

had become more true to life than even the theatre or any other form of artistic 

																																																								
265 K.A. Abbas v. Union of India 1970 (2) SCC 780. 
266 'U' Certificate means it is for universal exhibition. 'A' Certificate means it is for viewing by Adults only. 
267 SUMIT MATHEW on Censorship of Films  http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-351-censorship-of-
films.html 
268 K.A. Abbas v. Union of India 1970 (2) SCC 780. 
269 Supra note 17 
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representation. Its effect, particularly on children and immature adolescents was 

great."270 

 

These films are banned by an authority, an organization, a board or a court, or 

a panel of popular individual people. A question that comes to our mind is:  Do 

the things exist in India that the films portray? The politics over the reservation, 

deception in the name of religion, changing sexual scenario of India, communal 

riots, changing life-style in India, etc. an Indian who witnesses all these 

happening in their day-to-day life cannot deny it, when it is portrayed in a film. 

The government has on many occasions banned movies like Vishwaroopam, 

Parzania, Bajirao Mastani etc. under the garb of reasonable restrictions. People 

who opposed to such bans argued that with the movies should not be banned 

and they should be given the freedom to form their opinions after watching the 

movies. The grounds mentioned in Section 5 of Cinematography Act, 1952 are 

considered to be subjective and broad. The censor board has no jurisdiction 

over the contents posted on the internet so the filmmakers instead of carrying 

out the cuts release it on internet or similar OTT platforms where they can 

express their creative liberty.    

 

However in case of S. Rangarajan v. P. Jagjivan Ram271 the Madras High Court 

revoked the 'U' certificate issued to a film entitled "Ore Oru Gramathile" ("In 

Just One Village"), and also banned its exhibition as there was some public 

protest against the film. However, the Court was of opinion that "if exhibition 

of the film cannot be validly restricted under Article 19(2), it cannot be 

suppressed on account of threat of demonstration and precessions or threat of 

violence. That would tantamount to negation of the Rule of Law and surrender 

to blackmail and intimidation. It is the duty of the State to protect the freedom 

of expression since it is a liberty guaranteed to handle the hostile audience 

problem. It is its obligatory duty to prevent it and protect the freedom of 

expression"272. Thus, the ban on this movie was lifted. In Similar other cases the 

																																																								
270 Supra note 14 
271 S. Rangarajan v. P. Jagajivan Ram, (1989) 2 SCC 574 at p. 583. 
272 Id. At 20 
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Supreme Court passed orders in favour of artists like in; Raj 

Kapoor v. Laxman, and Patwardhanv. Cent. Bd. of Film Certification273, Life Insurance 

Corporation of India v. Prof. Manubhai D. Shah274 and the most recent was the lift 

of ban on the movie Padmavati. 

 

In a recent case, the CBFC refused to certify the film Udta Punjab and suggested 

almost 13 cuts in the movie as a mandatory measure to seek certification275. The 

judiciary stepped in and whipped the Central Board of Film Certification 

because it refused to certify the film. The Bombay High Court criticized the 

CBFC for its conduct and poor way of handling the issue. The Court observed 

that the “Board is not necessarily empowered to censor films”276. “The word 

censor is not found in the Cinematograph Act. The board can make changes in 

the film but this power must be exercised in consonance with Constitutional 

Guarantee and Supreme Court orders”277.  

 

This verdict was believed to serve as a milestone and pave the way for the long-

pending reformation of the Certification Board. It was observed that the Board 

had wrongly widened its power which meant to be restricted to certification of 

films for exhibition only, to now include within it the power to censor also. Such 

an attitude of the Board was believed by many to be politically motivated. 

 

INDISPENSIBLE NEED FOR REFORMATION 

 

“An urgent reform of the Central Board of Film Certification is a very important 

task. The drive to change the certification ages as well as getting filmmakers and 

industry voices in charge of the Board is an indispensable change which needs 

																																																								
273 Raj Kapoor v. Laxman, and Patwardhan v. Cent. Bd. of Film Certification 1980 SCR (2) 512 
274 Life Insurance Corporation of India v. Prof. Manubhai D. Shah A.I.R. 1993 S.C. 171 
275 Rahul Bhasin, ‘Don’t be oversensitive’, Bombay HC tells CBFC, clears Udta Punjab with one little cut, INDIAN 
EXPRESS, http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-news-india/censor-wanted-13cuts-court-clears-udta-
punjab-with-one-2850991/ (July 13, 2016 06:50 am). 
276 Id. at 24 
277 Id. at 25 
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to be put into effect as soon as possible”278. Various committees are set up by 

the government in the recent past to suggest measures of reformation in the 

Boards but these suggestions have been hardly implemented. The Government 

also set up an Expert Committee to review and recommend ideas which can be 

put forward through legislation which will regulate and certify as well as license 

the facets of this ever changing art form. The Committee came up with its report 

after a detailed study in film certification and changing dimensions of 

certification of films around the globe279 

 

While examining a film or causing a film to be examined for certification, the 

Board should be guided by the following principles280 like; it should remain 

responsible and sensitive to the values and standards of society;  artistic 

expression and creative freedom should not unduly be curbed; the film should 

be examined in the light of the period depicted in the film and should be judged 

from the point of view of its overall impact; the film must not be against the 

interest of the sovereignty and integrity of India or the security of the State or 

friendly relations with foreign States or public order, or decency and morality, 

etc. Apart from the suggestions mentioned, the Committee also recommended 

various other reforms that can be initiated by the government in the overhaul 

of the Certification Board.  

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Cinema is one audio-visual medium which has the maximum effect on the 

people. With the development and progress of the society and also with the 

progress in the field of science and technology the films have undergone a vast 

																																																								
278 Understanding India’s dangerous history of film censorship & its implications, Homegrown, 
http://homegrown.co.in/understanding-indias-dangerous- history-of-film-censorship-and-its-implications/ (July 10, 
2016 03:00 pm). 
279 A Critical Overview Of Censorship In Indian Cinema In The Light Of Role Of Cbfc by  
Mr. Satyam Rathore  Bharati Law Review, July – Sept., 2016. 
280Report of the Committee of Experts to examine issues of certification under the Cinematograph Act, 1952,  
http://www.mib.nic.in/writereaddata/documents/Report_of_Expert_ committee.pdf (July 10, 2016 05:00 am).   
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change and by adopting all the available technologies have been able to reach 

the masses and also significantly contributed to social and cultural development 

of our country. But at the same time it is believed that there shall be certain 

reasonable restrictions too, in order to bring about a positive change in the 

society. 

 

In India over 17,817 people have signed a petition seeking ban on censorship 

of adult films created initially by an exasperated movie buff who had to pay 

Rs.600 to watch a film, that too with most of its dialogues muted in the name 

of censorship281.  Moreover, in a progressive society one should not be deprived 

of the right to freedom of speech and expression. Censoring movies in the name 

of adult content and hurting religious sentiment often seem ridiculous and it 

may often promote wrong message to the public through indirect interpretation.  

The incidents, judgments and laws, the activities and rationale of the Censor 

Board are highly questionable.  It may also be mentioned in this context that a 

balance must be maintained between the right of expression and the duty to 

maintain peace in the society because freedom of speech does not imply right 

to offend. It is peremptory to enact a new law. Hence, a permanent solution to 

this entire problem is essential. 

 

 

  

																																																								
281 Vignesh Vellore, “No censorship in A Rated Movies! Petition”,  www.Change.org, 28 January 2018 
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ANTI-RAPE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN PENAL 

CODE: AN ANALYSIS ON THE LOOPHOLES IN 

THE EXISTING PROVISIONS 
-VANSHIKA GUPTA282 

ABSTRACT 

 

Through this research paper I would like to discuss the various drawbacks of the rape 

provisions provided under the Indian Penal Code, 1860. This research paper exclusively talks 

about how the rape provisions have failed to consider the important crimes happening in our 

society. The paper revolves around the anti-rape law established in India. Taking Section 375 

and Section 376 of the Indian Penal Code as the base, the paper moves towards numerous 

aspects indicating the areas which need attention and shall be reconsidered; It covers the 

deficiencies in the rape provisions beginning with the analysis of the narrow definition of rape 

in the Indian Penal Code, keeping in view the definitions of rape which is universally accepted. 

The universal rape definition talks about any person who has subjected to unlawful sexual 

intercourse is considered as a victim of rape but the definition prescribed by the Indian Penal 

Code,1860, rape can only be subject to women. A man cannot claim justice under section 375 

if he has been raped.  

 

Another deficiency which I would like to throw a light is females are misusing the power they 

have been provided with section 375. They are abusing their power and alleging false rape 

charges against males because of revenge. The third and the last deficiency I would like to talk 

about the structure of provisions of marital rapes in the Indian Penal Code, 1860. On the 

whole, the article goes in deep detail of the rape provisions, suggesting changes and unveiling 

the loopholes & misuses it invites in the form of abuse of power. Studying the laws, the process, 

the application of those laws, and one thing is certain- the entire structure of dispensation of 

justice needs renovation and then it shall be understood that the victims are not always women 

 

  

																																																								
282 Student, Amity Law School, Noida. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Meaning and Definition of Rape 

 

Under dictionary.com, Rape is defined as “unlawful sexual intercourse or any 

other sexual penetration of the vagina, anus, or mouth of another person, with 

or without force, by a sex organ, other body parts, or foreign object, without 

the consent of the victim.” In the Indian Penal Code, 1860, the definition of 

Rape is contained in Section 375 and the penalisation is prescribed in Section 

376 of the code.  

 

Everyday several rape cases are reported and rape news has always topped the 

news section. After Nirbhaya Case, sexual offenses against the ladies have given 

more importance. The Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2013, introduced several 

new provisions under the Indian Penal Code. It also modified the definition of 

rape under Section 375. It was a much needed amendment in the rape laws as 

the old laws were being followed since 1860 when the IPC was introduced. 

 

Section 375 states that “any man” having unlawful sexual intercourse with a 

woman shall be said to commit rape283. The definition of rape given under 

Section 375 is very narrow as it only talks about females who are being subjected 

to rape. There are no clauses provided for males who are being subjected to 

rape. It clearly shows how our anti-rape laws are female biased. The anti-rape 

laws of India have a lot of deficiencies with respect to several aspects as it only 

recognises females getting raped and totally ignore that males can be raped too. 

The provisions are provided exclusively for women and women are often seen 

taking disadvantage of these provisions. Section 375, Exception 2 says that 

husbands having intercourse with their wives will not be constituted as rape. 

Consent is the only evidence which can prove this heinous crime of rape. In 

marital rapes, consent is not given any importance.  

																																																								
283 Section 375 of Indian Penal Code, 1860 
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There are several loopholes in the anti-rape laws on which I would like to throw 

a light through this research paper.  

 

GENDER BIASNESS OF ANTI-RAPE LAWS 

 

As we have already discussed the definition of rape above, we can say that Rape 

can be meant as unlawful sexual intercourse with a person. By the term 

“unlawful”, it is meant that the sexual intercourse was forced upon a person 

thereby means that there was no consent by either of the parties and one has 

forced himself/herself on the other party. Also, the gender of the 

victim isn't outlined in the definition thereby stating that anyone of any 

gender will be thought of as a victim if he/she has been 

forced to unlawful sexual issues.  

 

However, our Indian Penal Cody only recognises the rape victims to 

be females. How can we say that only females can be raped? If rape is declared 

by checking whether there was consent by the other party then how can we say 

that males are not subjected to rape? These anti-rape laws are totally dependent 

upon consent or will but the laws are discriminating between males and females? 

In my opinion, it is the patriarchal thinking of the society which is behind all of 

this discrimination. No one needs to believe that men can be raped too as 

according to them; males are stronger and powerful than women. Males are 

treated superior and their masculinity is the only reason why it is believed that 

they cannot get raped. Because of this, male victims are failed to get any 

attention.  

 

 Section 375 starts with “A man” which states that anti-rape provisions are 

meant for prosecuting males only. The provisions are females biased which can 

be clearly seen in clauses (a), (b), (c) and, (d). There are no provisions provided 

for male victims. Rape being a very sensitive issue and a very heinous crime can 

spoil the life of the victim in one go, irrespective of the gender of the victim. 

It’s high time now that the rape-laws shall be made gender-neutral. 
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The toll of females being raped is very high than males being raped and the 

provisions have helped a lot of women to seek justice if they have been raped 

as we can see in the case of Jyoti Singh, a 23 years girl who was gang-raped in 

the year 2012 in a moving bus. The brutality of the rape was so severe that the 

rapists raped her, inserted a rod inside her vagina, took her intestines out, and 

then threw her out from the moving bus after which she died while battling in 

the Safdurjung Hospital, Delhi. After almost 8 years of struggle, the rapists of 

Nirbhaya got hanged after the judgments of the Supreme Court. This case 

became a turning point in the rape laws of India by forcing the legal system to 

reconsider the existing provisions and introduce some other provisions like acid 

attacks, stalking and, voyeurism.  

 

The rape provisions got amended but what has not been changed is the 

patriarchal thinking of the society. If a male is being raped, he can seek justice 

under section 377 and claim damages under Section 322 and the victor would 

be punished under sec 325.  

 

Male victims can seek justice under section 377 which uses the phrase 

“voluntary carnal intercourse against the order of nature” and neither includes 

consenting or non-consenting and nor does it states whether sodomy is 

considered as actual rape. This section only states that if in case penetration is 

done then only it will be constituted as carnal intercourse. Victims subjected to 

non-penile violations cannot seek relief under this provision.  

 

The point arises, Are males not human beings? Why are the laws gender-biased? 

Are the males always perpetrators? In our society, the thinking of the people is 

that only females are raped or are subjected to sexual harassment. If a male is 

raped, both the victim and the victor deny the fact because males are considered 

to be strong. Because of their masculinity they cannot get raped. One such case 

was when a boy called Jamal Uddin from the Telihati Tepirbari village of 

Sreepur Upazila in Gazipur, who on August 19 committed suicide after a group 

of men allegedly gang-raped him, recorded the footage of the incident, 

demanded a payoff, and later threatened to spread the video on social media, if 
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he failed to pay. A mortified Jamal killed himself ultimately. His relatives said 

that he did so to avoid shame and dishonor.284 My question is whether these 

men have been punished with the right amount of punishment for the crime 

they have done. They have committed rape, criminal intimidation, attempt to 

murder, provoking suicide, committing crime under Pornography Control Act, 

and extortion. The victim side can seek relief under sec 503, 307,309. But they 

cannot seek relief neither under 375 nor under 376DA (punishment for gang 

rape) because the laws are exclusively made for women.  

 

In the year 2019, a third-grade boy was mistreated by his teacher in Feni, and in 

Rajasthan, a teacher was alleged for the charges of sodomy against his male 

student. In both cases, the families were hesitant to report as males getting 

sexually harassed is not what the society thinks can happen. It is considered that 

rape and sexual offenses are women’s issues and males can never be subject to 

such offenses. The definition of rape in our society has been restricted to 

women alone and also under the Indian judiciary. Is it fair? In my opinion, it is 

infringing Article 15(1) of the Indian Constitution. Laws shall be gender-neutral. 

They shall help to deliver justice to everyone.  

 

Then why only one part of the society is getting to take advantage of the rape 

laws alone. According to Article 15 (1) of the Constitution of India, 1950, which 

states that the “state shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only 

of religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of them”285. This article clearly 

states that there shall not be any discrimination between the citizens of India 

based on sex then why are the rape provisions being only subjected to females. 

These anti-rape laws clearly infringe Article 15 of the Indian Constitution. Rape 

provisions shall be made gender-neutral. They shall apply to every citizen of the 

country. Every citizen shall have this authority to seek justice under section 375 

in case he/she has been subjected to rape.  

 

																																																								
284 https://www.thedailystar.net/opinion/perspective/news/rape-males-its-all-about-patriarchy-1791991 (Visited on 
August 29,2019)  
285 Article 15 of the Constitution of India, 1950 
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Article14 of the Indian Constitution states “equality before law”. Article 14 

states that "The State shall not deny to any person equality before the law or the 

equal protection of the laws within the territory of India." Are these anti-rape 

laws in contrast with the Article 14? No, they are not. Anti-rape laws have been 

made for women only. It is straight away infringing Article 14.  

 

Thus, these anti-rape laws shall be reconsidered and shall be made gender-

neutral. They shall help everyone to seek justice in case their fundamental rights 

have been infringed. The laws shall not be subjected to female victims alone but 

also be applicable for male victims as well. Also, the patriarchal thinking of the 

people that males are strong and they cannot victimize such offenses shall be 

changed. A hope will arise in case rape provisions are made gender-neutral and 

male victims coming forward and reporting the crime they have been subjected 

to as many such victims are still unknown because they have failed to report 

such crime under peer pressure. Female rape is underreported and male rapes 

are rarely reported. 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

 

SECTION 375: POSSIBILITY OF ABUSE OF LAW AND POWER 

 

Law is considered ideal. It’s always believed that it typically delivers justice. But 

is that true? Does law customarily serve justice? No, it doesn’t. Law can be easily 

manipulated. Law is considered ideal. It’s always believed that it typically 

delivers justice. But is that true? Does law customarily serve justice? No, it 

doesn’t. Law can be easily manipulated. Several fake cases are registered every 

day because of revenge, fraud, blackmailing, etc. and with this, the number of 

fake rape cases alleged by women seeking revenge is also rising tremendously.  

 

Section 375 revolves around females alone. It may be seen that it's gender-biased 

as there are no provisions for male rape victims under anti-rape laws. This 

section has given most of the importance to females that they had started 

misusing their power. The toll of abuse of power is increasing day by day as 
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several false cases under the name of rape are being reportable by females in 

lieu of anger or revenge. Pre-marital sex is increasing day by day. The tolls of 

false rape cases square measure increasing a bit like the tolls for rape cases square 

measure increasing thanks to that verity rape cases don't seem to be given 

attention on time. 

 

 “When a relationship ends, women who have had consensual sex make false 

accusations of rape under a promise of marriage out of vengefulness, to hurt 

the man. Or they do it to extort money out of him, promising to withdraw the 

charge if he gives them what they want,” says lawyer Vinay Sharma.”286  

 

“In many cases false accusations of rape are the result of parents covering up 

their daughter's shame about having sex prior to marriage”, 

says, Rukmini Shrinivasan, who worked for the Hindu newspaper, stumbled 

upon her finding, after discerning a consistent pattern in the charge 

sheets, she examined, time and again, it was the same story: the victim had been 

picked up in a moving car, given a drink laced with sedatives to render her 

unconscious and raped.  

 

Numerous women used this phrase to a large extent, as this phrase could mean 

that the consent was not given. A similar story is used in many cases where only 

the name, place, and timings were different but rest everything was the same. 

Rukmini Shrinivasan dug deep into the matter. She looked into the matters 

which were fully trailed in the court and compared the initial complaint reports 

with the things happened in the court. After analysing around 460 cases, she 

came up with the following data: 

																																																								
286 https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2019/feb/11/spare-innocent-men-anguish-india-ruling-
aims-to-end-false-claims (Visited on February 19,2019) 
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287 

 

The overhead figure shows the percentage indicating the number of rape cases  

under different heads. It was shocking to see that the highest percentage rape 

cases were under consensual sex which was later termed as rape. Advocate 

Tanveer Ahmed Mir says, “Out of 10 cases heard in an FTC every day merely 

two are of genuine rape.”288 

 

In R vs Linekar289, it was held that if a woman were willing to have sexual 

intercourse for monetary consideration, the fact that the consideration was 

found to be fictitious would not vitiate the consent. Since prosecutrix had 

consented  for sexual connection, the accused persons are not liable for rape. It 

would amount only to breach of contract. 

 

Around 45% of the alleged rape accusations turn out to be true and the rest are 

found to be made just to seek revenge or covering shame or to extort money. 

Several cases were filed under breach of promise to marry. Families play a very 

huge role behind such false allegations. The false allegations are made so that 

the male gets scared and marries her as she has lost her virginity and because of 

which nobody would marry her. Men's rights groups and some lawyers believe 

the seriousness of rape is trivialized by those false allegations of rape by women 

who have been in consensual relations. How can judges determine a man’s 

																																																								
287 https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-38796457 (Visited on February 8, 2017) 
288 https://www.shethepeople.tv/home-top-video/case-false-rape-cases-india (Visited on August 14,2018) 
289 (1995) 3 All ER 69 
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sincerity or falsity in talking of marriage in case if he changes his mind? More 

troublesome is that the idea behind a man having sex constitutes rape in case if 

he denies marrying her later is not a crime in the penal code. It has evolved on 

a case-by-case basis because judges have chosen to interpret the notion of 

"consent" in this manner. As a consequence, men can be charged with rape if 

they falsely obtain consent for sex by promising to marry a woman and then 

changing their mind.  

 

In State vs Mr. Yogesh Gupta & Anr, it was seen that the woman has filed 

the case just to extort money from the victor. “The 44-year old was accused of 

driving a woman her to an empty fourth floor apartment and raping her.” 290 He 

had evidences supporting him to be innocent but he rather found himself 

trapped in a system that seemed to care little about the evidence and a lot about 

branding him a criminal. Everyone started behaving like he is the perpetrator. 

He had to suffer public disgrace for about eight months of being accused of 

rape. Later, the woman confessed that she had falsely accused him and she has 

done all this just to extort money from him.  

 

But after eight months of suffering, does the confession was really helpful? No, 

the damage was already done to the accused. His social status got affected. Even 

if one gets acquitted, that status cannot be regained. You cannot prove your 

innocence to every single person. In a rape case people are quick to judge 

without even knowing whether or not the person is guilty. This is one big 

example of women misusing the power provided to them. 

 

 Women are seen to be mishandling the anti-rape laws. They are using these 

laws as a weapon that was supposed to be made for her protection. Out of all 

the cases filed under rape, only 55% are genuine, rest are either filed to seek 

revenge or to take financial advantage from the person. These false cases are 

withdrawn before they reach courts without stating a valid reason for the 

withdrawal. This creates confusion of whether the cases were false or the 

																																																								
290 https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-38796457  (Visited on February 8, 2017) 
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evidences were insufficient to build up a strong case. Due to these false cases, 

many genuine cases which needs to be paid attention gets missed out. There are 

still many cases which go unreported.  

 

Another such case was of Jeevan Kishore. He started a sexual relationship with 

a much older woman who was separated from her husband and had two 

children. “She was financially in bad shape. I used to lend her money, pay for 

her rent sometimes, and for medical costs if her relatives back in the village fell 

ill,” says Kishore. Then, he says, she began demanding larger and larger sums 

of money. “She told me if I didn’t give her the money, she would accuse me of 

rape. I was dumbstruck,” he says.291  

 

This is how women are using anti-rape laws as tool for blackmailing innocent 

males. False rape allegations are often encouraged by the fact that the name of 

the victim remains and hidden throughout the trail. On the contrary, the name 

of the accused is everywhere on the headlines. In cases of false accusations, the 

innocent males have to suffer social embarrassment even if they have been 

proved innocent in the court.  The acquitted accused in such cases involving 

disgraceful accusations of rape, which is the most hated crime in the society, too 

are the victims. Their lost honour, dignity and status in the society cannot be 

restored but they can be compensated so that they are able to start life afresh. 

 

Women portraying themselves as victims should be stopped immediately. The 

judicial system must follow some other ways to provide justice to rape victims. 

The system needs to offer some form of relief–either damage or otherwise–

because desperate women resort to the charge of rape, which is wrong, but that's 

because they don't have any other remedies. The law needs to develop a 

different methodology for convicting victims. It’s high time for our legal system 

to change and adapt new measures. The society needs to accept that women are 

not always victims. They too can damage someone’s life.  

 

																																																								
291 https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2019/feb/11/spare-innocent-men-anguish-india-ruling-
aims-to-end-false-claims (Visited on February 19,2019) 
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The main thing to worry about is that these false allegations of rape after 

consensual sexual relationships dilute the genuine cases thereby manipulating 

the rape cases in India. Due to the increasing number of rape cases being 

reported and more than half of them being fake, it is really very difficult to 

deliver justice to the actual victims who have suffered this heinous crime. 

Women shall need to understand that the anti-rape laws are made for them and 

they shall not misuse the provisions as it damages the whole life of the other 

person. Also, the real rape victims suffer due to their negligence as it is harder 

for them to seek justice.  

 

The women misusing the law need to be dealt with severe punishments. There 

shall be proper provisions made for this abuse of laws. This misuse of laws is as 

heinous as rape is and therefore shall be criminalised under penal code with 

special provisions. This will help in lowering down the number of false rape 

cases as it will create fear in the minds of women reporting false rape cases.  

 

CHAPTER THREE 

 

NEED FOR CRIMINALISING MARITAL RAPES 

 

“I do not think that marital rape should be regarded as an offence in India,, 

because it will create absolute anarchy in families and our country is sustaining 

itself because of family platform which upholds family values”, says former 

Chief  Justice of India, Deepak Mishra.  

 

By this statement we can allegedly make out how the thinking of our society 

restricts us from typically achieving heights. Till date, I had been taught that law 

is above all but is it really true? According to the Indian society, anything which 

causes havoc in the family structure shall not be criminalised. The viewpoint of 

Justice Mishra gave a very bleak picture of marital rapes in our country.   
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“In India, marital rape is not defined in any statute or law”.292 Numerous 

married women in the country have been subjected to sexual violence, as 

evidenced by the results of International Men and Gender Equality Survey in 

India, which reported that 20% of those surveyed admitted to committing 

sexual violence against their partner. The patriarchal nature of Indian society 

sets it in the minds of men that women are expected to comply when their 

husbands demand sex. Men have always assumed superior and they are given 

special ‘privileges’ include the privilege of having sex at their instance and 

women have to accept. 293 

 

In the judgment on the right to privacy, Justice D.Y. Chandrachud held that in 

India "patriarchal notions are used as a shield to violate women's core 

constitutional rights based on gender and autonomy."  

 

With gender violence often treated as an honour for the family, the victim not 

only suffers physical abuse, but she also has to suffer mental trauma of violating 

her dignity. People often think that if they criminalise marital sex, wives would 

find another weapon to humiliate husband. But fearing the misuse, we cannot 

sit hand on hand and let the wives suffer. Both the things have different 

consequences as, if marital rapes are criminalised it would be used as a weapon 

against husbands and in case it is not criminalised, it would keep on affecting 

the dignity of the women who are suffering from marital rapes. Not 

criminalising marital rapes just because it will affect the marriage and can create 

havoc in the family structure is pointless as law is above all.  

 

In the case of Sreekumar And Anr. vs Pearly Karun294, the wife was subjected 

to sexual intercourse against her will. She was also humiliated and tortured by 

her in-laws on a daily basis and was asked for more dowries. The court ruled 

that the plaintiff could not file rape charges as she was living with him at that 

time and does not fall under the ambit of exception 2 to Section 375 which 

																																																								
292 https://thewire.in/gender/marital-rape-case-section-375 ( Visited on August 31, 2017) 
293 https://thewire.in/gender/marital-rape-case-section-375 ( Visited on August 31, 2017) 
294 1999 (2) ALT Cri 77, II (1999) DMC 174 
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states that “whoever has sexual intercourse with his own wife, who is living 

separately from him under a decree of separation or under any custom or usage 

without her consent shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 

for a term which may extend to two years and shall also be liable to fine”. By 

this it can be made out that someone’s dignity and basic human rights cannot 

be violated if she resides in the same household of the perpetrator. The institute 

of marriage cannot be used as an excuse from escaping criminal consequences. 

In cases where the family and law collide, lawmakers find it hard to make laws 

and ensure justice is delivered. But the state should not deprive the victims of a 

chance to get justice in cases as violative as rape, and should take a tough stance. 

 

In Bishnudayal v. State of Bihar295, where the prosecutrix, a girl of 13 or 14, 

who was sent by her father to accompany the relatives of his elder daughter’s 

husband to look after her elder sister for some time, was forcibly ‘married’ to 

the appellant and had sexual intercourse with her, the accused was held liable 

for rape under section 375 Exception 2. 

 

In India, marital rape represents a huge problem. 1 in 3 men admit that they 

rape their wives and around 1 Indian woman is raped every 3 seconds by her 

husband. It's a shame marital rape not to have been criminalized in this country 

even after so many years. Several petitions are filed to criminalise marital rapes 

and but nothing has changed so far. As I am writing this paper, many women 

are being raped by their husband within their homes and with full liberty which 

is a very harsh truth about our society. “Equality Now's report titled The 

World’s Shame: The Global Rape Epidemic found that India was one of only 

10 out of 82 jurisdictions surveyed that still legalized rape within marriage and 

protected the rapist husband from prosecution.”296 

 

Ensuring the criminalisation of marital rape would make justice more accessible 

to all women, regardless of marital status. Men in India are able to rape their 

																																																								
295 AIR 1981 SC 39 
296 https://www.equalitynow.org/marital_rape_is_not_a_crime_in_india_it_needs_to_be  (Visited on January 
31,2020) 
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wives with impunity and full liberty. As per Section 375, Exception 2, the 

husband has full authority over her wife’s body and her consent is presumed 

immediately after their wedlock. India is one of the thirty-six countries that still 

have not criminalized marital rape.297 

 

Article 14 of the Constitution of India, 1950, states that “the State shall not deny 

to any person equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws within 

the territory of India”. 298 All laws are equal for every citizen. While the 

Constitution ensures equal treatment for all, Indian criminal law discriminates 

against women victims who have been raped by their own husbands. At the 

time the IPC was drafted in the 1860s, a married woman was not considered an 

independent legal entity. Rather, she was considered to be the chattel of her 

husband.299 As a result, she did not possess many of the rights now guaranteed 

to her as an independent legal entity, including the right to file a complaint 

against another under her own identity.  

 

Now the time has changed, women have now been considered as a separate 

entity. They are the equal shareholders of all the laws made in our country. They 

share equal right on the anti-rape provisions. But section 375 Exception 2, 

undoubtedly discriminates married women who are raped by their husband as 

there are no provisions where they can seek justice based upon their marital 

status. Married women are clearly denied their fundamental right given under 

Article 14 and Article 15(1) which states “state shall not discriminate against any 

citizen on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex, and place of birth or any of 

them.” 300  

 

Personal liberty has been provided to each and every citizens of India by Article 

21 of the Constitution of India, 1950. Article 21 states that “no person shall be 

denied of his life and personal liberty except according to the procedure 

																																																								
297 Marital Rape in India: 36 countries where marital rape is not a crime, India Today, Mar. 12, 2016. 
298 Article 14 of the Constitution of India, 1950 
299 To Have and to Hold: The Marital Rape Exemption and the Fourteenth Amendment, 99(6) Harv. L. Rev. 1255, 
1256 (1986). 
300 Article 15(1) of the Constitution of India,1950 
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established by law.” 301Marital rapes are straight away infringing this article as 

their personal liberty is at the stake of being invaded. In The State of 

Karnataka v. Krishnappa, the Supreme Court held that “sexual violence apart 

from being a dehumanizing act is an unlawful intrusion of the right to privacy 

and sanctity of a female.”302  

 

In the same judgment, it held that non-consensual sexual intercourse amounts 

to physical and sexual violence. Later, in Suchita Srivastava v. Chandigarh 

Administration, the Supreme Court equated the right to make choices related 

to sexual activity with rights to personal liberty, privacy, dignity, and bodily 

integrity under Article 21 of the Constitution.303 Forced sexual intercourse 

infringes the fundamental rights of the person on whom the act is being forced. 

Women also have a right to live their life with dignity. How can a woman 

suffering from marital rape living a life with dignity? It is clearly infringing the 

Article 21.  

 

Article 19304, guarantees the freedom to express or withhold sexual desire in all 

consensual contexts. This fundamental right are not provided to married 

women as their desire is not given any importance. They have to abide by the 

desires and wishes of their husbands. 

 

Therefore it clearly states that Exception 2 to Section 375 of the IPC is an 

infringement of Articles 14, 15(1), 19 and 21 of the Constitution of India, 1950. 

It is time that Indian legal system shall understand the inhumane nature of this 

provision and shall remove it from the penal code by criminalising marital rapes. 

 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

By writing this research paper, I conclude that there are several loopholes in our 

Indian Penal Code which needs to be given attention especially in anti-rape laws. 

																																																								
301 Article 15 of the Constitution of India, 1950 
302 The State of Karnataka v. Krishnappa, (2000) 4 SCC 75 (India). 
303 Suchita Srivastava v. Chandigarh Administration, (2008) 14 SCR 989 (India) 
304 Article 19 of the Constitution of India, 1950 
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These loopholes are clearly inviting injustice to a lot of people. I researched 

about the section 375 and the other the,-rape laws thoroughly and noted various 

drawbacks of this section and suggested measures to take down these 

drawbacks.  

 

The Constitution of India, 1950 has provided every citizen of India with some 

fundamental rights which include Article 14 i.e. ‘equality before law’, Article 

15(1) i.e. ‘prohibition of discrimination on grounds of sex, religion etc.’ and 

Article 21 i.e. ‘protection of life and personal liberty’ The question arises 

whether these anti-rape laws go hand in hand with the fundamental rights 

provided by the Constitution. The answer is a straight ‘NO’. As we have seen 

in the above paper, the Anti-Rape laws have clearly infringed the above talked 

articles completely. The loopholes in the anti-rape laws are so severe that it is 

causing both the abuse of power and the abuse of law. 

 

The very first loophole I would had talked about is how these anti-rape laws are 

gender biased. As we have seen through this research paper that the anti-rape 

laws are subjected to women alone. They do not have anything to do with males 

meaning that there are no provisions under anti-rape laws for males who have 

been subjected to rape. Males can only seek relief under section 377 which also 

not clearly talks about rape. There can be undoubtedly seen that discrimination 

is being done on the basis of sex. Why does males are not provided with same 

anti-rape laws as of females. Due to this discrimination, the number of male 

reporting rape is as low as null and in case if a male gathers guts to report such 

crime, the society won’t let him to as according to the patriarchal thinking of 

the society that males can never be raped. Their cases are usually withdrawn 

without going for investigation.  

 

Another loophole I would have talked about is whether the females are misusing 

the power of law which they have been provided by these anti-rape laws. The 

rape toll in India is increasing rapidly day by day. More than half of the cases 

turn out to be false which was reported either to seek revenge or to extort 

money from the male. In such cases, the males who are innocent are termed as 
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perpetrators. Their whole life gets destroyed including their mental peace and 

their social status because even if they are proved innocent in the court, the 

society will see them as rapist only. It is the sad reality of our society which 

always considers females as victims and males as perpetrators.   

 

The last loophole which I had talked about is that it’s high time to criminalise 

marital rapes. Marital rapes are at peak in today’s era. The most saddening 

loophole is that the husband are raping their wives with full authority without 

any fear and wives cannot even seek relief for this heinous crime which they are 

witnessing almost daily as there are no provisions. Section 375 Exception 2 

clearly says that a husband having sexual intercourse with his wife does not 

amount to rape. This particular clause clearly infringes Article 14, 15(1) and 21 

of the Indian Constitution. This should be stopped immediately as wives are 

not personal property of their husbands. They are separate entities and shall be 

given equal rights which are being given to unmarried women in case they are 

subjected to rape.  

 

Therefore, all the above discussed loopholes are the sad reality of patriarchal 

approach of the society which needs to be changed immediately otherwise they 

may cause a lot of damage in the legal system. 

 

By this paper, I would like to suggest that the Indian Legal System shall 

introduce a new methodology for conviction of these anti-rape laws. There is 

an urgent need for 

 

• Criminalising marital rapes, 

• Introducing rape laws for male victims and  

• Introducing strict laws for women who are misusing their power 

provided by these laws. 

 

The legal system shall reconsider the provisions and shall act according to the 

benefits of the people suffering due to these loopholes. These loopholes shall 

be taken down immediately so that the damage caused could be relieved. 
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ASSESSING NGT’s PERFORMANCE vis-à-vis 

ENVIRONMENTAL COURTS IN OTHER 

COUNTRIES 
-SIVASHRITA BHARDWAJ305 AND PULAK SYMON306 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

In today’s world where there are factories being established every day around the world, 

environmental issues have been on the rise. People have also become aware about these issues 

and have started taking steps for protecting the environment. With the rise in environmental 

awareness, large number of PILs and individual cases are being filed. The traditional courts 

have become overburdened and the judges lack in depth knowledge about the technicalities, 

thereby leading to injustice and chaos. In such a scenario, the role of specialized courts and 

tribunals to deal with environmental cases is pivotal. Many countries across the globe have 

established such special courts and tribunals. In India, the National Green Tribunal is the 

special forum established to deal with cases relating to the environment. It not only ensures 

environmental protection but also promotes sustainable development via its decisions. The aim 

of this article is to assess the performance of the National Green Tribunal (hereinafter referred 

to as NGT) of India, and compare the same with the performance of the environmental courts 

of various other countries. This article mainly deals with two important questions- whether the 

NGT has the characteristics of a successful environmental court and whether it has been more 

successful as compared to the environmental courts of other countries.307 

 

Keywords: NGT, environment, justice, performance, environmental courts, tribunals. 

	

  

																																																								
305 Final year B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) from National Law University, Odisha. 
306 LL.M. (Human Rights) from National Law School of India University, Bengaluru. 
307 In this article, the phrase “environmental courts” includes both environmental courts and tribunals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

	

Since the last few decades, with the efforts of individuals, groups and 

governments, Environmental Law has seen great advancements. Despite all the 

efforts, this area remains to be one with poor implementation of laws. Owing 

to the poor implementation, now, the role of the Courts and the national 

systems pertaining to access to justice has become crucial. The goal now is not 

only to protect the environment but also to ensure sustainable development.  In 

this perspective, we can see a trend in the recently developed or developing 

countries wherein they have been focusing on building up special environmental 

courts and tribunals. The reasons for this trend are efficient and effective 

disposal of environmental cases and making access to justice easier for NGOs, 

disadvantaged groups and individuals.  

 

As mentioned, there has been an exponential growth in environmental courts 

and tribunals in the recent decades. As Pring and Pring observe in their 

comprehensive study, “[o]ver 350 of these specialized fora for resolving 

environmental disputes may now be found in many countries in every region 

throughout the world”. This means that we have a large number of specialised 

courts and tribunals across the world and yet, the results have been non-

satisfactory in most countries. Such a surge in number and popularity of 

environmental courts and tribunals and the special benefits that the stakeholders 

have been experiencing (individuals, groups and the countries at large) has led 

to a debate in the countries that haven’t yet established such courts to build up 

such specialised for a for resolving environmental disputes.  

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL ENVIRONMENTAL 

COURTS 

 

Status and Authority 

 

Observing the pattern across various countries, it has been established that the 

success of an environmental court cannot be determined on the sole basis of its 
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status- whether it’s a superior or an inferior court or tribunal. Nevertheless, on 

close examination of the successful environmental courts across the world, we 

can see that all these courts and tribunals demonstrate some common traits that 

give them authority and status. Firstly, many of these successful environmental 

courts ensure a ‘more comprehensive jurisdiction’ than their less successful 

counterparts.308 The NGT via the NGT Act, 2010, has comprehensive 

jurisdiction over all forms of environmental cases. It is governed by the 

principles of natural justice and is not bound by the procedures laid under the 

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 – thereby meaning that the NGT is governed by 

its own set of rules. Secondly, the Governments, stakeholders and the 

communities recognise such specialised courts and tribunals as the legitimate 

and appropriate forum for disposing of environmental disputes.309  

 

The NGT has been given statutory recognition by the Government via the 

NGT Act, 2010 and every stakeholder recognises it as ‘the’ forum for all sorts 

of environmental cases (however, appeal to the Supreme Court is permissible 

w.r.t. a decision passed by the NGT). Also, it has been established under Article 

253310 of the Constitution of India in order to perform its obligation towards 

the Stockholm Declaration, 1972.311 Thirdly, the authority and status of more 

successful environmental courts are often enhanced via the presence of 

environmentally literate and sound judges. Section 4312 of the Act talks about 

the composition of the Tribunal, wherein it is mandatory to have full time expert 

members. Under Section 5(2) of the Act313, it is mandatory that a full time expert 

member has to have an experience of at least 5 years in the practical field of 

environment in some national institute. 

 

																																																								
308 Brian J. Preston, ‘Characteristics of Successful Environmental Courts and Tribunals’ [2014] JoEF 365. 
309 Id. 
310 Article 253 of the Constitution of India reads as “Legislation for giving effect to international agreements 
Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions of this Chapter, Parliament has power to make any law for the 
whole or any part of the territory of India for implementing any treaty, agreement or convention with any other 
country or countries or any decision made at any international conference, association or other body”. 
311 Stockholm Declaration is also known as ‘The Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment, 1972’. 
312 NGT Act 2010, s 4. 
313 NGT Act 2010, s 5(2). 
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Impartial and Independent from the Government 

 

Another characteristic usually shared by the successful environmental courts is 

their independence from the government. This independence not only means 

independence from the executive and the legislative organs of the Government 

but also includes independence from all external influences to the 

environmental court which might interfere with its decision making otherwise 

than on the factual and legal merits of the case. Theoretically, NGT has original 

jurisdiction in all civil cases related to the environment314 (as per Section 14 of 

the Act). However, when we go through the Act, it is evident that the Central 

Government plays a major role in the appointment and removal of the 

Chairperson, Judicial member or Expert member of the Tribunal. This implies 

that NGT is not really independent from the Government. This somehow 

compromises the impartiality of the Tribunal. 

 

Comprehensive and Centralised Jurisdiction 

 

One of the most striking features of the successful environmental courts is that 

they enjoy a comprehensive and centralised jurisdiction. The jurisdiction ought 

to be comprehensive in two respects. Firstly, the court or tribunal should 

“[e]njoy comprehensive jurisdiction to hear, determine and dispose of matters 

and disputes arising under all environmental laws enacted by the government of 

the land”.315 The preamble of the NGT Act makes it very clear that NGT is to 

have jurisdiction on all “cases relating to environmental protection and 

conservation of forests and other natural resources including enforcement of 

any legal right relating to environment and giving relief and compensation for 

damages to persons and property and for matters connected therewith or 

incidental thereto”. Secondly, it should have comprehensive jurisdiction 

pertaining to the civil, administrative, and criminal enforcement of the varius 

																																																								
314 Section 14(1) of the NGT Act 2010 states that “The Tribunal shall have the jurisdiction over all civil cases where 
a substantial question relating to environment (including enforcement of any legal right relating to environment), is 
involved and such question arises out of the implementation of the enactments specified in Schedule I.” 
315 Supra at note 4. 
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environmental laws.316 Section 14 of the NGT Act lays down that NGT has 

“original jurisdiction in all civil cases relating to environment”. 

 

Judges and Members are Knowledgeable and Competent  

 

The successful environmental courts being special courts, a vital requirement 

for them is specialisation. A judge or member who doesn’t understand 

environmental laws properly and has no practical experience in environmental 

issues and respective policies and legal responses to them, will be unable to 

deliver a justifiable judgment or order. These courts insist special knowledge 

and expertise. In order to be competent, the judges and the other members 

ought to be environmentally literate – they ought to be educated about, and 

attuned to, the various environmental issues and the respective policy and legal 

responses. Efficiency, effectiveness and decision-making quality can be 

improved by making technical experts, having knowledge about the subject 

matter, available within an environmental court. As discussed above, it is 

mandatory for the expert members to have practical experience of at least 5 

years in the field of environment.317 Also, only a retired judge of the Supreme 

Court or a retired Chief Justice of a High Court can be the Chairperson.318 This 

implies that all the members of the tribunal are always attuned with the various 

environment related issues. 

 

Operates as a multi door Court House 

 

In order to ensure faster and more effective adjudication of environmental 

cases, an array of alternative dispute resolution mechanism (ADR) come in very 

handy. Specialisation, centralization, and the availability of a range of court 

personnel facilitate this. Centralization “enables an environmental court to deal 

with multiple facets of an environmental dispute without the constriction of 

jurisdictional limitations”.319 Specialization facilitates a “better appreciation of 

																																																								
316 Supra at note 8. 
317 NGT Act 2010, s 5(2). 
318 NGT Act 2010, s 5(1). 
319 Supra at note 4. 
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the nature and characteristics of environmental disputes and selection of the 

appropriate dispute resolution for each particular dispute”.320 The availability of 

technical experts in these specialised courts ensures their participation in 

mediation, conciliation, and neutral evaluation. It also enhances the efficiency, 

effectiveness, and quality of such adjudication. NGT allows for “more relevant 

and greater expertise, sets up alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and 

offers a path for the evolution of environmental jurisprudence”.321 

 

Facilitates Access to Justice 

 

A fundamental characteristic of successful environmental courts is the 

facilitation of access to justice which includes access to environmental justice. 

An environmental court may facilitate access to justice both by its substantive 

decisions and its practice and procedures. NGT does facilitate access to justice 

as it is a specialised court for hearing and disposing cases related to the 

environment. However, we can gauge from the Act that “access to justice is 

denied by two means in NGT: firstly, by the provision of limitation period and 

secondly, by virtue of NGT being located in only big cities spread across 

India”.322 Provision of limitation period is a statutory requirement for all sorts 

of Acts. However, w.r.t. the second point, it becomes difficult for people from 

small cities to approach NGT regarding their issues. It’s an expensive and 

burdensome matter for them and in most cases, people from small cities let 

their issues go. This acts as an impediment for access to justice.  

 

Develops Environmental Jurisprudence 

 

Environmental Courts which have the comprehensive jurisdiction, requisite 

status and specialized knowledge invariably hear a huge number of cases. As a 

result, these courts are presented with greater opportunities to develop 

environmental jurisprudence. The “development of environmental 

																																																								
320 Supra at note 12. 
321 Insights Mind Maps, ‘National Green Tribunal: Analysis’ available at https://www.insightsonindia.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/National-Green-Tribunal-Analysis.pdf., last accessed on May 19, 2020. 
322 Id. 
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jurisprudence by specialized courts may also facilitate cross fertilization of 

environmental law, whereby domestic courts draw upon the environmental 

jurisprudence of other countries”.323 As has already been mentioned, NGT 

offers a path for the development of environmental jurisprudence. This is so 

because NGT is not governed by the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. As per 

Section 19(2) of the Act, NGT has the power to regulate its own procedures. 

Having such wide powers eventually leads to the development of new 

principles, thereby aiding in the evolution of environmental jurisprudence. 

 

NGT AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL COURTS: A 

COMPARISON 

 

ASSESSMENT OF NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL 

 

Critics are of the view that the present Government is inclined to make the 

NGT to make recommendations to the Ministry of Environment instead of 

giving them directions like any other judicial body. It’s of the view that only the 

apex court has the right to negate clearances. In the recent past, the ministry 

had asked NGT to limit its jurisdiction but in vain. This move to amend the 

appropriate legislation was put into motion by the former Environment 

Minister Javadekar.  

 

Ever since its establishment in 2010, the NGT has stayed clearances for several 

projects. In the POSCO case324 the NGT had asked the Environment Ministry 

“[t]o review clearances after some local villages refused to consent to the project 

under the pro-tribal Forest Rights Act, 2006”.325 History says that the NGT has 

continuously discarded the views of its ostensible master, the Ministry of 

Environment and Forests. Being an independent and impartial body, it has 

criticized the Ministry for its poor decisions and the civil society groups have 

recurrently resorted to it in order to get relief from the irresponsible actions of 

																																																								
323 Supra at note 17. 
324 Prafulla Samantara v. Union of India, Appeal No. 8/2011. 
325 Id. 
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the Ministry. Prior to the establishment of the NGT, a few of the environmental 

disputes were referred to the dolefully inefficient National Environment 

Appellate Authority.  

 

An analysis of the role played by the NGT suggests that it “[h]as been 

progressive in its approach towards environmental protection in general and the 

rights of marginalized people in particular”. In Feet Singh Kanwar v. Union of 

India326 the environmental clearance given to the project of installation and 

operation of a coal-fired power plant was challenged. It was alleged that the 

“[m]andate of the various guidelines in the Public Consultation Process had not 

been complied with and had even been flouted in granting the clearance”327. The 

EIA executive summary report in local language hadn’t been filed and the entire 

EIA report hadn’t been made available as per requirements. The NGT observed 

that “[a]ccording to the precautionary principle, the environment clearance 

should not have been granted by the MOEF”328. Moreover, it was held that the 

economic benefits will have to take a backseat if the project implicated excessive 

and continuing degradation of the environment. The Tribunal further pointed 

out that the impugned order of the MOEF granting environmental clearance to 

the power plant was illegal and liable to be quashed.  

 

Similarly in, Adivasi Majdoor Kisan Ekta Sangthan v. Ministry of Environment and 

Forests329, the environmental clearance granted to Gare-IV/6 Coal Mining 

Project (4 MTPA) and Pithead Coal Washery (4 MTPA) of Jindal Steel and 

Power Limited located in the Raigarh District of Chhattisgarh by the Ministry 

of was challenged. The petitioners alleged that public hearing wasn’t conducted 

properly prior to giving environmental clearance to the project. The NGT held 

that “[t]his was not a case where there had been a few insignificant procedural 

lapses in conducting the public hearing. This was, rather, a mockery of a public 

hearing, one of the essential parts in the process of deciding whether to grant 

an environmental clearance. It was, in fact, a classic example of violation of the 

																																																								
3261998 Supp (2) SCC 505. 
327 Id. 
328 Supra at note 22. 
329 Available at http://www.greentribunal.gov.in/search_case_judgement.aspx, last accessed on May 19, 2020. 
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rules and the principles of natural justice”330. Accordingly, the Tribunal held that 

the public hearing in this case was invalid. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL COURTS OF OTHER COUNTRIES 

 

European Court of Justice331 

 

Environmental cases reach the European Court of Justice (ECJ) under Article 

169 of the EEC Treaty. Since 1980, more than forty cases have been taken to 

the ECJ. These cases include allegations regarding failure of member states to 

act in accordance with the EEC environmental obligations. Its judgements have 

been useful in determining that “[m]ember states may not plead provisions, 

practices, or circumstances existing in their internal legal system to justify failure 

to comply with an environmental obligation”. Article 173 empowers the ECJ to 

review the legality of certain acts of the EC council and commission on the 

grounds of lack of competence, breach of the EEC treaty, or any rule relating 

to the application or misuse of powers. As per the article “actions may be 

brought by a member state, the council or commission as well as by any legal or 

natural person, provided that the act concerned is a decision addressed to that 

person or body”. It is not just a ‘Green Bench’ but a view to understand the 

environment, the science and the law that is required to deal with environment 

cases. 

 

United States of America 

 

Concerns over the adjudication of environmental disputes led to the 

establishment of Carnegie Commission of Science and Technology in 1993. In 

the field of environment, the judges have been facing serious problems due to 

uncertainty of scientific opinion. In this regard, the US Supreme Court observed 

the following in Daubert V. Merrel Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc332 that “There are 

																																																								
330 Id. 
331 P.B Sahasranaman,’ Handbook of Environment Law’(2009). 
332 509 U.S. 579 (1993). 
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important differences between the quests for truth in the laboratory. Scientific 

conclusions are subject to perpetual revision. Law, on the other hand, must 

resolve disputes finally and quickly”333. 

 

Australia 

 

The Land and Environment Court of New South Wales in Australia, established 

in 1980, could possibly be hailed as the model judiciary body for dealing with 

environmental disputes, its enabling act is the Land and Environment Court act 

1979 (NSW), which vests power in the court to determine environmental, 

development, building and planning disputes. It is a superior court of record 

with six permanent judges and nine permanent commissioners who have 

expertise in one or more of the following areas such as administration and local 

government, environmental or town planning, science or EIAs, law, 

architecture or building, or natural resource management. Since the court also 

resolves the matters under Aboriginal commissioners to assist the court. Its 

jurisdiction combines appeal, judicial review, and enforcement functions. Some 

cases are heard by commissioners, some by judges and others by combination 

of two. The court adopts a flexible approach towards procedural matters and 

interestingly, it is not bound by the rules of evidence that significantly 

complicate most hearings in Australian courts. Such a composition is necessary 

and ideal in environmental matters, as it integrates the necessary areas of 

specialization within a judicial framework, enabling disputes to be resolved as 

expeditiously as possible. 

 

New Zealand 

 

The Environment Court was constituted by the Resources Management 

Amendment Act, 1996. It is court of record consisting of environmental judges 

and environment commissioners. The commissioners come from a variety of 
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backgrounds including architecture, resource management, forestry, building, 

and civil engineering.  

 

In most sittings, matters are heard by one environment judge and two 

environment commissioners. The court has jurisdiction to adjudicate a wide 

range of matters that arise under the Resource Management Act .The court also 

has jurisdiction to adjudicate some matters arising under following acts such as 

Public Works Act, Forests Act, Local Government Act, transit NZ Act etc. The 

New Zealand Environment Court, Like the NSW Court, does not adopt a 

technical manner and is not bound by rules of evidence. It also encourages 

mediation where possible as an alternative form of dispute resolution, and is 

empowered by Section 238 of the Resource Management act to compel 

mediation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Based on the above discussion, the authors have come to the following 

conclusions. Answering whether NGT has the characteristics of a 

successful environmental court, In the chapter “Characteristics of successful 

environmental courts”, the authors have listed a number of characteristics 

which the more successful environmental courts around the world seem to or 

ought to possess. As we have seen, NGT possesses majority of these 

characteristics, if not all. Hence, we can conclude that NGT is a pretty successful 

environmental court. Is there a scope for improvement? Definitely. NGT has 

been in existence for only ten years now. For being a newer environmental 

forum, it has done a good job in disposal of cases.  

 

With time and further efforts, the NGT will get better at its work and hopefully, 

the lacuna that exists now can be rectified. As for the next question, whether 

NGT has been more successful as compared to the environmental courts 

of other countries, the authors conclude that the environmental court of 

Australia, i.e. The Land and Environment Court of New South Wales can be 

taken as the epitome when it comes to successful environmental courts. It has 
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all the characteristics that a successful environmental court ought to possess. 

Compared to that, NGT still has a long way to go. It has been more successful 

when compared to the environmental courts of New Zealand and the United 

States of America. When compared to the ECJ, NGT does lack in some areas. 

NGT being a specialised court dealing specifically with matters of the 

environment is focused on its work and with time, it will catch up with the other 

more successful environmental courts of the world. 
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BANKS LIABILITY TO PAY INTEREST IN 

CURRENT ACCOUNT IN CASE OF WRONGFUL 

DEBIT & CORPORATE VEIL LIFTING 

JUDGMENT BY CALCUTTA HIGH COURT 
-NILAVRO CHATTERJEE 334 

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

The High Court at Calcutta has held by a unreported judgment dated 24.9.2015 

in WP 656 of 2006 Hahnemann Laboratory Ltd. & Another. Versus Allahabad 

Bank & Others that Banks are bound to pay interest on wrongful debit made in 

current account of account holder. It has also held that Courts would have 

jurisdiction in case of Writ Petitions where Head Office of Respondents are 

within its jurisdiction. It also held that lifting of corporate veils are only 

permissible by Courts and not any other authority. The decision has been 

confirmed by the Division Bench and ultimately by Supreme Court. 

 

FACT OF THE CASE 

 

Petitioner Hahnemann Laboratory Limited maintained a current account with 

Allahabad Bank at Stephen House, Calcutta being A/c No. CD-1290 along with 

a current account at Muradpur Branch at Patna being A/c No. CA-300077.  

Respondent 5 was Hahnemann Laboratory (India) which is a partnership firm. 

At one point of time were both under the control of the same group of persons, 

but not so since 2000. The firm also maintained an account with the Muradpur 

Branch of the  bank being A/c No. CT-6. The Petitioner learned from statement 

of account that on 16th January, 2004 the respondent bank had debited a sum 

of Rs. 6,03,368.40 from the current account described as ‘to transfer comm. tax’ 

and thereby reduced the credit balance in the said account to zero.  Usual 

protests by petitioner to Bank were futile.. Bank responded that it had received 

																																																								
334 Student, 1st Year, Sarsuna Law College. 
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a notice of demand under Section 27 of the Bihar Financial Act, 1981 from the 

commercial tax office of Patna vide Memo No. 24 dated 10/01/2004 and in 

compliance of such notice the bank debited the petitioner’s A/c as stated supra 

and paid whatever money was lying in the account to the Commercial Tax 

authority which amounted to Rs. 6,03,368.40/-. 

 

Petitioner by letter addressed to Bank contended that the demand that was 

raised Commercial Tax authority was pertaining to the respondent  firm and 

had nothing to do with the petitioner company. Hence, the debit entry in the 

bank account of the petitioner company was wrongful and should be reversed.  

 

The petitioner prayed for an order in the nature of mandamus directing the 

respondent Bank to reverse the debit entry with accrued interest. 

 

The Bank on the other hand challenged that Calcutta High Court lacked 

jurisdiction to entertain this writ petition as Muradpur Patna  is outside the 

territorial jurisdiction. No cause of action has arisen within the jurisdiction of 

this Court.  In this connection the case of Patel Roadways Limited, Bombay 

versus Prasad Trading Company reported in (1991) 4 SCC 270 was relied inter 

alia in the context of Section 20 of the Code of Civil Procedure. that the 

intention of the legislature was that, in the case of a corporation, the location of 

the subordinate office within the local limits of which the cause of action arises, 

is to be the relevant place for the filing of a suit and not the corporation’s 

principal place of business. Reliance was also placed on a decision of New 

Moga Transport Co-vs.-United India Insurance Co. Ltd. reported in (04) 

4 SCC 677. “. Normally, under clauses (a) to (c) the plaintiff has a choice of 

forum and cannot be compelled to go to the place of residence or business of 

the defendant and can file a suit at a place where the cause of action arises.  

 

The respondent bank tried to prevail that the petitioner company and the 

respondent firm are the alter ego of each other. If the principle of lifting the 

corporate veil is applied, it will be seen that the petitioner company and the 

respondent firm are actually one and the same entity. Hence, when a demand 
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under Section 27 of the Bihar Financial Act, 1981 was served on the bank, it 

legitimately debited the account of the petitioner company since the account of 

the respondent firm had no credit balance.  

 

The court held that Section 20 of the Code has no manner of application to an 

application under Article 226 of the Constitution of India which is a public law 

remedy. Article 226 makes it clear that every High Court shall have power, 

throughout the territories in relation to which it exercises jurisdiction, to issue 

to any person or authority, including any Government, orders or writs, including 

[writs in the nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo warranto and 

certiorari, or any of them, for the enforcement of any of the rights conferred by 

Part III and for any other purpose].  The power conferred arises for the exercise 

of such power, notwithstanding that the seat of such Government or authority 

or the residence of such person is not within those territories. Therefore, 

jurisdiction of a High Court can be invoked either when the seat of the 

Government or authority or residence of the person against whom relief is 

sought, is situated within the territory in relation to which the High Court 

exercises jurisdiction or when whole or part of the cause of action arises within 

the territorial jurisdiction of the High Court. Calcutta High Court having 

jurisdiction throughout the territory of West Bengal has jurisdiction to entertain 

the writ petition as Allahabad Bank has its registered office and head office here. 

So this court would have jurisdiction to entertain a writ petition.  

 

Situs of the respondent authority and accrual of whole or part of cause of action 

are two alternative and independent bases for invocation of the writ jurisdiction 

of a High Court. This view is supported in the case of Ashok Kumar Saboo 

(Huf)-vs.-Hindustan Paper Corporation reported in 2007 (3) CHN 533. The 

word 'notwithstanding' used in Clause (2) has made it clear without any doubt 

that the situs of the respondents still remains one of the factors for invoking 

jurisdiction. Prior to the Constitution, 15th Amendment Act, 1963 this 

provision was not originally in the Article 226. Clause (1) of Article 226 was the 

only factor for deciding the question of jurisdiction. The Supreme Court has 

explained in the case of Election Commission v. Saka Venkata Subba Rao 
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reported in 1953 SCR 1144 and in the subsequent cases of Khajor Singh v. 

Union of India and Collector of Customs v. E. I. Commercial Co. that 

place of office and/or residence of the respondents was the only factor for 

invocation of the jurisdiction of Article 226. Taking note of the aforesaid judicial 

pronouncement the Constitution was amended by the 15th Amendment Act, 

1963 incorporating Clause (1A) and thereafter this Clause (1A) and Clause (2) 

stood consolidated and renumbered as Clause (2) by 42nd Amendment. The 

text of previous Clause (1A) of Article 226 and the language imparted in the 

present clause of Article 226 are absolutely same and there is no change at all. 

19.  

 

Accordingly, the word 'seat' of such Government or authority used in Clause 

(2) of the Article 226 means and connotes registered office or principal office 

or head office whatever may be terminology or even branch office, irrespective 

of the fact that these places of office have any relation and/ or nexus with the 

accrual of causes of action.  

 

The bank has its head office at 2, Netaji Subhas Road, Calcutta – 1 and branch 

office at Stephen House, 4 BBD Bag (E) Calcutta – 1 both within the 

jurisdiction of this court. Hence, Calcutta High court has territorial jurisdiction 

to entertain the writ petition. Reference was made to Union of India-vs.- 

Hindustan Aluminium Corporation Ltd. reported in AIR 1983 Cal. 307. 

 

Regarding whether the respondent bank could invoke the principle of lifting the 

corporate veil the court discussed and went to say that the corporation in law is 

equal to a natural person and has a legal entity of its own. This position has been 

settled in Saloman vs.-Salomon & Co. reported in 1987 Appeal Cases 22. 

However, with the passage of time the doctrine that a corporation or a limited 

company has an independent legal entity has been subjected to various 

exceptions by applying the principle that the veil of the company can be lifted 

and its face examined in substance. Palmer in his book on Company Law (20th 

Ed., Pg. 136) states that the doctrine of lifting of the veil has been applied in 

five categories of cases: where companies are in the relationship of holding and 
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subsidiary companies; where a shareholder has lost the privilege of limited 

liability and has become directly liable to certain creditors of the company on 

the ground that, with his knowledge, the company continued to carry on 

business six months after the number of its members was reduced to below the 

legal minimum; in certain matters pertaining to the law of tax debt duties and 

summarized, particularly where the question of ‘controlling interest’ is in issue; 

in the law relating to exchange control; and in the law relating to trading with 

the enemy where the test of control is adopted. (17) Gower in his book Modern 

Company Law (2nd Ed. Pgs. 193 and 195) has similarly summarized this 

position observing that in a number of important respects, the legislature has 

pierced the veil woven by the Salomon case. He observed that Courts have 

construed statutes as ‘cracking open the corporate shell’ when compelled to do 

so by the clear words of the statutes.  

 

At present, the judicial approach in cracking open the corporate shell is 

somewhat cautious and circumspect. It is only where the legislative provision 

justifies the adoption of such a course that the veil has been lifted. In exceptional 

cases where courts have felt themselves able to ignore the corporate entity and 

to treat the individual shareholder as liable for its acts, the same course has been 

adopted. Summarizing his conclusions, Gower has classified seven categories of 

cases where artificial veil of a corporate body has been lifted. But it would be 

impossible to evolve a rational, consistent and inflexible principle which can be 

invoked in determining the question as to whether or not the veil of a 

corporation should be lifted. Broadly stated, where fraud is intended to be 

prevented or trading with an enemy is sought to be defeated, the veil of a 

corporation is lifted by judicial decisions and the shareholders are held to be 

responsible for the acts committed in the name of the corporation. In the case 

of Tata Engineering & Locomotive Co. Ltd.-vs.-The State of Bihar reported in 

AIR 1965 SC 40, the Constitution Bench of the Hon’ble Apex Court observed 

that the doctrine of the lifting of the veil marks a change in the attitude that law 

had originally adopted towards the concept of the separate entity or personality 

of the corporation. As a result of the impact of the complexity of economic 

factors, judicial decisions have sometimes recognized exceptions to the rule 
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about the juristic personality of a corporation. It may be that in course of time 

these exceptions may grow in number and to meet the requirement of different 

economic problems, the theory about the separate personality of a corporation 

may be confined more and more. (19) Pennington in his Company Law (4th 

Ed.) states that four inroads have been made by the law on the principle of 

separate legal personality of companies. By far the most extensive of this has 

been made by legislation imposing tax.  

 

The Government, naturally, enough, does not willingly suffer schemes for the 

avoidance of tax which depend for their success on the employment of the 

principle of separate legal personality, and in fact, legislation has gone so far that 

in certain circumstances tax can be heavier if companies are employed by the 

tax payer in an attempt to minimize his tax liability than if he uses other means 

to give effect to his wishes. The other inroads on the principle of separate 

corporate personality have been made by judicial disregard of the principle 

where the protection of public interests is of paramount importance, or where 

the company has been formed to evade obligations imposed by the law, and by 

the courts implying in certain cases that a company is an agent or trustee for its 

members. (20) In the case of Calcutta Chromo type Ltd  versus Collector of 

Central Excise, Calcutta reported in 1998 3 SCC 681, the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court observed that generally and broadly speaking, we may say that the 

corporate veil may be lifted where a statute itself contemplates lifting the veil, 

or fraud or improper conduct is intended to be prevented, or a taxing statute or 

a beneficent statute is sought to be evaded or where associated companies are 

inextricably connected as to be, in realty part of one concern.  

 

It is neither necessary nor desirable to enumerate the classes of cases where 

lifting the veil is permissible, since that must necessarily depend on the relevant 

statutory or other provisions, the object sought to be achieved, impugned 

conduct, the involvement of the element of public interest, the effect on parties 

who may be affected etc. In the case of PC Agarwal-vs.-Payment of Wages 

Inspector reported in (2005) 8 SCC 104 the Hon’ble Supreme Court referred 

to Palmer’s Company Law (supra) and Gower’s Modern Company Law (Supra) 
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and reiterated the view expressed in the case of TELCO.-vs.- State of Bihar 

(supra). (22) It will, thus, be seen from the discussion above that the approach 

of the Court in cracking open the artificial corporate veil is rather cautious and 

circumspect. Only under extreme circumstances the Court pierces the corporate 

veil of a limited company or a corporation to prevent fraud, evasion of tax 

trading with the enemy, etc. 

 

The High Court concluded that the petitioner was indulging in any such 

wrongful activity which warranted lifting of the company’s corporate veil. The 

petitioner company and the respondent  firm are clearly separate legal entities 

and a claim raised on the respondent firm by the Commissioner of Commercial 

Taxes could not be met by the  bank by debiting the account of the petitioner 

company. Such an act was blatantly wrongful and unsustainable in law.  

 

Further, it is exclusively in the domain of the courts to decide whether or not 

to ignore the independent personality of a company. If banks and other public 

authorities are allowed to lift the corporate veil as per their own sweet whims 

and wishes, the same would create a chaotic situation and would have an 

extremely adverse impact on the commercial system.  

 

In conclusion the petition was allowed and bank was compelled to return the 

principal amount of Rs. 6,03,368.40 along with 12 per cent interest  per annum 

from 16th January, 2004 till January 2016. Challenge to the order made at the 

Division bench and ultimately at the Supreme Court was turned down. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 In view of the solemn order of the Supreme Court the proposition of law as 

made out supra are now part of a dicta under Article 141 of the Constitution of 

India. This judgment is useful for similar victims due to atrocity from financial 

institutions. 
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BOOK REVIEW: THE NATURE OF JUDICIAL 

PROCESS BY BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO 
[PUBLISHED BY DOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC., MINEOLA, 

NEW YORK (2015)] 

-ANNIE MAMPILLY335 

 

In the shelf of ‘must read books’ of a law aspirant, The Nature of Judicial Process 

by Benjamin N. Cardozo occupy a seat in the elite group. The Nature of Judicial 

Process is encompassed of four lectures by Cardozo. The work explicates how 

a Judge decides a case. To be more precise, what is that the Judge has in his 

mind when he decides a case, what are the factors that may influence the 

decision of a judge and how does the judge overcome all these bias and give an 

impartial verdict. Cardozo, in these lectures elaborates on the different methods 

such as Historical, Traditional, Sociological and Philosophical which a Judge 

adheres to while deciding a case. In nutshell, Cardozo thus explicates the 

multifaceted functions a Judge performs while sitting in the golden throne of 

Solomon. 

 

Let us commence with the first lecture. It covers the introduction and the 

Method of Philosophy. In the introductory part, Cardozo shoots certain 

questions before stepping into the core of the topic. The nutshell of these 

questions are what is it that he does while deciding a case, what all guidance is 

sought, how much of the same is applied, presence of a precedent, when does 

he chose to decline, and in the absence of a precedent how is a new precedent 

set. The answer to all these questions is the succeeding chapters. By referring to 

Bacon, Cardozo states that every judgment has a generating power and it begets 

in its own image. He adds that the method of common law is inductive and it 

draws generalizations from particulars while rejecting that common law works 

on pre-established truths of universal and inflexible validity i.e. deductive way. 
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A stress on the uniformity element is also evident in Cardozo’s argument. 

Referring Munroe Smith, Cardozo states, every case is a new experiment. In the 

method of Philosophy is also embedded, what we call a constructive trust. It is 

the formula through which conscience of equity finds expression and brings in 

Justice. The case of Beatty v. Cruggenheim Exploration Co. 225 N.Y. 380 is also 

referred to. Further such ways adhering to certain facts to decide a case is also 

described as ‘remedial devices’ by Cardozo. While elaborating on the Rule of 

Analogy or the Method of Philosophy, Cardozo has a feeling that it is the most 

important of all rather he feels that it is often sacrificed to others. Being logical 

is as important as being impartial according to Cardozo. With an illustration, 

that a Defendant against whom there was a verdict expects the same when he 

becomes Plaintiff in another case, Cardozo explicates that any contravention 

would be a violation of one’s rights in the eyes of common man. Adherence to 

precedent should be borne in mind and deviation is also permissible as law aims 

at snatching truth given by induction promises for deduction. 

 

The second lecture is the Methods of History, Tradition and Sociology. Cardozo 

feels that the effect of History is to make the path of logic clear. The events 

which led to the Precedent bestow on it a directive force. He adds that 

development is possible either through investigation or pure reason. The words 

of Maitland are also borrowed to sharpen the importance of this method. 

Giving ‘Law of Property’ as the readiest example, Cardozo clarifies that there 

are certain fields where there can be no progress without history. Philosophy 

also plays its role here. Borrowing the examples and theories of Maitland, 

Holmes and Pound, Cardozo envisages a couple of areas history fostered and 

must tend to shape. If Philosophy and History do not serve to fix the direction 

of a principle, custom may step into the picture. He adds that the creative energy 

of custom is in development of common law. The God’s prayer once made is 

beautifully mentioned by Cardozo which runs, ‘Be it my will that my justice be 

ruled out by my mercy.’ This was an accurate mention by which Cardozo 

conveys that when the demon of formalism tempts the intellect with the lure of 

scientific temper. Bringing Holmes to the picture, Cardozo further conveys that 

Judges are legislators and they fill gaps in law. While stating that statutes cannot 
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be static, Cardozo feels that precedents should be dynamic. Giving examples of 

the cases of Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113 (1876), Cardozo explains how laws 

and regulations should focus common good. 

 

The next lecture is the Method of Sociology and Judge as a Legislator. This is 

the arbiter between other methods. Cardozo explains that this method weighs 

competing claims, balancing, moderating and harmonizing. Stressing on 

Savigny’s theory, law is indeed a historical growth. While deciding a case, the 

personal and general mind will be inseparably united. Of all factors contributing 

to judicial process, social interest is the most important. It simply means that 

law must be uniform and impartial. It discards anything that savours prejudice 

or arbitrary whims. However, uniformity comes to an end where it becomes 

uniformity of oppression. There should be a balanced adherence to precedent 

and social interest. The knowledge on how to apply this balance is gained by a 

Judge through experience, reflection and life itself. Compared to a Legislator, 

the scope of a Judge is narrow. The Judge legislates only on gaps or fills the 

open spaces. But the law which is the resulting product is no found but made. 

If social needs are not met with, supplying gaps in law is not logical. The 

importance of retrospective effect is also given emphasis. Customs are not law 

unless adopted by Courts according to Austin and Jethro Brown’s idea is that 

‘real law is not found except in the Judgment of a Court’ also finds its space in 

this lecture. The other prominent components of this lecture are the need to 

maintain relation between law and morals, search for social justice and exercise 

of discretion to draw inspiration from consecrated principles. 

 

The fourth and the last lecture is titled ‘Adherence to Precedent. The 

Subconscious element in Judicial Process. Conclusion.’ The validity of a statute, 

overruling precedents and retroactive forced is covered here. Adherence to 

precedent should be the rule and not exception. With regard to overruling 

Cardozo says, when this rule after been duly tested by experience, is found 

inconsistent with the sense of justice or social welfare, there should be less 

hesitation in frank avowal and full abandonment. The accuracy level in a 

judgment determines if a judge is a useful judge or poor judge. Precedent is a 
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creation and not discovery. The ideas of Montesquieu and Marshall also occupy 

prominence here. Subconscious elements cover many factors such as beliefs and 

opinions. Importance of truth, static and dynamic precedent is also spread in 

the lecture. 

 

In the Conclusion, Cardozo states the work of a Judge is enduring and ephermal. 

Good is endured and errors are perished. Every Judge while deciding a case 

does their share which may be later modified corrected or ignored. Then, 

Cardozo concludes the lecture by truly inspiring and motivating words. He 

states as a judge, he has accomplished his part and leaves the rest to the future 

generation who may accept, reject or even ignore the said part. This noble duty 

is a torch. A torch to be carried forward and the same is an everlasting and never 

ending process. 

 

A magical spell is embedded in this work which makes a person read these 

lectures over and over again. In simple, clear and precise terms Cardozo 

impeccably moulds the entire judicial process. It teaches the basic chapters of 

precedential value of a case, factors for accepting or discarding a precedent, 

facets to be scrutinized before deciding a case, etc. For every beginner, these 

lectures elucidate a ‘know-how.’ It is a work worth reading and knowledge worth 

knowing. 
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CALL FOR UNIVERSAL REGISTRATION 

SYSTEM FOR NON-CONVENTIONAL 

TRADEMARKS IN LIGHT OF INDIA, EU AND 

US 
-NANDINI AGGARWAL336 AND SWAPNIL JAGANNATH337 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

A mark generally is very eminent for a trader or a proprietor to showcase his goods and services 

in the market. It not only helps in attracting the consumers among the market but also to 

create reputation and goodwill. Generally, the definition of a mark that has been provided in 

most of the jurisdictions is somewhat open ended which creates an ambiguity for the kinds of 

mark i.e. a traditional mark or a non-traditional mark that can be registered under the 

respective regime because generally the criteria of graphical representation is not fulfilled by all 

the non-traditional marks. With the growing economy and trade across the globe it is important 

to have a unified system of introspection when it comes to a mark that represents a certain 

entity. Different ways have been chosen by them to showcase their goods and services in the 

market such as a new shape or a color or a different fragrance has been attached to make the 

goods and services outstanding in the relevant market that can attract consumers. Also, traders 

are expanding their business not only in the parent country but globally as well for which they 

have go to through different registration process turning out to be an impediment for them. To 

understand this problem, jurisdictions such as India, EU and The United States of America 

have been discussed to figure out if there should exist a universally accepted system for Non-

Conventional marks for registration by discussing their recent trends and criteria for protection. 

 

  

																																																								
336 Student, LL.M. (IPR), National Law University, Jodhpur. 
337 Student, LL.M. (IPR), National Law University, Jodhpur. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A trademark basically is a mark that helps a proprietor to showcase his products 

in the market to the consumers so that they can instantly relate with the brand 

to which the trademark belongs. Generally, a trademark is a mark that can be 

represented graphically and is able to distinguish the goods and services of one 

proprietor from the other which may consist of words, symbols, designs or a 

combination thereof also they include colours in combination as well. In case a 

mark does not fulfil the conditions such as graphical representation, inherently 

distinctiveness, causes confusion, deceives public, comprises of obscene matter 

etc. it can be denied registration. The distinctiveness can be of two type i.e. 

either Inherent distinctiveness or an Acquired distinctiveness. The marks that 

are inherently distinctive are suggestive, fanciful and arbitrary in nature which 

when classified are known as the spectrum of distinctiveness (Abercrombie 

classification).The concept has been derived from Abercrombie & Fitch Co. v. 

Hunting World338. The caselaw helped the classification to accord different degree 

of protection to the trademarkson the basis of which trademarks can be 

classified are Fanciful Marks, Suggestive Marks, Arbitrary marks, Descriptive 

marks and Generic marks. 

 

Moving ahead a trademark itself can be of two types such as traditional 

trademarks and Non-Traditional trademarks also known as Non-Conventional 

marks. As the time is passing by the diaspora of the way to represent one’s good 

and services is expanding day by day including even those trademarks which 

have not been given any protection under the legal regime of different countries 

such marks come under Non-Conventional marks. These are not solely capable 

of being represented graphically (which is a pre-requisite of a usual trademark) 

and includes such marks that are being capable of identified as shape, colours, 

smell, sound, taste etc. and includes features such as ‘shape of goods’, 

‘packaging’ and ‘combination of colours’ within its ambit. Like other trademarks 

these are also supposed to facilitate profit and encourage the identity of a 

																																																								
338Abercrombie & Fitch Co. v. Hunting World 537 F.2d 4 (2d Cir. 1976) 
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business having ability to communicate to differentiate the goods and services 

of one person from that of another. 

 

Some classic examples for these marks are Britannia four bell note as a sound 

mark, Purple colour as a mark for Cadbury chocolates, Floral smell emanating 

from the automobile tyres as a smell mark or Shape of co-ca-cola bottles as a 

shape mark etc. All these marks are not registrable per se but has to secure 

registration by fulfilling certain exceptions such as acquired distinctiveness over 

period of time by proving its use for a long time in the relevant market or by 

being represented in other ways than graphical representation as for instance, a 

smell mark or a sound mark it’s not possible for them to be described precisely 

on a paper in a physical form.    

 

To understand this concept various jurisdictions such as India, The United 

States and European Union has been compared in terms of their acceptance for 

Non-Conventional marks and the criteria for registration thereto.  

 

GLOBAL STATUS OF NON-CONVENTIONAL MARKS AND THE 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THERETO 

 

To understand the pattern, we need to know if Non-Conventional marks are 

accepted in these jurisdictions if yes then which are those Non-Conventional 

marks, what criteria do they need to be registered, what are the grounds on 

which they get refused to be registered and what exceptions do they follow for 

a mark to be a trademark? 

 

Ø India: 

 

Under Indian trademark regime, a mark is defined Under Section 2(1)(m) of 

The Trademark Act, 1999 as “a mark includes a device, brand, heading, label, ticket, 

name, signature, word, letter, numeral, shape of goods, packaging or combination of colours or 
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combination thereof”339.  Therefore, marks like shape of goods, packaging and 

combination of colours are some of the Non-Conventional that have been 

included in the definition of a mark.  These are basically the ones that have been 

based on appearance on taste or smell etc and are illustrative in nature. So, it 

can be said that maybe indirectly but yes somewhere or the other Non-

Conventional marks have though not been defined under the Trademark Act, 

1999 but has included such marks. 

 

Moving to Section 2340 trademark is a mark which is capable of being 

represented graphically and that can distinguish the mark of one proprietor 

from that of another, otherwise no protection would be granted to it. This 

shows the need for fixation of a mark. 

 

By the introduction of Trademark Rules, 2017 the scope that Indian Trademark 

regime has completely changed the regulations laid down under Trademark 

Rules 2002 by giving a new direction to the entire regime and paving a way for 

Non-Conventional marks. 

 

As per Rule1, Trademark Rules 2017 for a mark to be graphically represented 

(in compliance with Article 15 of TRIPS) would mean “representation of a 

trademark for goods or services represented or capable of being represented in 

paper form and includes representation in digitised form”341. Rule 23342 requires 

a trademark to be represented graphically in the application when asked for 

goods and services. Therefore, it is important for a mark to be represented 

graphically provided under Rule 2(k) of the Trademark Rules 2017. Rule 26343, 

of the 2017 Rules lays down the way in which a mark acquiring protection has 

to be represented which is different for different kinds of mark.  

 

																																																								
339 Trademark Act 1999 S.2(1)(m). 
340 Trademark Act 1999 S.2. 
341 Trademark Rules 2017 Rule.2(1)(k). 
342 Trademark Rule 2017 Rule 23. 
343 Trademark Rules 2017 Rule 26. 
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Shape mark is one of the Non-Conventional mark that has been provided with 

the guidelines,  “Where an application for the registration of a trademark 

consists of shape of goods or its packaging, the reproduction furnished shall 

consist of at least five different views of the trademark and a description by word of the 

trademark.”344 The sane has been discussed in the Zippo caselaw345 the court held 

that graphical representation of a mark would not only be considered for 

registration as a shape mark but also as a device mark. Also, in case of shape 

mark in case of a shape mark, five different views of the   same, need to be 

present and   three   in case of a 3-dimensional mark. In case of ambiguity which 

arises in the mind of the registrar he may ask then for sample or cancel the mark 

itself. 

 

Therefore, for a shape mark above has to be fulfilled. Firstly, the 5 different 

views of the mark and Secondly, a description also has to be provided that can 

describe the trademark which comes under the purview of graphical 

representation. Also, the trademarks shouldn’t deceive or cause confusion 

among the consumers when they buy the goods, the same was held in 

GorbatschowVodka caselaw346 where the bottles of both the parties was such 

that it would cause confusion among the consumers of average intelligence that 

would result into deception. The court in this case held in favour of the plaintiff 

who was able to show the reputation and goodwill in the market of his product 

along with its consumers in number of jurisdictions that shows its territorial 

coverage.  

 

But, for some marks India has tried to move a step ahead because Sound 

markthat can be now submitted to the registry via an mp3 audio that needs to 

be maximum for 30 seconds along with sound notations347. Also, the applicant 

is required to flag in his application that the applied mark is a Non-conventional 

mark. If seen from the perspective of the Draft Manual that was proposed in 

the Trademark Manual(Practice and Procedure), 2015 for a mark to be a sound 

																																																								
344Trademark Rule 2017 Rule.26. 
345 Zippo Manufacturing  Company v. Anil  Moolchandani  (2006) CS(OS) 1355. 
346Gorbatschow Vodka   KG   v.   John   Distilleries   Limited, (2010), SUIT NO.3046, Bom. H.C 
347Id 
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mark it must be represented in a way that it is clear, precise, self -contained, 

intelligible, durable and objective so that it can receive protection under the 

trademark regime. The beforementioned has to be fulfilled with respect to the 

distinctiveness348 for a trademark. Also, the provision regarding when the 

examination of the sound mark has also been explicitly given in the manual349 

such as: 

 

• Consists of 1 or 2 notes only and are simple in nature. 

• A well-known or a popular music that has already been used w.r.t other 

services such as entertainment or park. 

• Commonly used as chimes or rhymes for goods or services that are aimed 

for children. 

• The sound mark applied has a strong association with a particular region 

or country.    

 

Sound marks such as Yahoo’s yodel was the very first sound mark that was 

given registration in India in 2008 acting as a foundation for the upcoming 

sound marks such as Allianz Aktiengesell-schaft followed by ICICI bank jingle, 

Britannia Industries four note bell sound, Nokia etc.  

 

For Colour marks, this is something that still needs to grow, that is developing 

stage. In case of registration of trademark specifically when it relates to a certain 

colour, the job of the applicant is to produce a trademark with that particular 

colour or the combination of that colour. More specifically emphasis has been 

made on the combination of colours and not a single colour. In order to 

represent colour combination, set of rules under Rule 23, Rule 26 and Form 

TM-A of the Trademark Rules, 2017 and Section 10 of the Trademark Act, 1999 

as per which when a question of representation of trademark comes in front of 

tribunal it must be restricted to that colour combination only. Therefore, 

																																																								
348Draft Manual for Trade Mark Practice and Procedure of India, Ministry of Trade and Commerce of India (2015), 
Sec B. 
349Id. 
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distinctiveness is important The inspiration has come from Libertel case350laying 

down the Pantone colour code criteria to be followed to describe a colour.  

The reason why no such emphasis has been made on a single colour in the 

Indian trademark regime could be because of the Colour Depletion Doctrine i.e.“the 

theory that there are a limited number of colours in the colour palette has been used to bar 

protection of colours. The purpose was to protect against ownership of various colours, that 

when monopolized, would hinder competition”351. This would unfair competition in the 

market in the form of Monopoly. 

 

Granting a single colour protection would somewhere go against the grounds 

which have been barred absolutely from registration352. Because, a single colour 

is not distinctive at least not inherent distinctive.But,if the colour is known 

among the consumers for a long period of time and consumers associate it with 

that certain product because then it works as a badge of origin in that case it 

might be registered as a colour mark.  

 

If seen from the perspective of the case laws there still exists ambiguity and 

vagueness. Starting with Colgate Palmolive Company v. Anchor Health & 

Beauty Care Pvt. Ltd.353 under the law of passing off a single colour can be 

protected, this was held by the court. But, later in Cipla V. M.K.Pharma the 

court held a divergent view. Even in Dabur India354 case the court agreed with 

the decision given in Colgate case. This shows the amount of uncertainty that 

court holds up regarding colour marks. 

 

Coming to Smell marks, the olfactory marks still faces problems and have not 

been defined anywhere either in the Act or in the Rule book. But, by reading 

Section 2(1)(zb)355 this can be inferred that even smell marks can be registered 

																																																								
350LibertelGroep BV v. Benelux-Merkenbureau, (2003) E.T.M.R.63 (ECJ). 
351Colour, my Colour - Registration of Colour Marks, a Global Overview, hg.org (legal resources),  
(4thMay , 2020  1.06 PM),https://www.hg.org/legal-articles/colur-my-colour-registration-of-colour-marks-a-global-
overview-33362. 
352 Trademark Act 1999 S.9. 
353 Colgate-Palmolive (India) Limited vs. Anchor Health & Beauty Care Private Ltd 2009 (40) PTC 653 (Mad.) 
354 Dabur India Limited v Shree BaidyanathAyurved Bhawan Pvt. Ltd., (2012) (51) PTC441 (Del). 
355 Trademark Act 1999 S.2(1) (zb). 
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as a mark if they are distinctive and able to be represented graphically. The 

problem lies therein only, can a chemical formula denote graphical 

representation of a smell mark the answer to which would be no because a 

chemical formula only provides the substance of that smell and not the smell 

actually. If referred to the Manual Rules, smell marks have been suggested to be 

exempted from protection due it’s incapability of being represented 

graphically356 in the paper form. But still, even if smell marks have not been 

included in the 2017 Trademark Rules they have not also been excluded from 

being protected as a trademark resulting in ambiguity. Also, less number of smell 

mark applications could be a reason why smell marks has not been mentioned 

anywhere.  

 

Though no explicit definition or any reference has been made to the Non-

Conventional marks in Indian Trademark regime butstill, in bits and pieces it 

has been given reference. Marks like sound marks, shape marks and 

combination of colours as a mark have been given protection but, marks like 

smell marks, single colour marks these have been left. Trademark Rules 2017 

came as a boon for many traders who wanted to introduce new means of 

representation of their products to the consumers but, still even after its 

introduction there are some grey areas that needs to be worked upon: 

 

• Registration for other kinds of Non-Conventional marks,  

• Change in the criteria of graphical representation, 

• Explicit definition for Non-Conventional marks etc. 

 

Ø  The United States of America: 

 

USA has a wider scope in trademark regime than other jurisdictions, it covers 

variety of non-conventional marks by implementing less stringent rules and 

regulations. In the US both kinds of trademark are protectable i.e. marks visually 

perceptible and those that are not. The marks that would fall under the ambit 

																																																								
356 Trademark Rules, 2017 Rule.2(1)(k). 
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of visual perceptibility are colour mark, shape mark whereas those that are based 

on non-visual perceptibility are sound mark, smell mark, texture mark etc.   

 

As per the Lanham Act (US Trademark Act), “A trademark is generally a word, 

phrase, symbol, or device, or a combination thereof, that identifies and 

distinguishes the source of the goods of one party from those of others”357. 

Therefore, distinctiveness is important for a mark to be a trademark under US 

Trademark regime so that goods and services of one proprietor can be 

distinguished that from another. Also, if seen carefully the term symbol or device 

has been included in the definition which would mean to include Non-

Conventional marks also. The definition is broad enough that it may include 

any mark that can be perceived by the five senses of a consumer. 

 

Now there are three categories under which these marks can be registered first 

the one that may be entirely not protectable, secondly, the one that is immediately 

protectable (if arbitrary, fanciful or suggestive) or thirdly, only protectable when 

has acquired secondary meaning. 

 

The non-conventional marks that can be a no-no for registration as a trademark 

could be based on the Doctrine of functionality. For, instance the sound of a bell in 

different frequencies cannot be registered as a sound mark as it will create 

monopoly in the market in the form of hindrance caused to the other 

proprietors to use the mark. In Kawasaki Motors Corp. v. H-D Mich., 

Inc.358caselaw an attempt was made by Harley Davidson to register the cranky 

sound of the bike as a sound mark which in return was opposed by Honda and 

Kawasaki who argued such sound to be purely functional in nature as the sound 

was just an outcome of the engine and nothing else. 

 

Mostly, non-conventional marks are not inherently distinctive and requires 

acquired distinctiveness to be proved distinctive. The term Secondary meaning is 

used in the United States at place of acquired distinctiveness. Therefore, there 

																																																								
357Trademark Act 1948 §15.  
358Fisher v. Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd., 854 F. Supp. 467 (E.D. Mich. 1994). 
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are two main things that need to be proved if a non-traditional mark has to be 

registered as a trademark, and those conditions are secondary meaning and non-

functionality.  

 

The functionality criteria had come from TrafFix Devices, Inc.v. Mktg. 

Displays, Inc359,where it was held that basically a functional feature is the one that 

adds up a value and is essential for the purpose of that article. To determine functionality 

following would be taken into consideration: 

 

• Utility in patent has to showcase the particular benefits of that patent; 

• The task of the applicant is to engage in advertising so as to reflect the 

utility of that design; 

• Also, the applicant has to show the possibility of any alternate designs; 

• Also, if the process involved in producing design is cheap has to be 

mentioned. 

 

Some of the Non-Conventional marks that have were termed to be functional 

were: 

 

1.  Black colour for floral arrangements to reflect elegancy, classic look and 

deep condolences was held to be functional in Re Florists Transworld 

Delivery, Inc.360 

2.  Green colour used for forestry machines was found to be aesthetically 

functional as the colour was held to be something that a farmer would 

prefer to put on their tractors. (Deere & Co. v. Farmhand, Inc.)361 

 

Coming to Secondary meaning that has been acquired by the mark, The Lanham 

Trademark Act requires the TMO to accept at least 5 years of continuous use 

as an evidence for exclusive use of the mark.362Other things that may be 

																																																								
359Traffix Devices, Inc v. Marketing Displays, Inc., 532 U.S. 23 (2001). 
360 In re Florists’ Transworld Delivery, Inc., 2013 TTAB LEXIS 115 (TTAB Mar. 28, 2013) 
361 Deere and Co. and Ors. vs S. Harcharan Singh and Ors. (2015) (63) PTC433 (Del). 
362 15 U.S.C.S.1052(f) (United States). 
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accepted for a mark to be submitted under the category of secondary meaning 

could be extensive use, huge expenditure on advertising of the mark, 

recognition of the sign as a source identifier or the market research. Establishing 

such meaning for non-conventional marks is a bit difficult than for the 

conventional marks as consumers may not that much aware of the smell or 

sound or colour that even they can be associated with the mark apart from letter, 

numbers or words. Even the marks that has less consumer history will be 

needed to provide more evidences than other marks, this shows how acceptance 

of marks to be recognized as a trademark plays an important role.  

 

US Trademark law regime has different criteria for different non-conventional 

marks to be registered as a trademark: 

 

• Colour mark: 

 

First of all, the substantial proof of the acquired distinctiveness363 has to be 

proved along with the visual depiction of the colour mark in the drawing form. 

It is the ‘source distinguishing ability’ that aids for a colour mark to serve as a 

trademark. Also, the manner in which the colour mark has been applied on the 

object must have also been described. While describing the colour generic name 

must be used of the colour along with the location system. Either it is a single 

colour or a combination of colour USPTO has made it successful to provide 

registration to both kinds of mark. But, sometimes even after a colour acquires 

distinctiveness it may not be granted registration on the basis of it’s general use 

in the trade.  

 

For instance, yellow-green combination for John Deere’s truck (U.S. Reg. No. 

4,084,102), Robin’s egg blue for Tiffany products (U.S. Reg. No. 5,176,498). 

 

• Sound mark: 

 

																																																								
363Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Products Ltd. 514 US 159. 
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For a sound mark the applicant is required to submit an audio file that could be 

in the format of .wav, .wmv, .wma, .mp3, .mpg, or .av that should be maximum 

of size 5mb along with the detailed description. 

For instance, Tarzan yell sound for toy action figures (U.S. Reg. No. 2,210,506), 

drums, trumpets, and strings for Twentieth Century Fox entertainment services 

and motion picture films (U.S. Reg. No. 2,000,732).364 

 

• Shape Mark: 

 

For such mark the applicant would be required to submit the description of the 

mark i.e. if it is 3D or not along with the drawing of it. 

For instance, Toblerone chocolates, Contour on Co-Ca-Cola bottles. 

 

• Scent Mark: 

 

For these the applicant shall prove the acquired distinctiveness of the mark, 

written description of the scent and a specimen for the same. 

 

For instance, Grendene’s“scent of bubble gum” for Shoes, sandals, flip flops, 

and accessoriesor  Le Viancorp’s “scent of chocolate” for Retail store services 

featuring jewelryit was said by the court that in normal course of nature scent is 

something that is widely used by the stores so that an ambiance can be created 

and the consumers can be attracted to it therefore, it is very unlikely that the 

mark can be perceives as a trademark.  

 

There are some new kind of non-conventional marks that have been given 

registration under the United States trademark regime that includes mark such 

as touch mark, position mark etc. Marks of these kind add up a new direction 

to this approach. American wholesale wine and spirits Inc. has been given touch 

mark to the velvet textured surface of its bottles. Therefore, it’s a sensory touch 

																																																								
364Julia Belagorudsky, USPTO: Registration of non-traditional trademarks, (5thMay, 2020,9.45 PM), 
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=25dbbf32-f376-430e-a2bb-6175c34c3344, 
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mark. Position mark on the other hand has been given to Levi Strauss & Co. in 

which the protection has been given to the label that has been placed on a 

certain position that has acquired distinctiveness among the consumers due to 

that label being placed at a certain position. 

 

• Taste marks: 

 

As this can be clearly taken into consideration that for marks like scent marks, 

colour marks and other non-traditional marks it gets important for them to 

obtain protection on the basis of distinctiveness that they have acquired over 

period of time i.e. secondary meaning. The other problems that can are 

associated with the taste marks are the way they have to be represented and if 

they are functional365 in nature or not.  

 

In New York Pizzeria, Inc. v. Ravinder Syal et al.366, the Plaintiff was denied 

the remedy on the basis that he had used Plaintiff’srecipe to get the same taste 

that comes from Defendant’s pizza to which the court held that taste of pizza 

is functional in nature and is incapable of serving as a trademark. Similarly, in 

N.V Organon367 case where orange flavour for antidepressant was denied 

protection forbeing functional and non-distinctive.  

 

The Board decided that orange flavour for any orally administered 

pharmaceutical was functional, applying the Morton-Norwich test (a four-factor 

test to find out the functionality of the mark).368 

 

Also, for a consumer to recognize something by the flavour would be very 

subjective and it could be just another feature added to the product.369 

																																																								
365 Trademarks Act 1948 §2(e)(5). 
366New York Pizzeria, Inc. v. Ravinder Syal et al., Civil Action No. 3:13-cv-00335 (SDTX Oct. 20, 2014) (United 
States). 
367N.V.Organon, 79 U.S.P.Q. 2d (BNA) 1639 (T.T.A.B. 2006). 
368Thomas A. Gallagher, Non-traditional Trademarks: Taste/Flavor, (8thMay, 2020,11.20 AM), 
https://nlujodhpur.remotexs.in/user/login?dest=http%3A%2F%2Fheinonline.org.nlujodhpur.remotexs.in%2FHO
L%2FPage%3Fcollection%3Djournals%26handle%3Dhein.journals%2Fthetmr105%26id%3D836%26men_tab%3
Dsrchresults&error=10002. 
369Id. 
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Ø European Union: 

 

EU provides a unified system for registration for the applicant who by applying 

for registration in one country can get protection in all of its member states. As 

it is a unified system the objection against the application in one-member state 

can defeat the entire application in all of the member states. By this not only the 

whole procedure has been made simplified but also the other criteria have been 

able to be kept tap on easily i.e. from where a certain product has been 

originated, the quality of the product has been assured upon and their 

advertisement as well. Like other trademarks, the trademark that has been 

granted by the EUIPO has been used to identify the origin of the goods and 

services which will be valid for 10 years and can be renewed again.  

 

Basically, if a mark needs to be registered as a trademark it can consists of 

any signs, in particular words (including personal names), or designs, letters, numerals, 

colours, the shape of goods, or of the packaging of goods or sounds370. 

 

Some other criteria to certify if the mark can be registered or not are: 

 

1.  Distinctiveness of the mark. 

2.  Can be represented in a way that the competent authorities can determine 

the subject of the mark applied for registration. 

 

Given that the mark should be distinctive in nature and not descriptive. For 

instance, for wine the word wine cannot be registered as a trademark but work 

Joe Blogges would be a perfect mark that can be registered as a trademark for 

wines as it will not describe the goods and will be distinctive as well. 

 

																																																								
370European Union Trademark Registry 2018 Art.4. 
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            Also, since 2017 Amendment the term “graphical representation requirement” 

has been taken off and instead it has been inserted that as far the mark applied 

for registration comes under the ambit of the trademarks that are accepted by 

the office and are capable of being represented in any acceptable format in that 

case it could be submitted.  

 

The marks that have been explicitly mentioned under the EU Trademark regime 

are Word mark, Figurative mark, Shape mark, Position mark, Pattern mark, 

Colour mark (both single colour and combination of colours), Sound mark, 

Motion mark, Multimedia mark and Hologram mark. Therefore, it can be itself 

seen that the range of the marks that have been accepted by the European 

Union standards are wider than India and the US. 

 

If there is a mark that does not fall under any of the categories defined above 

then it will fall under others, who will have to comply with the representation 

criteria. 

 

The representation has to be clear, precise accurate and not vague. The 

conditions for representability has been laid under Article 3(9)371which makes it 

very clear that a specimen would not be constituted as a valid form of 

representation as long as it cannot be inspected by means of common available 

technology. For instance, a sample of scent if submitted in the place of 

representation it won’t be termed to be a stable representation as it is not 

durable. As per the standards that have been set by Article 7 of EUTMR the 

mark will be denied registration as a trademark if it has not enabled the 

competent authorities, competitors and the public to understand the subject 

matter of the mark. 

 

From the above it has been made very clear that for a mark to be registered as 

a trademark in EU it has to be a sign, distinctive in nature, and represented in 

whichever form it has been required as. It can also be observed that no as such 

																																																								
371 European Union Trade Mark Registry 2018 Art. 3(9).  
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distinction has been made between a conventional trademark and a non-

conventional trademark and both have been accepted equally. 

 

Below, a table has been provided that depicts the different requirements that 

are needed for representation of different marks. As due to the amendment in 

2017 in the EU Trademark regime the graphical representation criteria is no 

longer applied making the entire procedure of registration easier than earlier 

resulting into legal certainty and less number of objection rates.  

 

372 

 

From above the marks such as Shape mark, Sound mark, Colour mark, Position 

mark, Motion mark, Multimedia mark and Hologram will be discussed as these 

are some of the marks that are based on visual appearance therefore, they come 

under the category of non-conventional mark. 

 

• Colour marks: 

 

The colour marks in EU can be registered either via combination of colours 

without contours or single colour without contours.  If the mark contains single 

																																																								
372What can be an Eu Trademark, EUIPO, (10th May, 2020, 04.09PM), 
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/what-can-be-an-eu-trade-mark 
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colour it must be reproduced in the colour form and a reference should also be 

made to a recognized colour code and for combing those colour in mark there 

must be a uniform arrangement and it must be shown in a generally recognized 

code along with the description of systematic arrangement of the colour.  

 

In order to represent colour marks, the pattern has to be structured and there must be 

uniformity in presentation of such marks.373.  

 

In Heidelberger the ECJ ruled that for presenting the mark in graphical form 

“the presentation of colour combination in a mark must be in a manner which 

is predefined and in a uniform pattern.”374 

 

Some of the colour marks that have been accepted so far are:     

375 

 

Ø Mark with Registration no. EUTM 002087005376 stands registered trademark 

under Nice Classification 8 which is for Penknives (a folding knife) since 2001 

by the name of Victorinox, a famous swiss brand. 

 

Ø Mark with Registration no. EUTM 000031336 stands for the registered 

trademark under Nice Classification 30 which is for Chocolate, pralines, 

chocolate products, chocolate goods, not for medical use. The colour in this 

application has been described as mark can be located in "Pantone's Process 

																																																								
373European Union Trademark Implementing Regulation 2018 Art.3. 
374 Heidelberger BauchemicCase (C-49/02). 
375Supra Note 35. 
376European Union Trade Mark File Information, European Union Intellectual Property Office, (13th May, 2020, 12.34 
PM), https://euipo.europa.eu/eSearch/#details/trademarks/002087005 
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Book" between the shades with number “E 176-4” and “E 176-3”377, which is 

an Internationally accepted way of describing the colours. The organization on 

whose name it has been registered is Kraft Foods Schweiz Holding GmbH 

famous for producing food products. 

 

For combination of colours some of the marks that have been so far accepted 

are:

378 

 

Ø The colour mark with Registration no. EUTM 000463174 has been granted 

under Nice Classification 7 for electric power tools (except gardening tools) 

under the proprietor Black and Decker corporation since 1997 via acquired 

distinctiveness. 

 

Ø The colour mark with Registration no. EUTM 002467876 has been granted 

registration under Nice Classification for classes 12, 25, 35 and 37 for motor 

and engines for land vehicle, clothing and footwear, retail services and 

maintenance and repair for motor vehicles respectively.  Also, the combination 

of colours have been described as blue, violet and red. 

 

In a recent case colour mark was not provided registration. TheRed Bull case379 

where two colour were applied for registration as a colour mark i.e. blue and 

silver in Pantone 2747C and 877C respectively over a beverage container. The 

two marks were reproduced graphically in the form of two parallel vertical 

																																																								
377Id. 
378Supra Note 38. 
379 Red Bull GmBH V. EUIPO T-101/15. 
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blocks, each with the same surface, one in blue and the other in silver. The 

description allowed numerous combinations and was too imprecise, it was held 

by the court and the protection was denied thereof. 

 

• Sound Marks: 

 

The sound marks have been defined under Article 3380, as the trademarks that 

consist of single sound two or more sounds. While filing an application of registration 

of sound mark, mp3 format is accepted whose maximum size is 2mb or there must be correct 

representation of sound. Earlier, the requirements were such that musical notations 

of the sound or a sonograph had to be submitted, which got changed in 2017 

via an amendment. Certain other things that have changed via amendment in 

2017 is such that representations such as onomatopoeia or sonograms will not 

be accepted in the applications. The reason for non-acceptance of 

onomatopoeias is because there exists a lot of difference between the actual 

noise and the one pronounced. Even, the musical notes alone cannot constitute 

a trademark to be graphically represented such as a single musical note only (E, 

D#, B, A etc.) because they are not clear or precise which can determine the 

pitch and duration a certain sound would be having.  

 

 Some of the sound marks that have been provided registration so far are: 

 

Ø Registration no. EUTM 017975948 under class 9, 28, 36 and 41 for 

computer softwares,toys,games, playthings, Charitable fundraising 

services and educational services respectively in the name of The acting 

executers of estate of professor Stephen hawking since 2018. The present 

application was filed in the form of an mp3 audio. 

 

Ø Registration no. EUTM 001480805 under class 36. 37, 39 and 42 of the 

Nice Classification for financial services, vehicle recovery services and 

travel agency services respectively by the name of UK insurance Limited. 

																																																								
380European Union Trademark Registry 2018 Art. 3. 
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the present application was filed in the form of graphical notations which 

are shown below. 

 

381 

 

• Position mark: 

 

This kind of mark has been given protection on the basis of how it is placed at 

a certain position or in a specific way382. Article 3(3)(d) of EUTMIR stipulates 

certain representation requirements that needs to be fulfilled by the applicant 

when applied for position marks. 

 

1.  Identification of the position where the mark has been put up to. 

2.  The size and proportion of the mark and place where it has been 

put up to. 

3.  A disclaimer such as broken lines to the elements that are not a part 

of the mark. 

 

An objection may be raised under Article 7 for the marks that have not been 

represented clearly or if it has been applied for number of goods but only one 

good has been shown in the application the objection can be raised thereof.  

 

Some of the position marks that have been given registration are given below 

which can make it clear that how a position mark has to be represented in an 

application. The coloured part in the pictures mentioned below are marks that 

have been applied for registration. 

																																																								
381Supra Note 41. 
382 European Union Trademark Regulation 2018 Art.3(3)(d). 
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383 

 

• Smell mark: 

 

These marks are not explicitly defined under the definition of trademarks of the 

European Union. Therefore, these would fall under the category of other marks. 

If the conditions that have been laid down under Article 4 are seen, the 

representation of smell mark won’t be possible as it simply eliminates three 

through which smell mark cannot be protected i.e. graphical representation, 

description of the mark and combination of both therefore, the need of clarity 

and precision won’t be possible. 

 

In Eden SARL v. Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (Case T-

305/04)384The applicant manufactured and sold perfumes, a smell mark in the 

absence of its description citing “the smell of ripe strawberries” was applied for 

registration.  But,the application was rejected by the Office for the reason that 

image of strawberry on the product, showed the berry itself instead of the smell 

of a strawberry and that was capable of confusing the public. 

 

If seen there is no recent technology that would make the representation of the 

smell mark possible in a legally accepted manner which itself negates its 

possibility of getting registered under Article 7 of EUTMIR. 

																																																								
383Supra Note 44. 
384Eden SARL v Office for Harmonisation in the Internal Market (Trade Marks and Designs) (OHIM) [2006] (T-
305/04) ETMR 14. 
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• Taste Marks: 

 

If mark such as taste mark is seen from the perspective of EU there are not 

many instances that can be inferred to. The reason for this could the fathom 

nature of the taste when it will be used as a mark or its less preferability to act 

as an indicator of origin for a trademark among the consumers. From Eli Lilly 

caselaw385 this can be straightaway observed that for a taste mark to be registered 

as a trademark it has to be able to be represented graphically386 and distinctive387. 

If not, no protection will be granted. 

          

Even if seen in the marks that have all been included explicitly as a trademark 

under EU Trademark regime after 2017 Amendment no marks such as taste 

marks have been included which makes it clear how less applied taste marks are 

in terms of application and in terms of goods as well. 

 

• Shape mark: 

 

For a shape mark to be registered under EU it has to be distinctive and not 

descriptive. As per the act a shape mark would be the one that “consists of, or 

extending to, a three-dimensional shape, including containers, packaging, the 

product itself or their appearance …”388 

 

The graphical representation of the shape should be such that it should include 

the computer-generated image of the shape or the photograph itself. The 

representation should be given from all the angles at most up to six when not 

provided electronically in one single JPEG file. 

 

																																																								
385Eli Lilly & Co. V. OHIM, R 120/2001-2. 
386 European Union Trademark Regulation 2018, art. 7(1)(a). 
387 European Union Trademark Regulation 2018, art. 7(1)(b). 
388AnkeNordemann-Schiffel, Why Product Shape Marks May Be in Bad Shape in the European Union, (15th May, 
2020, 8.54 PM), 
https://www.inta.org/INTABulletin/Pages/WhyProductShapeMarksMayBeinBadShapeintheEU7318.aspx. 
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Though shape marks are expressly given under the Article 4 of the EU 

regulation still they are refused registration under Article 7 and Article 8 due to 

firstly devoutness of distinctive character and secondly due to them being in 

such position that would add a substantial value to the good or would be a result 

of the nature of the good themselves or the shape would be necessary to obtain 

a technical result. 

 

In Simba Toys GmbH & Co. KG V. OHIM389 and in Lego Juris A/S  V. 

OHIMthe court denied registration because of the specific shape of the 

respective toys. 

 

In Koninlijke Philips Electronics v. Ramington Consumers ltd390, the shape 

mark was asked for the triple headed electric razor in which the court held that 

the shape of good is such that would be necessary to obtain the technical 

result391 therefore, no registration as such would be given to it. 

 

CONCLUSION AND ANALYSIS 

 

Non-Conventional marks are not as such defined in all the jurisdictions except 

in European Union and USA which has provided the criteria that needs to be 

fulfilled for non-conventional marks either in the terms of visual and non-visual 

marks or by including non-conventional marks in the definition of ‘mark’ itself. 

 

The discretion is always there as some non-conventional marks are required to 

be represented graphically and some do not, some marks require inherently 

distinctiveness some requires distinctiveness to be acquired over period of time. 

For instance, sound mark, some jurisdictions want the sound mark to be 

represented graphically, some wants only submission of an audio file with the 

detailed description. For colour marks some jurisdictions accept both single 

																																																								
389Simba Toys GmbH & Co. KG v European Union Intellectual Property Office and Seven Towns Ltd 
Taxation of costs, Case C-30/15 P-DEP. 
390Koninklijke Philips v. Remington, (2004) AII ER (D) 301. 
391 European Union Trademark Regulation 2018, art.7(1). 
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colour and combination of colours explicitly and some only cover combination 

of colours. 

 

Precedents play a very important role for non-conventional marks as it helps 

them to give a direction, to move in a certain way, to help in deciding what 

would be right for a mark if it consists of certain features and what not. Famous 

case laws that have played an eminent role are such as Shield mark 

case392(threshold for a musical mark to be registered), Sieckmann case393(The seven 

criteria set for graphical representation of smell mark), Lego caselaw (Technical 

functions performed by the state), Philips case394(Shape performing essential 

functions), Cadbury case395(Acquired distinctiveness for colour marks) etc.  

 

The benchmark that is required for registering a mark to be a non-conventional 

mark is much easier for the marks that have to be registered under US trademark 

regime as compared to India and EU because the essential feature of a mark to 

be graphically represented is not present in US as present in India and EU. In 

US only if a mark is described in a detailed form it would automatically suffice. 

When India is compared to EU the graphical representation criteria is more 

stringent in EU as compared to India as it requires it to be precise, intelligible, 

clear, objective etc.   

 

Though not rapidly but yes slowly the jurisdictions are moving towards a better 

mechanism that is trying to accept the growing standard of a trademark. It can 

be traced through Draft Rules that have been applied in India in the year 2017 

and the rules that have been applied in EU 2017. Both have enlarged the scope 

of acceptance of non-conventional marks in new creative ways that would not 

imply help the traders to introduce new innovative ways to attract the 

consumers in the market but would also ease the process of registration of a 

non-conventional mark. In India an express recognition has been given to 

sound marks, shape marks and colour marks but no explicit provision that has 

																																																								
392Shield Mark BV v Joost Kist h.o.d.n. MEMEX Case C–283/01. 
393Sieckmann v German Patent and Trademark Office (case C-273/00) EU. 
394Koninklijke Philips v. Remington, (2004) AII ER (D) 301. 
395Société Des Produits Nestlé S.A. v. Cadbury UK Ltd [2012] EWHC 2637 (Ch) (1 October 2012). 
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mentioned about the colour marks of single colour and scent marks that is bit 

of a problematic area. Whereas if seen from the perspective of the amendments 

in EU Trademark regime although there almost all kinds of non-conventional 

marks are provided which should be an inspiration for the other developing 

countries still the standards that have been set for registration are really high 

and stringent which should be changed and made a little flexible.  

 

The question to be considered and are hardly asked anymore are would the 

expansion in the non-conventional trademark regime itself would act as an 

impediment? Whether they need to be made again or recontoured, because the 

acts that they don’t allow to occur would take place anyway.396.  

 

So, basically a trademark is provided not to be a hindrance but to reward the 

efforts of the trademark proprietors that help the consumers to choose between 

the competing products. From the other perspective there are other ways also 

such as designs or patents through which a trader/manufacturer or a proprietor 

can make their products more attractive than going for unconventional marks 

but would not that require higher investments and more resources than for a 

trademark. Will not that defeat the interest of small players in the market, won’t 

that create monopoly, won’t that would be a hindrance for the start-ups? Yes, 

that would be. But, it is always better to expand the regime that is in existence 

and accommodate the new ways of representing a badge of origin. 

 

Now, other impediments that a mark face in their process of registration. The 

benchmark for registration is different in different jurisdictions making it hard 

for a mark to be accepted universally. For instance, a mark like colour mark that 

consists of a single colour it will be accepted in EU easily but in India this would 

not be accepted that easily or may be in rare to rare circumstance if at all it has 

acquired distinctiveness, A scent mark it can be easily registered in US but would 

face difficulty in jurisdictions like India where no explicit provision has been 

																																																								
396David Vaver, Unconventional and Well-known Trademarks,(17th May, 2020, 5.19 PM), 
http://heinonline.org.nlujodhpur.remotexs.in/HOL/Page?public=true&handle=hein.journals/sjls2005&div=6&sta
rt_page=1&collection=journals&set_as_cursor=0&men_tab=srchresults. 
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mentioned as such for smell marks or for EU also where nothing was 

mentioned as such, Or a Position mark that has no acceptance in India at all 

whereas is acceptable for both US and EU.   

 

The acceptance of unconventional marks in selective jurisdiction, this gap needs 

to be fulfilled via a system that is universally acceptable by a system that create 

uniformity for all the non-conventional. Be it the essentials required for a mark 

to be non-conventional or the ways to be represented in the for registration.This 

would not only create harmony in the but would also help the traders to flourish 

their business in different jurisdictions resulting in a better economy.   

 

For smell marks a way can be introduced which can help the trademark registry 

to register them in an economical and efficient way. This can be done via a 

scentography camera called MADELEINE SCENTOGRAPHY CAMERA397, 

a storing deviceshould be used that can store the smell of the product and for 

also being technological advanced, cost effective, efficient.For sound marks, the 

requirement for submission should an mp3 file as musical notations are 

something very technical and only tell the pitch of the sound making no sense 

for graphical representation of a sound mark. This would be much easier and 

can be stored easily as well as accessed easily.Moving to colour marks, a single 

colour can be avoided registration because this would ultimately create 

monopoly in the market as there is already few types of colour that exists and 

other marks such as position marks as they have already accepted in US and EU 

they can be accepted in India also as it can help India to expand the diaspora of 

marks that are already in existence. These are some suggestions which if adopted 

would help the existing trademark regime to develop, to move towards a way in 

which various marks are accepted helping to innovate the current ways of 

representation of a mark. 

 

 

  

																																																								
397Dave Parrack, Madeleine "smell camera" records odors for the future, (17thMay , 2020, 8.40 PM), 
https://newatlas.com/smell-camera-madeleine/28126/. 
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CASE COMMENT ON YOUNG INDIAN 

ASSOCIATION LAWYERS AND ORS. VS. STATE 

OF KERALA AND ORS; (2017) 10 SCC 689 
-DIPANWITA CHATTERJEE398 

 

“Freedom of mind is the real freedom. A person whose mind is not free 

though he may not be in chains, is a slave, not a free man.” 

-Bhim Rao Ambedkar  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Religion and culture are the glory of Indian Society. Is this civilisation bulwarked 

by our constitution or patriarchy has pacified it? India is a patriarchal society. 

Even after 72nd years of Independence, and breakthrough in technology and 

development it has not been triumphant in taking away the roots of patriarchy 

system from the Indian Society. This has been the hot-button issue in the God’s 

own country known as Kerala’s temple named Sabrimala one of the renowned 

temples for the Hindus. This antediluvian temple is staunch to Lord Ayyapan 

appertained as Dharmashastra, son of Shiva and Mohini, female epitome of 

Vishnu. This temple is bossed and operated by the Travancore Devaswom 

Board. 

 

Kerala is the most literate state in India and the highest female literate 

population. The irony is this that the people who manages the temple and the 

priest have the most orthodox and fickle mindset. The women are called tainted 

and nasty during the period of their menstrual cycles. The women of Kerala are 

discriminated by the customs of the temple. The Indian Constitution guarantees 

each individual right to equality and right to dignity. Their religion has forced 

them to follow this culture and tradition. Various religious text is male oriented. 

Faith is the religion for human beings and they follow it tiddly. The western 

																																																								
398 Student, 2nd Year, K.I.I.T School of Law, Bhubaneswar. 
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culture discards various norms and tradition of some religion. People are so 

deeply influenced with the tradition that they are not ready to change their 

tradition nor they realise the wrong in some trends as per the laws of our 

country. In India religious beliefs are given priority over any other beliefs. 

Change or variations are momentous for the enduringness in any society. But 

patriarchy is the clog for any modification. Purity is not and cannot be a 

constitutional ideal, especially since the measures of purity are defined by and 

sculpted from vicious structures and wellsprings of casteism and patriarchy.399 

 

God has created both male and females he has also not discriminated on the 

basis of gender then how can religion discriminates or differentiate on the basis 

of gender. Menstruation in female is the coinage of God and its congenital. But 

different religions on these grounds hinders women rights to worship. 

Hinduism views the menstruating woman as “impure” (Chawla, 1992), or 

“polluted” (Apffel-Marglin, 1994). In fact, menstruation is referred to in some 

places as a “curse” (Sharma, Vaid, & Manhas, 2006).400  

 

Women are underling to male. Religion plays the grabby role in taming 

patriarchy. Untouchability has been abolished as per Article 17 of the Indian 

Constitution but still it is rehearsed and women face the atrocities of mingling 

in their own families during this period.  In this project I will be commenting 

upon case Young Indian Lawyers Association vs. State of Kerala401 (2017) 10 

SCC 689.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

Menstruation in women is the biological factor created by God. It is the regular 

cycle of hormones which makes the pregnancy possible. It is the signal of 

																																																								
399 The Sabarimala Case Has the Potential to Be a Constitutional Watershed, THE WIRE, 
https://thewire.in/law/sabrimala-temple-case-constitutional-watershed (last visited Feb 21, 2020). 
400  Mark A. Guterman, Margaret S. Gibbs & Payal Mehta, MENSTRUAL TABOOS AMONG MAJOR RELIGIONS THE 
INTERNET JOURNAL OF WORLD HEALTH AND SOCIETAL POLITICS (2007), http://ispub.com/IJWH/5/2/8213 (last 
visited Feb 21, 2020). 
401 Young Lawyers Association & Ors. v State of Kerala & Ors. (2017) 10 SCC 689 
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turning into the women and opportunity to become mother which is the most 

alluring present given by the God.   

Fundamental rights are indispensable for the development of the human being 

and courts ensure the ammunition of these rights.  

 

BRIEF FACTS 

 

In this case female maniacs age group from 10-50 were restricted to the place 

of worship because of certain customs and usage of their religion. They were 

reprobated the entry in the temple since blue moon’s time. Before the restriction 

given by the Kerala High Court, women visited the temple mostly for non-

religious purposes. The year 1990, the petition was filed by S Mahendran 

contending the young women visit to the Sabrimala temple. In the year 1991 

the verdict was passed by the judges of the Kerala High Court enforcing the 

ban of women entry of the age group 10-50 from dropping in or worshipping 

in the Sabrimala temple, articulating that such practice has been prevailing since 

along period of time and it is the custom and usage of the religion. In the year 

1995, even after the power of police two young women pierced inside the 

temple.  

 

The court’s rational behind the verdict was that there is no stricture imposed or 

violative in Indian Constitution as per Article 15, 25, 26. It also not contravening 

the proviso of the Hindu Places of Worship Act. The objection is on the women 

of the particular age-group not the women as a stratum. In the year 2006 the 

Young women lawyers of the Supreme court filed the Public Interest Litigation 

to elevate the ban against women of the age group 10-50 years from entering 

the Sabrimala temple. They contented in the honourable court that it is the 

transgression of their constitutional rights and oppugned the Rule 3 (b) of the 

Kerala Hindu Places of Worship (Authorisation of Entry) Rules, Act 1965. The 

basic fundamental rights are infringed by this act. “Women who are not by custom 

and usage allowed to enter a place of public worship shall not be entitled to enter or offer 

worship in any place of public worship”, stated in the act. Hindu dharma celebrates 
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divinity in its complex diversity.402 It has been contested by the petitioners in 

the court that the rules are discriminatory and creates injustice for the women. 

The respondent argued that as per Article 26 of the constitution each individual 

has the right to propagate any religion of their choice and as per Article 25 of 

the constitution individuals have freedom to follow religion. The arch reason 

for not allowing women to enter the temple was the complexion of the deity 

Lord Ayyapa and the Constitution guarantees that every religious communion 

have right to make their own rules. 

 

 In September 2018 the Supreme Court of India passed the verdict that 

women of all age groups can enter Sabarimala temple.  The resolution of the 

case was given by 4:1 majority where four judges gave the judgement in the 

countenance of women entering to the temple whereas one of the judges 

dissented on entrance of the women in the temple.  

 

ISSUE BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT 

 

Whether the practice on the basis of biological or natural factor solely to the 

female amounts to discrimination and violates the articles 14, 15, 17 and not 

protected by morality as per the Article 25 and 26 of the constitution? 

 

JUDGEMENT  

 

Chief Justice Dipak Mishra, Justice DY Chandrachud, R.F. Nariman, A.M. 

Khanwilkar passed the verdict in the favour of the women entering the temple 

whereas Justice Indu Malhotra dissented on the entry of the women. The 

judgement came with 4:1 majority. The Supreme Court hefted the ban on the 

entry of the women to the temple as it has been observed by the court that it is 

violative of the fundamental rights of the women. The judges deemed that no 

one should be subjugated to discrimination on the basis of the gender and 

																																																								
402 Sandhya Jain, SABARIMALA: JUSTICE DOWNSIZES DIVINITY THE PIONEER (2018), 
https://www.dailypioneer.com/2018/columnists/sabarimala--justice-downsizes-divinity.html (last visited Feb 21, 
2020). 
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segregation on the grounds of somatic and consanguineous features like 

menstruating or pregnancy is unconstitutional. Both the men and women have 

even-handed rights in worshipping and temple practice of not allowing women 

was violative and discriminatory in cosmos.  

 

Astoundingly in the five Judge constitutional bench, four male judges passed 

the verdict in the favour of entry of women in the temple and the female judge 

dissented the entry of women in the temple stating that it is the subject matter 

of their personal faith and religious belief. Court should not intervene in this 

matter and hence it is not discriminatory. Her judgement was based on the 

persuasion of deep religious belief and sentiments. They have freedom to 

practice any religious beliefs even if they are discriminatory, fallacious or 

illegitimate. She also held that right to equality i.e. Article 14 cannot overpower 

right to profess, propagate or practice any religious faith which is Article 25 of 

the constitution.  The other three judges along with the Chief Justice of India 

held this practice to be unconstitutional and violative of Article 25(1) and 

infringes the fundamental rights of women and exclusion of the women on the 

basis biological factors is discriminatory and it is the religious patriarchy. Hence, 

in the year 2018 Supreme court passed the order by allowing the entry of women 

to the temple and performing their religious practices.  

 

ANALYSIS  

 

Sabrimala judgement has been the issue of imbroglio in the society. Half of the 

folks are gratified with the entry of women to the temple and the other half of 

the folk are hapless with the entry of the women as it is anguishing the religious 

notions and convictions of the particular religion. Disallowing the entry of 

women is safeguarding the purity of the temple. Discrimination on the basis of 

gender is unconstitutional. Restricting the entry of the women to the temple is 

the exercising of the religious patriarchy. Every individual has the right to 

profess their religion but they cannot infringe the basic fundamental right of 

equality of others.  
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 Hindu devotees say that the ban on women entering Sabarimala is not about 

menstruation alone - it is also in keeping with the wish of the deity who is 

believed to have laid down clear rules about the pilgrimage to seek his 

blessings.403 

 

RIGHT TO EQUALITY IN QUESTION 

 

All the religions are given candid respect and dignity and hence India is the 

secular country. Culture, religion and tradition are pride of our country. India 

has different religion and each have different and distinct religious text. 

Secularism represents faith born out of rational faculties and it enables to see 

the imperative requirements for human progress in all aspect.404 Article 14 

guarantees every individual equal right. Freedom of religion is given to each and 

every individual, hence it cannot be practiced on the basis of patriarchy or 

discrimination. Religion is deeply sensitive issue and court should not intervene 

into this matter but if it is overpowering the rights of the individual and then it 

is the imperative of the courts to armours the rights of the individual. India is 

limping in gender gap index. In many of the backward states, where literacy rate 

is low women are subjected by male and they encounter inferiority complex.  

 

The rules in the Hindu Worship Act are whimsical which states about the 

discrimination. Purity comes from heart and comportment not from the 

undergoing biological changes. Cultural institutions in India, particularly those 

of patrilineality (inheritance through male descendants) and patrilocality 

(married couples living with or near the husband’s parents), play a central role 

in perpetuating gender inequality and ideas about gender-appropriate 

behaviour.405 In the era of women empowerment, where women should be 

encouraged to raise their voices they are expected to belt-up. 

 

																																																								
403 Sabarimala: The Indian god who bars women from his temple, BBC NEWS (2018), 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-45901014 (last visited Feb 21, 2020). 
404 Santosh Kumar v. Secy. Ministry of Human Resources Development, AIR 1995 SC 293 
405 Ununiversity, ACHIEVING GENDER EQUALITY IN INDIA: WHAT WORKS, AND WHAT DOESN'T UNITED NATIONS 
UNIVERSITY, https://unu.edu/publications/articles/achieving-gender-equality-in-india-what-works-and-what-
doesnt.html (last visited Feb 21, 2020). 
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FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT- NO TO WOMEN  

 

Creation of the body is beyond human as it is cosmos and made by the forces 

of God. Humans cannot wield their volition. Discriminating women on the 

grounds of their biological and physiological factors is awful. Menstruating is 

since time immemorial and women has no control over it. In the era of 

technology and development restricting women from entering into the temple 

just because of the biological differences is horrendous. All the customs and 

traditions if are violating or contradicting with the basic structure of the 

constitution then they must be struck down. Women also have the right to 

worship and propagate their religious belief. People have deep faith over their 

religion and loses their capacity to listen against their religion.  

 

CONCLUSION  

 

Entering the premises of Sabrimala is hallucination of women, Supreme Court 

has passed the verdict allowing the entry of women, the judgement of the court 

have given wings to their fancy. But has their “phantasm” being perpetrated or 

remained as an illusion. Still no positive retort. The decision of the court was 

supportive but the dissent of the female judge was astonishing. The entry in the 

temple for the women must be safe and secure, hence Supreme Court must 

ensure that there is no harm to any women while entering the temple.  

 

Temples are the places of idolatry and all are free-standing to visit there for the 

blessings. Even God has not embargoed the entry of any individual then how 

can humans discriminate the entry of any individual.  

 

India is the patriarchal society and all the religious text are male dominated. 

Women must not be seen as the object or subject of inferiority. They must be 

given equal representation in the society. The development of this society 

cannot be done by the male alone, female also has to give their valuable 

contribution. Both male and female gender must strike balance in the society 

God has given both of them equal masteries hence it must be exerted uniformly.  
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All the ponderous judgements can only be meritorious with the refashioning in 

the frame of the society.  
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CASE COMMENT: YASH RAJ FILMS PVT LTD V. SRI SAI 

GANESH PRODUCTIONS AND ORS., 2019 (80) PTC 200 

(DEL). 
-ANUSHKA IYER406 AND DISHA GUJARATHI407 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The Indian film industry, in addition to being known for its extravagant and dramatic 

depiction of events continues to be surrounded by numerous controversies. One of the many 

recent trends that the industry has picked up on is the recreation of commercially successful 

films in different languages, or similar storylines. These remakes, in many cases, are an 

infringement of the copyright of another, as they are made without obtaining the requisite 

permission. As the Indian Copyright law surrounding the aspect of remakes continues to be 

unclear on account of numerous contradictory judgments, the author picks the case of Yash Raj 

Films v. Sri Sai Ganesh Productions and Ors. to study, analyse and understand the position 

of the Indian Courts with respect to copyright in cases of similar films. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
406 Student, 4th Year B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Symbiosis Law School, Pune. 
407 Student, 4th Year B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Symbiosis Law School, Pune. 
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Plaintiff: Yash Raj Films Private Limited 

Defendant(s): Sri Sai Ganesh Productions & Ors. 

Court: Delhi High Court 

Coram: Hon’ble Mr. Justice Manmohan 

Decided on: 8th July, 2019 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

“Cinema is more than long strips of celluloid, more than miracles in 

photography, more than song, dance and dialogue and, indeed, more than 

dramatic story, exciting plot, gripping situations and marvellous acting.”408 

 

Time and again much has been said and heard about Bollywood’s infamous 

“remake-culture” surrounding films. As long as such remakes are made after 

obtaining the requisite permission from the owner(s) of the copyright of the 

original cinematographic film, there is no underlying harm. The issue of 

copyright infringement arises only when these remakes are made in bad faith 

without obtaining any permission from the owners of the copyright. This results 

in heavy potential and immediate loss to the makers of the original 

cinematographic film, who have expended sufficient money, labour and 

creativity. In light of the above-mentioned, it becomes pertinent to examine the 

Copyright Law surrounding the copying of films whereby there exist two 

contradictory schools of thought, “physical copy doctrine” and “substantial 

copy doctrine.”409 The decision passed by Hon’ble Justice Manmohan in the 

present case will not only assist the author in identifying, exploring and analysing 

the above-mentioned inconsistencies in the legal standpoint, but it will also help 

gain a clearer picture of the laws surrounding the remake of cinematographic 

films in India. 

  

																																																								
408 Indian Performing Right Society Ltd. v. Eastern Motion Pictures Association, (1977) 2 SCC 820. 
409 Aparthiba Debray, Physical Copy Doctrine versus the “Substantiality” Dictum, KHURANA & KHURANA 
ADVOCATES AND IP ATTORNEYS (Feb. 12, 2020), https://www.khuranaandkhurana.com/2020/02/12/physical-
copy-doctrine-versus-the-substantiality-dictum/. 
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FACTS 

 

Background 

 

The plaintiff, Yash Raj Films (hereinafter referred to as “the Plaintiff”/“YRF”), 

is a renowned production, direction and marketing house, which produced the 

Bollywood film titled “Band Baaja Baaraat” (hereinafter referred to as “the 

Original Film”) which released in India and overseas in 2010. It is pertinent to 

note that all the original copyright subsisting in the film inter alia the storyline, 

script, dialogues, theme, concept, plot, script, music, lyrics, etc. are solely owned 

by the Plaintiff, who also issued a notice communicating the same to the public 

in May 2011.410 

 

Dispute between the parties 

 

The Plaintiff had spent close to Rs. 1 crore in pursuance of the plans to remake 

his film in Tamil and Telugu languages. By the end of 2011, the Plaintiff 

discerned by word of mouth that Sri Sai Ganesh Productions (hereinafter 

referred to as “the Defendant No.1”) intended to make a film similar to the 

Original Film.  This led the Plaintiff to send two cease and desist notices on 31st 

January, 2012 and 4th April, 2012 respectively. However, these notices were met 

with no retort whatsoever. Moreover, after the release of the trailer for the film 

titled “Jabardasth” (hereinafter referred to as “the Impugned Film”), the 

Plaintiff served a third notice on 7th February 2013 requesting Defendant No. 1 

for a copy of the film and the script. However, paying no heed to these notices, 

the movie was released in February, 2013. Further, Defendant No. 1 had also 

sold the rights of the Impugned Film to a Tamil Production House for releasing 

its dubbed version.411  

																																																								
410 A. Mazumder & S.Rana, Case Brief: YRF v. Sri Sai Ganesh Productions, BANANAIP COUNSELS (Oct. 21, 2019) 
https://www.bananaip.com/ip-news-center/case-brief-copyright-infringement/. 
Yash Raj Films Pvt. Ltd. v. Sri Sai Ganesh Productions, 2019 (80) PTC 200 (Del).  
411 The battle of the ‘Jabardasth’ vs ‘Band Baja Baaraat’, SELVAM & SELVAM (Aug. 5, 2019) 
https://selvams.com/blog/the-battle-of-the-jabardasth-vs-band-baja-baaraat-2-2/. 
Yash Raj Films Pvt. Ltd. v. Sri Sai Ganesh Productions, 2019 (80) PTC 200 (Del). 
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Institution of suit 

 

The Plaintiff instituted a suit against the Defendants before the Delhi High 

Court for copyright infringement on the grounds that the Impugned Film was 

the obvious copy of the Original Film in terms of theme, plot, expressions, 

form, inter alia. In light of this, the plaintiff prayed for a permanent injunction 

to restrain Defendants from violating or infringing the copyright of Plaintiff in 

the film in any manner whatsoever. The Defendants contended that the Court 

has no territorial jurisdiction over the suit on account of the Impugned Film 

being made in Hyderabad. In March, 2013, the Delhi High Court granted ex-

parte ad interim injunction against the Defendants.412 

 

ISSUES OF LAW  

 

The Court deals with the following questions of law in this case: 

 

• Whether the territorial jurisdiction of the court arises exclusively where the 

cinematograph film was made which includes, inter alia, direction, shooting, 

post production work. 

• Whether copyright in a cinematographic film vests independently of its 

underlying works. 

• Whether Section 14 of the Copyright Act, 1957 which includes the phrase 

“to make a copy” only limits and restricts its ambit to making physical copy 

of the cinematograph film. 

• Whether the phrase “copy of the film” under Section 14 of the Copyright 

Act, 1957 includes substantial, essential and material resemblance between 

two films. 

 

																																																								
Akshita Saxena, Delhi HC Imposes Permanent Restraint On Screening Of Telugu Remake Of Band Baaja Baaraat 
[Read Judgment], LIVELAW.IN (Jul. 26, 2019) https://www.livelaw.in/news-updates/permanent-restraint-on-
screening-of-telugu-remake-of-band-baaja-baaraat-146693. 
412 Id. 
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JUDGMENT ANALYSIS 

 

Whether the court has jurisdiction 

 

Primarily, on the question of jurisdiction, the Delhi High Court rejected the 

contention of the  Defendants by holding that although, the Impugned Film 

was not written, directed, shot etc. in Delhi, it was released pan India including 

Delhi and therefore, the court had the jurisdiction to adjudicate upon the said 

suit.413 

 

Copyright in a cinematographic film vests independently 

 

Secondly, the court pointed out that there is a basic requisite of originality in a 

cinematographic work. One can derive the same by conjunct reading of Section 

13(1)(b), 13(3)(a) and 2(d) of the Copyright Act, 1957(hereinafter referred to as 

“the Act”). Section 13(1)(b) of the Act enlists cinematograph film as one of the 

classes of work in which copyright subsists. The court held that even though on 

plain and bare reading of this provision, the term “original” has not been 

included in the Act with respect to copyright protection for cinematographic 

films, the requirement of originality can be extracted from other provisions in 

the act.  

 

Section 2(d)(v) of the Act articulates that the producer of a cinematograph film 

is the author of such work and it has been held umpteen times that the 

authorship necessitates originality.414 Section 13(3)(a) of the Act states that the 

copyright shall not be vested in any cinematograph film, if a substantial part of 

such work infringes upon the copyright of any other work. On harmonious 

construction of these provisions, it can be concluded that originality is indeed 

an essential requirement in any cinematograph work. This can only be embodied 

																																																								
413 The battle of the ‘Jabardasth’ vs ‘Band Baja Baaraat’, SELVAM & SELVAM (Aug. 5, 2019) 
https://selvams.com/blog/the-battle-of-the-jabardasth-vs-band-baja-baaraat-2-2/. 
414 Eastern Book Company v. D.B. Modak, (2008) 1 SCC 1. 
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if the film enjoys originality greater than the originality of the various works 

structuring it.  

 

The court reiterated its decision as set out in MRF Limited v. Metro Tyres 

Limited.415 and stated that a cinematographic film must be seen as more than 

just an assortment of the underlying works that it is comprised of and for the 

same reason copyright in a cinematographic will be seen to exist independent 

of its underlying works.416 

 

Therefore, the Plaintiff’s contention that the Impugned film was a clear-cut 

copy of the Original Film and a viewer would undoubtedly have an impression 

that the Impugned Film is a copy of the Original Film, which was accentuated 

by the Plaintiff producing a table presenting 19 examples which displayed the 

substantial similarities including, inter alia, the plot, theme, character sketches, 

was upheld. Consequently, on the basis of the above reasoning, the court held 

that there was no originality in the Impugned Film.417 

 

Interpretation of Section 14(d)(i) of the Act includes substantial, essential 

and material copying 

 

Thirdly, the Delhi High Court pointed out that the term “to make a copy of the 

film” under Section 14(d)(i) of the Act not only encompasses to make a physical 

copy of the film but also includes substantial, essential and material semblances 

inclusive of the plot, themes, ideas, and other intangible aspects of the film. The 

court relied upon R.G Anand v. Delux Film,418 which puts forth the “doctrine 

																																																								
415 MRF Limited v. Metro Tyres Ltd., CS(COMM.)753/2017. 
416 A. Mazumder & S.Rana, Case Brief: YRF v. Sri Sai Ganesh Productions, BANANAIP COUNSELS (Oct. 21, 2019) 
https://www.bananaip.com/ip-news-center/case-brief-copyright-infringement/. 
Anushree Rauta, Guest Post: Sneha Jain: Case Study Analysis Of Delhi High Court’s Recent Decision In Mrf Ltd vs 
Metro Tyres Holding That To ‘Make A Copy’ Of A Film Is Not Merely Making A Physical Copy But Also A 
Substantial Copy, IPRMENTLAW (Jul. 23, 2019) https://iprmentlaw.com/2019/07/13/guest-post-sneha-jain-case-
study-analysis-of-delhi-high-courts-recent-decision-in-mrf-ltd-vs-metro-tyres-holding-that-to-make-a-copy-of-a-film-
is-not-merely-making-a-physi/. 
417 Akshita Saxena, Delhi HC Imposes Permanent Restraint On Screening Of Telugu Remake Of Band Baaja Baaraat 
[Read Judgment], LIVELAW.IN (Jul. 26, 2019) https://www.livelaw.in/news-updates/permanent-restraint-on-
screening-of-telugu-remake-of-band-baaja-baaraat-146693. 
418 R G Anand v. M/s Delux Films And Ors., 1978 AIR 1613. 
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of substantial taking” which helps determine whether one’s work is original or 

a copy of another. This determination is founded upon the comparison of 

“substance, foundation and kernel” of the two cinematographic films from the 

lens of an ordinary observer.419 

 

After taking into consideration the facts, evidence and interpretation of Section 

14, the court concluded that the Impugned film lacked originality and was an 

obvious copy of the Original Film in “substance, material and essence”. In light 

of this infringement of the Plaintiff’s copyright, the Court granted permanent 

injunction to restrain Defendants from further violation or infringement of the 

copyright of Plaintiff in the film in any manner whatsoever. 

 

IMPACT  

 

Doctrine of Substantial Taking v. Doctrine of Physical Copy 

 

This judgment negatively impacts the “physical copy doctrine”, which 

enunciates that Section 14(1)(d) of the Act only extends protection to the 

producer from the exact copy of the film obtained by the method of duplication 

and nothing beyond it, not even the work contained within. This doctrine is 

debunked by a broader “doctrine of substantial taking”, which extends beyond 

the carbon copy to the creative authorship that goes into making the 

cinematographic film. The latter theory underlines that a cinematographic work 

is a result of the intellectual creation of the producer, which demands wider 

copyright protection than its underlying works. 420 

 

Bombay High Court and Madras High Court have lent their support to the 

doctrine of physical copy. In Star India Pvt. Ltd. v. Leo Burnett (India) Pvt.,421 

																																																								
419 A. Mazumder & S.Rana, Case Brief: YRF v.Sri Sai Ganesh Productions, BANANAIP COUNSELS (Oct. 21, 2019) 
https://www.bananaip.com/ip-news-center/case-brief-copyright-infringement/. 
420 Venkatesh Films Pvt. Ltd. v. Vipul Amrutlal Shah, 2009 SCC OnLine (Cal.) 2113. 
Aparthiba Debray, Physical Copy Doctrine versus the “Substantiality” Dictum, KHURANA & KHURANA ADVOCATES 
AND IP ATTORNEYS (Feb. 12, 2020), https://www.khuranaandkhurana.com/2020/02/12/physical-copy-doctrine-
versus-the-substantiality-dictum/. 
421 Star India Pvt. Ltd. v. Leo Burnett (India) Pvt., 2003 (2) BomCR 655. 
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by narrowly viewing the bounds of “to make a copy” under Section 14(d)(i) of 

the Act, the court opined that substantial similarity between two films does not 

warrant an action for copyright infringement. Moreover, in Zee Entertainment 

v. Gajendra Singh,422 the Bombay High Court stated that the ambit of Section 

14(d)(i) is only limited to cinematographic work which is obtained by a method 

of duplication through mechanical contrivance.  

 

Therefore, a work shot separately, which has striking similarity or resemblance 

with a prior copyrighted cinematographic film, does not attract an action of 

copyright infringement. The court has made a distinction between the literary, 

artistic or dramatic works and cinematographic film, by stating the latter being 

cinematographic film does not require originality and the other classes of works 

duly require the same for copyright protection. This reasoning is in consonance 

with that of the English court as held in Norowzian v. Arks Limited and 

others.423 

 

As a result, while the present judgment favours the theory of substantial taking, 

it impliedly discredits and contradicts numerous judgments passed by other 

High Courts that uphold the Physical copy doctrine. This difference in thought 

causes non-harmonisation or lack of uniformity of interpretation of law related 

to Section 14(d)(i) of the Act. One may safely state that such a reasoning offered 

by the court is in consonance with Article 14 bis(1) of the Berne Convention 

which states that the producer shall be entitled to the same rights as the author 

of an original work.424 

 

Alternatively, it can be argued that the physical copy doctrine acts as a check to 

protect the performing rights of the artists, writers, etc. who wish to 

perform/recreate a substantial part of a work originally created by them. As this 

recreation will not qualify as a mechanical copy, the artists, writers, etc. would 

																																																								
422 Zee Entertainment Enterprises v. Gajendra Singh & Ors. 2007 (6) BomCR 700. 
423 Norowzian v. Arks Limited and others, 1998 F.S.R. 394. 
424 Aparthiba Debray, Physical Copy Doctrine versus the “Substantiality” Dictum, KHURANA & KHURANA 
ADVOCATES AND IP ATTORNEYS (Feb. 12, 2020), https://www.khuranaandkhurana.com/2020/02/12/physical-
copy-doctrine-versus-the-substantiality-dictum/. 
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not have to obtain permission even after its subsequent incorporation in a 

cinematographic film. This can prevent exploitation of talented artists, writers 

etc. by the powerful class of producers, who have a strong hold over the 

industry. 

 

Delay in awarding Remedies 

 

In the present case, although the Impugned Film was a mere copy of the 

Original Film and it infringed upon the copyright of the plaintiffs, it ended up 

doing considerably well at the box office. This is solely by virtue of the 

benchmark set in the box office by the Original Film. Therefore, it becomes 

imperative to discuss the monetary loss caused to the Plaintiff to the extent of 

the Defendant’s profit earned by the commercial success of the Impugned Film. 

The Plaintiff was granted an ad interim injunction only after 2 months of the 

release of the Impugned Film and a permanent injunction was granted after a 

period of 6 years from the movie’s release in 2013. In such cases that involve 

intellectual property rights, awarding a timely remedy is of utmost importance 

since any form of delay has the potential to cause huge losses to the original 

creator. Therefore, avoidance of delay on the part of the courts is essential.425 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

The Delhi High Court bench presided by Hon’ble Justice Manmohan reiterates 

its stance taken in its earlier decision426 and underlines the substantial taking 

doctrine, yet again. The author however, recommends a middle path by means 

of introducing the “doctrine of Scene a Faire”, which will help decipher between 

elements to be rendered protection and the ones to be not, the latter consisting 

of incidents, characteristics, ideas or such like matters.427  This doctrine helps to 

bring an equilibrium position between freedom of expression and the 

protection from copyright infringement. Albeit, the courts in India have 

																																																								
425 The battle of the ‘Jabardasth’ vs ‘Band Baja Baaraat’, SELVAM & SELVAM (Aug. 5, 2019) 
https://selvams.com/blog/the-battle-of-the-jabardasth-vs-band-baja-baaraat-2-2/. 
426 MRF Limited v. Metro Tyres Limited, CS(COMM.)753/2017. 
427 Alexander v. Haley, 460 F. Supp. 40 (S.D.N.Y. 1978). 
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discussed this doctrine,428 there is rather a need for a concrete legal position in 

this regard.429 In addition to that, one may argue that the director of a film 

expends sufficient mental labour as the producer. Therefore, with regard to this 

line of thought, the author recommends that the director should be put on a 

similar pedestal as the producer, by granting him rights similar to that of the 

producer.430 

 

Thus, to conclude, this discussion brings in question several social and legal 

issues which need to be looked into by the law-makers, in order to streamline 

the law of copyright surrounding films. 

. 

 

 

  

																																																								
428 NRI Film Production Associates v. Twentieth Century Fox Films, ILR 2004 KAR 4530.  
429 Vaibhavi Pandey, India: The Relevance Of Doctrine Of Scène À Faire In Copyright Law, MONDAQ, (Jan. 8, 2015) 
https://www.mondaq.com/india/copyright/365210/the-relevance-of-doctrine-of-scne-faire-in-copyright-law. 
430 Pankhuri Agarwal, Creating More Copyright in Cinema: But What of the Actual Creators?, SCIPYIP (Jul. 29, 2019) 
https://spicyip.com/2019/07/creating-more-copyright-in-cinema-but-what-of-the-actual-creators.html. 
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COMPETITION LAW – A BRIEF STUDY OF THE 

MARKET COMPETITION AND ABUSE OF 

DOMINANCE. 
-SHIVA SAH431 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Competition can be witnessed worldwide and is the essence of every market. Competition has 

become a global phenomenon that has aimed at creating and ensuring competitiveness in the 

marketplace. Competition law aims at the maintenance and promotion of a competitive 

market. The aim of this paper is to introduce and examine the concepts of competition law, 

market definition, measuring market and the abuse of dominance. In the beginning, the paper 

discusses the concept of competition law, by examining the way competition is interpreted in 

various jurisdictions. The paper further discusses the concept of market definition, measuring 

market and the abuse of dominance. The author has tried to discuss various concepts related 

to competition law with real market examples and cases discussed and decided by the relevant 

authorities.  

 

KEYWORDS: Competition law, market power, market definition, dominant position, 

relevant market 

 

 

  

																																																								
431 Student, 4th Year, Symbiosis Law School, Pune. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The competition law aims to promote and maintain the competition in the 

market. It keeps a check on the behaviour of the players in the market. The 

tools that competition law uses to regulate the market are anti-monopoly 

prohibitions, concerted conduct laws and merger laws. The development of the 

competition law has been confined within the geographical boundary of a 

particular country. The purpose and objective of competition law is basically for 

the promotion and prevention of competition in the market. This is 

accomplished through different provisions and use of various different words 

by different jurisdictions. The prevention and promotion is done by the 

elimination of conduct, which has several behaviours included. They are market 

allocation, collusion, price fixing, cartel and abuse of market power.  

 

EVOLUTION OF COMPETITION LAW IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES 

 

The regulation and the maintenance of market is a concept carried upon from 

the age of Roman Empire. Article 59 of the Constitution of Emperor Zeno of 

483 AD prohibits the fixing of price and monopolisation of the essential goods 

like clothes, fish, sea-urchins and other goods, the punishment for such 

behaviour is perpetual exile. Therefore, the base of modern competition law, 

however, has been identified as the US Sherman Act of 1890, where the term 

‘anti-trust’ is used to replicate competition. It is developed from attempts to 

demolish ‘trusts’, or anti-competitive cartels, of the main manufacturers of 

goods.  

 

In every other jurisdiction competition law has its own different objectives432. 

When we look at the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD), Article 1 of the Model Law on Competition states that the 

objective of the competition law is to have control over other businesses or 

eliminate restrictive arrangements and arrangements among businesses, mergers 

																																																								
432 Corones, S. G. (1994). Competition law in Australia. Sydney: Law Book Company. 
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and acquisitions, abusing the dominant positions through market power. This 

in turn limits the access to market and wrongfully restrain competition, 

adversely affecting domestic and international trade or economic development” 

(UNCTAD, 2000). The basic purpose of European Union competition law has 

two aspects : 433 

 

(i) Firstly, to promote competition in the competitive market economy and  

(ii) Secondly, it aims to prevent barriers for the integration of a single market 

(Roth, P. & Rose, V., 2008). In Europemballage and Continental Can v. 

Commission, this provision (Article 1) stated to be a requirement so essential 

that without it numerous provisions of the Treaty would be pointless”.  

 

In Malaysia, the importance of competition law is seen from the need to 

promote fair trade practices434, that will prove beneficial to the getting close to 

good competition in the market. It was said that the draft “Malaysian Fair Trade 

Practice Law (FTPL)” (as known at that time) aims to prevent anti-competitive 

behaviour such as price fixing, etc. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF COMPETITION LAW 

 

There is an ongoing argument regarding the objective of competition law in 

different jurisdictions. Hence there are two objectives of competition law, it 

might be for the protection of competition and in some other jurisdictions 

competition law might be for the protection of competitors. This signifies that 

there is a difference in the protection of the competition and protecting the 

competitors. The different objectives enunciated by various jurisdictions is a 

good example of all the different concerns taken forward by these different 

countries in relation to the competition law435. The concerns in relation to 

competition law can be on consumer protection, redistribution, protection of 

the competitors and even a single market imperative. Therefore, there is no 

																																																								
433 European Commission. Commission’s Notice on Definition of the Relevant Market for the purposes of 
Community Law . 
434 Competition Act 2010, Act 712 (Malaysia). 
435 Corones, S. G. (1994). Competition law in Australia. Sydney: Law Book Company. 
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conclusive point that concerns the objectives of competition law. The question 

of the purpose of the law is subjective and fluid – it keeps developing and 

changing as per the need of the market and changing times. 

 

The objective of competition law very closely relates to the many benefits of 

competition law. The success of the competition law has been associated with 

lower prices, better products, wider choices and greater efficiency given to the 

consumers. De-monopolisation, liberalisation and privatisation has resulted in 

lower prices, better products and greater efficiency because now businesses 

closely compete with each other to remain in the market. The primary aim of 

the business is to be innovative and produce better products that too with lower 

prices, effecting the position of its competitors in the market. Hence, the 

objectives of competition law are simple which includes:  

 

1. the breaking- up of concentration in market,   

2. prevent businesses from indulging in anti-competitive practices and the 

prevention of abuse of dominance. 

3. Competition benefits are clear, it has to produce goods with lower prices 

and better quality. The market works for the advantage of the consumer.  

 

COMPETITION LAW: A BRIEF ANALYSIS 

 

The aim of Competition law is to protect competition in the market, and in an 

industry where growth is rapid. Competition is very important to ensure the 

growth of the industry. A system of competition law deals with the following 

three issues:436 

 

1. To prevent the firms in entering into agreements which will restrict competition, 

either between themselves or between them and third party firms. 

 

																																																								
436 AKZO Chemie BV v. EC Commission [1991] 5 CMLR 215. 
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2. The prevention and modification of mergers between independent 

undertakings, which may concentrate the market and diminish the competitive 

pressures within it (Taylor, 2006). 

 

3. To control the attempts made by the monopolistic firms with market power to 

abuse their position and prevent new competition from emerging, and to 

maintain workable competition in oligopolistic industries (tacit collusion, 

oligopoly and parallel behaviour). 

 

The competition has been defined according to its literal meaning in the 

economic theory (Gerla, 1996).  Competition in its literal meaning is “the act of 

competing, struggle or rivalry” or “a contest for some prize, honour or advantage. To establish 

supremacy or outdo another for profit is to compete. “Competition” refers to 

striving for custom and business of people in the market place within the 

commercial context. The Oxford law Dictionary defines competition as “the 

regulation for the anti-competitive practices, restrictive trade practices, abuses of dominant 

position or market power.” The definitions clarifies that competition is all about 

rivalry and struggle. The laws that deals with competition has to deal with 

struggle and rivalry of the business to deal with anti-competitive practices or 

restrictive trade practices and abuses of dominant position or market power.     

 

The statutes that governs competition law do not define competition. The 

definition of competition is derived from the purpose of the competition law, 

the process and benefits involved. For example, the United Nations 

Conference437 on Trade And Development (UNCTAD) Model Law on 

Competition (United Nations, Series on Issues in Competition Law, 2004)has 

not defined competition but it rather says “what ‘competition law’ seeks to do”. 

The Treaty for the functioning of the European Union (TFEU)438 does not 

define what competition is, but it states that competition is a process and market 

																																																								
437 United Nations. (2004). UNCTAD Key Terms and Comcepts in IIAs: United Nations.  
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definition is an instrument which supplies meaning to the application of 

competition rules European Commission Notice, 1997.  

 

The Competition Act 1998 of United Kingdom (UK) also does not provide a 

definition of the term competition. Nevertheless, Competition is described by 

the UK competition commission as “a process of rivalry between businesses, seeking to 

win customers”. Therefore, it can be said that the term “competition” or 

“competition law” has been left without a definition in most competition law 

statutes. It can be stated that the definition of the word “competition” is not 

vital, what holds importance is the process involved in assessing competition. 

In the US, the term ‘competition’ is mostly used to define ‘rivalry among 

undertaking for business of consumers.’ In the 1970s the method for defining 

competition changed and a new definition of competition emerged. The new 

definition emerged from judges and commentators belonging to the Chicago 

School that were influenced by the Chicago School. Therefore, it defines 

competition as ‘an allocation of resources in which economic welfare. The 

economic theory of competition has two theories. One is the price theory, 

which relates to the demand, supply and prices of goods and services, and the 

second is the organisational theory, which relates to market structures or 

behaviour of firms and the effectiveness of the market in relation to consumer’s 

interest.  

 

Hence, now the question arises that what is the relationship between 

competition and the economic theory? A simple structural idea can be drawn 

from the literal dictionary meaning of “competition” and the economic theories 

mentioned above. As it is seen earlier, the literal meaning of competition is “to 

compete and struggle”. This in relation to the price theory refers to competition 

of firms for the demand, supply, prices of goods and services. Under the 

organisational theory, firms fight to “out do” another firm in the market. This 

determines the market structure and behaviours of firms. 

 

After knowing the various statutes that govern the competition law, various 

observations can be gathered. First of all the statutes that govern competition 
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law does not define the term competition, rather it has to be derived by the 

process and by the purpose of competition law. They state the purpose of 

competition law. The explanations of competition law can further be divide into 

the prevention of anti- competitive conduct and abuse of dominant position. 

Secondly, when defining competition, reference is made to its dictionary 

meaning and its meaning in the economic scene. This is accepted in deciding 

cases by US and Australia439. Thirdly, in a law or jurisdiction where regulating 

competition is more advance, the lack of definition does not affect the working 

of the law. In explanation there are cases that have developed for the purpose 

of definition. The position of Malaysia is the same. The Competition Act 2010 

and the Communications and Multimedia Act 1998 (CMA 1998) do not define 

the word “competition” there440.  

 

The Communications and Multimedia Act 1998, lays the Guideline on 

Dominant Position which states that competition is r a process and the process 

here refers to the process of actual or potential rivalry between businesses in the 

market, this rivalry is an indication of the level of competition in the market. 

Therefore it is also similar to the literal definition of competition as applied in 

the US. In the countries where competition law is new and still emerging, it will 

be easy to adapt the application of literal definition of competition law441. It is 

suggested here that the interpretation proposed  should only be provided for 

documents or guidelines that are issued under the relevant laws and serve as a 

guide to ensure consistency. 

 

WHAT CONSTITUTES A ‘MARKET’? 

 

Market definition plays a very important role in assessment of anti-competitive 

conduct. The term market forms the key to the application of competition rules. 

It is essentially considered as the first step to assess the competition in the 

market. To assess the effects of an agreement and practice on competition or 

																																																								
439 Competition and Consumer Act 2010, Act No. 51 of 1974 (Australia). 
440 Communications and Multimedia Act 1998, Act 588 (Malaysia). 
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to find whether there is a dominant position or an abuse of that position or a 

player has power to affect competition market definition is essential.  

 

Market definition is an instrument that is used to establish the limits of 

competition between firms or businesses. This instrument allows the 

competition board (the board) to make the framework and lay the rules for the 

application of the competition law. The main aim of the competition policy is 

to ensure the maintenance of desired competitive conditions that are faced by 

the businesses.442 It is from the perspective that market share may provide the 

information about a firms dominance over the market or with the purpose of 

applying Article 85. Now here the question arises that the customers are willing 

to shift to a market with a minimum reduction in price (5% to 10%) in the 

product and areas being considered. The market definition for the purpose of 

analysis study which concerns the future may be different than one created for 

an analysis concerning past behaviour such as dominant position or competition 

limiting practices. Also, with time different market definitions may also arise 

owing to consumer preferences, sales regions and product prices.443 

 

In Australia, the meaning of market is conveyed by the use of the term 

“substitutable” or “competitive” goods or services. The section 4(e) of the 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 444put forth the market definition as “ a 

market in Australia. Market definition shall start from the products and sales 

regions of the relevant businesses. Other products and regions shall be added 

to the market definition based on their ability to affect and limit the short-term 

pricing decisions of these businesses. The market has been defined as a place of 

potential close competition of similar goods and/or services in the field of 

actual or potential rivalry between firms. Considering substitutability there are 

four dimensions of market: 

 

1. Product which means relevant product (goods or services);  

																																																								
442 Lawrence J. White, 2012, Market Power: How does it arise? How is it measured?’ 
443 infra. 
444 Section 4(e), Competition and Consumer Act, 2010 
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2. Function which means the relevant functional level (manufacturing, 

wholesale or retail);  

3. Geographic which means the relevant geographical scope;  

4. Time which signifies appropriate time (long-run, short-run) (Re Tooth, 

1979).  

 

Therefore, on summarising, that the definition of market is essential to be 

understood and should be done before the assessment of anything (with regard 

to anti-competitive conduct). In other  words, this is the “essential first step” in 

the process of assessment of anti-competitive conduct.   

 

MEASURING MARKET COMPETITION 

 

A competitive and well-functioning market forms a very important part of the 

efficiency of economy. There are various reasons to say that competitive market 

contributes to the economy, which can be divided into two broad categories. 

Firstly, competitive markets help to correct distortions in the structure of 

production, which then leads to the raise of productivity levels. secondly, 

stronger competition provides an increased incentive for producers in the form 

of lower prices, higher quality and varied verities of products. Having a general 

gist of the level of competition in the local market can provide useful 

information about internal market functioning. This section of the paper 

examines the concept of measuring market competition. The section 3 of the 

Competition Act, 2002 gives us the restrictions on competitive practices and a 

brief knowledge on measuring the competition.  

 

There can be several methods which can be used to measure market 

competition, such as use of electronic medium for the purpose of measuring or 

a method that is based on a proper set of indicators that is used on the belief 

that market competition is a multidimensional concept which cannot be 

captured by a single index445. The analysis can further be complicated if it 

																																																								
445 Mark J. Tremblay, 2017, “Market Power and Mergers in Multi-Sided Markets” 
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restricts to specific sectors as this requires a definition of relevant market. 

Generally, an indicator based approach trends to capture relevant information 

about the market structure, performance of business in the market, and conduct. 

One of the major drawback to this approach is that the conclusion which is 

drawn from the indicators is majorly based on the benchmark chosen.  

 

The only advantage to this is that they are readily available for comparative 

processes. A second approach which can be used is the national accounts data to get to 

conclusions about the main and important difference between selling price and marginal 

cost. This cannot be done at firm level, sufficient data must be available to permit attempts 

at a more aggregated level446. This approach generally attempts to estimate mark-up ratios. 

The advantage of such methods is that they are more grounded in theory than indicator-

based approaches. Therefore, care should be taken when interpreting the results as 

several factors, including data measurements, might influence the final estimates. 

 

This give us an overview to the concept of measuring market competition and 

the ways that can be used to measure competition. The markets differ in many 

aspects such as the goods they deal with, number of competitors or the 

behaviour of the producers. As there are several approaches it becomes very 

important to select the right one for the type of measurement. The methods 

have there advantages and disadvantages. Broadly the approaches can be dived 

into two parts namely econometric methods and national accounts data. With 

time the market can be seen changing where the former methods holds less 

value as it is subjected to use readily available data. The second method involves 

time but can be considered more accurate in terms of information.  

 

DOMINANT POSITION AND ABUSE OF DOMINANCE 

 

Establishing control over others is known as dominance, literally the meaning 

of dominance or dominant position is to take over control and to enjoy 

superiority. Dominance as it is known is a concept, which frequently occurs 

																																																								
446 Supra note 12. 
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when a player has monopoly over a market. The European Court of Justice 

(ECJ) in United Brands v. Commission stated dominant position in the context of 

Article 102 of the TFEU Treaty being a position of economic strength which a 

business enjoys. This enables it to manipulate the competition in the present 

market. This can be done because of the power to behave independently to an 

appreciable extent against of its competitors, customers and ultimately to its 

consumers, (United Brands v. Commission, 1978). Therefore, it can be said that 

a business will have dominant position over other businesses if the business has 

the power and ability to do two things, (i) when the business has the ability to 

prevent effective competition and (ii) the ability to take decisions independently 

of its competitors. The power of a business to prevent effective competition 

can be seen by the ability of the business to prevent the entry of new 

competitors into the rivalry market and the ability to act independently is seen 

from the ability of the business to effect the prices in the market. When these 

two behaviours prevail for a long period this results in the establishment of 

monopoly, which destroys competition.  

 

To have dominant position, is to have, possessions of sufficient market shares 

that will help the business to act independently, without taking into account the 

behaviour of its competitors. Dominant position has been defined or 

characterised as:447 

 

1. A position of the business or a group of business that is in a position to behave 

to an appreciable extent independently of its rivals, customers and ultimately of 

its consumers and such a position would usually arise where the business or 

group of business possess a large number of shares in the supply of a particular 

market (European Commission Notice, 1997). 

 

2. “It is a position of economic strength enjoyed by a business which empowers it 

to block the support of competitors on the pertinent market by permitting it to 

																																																								
447 Timothy F. Bresnahan, 1989, “Empirical Studies of Industries with Market Power”, Chapter 17, Handbook of 
Industrial Organisation, Volume II.  
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act to a calculable degree freely of its rivals and clients and at last of customers 

(United Brands, 1978).”  

 

3. The capacity to control a huge degree autonomously of its serious opponents 

and clients and the weight they would apply on the business in a serious market. 

This autonomy by and large permits the business to freely fix costs, despite the 

fact that it reaches out to the capacity to fix levels of yield or the nature of yield 

with comparative dismissal for the reactions of adversaries and clients in the 

market (MCMC Guideline on Dominant Position, 2000).”  

 

4. When a business is in position to act independently without significant 

competitive restraint from its competitors and customers the business is said to 

be in a dominant position. To determine whether a business is in a dominant 

position the authority will take into consideration the market shares of the 

business, its power to make pricing and other decisions, the height of barriers 

to entry, differentiation of products and sale promotion. Also any other factor 

mentioned to be taken into account will be considered according to the 

guidelines issued by the Authority (MCMC, 2000).448 

After examining the definitions of dominant position from different authorities 

two observations can be derived. Firstly, to have dominant position the business 

shall be capable of acting independently, and secondly large market share is an 

indication of dominant position. The dominance is to have control, hence 

whenever dominance is discussed the word ‘control’ holds importance. The 

word control can be used to indicate actual control of an entity, which refer to 

formal relationship between entities. A business that has control over other 

business will also have dominance of the others but not necessarily vice versa. 

To establish dominance over other businesses there must be some relationship. 

In the case of Trade practices Commission v. Australian meat holdings, 1998 it was 

stated that “dominance, unlike control, is not primarily depended on the formal 

relationship between entities, but rather with their behaviour towards each other 

and each organizations with a specific market environment. Suppose that the 

																																																								
448 Supra note 14 
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size or strength of a business is such that the other businesses are not able to 

actively compete with it in a specific market, that business is said to be dominant 

in that market”449. Therefore, being in a dominant position does not have 

anything to do with the formal structure of the market.  

 

Dominant position is discussed in section 10 of the Malaysian Competition Act 

2010 that states “an enterprise is prohibited from engaging, whether 

independently or collectively, in conduct that amounts to abuse of a dominant 

position in any market of goods or services. Since the Competition Act is still 

new, the mention of the concept of dominance is still not found. Under section 6 

of the Guideline on Dominant Position, the MCMC adopted a three step approach to 

determine whether or not a business is in a dominant position in the market. 

This three step approach involves:450   

 

1. Defining the context;  

2. Defining the market; and  

3. Assessment of dominant position (MCMC, 2000).  

 

Market definition becomes important for providing a framework within which 

the abuse of dominant position can be analysed.  Finally, the third step involves 

the assessment of dominance. It states that the use of market share becomes an 

important criteria to have dominance in the market. It has been explicitly 

clarified by the MCMC that when a business holds more than 25% market share 

threshold, it is most likely to be in a superior position but this figure is not 

conclusive. The approach that the commission adapts is not to tie itself based 

on pre-determined thresholds, and the reason to do is to have flexibility to 

administer and decide on a case-by-case basis. 

There are other factors that needs to be taken into account while determining 

dominance which includes: 

 

																																																								
449 Trade practices Commission v. Australian meat holdings, 1998 
450 V. Bageri & Y. Katsoulacos, 2017, “The Market Power Requirement in Antitrust Enforcement and its Usefulness”, 
Economia e Politica Industriale, Volume 44, Issue 2, pp145-159.  
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1.  Barriers to entry;  

2. The ability of the smaller and lesser outcome firms to expand;  

3. Vertical integration; and  

4. The closeness of substitutes outside and inside the market (MCMC, 2004).  

 

This approach mentioned seem to be in line with section 10(4) of the Malaysian 

Competition Act 2010451 which states that the market share of any business is 

above or below any specified level does not make it enough proof to decide 

where it holds a dominant position in the market or not.. Market share is an 

important factor when it comes to the assessment of dominant or superiority 

position. The court in AKZO Chemie BV v. EC Commission held that with exceptional 

circumstances of very large market share is evidence of the existence of a dominant position. In 

this case the market share is 50%. When it comes to  the Australian Competition 

and Consumer Act 2010, it can be seen that the Act does not define the term 

“market power” the term market power is a corporation” it has been defined in 

the Halsbury Laws of Australia as a process, which contains the consideration 

of a number of factors. The business with market power enjoys the perks of 

dominant position. However, there are certain considerations that needs to be 

taken into account. These factors are:452 

 

1. The existence of barriers to entry;  

2. The ability of entitites to set the price of the specific product or service 

in the market;  

3. Whether the business is vertically joint (although this does not necessarily 

mean that the firm has market power);  

 

Australia uses the market power and not the concept of dominance or 

superiority, these two concepts cannot be separated from each other.  

 

CONCLUSION 

																																																								
451 Competition Act 2010, Act 712 (Malaysia). 
452 Oz Shy, 2001, The Economics of Network Industries, Cambridge University Press.  
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Most statutes that are regulating competition do not have a specific definition 

of the term competition. In the US, they criteria used to define competition is 

by its literal and economic meaning. Although the definition of competition 

could be couched in different manners, the most important is the understanding 

of the operation of competition law and its significance to the market. 

Therefore, competition law is accepted as a process which prevents anti-

competitive behaviour and abuse of dominant position, and as a process it 

involves the assessment of concepts like ‘market definition’ and ‘dominant 

position’ in the market, which can be used as an important aspect or tool for 

the ‘evaluation of competition’, in the market and prove beneficial for the law. 

‘Market definition’ is a tool for the assessment of competition; ‘market power’ 

is the ability of a business in a particular market to engage in an anti-competitive 

behaviour. ‘Dominant position’ on the other hand covers two things: (i) the 

market share of an undertaking and (ii) its ability to act independently from 

other competitors.  

 

It can be concluded that though many competition statutes does not define the 

term or fall short of defining the term “competition”, the assessment of 

competition is not affected. The assessment of competition is done by first 

defining the term ‘market’ which is considered as key and an essential first step 

towards the assessment of competition and competition law. Lastly, ‘market’ 

and ‘dominant position’ are two situations relevant for competition. Business 

undertakings compete with each other in a market and there will be situations 

where businesses possess market power or dominant position. Bishop 
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COVID – 19 AND THE EFFECT ON RETAIL 

SECTOR 
-SANYUKTA AGRAWAL453 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

 

This article aims to analyze the effect of the recent CoViD 19 on the retail sector. The losses 

faced due to the initial lockdown juxtaposed with the losses that will be faced if the lockdown 

further extends have been discussed in detail. The article also discusses the recovery aspect of 

the retail sector post CoViD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
453 Student, 2nd Year, BBA LL.B., Symbiosis Law School, Pune.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 

The Retail Sector in India has been adversely affected by the coronavirus 

pandemic. The first and second consequent lockdowns have had a detrimental 

effect on the retail sector and the brick and mortar industry. Even in the initial 

stage before the Lockdown, the demand had drastically fallen down due to the 

mass psychology of fear instilled in the minds of the people.  

 

After the lockdown, the sales of non-essential items had completely stopped. 

Retail Association of India, in its survey report has stated that 95% of the non-

food retailers will have their shops closed until lockdown is in place. Non- food 

retailers are also reporting a 80% reduction in their sales. Hence, during the first 

lockdown, there was no scope for sale as the markets were strictly closed.  

Due to the strict lockdown imposed in India by the Central Government, the 

local shops, malls and non-essential supply commodities were closed. This led 

to a drop in the demand of the commodities and consequently led to losses in 

the business. The clothing Manufacturing Association of India, one of the 

leading representatives of the apparel industry has stated that only 8% of the 

members of the association shall be able to pay the workers salaries for the next 

month. Hence, it is deductible by this statement the condition small businesses 

are in.  

 

Pursuant to the order dated 15.04.2020 by the Ministry of Home Affairs, 

consolidated revised guidelines were issued which have to be strictly adhered to. 

The guidelines state inter alia, that all the shopping malls, cinema halls, gyms, 

parks, bars and similar places which include restaurants and other Food shops 

shall be closed and their activities be prohibited till 3rd May 2020. Now, the new 

guidelines issued on 01.05.2020 which shall come into effect from 04.05.2020 

also prohibit the above-mentioned activities for further two weeks.  

 

The extended lockdown has grave consequences on the retail sector and is 

making it difficult for the retailers to retain employees due to no work. Migration 

of the workers from their workplace to their home is seen to be another 
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problem as the reverse migration is going to be a slow process due to the fear 

and anxiety created by CoViD-19 and thus, will make it more difficult to restart 

the business work post CoViD-19. Immediate reverse migration of the workers 

might not be encouraged by the Government as this will eventually lead to a 

large number of workers using public transport and this can prove to be a threat 

even when we have overcome the outbreak of the CoViD - 19.  

 

The current crisis can lead to an immense unemployment as many jobs in the 

retail sector are at a risk. According to a study conducted by The Economic 

Times, it was stated that the retail industry will require a minimum period of 

one year to revive. The government has hence urged and encouraged that if an 

employer is in a position of power and is capable of paying the employees then 

he must do so. In order to ensure that loss of employment is prevented to a 

large extent and in order to bring in a survival plan, the Retail Association has 

requested the Government to provide a subsidy for supporting the jobs for a 

period of four months, at 50% of the minimum wages to ensure that the retailers 

continue the employment of workers during the lockdown and the period post 

lockdown. 

 

When it comes to the Brick and Mortar industry, the lockdown has stopped the 

sales and made the survival of the individuals operating the shops very difficult. 

Due to decline in demand, the revenue has taken a significant setback.  

 

Various organizations like CMAI and NRAI have stated that the help of the 

government is very essential in these circumstances. It is requested to the 

government that the statutory payments be deferred so that the employers may 

use that money to pay the employees.  

 

REGULATION OF RETAIL SECTOR AND STATISTICS 

 

Retail Sector is not monitored by any specific law. It is regulated under different 

laws i.e. Competition Law, Employment Law, Service Law, Contract laws 

among others.  
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The workers at the retail shops are mostly at the mercy of their employers. 

Contractual relationships and appointments cannot be challenged by means of 

a writ petition and hence only suit can be filed for damages if there is any 

violation of a contractual provision.  

 

As seen in the case of clerks and advocates registered at High Court, if they fall 

in a certain class of people, they are to be paid a sum of money for their survival 

during these times. There is no such authorizing body who can direct and 

manage the payment of salaries of the workers at retail shops. Unorganized 

approaches have always been antithetic to legal regulation and compliance. 

Hence, lack of a consolidated legal enactment leads to multiple difficulties and 

social injustice.  

 

Retail Association of India, in its survey report has stated that 95% of the non-

food retailers will have their shops closed until lockdown is in place. Non- food 

retailers are also reporting a 80% reduction in their sales. Food retailers are 

expected to earn 56% as compared to the last month. Overall, 70% of the 

retailers expect recovery to happen in more than 6 months.  

 

RAI has also asked to address the situation by granting relief on taxes, GST and 

loans. Further, it has requested for employee salary and rent support as the 

survey predicts around 20% manpower reduction due to the epidemic.  

 

Future trends depend upon the size of the business. Although the recovery has 

been expected in around 6 months, some businesses may suffer huge losses 

making it difficult for them to survive. 

 

Under unfortunate circumstances if the lockdown extends till the month of 

June, then it is extremely likely that 30% of the retail stores functioning in India 

will shut down. This inturn will result in the loss of approximately 18 lakh jobs. 

According to surveys, businesses and retail industry had seen a drop upto 20 to 

25% by the end of February. This figure had further dropped to 15% by the 

month of April.  
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The extended lockdown will not pose to be a major issue for the food retailers. 

Most of the food retailers had anticipated an extended lockdown, and had 

stocked up to ensure that the supply chain is not disturbed. Famous retailers 

like V mart stated that they were constantly monitoring the situation and have 

ensured that they have sufficient supply of the essential commodities. 

 

In case of the extended lockdown, the financial burden on the retailers will 

increase, and this will result in the further shutting down of the stores resulting 

in an increased number of job losses.  

 

The retail industry is personnel driven field. As many as 90% of the employees 

work at stores and earn minimum wages. If the revenues fall to a great extent, 

then the employer will be forced to terminate the job of the employees. If the 

jobs are terminated in large numbers then this will eventually lead to the shutting 

down of the store in its entirety.  

 

The employers of the retail sector will be forced to look at alternate business 

structures in order to continue surviving in the field. They will have to consider 

shifting to online delivery of goods and liquidate their stocks. If the lockdown 

extends by two months from the month of June, then it will take a minimum 

period of one year for the small retailers to recover and even longer for the large 

retailers to make up for the losses.  

 

Post lockdown, the retailers will incur expenses in order to ensure that their 

store is operating according to the health standards set up by the Government. 

This means that in addition to the already existing losses, these retailers will also 

face an additional expense. For example, the garment industry will have to 

ensure that they get rid of all the old inventories. This can be done by the 

method of organising sales or offering discounts. Through both the methods, 

the garment industry will see a loss being incurred. In cinema halls, the seating 

arrangements will have to be changed and hence expenses will have to be 

borne.    
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LOCKDOWN 3.0 AND THE NEW TEMPORARY WORK ORDER 

FOR RETAILERS 

 

The Ministry of Home Affairs by means of an order dated 01.05.2020 extended 

the lockdown for a period of two weeks. This order shall have effect from 

04.05.2020. Certain guidelines have been issued along with the order which 

establish the criteria for the division of district into three zones, i.e. Red Zone, 

Orange Zone and Green Zone. Districts with zero confirmed cases or zero 

confirmed cases in the last 21 days shall fall in the Green Zone. To determine 

if a district falls in the red zone, factors including active cases, doubling rate of 

confirmed cases, extent of testing and surveillance feedback shall be considered. 

Districts that neither fall in the red zone or the green zone fall within the Orange 

Zone. The Centre had, on April 15, divided India’s 733 districts into red, orange 

and green zones. There are 130 red zone districts, 283 orange zones and 320 

green zones.  

 

It is pertinent to note that under Paragraph 4 of the Guidelines, the Shopping 

Malls, Bars and similar places will be closed and the activities shall be prohibited 

irrespective of the zone division. Hence, the retailers and Small Businessmen 

are on the same page across the country. This is done in order to promote the 

activity of social distancing.  

 

Clause (e) of Para 7 provides for the E-commerce activities in the red zone 

which shall be restricted only to the essential goods. Para 9 provides for 

activities in the green zone. It states that excluding the activities mentioned in 

Para 4, all other activities may happen in the green zone. This opens the 

possibility of E-Commerce in green zones.  

 

During this unruly pandemic, the course of work has been disrupted and a 

staggering loss has been witnessed in all the industries including the Retail 

Industry. Hence, even during the lockdown, the industries need to restart their 

businesses. A viable option is E-commerce. The small and local businesses need 

to establish a digital presence for their business. This means that they need to 
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provide their location and the service they are providing and list it on search 

engines, for say, google, or they can bring their services to the customers by 

means of a website or an application. Thus, a website is not necessarily needed 

to take the business online. Although a website provides authenticity to the 

business. A website can improve the business in an umpteen number of ways. 

One can take online orders, let the customers track orders, display samples of 

products and many other things.  

 

Thus, digital presence and digital marketing will not only aid the business during 

the COVID crisis but also further flourish the business after COVID. This will 

further take the smaller businesses on an equal platform with the business 

giants. The big businesses which are mostly in red zones already have an online 

presence. Thus, these businesses need to bring more services online. In 

Lockdown 3.0, E-commerce in red zones is restricted only to the essential items, 

whereas in the orange and green zones is open for essential as well as non-

essential items.  

 

RECOVERY ASPECT 

 

As we have discussed above, the retail sector will now take up to one year to 

recover from the losses being incurred due to the lockdown. According to the 

Retail Association of India, 25% of the retail industry will require a fresh share 

of capital and funds in order to survive post CoViD. In order to recover and 

make up for the losses, the retail sector will have to adopt various strategies and 

techniques post lockdown. We have already witnessed various retailers take 

extreme steps to ensure the welfare of the consumers while also ensuring that 

hygiene is maintained and the spread of the virus is avoided. It is important to 

note that retailers like grocers, pharmacies and drug stores do not have to 

implement the post lockdown recovery strategies. This is because they have 

already seen a rise in their business during the lockdown as they were allowed 

to operate by giving them the tag of essential commodities. Only 7 - 8% of the 

total retail sector is allowed to function during the lockdown. 
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The pandemic can have a long-lasting impact in the mind and behavior of the 

consumers. Harmonized retail models i.e. Omnichannel sales, direct 

communications with the consumers have proved to be a vital function for the 

retailers during the ongoing pandemic. E commerce will be seen as an important 

source to ensure a steady recovery of the sector. E commerce has seen a jump 

from 12% to 30% of the total revenue in the retail sector during CoViD - 19.  

 

Retailers will have to devise a working plan structure that clearly defines when 

the workers can get back to work and how the retail business will be carried 

forward. The retailers will have to re- evaluate their processes and systems to 

ensure stability post lockdown. The demand and the requirement of the public 

will have to be complied to even when the actual working staff or the labor are 

not present. The warehouses and the store rooms of distribution centres will 

recover from the burnout and excessive overload post lockdown as the high 

demand of the public will be met. The most feasible recovery method will be 

the system of harmonized retail models.  

 

The retailers will have to ensure that they make a recovery in the supply chain 

of the products. Due to obstructed logistics and shut downs the supply chain 

has been disturbed. The demand for certain products saw a hike, for example 

masks and sanitizers, however, demand for certain products saw a downfall. In 

the online delivery systems, the apparel industry saw a fall of 18% however the 

supply of food products witnessed a hike of 26%.  

 

According to the study by PwC, there are three key areas that retailers have to 

focus on: 

 

1. Balancing their supply chain 

2. Boosting their online presence 

3. Looking for further opportunities to grow 

 

It has advised the retailers to make their assortment more recession proof. 

Primary focus should be on the supply of products like personal care, grocery, 
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home appliances rather than seasonal products. The sales staff in the stores 

should be allocated to work as online sales assistance. This will help in building 

a stronger online presence. The small retailers who might find it difficult to cope 

with the loss can look for potential mergers and acquisitions opportunities in 

the markets.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The coronavirus outbreak has presented several problems to the retailers 

around the Country irrespective of their size or capital investment. Many offline 

retailers are facing cash flow problems due to the shut down, and hence, they 

will have to cut costs in the future to ensure a smooth cash flow. The retailers 

will now have to adopt new strategies of conducting their business post CoViD 

in order to ensure their presence in the market. Here are few key takeaways that 

can be practiced by the retailers to maintain themselves.  

 

1. The retailers will have to practice omnichannel retail - The omnichannel 

retailers will find a place for themselves in the market post CoViD. The 

effect of this pandemic will fundamentally alter the buying habits of the 

customers. The online sale facility will be highly respected and valued by 

the customers when the Country tries to cope with the recession caused in 

the economy however, this might be at the expense of the local offline 

stores. The omnichannel i.e the connection between the online system and 

the retail will prove to be extremely fruitful and beneficial for the retailers. 

  

2. Encourage the use of live commerce - This system enables the live stream 

viewers to purchase while they watch. This system helps in merging live 

streaming facilities with e commerce, thus enabling the customers to 

purchase a product with more information in hand. In a study conducted, 

it was held that 70% of the viewers are comfortable with the system of live 

commerce. 
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3. Merger of offline and online data to promote online sales - By using online 

mechanisms, the stores will be able to provide all the benefits that an online 

market offers. Consumer preferences and innovative technologies will help 

in ascertaining the level of merger required. There are many options like 

select online and accept delivery, order online and pick up from stores or 

order online but from a physical store.  

 

4. Retailers will have to adapt to the new consumer behavior - The consumer 

behavior will drastically change post covid. Consumers may opt for cleaner 

shops, cashless payment systems and focused shopping. Hence, the 

retailers need to consider the same and adjust accordingly. This can be 

done by the aid of modern technologies. For example, Magic Mirror, an 

AI based software provides for trial of cloth contactless. Thus, retailers 

must aim to provide as much contactless interaction with the customers as 

possible.   
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COVID-19: IMPACT ON COMMERCIAL 

CONTRACTS. 
-ANSH PRASAD454 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Covid-19, a pandemic which has not only hit us biologically but has also disturbed the economy 

of the entire world. Apart from socio economic problems there are certain legal perplexities as 

well which have arisen because of pandemic and lockdown. This paper deals with the effect of 

Covid-19 on the contracts made between the parties which cannot be performed due to the 

outbreak of virus and imposed lockdown. Usually, whenever a scenario emerges where a party 

to the contracts is not able to complete his part of the contract because of some unforeseeable 

circumstances, then in such case the contract can be terminated. This paper aims to find out 

whether Covid-19 is an unforeseeable circumstance and can it be a cause for termination of the 

contract. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“COVID-19”, is a pandemic which has set the whole world ablaze. Around 

693224 confirmed cases were reported globally till 30th March out of which 

33106 people died.455 Many countries in the world imposed full lockdown to 

stop the spread of virus. On 24th March 2020 PM Narendra Modi imposed a 

full nationwide lockdown in our country for a period of 21 days after the 

affected cases reached 500.456This lockdown not only restricted the people from 

stepping out of their home457 but also all the transport services like air transport, 

railways, road transport were suspended till the lockdown except for the 

essential commodity which needs to be transported from one place to another 

like medicine and food.458 

 

Apart from socio economic problems which have arisen because of COVID-

19, there are certain legal perplexity and problems which have arisen because of 

this pandemic. Some of such perplexity are as to what would be the impact of 

the contracts made earlier or in certain case at the time of the pandemic, which 

need to be performed during this pandemic situation but due to one reason or 

other one party to the contract is not able to fulfill his part of the contract. 

Whether the non-performance of such contracts would come under the breach 

of contract or the non-performance would be excused based on the doctrine of 

frustration. 

 

According to sec 56 of the Indian contract act “An agreement to do an act 

impossible in itself is void.459 Force majeure clause is a clause which may be 

mentioned in the commercial contract, whereby the parties to the contract 

agrees by the way of this clause at the time of entering into the contract as to 

the legal rights and liability of a person in terms of any situation where it 

																																																								
455WHO, Corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) , Situation report-70, 30th March 2020. 
456COVID-19: Lockdown across India, in line with WHO guidance, news.un.org, 
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/03/1060132 (last visited April 8, 2020). 
457Prime minister office, PM calls for complete lockdown of entire nation for 21 days, Press Information Bureau, 24th 
march, 2020. 
458Annexure to ministry of home affairs order No .40-3/2020-D, 24th march 2020. 
459Indian Contract Act 1872 § 56. 
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becomes quite impossible or illegal for any person to perform the terms of the 

contract. Force majeure is a term used to describe a “superior force”.460When a 

party to a contract is not able to perform his part of the contract because of an 

event or circumstance beyond his control, he may be protected by the force 

majeure clause. Although the term Force majeure is absent in Indian laws but 

its existence can be traced by sec 56 of the Indian Contract Act. Force majeure 

finds its reference in common law by the way of the doctrine of frustration of 

contract. 

 

A Clear Distinction between the Force majeure clause and the Doctrine 

of Frustration. 

 

The doctrine of frustration as mentioned in sec 56 of the Indian contract act 

1852 mentions that any act which was to be performed after the contract is 

made becomes unlawful or impossible to perform, and which the promisor 

could not prevent, then such an act which becomes impossible or unlawful will 

become void.461The main difference between the doctrine of frustration and the 

Force majeure clause is that force majeure clause is agreed upon by the parties 

to the contract beforehand in order to avoid the applicability of the doctrine of 

frustration. But the doctrine of frustration comes into picture once there is no 

force majeure clause and it becomes impossible and illegal to carry out the terms 

of the contract. Sec 56 of Indian Contract Act, allows for the discharge of 

obligation which may be temporary in nature on the grounds that the 

performance has become impossible because of change in circumstances that 

totally dehors the “very foundation” upon which the party agreed upon the 

contract.462 

 

In the case of Syed Khursed Ali v. State of Orissa, AIR 2007 ORI 56,there was 

no force majeure clause mentioned in the contract. Later it became quite 

impossible to perform the contract. The performance of the contract required 

																																																								
460Vandana Jaiswal, Force majeure and Doctrine of Frustration of contract, Legal service India (2014). 
461Id. 
462Ghose v. Mugneeram Bangur & Co.,1954 SCR 310. 
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a certificate, which was not granted by the government as the act had become 

unlawful. It was held that the petitioner would not be liable to pay the damages 

nor his security money would forfeit as the doctrine of frustration as according 

to sec 56 of the Indian contract Act would be applicable.463 

 

The applicability of force majeure and doctrine of frustration requires an event 

that should not be foreseeable and attributable by either of the parties. In case 

the event is one which was foreseeable then it would amount to a breach of 

contract and hence one party would be liable to compensate the other. In the 

case of Industrial Finance Corp. of India Ltd. v. The Cannanore Spinning & 

Weaving Mills Ltd.,(2002) 5 SCC 54, it was held that “It may be noticed here 

that the Statute itself has recognized the doctrine of frustration and 

encompassed within its ambit an exhaustive arena of force majeure under which 

non-performance stands excused by reason of an impediment beyond its 

control which could neither be foreseen at the time of entering into the contract 

nor can the effect of the supervening event could be avoided or overcome.”464 

 

Memorandum released by the government of India, Ministry of Finance and 

Department of expenditure held that a force majeure clause cannot excuse a 

non-performance of the contract by the parties entirely, it only suspends it for 

a duration of the force majeure. It was also said in the report that where there 

is a delay in the performance of the contract during the period of force majeure 

and that delay is more than 90 days then both the parties to the contract are free 

to terminate the contract.465 

 

Force Majeure clause with reference to Indian Contract Act and COVID-

19.  

 

Force majeure provision in a commercial arrangement is an express provision 

of circumstances in which performance under the contract will be excused or 

																																																								
463Ali v.Orissa, AIR 2007 Ori 56. 
464Industrial Finance Corp. of India Ltd. V. Cannanore Spinning & Weaving Mills Ltd.,(2002) 5 SCC 54. 
465Kotluru Narayan Reddy, Force majeureclause, Government of India, Ministry of finance, Department of 
expenditure, 19th Feb 2020. 
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suspended temporarily.466 The basic principle of force majeure clause is that 

upon the occurring of the event which is not under the control of parties such 

that the event is unavoidable and which necessary prevents one of the party 

from carrying out his part of the contract, in that case, party would be excused 

from his contractual obligations.467 When the Force majeure clause is invoked, 

the party affected is expected to perform his part of the contract to such an 

extent which is not prevented by the clause of force majeure. The party to the 

contract claiming force majeure clause is under an obligation to prove that he 

has taken all reasonable means to avoid or mitigate the force majeure event. If 

the period of force majeure is prolonged the parties may be allowed to terminate 

the contract.468 

 

The government has allowed only some activities to operate during the 

lockdown. Medical stores, grocery, and certain other essentials are only 

allowed.469 The scope and extent of the force majeure clause in the event of such 

a pandemic has to be assessed on the “definition of force majeure” under the 

parties’ agreement, as well as on the jurisprudence pertaining to the terms 

‘extraordinary events’ and ‘circumstances beyond the reasonable control and 

expectation of the parties’. 470 It is to be noted that even if the force majeure 

clause is inclusive of the word epidemic and pandemic, the party to the contract 

affected by such interference has to prove the hindrance. 

 

Ministry of Finance clarified and declared that any disruption in the supply chain 

caused by the spread of COVID-19 in China or any other country would be 

covered under the immunity of force majeure clause.471Ministry of new & 

renewal energy also took a great initiative with respect to “solar project 

developers”. The ministry declared that whoever on the account of COVID-19 

																																																								
466 Gobindram v. Shamji Kalidas & Co., AIR 1961 SC 1285. 
467Madhu Sweta & Shivangi Khanna, IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON INDIAN COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS, 
Singhania & Partners LLP, 27th march, 2020. 
468Id. 
469Annexure to ministry of home affairs, order No .40-3/2020-D, 24th march, 2020. 
470Madhu Sweta & Shivangi Khanna, IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON INDIAN COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS, 
Singhania & Partners LLP, 27th march, 2020. 
471Kotluru Narayan Reddy, Force majeure clause, Government of India, Ministry of finance, Department of 
expenditure, 19th Feb 2020. 
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fails to perform his contractual obligation, can get the immunity of force 

majeure clause to avoid any financial penalty.472 

 

Doctrine of frustration with reference to COVID-19. 

 

The Doctrine of frustration as mentioned in sec 56 of the Indian contract act 

says that an agreement to do an impossible act is void. Further, if the contract 

becomes impossible to perform at any later stage after it has been made, then 

also sec 54 would apply and the contract would be held void.473 

 

If there is no force majeure clause mentioned in the contract then the parties to 

the contract would have an option under sec 56 of the Indian Contract Act, to 

terminate the contract if the performance becomes impossible. For example, if 

there is no Force majeure clause and also the epidemic and pandemic situation 

does not find a reference in the terms of the contract then in this situation the 

party who is facing difficulty to perform the contract can get the relief under 

sec 56 of the Indian contract Act. The Supreme Court in several of its judgment 

has pointed out that the doctrine of frustration cannot be availed in the cases in 

which the non-performance of the contract was attributed by the defendant to 

his own decision. The doctrine of frustration is only a special case of the 

discharge of contract by an impossibility of performance arising after the 

contract was made.474 

 

Frustration must not be self-induced. 

 

The frustration of the contract should not be because of the default or 

negligence of the promisor.475 It should not be self-induced i.e. the defendant 

should not self-contribute to the non-performance of the contract. In the case 

of Maritime National Fish Ltd. v. Ocean Trawlers Ltd., 1935 AC 534, it was 

held that the defendant was bound to pay the hire charges to the plaintiff as the 

																																																								
472Ministry of New & Renewable Energy, No. 283/18/2020-GRID SOLAR, 20 march, 2020. 
473Indian Contract Act 1872§ 56. 
474Joseph Constantine Steamship Line, Ltd. v. Imperial Smelting Corp., (1941) 2 ALL E.R. 165.  
475V. Parabrahma Sastri, The Doctrine of Frustration: Its Meaning and Basis, (1967) 1 SCJ 19. 
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defendants had contributed to the non-performance of the contract. This seems 

fair as abuse of sec 56 would also breach the contractual faith existing between 

the parties.476 

 

There may arise three situations for the non-performance of contract. 

 

a. When there was impossibility of performance of contract, unknown to 

the parties, at the time of making of the contract. 

 

In those circumstances the agreement would be void. This is something known 

as ‘pre-contractual frustration’.477 Sec 20 of the Indian contract act also mentions 

that where both the parties to the agreement are under the mistake as to matter 

of fact essential to the agreement, the agreement is void.478 There may arise a 

situation where there may be a lockdown imposed in one of the states where 

the parties to the contract have to export the goods according to the terms of 

the contract. But due to the impossibility of the performance, as there has been 

a lockdown imposed, the contract would be held void. 

 

Sheikh Brothers, Ltd. v. Arnlod Julius Ochsner, (1957) A.C. 13, is a leading case 

in Kenya which was decided under the Indian Contract Act. In this case 

concerned the appellant contracted with the respondent to grant him license to 

manufacture, cut and process sisal grown on the particular estate in Kenya.  

 

In return the respondent agreed to give appellant 50 tons of sisal fiber 

manufactured by him, each month. This agreement was held void under sec. 20 

of the Indian contract Act as the estate owned by the respondent was incapable 

of manufacturing that much amount and was held to be an agreement made 

under the mistake of fact.479 

 

																																																								
476Maritime National Fish Ltd. v. Ocean Trawlers Ltd.,1935 AC 524. 
477Bamford, (1955) 72 S.A.L.J. 16. 
478Indian Contract Act 1872§ 20. 
479Sheikh Brothers, Ltd. v. Ochsner, (1957) A.C. 13. 
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b. When there was impossibility of performance of contract, known to a 

party, at the time of making of the contract. 

 

In a situation where the promisor either knew that the contract was impossible 

or had a reasonable belief that it was impossible to perform, where the promise 

did not know, to be impossible or unlawful, then in such case the promisor 

would have to compensate the promise for the non-performance of the 

promise.480 But in the case where the contract is  prima facie impossible such 

that any reasonable man would believe it to be impossible then the promise 

cannot take the defense that he did not knew that the contract was one which 

was impossible and was one, not known to him. 

 

c. When after the parties have made an agreement and certain 

contingency occurs which prevent the attainment of purpose.  

 

There may arouse a situation where the impossibility arises after the agreement 

has been made. This situation is very much related to the current scenario of 

COVID- 19. There may be infinite no. of commercial agreements agreed 

between the parties, but due to pandemic situation and lockdown in the country, 

the agreement can not be fulfilled. In that case also there are certain items that 

are allowed by the government to be supplied to the general masses because of 

necessity.  

 

Commercial contracts based on these items cannot be held to be protected 

under the doctrine of frustration as it is by no means impossible or illegal to 

perform. For e.g. an agreement between the wholesaler and the retailer to supply 

medicine to the retailer cannot come under sec 56 of the Indian contract Act 

during this time of quarantine, as medical facility comes under ‘necessity’ and is 

allowed by the government to be carried on. If the wholesaler does not supply 

the retailer with the medicine according to the terms of the contract on account 

of COVID-19, such reason would not be good enough to grant protection 

																																																								
480Indian Contract Act 1872§ 56. 
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under sec 56 of the Indian contract Act to the wholesaler. The concept of 

frustration of contract need not be necessarily a complete impossibility. It can 

bear a more extensive meaning than that of impossibility, provided that it 

cannot properly be demanded in the fundamentally different situation which 

has unexpectedly occurred.481 

 

In the earlier times it would have made no difference that the party has 

contemplated the effect of frustrating agreement or not as the result remained 

the same. It made the contract impossible to perform. It is to be noted that now 

only those events which are beyond the contemplation of parties at the time of 

entering into the contract can be protected under sec 56 of the Indian contract 

Act.482 

 

In the case of Satyabrata Ghose v. Mugneeram Bangur&co.,1954 SCR 310, the 

court held that the word impossible used in sec 56 has not been used in the 

sense of physical or literal impossibility. the contract for the performance of the 

act may not be impractical and unless from the point of view of the object and 

purpose, which the party had in view.483 

 

Again, in the landmark judgment of Kesari Chand v. Governer General in 

Council, (1949) Nag. 718, it was held that the doctrine of frustration comes into 

play once it becomes quite impossible for the parties to perform the contract 

on the account of circumstances beyond the control of the parties to the 

contract.484 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As far as commercial contracts are concerned, during this time where the whole 

country is in complete lockdown, Doctrine of frustration and the force majeure 

clause seeks to protect the interest of the promisor. But this protection is not 

																																																								
481Anson, Principle of Contract, 426.(21st edition). 
482Ghose v. Mugneeram Bangur & Co.,1954 SCR 310. 
483Id. 
484Kesari Chand v. Governer General in Council, (1949) Nag. 718. 
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absolute as there are some exceptions to lockdown. There are some industries 

that are still operating such as telecom, medicine and food. A commercial 

agreement cannot come under the clutches of sec 56 of ICA, where there is no 

impossibility to perform the contract. The contract to supply medicine by the 

manufacturer to the wholesaler cannot be invalidated during the time of 

lockdown on the account of COVID-19, as there is no impossibility to supply, 

as the government has not kept this under lockdown. Moreover, the doctrine 

of frustration does not apply in delay in the     performance of the contract and 

the contract can still be performed.485 

 

The Doctrine of frustration is the second resort while the force majeure clause 

is the first resort of the parties to the contract, clamming impossibility to 

perform the contract. When there is a non-performance of the contract, first it 

would be looked upon, whether there is a force majeure clause present in the 

agreement or not. If the agreement contains the force majeure clause, then the 

parties to the contract would be governed by those clauses only. If no force 

majeure clause is present, then the applicability of sec 56 of the Indian contract 

act would be tested. If sec 56 would be applicable, then the contract would be 

declared to be null and void. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
485Rishab Soni, Doctrine of Frustration under Indian Contract Act, I pleader, 16th march, 2019. 
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COVID – 19: A BLOT ON CONSTITUTIONAL 

FABRIC 
-KRITIKA KAKKAR486 & MADHVI CHOPRA487 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

It is challenging to do easy things, as the year 2020 has shown us. The world has witnessed 

one of the biggest and most extraordinary situations to tackle, that is, the outbreak of 

COVID-19, which has been declared as a National Health Emergency. The global pandemic 

has made even the developed countries sit on their feet. India is not far behind as the pandemic 

unfolds in the country. The outbreak has led the country to face as many atrocities as it could. 

To stop the transmission, extraordinary measures have been opted for, which have helped to 

some extent, but the struggle continues until it is entirely eradicated. As it is rightly said, 

"Extraordinary Situation demands Extraordinary Measures". The same has led to the 

imposition of various legal provisions in order to prohibit the movement and curb the menace. 

These impositions have somehow led to a blot on the fundamental rights of the citizens and 

created a sense of insecurity amongst the people. The difficulties faced by the executive and the 

judicial authorities have landed them in a 'state of squabble.' 

 

The authors thereby try to place some emphasis on the legal functioning of Fundamental Rights 

during the state of emergency and how the application of other legal enactments has proved to 

be a significant step in curbing the menace while protecting the rights of human. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
486 Assistant Professor, JEMTEC School of Law. 
487 Student, 3rd Year, B.A. (Prog.), Indraprastha College for Women, University of Delhi.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

"Human rights are foreign to no culture and native to all nations; they 

are universal." 

Kofi A. Annan.  

 

The scintillating sacrament relationship served between nature and man has 

always been based on the give and take relationship. Nature gives us everything, 

it is our duty to return it back, but the relationship till now seems to be a 

unilateral practice. It is only the nature till now which has given us the fruits and 

a wonderful architect to live in and on the contrary, man has proved to be a blot 

on the sanctity. Man has never been able to create a balance between his own 

pursuits and towards what he has received from nature. This makes us more 

worried as nature is returning back the sourness in a devastating form as, since 

the starting of 2020, the world has witnessed an unprecedented situation in the 

outbreak of the Corona – Virus (COVID – 19) declared as a National Health 

Emergency by the World Health Organization. The world has ceased amidst 

the global crisis of coronavirus. The economy today is overwhelming the ability 

of the earth to maintain the life abundancy. Such a global pandemic, a 

devastating stage, shows that we are terribly wrong, and there is a need to 

reorient and reposition ourselves to maintain the sanctity in the relationship.  

 

The world now is at stake and has come to a standstill, and deferment in each 

sector can be experienced, as the day to day surge in cases has left the countries 

under a piquant situation, and India is not far behind. As has been rightly said, 

"Extraordinary Situations demand Extraordinary Measures" and to decelerate 

the spread of the virus, India has imposed a lockdown for containment, which 

has been imposed by several other countries also. The time to time protraction 

of lockdown is the need of the hour as the outbreak has become a major threat 

to the Indian set-up. The financial instability has further put the economy under 

havoc. The outbreak has deeply wounded all three sectors: primary, secondary, 

and tertiary, while leaving the health sector overstretched. Moreover, the GDP 

has also observed a steep decline.  
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Apart from lockdown, other steps have also been initiated by our government 

to quell the spread. Even though the Indian government has taken all necessary 

measures, but the enactment of all such provisions and laws has jeopardized the 

mental health of layman. The bereft of personal freedom and the temporary 

suspension of Fundamental Rights or Human rights has become an issue of 

importance. Hence, the outbreak has given rise to a 'state of squabble' among 

the executive and the judiciary, where, the executive has to test the enforced 

laws in order to ensure nationwide safety while the judiciary has to delve upon 

the violation of rights and take countermeasures for the same. Therefore, the 

author has understood the need to put forth the holistic views on nationwide 

lockdown and various other enactments and their effects on Human Rights 

widely protected under the Indian Constitution. 

 

Human Rights – A Theoretical Perspective 

 

The democratic countries following the Rule of Law and the concept of PNJ 

(Principle of Natural Justice) have considered the concept of Human Rights as 

the bedrock principle that underpins society.488 As the Human Rights have been 

universally accepted and at the backdrop of the tickling emergencies, the policies 

or the executive administration needs to be well responded and should be within 

the ambit of protection of Human Rights. The Indian Constitution under Part-

3 also provides for the protection of various kinds of Human Rights and also 

poses responsibility on the state to perform their obligation under the Part-4 

(DPSP). Time and again, due to the dynamic environment, the judiciary has 

evolved and increased the umbrella of Article – 21 while including the right to 

food, right to movement, right to privacy, etc. under its ambit. 

 

Acc.to OCHR489 'Human rights are the moral principle or the norm that 

describe certain standards of human behavior which are inherent to all human 

beings and are often expressed and guaranteed by law.' 

																																																								
488 Human Rights – Handbook for parliamentarian, 2016, Office of United Nation High Commissioner for Human 
Rights. 
489 Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. 
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According to the UN, 'International Human Rights Law lays down the 

obligation over the govt. to act in a certain way to protect the human rights and 

fundamental freedoms of the individual.' 

 

The recognition of Human Rights in the Indian scenario entails us to put some 

light on the international treaties & conventions or so-called customary law. The 

UN (United Nations) was born in 1945 after a series of global initiatives. The 

developments over time led to the world's greatest living documents, i.e., 

UDHR (United Declaration of Human Rights), 1948.490 There resides a great 

nexus between US & INDIA and a remarkable affinity of ideas and concepts 

for the development of Fundamental Concepts of Human Rights. This 

declaration was a step towards the larger freedom.491 The 'Wilsonian Moment' 

in 1919, followed by the Paris Peace Conference in 1920 for the adoption of 

'Covenant of League of Nation' followed by the San Francisco meeting were a 

step towards the development of the widely recognized document. 

 

UNITED DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

 

"Recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of 

all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice, and 

peace in the world." 

-The preamble of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

 

• The world's greatest living document after a series of movements and 

recommendations from various countries was adopted by the U.N. general 

assembly. Hansa Mehta, who had various contributions represented INDIA 

on the stage. This living document provided for recognition of political, 

civil, economic rights. The bill always focused on "freedom, justice, equity 

and good conscience." UDHR was based upon the core principle of 

providing freedom to the people, and it recollected that all the fundamental 

																																																								
490 Miloon Kothari, India’s Contribution to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Volume 17 JNHRC at     Page 
65- 97(2019). 
491 Title used by Kofi Annan in the seminal report that led to the creation of the highest human rights policy making 
body in the UN, the UN Human Rights Council. 
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principles are inherent and inalienable. Everyone is born with status qua and 

has a right to live a decent life.492 Through the UDHR actually provided a 

standard of living and a sense of security to the citizens in the international 

arena. The UN assembly in 1966, widening the scope of UDHR included 

ICCPR (International Covenant on Civil & Political Rights) & ICCESR 

(International Covenant on Economic, Social & Cultural Rights). The 

reason was based upon the legal maxim "ubi jus ibi remedium" where there 

is a right, there is a remedy. These covenants were universally accepted as 

far as 167 countries are signatory to it. 

 

• The widely accepted document provided for the watertight compartment 

protection of the civil, political rights, and the motive of independence, 

equality, and non – discrimination were highly served. The indigenous and 

a great degree of contribution of the Indian Philanthropist towards the 

drafting of UDHR made the inclusion of Human rights in the final draft of 

the Indian Constitution, and over time the judicial pronouncement evolved 

the concept. It has become a powerful ideological tool for the protection of 

human rights and giving the human a civilized standard of life. There arises 

a need to put light on the constitutional fabric and the violation of Human 

Rights during the pandemic and how the judiciary and the executive bodies 

are taking countermeasures. 

 

INDIAN CONSTITUTION  

 

In the landmark judgment of A.K Gopalan vs. State of Madras493, the court held 

that the rule of law and the principles of natural justice are the basis of 

protection of human rights. The golden triangle (Article 14, 19, 21) acts as a 

major catalyst for the protection of human rights. Following this - The 

constitutional fabric of India is at stern during the pandemic as the state 

machinery has become a larger pitfall than the virus itself. The pandemic has 

																																																								
492 Chapter- IV International Covenants on Human Right, Last accessed on May 1, 2020. 
 
493 1950 AIR 27, 1950 SCR 88. 
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brought several lives at stake, and the means to secure the basic living is finding 

no path. The judicial pronouncements have evolved certain rights over time in 

reference to the treaties responding to the dynamic environment. There is a 

specific need to put some light on the said provision and their functioning 

during the pandemic 

 

Giving a wider ambit to Article 21, the right to food was recognized as a human 

right through the landmark judgement in PUCL (Public Union Civil Liberties) 

v/s Union of India494. SC explicitly determined a basic nutritional floor for 

India's impoverished millions, and its infringement495 could be challenged by 

provoking Article 21 of the Indian constitution.496 This made the law 

expandable and legally enforceable. Despite these laws, the nation yet strives to 

enforce the rights of the citizens. During the pandemic, special arrangements 

have been made by the central and the state governments; the attainment of the 

same is far from the people, especially those living in the remote and rural areas 

that are facing a magnanimous crisis. Furthermore, the only ray of hope for 

these socially benighted people is the ration shops, and as suggested by one of 

the reports in Delhi, the closure of one-third of the ration shops has prompted 

the unavailability of food. 

 

In addition to this, the migrant residents of Delhi that do not have BPL (Below 

Poverty Line) cards are manifold owing to the fact that they do not have a 

permanent address, thus making it onerous for them to procure food grains 

from the ration shops. The blatant violation of the Right to Food can also be 

spotted in Jharkhand where masses of people are unable to reap benefits of 

Public Distribution System (PDS) since seven lakh households have pending 

applications for ration cards.497 Perhaps the right to food being a mainstream 

																																																								
494 AIR 1997 SC 568. 
495 Lauren Birchfield & Jessica Corsi, The Right to Life Is the Right to Food: People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. 
Union of India & Others, 2006, https://www.corteidh.or.cr/tablas/r24372.pdf. 
496 Chaitanya Ramachandran, PUCL V. Union of India Revisited: Why India’s Surveillance Law Must Be Redesigned 
for the Digital Age, Revison 105 NUJS Law Review at Page - 105-115 (2014). 
497 Shivkrit Rai & Nipun Arora, How COVID-19 is questioning the Constitutional Fabric of India, (Apr 14, 2020). 
https://www.dailyo.in/politics/covid-19-coronavirus-in-india-lockdown-fundamental-rights-constitution-of-india-
right-to-health-right-to-education-midday-meal-privacy/story/1/32712.html. Last accessed on May 1, 2020. 
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delegate of the basic survival of humans poses a million-dollar question as to 

the availability during the pandemic and the violation of the said right. 

 

Looking forward to the health apparatus in India, numerous ventures have been 

made regarding community health services viz. The Model Public Health Act, 

1955, further amended in 1987. In view of the fact that Health is a state subject, 

the Federal government has failed to provoke the states to adopt the enacted 

guidelines. Therefore, many states have their own epidemic disease acts as 

happened in Madras beneath the guidelines of The Madras Public Health Act 

of 1939. And lately, Gujarat and Karnataka have also drafted their own 

legislations on public health services. Similarly, the National Health Bill of 2009 

declared Health as a fundamental right, a key component of Article 21. The 

unavailability of testing kits to inspect patients with COVID-19 has worsened 

the situation by demarcating the inadequacy of public health infrastructure and 

the state commitment to construct robust public health systems. CP JEEVAN 

has stated that the low figures of positive cases in India might be attributed to 

flawed testing strategies. Moreover, the seriousness of the virus is much greater 

than the virus itself, as can be seen in contemporary India. The people suffering 

from diseases other than COVID-19 are being denied from getting hospitalised 

reason being the critical care services in the public health system. On the 

international upfront, the UDHR also included Right to Medical Care as Human 

Right 

 

The case has turned into the worst nightmare for the government healthcare 

workers who have been rebuffed of the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). 

The ground cause of the spread of infection among healthcare workers is the 

inaccessibility of PPEs (Personal Protective Equipments). NGO named The 

Consumer Education & Research Centre (CERC) has filed numerous writ 

petitions against the government of India under Article 32 of the Indian 

constitution for the protection of workers contrary to the occupational health 

hazards. Furthermore, the judgment of CERC (consumer education & research 
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centre) & Ors. vs. Union of India,498 while enforcing the Right to Health of the 

workers employed in a hazardous industry, held that "the compelling necessity 

to work in an industry exposed to health hazards due to indigence on bread-

winning to himself and his dependents, should not be at the cost of the health 

and the vigor of the workman." Therefore, the non-availability of PPEs has 

prompted the contravention of the fundamental rights of healthcare workers.499 

 

The prime snag of the lockdown is the mass termination of the employees. 

Article 41 of the Indian constitution, which is a part of the Directive Principles 

of State Policy (DPSP), has envisaged the Right to Work and also provides for 

effective provisions for procuring it. Although DPSP's are not binding upon the 

state, they have raised the competency of the Indian constitution to a much 

higher level.500 Despite the fact that there are multiple employment schemes for 

the betterment of the people yet, they are exiguous for a large section of the 

society like 'The Employees State Insurance Scheme,' which held in check only 

with those who work in the organised sector. Hence, an ordinate section of 

people does not have access to such schemes, for example, the street vendors, 

who have been clearly documented under the Street Vendors (Protection of 

Livelihood and Regulation of Street Vending Act), 2014. Moreover, no 

compensation has been rewarded to the people working in informal sectors.  

 

Recently, a plea has been filed by Adv. Rajesh Inamdar & National Information 

Technology, represented by Adv. Harpreet Saluja, regarding the illegal mass 

termination of employees, ceased salaries or illegal discounting of salaries.501 It 

also states that the employers on domineering positions are suppressing the 

employees by taking raspy decisions against them, thereby violating their Right 

to Work. The petition filed specifically aimed at the strategies of laying off or 

removing daily wage workers from the jobs due to the extraordinary situation 

																																																								
498 1995 AIR 922, 1995 SCC (3) 42. 
499 Supra Note 10 at Page - 6. 
500 Article 41 in The Constitution Of India 1949, https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1975922/. 
501 Mehal Jain, New PIL In SC Seeks Relief For Employees Against Lay-Off, Termination, (Apr 24, 2020), 
https://www.livelaw.in/news-updates/pil-in-sc-seeks-relief-against-lay-off-termination-pay-cuts-by-private-entities-
155724. Last accessed on May 3, 2020. 
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experienced so that there is no violation of rights, and a balance is thereby 

achieved.  

 

Furthermore the Right to Trade and Profession guaranteed under Article- 19 

with respect to Freedom of Movement is to be given due importance due to 

large migrant workers in the country.502 Restriction on trade has caused the mid 

factories to pay their worker's salaries, which has been an added burden due to 

the shutting of the business. It actually acts as a catalyst for the owners as this 

is the duty of the state under Article – 38 to ensure equalities in income. The 

moral and civil tantamount should be in such a way that it does not bare an 

obligation, but a state of equity and balance should be achieved in such a 

situation.  

 

On the educational upfront, the students suffer from availing education as the 

pandemic is spreading like wildfire. The Right to (free and compulsory) 

Education Act, 2009, was formed to make education a fundamental right under 

Article 21A. But, the present circumstances demarcate the inadequacy in the 

educational system to mark up to the principles of the act. The closure of 

schools has conduced to a huge loss of education. And there is no provision in 

the RTE act to account for such a massive loss. Moreover, the section 16 of the 

Act stipulates that "no child admitted in a school shall be held back in any class 

or expelled from school till the completion of elementary education" which 

further implies that the students studying in elementary classes in the 

government schools would be promoted to next class without sustaining 

required education which will have its own downsides in the long run.503 On top 

of that, the inaccessibility in availing the books is another matter of concern. As 

per the guidelines of the RTE Act, the state government stands liable for not 

																																																								
502 Yashdeep Chahal & Sai Krishna Kumar, Fundamental Freedoms and proportionality of restrictions during the 
Coronavirus Lockdown, (Apr 10, 2020), https://www.barandbench.com/columns/fundamental-freedoms-and-
proportionality-of-restrictions-in-the-lockdown. Last accessed on May 2, 2020. 
503 Press Information Bureau, Government of India, Ministry of Human Resource Development, (March 17, 2017), 
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=159006, Last accessed on May 2, 2020 
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providing books to all those studying in public schools.504 Furthermore, neoteric 

reports have exhibited that there is a direct relationship between poverty and 

dropouts, as dropouts are mostly found in socially marginalised societies. 

Hence, the poor people are the most affected people amidst the pandemic, 

where every aspect of the disease affects the poor in a miserable way.  

 

Another new trend seems to be the infringement of a very crucial right, i.e., the 

Right to Privacy. The landmark judgement of KS Puttaswamy v/s Union of 

India505 proclaimed the Right to Privacy as a fundamental right under Article 21 

of the Indian constitution.506 Since the outbreak, there have been many instances 

where the state governments have disseminated personal information of people 

who have been quarantined. This information includes their names, phone 

numbers, addresses, etc. To break the chain-spread, contact tracing and 

surveillance have posed a major threat over an individual's Right to Privacy. As 

per Article 21 of the constitution, surveillance is rendered legal only when done 

with consent. 

 

Lately, on 23rd April 2020, a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) was filed in the 

Supreme Court seeking the intercession of the court to cease social portraying 

of Covid-19 patients and prevent harassment of the victims. The petition also 

stated that the Right to Equality ensures equality among the citizens even during 

the pandemic. Hence, they also urged the Supreme Court to check upon the 

inequality among the people on the basis of religion as has been happening with 

the Muslims due to the recent increase in positive cases linked to the Tablighi 

Markaz at Nizamuddin.507 Thus, there is a dire need on the part of the 

government to take imperative measures to avert the violation of rights. 

Henceforth the Right to Movement has also been hampered, which was 

																																																								
504 TNN, Students promoted but where will textbooks for new session, (Apr 18, 2020), 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/gurgaon/students-promoted-but-where-will-textbooks-for-new-session-
come-from/articleshow/75197036.cms?from=mdr, Last accessed on May 2, 2020 
505 WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO 494 OF 2012. 
506 Supra Note 10 at Page -6 
507 Samanwaya Rautrey, PIL seeks Supreme Court's help to end social profiling of victims, (Apr 23, 2020), 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/pil-seeks-supreme-courts-help-to-end-social-
profiling-of-victims/articleshow/75333076.cms?from=mdr, Last accessed on May 2, 2020. 
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introduced by the Working Group of Human Rights under article 10,12 of the 

UDHR, which has explicitly been provided under Article 19 of the Indian 

Constitution. 

 

SUSPENSION - A BLOT OR NOT? 

 

The human rights over time have got due importance, and their infringement 

leads to hefty punishments. During the pandemic, when the whole world is 

under the scrutiny of facing the most extraordinary situation, several rights have 

been violated as observed, but on the other side, "Extraordinary situation 

demands Extraordinary measures" and hence curtailment in some way or the 

other is not an infringement of the right. There are times when the nation is 

going through a patch of an extraordinary situation that leaves the state in a 

dilemma to either safeguard the larger interest of the public or maintain the 

social integrity of the human rights.508 These situations have over the time been 

recognized as an emergency under various articles, and through judicial 

interpretation, the fundamental rights have been allowed to curtail (apart from 

Right to Life and Liberty) as precluded through the 44th amendment to the 

constitution in June 1975 which said that Article(20-21) could not be suspended 

by a presidential order under article 359. 

 

Article 4 (1) of the ICCPR also provides for suspension on the Fundamental 

Rights (which so threatens the life of the nation which is officially proclaimed, 

state parties have the right to make policies in derogation to prevent the 

exigency in the larger public interest) during the time of emergency Moreover 

the Article 27 of the ACHR (American Convention of Human Rights), 1969 

provides for the suspension of the human rights in order to curb the menace of 

the emergency, except the Right to Life as they are so fundamental in nature 

that a civilized society cannot be thought of without it. The pandemic has led 

																																																								
508 Mr. Soli J. Sorabjee, Senior Advocate, Former Attorney General of India, Human Rights During Emergency, High 
Court of Judicature at Allahabad, http://www.allahabadhighcourt.in/event/humanrightsduringemergency.html, Last 
accessed on May 5, 2020. 
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to the curtailment of movement, profession and has led to unfortunate house 

arrest.  

 

It is an undeniable fact that the current situation is worrying some, and the 

nation needs to take extraordinary measures, whether it results in the violation 

of fundamental rights or not!! The ICCESR also in Article 29 provides for 

limitation in such rights in situations of such emergency. The explicit provision 

for the suspension has been given under various European charter, the 

American convention, UDHR, and also in India suspension of Article is 

automatic in such a situation, and it is not an infringement on anybody's right. 

To tackle the situation, various other laws have been invoked which need to be 

looked in. Article 51 poses upon India an obligation to honour its international 

commitments as it is a signatory to a number of conventions. The INDNR 

(International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction) replaced by ISDR 

(International Strategy for Disaster Reduction), all aimed at securing humans 

from the extraordinary situations threatened by disasters.  

 

Disaster Management Act, 2005 

 

1. Disaster can be identified as a catastrophe, mishap, or calamity, which 

causes substantial loss of life or human suffering, damage and is of such nature 

that it is beyond the coping capacity of the affected area.509 India, during its fight 

with the highly contagious and virulent disease, has invoked the Disaster 

Management Act, 2005. In accordance with the DMA, 2005, manifold 

management bodies were established at both central and state levels. These 

bodies are endorsed to recommend the "rule of thumb" for minimum standards 

of relief. The Ministry of Home Affairs on the recommendation of the NDMA 

(National Disaster Management Authority), vide order no.1-29/2020 invoked 

section 6(2) (i)510 of the act which has become a matter of mulling. The order 

restricts the movement of the residents and order of closure of offices, shops, 

																																																								
509 Section 2 of Disaster Management Act, 2005. 
510 Bharat Vasani & Samiksha Padnekar, Is The Central Government Coronavirus Lockdown Order Constitutionally 
Valid, (Mar 31, 2020), https://www.bloombergquint.com/coronavirus-outbreak/is-the-central-government-
coronavirus-lockdown-order-constitutionally-valid. 
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malls, so on and so forth. Concurrently the matters of public health and public 

order are enumerated under entry 1&6 of the state list and empowers the state 

to legislate matters, but the centre has the power to pass orders relating to the 

public health under the entry 29 of the concurrent list which set-asides the 

question of the validity of the order. 

 

2. The pre-eminent facet of this act is that it proffers for Disaster Response 

Fund and Disaster Mitigation Fund at all three tiers: national, state, and district 

levels. India has explicitly declared Covid-19 as a Disaster under the guidelines 

of the Disaster Management Act, 2005. Thus, Centre has evoked this act in 

order to accrue financial freedom to get to grips with the looming health system 

as the act bestows governmental access to National Disaster Response Fund 

(NDRF), National Disaster Mitigation Fund (NDMF) and other fund medical 

facilities. Moreover, section 51 of the act provides for amercement in case 

anybody obstructs any officer or employee in charge or repulses the litigation 

and directions given beneath the act. The commencement of lockdown under 

the guidelines of the Disaster Management Act has posed a malevolent threat 

on suspension article 19 of the Indian Constitution as we have been devoid of 

almost all the freedoms mentioned in the article. 

 

Epidemic Disease Act, 1897 

 

1. The Epidemic disease act, drafted by the British government, was 

entrenched in 1897 to deal with the widespread bubonic plague. The act grants 

special powers to both the central and the state governments to scale down the 

spread of epidemic diseases. It has been conjured many a time in the past due 

to the surge of epidemics in the country and has been invoked to whop the 

battle of coronavirus.511 The act gives allowance to the state to lay down 

temporary regulations to be pursued by the citizens and grants authority to the 

centre to assert guidelines. Notwithstanding the fact that adducing this act has 

become obligatory in the ongoing situation but, the provisions of the act do not 

																																																								
511 Rakesh PS, The Epidemic Disease Act, 1897: Public Health Relevnce in the Current Scenario, Volume 1 
IJME(2016). 
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comply with the changing modern world. There is no provision in the acts that 

consider people's interests and protect their rights. Rather, the act accentuates 

mostly on the isolation laws. The act has been imposed with other penal laws 

such as S.188, 144, 271 IPC to curb the ever transmission of the disease.  

 

2. Maharashtra issued a directive that strict action would be taken under IPC 

section 188 in case of contravention of mandatory quarantine, which clearly 

does not consider the people's interests and needs.512 Article 38 directs the state 

to act as a repository for the welfare of the people and protect their human 

rights. Even the state is under the obligation of a doctrine of "Parent 

Patriate," which accentuates the fact of protecting and contributing towards 

the welfare of the people. Supreme Court, in the landmark judgement, held that 

eradicating poverty should be the aim of the state and right to food is the basic 

human right which states should protect and ensure adequate food to every 

living being.513 In the case of M.K. Balakrishnan & Ors. v/s Union Of India & 

Ors.514 SC held that shortage of drinking water is absolute of infringement of 

the fundamental right of a citizen under Article-21 

 

The Venkatachaliah Committee, formed by the central government, pointed out 

the discrepancy in the Indian Constitution while dealing with the natural 

disaster. It recommended many concepts and stated that disaster management 

should be linked with development. The commission suggested the tackling of 

the problem with food assistance is the major concern at the time of disaster. 

The state should ensure policies dealing with the situation. Thereby the same 

difficulty is experienced by the state as the pandemic is out of control 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
512 Supra Note 24 at Pg – 10. 
513 Kishen Pattnayak and Anr. vs. State of Orissa (AIR 1989 SC 677). 
514 2009 5 SCC 511. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

After scrutinizing the current milieu, the fundamental rights of all individuals 

are at stake. The systematic flaws that have deeper roots are one part of the 

crisis; the other part has to do with Covid-19 itself. The Minimum Standard of 

Human Rights Commission stated that right without remedies is worthless, the 

rights are of paramount importance. But in the condition where the state has to 

deal with such an extraordinary situation, a balance of rights and also protection 

of the integrity of the state needs to be achieved. Furthermore, the highly 

contagious Covid-19 is an unpredictable disease; therefore, nothing could be 

done in advance to prevent the spread except for a "Nationwide Lockdown," 

which was eventually imposed at the best time in comparison with the world. 

Absolute measures are being taken by the government at all levels, and 

corporations have also joined hands to eradicate such a blot in human 

civilization. 

 

The author thereby in personal opinion feels that adequate measures are being 

taken by the executive as well other regulatory bodies in order to curb the 

menace, thereby a little of co-operation and coordination would make the life 

of the authorities a bit easier and together would make the nation win over such 

extraordinary situation. 
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CROWN AND THE PROTECTORS OF THE 

REALM: PARLIAMENTARY AND JUDICIAL 

SYMBIOSIS 
 - SAKSHAM KUMAR515 AND RASHIKA RAKWAL516 

 

ABSTRACT 

   

These times of a pandemic have been an epiphany on how intertwined distinct worlds could be 

and even the best of machinery and political systems can render ineffective as life is a severely 

dynamic and an invasive concept which can’t be restored by individualism but only cohesion. 

Written down Indian Constitution accounts for everything and everyone, to eliminate pestering 

inequalities Legislative, Judicial and Executive independence and co-dependence have been an 

area of controversy. This article establishes a brief study of Legislative and Judicial symbiotic 

relationship with respect to the Constitution and explains how these organs of the Government 

work in their individual sphere as well as how they adapt to cohesion.  

   

  

																																																								
515 Student, 3rd Year, BBA LL.B., New Law College, Bharati Vidyapeeth University, Pune. 
516 Student, 3rd Year, BBA LL.B., New Law College, Bharati Vidyapeeth University, Pune. 
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INTRODUCTION 

   

Polity is a comprehension of the division of civic work, India confers to 

Constitutional supremacy over the Legislative, Judicial, Executive organs of this 

democratic system. Indian polity is a median between the American political 

system of Judicial supremacy and the British political system of Parliamentary 

supremacy. For the proper functioning of the economy, it’s imperative that all 

the vital works are carried out in cohesion with one another as judicial review is 

essential to propagate an unbiased Legislation, the existence of Legislature is 

necessary for adjudication on Legislation.  

   

JUDICIAL SUPREMACY   

   

The supremacy of Judiciary is a very well-settled principle, originally evolved in 

the United States of America, adopted by many countries including India. 

Indian judiciary is one of the three organs of the government and is the 

custodian of the Constitution, acting as the protector of the Indian realm it 

safeguards the interests of the people at large and protects the rights of each 

citizen. The Indian judiciary mitigates disputes and interprets the express 

provisions of the constitution which vest the power of judicial review to it, it 

has the power to evaluate the constitutionality of the laws which are enacted by 

the legislature or acts of the executive organ under circumstances of misuse of 

unfettered power. Judiciary has time and again established equity through 

judicial review, for instance in the case of I.C. Golaknath and Ors. v. State of 

Punjab and Anrs.517 the independence of Judiciary was upheld as amendments 

to the fundamental rights by the Parliament were not guaranteed under part III 

of the Indian Constitution.  

 

In the case of Keshvananda Bharati v. State of Kerala518  Supreme Court 

introduced the basic structure doctrine to protect the sanctity of the constitution 

and avoid any amendment to the crucial provisions. Similarly, in the case of 

																																																								
517 I.C. Golaknath and Ors. v. State of Punjab and Anrs. 1967 AIR 1643 
518 Keshvananda Bharati v. State of Kerala AIR 1973 SC 1461 
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Minerva Mills v. Union of India519  Supreme Court struck down Article 368 

(4)520  and 368(5)521 as violative of the provisions of the Indian constitution as 

the Indian legislature aimed to remove the judicial review of certain legislative 

actions. I.R. Coelho v. State of Tamil Nadu522  laws placed under the IXth 

schedule after 24th April 1923 are subjected to judicial review and it’ll be under 

complete blanket immunity if it violates the basic structure of the Indian 

Constitution.  

 

Judicial Activism is necessary to eliminate obsolescence of the rules and 

regulations and bring reformative changes to the society, Selvi v. State of 

Karnataka AIR 2010 SC523 , Supreme Court in this case held lie-detector tests, 

brain-mapping and narco-analysis as unconstitutional because it violated the 

fundamental right against self-incrimination of an accused person guaranteed 

under Article 20(3)524. In the cases of Joseph shine v. Union of India525  (27th 

September 2018) Supreme Court held section 497 of Indian Penal Code 1860 

i.e. Adultery unconstitutional. In Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India526 

criminalisation of consensual homosexual activity under section 377 of the 

Indian Penal Code was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of 

India, the scrapping down of 99th constitutional amendment act, 2014 and the 

National Judicial Appointment Commission (NJAC) in the case of Supreme 

Court Advocates-on-Record - Association and others v. Union of India527, are 

landmark illustrations judicial review and novel judicial activism.  

 

Freedom of Judiciary holds a greater significance when it comes to optimum 

judicial performance, so it becomes important that the judiciary is free from any 

external influence for instance pressure or fright from the politicians. Judiciary 

																																																								
519 Minerva Mills v. Union of India AIR 1980 SC 1789 
520 India Const. art. 368, CL. 4 
521 India Const. art. 368, CL. 5 
522 I.R. Coelho v. State of Tamil Nadu AIR 2007 SC 861 
523 Selvi v. State of Karnataka AIR 2010 SC 1974 
524 India Const. art. 20, CL. 3 
525 Joseph shine v. Union of India 2018 SC 1676 
526 Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India AIR 2018 SC 4321 
527 Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record - Association and others v. Union of India AIR 1994 SC 
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is to be enriched with the spirit of independence and impartiality528. This 

independent characteristic of the judiciary is not limited to the judicial 

independence as an institution but also independence from the organs of the 

government viz. legislature and executive, it demonstrates that judges must be 

independent of coercion in decision making and not influenced by the external 

stimuli of political intercession, political gain, majoritarian oppressive and 

compulsive propaganda, profit aspiration or corrupt governmental vehemence.  

 

In the pyramidical hierarchy of courts, the Supreme Court is the apex body at 

the top orderly followed by the state established High Courts and the 

subordinate courts or the district courts. The provision of judicial review has 

been existent since the genesis of Indian Constitution and the judicial 

abatement, invalidation or alteration of the acts of the Legislative organ if they 

aren’t in coherence with the constitutional provisions. This can be established 

from the series of amendments at the time of the development of the 

Constitution through the time of its enforcement.  

 

The major amendment or replacement of the Right to Property from 

Fundamental Rights to the Legal right by the 44th amendment act, 1976 is 

evidence of the cultural and political influence of the decade. National Legal 

Services Authority v. Union of India529, the declaration of transgenders as a third 

gender by the Supreme Court paved a new way and reestablished the Supremacy 

of Judiciary.  The procedure of appointment of the judges of Supreme Court 

and High Court provided under Indian Constitution under article 124530 and 

217531  respectively was challenged in the case of SP Gupta v. Union of India 

And Ors.532, in this case, the Supreme Court held that the ultimate authority of 

appointment of the judges would rest in the hands of the President.  

 

																																																								
528 High Court of Judicature of Bombay v Shirish Kumar R Patil, AIR 1997 SC 2631 
529 National Legal Services Authority v. Union of India AIR 2014 SC 1863 
530 India Const. art. 124 
531 India Const. art. 217 
532 SP Gupta v. Union of India And Ors. AIR 1982 SC 149 
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Supreme Court Advocates on Record Association Vs. Union of India533, this 

case held if there exists any conflict between the opinions of the Chief justice 

of India and the President regarding the appointment of the judges of high 

courts and the Supreme Court, the CJI would supersede the President and this 

case established the Collegium system of the Courts, scope of this collegium 

was later reiterated by its expansion in Re Special Reference Case534. 

 

The doctrine of Prospective Overruling is a piece of legislation which resonates 

the apertures and loopholes in the precedent judicial pronouncements by 

enacting legislations only applicable to future judicial pronouncements. 

Originating in the American judicial system, by the exercise of this doctrine the 

judiciary overrules or sets aside a precedent and specifies that the judgement 

would have only prospective and no retrospective effect. Justice Cardozo lead 

down the doctrine of prospective overruling in the case of Northern Railway v. 

Sunburst Oil and Refining Company535.  

 

In India it was for applied for the first time in case of I.C. Golaknath and Ors. 

vs State of Punjab and Anrs.536, wherein judiciary overruled its previous 

judgements of Shankari Prasad vs. Union of India537, and Sajjan Singh v. State 

of Rajasthan538. This doctrine was restated and various guidelines for the 

application of this doctrine was laid down by the Supreme Court in the case of 

Somaiya Organics India Ltd. v. State of U.P539 and it was held in the case of 

M.A. Murthy v. State of Karnataka540 that Doctrine of Prospective Overruling 

as a canon of interpretation of the constitution.   

 

 

																																																								
533  Supreme court Advocates on Record Association Vs. Union of India (1993) 4 SCC 441. Oct 6. 1993 
534 Re Special Reference Case AIR 1999 SC 
535Northern Railway v. Sunburst Oil and Refining Co., 287 U.S. 358 (1932) 
536 I.C. Golaknath and Ors. vs State of Punjab and Anrs. 1967 AIR 1643  
 
 
 
537 Shankari Prasad vs. Union of India, AIR. 1951 SC 458 
538 Sajjan Singh v. State of Rajasthan AIR. 1965 (SC) 845 
539 Somaiya Organics India Ltd. v. State of U.P. 2001 5 SCC 519 
540 M.A. Murthy v. State of Karnataka 1997 (4) SCC 18 
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LEGISLATIVE SOVEREIGNTY 

 

Legislation has been an omnipotent element throughout history as lives become 

more invasive, harm to the machinery i.e. territorial development is inevitable. 

As a social being, humans can't operate unregulated and rampage because the 

life of one individual is intertwined with another individual and it's an epitome 

of growth and public wellbeing which has subsisted since before the term 

democracy was even coined, in the historical societies the rulers, dynasties, 

courts of the emperors, and impeccable empires all exhibited these 

fundamentals of legislative importance.  

 

A legislature is a voluntary assemblage of a political entity with the authority to 

legislate for a country, state, city, or province. India has a bicameral legislature 

with the existence of two houses of the government, Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha 

cohabit the union parliament whereas Vidhan Sabha and Vidhan Parishad are 

two elementary houses of the state government. Bicameral Legislation is a prime 

organ of Indian polity enshrined with the task of making, amending, modifying, 

abrogating provisions of the constitution according to the requirements of the 

civilisation. Dictatorships are centrally similar to democracies due to the 

permanence of a legislative body, accountability and authority; democracy is the 

modern-day version of systems that have survived for several centuries and 

various dictatorships in the history of the world with the factor of equality and 

no supremacy or unfettered use of power.  

 

A democracy can aggravate to tyranny when unfettered power is reined with a 

specific group of individuals. Judiciary acts as a pacifier and regulates remote 

misuse of the unfettered political power and discretionary dictation of political 

views, for instance in society the means of production or wealth are not 

supposed to concentrate with a few, it’s imperative that the reins of the future 

of a country are also not in control of only a few. The redundant number of 

amendments mitigate and regress the constitution and are pure proofs of how 

indecisive and the regressed legislature can erode the fundamentals of our 

newfound democracy.  
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39th Amendment Act 1975 aimed to place elections of the President, Prime 

minister and the Vice president outside the purview of Indian courts which 

outlines the misuse of legislative power vested in the parliament and provisions 

of the constitution to the extent of disturbing the authority of one organ of the 

government over the other and the subsequent Indira Gandhi V. Raj Narain 

Case541 where Parliament misused the authority of benefit to the public for their 

selfish fulfilment of an agenda endeavouring no public welfare is evidence to 

the abuse of the discretional power vested with the legislature.  

 

Indian constitution is a more comprehensive example of equitable governing 

rather than the American or the British constitution, the issue remains with the 

Indian polity of the corrupt legislature which prevents the progress of a 

constitution that aims at equality, benefit and concern for all because of lack of 

enforceability and regulation remaining to just the papers, hence judiciary 

becomes necessary paraphernalia for regulating politics in the region of 1.33 

billion citizens. The controversial appointment of Justice A.N Ray in 1973 

superseding 3 senior conferring judges provokes the aforementioned view of 

the need for accountability of, and regulation in the legislature. The legislative 

acts that aim to establish the authority of governments over courts of justice 

impinge upon the constitutionality of such partnerships and the sanctity of the 

constitution itself.  

 

The Indian parliament, unlike the British parliament, is not sovereign and 

provisions laid down by the parliament can and will be reviewed by the courts 

of justice, the Indian legislature's legislative scope of power and authority are 

fettered because of the evolution of the Basic Structure Doctrine in the 

Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala and Anr.542   

 

Even though the union parliamentary discretion supersedes the powers and 

authority vested with the state parliament in specific circumstances and during 

a state of emergency. The union and the state parliament can legislate on matters 

																																																								
541 Indira Gandhi V. Raj Narain 1975 AIR 865 
542 Keshvananda Bharati v. State of Kerala case AIR 1973 SC 1461 
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specified to them individually and cohesively according to the 3 distinct lists viz. 

Union list, State list, Concurrent list this specification and unification of spheres 

of application is ensured by various provisions and two principal doctrines of 

the constitution the Doctrine of Basic Structure, Doctrine of Separation of 

Power enshrined in the constitution of India which states the powers have been 

allocated among three distinct organs of the government viz. Legislature, 

Executive, Judiciary.  

 

One varied principal doctrine not applicable to the Indian polity is The doctrine 

of Parliamentary Sovereignty evolved and embroidered in the British 

constitution establishes that the legislature is the primary source of law as 

hypothesised by Austin and proposed by the Positivist school of jurisprudence, 

the legislature has been vested with the power and authority to legislate on 

specified matters according to the provisions and legislative will where the 

judiciary can interpret but has no option of review and abrogation, it was also 

affirmed by A.V. Dicey. However, if we compare it with the position of the 

Parliament in India, we could see that in India there exists Supremacy of 

Constitution and the Judiciary is empowered to review the acts of parliament.   

  

Judicial review is a reformative practice that safeguards the interest of the public 

and regulates over legislative discretion by establishing courtroom enforceability 

to the laws which are against public order or sanctity of the constitution itself. 

The Parliament has intervened in the judicial domain numerous times even with 

mala fide intent to limit the powers of the judiciary, The Indian parliament 

incorporated the 99th Amendment Act,2014 leading to the establishment of 

National Judicial Appointments Commission (NJAC), replacing the historical 

convention of the Collegium system of courts. However, the Judiciary in the 

case of Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Association and Ors. v. Union of 

India 2016 5 SSC 1543, invalidated the NJAC along with the 99th Amendment 

Act, 2014 as void and unconstitutional reestablishing the conventional 

																																																								
543 Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Association and Ors. v. Union of India 2016 5 SSC 1 
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collegium system for appointment of the judges of the Supreme Court and High 

Courts.  

 

42nd Amendment Act, 1976 is evident of how unregulated and unfettered 

legislative power can annihilate democracy into a pseudo civilisation where the 

legislature overrides the constitution and curtails another essential paraphernalia 

for the functioning of the democratic society by eliminating judicial review. 

Legislative independence is essential to the growth of the society and has been 

realised by the operative courts and the constitution itself but as the democratic 

Republic of India, we are bound to have equality and accountability of all where 

no institution shall supersede, and intervene the other unless with bona fide 

intent and public order.  

   

CONCLUSION 

   

Legislature and Judiciary, both occupy a significant place in the Indian polity by 

virtue of being complementary and supplementary to each other because the 

Indian constitution provides cohesive powers to both these organs. Therefore, 

on many instances, one will impinge upon the other which is a prerogative of 

co-dependent systems accountable and in cohesion with each other, rallying up 

debates of supremacy and control over the other which should always be studied 

under competitive efficiency, aided and guided by the constitution while both 

these organs work in accordance with the express provisions of the 

Constitution.   

 

There won’t be any hindrances if the machinery of Constitutional Functionaries 

is carried out in an appropriate manner without any conflicts or struggle 

between these three organs of the Government. India has thus adopted the rule 

of law. All these organs abide by the rule of law as well the law of land as these 

organs derive their authority and existence from the Constitution. It's a befitting 

circumstance of coexisting organs as the discretion of supreme power lies in an 

unbiased piece of paper viz. the constitution over which there exists no 

embodiment and no embodiment has existed.  
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CYBER FORENSICS: HANDLING OF DIGITAL 

EVIDENCE 
-ADYA PANDEY544 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Drenched in the spirits of technological revolution, mankind of late has been awakened to the 

threats of a new form of criminal activity popularly known as cyber-crimes. The digital world 

today is used as a smoking gun and law enforcement agencies worldwide are facing a challenge 

to confront it. Cyber forensics (also known as digital forensic) is a term used for the act of 

gathering and preserving evidences obtained from a computer device. It is a method of crime 

investigation that involves electronic data storage extraction for legal purposes. Cyber forensic 

is the art and science of applying computer science to collect, acquire, preserve and determine 

the admissibility of digital evidence as fit for production in a court of law. It applies a plethora 

of tools and scientific methods to extract and to preserve the evidence till it is produced before a 

court. There is a need to boost scientific temper for investigation among law enforcement agencies 

along with setting up of forensic science training and research institutes. Investigation in the 

coming years could no longer be able to be conducted in the traditional ways and the sooner we 

prepare ourselves the better we may be able to perform. Through this paper an attempt has 

been made to discuss the meaning and applicability of cyber forensics to a crime scene, the 

various cyber forensic tools that exist today that facilitate the collection of digital evidence and 

some areas of concern pertaining to the development of cyber forensic science in India.   

 

Keywords: Cyber Forensics, Tools of Cyber Forensics, Digital Evidence, Stages of Evidence 

Handling, Examination of Digital Evidence. 

 

 

  

																																																								
544 LL.B. (Hons.), Lucknow University; LL.M, National Law University, Jodhpur (2016). 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

Technology while has made the lives of man easier and convenient, has also 

confronted mankind with the emerging threat of digital crime (crime committed 

with the use and aide of electronic devices like computers, mobile phones etc). 

the fact of crime was never known to mankind but crime with the use of 

technology certainly is and so is new to mankind the special investigations 

techniques needed to investigate these crimes.  

 

With growing popularity of computer and internet based networking has led to 

a surge in cyber-crimes and digital attacks (ranging from financial scams, 

computer hacking, downloading pornographic images, virus attacks, email 

stalking and creating sites that create racial hatred) over the past few years. With 

most people having an access to computer or network systems, the incidence 

of crime stand distributed among the masses making detection difficult and 

collection of evidences a challenging tasks.  

 

To add to this the rapid technological advancement has posed a challenge for 

law enforcement agencies for remaining abreast with them. Detection of a crime 

and identification of criminal is dependent on the collection of evidence. In 

conventional crime cases, the collection of evidence is done by investigating the 

crime scene and interrogating the accused or accomplices. In a cyber-crime the 

crime scene is the computer that has been put to use to commit the crime. A 

thorough analysis of the computer which includes analysis of storage 

devices(disks/floppy/software/etc.) is done and an attempt is made to extract 

the evidence in its original form.  

 

This task of extraction of evidences from a computer system is done by an 

expert known as cyber forensic expert. A cyber forensic expert applies various 

cyber forensic tools to collect evidence and preserve them in a manner that they 

can be made admissible in a court of law.  
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CYBER FORENSIC; A SCIENTIFIC METHOD OF EVIDENCE 

EXTRACTION 

 

Cyber forensics (also known as digital forensic) is a term used for the act of 

gathering and preserving evidences obtained from a computer device. It is a 

method of crime investigation that involves electronic data storage extraction 

for legal purposes. It is the branch of forensics that involves elements of law 

and computer science for collection and analysis of data from computer 

systems, networks, wireless communications, and storage devices in a way that 

is admissible as evidence in a court of law.  The aim of digital forensic is to 

preserve the evidence in the most original form so that a structured investigation 

can be performed by reconstructing past events.  

 

With the increase in cyber-crimes there is felt a strong need for forensic 

expertise among the  law enforcement agencies who  can then use the scientific 

techniques to  detect cyber criminals.  The methods by which a cyber forensic 

expert extracts evidences crucial for investigation are commonly known as cyber 

forensic tools.  These tools assist forensic examiner in collecting as well as 

analyzing the information that may not be immediately apparent, from the 

computer system and to make a true and permanent copy of that information 

so that it can be used in legal proceedings. These tools enable an investigator to 

recover deleted files, reconstruct activities of the intruder and thereby gain 

intelligence about all the users of a computer system.545 

 

Tools and techniques of cyber forensics  

 

Whenever a criminal uses a computer to commit a criminal activity he makes 

every attempt to delete or otherwise destroy its source most common example 

being deleting the file from the device. However, whenever a file is deleted, the 

computer operating system invariably leaves behind the computer evidence 

																																																								
545 Preeti and Sushil, “Tool and Techniques for Computer Forensics”,  International Conference on System Modeling 
& Advancement in Research Trends (SMART) <available at http://tmu.ac.in/college-of-computing-sciences-and-
it/> (last accessed on 29/04/2020) 
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transparently without the knowledge of the computer operator. To retrieve 

evidences from the computers it becomes necessary to recreate the sequence of 

events to reach to the point from where the traces of criminal activity could be 

detected. It here when the application of scientific tools for investigation comes 

into play. Cyber forensic investigations involve the application of various 

scientific tools commonly known as cyber forensic tools to collect and preserve 

evidences from computers and digital devices. Some of these commonly used 

cyber forensics tools are: X-Ways Forensics546:- Integrated computer forensic 

software SANS Investigative Forensic Toolkit-SIFT547 EnCase 548The 

Coroners’s Toolkit 549COFEE550 BULK EXTRACTOR551 

 

The cyber forensic tools can be utilized in two ways. Proactive Incidence 

Forensics 552and Post Incidence Forensics. Pro active forensics deals concerns with 

live examination without disrupting the business while another approach that is 

post forensic concerns with examining the forensic device after the incident has 

happened to find out what exactly happened in the storage medium which may 

be a hard disk memory  card or the like. The choice of the tools to be applied 

for investigation is  made after considering the performance, reliability and the 

caveats. Such considerations are necessary to be made to ensure that the 

evidence so collected is fit to be made admissible in a court of law. 

 

Cyber forensics and the Cardinal Principles 

 

Cyber forensics rests on five cardinal principles: 

 

Ø Admissibility must guide action 

																																																								
546 X-Ways forensics is an advanced work environment for computer forensic examiners finds deleted files 
547 is a multi-purpose forensic operating system which comes with all the necessary tools used in the digital forensic 
process 
548 EnCase can be utilised to examine Active, Latent and Archival data without altering the evidence.It also produce a 
report based on the evidence 
549 It runs under several UNIX_ related OS. TCT is a collection of programs by Dan Sarmer and Wietse Venema for 
a postmortem analysis of a UNIX system. 
550 Computer Online Forensic Evidence Extractor or COFEE is a tool kit developed for computer forensic experts 
to gather evidence from windows system. It can be installed on a USB pen drive or external hard disk. 
551 It scans the disk images, file or directory of files to extract useful information 
552 CYBER FORENSICS  <available at https://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/> (last accessed on 1/05/2020) 
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Ø Acquiring the evidence without altering or damaging the original 

Ø Analyzing the data while retaining its integrity 

Ø Anticipating the unexpected 

 

It is necessary that forensic examination of the computer device is done in a 

proper and sound manner as the forensic expert will be required to give before 

the court a testimony of proper handling of the particular piece of evidence. A 

forensically sound examination is done under controlled conditions without 

changing the data on the original evidence, preserving it in pristine conditions 

making it fully documented, replicable and verifiable.    

 

Cyber forensic and Digital Evidence  

 

The most crucial part of cyber forensics is the handling of the evidence 

extracted. Evidence obtained during an investigation of digital crime is termed 

as digital evidences. Digital evidences by their very nature are volatile and if not 

properly handled they may be altered. The cyber forensic expert for this reason 

has the duty cast upon  him to ensure that the evidence extracted is not altered 

during the various procedures of cyber forensics(access, collection, packaging, 

transfer and storage) and for this he also has to testify before the court that the 

evidence that is being produced is actually not altered and is in original state. 

Evidence collection is therefore required to be done by adhering to certain 

protocols that delineate the steps that must be followed for evidence collection 

and reservation under cyber forensics.  

 

Stages of evidence handling  

 

The extraction of a digital evidence involves following procedures:  

 

a) Identification  

b) collection  

c) acquisition; and  
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d) preservation.553 

 

Identification  

 

Similar to the traditional procedure of investigation of a crime the first step is 

the identification stage. The investigator has to search for facts that they may 

guide him as to identity of the accused and also of all other acts that enabled 

him to commit the commit. Under cyber forensic the investigator is to identify 

who committed the cyber-crime, which device was used, from where it was 

committed and how it was committed.  

 

Collection  

 

The digital evidence sought in any case may have to be extracted from different 

electronic devices like computers, external hard drives, flash drives, routers, 

smartphones, tablets, public resources like social platforms, many applications 

and websites using cloud memory making collection of evidence a challenging 

task and therefore it becomes necessary for the investigator to clearly define as 

to what kind of evidence does he want.  

 

Unlike a traditional crime case, crime scene in a cyber-crime is not confined to 

a particular location but is spread among various devices that may be spread 

throughout a country or a region. Therefore it becomes necessary to first 

identify the relevant crime scene( the device, place which and from where it was 

used). The crime scene identified is secured and thereafter isolated by keeping 

the device in a separate room to protect it against any contamination. Since the 

receptors of digital evidence vary, no particular collection procedure can be laid 

down. However law enforcement agencies follow a standard protocol554. These 

protocols lay down the policy in respect to collection of a digital evidence and 

the steps that must be followed to collect a digital evidence.  The adherence to 

																																																								
553 Introduction to Digital Forensics, Standards and best practices for digital forensics, Module 4 Cyber crime available 
at <https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/cybercrime> (last accessed on 1/05/2020) 
554 Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence ( SWGDE )) 
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the protocols ensures that the digital evidence collected is fit to be admissible in 

a court of law. 

 

Acquisition  

 

The third step is of acquisition. The digital evidence must be acquired in a 

manner so as to maintain the integrity of the evidence. The tools and the 

technique put to use must be so used so as to prevent any alteration. It is 

generally the intention of the experts that in any case no alteration to the 

evidence should happen during the various procedures of handling and if not 

possible at all then ,the least. The digital evidence seized is considered as primary 

source of evidence. But the digital forensic expert does not acquire data from 

the primary source instead he makes a duplicate of the contents and the copy 

so made is used for analyses.     

 

Preservation 

 

Preservation of digital evidence is most crucial part of cyber forensics. The 

whole of cyber forensics science rest on the principle of collecting and 

preserving the digital evidence maintaining its integrity ensuring that it is not 

modified during the procedure of collection and acquisition and is presented 

before the court in its original form. It shall be the duty of the investigator to 

establish the integrity of the digital  evidence produced.  Preservation of digital 

evidence is ensured following a chain of custody555, a process by which crime 

scene is preserved by the investigators and the evidence is preserved throughout 

the life cycle of the case. During this chain of custody all information about the 

evidence as to from where, how and who collected the evidence is collected 

along with details of all those to whom evidence was transferred is also 

maintained. 

.  

 

																																																								
555 Supra at 9 
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Examination and interpretation of digital evidence  

 

After the collection, acquisition and preservation stage before being produced 

before the court of law the digital evidence goes through the procedure of 

examination and interpretation. The examination and interpretation stage has 

two phases: analysis and reporting(communicating the result) phases. The digital 

evidence extracted is analyses following different analysis methods:  

 

Time analysis, Ownership analysis, Possession analysis, Application and file 

analysis and data hiding analysis.556 In a time analysis a time line or time sequence 

that led to the event is reconstructed. The purpose of this analysis is to attribute 

a crime to a perpetrator or to say attribute an act that led to the commission of 

crime to a particular individual.  To determine as to who created, accessed or 

modified file on a computer system ownership analysis is done. Another type 

of analysis that is the data hiding analysis is a search type where hidden data on 

a system is looked for. In a cyber crime often data hiding techniques are used 

by criminals to conceal their illicit activities. Data hiding analysis is important as 

hidden data has the potential of revealing information about crime, intent of 

committing a crime. 

 

Digital evidence:  Admissibility  

 

 Admissibility of evidences is governed by the Indian Evidence Act 1872.  

Evidence act primarily talked about primary evidence and secondary evidences.  

There was no explicit provision dealing with evidences contained in electronic 

formats. So any evidence collected or contained in an electronic device was 

considered as document and printed reproductions and transcripts were treated 

as secondary evidences. It was after the introduction of information technology 

act that data recorded in electronic form came to recognized as electronic record 

and there after through various amendments in the ITAct and Indian Penal 

Code that that electronic record came to be recognized as an admissible piece 

																																																								
556 Supra note 9 
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of evidence. The various provisions under the Indian Evidence Act that deal 

with evidences contained in electronic records are sections 

17,22A,39,45A,59,65A and 65B557. Out of these sections, sections 65A & 65B 

are most important as they provide detailed provisions as to the admissibility of 

evidences contained in electronic records. Further sections 81A 85A 85B 85C 

88A and section 90A create presumptions as to the electronic records. Thus a 

full built in frame work for the admissibility of evidences contained in electronic 

records have been put in place under the Act.   

 

Cyber forensic trends in India  

 

The day by day technological advancement is posing a threat to cyber security. 

Crimes shall no longer be committed in the traditional way making it imperative 

for the law enforcement agencies to be well adept with the technological 

advancement. Cyber forensics under such circumstances is becoming the 

emerging profession among the law enforcement officers. The need of the hour 

is to give maximum thrust to this field of investigating. Cyber forensics as of 

today is not in a very good shape, has not been able to evolve properly. Certain 

grey areas in respect to cyber forensics in India can be summarized as following: 

Lack of technical skill558: This field requires scientific skills and as such Techno-

Legal Skills need to encouraged in India.  

 

Lack of technical knowledge: Education finds no substitute and as such it is 

required that cyber forensic education must be imparted. One of the best ways 

of doing so can be to include cyber forensic education as a part of the 

curriculum.   

 

Lack of training: cyber-crimes are on surge in India. Law enforcement agencies 

like police need to have an understanding of the sophistication involved in 

cyber-crimes. They are as of present not trained enough to understand the 

																																																								
557 Vijay Pal Dalmia, “India : Admissibility of Electronic Evidence Under Indian Evidence Act 1972, Litigation, 
Mediation and Arbitration Mondaq <available at https://www.mondaq.com/> (last accessed on 1/05/2020) 
558 Cyber Forensics Trends And Developments In India 2013 Perry4Law An Exclusive Techno-Legal Corporate, IP 
& ICT Law Firm New Delhi, India <available at http://ptlb.in/cfrci/wp-content/uplo> (last accessed on 1/05/2020) 
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technicalities associated with cyber-crimes which hampers their efforts of 

investigation there is also a dearth of cyber forensics experts who could help in 

analyzing the digital evidences and preserving them so as to be admissibility in 

court.  

 

CONCLUSION  

 

Changing pattern of commission of crime (i.e. with the use of technology) it 

shall become imperative for law enforcement agencies to overhaul their 

methods of crime investigations. This shall have to be done with the inclusion 

into the investigation systems methods of cyber forensics. As of today though 

the subject of cyber forensics is not unknown, yet not much has been achieved. 

There exists a vacuum between the phase at which digital crimes are today 

committed and the adaptation of forensic methods of investigation by the 

investigating agencies. Thrust is required to be given to the study of forensic 

investigation and governments along with judiciary can play a very vital role.   
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DELIMITING THE PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 

ASSOCIATED WITH PATENTED INVENTIONS: 

WHERE TO DRAW THE LINE? 
-PRATEEK JOINWAL559 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

A Patent is regarded as an intellectual property (IP) which gives its holder the right to prevent 

others from interfering with and/or exploiting the patented invention. Thus, it is the right 

which the holder has against the world in large which includes within its ambit the right to 

exclude others from using, selling or importing the patented product. However, it has often been 

noticed that the proprietary right conferred by such a patent is not absolute and is generally 

restricted in the interest of the public at large. Such a restriction is antithetical to the exclusivity 

granted to the holder of a property.  

 

This paper seeks to enunciate the instances wherein, the proprietary rights conferred by a patent 

are relinquished by the government for the greater public interest, via a practice commonly 

known as ‘compulsory licencing’. Undoubtedly, the enigma engendered around the patentability 

of essential drugs during the current pandemic caused by the outbreak of the 2019-nCoV calls 

for a meticulous analysis of the structural policies in place; so as to ascertain whether the 

aforementioned practice of compulsory licensing stands warranted in law vis-à-vis its departure 

from the facet of exclusivity of proprietary rights.  

  

																																																								
559 Student, 2nd Year, West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences, Kolkata. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In India, transactions and/or transfers effected vis-à-vis both movable and 

immovable properties are statutorily governed by separate legislations such as 

the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 and the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 (‘TPA’) 

respectively. A similar categorization of property is also observed under the 

English Law, where it is denoted as either ‘real’ or ‘personal’. Freehold interests 

in land are included in the former and the TPA, in India, governs the transfer, 

exclusion, ownership et al of such property.  

 

However, should one be restricted to such a narrow spectrum of classification 

of property? The term ‘property’ in itself is very broad and includes anything 

over which a right of ownership may be exercised.560 For, even the Courts have 

interpreted the term to include all the legal rights barring one’s personal rights. 

The application of such a conceptual property theory to Intellectual Property 

(‘IP’) has been a relatively new development in the IP regime.561 A key question 

which arises at this juncture relates to the proprietary rights associated with 

one’s intellectual creation(s) such as inventions, drugs et al. 

 

Even though patented inventions are statutorily governed by the Patents Act, 

1970; the same does not explicitly deal with the proprietary rights which must 

be accorded to the owner of such an invention. This research paper aims to 

elucidate these rights with the aid of case laws and other relevant sources of law. 

The discussion is engendered in Part I, which analogises intellectual property 

rights (‘IPR’) with the commonly known property rights. Part II would address 

some common deviations of IPR from such proprietary rights, which would be 

followed by some policy recommendations in Part III. The discourse would 

culminate with the conclusion, in Part IV of the paper.  

 

 

 

																																																								
560 Harold Demsetz, Toward a Theory of Property Rights, 57 Am. Econ. Rev. 347, 349-50 (1967). 
561 Adam Mossoff, Intellectual Property and Property Rights 7 (2011) (‘Mosoff’). 
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I. Juxtaposing Patent Rights with Property Law: Patented Inventions and 

their Qualification as Property. 

 

The rights associated with ‘real property’ have been said to be derived from the 

Lockean theories of natural rights.562 Scholars who disregard the existence of 

classical proprietary rights within the framework of IP argue that natural rights 

theories (such as the ‘Lockean theory’) “played no part” in the development of 

IPR.563 However, in recent times many scholars have justified patent rights 

under Lockean labour-desert theories.564 Additionally, in the U.S. Supreme 

Court in 1984 had cited Locke’s Second Treatise to hold that intangible 

goods/inventions of a person’s “labour and innovation” could be deemed as 

“property”.565 Furthermore, scholars have also employed Locke’s labour theory 

to justify the existence of patentee’s ownership rights.566 

 

In addition, the U.S. Supreme Court has already qualified patents as a form of 

‘property’ in several judgments.567 For instance, in re Continental Paper Bag 

Co.568 the Court had stated that "patents are property and entitled to the same rights…as 

other property.”569 On similar lines, the right associated with a valid patent has also 

been held to be “as sacred as any right of property”.570 While some cases have held 

the [patent] right as a species of property,571 others have analogized patent 

infringement to a case of ‘trespass’ of land and/or physical property.572 Even 

Chief Justice Marshall had regarded a patented invention as an “inchoate and 

indefeasible property.”573 

																																																								
562 Amie N. Broder, Comparing Apples to APPLs: Importing the Doctrine of Adverse Possession in Real Property to 
Patent Law, 2 NYU J. L. & Liberty 557, 560-62 (2007).   
563 Adam Mossoff, Rethinking the Development of Patents: An Intellectual History, 52 Hastings L.J. 1255, 1256 
(2001). 
564 Id., at 7-9. 
565 Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986, 1002-3 (1984). 
566 Wendy J. Gordon, A Property Right in Self-Expression: Equality and Individualism in the Natural Law of 
Intellectual Property, Yale L.J. 1540, 1542 (1993).  
567 Wilson v. Rousseau, 45 U.S. 646, 673-74, 676 (1846). 
568 Continental Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag Co., 210 U.S. 405 (1908). 
569 Id., at 425. 
570 Hayden v. Suffolk Mfg. Co., 11 F. Cas. 900, 901 (No. 6,261) (C.C.D. Mass. 1862) . 
571 Allen v. New York, 1 F. Cas. 506, 508 (1879). 
572 Goodyear Dental Co. v. Van Antwerp, 10 F. Cas. 749, 750 (1876). 
573 Evans v. Jordan, 8 F. Cas. 872, 873 (C.C.D. Va. 1813). 
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A key question which needs to be addressed deals with the extent to which the 

rights associated with patents perform similarly to those associated with tangible 

property. Property rights have been known to provide its owner with the 

incentives to invest, finance and to trade.574 Patents provide incentives to invest 

in the commercialisation and the development of an invention along with 

providing the right to licence the particular invention/technology. Furthermore, 

the law furnishes certain rights to the owner once something under his/her 

possession is designated as a property.575 These include inter alia the right of 

ownership and exclusion. Do owners of patented inventions enjoy these rights 

as well? 

 

a. The Right of Ownership. 

 

The right of possession in ‘real property’ connotes using the property in the way 

it would have been used by “an average owner” in similar circumstances.576 In other 

words, ownership of property is commonly recognised as the existence of direct 

physical control over the property. Similarly, the facet of ownership in the case 

of a patented invention is recognised by the patentee’s right to develop and/or 

market the invention for himself or to licence the same to others, in exchange 

of pre-defined royalties. 

 

A doctrine closely related to the tenet of ownership is that of ‘adverse 

possession’ of property. The doctrine is aimed towards allocating the property 

in contention to its best possible use. The U.S. Supreme Court allowed ‘laches’ 

as a defence to patent infringement based on the aforementioned principle.577 

Additionally, Edmund Kitch had stated that patents served the same function 

as property rights by assuring that valued goods are utilised in utility-maximising 

ways.578 Thus, patent law prevents ‘sleeping owners’ from subjecting the patented 

invention to underuse, similar to the law vis-à-vis real property.579    

																																																								
574 James Bessen & Michael J. Meurer, Of Patents and Property, 31 Boston Univ. School of L. 18 (2008). 
575 Moore v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 793 P.2d 479, 509 (Cal. 1990). 
576 Jeffrey Evans Stake, The Uneasy Case for Adverse Possession, 89 Geo. L.J. 2419, 2420 (2001). 
577 Mahn v. Harwood, 112 U.S. 354, 361-62 (1884). 
578 Edmund W. Kitch, The Nature and Function of the Patent System, 20 J.L. Econ. 265 (1977). 
579 Alan Devlin, Indeterminism and the Property-Patent Equation, 28 Yale L. & Pol. Rev. 61, 89 (2009) (‘Devlin’).   
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b. The Right of Exclusion. 

 

In colloquial terms, exclusivity as a proprietary right refers to the absolute 

control over a particular property with a corresponding right to exclude others 

from using and/or trespassing over the property.580 Essentially, it permits the 

owner of a property to resort to injunctive relief in case of an unwarranted 

intrusion over his/her property, irrespective of the damage (if any) caused.581 

The law of property thereby, treats non-permissive invasion of property as 

actionable.582 Moreover, it has also been argued that the ‘essence’ of property 

stands in the “right to exclude others”.583 

 

Hence, a key aspect of holding individual property is the legal right associated 

with it to exclude others from enjoying its benefits.584 Generally, both property 

law as well as IPR have a “nearly absolute”585 exclusivity right associated with 

them.586 Justice Oliver Holmes had adjudged that the right to exclude is 

quintessential to both property and IP rights.587 The primary reason behind 

supplementing the IP regime with such a right of exclusion is to foster “incentives 

to create”. Accordingly, in re Ciprofloxacin, it was held that patents created a “legal 

zone of exclusion.”588 Consequently, a patentee has a right of exclusion similar to 

that of a homeowner to remove trespassers from the latter’s land.589 This 

analogous relationship between them has been widely recognized and 

reaffirmed by numerous judgments adjudging that patents are property.590  

 

 

																																																								
580 Id. 
581 Roger A. Cunningham et al., The Law of Property 414-15 (2nd Ed., 1993). 
582 Id. 
583 Nollan v. California Coastal Comm’n, 107 S. Ct. 3141, 3145 (1987). 
584 Int'l News Serv. v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215, 246 (1918). 
585 Mark A. Lemley, Property, Intellectual Property, and Free Riding, 83 Tex. L. Rev. 1031, 1036 (2005). 
586 Devlin, supra note (20). 
587 Oliver W. Holmes, The Common Law 246 (1991). 
588 In re Ciprofloxacin Hydrochloride Antitrust Litig., 544 F.3d 1323, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 
589 Frank H. Easterbrook, Intellectual Property Is Still Property, 13 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol'y 108, 109 (1990) 
(‘Easterbrook’). 
590 Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 535 U.S. 722, 730 (2002). 
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II. Compulsory Licenses: A Deviation from the Proprietary Rights Regime 

of IPR? 

 

The aforementioned proprietary rights given to the owner of a property are not 

unfettered since they are often restricted in the interests of the supervening 

public policy. In India, the scope of a patent right is also restricted by §47, §107 

and §100 of the Patents Act, 1970. Furthermore, §83 of the Act imposes an 

obligation on the patentee to make the invention available to the public at a 

‘reasonable’ price. Several commentators have asserted that strong intellectual 

property protections "have a particularly debilitating effect on how lower income countries 

provide their citizens access to life-saving medication".591  

 

The patentability of medicines is a key issue for India where there is already a 

high burden of disease, low coverage, as well as low per capita income.592 Rather 

unsurprisingly, the provision of compulsory licensing has increased access to 

medicine in India, while also incentivizing innovation within the country 

through its 2005 amendment in the IPA.593 The provision of compulsory 

licencing allows the government to commercially exploit the patentee’s 

invention in lieu of some remuneration and/or royalty paid to the patentee. 

While such forceful licencing by the government is aimed at ameliorating the 

larger public policy concerns associated with the particular invention, the 

provision nonetheless, is violative of the proprietary rights associated with the 

invention.  

 

As a corollary, critics have repeatedly decried the provision for inadequately 

compensating the patentee for the loss of his/her exclusivity over the invention. 

(citation TRIPS) On one hand, many developed nations such as the U.S. has 

often opposed the practice of compulsory licencing since it tends to weaken the 

economic value of patents. On the other hand, developing nations have viewed 

																																																								
591 Christina Bucci, Responsible Patent Protections: Preserving Public Health Objectives in the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership Agreement, 26 Pac. McGeorge Global Bus. & Dev. L. J. 213, 214 (2013). 
592 Viren Konde, Recent Developments in Compulsory Licensing of Pharmaceutical Patents in India, 22 J. Comm. 
Biotech. 64, 64-65 (2016). 
593 B. Gandhi, India's Compulsory License Model: Increased Pharmaceutical Access and Innovation Coexist, 33 
Brigham Young Univ. Prelaw Rev. 33, 34 (2019). 
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the provision as imperative in terms of promoting public health.594 The next 

section shall aim to strike a balance between respecting the proprietary right of 

exclusion and the countervailing public interest in increasing the access to 

pioneering inventions. 

 

III. Compulsory Acquisition of Property and Public Interest: Policy 

Recommendations on Striking a Balance. 

 

It has been observed that certain moral predicaments are engendered once a 

patentee resolves to uphold the proprietary rights associated with his/her 

patented medicine.595 Since most patents are arguably centred around garnering 

economic profits, their enforcement within a domestic regime is corroborated 

by overarching exacerbating ramifications on public health.596 The TRIPS 

Agreement was one such attempt to strike a balance between the short-term 

objective of providing access to essential medicines and the long-term objective 

of encouraging and providing incentives to the pharmaceutical industry.597  

 

In any case, there exists a widespread consensus on the notion that for the 

purpose of fostering path-breaking research in the field of life-saving 

pharmaceuticals, diagnostic measures and the like, there needs to be powerful 

incentives in place for encouraging companies to invest in the research leading 

to the aforementioned innovations.598 Essentially, the law of patents is regarded 

as an “exception to the rule against monopolies.”599 The basis of this exception is 

grounded on the fact that the society suffers a loss of unbridled exploitation of 

valuable inventions in order to induce an even greater production of such 

innovations.  

																																																								
594 Grace K. Avedissian, Global Implications of a Potential U.S. Policy Shift Toward Compulsory Licensing, 18 Am. 
U. Int'l L. Rev. 236, 244-47 (2002). 
595 Bashayer Al-Mukhaizeem, Is There a Justification for the Existence of Patent Law in the International 
Pharmaceutical Industry, 7 Legal Issues J. 3 (2019). 
596 Lionel Bently & Brad Sherman, Intellectual Property Law 357 (2014). 
597 Bryan C. Mercurio, TRIPS, Patents, and Access to Life-Saving Drugs in the Developing World, 8 Marq. Intell. 
Prop. L. Rev. 211, 218 (2004). 
598 E.S. Kieff, Property Rights and Property Rules for Commercialising Inventions, 85 Minn. L. Rev. 697, 698-99 
(2001). 
599 Precision Instrument Mfg. Co. v. Auto. Maint. Mach. Co., 324 U.S. 806, 816 (1945). 
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At the same time, any framework so proposed must also balance the public 

health concerns in the widespread access to such life-saving innovations. 

Furthermore, it is seen that barring the pharmaceutical industry, only a small 

amount of patented inventions garners substantial revenue. Thus, the other 

school of thought relies on reducing the economic value granted to patents by 

restricting their proprietary rights of exclusion and consequently making them 

more widely available.600 Any attempt towards striking a balance between the 

two disparate schools of thought must thereby, take their policy prerogatives 

into account.  

 

Clearly, the current state of the global drug access gap in the developing 

countries calls for the adoption of a few measures aimed towards bridging the 

same. For instance, the excessive pricing of essential pharmaceuticals needs to 

be curtailed by the national pricing authority constituted under the laws of the 

domestic regime.601 Additionally, reliance must be placed on the adoption of 

TRIPS flexibilities such as parallel importation,602 Article 31(f), governmental 

use et al to strike a balance between the competing interests of enforcing the 

exclusionary rights of patents and ensuring a greater access of pivotal drugs to 

the populace.603 More specifically, this balancing mandates the “juxtaposition in 

human rights instruments of individual rights over intellectual creations against the rights of 

everyone to 'share in scientific advancement and its benefits.”604  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The aim of this research paper was to bring out some key nuances in the realm 

of property law and analogizing them to patented inventions. While patents 

inherently possess most of the fundamental rights associated with the owner of 

a real property, there are still provisions such as that of compulsory licencing 

																																																								
600 Sean Flynn, Legal Strategies for Expanding Access to Medicines, 17 Emory Int'l L. Rev. 535, 545 (2003). 
601 Raju KD, Compulsory Licensing Provisions to Deal with Access to Patented Medicines in India, 6 NUALS L. J. 
8, 26 (2012). 
602 Id. 
603 Johanna Gibson, Patenting Lives: Life Patents, Culture and Development 65-66 (2008). 
604 Aurora Plomer, The Human Rights Paradox: Intellectual Property Rights and Rights of Access to Science, 35 Hum. 
RTs. Q. 143, 144 (2013). 
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which relinquishes the patentee’s right of exclusivity in his/her invention. Most 

of the valuable inventions are costly to produce and even more difficult to 

maintain. Thus, the presence of unbridled markets would surely 

undercompensate inventors for their labour which over a long period would 

culminate in suboptimal rates of investment in furtherance of pharmaceuticals 

and similar innovations.  

 

Indeed, the Courts should be generally predisposed towards granting injunctive 

relief to the patentees whenever there occurs an infringement of a valid patent. 

For, a patent’s true worth comes from its ability to exclude infringers from 

gaining monetary benefits out of someone else’s creation. Even the society as a 

whole condones the deadweight losses of exclusionary rights in exchange for 

the progress in innovation.605 Moreover, strong private property rights have 

been recognized as a key underlying element of a progressing free market 

economy.606 A case in point being the U.S. since its economy thrives on utilising 

private property rights.607  

 

Patents have been seen to promote coordination, innovation and price 

discrimination.608 As a corollary, barring the rarest of rare cases we should treat 

IP and physical property similarly in the eyes of the law vis-à-vis the proprietary 

rights associated with their ownership. While there are ample arguments 

defending the stance of monopolisation as well as abrogation of patent rights, 

it must be noted that the protection guaranteed to an invention must be targeted 

towards the mutual advantage of both the producers as well as those who 

depend on that invention. Although enunciating the exact measures to tackle 

this dichotomy is beyond the scope of this paper, yet, it nevertheless offers 

certain policies which may act as blueprints for nations vis-à-vis implementing 

domestic IP legislations which are compliant with the flexibilities guaranteed 

under the TRIPS Agreement as well as the traditional proprietary regimes that 

guarantee facets of exclusivity and monopolisation.   

																																																								
605 Ted Sichelman, Patents, Prizes, and Property, 30 Harv. J. L. & Tech. 279, (2017). 
606 Richard Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 10 (1972). 
607 Id. 
608 Easterbrook, supra note (30), at 118.  
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DIGITAL EVIDENCE AND VICTIM’S RIGHT TO PRIVACY 

IN INDIA 
-KADIMISETTY SAI SREENADH609& CVN SAI CHAND610 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This paper discusses about the importance of “digital evidence” and steps involved in forensic 

analysis. The procedure of search and seizure was also referred and discussed under IT laws 

and procedural laws to understand how tough job is to collect & preserve the electronic evidence 

by the investigating team. Further, the article discusses about the contents of the electronic 

documents which may play very crucial in a case to decide. The issue of victim’s privacy was 

discussed with respect to recent decision of Supreme Court saying contents of memory card or 

pen drive can regarded as document. What if such content infringes the privacy rights of victim 

question has been analyzed with the understanding of the section 207 of criminal procedure 

code respectively.  

 

  

																																																								
609 Student, 5th Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Damodaram Sanjivayya National Law University, Visakhapatnam.  
610 Student, 5th Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Damodaram Sanjivayya National Law University, Visakhapatnam. 
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I. CONCEPT OF DIGITAL EVIDENCE 

 

The definition of digital evidence is that the information or certain data install 

for the purpose of investigation which can be stored or transferred by an 

electronic device611. For example, the digital evidence includes fingerprints, 

DNA evidence and other sensitive information’s. Digital evidence plays an 

important role in conducting criminal investigations and Crime scene 

investigation like rape, murder, abuse, exploitation and other crimes. In certain 

cases there will be a sole basis of crime commission by using digital means for 

online programs live Google maps street view. This digital evidence is used by 

a party in a court at the time of trail. 

 

In this type of cases the digital evidence importance is very much. In some 

crimes, they can be committed entirely through digital means like hacking 

identity theft. The digital evidence must be secured with very caution because 

without following proper process because even otherwise taking some damaged 

evidence will remain inadmissible in court. In India, the definition emphasized 

in section 3 of the Indian Evidence Act612 where it says evidence may be also in 

form of electronic means. This was introduced after the IT Act amendment.  

 

Nature: It's very nature that the digital evidence is very fragile. It can be easily 

destroyed or tampered with accordingly becomes very essential to ensure that 

adequate care and precautions are taken while collecting preserving transporting 

and analyzing search everything. 

 

II. STEPS INVOLVED IN CYBER FORENSIC ANALYSIS: 

 

1. Identification of digital evidence: 

This will generally begin with the pre investigation assessment where the 

investigating officer along with the cyber forensic team external officer 

																																																								
611 A Simplified Guide To Digital Evidence (May. 12, 2020, 3:31 PM), http://abovethelaw.com/204/10/movie-night-
with-justice-breyer/. 
612 Sec. 3 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872. 
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identifies the potential of such evidence. Basing on that, CFT collects the 

evidence. The sources of digital evidence are electronic media, computers, data 

cards etc.  

 

2. Collection: 

This is very next step and basing on mirror image replica of electronic record. 

The investigators copies the specific files or takes away the entire computer or 

make an image of hard dive for the purpose of this collection. This backup 

process will help investigating officers to analyze the data later on. 

 

3. Preservation & Analysis: 

It is very crucial because digital evidence can be easily tampered. Special 

measures are needed. The guidelines are issued to preserve which cannot be 

altered or tampered easily. Analysis can be undertaken by cyber forensic officer 

by interpreting the findings of cyber forensic experts.  

 

4. Submission in court: 

After completing the above process they will submit this digital evidence to 

court of law for trail purposes which is very crucial in determining a case.  

 

III. THE SEARCH & SEIZURE 

 

Moving to further, there is a famous saying “One of the most crucial steps in a 

Crime scene investigation is search and seizure procedure for collecting and 

seizing crucial evidence”. By taking the same into cognizance, The Search & 

Seizure is part of Crime Scene Investigation. Even though there is IT legislation, 

The Criminal procedure code provisions also will also be applicable. However, 

there is no conflict between both laws. As per section 93 of the criminal 

procedure code613, it says about the circumstances that search warrant can be 

issued by a court. The search warrant is a document or other thing that 

necessary/desirable during an investigation, inquiry, trail or any other 

																																																								
613 Sec. 93 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973. 
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proceedings not known to be in possession. The relevant document can be 

issued for such purposes. 

 

The section 165 of code of criminal procedure614 states about the criteria for 

issuing the order for search without a warrant. Further section 100 of criminal 

procedure code615 speaks about the procedural safe guards like: 

 

• For authorizing a search, the occupant must provide with the reasonable 

facilities,  

• There must be two independent & reportable  

• Occupant or his nominee to attend during the search 

• List of things must be prepared 

• Search memo must be signed by the witnesses 

 

Further, the section 102 of criminal procedure code616 provides that police 

authority can seize the property which they can suspect or allege to suspect to 

have been stolen for commission of an offence. However, this section speaks 

about the general search. If the action is taken by police, then such action should 

immediately report to the magistrate. Moreover, the Section 80 of the 

information technology Act617 gives power to the police or any other officer 

who can do search this provision override the code of criminal procedure.  

 

Also, in case any conduct of search & seizure by the officer under the Act must 

not below the rank of inspector to enter any public place. In case of any 

reasonable suspicion even there can be no warrant required. Further in 

subsection 1 of the section 80 speaks about the public place means any public 

conveyance or hotel or other places which has access to the public. Moreover, 

Section 76618 states that state can confiscate any property like computers 

																																																								
614 Sec. 165 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973. 
615 Sec. 100 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973. 
616 Sec. 102 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973. 
617 Sec. 80 of the Information technology Act, 2000. 
618 Sec. 76 of the Information technology Act, 2000. 
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computer systems tape drives etc. Further, the court must pass the confiscatory 

order.  

 

IV. SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR SEARCH AND SEIZURE 

 

1. Since the digital evidence can easily destroyed or tampered data easily the 

special conditions need to conduct search and seizure Investigation 

officer must take the note of the following points: 

2. It is important to carry necessary investigating tools and equipments like 

storage devices dissemble and removal tools packing and transportation 

supplies etc 

3. It is suggested to take the help of computer forensic experts wherever 

possible. 

4. Every device must be labeled and take photograph. must be taken prior 

to dismantling. 

5. If the computer is turned off then it should not be turned on. If the 

computer is turned on then it can be copied. Because if we enter wrong 

password for certain things. These actions will destroy the data. 

6. After seizer it is suggested to read the computer manuals and other 

documentations reluctant also one should refer to the sticky notes which 

are there on any other things mentioned on the object for the passwords 

gathering. 

7. Also one should brief the Search witness (if possible take in writing). 

8. One must give the digital evidence form for collection of evidence. It is 

always suggested to document the details regarding who went to search 

and who seized the document. Try to take in the chain of custody form. 

 

These are the crucial points to be taken noted of while conducting search and 

seizure and while collecting the digital evidence respectively. When this many 

efforts are making by the investigating officers to collect and preserve the 

electronic evidence, the same must be treated very cautiously and preserve with 

appropriate care. As we have observed the procedure of investigation and the 

methods of digital evidence, let us also see how the court identified its 
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importance and interprets in cases of victim’s privacy issues involved and 

measures need to be followed.  Let us look at the how there is a conflict between 

these privacy and procedural compliance provisions and how the apex court 

dealt with these kind of issues specifically with respect to conflict between 

accused statutory rights and victims fundamental rights respectively. 

 

V. WHAT IF THE ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE CONTENTS 

TOUCHES THE VICTIMS PRIVACY AND CHALLENGE THE 

PROCEDURE? 

 

We all know that in the case of J. KS Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. UOI619, the nine 

judge constitutional bench of Supreme Court has been agreed and held that the 

“right to privacy” of an individual is an intrinsic part of right to life guaranteed 

under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution respectively.  When coming to the 

victim, he is also an individual and has such fundamental right of privacy.  

 

The Victims right to privacy has been protected in many instances and court 

recently ruled about the same in the context of digital evidence through this 

famous judgment. If we discuss about the recent judgment of Supreme Court 

in the matter of P Gopalakrishnan vs State of Kerala and another,620 which deals with 

contents of memory card or pen drive will be treated as a document under the 

Indian Evidence Act. Prior to the judgment there are many cases where the 

court felt that the contents exist in memory card will not be considered as a 

document but they can be construed as “material object” for the purposes to 

comply with procedure laws. However, the sole tricky question arose before the 

court is that whether the contents in memory card can be regarded as document 

under Indian Evidence Act for the procedural compliance under S. 207 of 

Cr.P.C621.  

 

																																																								
619 J. KS Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. UOI, (2017) 10 SCC 1. 
620 P Gopalakrishnan vs State of Kerala and another, Criminal Appeal no. 1794 of 2019. 
621 Sec. 207 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973. 
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There are certain situations which lead the court to give this judgment. Basically, 

there is a procedural compliance one need to follow. Under section 207 of 

criminal procedure code, where the magistrate need to supply the police reports 

& documents to the accused for the purpose of the fair trial. But in certain cases 

the evidence may be in the form of videos or recording clips then in such cases 

then in such cases the question will remain as whether the contents in memory 

card or in pen drive or in any hard disk or any magnetic media will be considered 

as a document. Also, the question comes what if the contents in the electronic 

evidence infringe the victim’s right to privacy. The conundrum is to give 

importance between victim’s right to privacy and procedure compliance under 

section 207 of criminal procedure code. What will prevail between these two is 

hectic question before the court. However, the apex court harmonized the issue.  

 

The Honorable Supreme Court decided this issue stating that those contents in 

pen drive or memory card will be treated as document and accused has right to 

receive a copy under S. 207 of Cr.P.C by the magistrate under except under 

certain circumstances which infringes the privacy of victim. Further it has 

agreed that the any electronic record which is printed on a paper stored recorded 

are copied in optical or magnetic media Produced by a computer shall be 

deemed to be a document and shall be admissible in evidence. Moreover court 

said that we need to see the memory card as a substance and the contents in the 

memory card as a matter this will be a clear logic 

 

Also may times the supreme court refers the judgment R v. Elworthy Case622, 

where the court held that the Documents which are produced by using only 

mechanical means may constitute some real evidence are will be some worthy. 

The contents which are existed in memory card must be considered as 

document. 

 

 

 

																																																								
622 R v. Elworthy Case, (1867) LR 1 CCR 103 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Therefore, there are many efforts that are making by the investigating officers 

to collect and preserve the electronic evidence, the same must be treated very 

cautiously and preserve with appropriate care. The data which is collected in 

evidence must be seen as very special and do not issue a copy to the accused 

without seeing the privacy rights of the victim. The victim should give the 

opportunity to claim his privacy rights first and then it need to be supplied to 

accused under section 207 of criminal procedure code. Hence, the Honorable 

Supreme Court harmonized this privacy concerning issues stating that those 

contents in pen drive or memory card will be treated as document and accused 

has right to receive a copy under S. 207 of Cr.P.C by the magistrate except under 

certain circumstances which infringes the privacy rights of victim.  
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FOURTH WAVE OF HUMAN RIGHT’S: RIGHT 

TO INTERNET 
- VEDANT TAPADIA623 AND AYUSH DWIVEDI624 

 

Human right is not the absolute truth, it just resembles the truth of the age. 

Otherwise it would be an ideology, which would be contradictory to its very 

nature. An ideology is a systematic concept of set ideas and ideals, human rights, 

on the other hand,are dynamic in nature and are based on the wide array of 

areas that human activities are premised on.  

 

Humans inherently are complex beings.  They deal with things differently as the 

time permits them to. It is due to this dynamic nature that the arenas on which 

they face violation and exploitation also keeps on changing. Newer times and 

newer interactions give rise to newer rights and newer liabilities. In 1966, the 

world witnessed the first wave of human rights, territorial sovereignty was the 

issue, and hence the demand for human rights were civil-political in nature. In 

1969, the second wave took place when the need for human rights in the 

economic, social and cultural space was felt and hence the demand was socio-

cultural and economical in nature. 

 

In the past years we have seen a lack in the solidarity of people and communities 

against the state and hence the more recent generation or wave of human rights 

demanded collective rights for the people for example, rights of women in the 

middle-east as well as the rights of people in the LGBTQ+ community. 

Presently, in lieu of the modern technological advancements, the world is facing 

a new spectrum of complications and the human rights, entangled in the dangers 

of the new technologies for example the lack of privacy.  

 

Hence, this marks the newest wave of human rights in which the demands made 

will be developmental in nature and will relate to the interactions of humans 
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with the modern technologies and how their availability can give rise to new 

rights to the people.  They constitute a broad class of rights that have gained 

acknowledgment in international agreements and treaties but are more 

contested than the preceding types (Twiss, 2004). These rights have been 

referred to in documents advancing aspirational “soft law”, such as theRio 

Declaration on Environment and Development1992, and the Draft Declaration 

of Indigenous Peoples’ Rights 1994. 

 

RIGHT TO INTERNET AS A HUMAN RIGHT 

 

The internet, a global network, is revolutionizing the way in which people learn, 

practice and contribute to the society and it is becoming increasingly difficult to 

imagine a world without it. It is the backbone of economies and an economy 

with no internet access in today’s world would not sustain. For the people who 

don’t have access to internet, it puts them in a disadvantages position in the 

society, which goes against the doctrine of equality. As for the people who have 

access to internet, it offers us a platform for all kinds of opportunities, including 

exercising our human rights both online and offline as different United Nations 

(UN) Human Rights Council resolutions have established. 

 

Firstly, the internet holds the promise of being a great equaliser. The internet 

provides as a platform to voice the opinions of the traditionally marginalised 

groups. These groups can find the necessary information and associate with 

other communities suffering the same fate or could use it to acquire the skills 

necessary to avoid that fate and achieve the change that they have all longed for. 

Connecting the world with its intricate networks, the internet is truly a zone of 

solidarity. Secondly, the right to internet itself being essential, is also essential 

for exercise other human rights as well.   

 

According to MertenReglitz625, a philosopher and global ethics lecturer from the 

University of Birmingham in the UK, "Internet access is a unique and non-

																																																								
625 Merten Reglitz, The Human Right to Free Internet Access, JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHILOSOPHY, (2019) 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/japp.12395?referrer_access_token=VlHnUmqBOuwGs0A4ME
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substitutable way for realising fundamental human rights such as free speech 

and assembly,". Essentials of development like staying informed, getting ones 

voices heard, realising their fundamental human rights and practicing it on all 

mediums are possible only if the right to internet is treated an essential human 

right and its uninterrupted access is provided to everyone, not as a luxury but 

as a right instead. 

 

Hence, as a right constituting the 4th wave of human rights, the developmental 

nature of the right to internet is apparent. It is not only an essential human right 

but also acts as a medium to exercise and protect other fundamental human 

rights as well. By interrupting people’s access tothe internet one not only hinders 

their progress and learning which is a violation of ones right to life and liberty 

but also restricts their freedom to express themselves and connect with the 

world.   

 

By the virtue of internet coming forth in the new world as a new platform of 

social connection, information and business network, the right to access to 

internet acts as an equaliser which recognises the importance of people’s 

expression and representation on the internet. It is to be understood that the 

people should have a right to express themselves in any medium through which 

they can be heard and connect with the people who relate with their problems 

or/and have suffered the same fate.  

 

The internet in today’s world is the most important source of information and 

hence all humans should have a right to be heard. More importantly, internet 

today is the prime developer and influencer of one’s personality and those 

without access to the internet often find themselves at a disadvantageous 

position in the society. Furthermore, what makes the access to internet an 

absolute essential human right in todays world is due to the part that the internet 

plays in exercising and protecting other human rights. Right to internet acts as 

																																																								
4pjota6bR2k8jH0KrdpFOxC65w4YkEDJAR5hXhp-cP14JmXoS8Pup6U-
s0u0IA9VHS5h3nEkHzECdHuMt8VQdkYLNxV6RH50nYe_dn88txoaAPVz-
WbIRslvpI29qKMKnA_g%3D%3D 
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a catalyst in enjoying various other human rights which, without the access to 

internet, cannot be enjoyed, such as right to equality, right to freedom of speech 

and expression and above all right to life and to live with liberty.  

 

THE GROWTH OF RIGHT TO INTERNET IN THE 

INTERNATIONAL GROUNDS 

 

The Internet Rights & Principles Dynamic Coalition is an international 

community of individuals and organizations working together to emphasize 

human rights in the online media and across variety of internet policy-making 

domains. It is based at the UN Internet Governance Forum, an open “multi-

stakeholder” forum for government, business, and civil society groups to come 

together to discuss points of concern that attract the interest of all these above 

mentioned parties that fall under the internet governance. 

 

Since 2008, this coalition has been active in promoting principles formed by 

IRP coalition for the betterment of internet governance. It has world-wide 

participation from across all over the country comprising of international 

NGOs, researchers, businesses, lawyers, internet service providers and 

governmental representatives.  

 

Their work consists to comprise existing human rights under the purview of 

internet environment to build awareness and a shared platform to find solutions 

to all those conflicts that occur between the human rights and the functioning 

of the internet. 

 

The main work of the Internet Rights and Principles Coalition (IRP Coalition) 

to date has been to translate existing human rights to the internet environment 

to build awareness, understanding and a shared platform for mobilisation 

around rights and principles for the internet. 

 

The charter prepared by the IPRC is the most comprehensive data of rules and 

regulations that very well fit into contemporary internet world. It realizes that 
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the internet offers wide range of opportunities and it forms a key role in any 

individual’s life.  

 

The rights and principle that are formed are as follows: 

 

1. Universality AND Equality- All humans must be provided with access to the 

internet. 

2. Right and Social Justice – Respecting the rights of every human who access the 

internet service. 

3. Accessibility – Everyone must be provided with secure and open internet. 

4. Expression and Association- Right to speak and receive information without 

censorship and interference. 

5. Privacy and Data Protection -Freedom of government surveillance and control 

over their personal data. 

6. Life, Liberty and Security – These rights cannot be curtailed in the internet 

environment. 

7. Diversity- Different and various expression of opinions are respected. 

8. Network Equality – No kind of discrimination must be there whether it be 

political or commercial. 

9. Standards and Regulations – The internet architecture must be secure and open 

to all for his better accessibility. 

10. Governance- Legal principles and Regulations must be formed for protection 

of human rights for all his accesses. 

 

These principles will have binding effect on the state as these principles are 

mostly practiced as it is based on existing human rights. There is a growing 

recognition by the private sector as it is authoritatively outlined in the UN 

“Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework. 

 

The United Nations declared that it considers the internet to be a human right. 

Herein, special reference was mentioned to Article 19 of the Universal 
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Declaration Of Human Rights626 which states that “ Everyone has the right to 

freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinion 

and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without 

interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any 

media ad regardless of frontiers.” 

 

Article 27627 of Universal Declaration of Human Rights further provides that: 

“Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the 

community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its 

benefits.” This hints directly towards the progression of internet as a 

technological and scientific advancement required to freely participate and to 

fully give back to the society. The benefits arising from the use of internet can 

also been interpreted as a benefit from a scientific advancement by various 

municipal as well as international courts. 

 

Section 32628 adds “The Promotion, protection and enjoyment of human rights 

on the Internet” also suggested 15 other recommendations to provide rights to 

those who work in and rely on internet access. It is considered as a “soft law” 

in several countries including India because it covered the provisions which 

opposed the ‘shut down’ of the internet during political turmoil. These “Soft 

Laws” form a concrete part of the 4th wave of human rights. 

 

Internet Access is a basic human right,and various international organization  

have reflected such principles and suggestion in their provisions such as Agenda 

2030 of the UNHRC, “The 2030 Agenda provides to ‘leave no one behind’ and 

builds on the principles of universality, equality and human rights for all. 

Reliable mobile and Internet connectivity is critical to ensuring that refugees are 

able to access the economic and social benefits brought by the digital revolution, 

and to building broader connections between refugees and the communities and 

societies hosting them, as well as in their own countries.” 

																																																								
626  UN General Assembly, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948, 217 A (III), available at: 
https://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b3712c.html [accessed 18 April 2020]. 
627  Id. 
628 Id at  
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Further, UNESCO, as enshrined in its Constitution, promotes the “free flow of 

ideas by word and image”, and is accordingly committed to enabling a free, open 

and accessible Internet space as part of promoting comprehensive freedom of 

expression online and offline. As mandated by the Organization’s 37th General 

Conference Resolution 52, UNESCO is also studying the Internet in its key 

competence areas of access to information and knowledge, freedom of 

expression, privacy, and ethical dimensions of the information society, and 

contains possible options for future actions.” 

 

Hence, it is evident that the right to internet has already grown and established 

itself in the international grounds and is already being viewed as an essential 

human right key to the development and security of a person. 

 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF RIGHT TO INTERNET BY VARIOUS 

NATIONS 

 

The recognition of this right to access internet or moreover the right to connect 

as it is so called, despite being a “soft law” has made its existence apparent and 

evident as is clear from its growth in the international realm. Its recognition and 

adoption in the municipal laws of the countries, however, has been progressing 

slowly and in phases. While some countries adopted the right to internet 

naturally, recognising the needs of the time and its natural effects and influence 

on the human rights, others have been forced to recognise it through agitation 

and protest leading to litigation and judicial pronouncements. Few states have 

also recognised the right to internet or the right to broadband as a result of an 

International treaty or convention binding the nation state to comply with the 

same.  

 

In the industrial era, it is truly a sign of a developed nation if one recognises the 

rights of the 4th wave which are developmental in nature,  not through any 

protest, agitation or litigation but naturally by recognising the needs of the 

changing times and its impact on the rights and duties of humans. For example, 

Estonia, 20 years ago, declared access to internet as a basic human right which 
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is essential in the modern world. The state held that the right to internet in the 

modern world in essential in nature629. Similarly, 10 years ago in Finland, the 

state guaranteed a broadband connection to all the people in the state, 

conferring and recognising the right to internet as a basic human right.  

However, not all states recognise the right to internet naturally or through 

treaties or conventions. Some states have also recognised this right through a 

fight against the illegal internet shutdowns by the state. An internet shutdown 

can be defined as an “intentional disruption of internet or electronic 

communications, rendering them inaccessible or effectively unusable, for a 

specific population or within a location, often to exert control over the flow of 

information.”630  

 

This fight against the state is not only against its arbitrary actions but also against 

it disregard of the human rights which is clearly shown in its actions such as 

regulation, censoring and restricting the access to internet according to the 

political needs of the state. The agitation and protest against this state action 

turns into petition and litigation which finally turns into judicial interpretation 

recognising the right to internet and its access as a basic and essential human 

right. For example, Cases are now pending in the Economic Community of 

West African States (ECOWAS) Community 

Court, where multiple petitions  have been launched regarding the shutdown.  

 

In a case in Zimbabwe, In its decision, the court ruled that the Minister of State 

in the President’s Office Responsible for National Security “does not have the 

authority to issue any directives in terms of the Interception of Communications 

Act,”631 declaring the internet shutdown order illegal and without any effect. In 

Sudan, the court proved that even during a turbulent and difficult time, 

reliance on the rule of law and persistence in the courts can be effective by 

declaring the internet shutdown by the state as illegal and thereby restoring 

																																																								
629 Colin Woodard, Estonia, where being wired is a human right, THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR ( April 
15, 2020, 16:40 PM) https://www.csmonitor.com/2003/0701/p07s01-woeu.html 
630 Berhan Taye & Sage Cheng, The state of internet shutdowns, ACCESS NOW ( April 16, 2020, 18:35 PM) 
https://www.accessnow.org/the-state-of-internet-shutdowns-in-2018/ 
631 ZLHR and MISA Zimbabwe vs. Minister of State for National Security and Others HC 265/19 
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the access of internet to its people.Similarly in Costa RicaitsSupreme Court 

stated: "Without fear of equivocation, it can be said that these technologies 

[information technology and communication] have impacted the way humans 

communicate, facilitating the connection between people and institutions 

worldwide and eliminating barriers of space and time. At this time, access to 

these technologies becomes a basic tool to facilitate the exercise of fundamental 

rights and democratic participation (e-democracy) and citizen control, 

education, freedom of thought and expression, access to information and public 

services online, the right to communicate with government electronically and 

administrative transparency, among others. This includes the fundamental right 

of access to these technologies, in particular, the right of access to the Internet 

or World Wide Web.”632 Thus revalidating the essentiality of the right to internet 

as a basic human right. 

 

The penetration of the right to internet from the international realm into 

the municipal laws of the nation states has been deep. The penetration has 

been so deep and effectual that in today’s world, right to internet form part 

of the basic laws of the land that is the country’s constitution. In France, 

June 2009, the constitutional council, which is also the highest court of 

France, declared the access to the internet to be a basic human right. The 

decision struck down the law which gave the state the power to cut off 

internet access of its people. Similarly, in Greece, Article 5A of its 

constitution states that all persons have a right to participate in the Information 

Society and that the state has an obligation to facilitate the production, 

exchange, diffusion, and access to electronically transmitted information. It is 

indeed very important for the right to internet to be adopted by the nation states 

into its municipal laws, the reason being, these national laws by the virtue of 

sanction of the sovereign legislature are more complex and developed in nature.  

 

 

 

																																																								
632"Judgement 12790 of the Supreme Court" Archived 17 December 2015 at the Wayback Machine, File 09-013141-
0007-CO, 30 July 2010 
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RECOGNITION OF RIGHT TO INTERNET IN INDIA 

 

In the four decades since its inception, the internet has driven dramatic change. 

It enabled flows of information, including news, academic and financial 

material. It also helps in maintaining interpersonal relations by people 

throughout the country.  

 

In India Internet is the most important component which is the key essential in 

any individual’s life. It has major impact on communication or explorations, 

connecting with people, heavy reliance on aiding educational and financial aids. 

Even Internet has a key role in creating awareness and educating about 

government schemes and policies. It is also involved into education, military, 

fashion, communication, medical etc. It has become one of the most important 

aspect in one’s life and any kind of interruption creates serious damage not only 

to individual but also to the society at large. 

 

If we talk about its origin, it was introduced in India in the year 1995 by VSNL. 

Soon its monopoly faded in this Information Technology sector and Internet 

Service Provider policy was introduced in 1998. ‘Sify became the first ISP of 

India. Later in 2002, Internet service providers were privatized. The first Action 

Plan of the National Task Force on Information Technology and Software 

Development(created in 1998) created internet access nodes in all 200 district 

headquarters in 2000633. 

 

Within its few years of introduction its services were used in writing online 

journals, giving all together a new era of online news and communication of 

new ideas. The internet has also helped the governments to widen their schemes 

and services to citizens and improvement in transparency as now it has made 

accessible to general public about the same. According to a report India has 

base of 627 million634 users all across India, making it third largest user base all 

																																																								
633 TRAI Annual Report 2005–2006, http://www.trai.gov. in/traiannualreport.asp 
634 Anubhav Singh, Internet users in India to reach 627 million in 2019: Report, ECONOMIC TIMES ( April 17, 
2020, 15:55 PM) https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/internet/internet-users-in-india-to-reach-627-million-
in-2019-report/articleshow/68288868.cms?from=mdr 
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over the world. Access is gradually increasing from urban to rural areas as well. 

As more than 70 per cent of the population lives in rural areas and due to urban 

rural diversion majority of Indians are not able to access the internet.  

 

India is a stable democracy with the most comprehensive Constitution and 

adapting to new changes guarantees in its provisions for freedom of speech and 

expression but also impose restrictions in the interest of sovereignty and 

integrity of India, morality, state security and foreign relations. But recent 

incidents wherein central government abruptly disables access to the internet in 

certain areas has caused severe violation of fundamental rights that is enshrined 

19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India. Freedom of press has been curtailed in 

various ways without any just and reasonable cause. 

 

Considering the importance of the availability of the internet as basic essential 

to lead human life still the citizens of the country have witnessed various 

incidents of internet shutdowns. In the recent incident where the union 

government decided to abrogate Article 370635 in Jammu and Kashmir has led 

to violent protest in parts of Jammu and Kashmir and also Citizenship 

(Ammendment) Act has also led to violent protest in various parts of the 

country. In dealing with this situation administration disabled the Internet 

Services to prevent spreading of rumors. 

 

This step led to complete exclusion of citizens from the rest part of the country. 

The Union Government has directly targeted the channel through which flow 

of information and access to reading material. It also makes impossible to 

various human rights organization and NGOs to look for any possible violation 

of human rights done by administration to deal with the protest. Not only it 

affects at intellectual scope but also affects at economic level.  Various 

enterprises, business transactions which are realized on the availability of 

Internet, ultimately harms the economy of the country at large. A significant 

section of people are employed in various e-commerce such as Uber, Ola , 

																																																								
635  INDIAN CONST. art. 370 
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Amazon which is dependent on the availability comes to the halt and thus 

various employees are coerced to become unemployed. In today’s scenario 

internet has impacted so much that its non-availability creates a havoc at 

intellectual as well as economic level. 

 

Article 19(1)(a) of Indian Constitution provides that all the citizens have the 

right to freedom and expression. Freedom of Speech and expression includes 

the right to express freely by words, writing, printing pictures or any other mode. 

It thus includes freedom of communication and publish opinion. This 

fundamental right is declared as one of the most basic elements of a healthy 

democracy. It provides citizens to participate in the social and political process 

of the country. 

 

He fundamental right to freedom of speech and expression is regarded as one 

of the most basic elements of a healthy democracy for it allows its citizens to 

participate fully and effectively in the social and political process of the country. 

In fact, the freedom of speech and expression gives greater scope and meaning 

to the citizenship of a person extending the concept from the level of basic 

existence to giving the person a political and social life. 

 

In the landmark judgement where a single judge bench of the Kerala ruled that 

the access to internet as an essential fundamental right that cannot be abrogated 

by the government without any just cause. Here, it was considered that mobile 

and internet is an essential and basic right which aids them in their studies and 

also technology provides numerous advantage that cannot be denied to adults 

to live a life with dignity and freedom indicating Article 21636 

 

The Honourable Supreme Court has recently declared the access to internet as 

a fundamental right. No citizen can be deprived of access to internet without 

any just and reasonable justification. This ruling came in regards with Internet 

																																																								
636 INDIAN CONST. art. 21. 
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blockade in Jammu and Kashmir since August 5 – after the revocation of Article 

370 in the Union Territory637. 

 

Indian constitution provides the right to freedom of speech and expression a 

fundamental right for all citizens. It has been listed in Article 19 (1)(a) of the 

Constitution. The Honourable Court has broadened the scope of the right to 

freedom of speech and expression.  

 

The recent judgement makes the constitutional provision keep the constitution 

flexibility to accommodate with innovation of technology. In today’s scenario 

internet is considered as the biggest source of information to millions of Indian 

citizens across the wold. Also this right has been limited to the citizens only but 

non- citizens can claim its benefits. 

This Judgement is also in consonance with the United Nations’ Declaration. 

Article 19 of United Nations Declaration of Human Rights talks about the 

access and promotion to the use of internet considering the freedom of opinion 

and expression as a basic human right. Still it is considered as a ‘soft law’. After 

this judgement a ‘state’ cannot disable internet connection without any just 

cause that are enshrined under Article 19(2). 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

With the acceptance of the dynamic nature of human rights, it is evident that a 

new, fourth wave of human rights is now here wherein the rights are 

developmental in nature. After the demand for various rights that were socio, 

cultural and political in nature, according to the time and behaviour of the 

society, it is now time to raise demand for the rights that aid not only in the 

development of oneself and one’s personality but also acts as a catalyst to realise 

and exercise other human rights available to them.  

 

																																																								
637  Prabhash K Datta, Supreme Court makes it official: Article 19 explained, INDIA TODAY ( April 14, 2020 17:30 PM)  
https://www.indiatoday.in/news-analysis/story/internet-access-fundamental-right-supreme-court-makes-official-article-19-explained-1635662-
2020-01-10 
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In the 21st century, increased interaction of humans with the new scientific 

technology and the reliance on them gives rise to a new set of rights and 

obligations. These rights and duties are what forms the part of the newest, 4th 

wave of human rights, the soft laws,  and it is essential to determine the rights 

and duties of these soft laws for all those who are in or shall be in a position to 

exercise it so as to ensure fair practices and so that the rights and duties are 

compatible with each other and the exercise of one does not infringe or restrict 

the application of other. 

 

Highlighting the importance of internet in the contemporary world is not all at 

necessary.  Internet is a big part and parcel of today’s world. Internet has evolved 

and accepted so much so that today it has become the primary and foremost 

medium of connecting with the world. Firstly, it is being realised that restricting 

someone from expressing themselves on the internet means stopping them 

from being heard and is being viewed as a clear gross violation of the right of 

speech and expression. Secondly, the position of internet in today’s world can 

be understood by calling it a virtual reality.  

 

Though the elements of the internet are not tangible nonetheless, all its aspects 

such as connecting and meeting with new people, carrying on relationships as 

well as businesses as well as a source of information about the outside world are 

just as lucid as reality. Hence, due to the internet becoming just an essential part 

of todays “normal life” the right to internet also carries with it the weight of 

granting and maintaining the right to life of a person. Lastly, internet as a 

medium treats everyone equally providing the same sets of rights and duties and 

thus acts like a great equaliser among the masses.  

 

On the internet everyone is equal and has a right to voice their opinions. Social 

and economic constraints that are applicable in the real life disappear in this 

virtual reality and everyone is viewed as an equal. However, lack of access to 

internet does bring bout inequality when the people without access to internet 

find themselves in a disadvantageous position in the society. Hence, for assuring 
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the right to equality, expression as well as the right to life of an individual, his 

uninterrupted access to the internet is a must in today’s world.   

 

With the growth and adoption of the right to internet in the international law 

realm as a human right by various international institutions and organisations 

such as The  United Nations Human Rights Commission as well as The United 

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, it is now high time 

that this growth be recognised by the nation states in their respective municipal 

laws. It is now time for the right to internet to penetrate deep into the national 

laws of  country and make its place within the countries constitution, for 

example in Greece, Article 5A of its constitution provides for the right to 

internet as an essential human right. By the virtue of the law being a “soft law” 

without any sanction, it is but necessary for the sovereign Legislatures of a 

country to legislate with proper caution keeping in mind the economic and 

social position of its society and the financial capabilities of its government and 

thus legislate a law appropriate to its conditions. It is only through proper 

sovereign legislation can these “soft laws” be developed further and grown into 

“hard laws”, one that has the sanction of the sovereign and the binding on the 

people for whose benefit it has been so legislated.      

 

SUGGESTIONS 

 

For a better future where internet is synonyms with equality, our suggestions are 

as follows: 

 

1. Every country needs to realise and recognize the international conventions 

encouraging access to internet as a basic human right. Its access must be kept 

in consonance with the freedom of speech and expression which most of the 

countries guarantees to its fellow citizens. Its high time that we see access to 

internet as a ‘hard law’ backed with sanctions rather than just a mere 

recommendation or suggestions to the nations. 
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2. The use of internet has made a key place in any individual’s life and its services 

canot be avoided. Use of internet in various studies, sustaining livelihoods such 

as employees of various network-based business. It impacts any individual in 

such a way that it becomes the duty of the state to guarantee such a right. 

 

In India, The Constitution of India provides Article 21: Right to Life, which is 

a fundamental right which includes right to livelihood and thus makes it as an 

inherent part until unless it is procedure established by law. Thus, access to 

internet must be recognized under Article 21. 

 

3. Arbitrary and unreasonable Internet shutdowns by the government in Jammu 

and Kashmir and Kerala in wake of protest is a clear and major violation of 

Fundamental Rights. There is a need of guidelines that keeps check on the 

powers of government when they invoke Section 144 of Cr.P.C. Such guidelines 

will ensure that the decisions of the government taken under section 144 of 

Cr.P.C are indeed constitutional and valid and not arbitrary and void. In the 

wake of the protest as a safeguard against unlawful assembly. This abuse of 

power must be restrained in order to prevent violation of Article 19. 

 

4. Various Principles and Conventions formed at International Organization such 

as United Nation, United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural 

Organization, Universal Declaration Human Rights, etc must be collaborated 

under state laws for proper transition of such principles into law. Not only this 

but the various resolutions agreed upon by countries as well as the treaties 

amongst these countries should also be respected and adhered to. 

 

5. Internet services must not be provided not only at cheaper rates so that it is 

affordable to every citizen but also enabling consistent and effective use of 

internet so as to provide enough work space for academicians, students, 

businessman etc. and thus play a significant part in any nation’s progress. 
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FROM SPANISH FLU,1920 TO COVID-19: A 

LONG LEGAL JOURNEY? 
-SHIBANEE ACHARYA638 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This study investigates upon the various legal aspects overlooked between the two pandemics i.e 

Spanish flu, 1920 and Covid-19. The study examines the judicial scenario in restricting such 

widespread of pandemic diseases within the ambit of Legislative framework to curb it at 

national as well as at international level. The topic has been chosen for its relevance to the basic 

difference between the two different pandemics in today’s question in emerging major health 

issues. Such diseases are the biggest loss to the mankind. One of the most powerful motives for 

discussing about the legal developments in such areas of ill-effects caused to the mankind at 

large is to protect the important lives of the people at large, ill-effects of the diseases caused to 

the mankind, psychological degradation as well as major loss to the economic status. The 

prevention of these pandemic diseases is a major issue of public interest. It is the duty of every 

citizen to cope up with the guidelines provided by the Government regularly in order to stop the 

spreading of the disease to a large extent. Basically, pandemic diseases are widespread in nature 

due to the negligence committed on the part of the human behavior. These can be stopped if 

people will be aware about the symptoms of the diseases in correct time and maintain necessary 

measures to avoid from getting infected with. This can involve the various medical treatments 

through doctors, nurses and other hospital staffs but, most importantly, people need to cooperate 

with them and have the courage to recover at faster rate. Some initiatives have been taken 

earlier in case of Spanish flu, 1920 and successfully get rid of it. Now, its time to curb covid-

19 in best possible way. We must not give up easily, rather fight against it strongly by following 

the basic steps to prevent this pandemic in this hour.  

  

																																																								
638 Student, 4th year, BBA-LLB, SOA National Institute of Law, Siksha ‘O’ Anusandhan University. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

It is seen pertinently that in every 100 years there is a pandemic disease that 

originates and widespread in such manner that it ultimately kills thousands of 

lives. Currently, this year has been cursed with the widespread of pandemic 

disease named COVID-19. The new virus named Corona (COVID 19) though 

started in year 2019, but showed the heart breaking death results in 2020. As 

this virus does not possess any particular symptoms, many people started dying 

across the world, before any particular reason of the spread of this virus could 

be known. It affected the respiratory organs of humans. It is spreading largely 

due to the direct contact between the people. So, in order to prevent the spread 

of the virus, people are instructed to maintain social distancing and to avoid 

touching of nose, eyes and mouth. The origin of this virus was detected at first 

in bats and the persons who ate bats got affected by this virus. The unhygienic 

markets or selling complexes are regarded as the main hotspot as the bats are 

sold in that particular non-vegetarian area. Disposing the wastes of those virus 

infected animals in water also affected the aquatic lives.  

 

Earlier, the 1918 pandemic flu was full of human tragedy and widespread across 

the globe. The political, social and emotional norms were affected in such a 

manner that the consequence of this flu came dangerous to the forefront. This 

flu was set as an example of failure pandemic with a sign of failed management 

in tackling the situation. The Spanish Flu took its effect in the year 1918 while 

the First World War was still raging. It lasted for a very longer duration and by 

the end, it took more than half of the world’s population to be submerged into 

the infection.  

 

WORLD POPULATION IN DANGER? 

 

The Spanish flu, 1920 already devastated the health conditions as well as the 

mental conditions of the people across the world in such a way that, it took a 

very long time to evade the scenarios of that pandemic. Destruction prevailed 

worldwide by infecting around 500 million people which counted nearly about 
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one-third of the earth’s population. It killed an estimated 50 million to 100 

million victims, which were more than the total number of deaths from the 

World War I.  

 

Talking about covid-19, not only in China but also the whole world is threatened 

of this vulnerable virus and the immunity it has to spread in the society and 

killing people out there. It might affect one person in the family but it kills the 

strength of the whole family both emotionally and financially. There is a decline 

in the share marketing. The global income of the countries are undergoing a 

great loss. The economy is sighting the worst days due to the decline in the 

pricing of various stuffs in global supply chain. In India, ministers’ 30% salaries 

are reduced. Some officers like IPS’s, etc., salaries will not be given now but 

after couple of months. Transportation facilities are stopped. Crisis in food and 

different products has been started. Death rate has increased so high639 that they 

are not able to burry or burn the dead bodies but they have started throwing 

bodies into water bodies640. If dead bodies are kept in mortuary then it should 

be kept in cold chambers maintained at approximately 4°C. Mortuary must be 

kept clean.  

 

NEGLIGENCE OF PEOPLE DURING PANDEMIC 

 

The Spanish Flu, 1920 was the undetected flu which took a lot of time to vanish 

away completely. Due to the worst effects of World War I, people took it 

negligently by thinking to suffer from mild fever & cough. But later on, Spain 

detected the very 1st patient who had all the symptoms of the flu. By that time, 

this flu had already taken its original effect to affect the world’s population and 

cause destruction in its way. Due to the lack of data access, medical facilities & 

non-coverage by various news channels, the number went to its peak and 

created havoc across the world. It was a lesson to all the countries who have 

not thought of this pandemic so quickly to destroy everything on its own. 

																																																								
639https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/?utm_campaign=homeAdvegas1?/embed/fd0k_hbXWcQ 
640https://www.boomlive.in/fake-news/video-of-migrant-shipwreck-off-libyan-coast-revived-with-coronavirus-
spin-7585 
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But, Covid-19 is a serious issue in today’s scenario. If all the countries have 

taken into consideration, the situation of china in fighting with this virus then it 

could not have spread all over the world, and we could have fought with it in 

correct time. All the lives could have been saved. Moreover, when this virus is 

still prevailing, many countries are not supporting to lockdown, as a result of 

which the number is increasing day by day. If at all some countries are in favor 

of lockdown, people are acting carelessly by coming out of their house without 

any work, irritating the cops unnecessarily etc. But people are so negligent of 

the Coronavirus that they had Nizamuddin meet641 in Delhi.  

 

LEGAL APPROACH 

 

During the Spanish flu, 1920 although the epidemic diseases act, 1897 was in 

force at that time, but it was not utilized at that course of pandemic effectively. 

But, today as people are in a uncontrolled stage of maintaining the minimum 

steps to tackle the virus, various countries are enforcing various legislations to 

control the  insane individuals in this stage.  

 

To give a light on judiciary, Supreme Court of India is helping out to sanction 

new rules used at this corona period. Where social distancing is concerned cases 

are filed online. Advocates might have got a vacation during this quarantine 

period but judges are still working. New laws are developed in order to control 

those people are not following the rules of “staying at homes”. Law has been 

always been supportive when it comes to society. New and strong rules might 

be coming up for the people who are not following the present rules. Police 

patrolling642 has been increased for lockdown purpose. Police is doing a real 

hard job by protecting us from breaking rules and to be safe at homes by using 

all its possible powers.  

 

																																																								
641https://www.livemint.com/news/india/covid-19-nizamuddin-meet-linked-to-647-cases-in-two-days-
11585939266663.html 
642 https://www.foxnews.com/world/india-coronavirus-awareness-police-hyderabad-virus-costume 
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The Union Cabinet of India on April 22 amended the epidemic ordinance. This 

amendment brought relief to the medial workers who have been serving the 

COVID-19 patients under the threat of certain unscrupulous elements who are 

targeting the medical workers. The amendment was highly necessitated in the 

wake of the incidents when the doctors and other medical workers are attacked 

in several places of the country. The timely amendment of the Epidemic Disease 

Act, 1987 would at least make the perpetrators liable to hefty penalty and 

imprisonment up to 7 years. The amendment ensures that the investigation 

must be completed in a timebound way and in addition, if the vehicles and 

clinics are damaged two times cost would be realized from those responsible. 

From now on, such violence is not just cognizable but also non-bailable. Apart 

from that there is provision to provide compensation for injury to healthcare 

personnel or for causing damage or loss to the property. All those connected 

with the health care services have reasons to heave a sigh of relief with the 

amendment to the Act.643 

 

HOW TO TACKLE THE PANDEMIC?  

 

The Spanish Flu, 1920 led to enormous improvements in public health. Indeed, 

several strategies, such as health education, isolation, sanitation, and 

surveillance, improved our knowledge of the transmission of influenza, and are 

still implemented today to stem the spread of a disease that has a heavy burden’. 

Nowadays, Various studies are still going on across the world to identify the 

exact symptoms that the infectants of covid-19 carries in his/her body.  

 

Generally, this disease is mostly targeting the people of age group 60 & above 

who have various other diseases due to less immune system. It has been 

instructed regularly by the Govt. of India to wash hands with alcohol based 

sanitizer and other soaps in every 20-25 minutes as a way of primary precaution. 

Keeping distance minimum 2 meters644 is also coming under minimum 

precaution.  

																																																								
643 https://www.sentinelassam.com/editorial/new-ordinance-amendment-of-epidemic-diseases-act-1987/ 
644https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-why-should-we-stay-1-5-metres-away-from-each-other-134029 
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Educational institutions are closed & the exams were postponed across all the 

affected countries. This will be harming the competition and the schooling, the 

learning a student could have done in this lockdown period. But educational 

system and education can wait, health can’t. In IT sectors and other offices too 

it was declared to “work from homes645” and they will be getting the salaries 

too. At least they are also maintaining social distancing otherwise working 

together nearer to each could increase the danger and not working at all can 

shrink the company in the market.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Concluding the topic, one thing is pertinent to state that over all the pandemic 

situations when arrived across the world, the health ministries showed its greater 

effort in tackling the situations. The selfless efforts of all the doctors, nurses 

and all the health workers will be always remembered for time immemorial.  

 

Reviewing on both the pandemics, the basic difference is that the medical 

advances have been extraordinary in this one century period. As a result of 

which, the covid-19 pathogen was so quickly identified and sequenced. The 

researchers all across the world are actively participating to exactly find out its 

signs & functions and trying to get appropriate therapies and vaccine.  

 

To vanish away the covid-19 pandemic, humans are already indulged to various 

streams to get certain solution and will definitely continue to research till this 

virus totally evades away. However, all the scientific measures must be taken 

into consideration in an effective way and must be understood quickly for 

betterment of humankind. Most importantly, in this urgent hour, people must 

have complete trust towards the authorities, hospitals, doctors, nurses and other 

health staffs and stand united to break the chain of covid-19. 

  
																																																								
645https://www.businesstoday.in/current/corporate/coronavirus-india-inc-corporates-safety-measures-shut-offices-
work-from-home-travel-ban/story/397630.html 
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE INDIAN 

ECONOMY 
-CHANDRA PRABHA646 AND GARVIT GOEL647 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The research paper highlights the relationship between the economy and a pandemic like 

COVID-19. This research paper initiates with the basic question, what is a pandemic and 

its immediate effect, to provide a better understanding of the subject matter. This research paper 

also deals with various forms of relief provided by the central government in relation to India. 

These reliefs have been provided at various stages, after pondering upon their need and impact 

of the subjects of the nations varying from tax reliefs to no collateral loans. The central issue 

would be to elucidate the current economic impact on the nation in financial market eying 

various variables judged upon standard parameters. This impact would also be discussed from 

both sides of the market, i.e., Demand and Supply. The researcher has also highlighted the 

sectors in which the government can participate, apart from the relief provided to the 

mainstream sectors, to mitigate the impact of the pandemic. The researcher suggests that an 

amicable solution to an unprecedented situation like COVID-19 would be to move in a 

positive manner following the guidelines issued and procedures established. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
646 Student, 3rd Year, Chanakya National Law University, Patna. 
647 Student, 3rd Year, Chanakya National Law University, Patna. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Coronavirus disease (COVID- 19) is an infectious disease caused by a newly 

discovered coronavirus. Coronavirus is a large group of viruses that infect birds 

and mammals including humans and can cause illness ranging from mild to 

severe diseases.648 It belongs to the family of Coronaviridae of the order 

Nidovirales.  The genetic composition of coronavirus is composed of large, 

enveloped, single strained, positive sense RNA viruses that are categorized into 

four main generas: Alphacoronavirus, Betacoronavirus, Gammacoronavirus and 

Deltacoronavirus. They generally lead to respiratory and gastrointestinal tract 

infections.  

 

The alpha and beta coronavirus primarily infect the mammals and the gamma 

and delta coronavirus infect the birds.649 Out of the seven strains of the 

coronavirus the humans have been infected with, three have led to global 

outbreaks in the past two decades.650 The Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

Coronavirus (SARS-CoV), a bat originated virus which later infected more than 

8,000 humans in 26 countries around the world651, identified in 2003 in 

Guangdong, China, followed by the 2012 Middle East Respiratory Syndrome 

Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) which emerged in Saudi Arabia and most recently, 

the 2019-nCoV outbreak.652 

 

In late December 2019, the World Health Organization (WHO)’s China bureau 

in Beijing was reported of a cluster of pneumonia patients of unknown etiology 

observed in Wuhan, China. On January 7, 2020, a new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-

2) was isolated from these patients and later was declared a Public Health 

																																																								
648 Carly Vandergriendt, what is a Coronavirus? (Mar. 31, 2020), https://www.health line.com/health/coronavirus-
types. 
649 Fang Li, Structure, Function and evolution of coronavirus spike proteins, Annu Rev Virol (2016), 
https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-virology-110615-042301. 
650 Coronaviruses, COVID-19 is an emerging rapidly evolving situation (May 19, 2020), 
http://www.niaid.nih.gov/diseases-conditions/coronoraviruses. 
651 WTO, SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome), https://www.who.int/ith/diseases/sars/en/ 
652 Zhiqi Song, Yanfeng Xu, Linlin Bao, Ling Zhang, Pin Yu, From SARS to MERS, thrusting Coronavirus into the 
spotlight (Jan. 14, 2019), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6357155/.  
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Emergency of International Concern.653 The virus was initially referred to as 

“novel coronavirus 2019” (2019-nCoV) by the WHO – but, on February 11, 

2020, the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses official named it 

SARSCoV-2.654 The outbreak is associated with a large sea food and animal 

market in Wuhan. SARS-CoV-2 is a betacoronavirus that is notably closely 

related  to two bat- driven Severe Acute Respiratory Syndromes Coronavirus 

with 88 percent identity.655 According to the epidemiological investigation only 

1% of the patients had direct contact with the live-animal market while the rest 

were local residents of Wuhan or had made contact with the people concluding 

a possible human-to-human transmission of the novel coronavirus.656 

 

The global spread of an epidemic beyond the territory and international 

boundaries usually affecting a large proportion the population is a pandemic.657 

So, on 11th March, 2020 Covid-19 virus was officially declared to be a pandemic 

by the Director General of World Health Organization658 after expeditiously 

expanding in the countries outside China i.e. Europe, North America, Asia, and 

the Middle East in three months.659 By the end of the month, there have been 

222,642 confirmed cases of COVID-19 alongwith 9,115 deaths worldwide and 

over 180 countries reported the infection to WHO including India660. 

 

																																																								
653 WHO, Rolling updates on Coronavirus Disease (Covid-19) (May 19, 2020), 
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/events-as-they-happen 
654 C Del Rio and PN Malani, “COVID-19 – new insights on a rapidly changing epidemic” (Feb. 28, 2020), 
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2762510. 
655 Roujian Lu et al, Genomic characterisation and epidemiology of 2019 novel coronavirus: implications for virus 
receptor binding (Jan. 2020), https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32007145/. 
656 Guan WJ, NiZY, Hu Yet al, Clinical characteristics of 2019 coronavirus injection in China (Feb. 06, 2020), 
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.06.20020974v1. 
657 Dictionary of Epidemiology 151 (4th ed. 2001). 
658 Bill Chappell, “COVID-19: COVID-19 Is Now Officially a Pandemic, WHO Says” (Mar. 11, 2020), 
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/03/11/814474930/COVID-19-COVID-19-is-now-officiallya-
pandemic-who-says. 
659 WHO, Coronavirus disease (COVID-2019) situation reports (Mar. 15, 2020), https://www.who.int/docs/default-
source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200315-sitrep-55-covid-19? pdf?sfvrsn=33daa5cb_6 (accessed May 5, 
2020).  
660 R. Prasad, Bindu Shajan Perappadan, Jyoti Shelar and Jacob Koshy, The Pandemic Notebook: A handy guide from 
The Hindu on understanding the coronavirus pandemic and staying protected against COVID- 19, The Hindu (Mar. 
21, 2020, 08:38 AM), https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/health/coronavirus-the-hindu-brings-out-e-book-on-
essential-covid-19-information/article31122298.ece. 
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The outbreak of pandemic Covid-19 all over the world has a posed a potential 

risk on the macro economy through the curfews, halt in production activities, 

restriction on people's movement and cut-off of supply chains, thus, disturbing 

the political, social, economic, religious and financial structures of the world. 

The world trade is expected to fall by between 13% and 32% with the 

unprecedent health crisis and the disrupted economic activities.661 Even the 

topmost economies of the world like US, UK, France, China, Germany and 

others are at the verge of collapse.662 So, the government needs to take up certain 

actions and formulate some policies to tackle this adversity. 

 

THE GOVERNMENT POLICIES TO PREVENT THE PANDEMIC 

 

The current financial year 2020-21 has been adversely affected by pandemic, 

COVID-19, disturbing the global macroeconomic outlook for majority of 

countries including India. The backbone of economic activities i.e. production, 

supply chains and physical trade has taken a major hit and collapsed the market 

economy. To counter these adverse situations, the GOI has prepared strategies 

and policies to improve the business environment and ease the market burden. 

The institutions which took these special measures are central government, 

Reserve Bank of India, Securities & Exchange Board of India, and other sectoral 

ministries.663 A whopping amount of Rs. 20 lakh crores were announced by our 

finance minister belonging to the Atmanirbhar Bharat economic package. The 

break-up of the overall stimulus is as follows664 -  

																																																								
661 WTO, Trade set to plunge as COVID- 19 pandemic upends global economy, press release (Apr. 8, 2020), 
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres20_e/pr855_e.htm. 
662 Irfan Mahar, Impact of Covid- 19 on Global Economy Structure (Apr. 22, 2020), 
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2020/04/22/impact-of-covid-19-on-global-economy-structure/ 
663 Strategic Investment Research Unit (SIRU), Measures taken by Government of India to aid Businesses during 
COVID-19 lockdown (Apr. 23, 2020), https://www.investindia.gov.in/bip/resources/measures-taken-government-
india-aid-businesses-during-covid-19-lockdown. 
664 Swarajya Staff, Here Is A Detailed Break- Up of The Rs 20 Lakh Crore Economic Package Announced By Modi 
Government (May 17, 20202, 01:36 PM), https://swarajyamag.com/news-brief/here-is-a-detailed-break-up-of-the-
rs-20-lakh-crore-economic-package-announced-by-modi-govt. 
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1)  Assisting the poor with 1.7 lakh crore package (Earlier Measures 

including PMGKP).  

 

The Indian Finance Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman, announced a 1.7 lakh crore 

package to exclusively assist the vulnerable groups in both urban and rural India. 

This package reflected the dual-approach of the government.665 Firstly, the per-

capita approach, the central government wisely took into consideration an 

elaborate network of schemes, as all schemes are not able to work efficiently. 

Few new schemes such as Ujjwala and Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi 

(PM-KISAN) was launched, and this package was over these schemes to help 

the poor sustain the pandemic. Secondly, the time-bound approach, the GOI 

showed impeccable judgement by providing the benefits for a period of three 

months to reduce the panic amid the coronavirus pandemic. This approach 

helped the government to gain the trust of the lower strata of the society at the 

cost of its fiscal resources.666 

																																																								
665 FM Nirmala Sitharaman announces Rs 1.70 lakh crore package (March 26, 2020, 16:20 IST), 
https://bfsi.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/policy/fm-nirmala-sitharaman-announces-rs-1-70-lakh-crore-
package/74826026. 
666 Moushumi Das Gupta, these are the schemes that will be covered under Modi govt’s Rs 1.7 lakh crore package 
(Mar. 27, 2020, 04:35 PM), https://theprint.in/india/these-are-the-schemes-that-will-be-covered-under-modi-govts-
rs-1-7-lakh-crore-package/389641/. 
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a) Essential Goods delivered for consumption. 

 

The lockdown would result into hardships and taking this perspective, the 

government has provided with essential domestic-use products. Under the 

package discussed, the government made provision of 10 kg of food grains and 

1 kg of lentils per month per under the Public Distribution System (PDS). 

According to the latest Household expenditure survey of 2011-12 by the 

National Sample Survey (NSS), monthly cereal consumption in India is below 

10 kg per person across all income classes in urban India and 10-12 kg in rural 

India.667 To process the food grains and lentils into proper cooked good, the 

package includes cooking fuel. A free liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) cylinder 

per month for three months for 83 million below-poverty line households.668 

 

Apart from these goods, an additional assistance in monetary from is also 

available to different vulnerable groups in both urban and rural India. The first 

installment of Rs 2,000 under PM-KISAN, due in 2020-21,669 will be available 

to 87 million farmers on April 1. The central Government will also transfer Rs 

500 per month to 200 million women in their Jan Dhan accounts. Some 30 

million widows and senior citizens will receive Rs 1000 over the next three 

months.670 

 

b) Real Estate and Corporate Employment. 

 

The respective state governments will use a sum of 31,000 crore available in the 

welfare fund for building and construction labourers to assist the labourer 

																																																								
667 Arvind Panagariya, How India can rise to the Covid challenge (Mar 31, 2020, 06.15 AM), 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/how-india-can-rise-to-the-covid-
challenge/articleshow/74901733.cms?from=mdr. 
668 Utpal Bhaskar, Domestic cooking gas demand spikes in April during lockdown (April 22, 2020, 01:28 AM IST), 
https://www.livemint.com/industry/energy/india-s-domestic-cooking-gas-demand-spikes-in-april-during-
lockdown-11587483472044.html. 
669 Hima Bindhu, Under PM- Kisan 8 Crore Farmers to Receive Rs 2000 (Mar. 30, 2020), 
https://www.grainmart.in/news/under-pm-kisan-8-crore-farmers-to-receive-rs-2000/. 
670 Somesh Jha, Women Jan Dhan account holders to get cash benefits in a staggered manner (Apr. 02, 2020, 11:05 
PM), https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/women-jan-dhan-account-holders-to-get-cash-
benefits-in-a-staggered-manner-120040201149_1.html. 
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during this period of uncertainty.671 To help the small enterprises and their 

employees' fixed employment, the GOI will cover both the employee and 

employer in Employees Provident Fund (EPF) contributions amounting to 

24% of their wages, for the next quarter.672 This package helps the small 

enterprises to remain afloat during the crisis by reducing their financial burden. 

 

c) Insurance covers for health workers. 

 

The central government has approved the insurance cover for the frontline 

health workers involved in mitigating the COVID-19 outbreak under the 

Pradhan Mantri Garrib Kalyan Package for 50 lakh per person. Under this 

insurance scheme, health workers mean and includes sanitation staff, doctors, 

Asha workers, paramedics and nurses. This is an incentive for these professional 

for risking their own health. This insurance scheme will be over and above any 

other insurance cover availed of by the beneficiary.673 

 

d) No Additional Burden. 

 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor, Shaktikanta Das has decided to 

defer the payment on term loans for the next three months starting from March 

1. This implies that the 3-month moratorium- the Equated Monthly 

Installments (EMI) will only be due after the completion of the determent 

period.674 These loans includes loans across the board, like those taken for cars, 

education and home, along with corporate loans. Further, to help the borrowers 

																																																								
671 FE Bureau, Addressing Covid- 19 distress: Packing for poor mindful of fisc (Mar. 27, 2020, 03:45 AM), 
https://www.financialexpress.com/economy/addressing-covid-19-distress-package-for-poor-mindful-of-
fisc/1910563/. 
672 Arvind Panagariya, How India can rise to the Covid challenge (Mar 31, 2020, 06.15 AM), 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/how-india-can-rise-to-the-covid-
challenge/articleshow/74901733.cms?from=mdr. 
673 Government approves insurance scheme for health workers fighting COVID- 19 (Mar.29, 2020, 06.07 PM),  
 https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/government-approves-insurance-scheme-for-
health-workers-fighting-covid-19/articleshow/74875243.cms?from=mdr. 
674 Prabhjote Gill, No EMI payments for home, car, and corporate and other loans for 3 months says RBI (Mar. 27, 
2020, 16:33 IST), https://www.businessinsider.in/finance/news/home-loans-education-loans-and-business-loan-
interest-payments-deferred-for-three-months-by-rbi/articleshow/74841767.cms. 
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in the future, the credit rating of those who have taken out loans but are unable 

to pay won't suffer immediately.675 

 

2) Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Measures.  

 

The RBI stepped in with its instruments for financial stability and to stop the 

gradual economic slowdown, as the central government was silent on 

announcement of an economic package for the welfare of economy.676 Now, 

the announcement of Rs 20 lakh crore by the central government includes the 

help provided by the RBI which amounts to Rs 8 lakh crore(approx.). This series 

of measures announced by the RBI was to “keep the financial system and 

financial markets sound, liquid and smoothly functioning so that finance keeps 

flowing to all stakeholders, especially those that are disadvantaged and 

vulnerable”.677 

 

a) Increased Liquidity for Institutions. 

 

The Reserve Repo Rate was reduced to 3.75 percent by 25 basis points, which 

discouraged the banks from maintaining their surplus money with it. Moreover, 

the banks were instructed to lend at least half the money destined to be 

borrowed for the small non- banking financial companies (NBFCs) for ensuring 

their liquidity.678   

 

																																																								
675 Remya Nair, you don’t have to pay any loan EMI for next 3 months, and it won’t hurt your credit history (Mar. 27, 
2020, 12:00 PM), https://theprint.in/economy/you-dont-have-to-pay-any-loan-emi-for-next-3-months-and-it-wont-
hurt-your-credit-history/389442/. 
676 Anup Roy, Covid- 19: In fight against economic slowdown, RBI introduces new measures (Apr. 18, 2020, 01:26 
AM), https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/rbi-introduces-measures-to-fight-covid-19-
slowdown-cuts-repo-rate-to-3-75-120041700485_1.html. 
677 Nachiket Kelkar, RBI's liquidity enhancing measures to support financial sector hard-hit by pandemic (April 17, 
2020 13:57 IST), https://www.theweek.in/news/biz-tech/2020/04/17/rbis-liquidity-enhancing-measures-to-
support-financial-sector-hard-hit-by-pandemic.html. 
678 Atmadip Ray, "Given the lack of risk appetite in banks, a structure with partial credit guarantee by the government 
maybe the only viable option to ease liquidity challenges of NBFCs," said Vydianathan Ramaswamy, Director, Ratings, 
Brickwork Ratings (Apr. 23, 2020, 07.03 PM), 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/rbis-liquidity-plan-for-non-bank-
lenders-falters/articleshow/75325284.cms?from=mdr. 
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The RBI started a refinance window for all-India financial Institutions. It can 

also be used for financing micro and small companies. Other liquidity-refining 

policies were no-dividend payment for banks, at least till September for their 

liquidity coverage,679 protecting the real estate companies from being labeled as 

“defaulter “ for one more year680 and finally, increased the borrowing capacity 

of the states from the central bank by 60% for better implantation of policies. 

These liquidity-policies were only initially helpful and addressed the current 

situation for maintaining the flow of money. Only after the announcement of 

the package by the government, a long-term solution was provided.    

 

b) Helping government by TARP and TLTRO. 

 

Troubled Assets Relief Programme (TARP) was basically operating to purchase 

assets directly from stressed firms. This operation might be performed by 

offering credit guarantees for some of the stress.681 The reason for this operation 

is the widening of government’s fiscal deficit in any scenario, so there would be 

no harm if the RBI bought bonds from the government or from any other 

secondary market source to help the government borrow more.682  

 

RBI has also introduced an additional amount of Rs 50,000 crore under its 

targeted long-term repo operations (TLTRO). The fund from TLTRO should 

be invested in the following proportions: at least 10 percent of money in 

securities issued by Microfinance Institutions (MFIs), and 40 percent in NBFCs 

with different asset size.683 

 

																																																								
679 https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1615349. 
680 Government is obliged to protect the interest of home buyers against builders: SC (May 10, 2019, 11.06 AM), 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealth/personal-finance-news/government-is-obliged-to-protect-the-
interest-of-home-buyers-against-builders-sc/articleshow/69262998.cms?from=mdr. 
681 Ruchi Bhatia, FinMin and RBI are discussing a new scheme to unburden stressed assets from top 25 NBFCs (Nov. 
28, 2019, 02.53 PM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/govt-rbi-mull-relief-measures-
for-nbfcs/articleshow/72272697.cms?from=mdr. 
682 Patrizia Baudino and Hyuncheol Yun, FSI Insights on policy implementation No 3, Resolution of non-performing 
loans-policy options (2017), https://www.bis.org/fsi/publ/insights3.pdf. 
683 RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das announces TLTRO 2.0 for Rs 50,000 crore (Apr. 17, 2020, 15:32 PM), 
https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/economy/rbi-governor-shaktikanta-das-announces-tltro-2-0-for-
rs-50000-crore-5158141.html. 
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c) Moratorium period and norms. 

 

All accounts for which lending institutions has decided to grant moratorium or 

any form of deferment, and which were in standard form as on March 1, 2020, 

the 90-day NPA norm shall exclude the moratorium period, i.e. there would be 

an asset classification standstill for all such form of accounts from March 1,2020 

to May 31,2020”.684 If this provision is provided without default tag, that would 

mean higher provisioning to the institutions. On March 27, the RBI extended 

this facility to working loans and retail loans too. Even though, NBFCs don’t 

have a working capital concept, the banks allowed them for a three-month 

moratorium.685  

 

The banks are providing moratorium on any loans only after ensuring creating 

an additional provision of 10 percent, which would be functional once the 

situation normalizes for reversing the moratorium situation in two quarters. For 

the resolution plan to provide relief to the micro, macro and medium 

enterprises, the banks could increase the period for the resolution plan by 90 

days beyond the 180 days period already provided.686  

 

3) Remaining Parts from the Package (PART 1-5).  

 

After discussing the Rs 1.92 lakh crore stimulus announced by Modi and RBI 

measures costing Rs 8.01 lakh crore of the economic package, the remaining 

relief package was divided into five tranches/parts with the objective of making 

India “Self-Reliant”687 amid and post Covid-19. 

 

 

																																																								
684 NPA classification will exclude moratorium period: RBI (April 17, 2020 7:55 AM), 
https://www.indiainfoline.com/article/news-top-story/npa-classification-will-exclude-moratorium-period-rbi-
120041700353_1.html. 
685 NBFCs Should Get Loan Moratorium for Passing on Benefit: MAS Financials’ Kamlesh Gandhi (Apr. 09, 2020, 
02:25 PM), https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/nbfcs-should-get-loan-moratorium-for-passing-on-benefit-
mas-financials-kamlesh-gandhi. 
686 RBI, Publications (Dec. 28, 2018), https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/PublicationsView.aspx?id=18742. 
687 https://www.india.gov.in/news_lists?a285816652. 
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a) First Tranche  

 

The first tranche announced by Nirmala Sitharaman amounted Rs 5,94,550 

crore. The first tranche focused mainly on the backbone of the economy- the 

MSMEs. This sector employs around 11 crore people and provides a maximum 

output of 29 percent towards the GDP of our nation. Out of the 16 

announcements made, six were outrightly dedicated towards the MSMEs sector 

to help them infuse liquidity. This tranche also included collateral free-loans of 

Rs 3 lakh crore and Rs 50000 crore equity infusion through Fund of Funds.688  

 

The real estate projects deadline under RERA for registration and completion 

was also extended.689 This reduced the stress upon the developers and ensured 

timely completion of projects for homebuyers. Moreover, a relief of Rs 90,000 

crore was given to the power distribution companies.  

 

b) Second Tranche 

  

The second tranche announced by the minister amounted Rs 3,10,000 crore. 

This tranche mainly catered to the needs of migrant workers and street 

vendors.690 This tranche was initiated by ‘one nation one ration card’ policy to 

allow the migrant workers to buy ration from any depot in the country accessible 

to them.691 A special credit facility of Rs 5,000 crore to support the 50 lakh street 

vendors was announced to provide them with an initial working capital of Rs 

10,000. An amount of Rs 2 lakh crore will be given to farmers through kisan 

credit cards allotted to them and around 2.5 crore farmers, including fisherman 

																																																								
688 NCGTC likely to offer credit guarantee for Rs 3 lakh cr loan scheme for MSMEs (May 18, 2020, 06:20 PM), 
https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/sme/ncgtc-likely-to-offer-credit-guarantee-for-rs-3-lakh-cr-loan-
scheme-for-msmes/1963025/. 
689 Madhurima Nandy, Renu Yadav, RERA deadline for completing projects extended by 180 days (May 14, 2020, 
12:47 AM), https://www.livemint.com/companies/news/rera-deadline-for-completing-projects-extended-by-180-
days-11589397128388.html. 
690 Nirmala Sitharaman's 9 major announcements in tranche 2 of the virus stimulus (May 14, 2020, 06:34 PM), 
https://cfo.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/nirmala-sitharamans-9-major-announcements-in-tranche-2-of-
the-virus-stimulus/75739725. 
691 One nation one ration card: All you need to know about this scheme (May 16, 2020, 03:06 PM), 
https://www.businessinsider.in/india/news/one-nation-one-ration-card-all-you-need-to-know-about-this-
scheme/articleshow/75773916.cms. 
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and animal husbandry farmers, would get institutional credit at a concessional 

rate.692 The food and shelter facilities should be given at state-level to migrant 

workers from the disaster response fund created which costed around Rs. 

11,000 crores.   

 

c) Third Tranche  

 

The third tranche was focused on the agriculture sector and allied goods and 

services amounting Rs 1.5 lakh crore. The core objective of this tranche of the 

relief fund is to strengthen the overall farm sector. The minister majorly invested 

for the development of agricultural infrastructure by creating infrastructure 

fund for farm-gate infrastructure which will be used for setting up cold chains 

and post-harvest management.693 This investment took nearly Rs 1 lakh crore.  

Under the Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana, Rs 20,000 crore was 

provided to the fishermen and Rs. 10,000 crores were given to formalize the 

micro food producing enterprises through cluster-based approach.694 Another 

major investment of Rs. 15,000 crores were devoted to Animal Husbandry 

Infrastructure Development Fund, Rs. 4,000 crores for herbal cultivation and 

finally Rs 500 crore for bee-keeping infrastructure development.         

  

d) Fourth and Fifth Tranches 

 

This instalment was for an amount of Rs 48,100 crore, focused mainly on the 

private participation on various sectors including coal, minerals, defense 

production, air space management, airport development, distribution circuits in 

various UTs, space sector and atomic energy. The minister talked about 

commercial mining in the coal and mineral extraction and privatizing discoms 

																																																								
692 FM announces Rs 2 lakh crore concessional credit for farmers, fishermen via Kisan Credit Cards (May 15, 2020 
10:23 PM), https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/economy/fm-announces-rs-2-lakh-crore-concessional-
credit-for-farmers-fishermen-via-kisan-credit-cards-5266451.html. 
693 Gireesh Chandra Prasad, Relief for farm entrepreneurs as fund set up to market produce (16 May 2020, 12:03 AM 
IST), https://www.livemint.com/politics/policy/relief-for-farm-entrepreneurs-as-fund-set-up-to-market-produce-
11589567275665.html. 
694 FM unveils Rs 10K cr scheme to formalise micro food enterprises (May 15, 2020, 05:07PM), 
https://www.outlookindia.com/newsscroll/fm-unveils-rs-10k-cr-scheme-to-formalise-micro-food-
enterprises/1835445. 
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in metros to streamline their functionality. The private participation in the space 

sector for private individuals space tour. The easing in the utilization of Indian 

air space to reduce air travel cost.695   

 

An additional allocation of Rs 40,000 crore for the Mahatma Gandhi National 

Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) for job creation.696 The 

central government has already allocated Rs 61,000 crore in the budget for this 

financial year. A new Public Sector Enterprises Policy was introduced for 

consolidation of the PSU firms in strategic sectors. Also, for improved ease of 

doing business among the MSMEs, the extension is provided for filing of 

insolvency proceedings by six months to up to one year under the IBC code.697   

 

CURRENT ECONOMIC IMPACT 

 

The Indian economy has been experiencing a sluggish growth in the past fiscal 

year with languishing investment and consumption demand which was sought 

to be subdued with certain stimulus measures by the government. But, the 

outbreak of COVID-19 has triggered a deep economic crisis along with 

disrupting human lives. The pandemic is a severe demand shock which has 

offset the green shoots of the rebound of the Indian economy that was visible 

towards the end of 2019 and early 2020. India is likely to record its lowest 

growth since the liberation with an estimated growth of 4.8%- 5% in the 2019-

20 fiscal.  According to the World Bank’s assessment, India is expected to grow 

1.5%- 2.8%. Also, the International Monetary Fund further slashed India’s 

growth estimate for FY21 to 1.9% from 5.8% estimated in January.698 

																																																								
695 FM Sitharaman Highlights: Cheaper air travel, higher defence FDI, commercial coal mining among major reform 
(May 16, 2020, 08:25 PM), https://www.financialexpress.com/economy/nirmala-sitharaman-press-conference-live-
updates-may-16-prime-minister-narendra-modi-rs-20-lakh-crore-economic-package-atmanirbhar-bharat-
coronavirus-4th-set-of-announcements/1960890/. 
696 Highest-ever allocation of over Rs 1 lakh cr to MGNREGA, to boost employment in villages: Narendra Singh 
Tomar (May 17, 2020, 11.57 PM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/highest-ever-
allocation-of-over-rs-1-lakh-cr-to-mgnrega-to-boost-employment-in-villages-tomar/articleshow/75794825.cms. 
697 Bhargavi Zaveri, Harsh Vardhan, Covid-19: Making A Bankruptcy Law Work In A Pandemic (April 24 2020, 2:36 
PM), https://www.bloombergquint.com/opinion/covid-19-making-a-bankruptcy-law-work-in-a-pandemic. 
698 Shikha Goyal, what is the impact of Coronavirus on Indian Economy (Apr. 23, 2020), 
https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/what-is-the-impact-of-coronavirus-on-indian-economy-
1582870052-1. 
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The outbreak of the pandemic has unleashed new challenges to the economy, 

causing severe disruptive impact on both the demand and supply side elements 

which has the potential to derail India’s economic growth. The rapid and 

widening spread of the virus, deteriorating global economic outlook, falling oil 

prices, shrinkage of exports, cessation of production, uncertainty of 

consumption and financial market turmoil are creating a severe and extensive 

economic and financial shock.699 Within a month of lockdown the 

unemployment rate has reached 26% in India with more than 45% households 

reporting income drop700.  

 

While the lockdown may have helped to contain the spread of the virus to some 

extent but has severely affected the economy disrupting entire value chain. The 

damage caused by the pandemic is not limited to a few business pockets. It has 

affected different sectors with varying magnitudes. 

 

IMPACT ON FINANCIAL MARKET 

 

The greater uncertainty about the future because of the unprecedented current 

situation and repercussions of Covid-19 has made the financial market 

extremely volatile, leading to huge crashes and wealth erosion. 

 

• Share Market 

 

Global investors have been in a risk- off mode since the outbreak of the 

pandemic resulting in elevated benchmark bond yield in emerging markets, 

including India. The Indian financial market is witnessing sharp volatility as a 

result of the fallout of the global market. Foreign portfolio investors have sold 

over 1 lakh crore securities in a month (March), for the first time in history 

																																																								
699 COVID-19 pandemic: Moody’s pegs India’s FY21 GDP growth at 0% (May 08, 2020, 09:31 PM), 
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/business/covid-19-pandemic-moodys-pegs-indias-fy21-gdp-growth-at-0-
82219. 
700 India’s unemployment rate hits 26% amid lockdown, 14 crores lose employment: CMIE (May 3, 2020), 
https://m.businesstoday.in/lite/story/india-unemployment-rate-hits-26-amid-lockdown-14-crore-lose-employment-
cmie/1/401707.html#aoh=15901790479788&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%
251%24s. 
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effecting the share market as the investors shy away from the riskier assets and 

also, emerging markets.701 Sensex registered its worst monthly fall in over 11 

years, that is, 23% which is the highest fall since October 2008. People are 

holding on to the liquidity because of the uncertain market condition and selling 

off the bonds too.  

 

• Tax Reforms                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

India’s direct tax collections fell for the first time in two decades as a broader 

slowdown and a pandemic stalled business in Asia’s third-largest economy 

having missed the downward revised target for 2019-2020 by Rs. 1.42 crore. 

The overall collection stood at Rs. 10.27 lakh crore with a decline of over 8% 

from previous year’s receipts.702 

 

With 4% fall over last year in domestic revenue, delayed GST receipt filling and 

a sharp fall of 23% in the revenue from imports there has been a fall in GST 

collections in March stood at Rs 61,540 crore as against the target of Rs 1.25 

lakh crore703. 

 

• Crude Oil 

 

The sheer volatility due to lack of demand and in-fighting among the producers 

about reducing output has plummeted the value of the global crude oil price 

below $0. The supply of the fuel has increased the demand by a huge margin 

because of the shutdown of the key economic activities around the world with 

no space left for storing up the oil and renting tanks for the purpose.704 Though, 

this turmoil might prove to be a boon for India if taken correct advantage of. 

																																																								
701 Ashish Rukhaiyar, Foreign portfolio investors have sold over 1 lakh crore securities in a month, for the first time 
in history (Apr. 03, 2020, 11:16 PM), https://www.thehindu.com/business/foreign-investors-sell-over-1-lakh-cr-
securities-in-a-month-for-first-time-in-history/article31252148.ece. 
702 Rashmi Rajput, India’s direct tax collections fall short by Rs. 1.4 Lakh crore of the revised estimates, Apr 03, 2020, 
economic times 
703 Timsy Jaipuria, Coronavirus impact: Direct, indirect tax collections fall short of FY20 targets, May 07, 2020, cnbc 
704 Amit Mudgill, here’s why crude oil price fell below $0 a barrel (Apr. 22, 2020, 08:50 PM), 
https://m.economictimes.com/markets/commodities/news/what-led-crude-oil-prices-fall-below-0-a-
barrel/articleshow/75264813.cms. 
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Around 80%-85% of the India’s demand for the crude oil is met through the 

imports and fall in the prices of the oil can save billions of dollars in the import 

bill of India. It may even help the Indian government to check inflation, and 

boost tax revenues.705  

 

1) IMPACT ON DEMAND SIDE 

 

With the declining income and rising job losses the consumption and demand 

has been immensely affected. The spreading panic and fear among people has 

dropped the overall confidence of the consumers leading to postponement of 

their purchasing decisions. The contraction in demand of the people because of 

the pandemic and subsequent lockdown have significantly impacted economic 

activities with aviation and tourism being the most affected segments.706 

 

• Aviation  

 

The Indian aviation contributes approximately $72 billion to the national GDP 

but with a strict  restriction on the movement the people, decline in the tours 

and grounding of the flights across the globe, the industry is assumed to incur 

25% decline in revenue, contributing more than 70% of the losses.707  In  the 

realm of pressure of coronavirus even the country’s largest domestic airline, 

Indigo, could not stay afloat the amid the apparent economic fall out of the 

pandemic and announced the pay cut ranging between 5%- 25% for the its 

employees. Many of the domestic airlines like Spice Jet, GoAir, Air Asia 

India,Vistara, besides Indigo have initiated measures like salary cuts,  

compulsory leave without pay for few days in the month of May and June, and 

																																																								
705 Samrat Sharma, here’s what record crude oil price fall means for India: Some gain, some pain (Apr. 21, 2020, 12:43 
PM), https://www.financialexpress.com/economy/heres-what-record-crude-oil-price-fall-means-for-india-some-
gain-some-pain/1935016/. 
706 COVID-19 crisis likely to hit 29 lakh jobs in Indian aviation, dependent sectors: IATA (Apr 24, 2020), 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/transportation/airlines-/-aviation/covid-19-crisis-likely-to-hit-29-
lakh-jobs-in-indian-aviation-dependent-sectors-iata/articleshow/75343652.cms?from=mdr. 
707 Aviation sector in India stares at Rs 25,000 crore loss due to covid-19 CRISIS (May 09, 2020, 10:03 AM), 
https://www.news18.com/news/auto/aviation-sector-in-india-stares-at-rs-25000-crore-loss-due-to-covid-19-crisis-
crisil-2611513.html 
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deferred salary payments for their employees to cope up with the escalating 

costs.708 

 

• Tourism and Hospitality 

 

The most visible and immediate impact of the pandemic can be seen in this 

sector. With the travel restrictions a flurry of international and domestics 

cancellations has been seen, breaking down the tourism supply chains in India 

across all its geographical segments- inbound, domestic and outbound markets. 
709 According to a published statistic by Ministry of Tourism, there has been a 

sharp decline in Foreign Tourists Arrival by about 67% annually in the January-

March quarter. In February 2020, there were 10.15 lakh FTAs against 11.18 lakh 

in January. There has been an equal decline in the domestic figure too.710 Thus, 

expecting a loss of Rs 10 Lakh cr. as stated by FAITH (Federation of 

Associations in Indian Tourism and Hospitality)711 with a potential job loss of 

around 38 million, which is around 70% of the total workforce712. 

 

2) IMPACT ON SUPPLY SIDE 

 

India imported $70.4 billion worth of goods from China in 2018-2019 and 

exported $16.8 billion to it. With the shutdown of the factories, and resulting 

delay in the supply of goods from China many of the Indian manufacturing 

																																																								
708 Rhik Kundu, IndiGo announces salary cuts for senior staff, leave without pay for employees, (May 08, 20202), 
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/indigo-announces-salary-cuts-leave-without-pay-for-staff/amp-
11588932882469.html. 
709 Impact of the coronavirus pandemic might lead to a bleak FY21 for the hospitality and tourism industry: CARE 
Ratings (Apr. 27, 2020), https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/companies/impact-of-the-coronavirus-pandemic-
might-lead-to-a-bleak-fy21-for-the-hospitality-and-tourism-industry-care-ratings/article31445306.ece 
710 Garima Singh, Tourism Industry stares at $300-m loss (Mar. 09, 2020), 
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/tourism-industry-stares-at-300-m-loss/article31025324.ece. 
711 Coronavirus Lockdown: India’s tourism sector loss doubles to Rs. 20 Lakh cr, says industry body (May 05, 2020 
17:26 IST), https://www.firstpost.com/health/coronavirus-lockdown-indias-tourism-sector-loss-doubles-to-rs-10-
lakh-cr-says-industry-body-faith-8334551.html 
712 S. Anil Radhakrishnan, COVID-19|Post-pandemic, India’s tourism sector stares at 70% job loss (Apr. 11, 2020, 
09:09 AM), https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/kerala/coronavirus-tourism-sector-stares-at-70-job-
loss/article31310234.ece. 
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sectors which are depended on China for their intermediate and final product 

requirements has been affected immensely.713  

 

The micro, small and medium enterprise (MSME) is the sector which is already 

reeling under huge distress because of the demonetisation, poor implementation 

of the GST followed by the prolonged economic slowdown and finally the 

outbreak of the virus which has left the sector tattered.714 The mounting 

operational costs and declining revenues has pushed a number of businesses to 

a point from where they are few weeks away from being shut down 

permanently. 

 

• Pharmaceutical Industry 

 

Despite being one of the top exporters of drug around the globe Indian 

Pharmaceutical industry has a deep linkage to China for the supply chain of raw 

materials of drugs and is dependent on it for two- thirds of its bulk drug needs. 

But with the spread of the pandemic the production of raw materials and Active 

Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) have stalled, thus, disrupting India’s supply 

chain. The disruption in the supply of the APIs may lead to significant shortage 

in the supply of essential drugs in India.715 

 

• Automobiles 

 

The Indian Automotive supply is heavily dependent on China as around 27% 

of the automotive parts are manufactured in China and imported to India worth 

USD 4.5 billion. A prolonged truncation of consumer demand due to the 

lockdown is significantly affecting the auto manufacturers revenues and cash 

flows. The introduction of Goods and Services tax, shift to shared mobility, 

cash crunch and so on had already made the auto sector suffer through 

																																																								
713 https://www.indiatoday.in/magazine/the-big-story/story/20200323-an-economic-coronary-1654645-2020-03-13 
714  COVID-19 and its impact on MSME in India (Apr. 25, 2020), 
https://www.outlookindia.com/outlookmoney/talking-money/covid-19-and-its-impact-on-msme-in-india-4683. 
715 Ivan Gandayuwana, COVID- 19: double-edged sword for the pharma industry (Apr. 29, 2020), 
https://www.scienceboard.net/index.aspx?sec=log&itemID=700. 
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considerable economic slowdown over the last 12-18 months and the COVID-

19 lockdown has had a multiplier effect to the same.716  

 

MITIGATING COVID-19 ECONOMIC CRISIS 

 

COVID-19 has escalated and brought global vulnerability to the fear of health, 

and the economic consequences which are yet to be determined in totality. 

Initially, the factory disruptions in China led to supply shortages of electronics, 

pharmaceuticals and other manufactured goods as China is the manufacturing 

hub of the world.717 Currently, the virus has spread across Europe, US and Asia 

which lead to panic buying and selling of commodities, which consequentially 

lead to shortage of food and other essential items including masks and hand 

sanitizers. Stock markets worldwide saw the largest declines, even bigger than 

the 2008 financial crisis.718  

 

The economic contagion is expected to go further low, as the pandemic comes 

at a time, when the global economy has already been stressed. Even with the 

human resource China has, it is still expected to start recovery over the next two 

quarters while spread across US and Europe has greater chances to get into long 

drawn global recession.719 In India, after the 20-lakh crore relief package 

provided by the central government, we are providing few suggestions for 

mitigating the impact of COVID-19 and speedy recovery from recession, if any.  

 

 

 

 

																																																								
716 Rajeev Singh, Impact and Implications of COVID-19 on the Automotive Industry (Apr. 12, 2020), 
http://www.businessworld.in/article/Impact-And-Implications-Of-COVID-19-On-The-Automotive-Industry-/12-
04-2020-188915. 
717 Francisco Betti and Jun Ni, How China can rebuild global supply chain resilience after COVID- 19 (Mar. 23, 2020), 
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/03/coronavirus-and-global-supply-chains/. 
718 Panic buying, lockdowns during this pandemic may drive world food inflation (Mar. 21, 2020, 08:32 PM), 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/indicators/panic-buying-lockdowns-during-this-pandemic-
may-drive-world-food-inflation/articleshow/74742932.cms?from=mdr. 
719 David C Tesher, COVID- 19 Impact: Key Takeaways From our Articles (May 21, 2020, 07:01 PM), 
https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research/articles/200204-coronavirus-impact-key-takeaways-from-our-
articles-11337257. 
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MITIGATION STEPS/FACTORS. 

 

1. Paid Sick Leave.  

 

Paid Sick leave is not a well-known concept in India. In large public and private 

organizations, the numbers of paid sick leaves are not enough even to manage 

the recovery period for patients.720 Workers in low-wage services will be the 

most affected segment in this period of uncertainty.  

 

For meeting the basic quarantine time frame for any employee or his/her family, 

the government should provide a tax credit to companies who extend their paid 

sick leave policy to two months. 

 

2. Job Safety and Utility Waive-off. 

 

The Government should make it compulsory for companies across all sectors 

to not sack any of their employees during this period of quarantine.721 In the 

most affected sectors, the Government should offer tax credit equivalent to the 

salary paid for 15 days. The services sector should be made to work from home, 

to help the negatively impacted economy and MSMEs.  

 

The most vulnerable sector, the urban poor, the government can waive-off their 

utility cost to reduce the economic burden on them.722 Similarly, MSMEs can 

be exempted for their electricity duties or local tax levied by government to help 

with their economic position. 

 

 

																																																								
720 Andrew Green, Kai Filion and Elise Gould, the need for paid sick days (Jun. 29, 2011), 
https://www.epi.org/publication/the_need_for_paid_sick_days/. 
721 Sanya Dhingra, don’t cut salaries or fire workers during lockdown- Modi govt issues advisory (Mar. 23, 2020, 09:05 
PM), https://theprint.in/india/dont-cut-salaries-or-fire-workers-during-lockdown-modi-govt-issues-
advisory/386643/. 
722 Recommendations for a National Response to the Economic Impact of Covid- 19, ASSOCHAM, 
https://www.assocham.org/upload/Recommendations-for-a-National-Response-to-the-Economic-Impact-of-
Covid-19_Final.pdf. 
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3. Working Capital and Industry Support. 

 

The services sector is the most impacted sector amid the outbreak and would 

need more financial support from the government to ensure their long-term 

sustainability. Aviation, tourism and other sectors would need immediate and 

direct support to manage its working capital in this period of global shutdown.723 

For providing financial support to these adversely impacted sectors, loans 

should be provided at nominal rate to help them make repayments of interest 

and principle. The loans can be offered on basis of impact, with adversely 

affected industries like Aviation, FMCG for a period of two quarters, while 

negative-neutral impacted sectors could be offered loans for a period of one 

quarter. 

 

4. Financial Support for MSME. 

 

The MSME sector will be significantly hurt due to such outbreak. The MSME 

sector can lead to a financial catastrophe if they are not helped financially as 

they are just small businesses with low working capital. This segment was 

impacted when the government started trade disruptions.  

 

The government can extend deadlines for payment of utility, GST and other 

statutory payments by MSMEs, without changing their credit history, to provide 

financial cushion to them.724 The Government should work with banks to allow 

flexibility on repayments; otherwise these MSMEs will only lead into a higher 

incidence of NPAs. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
723 Coronavirus may halt tourism, aviation; Visa suspension to cot Rs. 85bn (Mar. 13, 2020, 01:38 AM), 
https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/coronavirus-visa-suspension-may-cost-rs-8-500-cr-for-
travel-tourism-aviation-sectors-120031201060_1.html. 
724 Coronavirus crisis: Give MSMEs concessional loans, grace period for filing taxes, Assocham tells government (Mar. 
19, 2020, 05:17 PM), https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/sme/msme-fin-coronavirus-crisis-give-msmes-
concessional-loans-grace-period-for-filing-taxes-assocham-tells-government/1903580/. 
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5. Strengthening the supply chain by reducing the over-dependence. 

 

India has always been over-dependent on China by importing more than 18% 

of its raw materials, merchandise from them.725 Given the closure of factories 

in China and the ban on transport of non-essentials, the worst affected 

industries include electronics, consumer durables and raw material to be 

processed in our factories.726  

 

These sectors which depend upon a single market will have to revaluate their 

procurement strategies by exploiting the dynamics of globalization. For the 

development of bond with other nations to empower the domestic trade and 

truly strengthen the supply chain, the government should focus on building 

policies especially catering these needs.   

 

6. COVID-19 Response Fund. 

 

The private individuals and citizens can make monetary contributions into a 

state created COVID-19 response fund, as per their wish for managing the 

pandemic and its aftermath. The government should incentivize these citizens 

and companies by providing tax rebates for such contributions. For encouraging 

corporate institutions, the government can include the amount directed towards 

the special response fund to be a part of CSR.727  

 

These funds can be used by the government for long-term scale testing and for 

medical support in the long term by reducing the burden on the government. 

This special response fund can be used as a platform for any international grant 

by the appropriate international organization.  

 

																																																								
725 Deepika Khurana and Dr Sobuhi Iqbal, Why India depends heavily on China for drug raw materials? (Jan. 03, 
2020), https://www.ha-asia.com/why-india-still-depends-on-apis-imported-from-china/. 
726 Impact of COVID- 19 on Indian Economy, FICCI (Mar. 20, 2020), http://ficci.in/spdocument/23195/Impact-
of-COVID-19-on-Indian-Economy-FICCI-2003.pdf. 
727 Gaurav Noronha, Govt clarifies on company's contributions to PM CARES Fund above CSR limit (Mar. 31, 2020, 
11.39 AM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/govt-clarifies-on-companys-
contributions-to-pm-cares-fund-above-csr-limit/articleshow/74907220.cms?from=mdr. 
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7. Support Low-Cost Manufacturing of Essential Goods. 

 

The government along with the private sector should manufacture low-cost 

sanitizers and masks in bulk quantity by ensuring an emergency framework.728 

This framework can also be extended to testing kits and other medical 

protective gear, to support the healthcare professionals in this hour of need. 

This framework approach should run on a no-profit basis to reduce the cost for 

the end consumer. 

 

Moreover, manufacturing low-cost ventilators, digital thermometer and other 

critical medicines to help and ensure proper medical facilities to any member of 

the society, irrespective of their caste, creed and religion.729 The government 

should motivate and encourage innovation by giving incentive to NGOs, Start-

ups etc. to make other low-cost products to help the healthcare professionals.  

All these mitigating factors along with the relief provided by the government is 

the best-case scenario for the recovery of Indian economy. The pandemic is 

making the “V-shaped” recovery less likely, but if the central government 

consider these mitigating factors, the economy can rebound at a faster pace and 

the disrupted supply chains can be temporary. 

 

BEYOND THE PANDEMIC 

 

The COVID- 19 outbreak has brought the global economy to a standstill with 

repercussions to be felt for decades to come. Even after a complete shutdown 

and no human interaction for almost more than 50 days the number of the cases 

are increasing at a very high rate which has crossed one lakh mark in India. The 

pandemic response- lockdown, restricted movement, shutdown of the factories, 

has severely affected livelihoods in many countries pushing them to the brink 

of economic fallout. WHO warned COVID-19 to be an endemic which might 

																																																								
728 2nd Meeting with Companies Contributing to the Increased Production of Personal Protective Equipment and 
other Supplies (Apr. 16, 2020), https://www.meti.go.jp/english/covid-19/mask.html. 
729 Gaurav Norohna, Govt clarifies on company’s contributions to PM CARES Funder above CSR limit (Mar. 31, 
2020, 11:39 AM)), https://health.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/medical-devices/govt-okays-rs-14k-
healthcare-package-to-boost-domestic-manufacturing-of-bulk-drugs/74754670. 
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never go away just like other viruses such as HIV or Malaria or measles730  and 

so we need to learn to live with the virus to survive as both  livelihood and 

health needs to be the part of the response plan and one should not come at the 

cost of another731.  

 

The outbreak has radically disrupted traditional patterns and networks of 

economic interaction and behaviour, and post this crisis, a new normal has to 

emerge. The many changes underway in the global economy, technology 

adoption, societal norms and consumer behaviour will together shape the new 

normal that lies beyond the crisis. While different countries are trying to come 

at terms with the virus but we are much aware of the permanent and structural 

changes the post pandemic world awaits. We need to adjust to the changes and 

implement the preventive guidelines against the virus as behavioural change. 

The exit from this common turmoil will lead to fundamental re-evaluation of 

the assumptions and priorities, which will both be a challenge and an 

opportunity.  

 

• Technology Takes Centre Stage.  

 

The minimization of human-to-human interactions to prevent exposure to the 

virus is paving the way for automation. Digitalisation and integrated digital 

model will become essential instead of optional. COVID-19 is acting as a 

catalyst of change and spurred rapid technology adoption, potentially changing 

the working world. Fear of contagion is leading many to abandon cash in favour 

of digital payments. Social distancing is prompting organizations to embrace 

video conferencing, virtual classrooms and telemedicine at an unprecedented 

scale. As the crisis continues, it could accelerate development of next-gen 

																																																								
730 Sandhya Ramesh, what it means for Covid to never go away and become an endemic- kike HIV, malaria, measles 
(May 17, 2020), https://theprint.in/health/what-it-means-for-covid-to-never-go-away-and-become-endemic-like-
hiv-malaria-measles/423217/. 
731 WHO says world needs to find a way to live with coronavirus in post COVID- 19 era (May 14, 2020), 
https://m.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/who-says-world-needs-to-find-way-to-live-with-
coronavirus-post-covid.html? 
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remote working technologies, such as augmented and virtual reality.732 Work 

from home has become new normal with the outbreak of the pandemic. About 

two- thirds of the 4.3 million workforces across the country have shifted to the 

work-from-home model to keep the services continued during the lockdown. It 

has led to embracing of new business models and work culture that are resilient 

to future crises and are efficient.733 

 

• The Shift Towards Localisation. 

 

China emerged as the manufacturing hub by surpassing US in the year 2010. 

According to UN Statistics Division, China accounted for 28% of the global 

manufacturing output in the year 2018.734 There is heavy reliance on China for 

the imports of the raw materials in sectors including pharmaceuticals and 

automobiles; various MSME’s and chemicals and textiles industries are also 

dependent on Chinese imports. India uses high value of inputs from abroad and 

adds less value to the exports of the other countries, thus, being severely 

affected by the supply disruption caused by the pandemic outbreak.735  

 

The domestic firms needs to develop its own local sourcing units and adopt 

alternative strategies for reducing its dependency. This may be a silver lining for 

the domestic sectors as the government has directed for the domestic 

manufacturing of the Critical Key Starting Materials (KSMs)/Intermediates and 

Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) in the country with a financial 

investment of Rs. 3,000 Crore in the next five years.736 

 

																																																								
732 Beyond COVID-19 What will define the new normal, EYQ (Apr. 07, 2020), https://www.ey.com/en_in/covid-
19/will-you-define-the-new-normal-or-watch-it-unfold. 
733 The post covid workplace could be full of challenges (April 20, 2020), 
https://www.livemint.com/industry/human-resource/the-post-covid-workplace-could-be-full-of-challenges-
11587390616972.html 
734 How India can replace China as a global manufacturing hub post- COVID includimg auto sector (May 07, 2020, 
06:27 PM), https://www.financialexpress.com/auto/industry/india-replace-china-global-manufacturing-hub-post-
covid-auto-sector-coronavirus-crisis/1951173/. 
735 Nikita Kwatra, Coronavirus supply chain disruptions: Is there a silver lining for india (Mar. 15, 2020, 09:43 PM), 
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/coronavirus-supply-chain-disruptions-is-there-a-silver-lining-for-india-
11584086922001.html. 
736 Patricia Van Arnum, Indian Government looks to increase domestic API Mfg (Mar. 21, 2020), 
https://www.dcatvci.org/6411-indian-government-looks-to-increase-domestic-api-mfg. 
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• Resilient Supply Chain. 

 

A staggering number of companies have been working with little understanding 

and flexibility of inventory and supply chains, replying on a single distant 

manufacturer and staffed by short term contractors. The sudden supply chain 

disruption caused by the outbreak of the pandemic has severely damaged the 

global trade. The companies now require to ensure their supply to be resilient 

for being competitive.  

 

It is imperative that resilience capabilities are developed in order to respond to 

repercussions of unexpected events and either quickly return to original state of 

business or move to a new and better state after being affected by the risk and 

continue business operations as efficiently as possible. COVID- 19 has spurred 

the use of digitalization to strategize and mitigate against the disrupted supply 

chain. A well- considered supply chain risk management processes will position 

a company better to identify the impact of disruptive events on their supply 

chain and product offering, providing them with an opportunity to assess and 

best respond to the unpredictable events. 737 

 

• Potential Manufacturing Hub. 

 

The crises and damages of the pandemic needs to be converted into the 

opportunities.  The timed lockdown and minimised collateral damage have 

placed India in a far better position than other affected countries of the world 

with a flatter curve of infection. Even the developed economies are 

experiencing an economic slowdown which will compel them looking for low-

cost outsourcing solutions as the supply chain disruption created by Chinese 

shutdown has promoted global firms to look for alternate manufacturing 

centres to reduce the extreme dependency on a single country for the 

manufactures. India’s expanding economy and robust middle class provides a 

lucrative market along with its abundant skilled and semi- skilled labour adding 

																																																								
737 Baker McKenzie, Beyond COVID- 19: Supply Chain Resilience holds the key to recovery, (Apr. 08, 2020), 
https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/insight/publications/2020/04/beyond-covid-19-supply-chain. 
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to the country’s ability to support bulk manufacturing, assembly and processing 

which may act as an opportunity for India to emerge out as a viable alternate 

manufacturing destination.  

 

Around 300 of foreign manufacturers seek to relocate their production to India 

in a wide range of sectors, including electronics, medicine, and textiles. 

Electronic and technology giant, Apple Inc, is expected to move a fifth of its 

production capacity from China to India.738 There should be cutting down of 

import dependence, especially from China, by focussing aggressively on 

substitution while improving safety compliance and quality goods to gain global 

market share. The commerce and industry ministry is mulling setting up groups 

to draw up strategies for sectors where China has vacated space and countries 

are looking to diversify suppliers.739 The Indian government has a chance to 

leverage the changing geopolitical tide to catapult India’s manufacturing. It 

provides an opportunity for India to reap rich dividends by being a trusted 

supply chain partner and offering lucrative deals to global players to collaborate 

and set up their units in India.    

 

  

																																																								
738 Prasid Banerjee, India may be Apple’s next big production hub (May 12, 2020), 
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/india-may-be-apple-s-next-big-production-hub-11589184208601.html. 
739 Kritika Suneja, India maps out post- Covid export plan to take on China (Apr. 30, 2020, 10:14 AM)) 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/foreign-trade/india-maps-out-post-covid-export-plan-to-
take-on-china/articleshow/75457477.cms?from=mdr 
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IMPLEMENTING IBC: ISSUES AND 

IMPEDIMENTS, A JOURNEY FROM 2016 TO 

THE PRESENT 
-	ADV. KOMAL RAJENDRA CHAVAN740 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 was enacted with great expectations and to 

articulate the hopes, aspirations of Business sector which ultimately aimed for betterment of 

economy. As we have seen already by enacting such law we conferred ‘Freedom of Exit’ to the 

businesses which is an essential right to be possessed by Corporates.  

 

The Code aims at consolidation of Insolvency related laws for corporate persons. As the Code 

suggests it was enacted for consolidation of the Personal Insolvency laws and to provide proper 

machinery for individual Insolvency along with insolvency of Partnership firms.  

 

The researcher has extensively analyzed the provisions of IBC, 2016. Non-doctrinal methods 

have been implied to analyze the data available on official websites. The paper will deal with 

various aspects of IBC, 2016 in its implementation phase. The researcher has divided the 

issues faced by stakeholders into two parts. One part consists of Procedural impediments and 

another part deals with legal/ technical impediments.  Interestingly, the law does not dictate 

the content of resolution outcome, but designs the form of the process leading to the resolution.741 

Therefore, researcher has tried to analyze problems faced at various stages of resolution process.  

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
740 Advocate, pursuing Masters of Law in Business Law, PG Department of Law, ILS Law College, Pune.  
741Shreyan Chatterjee; Gausia Shaikh and Bhargavi Zaveri, An empirical analysis of the early days of IBC, 
http;/scconline.com. Last accessed on 03rd March, 2020.  
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IMPLEMENTING IBC: ISSUES AND IMPEDIMENTS, A JOURNEY 

FROM 2016 TO PRESENT. 

 

Overview of the Paper: 

 

Drafting a new piece of legislation is only the start. The more significant 

challenge is ensuring that the law is implemented in its true spirit.742 The efficacy 

of law can be checked on the basis of how it is implemented. The analysis of 

the implementation includes analysis of efficient working of Code, bye-laws and 

policy adopted by Government. There cannot be standardizing formulae to 

decide whether law is applied properly or not. One of the major to check 

working of law is the goals set forth by law.  

 

The paper will deal with various aspects of IBC, 2016 in its implementation 

phase. The researcher has divided the issues faced by stakeholders into two 

parts. One part consists of Procedural impediments and another part deals with 

legal/ technical impediments.  Interestingly, the law does not dictate the content 

of resolution outcome, but designs the form of the process leading to the 

resolution.743 Therefore, researcher has tried to analyze problems faced at 

various stages of resolution process.  

 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 has far-reaching impact on economic 

structure of India. It is a reform in bankruptcy law of its own kind. Though it is 

based on UK approach it encompasses various processes which are unique in 

their nature. We cannot expect a reform to be whole package of solutions for 

all the legal problems. Implementation leads to further scope of amending the 

law and introducing new reforms.  History has shown that reforms rarely 

contain all the solutions needed to resolve all the problems of a legal system.744 

 

 

																																																								
742 Report on insolvency law committee 2018 
743Shreyan Chatterjee; Gausia Shaikh and Bhargavi Zaveri, An empirical analysis of the early days of IBC,  
,http;/scconline.com. Last accessed on 03rd March, 2020.  
744Sumant Batra, Corporate Insolvency- law & practise, 593 (1st ed., 2017) 
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Working of IBC, 2016 -    

Table 1  : Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process 745 

 

 

Quarter 
CIRPsatthebeginningof

theQuarter 

 

Admitted 
Closureby CIRPsat
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theQuar

ter 

Appeal/

Review/Se

ttled 

Withdrawal

underSect

ion12A 

Approvalo

fResolutio

nPlan 

Commence

mentofLiq

uidation 

Jan-Mar,2017 0 37 1 0 0 0 36 
Apr-Jun,2017 36 130 8 0 0 0 158 
July-Sept,2017 158 235 18 0 2 8 365 
Oct-Dec,2017 365 144 40 0 7 24 438 
Jan-Mar,2018 438 196 21 0 11 59 543 
Apr-Jun2018 543 250 22 1 14 52 704 
Jul-Sept,2018 704 242 32 27 29 87 771 
Oct-Dec,2018 771 276 10 39 18 82 898 
Jan-Mar,2019 898 376 35 22 20 86 1111 
Apr-Jun,2019 1111 300 22 24 27 95 1243 
Jul-Sept,2019 1243 565 23 18 32 153 1582 
Oct-Dec,2019 1582 561 14 4 30 134 1961 
Total NA 3312* 246 135 190** 780 1961 

 

 

After analyzing Table 1, the researcher has attempted to analyze the 

aforementioned data on an year-wise basis, thus inferring that in the first year 

after enforcement of the Code, from January 2017 to December 2017, total 559 

applications were filed before various NCLT’s, amongst which 546 applications 

were admitted i.e. 97.64% of the applications were admitted.  Out of these 

admitted applications, only 1.64% resolution plans were approved and 5.86% 

cases went into liquidation and 12.27% cases were closed because of 

appeals/review/settlement. Thus, conjointly only 19.78% cases were closed and 

80.21% cases were pending.  

 

For the period of January 2018 to December 2018, total CIRP applications were 

2456 (which includes 2018 freshly instituted cases as well as 438 pending cases 

																																																								
745The Quarterly Newsletter of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India , Vol 13, Oct.-Dec 2019, 
https://www.ibbi.gov.in/uploads/publication/62a9cc46d6a96690e4c8a3c9ee3ab862.pdf Last accessed on 
05/03/2020. 
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from the previous years). During this period, only 39.25% cases were admitted 

amongst which 7.46% resolution plans were approved and 29.04% cases went 

to liquidation and 8.81% cases were closed due to appeal/review/settlement. 

With effect from 6th June 2018, Section 12A which provides for withdrawal of 

the application admitted under section 7, 9 or 10, was inserted through the 

Second Amendment, 2018.  As a consequence of which 6.95% cases were 

withdrawn. However, in this year there was a decline in number of pending 

cases to 36.56%.  

 

From a period of January 2019 to December 2019, 4834 applications were filed 

(out of which 3936 applications were newly initiated and 898 cases were carried 

forward from the previous cases). 37.27% applications were admitted and 

resolution plan for 6.04% cases were approved. 25.97% cases went into 

liquidation and 5.21% cases were closed for the reason of 

appeal/review/settlement. 3.77% cases were withdrawn living behind 40.56% 

cases.  

 

After analyzing the data on year-wise basis, a cumulative average of these years 

shows that 68.51% cases were admitted, in 5.73% cases resolution plan was 

approved, in 23.55% cases have been liquidated, 7.42% cases are closed because 

of appeal/review or settlement, 4.07% cases were withdrawn. However, 40.56% 

cases were pending.  

 

To analyze the actual working of IBC, researcher has referred the above data 

and for the analysis, goals set by preamble are taken as an indicator. Keenly 

perusing the data, it can be inferred that the percentage of liquidation is higher 

than the approval rate of resolution plan which falls short to fulfill the objective 

of the code i.e. “to promote entrepreneurship”.  Also, the code provides for 

“time-bound mechanism” for insolvency, however the number of pending cases 

higher than that of disposed off cases.  

 

However, mere numbers are not sufficient, it becomes necessary to also analyze 

that how much of these cases have actually maximized the value of assets. 
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Though there is an increasing number of corporate going into liquidation, in an 

interview given to Financial Express by Dr. M. S. Sahoo, Chairman of IBBI, he 

has analyzed the data in ‘value terms’ which reflects that “the companies rescued 

had an asset valued at close to Rs.0.8 lakh crores, while the companies sent for 

liquidation had assets valued at only Rs.0.2 lakh crores, when they entered the 

IBC process.  

 

Thus, in value terms, stressed assets rescued are four times those sent for 

liquidation.”746 “As many as 190 companies have been rescued till December 

2019 through the resolution plans. They owed Rs. 3.8 lakh crores to creditors. 

However, the realizable value of assets available with them, when they entered 

the IBC process was only Rs. 0.77 Lakh crore… 

 

Under the IBC, creditors recovered Rs. 1.6 lakh crore, which is about 207% of 

the realizable(liquidation) value of these companies. Despite recovery of 207% 

of the realizable value, financial creditor had to take haircut of 57% as compared 

to their claims. This only reflects the extent of value erosion by the time 

companies entered the IBC process." 747 

 

The aforementioned discussion in the interview with the chairman of IBBI, 

reflects that the code has been successful in achieving one of the objectives set 

by the Code i.e. maximization of value of assets. However, maximization of the 

value of assets was not the only objective intended to be achieved by the 

legislature and thus, it becomes patent that the Code should also fulfill its other 

objectives as set forth in the preamble.  

 

Thus, after analyzing the working of IBC in the previous three years, it becomes 

evident to evaluate the root causes for which the Code has fall short in achieving 

its objectives.  

 

 

																																																								
746Interview of M.S.Sahoo in Financial Express, Monday, 2.2.2020.  
747Ibid.  
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Impediments in achieving the objectives of the Code. 

 

There are several impediments which are not only creating practical difficulties 

but putting the whole process of insolvency resolution at stake, which much be 

resolved, both, institutionally as well as legislatively. Firstly, the researcher in 

this chapter would deal with the operational issue and subsequently the legal 

considerations.  

 

Operational issues: 

 

A) Adjudicating Machinery-  

 

Under the scheme of the Code, AA has a ‘directional’ role, playing a part of 

external regulator for the proceedings conducted under CIRP and also an 

adjudicatory role whereby to discharge legal duties with reference to better 

implementation of the Code. Efficient working of adjudicating authority to 

achieve the end of time-bound mechanism envisaged under IBC. NCLT and 

DRT and also the NCLAT and DRAT already had an existence prior to the 

enactment of this Code having various duties to perform. Being a judicial 

authority, the institutions were already overburdened with cases under their 

jurisdictions. Consequently, enactment of this Code entrusted another plethora 

of cases under IBC over these already overburdened authorities.  

 

For conducting the insolvency proceeding of corporate persons, there were 9 

benches of NCLT which were to deal with insolvency and bankruptcy matters 

as well as other matters under Companies Act, 2013. Till today (until writing of 

the research report), the number of these benches have been increased only to 

15 Benches748 in the last three years. However, the abovementioned Table 1 

reflects the increase in number of applications for the proceedings under CIRP 

and the low rate of its disposal resulting into pendency of the cases. However, 

only 1 bench749 of NCLAT has been constituted having a territorial jurisdiction 

																																																								
748www.nclt.gov.nic.in 
749www.nclat.nic 
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all over India. This 1 bench has to endure with appeals against all the challenged 

orders of NCLT.  The Supreme Court directed the Central Government to 

setup circuit benches for NCLAT within 6 months from 26th January 2019.  

 

The apex court observed that setting up of circuit benches for NCLAT is 

expected to ensure additional presence of this tribunal in many cities, provide 

convenience for appellants, who otherwise had to travel to Delhi, and expedite 

disposal of matters.750 However, even after 1 year of the direction of the 

Supreme Court, no circuit benches has yet been established. The projected 

caseload in 2017 to be transferred to NCLT was enormous. Approximately 

25,000 pending bankruptcy and insolvency cases, 4000 pending cases in 

Company Law Board (CLB), 700 pending applications before BIFR, and 5200 

winding up and other cases pending before High Courts was to get transferred 

to NCLT. So the question was whether NCLT is equipped to cope up with such 

huge number of cases and whether it has adequate infrastructure?751  

 

According to one article published in economic times752, there is an urgent need 

of creating infrastructure and to make the tribunals self-sufficient. Not only the 

number of benches and number of judges is less but also number of staff is 

restricted, which seriously hampers the day to day administrative work. 

Procedural discipline is not followed by the administrative wing of NCLT which 

seriously affects the adherence to time-bound mechanism. 

 

Though part III of the Code dealing with individual insolvency is not yet been 

operationalized, Section 78(3). DRTs are already viewed as not having delivered 

on their primary role effectively. Clearly, this creaking and overburdened 

framework is ill equipped to deal with the role envisaged for resolution of 

insolvency and bankruptcy of individuals and partnership firms, and will be 

further inundated with both existing and new matters that make for significant 

																																																								
750https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/national/nclat-sc-directs-centre-to-set-up-circuit-benches-in-6-
months/article26099933.ece# 
751Sumant Batra, Corporate Insolvency- Law & Practises, 135, (1st ed., 2017) 
752 https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/blogs/et-editorials/expand-adjudication-regime-for-ibc/ 
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hurdles in the justice delivery.753For instance, By December 2015, almost 59,000 

cases were pending before DRT which currently deal with recovery cases of 

only banks and certain financial institutions.754 This number of pending cases is 

in-spite of prescribed time limit of 180 days under the respective legislations.  

Thus, researcher has inferred that, the inadequacy of hereinabove discussed 

factors leads to delays in proceedings, frustrating the objectives to be achieved 

by the Code. 

 

B) Insolvency Professional 

 

Under the Code, to carry out the CIRP, Interim Resolution Professional and 

after receiving the claims and preparing the Information memorandum, RP’s 

are entrusted with wide range of functions and duties. 

 

Once the moratorium period starts, the powers of the board stands suspended 

and the effective power is transferred to IP/IRP. The role of IP is multi-

dimensional which requires interpersonal skills in addition to legal and financial 

knowledge, investigatory skills and inter disciplinary approach. The role IP/IRP 

is so designed that he has been shouldered with various legal obligation. He is 

responsible for getting the best possible outcome in a particular case.755 For 

discharging these kind of functions and duties, it becomes necessary to have 

skilled IP/IRP. Unfortunately, we are lacking behind and the numbers of skilled 

IP are not satisfactory and sufficient to address the issues. The newsletter of 

IBBI , 2019 reflects insufficient number of IP’s in proportion to the insolvency 

applications for CIRP received by the AA. There are 2 main challenges with 

regard to implementation of regulations and provisions relating to IP’s. First, 

licensing of IP and Second, Security of IP’s.  

 

Keeping in mind the nature of work of IPs and having in back drop the plethora 

of applications filed for CIRP, it is very much clear that there is an urgent need 

																																																								
753Pramod Rao, Critique of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, 2016 NLS Bus L Rev 1. (www.scconline.com) 
754C.f. Shishir Mehta, Kumar Saurabh Singh, Rajeev Vidhani, and Ahana Sinha, The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 
2016- New Road and New Challenges, (2016) PL (CL) July 76. (www.scconline.com) 
755Sumant Batra, Corporate Insolvency Law &Practise, 143 (1st Ed.,2017)  
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of Skilled IPs. When we speak about ‘need’ of particular class of professional, 

we have to consider two aspects – quantitative data and quality analysis of the 

work.  

 

Table 3: Registration and Cancellation of Registrations of IPs 

 

 

Quarter 

No.ofIPs 
Registered Cance

lled 

RegisteredattheEnd of 

theQuarter 
Jan-Mar,2017 96 0 96 
Apr-Jun,2017 450 0 546 
Jul-Sep,2017 561 0 1107 
Oct-Dec,2017 217 0 1324 
Jan-Mar,2018 488 0 1812 
Apr-Jun,2018 71 1 1882 
Jul-Sep,2018 154 1 2035 
Oct-Dec,2018 253 1 2287 
Jan-Mar,2019 170 1 2456 
Apr-Jun,2019 203 0 2663 
Jul-Sep,2019 128 0 2791 
Oct-Dec,2019 124 0 2915 
Total 2915 4 2911 

 

 

The above data reflects that for 3312 cases 2911 IPs are available. Though the 

number may reflect that in terms of availability of IPs we have succeeded, we 

cannot infer qualitative results out of this data. For that purpose keeping in mind 

the adequate availability of IPs  the researcher has qualitatively analyzed the data 

based on ‘skills’ required for IPs and assessment mechanism for the same.  

 

An elaborative discussion about licensing of IP’s can be done separately. The 

IP Regulations are not keeping pace with the changing trade practices while 

conferring the licenses to insolvency professionals. Regulation No. 4 and 5 of 

IP Regulation provides for a blanket provision to grant the license to such 

persons who are fulfilling general educational and minimum experience criteria.  
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This criteria falls short for imbibing the required set of qualities which an IP 

shall possess. Thus, affecting the role and responsibilities entrusted with the 

IP’s, which inflicts a need to provide a better qualitative criteria for licensing of 

IP’s. In Australia, under the Australian Securities and Investment Commission, 

a licensing body, which administers Insolvency provisions of Corporates Act, 

2001 mandates to have registered liquidators to practice in the industry along 

with ASIC, another gate-keeping body, viz Australian Restructuring Insolvency 

and Turn Around Association (ARITA). Even in UK, the professionals have to 

pass JIEB which assesses the professional competence of those who wish to 

carry out the functions of licensed insolvency practitioner. The JIEB 

examination is demanding both depth and breadth of practical and technical 

knowledge required.  

 

Another question which can be posed here, is about the security of IPs. The 

word security has been employed here in two senses, one as a threat to their 

‘person’ and seconds the legal liability of IPs. The IPs has to work sometimes 

in stressed situations. They have to deal with unpredictable reactions of 

creditors on one hand and powerful capitalist or corporates on another. The 

delicate role, played by IP vis-à-vis involvement of people having vested interest 

in process, is sufficient to create apprehension of ‘injury to person’ of the IPs. 

As far as first issue is concerned, will take recourse of Section 232. Section 232 

speaks about the members, officers and employees of the Board to the public 

servants within meaning of Section 21 of IPC, 1860. Though researcher is aware 

about the fact that such blanket protection cannot be given to IPs under Section 

232 of the Code, but a similar provision or a special provision pertaining to 

protection of IPs can be enacted.  

 

Moving forward to next issue, Section 233 can be referred, which talks about 

immunity of the IPs actions taken in good faith. In-spite of the existence of the 

section, frivolous cases have been filed against IPs There is no insurance 

product available in India to cover professional liability of IPs.756 

																																																								
756Ketan Mukhija, Challenges in Insolvency Resolution Process under Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, 5 KIIT 
Student L Rev 25 , 28 (2018)  
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C) Information Utilities 

 

The underlying assumption for the success of the Code is to have access to 

quality information. For this to materialize, robust utilities with state of the art 

technologies will swiftly need to be put in operation757. The timelines under the 

Code are framed anticipating sufficient number and infrastructure for IUs. 

Various provisions of Code reflects that a strong network of IUs will be needed. 

For instance, if we consider section 29 of the Code which imposes a duty on 

RP to prepare information memorandum, implies it to be strong and sufficient, 

as the whole resolution plan is to be formulated upon it. The anticipation of 

existence of ‘information infrastructure’ has not been articulated in practice. As 

far now, only 1 IU namely, The National e-governance Service Ltd. (NeSL) has 

been registered.  

 

There is a problem having monopolistic portal to be framed considering the 

ground realities. There is problem with the accountability of IU’s which 

ultimately affects the productivity of the IU. If the premise, on which Resolution 

Plan would stand, is itself faulty, how could we expect to have a viable resolution 

plan?  So there is an urgent need of creating competitive market of IUs for 

enhancing the quality of information stored.  

 

Ultimately, Resolution plans consider the Books of the Corporate Debtor to 

find out way so as to sustain in market. IUs are Government Recognized 

Record-keepers of corporate having various kinds of debts. Online mechanism 

provided in Code at various junctures reflects the intention of legislation to have 

‘ready’ online database of debts and corporate debtors. The need of IU can be 

understood keeping in mind the standards of book-keeping by Corporates. 

Companies Act, 2013 provides for prescribed formats of book keeping which 

can be relied on while deciding the issues under IBC, 2016. Many Resolution 

practitioners are critical about the way in which book-keeping is done and how 

it creates hurdles in resolution process. Recently the GoI has proposed 

																																																								
757. Shishir Mehta, Kumar Saurabh Singh, Rajeev Vidhani, and Ahana Sinha, The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 
2016- New Road and New Challenges,  76, 82 (2016) PL (CL) July 76. (www.scconline.com) 
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decriminalization of almost 47 offences under Companies Act, 2013 which has 

got a nod from the central cabinet. Which includes several petty offences of 

book-keeping also. If at all such amendment is passed, would we be in a position 

to direct the CD to maintain record properly? And would there be any 

deterrence of law? Of course the answer is in negative.  So let us consider the 

hypothetical condition that no duty or liability has been imposed on corporate 

debtors under Companies act or any other law time being in force regarding 

keeping the proper information of its debts and dues, if network and structure 

of IUs are made strong, such duty can be imposed and enforced under IBC, 

2016.  

 

D) Committee of creditors.  

 

The CoC constitutes an important aspect if the ecosystem governing insolvency 

and bankruptcy under the IB Code.758 It is necessary to understand why and 

how this mechanism of control of creditors was evolved. Prior to enactment of 

IBC, 2016 we were following the US model of Resolution process, based on 

Chapter 11 of Insolvency Law in USA.  

 

The Report of Bankruptcy Law Reforms Committee identifying the imbalance 

between powers stated that “the limited liability company is a contract between 

equity and debt. As long as debt obligations are met, equity owners have 

complete control, and creditors have no say in how the business is run. When 

default takes place, control is supposed to transfer to the creditors, equity 

owners have no say.”759 The then imbalance between equity owners and the 

creditors was affecting the business. The creditors were not much interested in 

lending as they knew that they have very less powers in case of default in 

payment by the debtor. So to address the issue viable plan to have one single 

forum consisting of financial creditors was suggested by BLRC.  

 

																																																								
758Akaant Mittal, Issues under the insolvency and bankruptcy code post admission of the insolvency application, J-6, 
J-5( 2018) 8 SCC (J).  
759BLRC Report, Para __ 
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Composition - The Committee of Creditors is formed under Section 21 of the 

Code, by interim resolution professional after collating all the claims received 

against the corporate debtor and determination of his financial position. The 

meeting of Committee of Creditors has to be called by Resolution 

professional760 the notice of such meeting has to be given to members of 

committee of creditors and members of suspended board of directors or 

partners of corporate persons and operational creditors or their representatives 

if the amount of their aggregate dues is not less than ten per cent of the debt.  

 

Vote share- Resolution professional will decide the vote share of member of 

CoC. The vote share will be assigned according to the financial debt owned 

towards the financial creditor. It is pertinent to note that only financial creditors 

are made crucial decision makers and they have been given the vote share. The 

rationale behind vesting this power only in “financial creditors” is that it is only 

these creditors that have “both with the capability to assess viability as well as 

to be willing to modify terms of existing liability in negotiations since generally 

operational creditors are neither able to decide on matters regarding the 

insolvency of entity, nor willing to take risk of postponing payments for better 

future prospects for the entity.761 

 

POWERS AND FUNCTIONS OF COC-  

 

Committee of Creditors acts as manager of corporate in going concern. 

Therefore, much responsibility has been shouldered on CoC. Committee of 

Creditors is responsible to authorize the Insolvency Professional to take or not 

to take certain actions such as raising interim finance upto limit specified by 

CoC, creating security on the assets of the secured creditor, undertaking related 

party transaction, amending constitutional documents, change of capital 

structure or management of the borrower.  

																																																								
760S. 24, IBC, 2016.  
761 Supra 104.  
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The main function of CoC is to approve the resolution plan. For approval of 

resolution plan now after the amendment of 2018, voting share required is sixty-

six per cent. Earlier it was 75%.  

 

CoC has been conferred with very wider powers. Once the resolution plan is 

approved by CoC, NCLT has limited jurisdiction. NCLT can only check 

whether the requirements of Section 30(2) of IBC, 2016 are fulfilled or not. 

Supreme Court has observed that the legislature, while enacting IBC, has 

consciously ensured that no ground is available to question the ‘commercial 

wisdom’ of the individual financial creditors or he collective decision of NCLT 

in approving or rejecting a resolution plan and such commercial considerations 

are outside the judicial review.762 

 

The powers of CoC were also discussed in Essar Steel India Ltd. v. Satish Kumar 

Gupta763, Supreme Court went on to say that CoC will have whole power to 

decide how and when debt payments are to be made only factor to consider for 

judicial review is whether committee has considered maximization of assets or 

not? If the answer is yes, Court/ NCLT cannot intervene. CoC can take a 

decision of differential payment for differential classes.  

 

It is expected that CoC will act as trustee for going concern and authorize IP to 

work accordingly. Though powers are conferred on CoC, no guiding principles 

are given under the Code nor by IBBI, for functioning of CoC. Without 

standard protocols and guidelines to deal with decision making by the 

Committee of Creditors, there are often indifferences within the creditors which 

are leading to delays and resulting in non-compliance with the given timelines 

and in some cases such decisions might not be commercially sound.764 It has 

become imperative to develop standard guidelines and protocols for working of 

CoC. Though we should recognize the autonomy given to CoC, which is 

necessary, we have to consider arbitrary powers shall not be vested to CoC. 

																																																								
762K. Sashidhar v. Indian Overseas Bank and Ors, 2019 SCCOnLine SC 257 
763 Judgment dated 15.11.2019 in Civil Appeal No. 8766-67 OF 2019 
764Ketan Mukhija, Challenges in Insolvency Resolution Process under Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, 5 KIIT 
Student L Rev 25, 28 (2018). 
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Section 33(2)765, confers such arbitrary powers to CoC to take decision to 

liquidate the CD at any time during the CIRP and intimate the same to the AA. 

AA is under mandate to accept the decision of the CoC and pass a liquidation 

order. 766 

 

On the background of above discussion it is very much clear that there is need 

for defining powers and functions of CoC. 

 

E) Timeline issues.  

 

Stringent timelines envisaged in the code is one of the important objective to 

be achieved. The adherence to timelines specified in the Insolvency Code and 

the speed of resolution process are critical to the effectiveness of the Insolvency 

Code.767 The code mandates to complete CIRP process within a span of 180 

days which further can be extended up to more 90 days. The proviso which was 

inserted by Amendment Act of 2018 which says the proceedings in any case 

shall not exceed period of 330 days. India jumped to 63 numbers in Ease of 

doing business.768  

 

Earlier it was __.  There are several indicators for adjudging the ease of doing 

business; one of such indicator is Resolving Insolvency. India secured 52 ranks 

for this indicator in 2020.769 Earlier the rank was __ in 2019. Average time 

required for recovery is 1.6 years. Before enactment of IBC, 2016 average time 

required for completion of insolvency proceeding was __.  

 

																																																								
765 Section 33(2)-  Where the resolution professional, at any time during the corporate insolvency resolution process 
but before confirmation of resolution plan, intimates the Adjudicating Authority of the decision of the committee of 
creditors 1[approved by not less than sixty-six per cent. of the voting share] to liquidate the corporate debtor, 
the Adjudicating Authority shall pass a liquidation order as referred to in sub-clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of clause (b) of 
sub-section 1.[Explanation. – For the purpose of this sub-section, it is hereby declared that the committee of creditors 
may take the decision to liquidate the corporate debtor, any time after its constitution under sub-section (1) of section 
21 and before the confirmation of the resolution plan, including at any time before the preparation of the 
information memorandum.] 
766Navin K. Pahwa,, Corporate Insolvency: its operation and emerging problems , 112, 116, 30 NLSI Rev 111 (2018). 
767Innovative Industries v. ICICI Bank,  (2018)  SCC 1 407. 
768 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IC.BUS.EASE.XQ last accessed on 20.02.2020. 
769Ibid .  
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Table 4: Average Time for Approval of Resolution Plans/Orders for Liquidation 

 

 

The above data is reflecting that the timelines are not followed properly. 

Though we have secured good ranks in World Bank surveys, those ranks are 

not satisfactory. There are several factors responsible for such delays. One of 

such factor is non-availability of information. The time-lines under the Code are 

decided with an anticipation of existence of ready information about the debts 

of the Corporate Debtor. To attain this goal provisions are made for 

Information Utility Hence the purpose to provide for time bound mechanism 

is not fulfilled. 

 

One of the reasons for not following timelines is interpretation of various 

provisions given by Supreme Court. While noticing the provisions of section 7 

of IBC, the court found that, “The speed, within which the adjudicating 

authority is to ascertain the existence of a default from the records of the 

information utility or on the basis of evidence furnished by the financial 

creditor, is important. This it must do within 14 days of the receipt of the 

application.”770  

 

Even in case of JK Jute Mills and Co. Ltd. v. Surendra Trading Co.771 the 

question with respect of sections 7(4) and (5), 9(5) and 10(4) was posed as to 

whether the timeline prescribed for admitting or rejecting petitions under these 

respective provisions is mandatory or directory. The NCLAT held that the 

section is procedural in nature and therefore timelines given are directory, 

																																																								
770Innovative Industries v. ICICI Bank., (2018) 1 SCC  407.  
7712017  SCC OnLine NCLAT 3. 

Sl. 

No. 

Averagetimefrominsolvency 

commencementdatetill 

No.ofCIRPs

covered 

Time (Indays) 

Includingexcludedtime Excluding excludedtime 

1 Approval of resolution plans by AA 190 394 364 

2 Orders for liquidation by AA 780 308 NA 
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except the time of 7 days to rectify the application is mandatory. Supreme court 

overturned the decision saying that every provision including the provisos to 

sections are directory and not mandatory.772 

 

F) Resolution plan 

 

IP (efficiency of IP becomes necessary) have to prepare information 

memorandum on the basis of claims, assets of promoters and assets of 

company. Thus, it becomes important to have well maintained books of 

accounts for these assets. But, companies lack in maintaining this data, which 

will subsequently hamper the preparation of Information memorandum. (Bad) 

info memorandum will in the end affect the resolution plans. And rejected 

resolution plans will lead to compulsory liquidation of company. (Objective of 

promoting the entrepreneurship gets frustrated) 

 

G) Threshold limits 

 

The code provides for a threshold limit of Rs.1, 00,000 due and payable and 

which has resulted into a default for initiation of CIRP. Such low threshold 

limits attract an increase in number of cases. It cannot be overlooked that the 

initiation of Insolvency process have serious implications on the company as 

the entire management of company gets transferred to IPs’ and the Committee 

of creditors gets an upper hand over the corporate debtors in deciding the future 

working of the company. It becomes necessary to maintain a balance between 

the minimum threshold limit of default and the serious implications which the 

company will have to face.   

 

On the contrary, the fact cannot be ignored that increasing the threshold limit 

which hamper the rights of the creditors having an amount due and payable 

below that threshold limit. Thus, solution a way out is essential not only for 

																																																								
772Surendra Trading Co. v. Juggilal Kamlapat Jute Mills Co. Ltd., (2017)  16 SCC 143 
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securing the rights of the creditors but also for reducing the initiation of 

insolvency process of where the default is of minimal value. 

 

H) Overriding effects of IBC over other legislations.  

 

IBC is a comprehensive code which provides for consolidation and 

amendments to various legislations. It has brought a complete transition from 

one system i.e. debtor in possession to another system i.e. creditor in control. 

However, being a commercial legislation it is interlinked with many other 

statutes. Absence of an overriding clause would have resulted in a chaos in 

implementing IBC in consonance with other laws. For this purpose, Sec.238 

have been included in the Code which envisages Overriding effect of IBC over 

other legislation. The Non-Obstantive nature of this clause gives an upper hand 

to the provisions of IBC over other Statutes.  

 

However, Section 238 being a of a general nature “any other law for the time being 

in force or any instrument having effect by virtue of any such law”, has always been a 

matter of dispute. Its application to other statutes has always come up for 

judicial interpretation.   

 

Effect on Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996- 

 

The overriding effect has impact on various laws. At several instances the 

admission of CIRP was challenged on the basis of existence of Arbitral 

Agreement. The contention of corporate debtor was, there was an existing 

arbitration agreement and therefore the petition under section 9 of IBC ought 

to be dismissed. However, NCLAT on this specific contention refuted the 

argument holding that presence of an alternative remedy of arbitration cannot 

be a ground to reject an application under Section 9.773   

 

																																																								
773International Road Dynamics South Asia (P) Ltd. v. Reliance Infrastructure Ltd, 2017 SCC Online NCLAT 218.  
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The researcher submits that there should be provision for mediation or 

alternative dispute resolution before initiation of CIRP, if there is an express 

agreement between CD and Creditor. That procedure can be designed with 

prescribing time-lines so as to strike a balance between time-bound mechanism 

and avoidance of litigation.  

 

Another issue regarding Arbitration arose when moratorium period starts. The 

question was dealt by Supreme Court in Hotel Gaudavan (P) Ltd. v. Alchemist Asset 

Reconstruction Co. Ltd.774 Court quashed the arbitration proceedings initiated after 

admission of CIRP application. It was observed by the Court that:  

 

The mandate of the new Insolvency Code is that the moment an insolvency 

petition is admitted, the moratorium that comes into effect under Section 

14(1)(a) expressly interdicts institution or continuation of pending suits or 

proceedings against corporate debtors775. 

 

In Ksheeraabd Constructions (P) Ltd. V. Vijay Nirman Co. (p) Ltd., NCLAT had 

categorically held that in accordance with Section 238 of the IBC all other laws 

are overridden, including the Indian Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. 

Hence it was held that the provisions under the IBC with regard to finality of 

an arbitral award for initiation of CIRP would prevail over the provisions of the 

Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996.776 

 

Effect on RERA, 2016 - 

 

Another conflict with reference to implementation of Real Estate (Regulation 

and Development) Act, 2016 and IBC, 2016 has to be considered. Under 

RERA, interest of the homebuyers is a paramount consideration and builders 

are held liable if a project is delayed, whereas under the IBC, these homebuyers 

																																																								
774SCC OnLine NCLAT 439 para 8.  
775Ibid.  
776Ksheeraabd Constructions (P) Ltd. v. Vijay Nirman Co. (P) Ltd., 2017 SCC OnLine NCLAT 309.  
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are usually categorized as “unsecured creditors” resultantly bringing them to the 

rung lower to secured creditors like the financial lending institutions.777 

 

Effect on PMLA, 2002. 

 

One of the debate is about the interplay between IBC and Prevention of Money-

Laundering Act, 2002.Various judgments of NCLAT and Supreme Court were 

conflicting in nature as far as question of confiscated property is concerned. 

The opinion was divided into following propositions – 

 

- The attachment proceeding are not subject to moratorium under section 14 

of the IBC, they can continue after the insolvency commencement date and 

the conclusion of the corporate insolvency resolution process period and 

the assets may be attached/ confiscated accordingly.  

- Charges created are not automatically voided upon attachment. State action 

would be restricted to parts the assets whose value exceeds the charge of 

the creditor.  

 

One view is PMLA proceedings are not affected by initiation of CIRP and 

another view is partially the attachment of property has impact of IBC as only 

the part of assets can be attached which exceeds the value.  

 

To understand the correct position let us take recourse of provisions of PMLA, 

2002. As per Section 9, all the rights to the assets vest with the state, free from 

all encumbrances.778 However, section 8(8) of the PMLA provides that a 

claimant with a legitimate interest, acting in good faith and diligently, suffering 

a quantifiable loss as a result of money laundering may seek restoration of assets 

charged to him.779 Careful reading of both the sections make it clear that the 

property confiscated is proceed of crime and is not lawful asset of Corporate 

Debtor. Therefore, creditors cannot use such asset to discharge of their debts. 

																																																								
777Akaant Kumar Mittal, Issues under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code post admission of Insolvency application, 
J-14, J-5, (2018) 8 SCC (J) .Link ---.  
778S. 9, The Prevention of Money-Laundering Act, 2002. 
779S. 8(8), Ibid.  
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By ordinance of 2019 Section 32A was inserted into the Code. It provides that 

no action shall be taken against the property of the CD in relation to an offence 

committed prior to the commencement of the CIRP, where such property is 

covered under a resolution plan approved by the NCLT.780 

 

Though it is interesting to note that which property exactly has to be excluded 

is not mentioned in the Amendment. Explanation to section 32A says if action 

has already been taken prior to the approval of the resolution plan by the NCLT, 

section 32A will not apply.  

 

In simple words property which is confiscated before Insolvency 

Commencement Date cannot be part of the resolution plan. A creditor may 

seek release of attachment after ICD but before Resolution plan is approved, if 

such action is successful, the property can be made subject of Resolution plan.  

 

Still the question of moratorium is unanswered which can affect the proper 

functioning of IBC, 2016.781 

 

EFFECT ON SARFAESI-  

 

Due to the overriding effect on all other laws, IBC has an upper hand and 

primacy over the proceedings under several other financial legislation. The moot 

question can be raised here with respect to, assets which are acquired by 

financial creditor under SARFAESI Act, before initiation of CIRP, whether they 

are subjected to calculate in assets of Corporate Debtor and whether their 

possession has to be handed over to Insolvency Professional. NCLT has 

answered the question in Tirupir Surya Textile (P) Ltd., In re,782 - 

 

“… Section 18 contains the duties of the IRP and under clause (f) and (f) (ii) 

of the section, it is provided that the IRP shall take over the control and custody 

																																																								
780S. 32A, IBC, 2016.  
781Ashwin Mathews, GopalMachiraju, Harmonizing IBC and money laundering laws, .  
7822017 SCC OnLine NCLT 108111.   
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of any asset over which the corporate debtor has ownership right as recorded in 

the balance sheet of the corporate debtor, assets that may or may not be in 

possession of corporate debtor. In view of this, financial creditor is directed to 

handover the physical possession of the assets of the corporate debtors to the IRP 

within two days..”783 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 was enacted with great expectations 

and to articulate the hopes, aspirations of Business sector which ultimately 

aimed for betterment of economy. As we have seen already by enacting such 

law we conferred ‘Freedom of Exit’ to the businesses which is an essential right 

to be possessed by Corporates.  

 

The Code aims at consolidation of Insolvency related laws for corporate 

persons. As the Code suggests it was enacted for consolidation of the Personal 

Insolvency laws and to provide proper machinery for individual Insolvency 

along with insolvency of Partnership firms.  

 

The researcher has extensively analyzed the provisions of IBC, 2016.While 

doing so, BLRC report, 2015 has been considered as benchmark to analyze 

whether the Code is properly drafted to give shape to aspirations and hopes of 

stakeholders. Now after 4 years of implementation of Code, various reports, 

orders/ judgments delivered by Supreme Court, NCLT and NCLAT, have set 

the tone of the discussion.  

 

It is imperative to conclude that the IBC, 2016 has been given implemented in 

its true spirit.  

  

																																																								
783 Ibid.  
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INDIAN PENAL CODE: COMPARATIVE STUDY 

OF CULPABLE HOMICIDE AND MURDER 
-AADYA CHAUDHARY784 

ABSTRACT 

 

In the Indian Penal Code, the provisions which are related to murder and culpable homicide 

are considered complicated and technical which tend to create confusion. It is common 

understanding that every culpable homicide is murder but not all culpable homicides are murder 

Culpable homicide is regarded as a genus whereas murder is its species.  

 

Section 299 of the Indian Penal Code lays down the provision for culpable homicide and 

Section 300 contains provisions for murder. If culpable homicide is proved and it falls within 

any of the four clauses mentioned in section 300 it constitutes as murder. It must also be 

assessed whether the circumstances of the case fall under the exceptions laid down under the 

provision. If a person is held guilty of murder as per the provisions of section 300, he ought to 

be punished under section 302 which provides for punishment of murder. While, if the offence 

amounts to culpable homicide not amounting to murder then, depending upon the gravity of 

the offence, the culprit can be punished under section 304 which encapsulates the punishment. 

There are three degrees of culpable homicide.  

 

The first degree is punishable under section 302, the second degree is punishable under the first 

part of section 304 and the third degree is punishable as provided under the second part of 

section 304. This research paper aims at providing a clear cut distinction of the same. Though, 

there is a string of commonality that can be found in both the concepts of murder and culpable 

homicide, they differ greatly when it comes to the ascertaining of the degree of probability of the 

death by the acts of the offender and secondly, with regard to the seriousness or gravity of such 

acts.   

If the offender’s act is either a heinous crime or is such a dangerous act that the commission of 

the same can cause only death to a person and no other result is possible, it would aptly fall 

under the concept of murder and not culpable homicide. However, if the victim is left alive with 

grievous hurt and the chance of escaping death, then it amounts to culpable homicide which 

																																																								
784 Student, 2nd Year, Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies. 
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does not amount to murder. Increasingly, it is being found that crimes such as rape and murder 

are rising at an accelerated rate and the looming threats of the commission of the same is also 

much more. Further, according to recent reports, these crime rates increase day by day. In order 

to resolve this, the legislation considers giving deterrent theory and punishments so that there is 

a deterrence of the commission of crimes in the society. Following the same, the crime rates may 

get reduced. And, when there is increase in punishments, there is a decrease in crimes. 

 

Culpable Homicide 

 

The provisions laid down under section 299 of the Indian Penal Code define 

Culpable Homicide as- causation of death by any person by their doing an act 

for causing death or with the intention of causing bodily injury which in the 

most likelihood would have caused death or even with such knowledge 

constitutes culpable homicide. Thereby, the two essential ingredients of 

culpable homicide relate to the causation of death and the commission of an 

act.  

 

Whoever causes death – By referring to this clause, it is emphasized that this 

provision is applicable only for the death of another fellow human being. 

Further, this does not include the death of an unborn child. But, this may 

amount to culpable homicide which is likely to cause death of a living child if 

any part of the child has been brought forth. The clause also provides scope for 

liability for death of person whose death was not intended but has been caused 

in furtherance of the commission of the act of the offender.  

 

By doing an act – The commission of an act that results in death falls under the 

ambit of this provision. Death can be caused in a variety of ways, including but 

not limited to poisoning, starving, striking, drowning or communicating some 

shocking news etc. Such an act includes illegal omissions. An omission is 

considered to be illegal if it is an offence and is a breach of law.  

 

There are three relevant clauses that must be referred to and include: Intention 

to cause death – Intention means the expectation of the consequence in 
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question.  On being charged of doing an act that is likely to be highly injurious 

to the other party, there is a necessity to establish the intention of the accused. 

An inference of the same is drawn on the basis of the facts and circumstances 

of each case, having due regard to the acts carried out by the offender.  

 

With the intention of causing such bodily injury as is likely to cause death – 

Even though it is not necessary that the intention of  the offender may not be 

to cause death , it would be sufficient to prove that he intended to cause grievous 

bodily injury which was in the most likelihood have caused death. 

 

With the knowledge that he is likely by such an act to cause death – The term 

knowledge blows a certain amount of authenticity and goes a step further from 

a mere probability. Herein, the knowledge refers to the personal knowledge of 

the person who commits such an act. 

 

A few examples of culpable homicide are given below – 

 

In a person lays sticks and turf over a pit, with the intention of causing death or 

with the knowledge that death is likely to be caused and another person 

believing the ground to be firm treads on it, falls and dies The aforementioned 

person is said to have committed culpable homicide.  

 

In case a person kicks the abdomen of another human being and this results in 

the fracture of two ribs and rupture of spleen, and he died. Since the 

aforementioned person knew that the abdomen is the most delicate and 

vulnerable part of human body and knew that kicking on such delicate parts was 

likely to cause death, this amounts to culpable homicide amounting to murder. 

 

Presumption regarding intention or knowledge 

 

Palani gaindan v Emperorr785 

																																																								
785 Palani Gaindan v Emperor (1919) 42 Mad 547. 
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The accused struck his wife a violent blow on the head with a ploughshare 

which rendered her unconscious and hanged his wife soon afterwards under the 

impression that she was already dead intending to create false evidence as to the 

cause of the death and to conceal his own crime. 

 

It was held that the intention of the accused must be judged not in the light of 

the actual circumstances, but in the light of what he supposed to be in the 

circumstances. Hence, the accused cannot be convicted either of murder or 

culpable homicide, he could of course be punished both for this original assault 

on his wife and for his attempt to create false evidence by hanging her. 

 

Culpable homicide is only applicable to living bodies and not to dead bodies. 

The word 'culpable' if from ‘culapabalis' and homicide is to cause death of a 

living body by illegal means.   Etymologically speaking, the Latin word homo 

means human and cide means to cut. Thus homicide, refers to the killing of a 

man by man. Culpable homicide means death through human agency which is 

punishable by law. 

 

 It is important to note that all murders are culpable homicide but all culpable 

homicide is not murder.  Although, practically it is regarded that there is very 

little or negligible difference between culpable homicide and murder.  The 

question that often arises is whether an offence is a murder or culpable homicide 

not amounting to murder? Homicide may both be lawful and unlawful. A lawful 

homicide will set the culprit free. 

Murder 

 

According to section 300 of the Code murder has been defined and set out. 

Culpable homicide shall amount to murder if it falls under the following 

instances- 

 

If the death is caused by an act with the intention of causing death. If the death 

is caused  by an act with the intention of causing such bodily injury as the 
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offender knows is likely to cause death to whom the harm is caused. If it is done 

with the intention of causing such bodily injury to any person and the bodily 

injury intended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to 

cause death. If the person committing the act knows that it is so immediately 

dangerous that in all probability it shall cause death or such bodily injury as is 

likely to cause death and commits such an act without any excuse 

 

In the case of culpable homicide, the intention and knowledge for committing 

the act is important. In case bodily injury is intentionally inflicted, in a way which 

is sufficient in the ordinary cause of nature to cause death, then such a person 

will be liable for murder, especially if the probability of death is more than that 

of culpable homicide.  

 

There are many ingredients that constitute the offence of murder and include 

the following:-  

 

Act by which the death caused is done with the intention of causing death: The 

acts that are committed with the intention of causing death, then it is culpable 

homicide amounting to murder. This is done to ensure that when there is an 

unequivocal and clear intention that is made out for the causation of murder, 

there shall be no ambiguity with regard to the commission of such offence and 

action can be taken accordingly.  

 

‘With the intention of causing such bodily injury as the offender knows to be 

likely to cause death: According to the second clause of Section 300 intentional 

causation of bodily injury that is ‘likely’ to cause death. Further, in accordance 

with clause (2) of Section 300, there is not only intention to cause bodily harm 

but also the parameter of ‘subjective knowledge’ which goes on to imply that 

death will be the likely consequence of the intended injury. 

 

With the intention of causing bodily injury to any person sufficient in the 

ordinary course of nature to cause death: The provisions laid down under clause 

(3) of section 300 provides that it is sufficient if there is intention to cause bodily 
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injury caused. This is the end point of the subjective factor. There does not need 

to be any  further enquiry whether the offender has the intention or knowledge 

of bodily injury in the ordinary course of nature which causes death.  

 

Person committing the act known that it is so imminently dangerous that it 

must, in all probability, cause death, or such bodily injury as is likely to cause 

death: The application of Section 300(4) to grave and dangerous action without 

the intention to cause bodily injury to any person  This act that causes such 

bodily injury must be accompanied with the knowledge that the act was so 

gravely harmful and hazardous that it must in all probability cause either death 

straigyhtaway or is likely to cause death.  

 

Some of the examples of murder are:- 

• Shooting of another person with the intention of killing him.  

• Firing of a loaded canon into a crowd and resultantly death of one 

person   

• Firing of a loaded canon into a crowd and resultantly death of one 

person will amount to murder.  

 

There are various cases that highlight this concept of what can actually 

constitute murder. 

 

In the case of Emperor v Suryanarayan Murthy, the  The accused, wished to kill  

Appala Narasimhulu as there were many insurance policies of which the accused 

would benefit, upon the death of Appala. In order to effectuate the death, the 

accused called Appala at his brother-in-law’s house and offered him some 

sweetmeat which was poisoned. Appala had a portion of the sweetmeat and 

threw the rest away. However, even though the same had been thrown away, 

the daughter of the accused’s brother-in-law, Rajalakshmi picked up the 

remaining sweetmeat and shared the same with another little child.   

 

Even though the picking up of the portion of the sweetmeat was without the 

knowledge of the accused, ultimately. the two children who had eaten the 
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poisoned sweetmeat, died from the effects of it. Even though Appala was 

severely affected by the poison, eventually he recovered. The accused has been 

sentenced to transpiration for life for having attempted to murder Appala 

Narasimhulu. However, the real issue to be considered was whether the accused 

was guilty of the murder of Rajalakshmi or not. 

 

According to the ruling of the court, it was found that the accused is punishable 

for murder under doctrine of transfer of malice under section 301 especially 

since he aimed at killing one person, however, ended up killing another.      

 

According to section 301, if a person does anything which he intends or knows 

to be likely to cause death ends up committing the death of any person, they 

shall be liable for murder.  

 

The two cases of Kapur Singh vs State Of Pepsu on 15 September, 1954786  

and Virsa Singh v state of Punjab, 1958787 further elucidates the concept of the 

gravity of murder.  

 

The accused injured Khem Singh by a spear thrust.  The doctor examined Khem 

Singh whilst he was still alive said that it was " a punctured wound of the 

dimensions 2" x 1/2" on the left side of the abdominal wall. The doctor 

observed that “Three coils of intestines were coming out of the wound" and the 

incident occurred at 8 p. m. on July 13, 1955. He died about 5 p. m. the following 

day. The doctor who conducted the postmortem described the injury and 

mentioned that it is an oblique stitched wound 21/2" on the belly, 13 inches 

above the left inguinal ligament. This injury went through the entire thickness 

of the abdominal wall.  

 

According to the expert opinion of the doctor, it was found that the doctor said 

that the injury was sufficient to cause death in the ordinary course of nature. It 

																																																								
786 Kapur Singh v state of pepsu 15 September AIR (1956) SC 654 
787 Virsa Singh v State of Punjab , AIR 1955 SC 439 
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was held by the court that  the blows were sufficient enough in ordinary course 

of nature to cause death and hence the accused was guilty under murder.788 

 

EXCEPTION TO MURDER 

 

Exception 1. – When culpable homicide is not murder. 

 

In case of grave and sudden provocation, when a person is deprived of the 

power of self-control and causes death by such mistake or accident, it shall not 

amount to murder, but rather culpable homicide.   The assessment of such 

provocation is a hinging question. The provocation must be grave and sudden 

enough in order to prevent murder. 

 

However, this exception is subject to provisos, which include: 

First.— There is no voluntary provocation  that later on serves the purpose  of 

an excuse for killing or doing harm.  

Secondly.— Such provocation is not due to the act of public servant, obedience 

to law or anyother lawful exercise   of the powers of such public servant. 

Thirdly. — The provocation is not given by anything done in the lawful exercise 

of the right of private defense. 

 

Illustrations 

 

If there is a provocation under the influence of passion excited which leads to 

the intentional killing of such person’s child. This was considered as murder.    

On sudden and grave provocation, there is firing of a pistol with no intention 

of killing and not knowing where the person shot was therefore it classified as 

culpable homicide.   

 

When a bailiff lawfully arrests another and the person to be arrested is overcome 

by passion and kills the bailiff.  

																																																								
788 Inder Singh Bagga Singh v state of pepsu , AIR 1955 SC 439 
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There are many conditions that must be complied with to invoke benefits of 

the clause:- 

 

1. The deceased must have given provocation to the accused. 

2. There is grave provocation. 

3. There is sudden provocation. 

4. The offender should have been deprived of his power of self-control. 

5. During the continuance of deprivation of the power of self-control. 

6. The death of the person giving provocation or by mistake or accident. 

 

The Supreme Court in K.M. Nanavati v. State of Maharashtra789  has 

extensively discussed the law elucidating the concept of provocation in India. 

The observations further note that– 

 

To determine the “grave and sudden” provocation, the test it to figure out 

whether a reasonable man who is of the same class, order or circumstance in 

the  society as the accused, when placed in such a  would be so provoked that 

he would lose his self-control. The power of words and gestures can also not 

be denied and they can provide the necessary to invoke a reaction from the 

accused and thereby bringing his act under the exception in law. 

 

A previous act of the victim may also provide the necessary psychological 

backdrop for committing an offence.  The same must be taken into 

consideration whilst ascertaining the criminality of a subsequent act. There must 

be a clear tracing of a fatal blow to the influence of passion which may arise 

from provocation and not after cooling down of such passion due to the lapse 

of time. This is to ensure that no scope for premeditation, calculation or 

assessment of actions is actually give to the accused if he wants to fall under the 

ambit of this clause.  Further, the Supreme Court held that constant harassment 

tends to reach the point of  deprivation of self- control which ultimately 

amounts to grave and sudden provocation. 

																																																								
789 K.M Nanavati v State of Maharashtra AIR ( 1962) SC 605 
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Exception II – Exceeding the Right of Private Defense 

 

Exception 2 to the clause deals with those cases wherein the right of private 

defense of a person is exceeded. If there is an is intention that can be clearly 

made out  the offence constitutes  murder, if it is unintentional, it amounts to 

culpable homicide not amounting to murder. 

 

Culpable homicide will in any case not be murder if the offender, in the exercises 

more than necessary force for his private defence. In such a case if death is 

caused by exercising the same without any scope of time of premeditation to 

think about the act they are going to commit and there is no intention to do 

more than necessary harm, the story may be slightly different.  

 

Illustration 

 

A person is horsewhipping an another and to prevent themselves, if the victim 

takes out a gun and shoots the horsewhipper, it shall amount to culpable 

homicide not amounting to murder.  

 

In the case of Nathan vs State of Madras790, the landlord tried to evict the 

accused forcefully and in exercise of his right of private defense, the accused 

killed the landlord. The deceased party was not armed with any deadly weapons 

so there couldn’t have been any fear of death or grievous hurt on the part of the 

accused.  

 

There was no intention to cause death, it was therefore held that the accused 

exceeded his right of private defense and the case would fall under Exception 2 

to Section 300. The offence committed by the accused was held to be culpable 

homicide not amounting to murder. 

 

 

																																																								
790 Nathan vs State of Madras AIR (1973) SC 665. 
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Exception III – Public servants exceeding his powers 

 

This exception has been provided to protect a public servant or a person aiding 

a public servant if either of them exceeds the power given for the advancement 

of public justice. This being said, this exception clause is not applicable if the 

act is illegal or against public policy and not authorized by law, or the person 

glaringly exceeds the power given to him by law. 

 

This is applicable if the public servant causes death by doing an act which he, in 

good faith, believes to be lawful and necessary for the due discharge of duty as 

such public servant there mustn’t be any ill-will involved.  

 

In the case of Dukhi Singh vs State791, the appellant who was a constable of the 

RFF (Railway Protection Force) while on duty killed a fireman unintentionally. 

The constable fired the shots to catch the escaping thief and was therefore 

entitled to the benefit of this section. 

 

Exception IV — Sudden Fight 

 

This exception applies to cases wherein death is caused in a  very sudden fight 

in the heat of passion with no scope for thinking of the consequences of the 

action thoroughly. If the quarrel is indeed sudden, the accused, irrespective of 

his conduct before the quarrel, earns the mitigation provided for in Exception 

4 to Section 300, IPC. However, the same is subject to the condition no undue 

advantage was taken in a cruel or unusual manner during the duration of the 

fight.792 In such a case, the fact that a particular party committed the assault first 

remains immaterial. 

 

Certain essential ingredients that invoke this clause can include the following- 

 

1. There must be a sudden fight. 

																																																								
791 Dukhi Singh vs State AIR (1955) All 379 
792 Public Prosecutor vs Soma Sundaram, AIR (1959) Mad 323 
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2. There must be heat of passion and no proper scope of thought. 

3. Undue advantage of the offender is taken. 

4.  The offender must not be acting in a cruel or an unusual manner.  

5. The fight must have been with the person killed.793  

 

Exception V – Consent 

 

The last exception to Section 300 of the Indian Penal Code primarily deals with 

causing death by consent. This concept is also referred to as euthanasia Such an 

exception is justified on the grounds that a person’s life is valuable to family 

members, state, and society as well and not just the man himself. Therefore, 

consensual giving up of life is not permitted by law. The consent may mitigate 

the punishment ascribed for such act but that is all. The offender may not be 

exonerated on such grounds; Further, it shall not constitute murder if the person 

who’s consent is involved is above the age of eighteen years.  

 

Illustration 

 

A, by instigation, voluntarily causes Z, a person under eighteen years of age, to 

commit suicide. Here, on account of Z‘s youth, he was incapable of giving 

consent to his own death; A has therefore abetted murder. 

 

Essential ingredients of this exception are:- 

 

1. Consent; 

2. By person above age of eighteen years, and 

3. Consent must be free and voluntary. 

 

Consent should be unconditional and without any reservation. And it must be 

unequivocal. Where the accused killed his stepfather who was an infirm, old and 

invalid man, with the latter’s consent. It was held that the offense was covered 

																																																								
793 Narayanan Nair vs State of Travancore AIR (1956) SC 99 
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by the Exception 5 to Section 300 and punishable under the first part of Section 

304 794 

 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

 

Murder, as is defined under Section 300 of thye Indian Penal Code and culpable 

homicide as is defined under Section 299 of the Indian Penal Code are two 

offences, the distinction between which has been a matter of  perplex to all in 

the legal fraternity.  

 

The question is when death of man is to be treated as culpable homicide or 

murder. Culpable denotes a ‘blameworthy state of mind’ and Homicide refers 

to killing a person. Thus culpable homicide refers to taking the life of another 

person, where the act has been done with criminal intent. 

 

There is a thin difference between the two. The difference lies merely in the 

term “intention to commit murder”.  

 

If A kills B and A had no intention to kill then the crime is said to be committed 

under section 299 i.e. Culpable homicide and if A had an intention to kill by 

then the crime is said to have been committed under section 300. 

 

In a case of culpable homicide, the offender must have the intention of causing 

such bodily harm which is likely to cause death and in the case of murder, the 

offender must know that his act will cause death or the bodily injury will be 

sufficient in the “ordinary course of nature to cause death”. 

 

COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN CULPABLE HOMICIDE AND 

MURDER 

 

A few main points of distinction that may be highlighted include the following-  

																																																								
794 Ujagar Singh, AIR (1918) Lah 145 
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Culpable homicide has a broader spectrum than the term murder. Culpable 

homicide is therefore considered as the genus while as murder is regarded as a 

species. All murders are culpable homicide but all culpable homicides are not 

regarded as murder. 

 

Murder is just an aggravated form of culpable homicide. In murder, the offender 

has a definite knowledge that the act would ultimately result in the death while 

as in culpable homicide there still remains a scope for doubt or uncertainty or 

probability of survival. The probability of causing death is higher in murder than 

culpable homicide. 

 

Culpable homicide that doesn’t amount to Murder. Both do ultimately harm a 

person but there are certain distinguishing factors that are present. The 

difference is clearly laid out on the basis of final outcome of a certain act. Section 

302 of Indian Penal Code deals with punishment for Murder where the convict 

of a Murder is punished with death or imprisonment of life and shall also be 

liable to fine. Murder is an offence and it is non-bailable.  

 

Section 304 of Indian Penal Code says about punishment for culpable homicide 

not amounting to Murder. Where punishment for culpable homicide is 

imprisonment for life or imprisonment for a period of 10 years and shall also 

be liable to fine. Culpable homicide is also a cognizable offence and it is a non-

bail able offence as well. 

 

Further, the common ingredients for “actus reus” and “mens rea” where the 

person would have caused harm to a person by certain act. As above discussed, 

the difference lies in the knowledge of outcome of the act he or she does. 

 

Intention and knowledge has a fair play here and mens rea comes into action. 

When the degree of mens rea is the highest as intention, the state of guilty mind 

is at its highest. 
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While knowledge, the degree of mens rea or guilty mind is relatively lesser. It 

also must be noted that punishment under both will be under 304 of Indian 

Penal Code but will be different based on the intensity of the crime.795 The 

difference between these two offences is a difference of degree and not of form. 

The degree of intention or knowledge determines the nature of the offence, 

whether it is murder or culpable homicide.  

 

Where the degree of such intention or knowledge stands at zero, it shall have 

deemed to be negligence and amount to neither murder nor culpable homicide 

not amounting to murder. 

 

Every act causing death is not murder. It may be an offence however does not 

always need to be murder. All acts, causing death are not necessarily murder or 

culpable homicide, though all acts, amounting to murder or culpable homicide 

cause death. 

 

The Supreme Court has expressed its regret that the distinction between murder 

and culpable homicide not amounting to murder is often lost sight of resulting 

in undue liberality in favor of undeserving culprits and emphasized that except 

in cases covered by the five exceptions mentioned in Section 300 of the Penal 

Code culpable homicide is murder if the act by which the death is caused is done 

with the intention of causing death, or if the act falls within any of the three 

clauses of Section 300 after sub-section (1). Where the accused brought to the 

police station was beaten by the constables with the intention to cause such 

bodily injury as the constables knew would cause his death, the injuries would 

fall under clause 2ndly of Section 300. 

 

The definition of culpable homicide and murder are the weakest part of the 

code, as they are defined in forms closely resembling each other and times it 

becomes difficult to distinguish between the two as the causing of death is 

common to both. However, the difference is based upon a very subtle 

																																																								
795 Rampal Singh v state of Uttar Pradesh 2(012) 8 SCC 289:2012 (7) JT (6) SCALE 574 : 2012 Cr LJ 3765 
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distinction of the intention and knowledge involved in these crimes. The true 

difference lies in the degree, there being the greater intention or knowledge of 

the fatal consequences in the one case than the other. 

 

The distinction between sections 299 and 300 was made clear by Melvil J. in 

Reg. vs Govinda. In this case the accused had knocked his wife down, put one 

knee on her chest, and struck her two or three violent blows on the face with 

the closed fist, producing extraversion of blood on the brain and she died in 

consequence, either on the spot, or very shortly afterwards. The fact that there 

was no intention to cause death and the bodily injury was not sufficient in the 

ordinary course of nature to cause death led to the accused being liable for 

culpable homicide not amounting to murder. 

 

There is a thin difference between the murder and culpable homicide. The 

difference between murder and culpable homicide is only of “intention to 

commit murder”. If A kills B and A had no intention to kill then the crime is 

said to be committed under section 299 i.e. Culpable homicide and if A had an 

intention to kill by then the crime is said to have been committed under section 

300. 

 

In Culpable Homicide, the offender must have the intention of causing such 

bodily harm which is likely to cause death. In murder, the offender must know 

that his act will cause death or the bodily injury will be sufficient in “ordinary 

course of nature to cause death”. 
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INSANITY AS A DEFENCE 
-ABHILASH VERMA796 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

In many countries, there are conflicting opinions and mechanisms regarding the correct 

treatment or punishment of mentally ill individuals who have committed some crime. The 

general population is concerned about their safety and they find it hard to accept that a mentally 

ill individual who has committed a crime can be hospitalized and after some time get discharged. 

In many countries the option of incarceration and hospitalization are available. In some cases, 

incarceration occurs before hospitalization. In others, hospitalization is done first, which is 

then followed by a prison term so that the person can understand that for what crime he is 

being punished. Other alternative can be treatment years. The court would decide the number 

of years of treatment required, according to the crime the individual has committed. This 

dilemma has no unambiguous solution. The ultimate objective is to make a balance between 

the right of the patient to treatment and the court’s responsibility to ensure public safety. In 

recent years, there has been a lot of awareness about patients’ rights, integration of mentally ill 

individuals into the community, reduction of hospitalization time and of hospital beds for 

mentally ill, and more ambulatory services. The people worried about their safety finds it 

difficult to accept the possibility that a mentally ill individual who commits a crime can be 

hospitalized and eventually discharged, sometimes after a relatively short time and can again 

roam freely. Although this aftermath may be legally possible if the mental state of the patient 

has made positive developments, potential danger and threats to the safety of common people 

remain primary concerns. There is no easy outcome to this dilemma. The question of future 

risk can tip the scale in the direction of not releasing the patient from responsibility because of 

mental illness, even in situations when it might be right thing to do.  

 

 

  

																																																								
796 Student, 3rd Year, BBA LL.B., Amity Law School, Noida. 
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INSANITY AS A DEFENCE UNDER INDIAN PENAL CODE,1860 

 

In Section 84 of the Indian Penal Code, a person who has unsound mind shall 

act like nothing is an offence committed by an individual who is not able to 

understand the nature of the act or does what is wrong or contrary to legislation 

due to a lack of a sound mind. 

 

For this defense, certain criteria’s needs to be fulfilled – 

 

1. Accused individual was in a state of unsound mind when the said (offence) 

was taking place. 

2. Accused was unaware of the nature of the act or do what was either wrong 

or contrary.  

 

If something is ‘wrong’, it is not necessary that it will also be ‘contrary to the 

law.’ The legal concept of insanity is critically different from medical concept. 

Each form of insanity is not acknowledged as a satisfactory excuse by law. 

 

In the case ofHari Singh Gond v. State of Madhya Pradesh797, the Supreme Court 

found that Section 84 sets out the legal test of responsibility in cases of alleged 

mental insanity. The court found out that there is no definition of ‘mind 

soundness’ in IPC. However, the courts have considered this statement as 

equivalent to insanity. But the term ‘insanity’ itself does not have an exact 

definition. It is an expression used to describe numerous degrees of mental 

illness. Hence, every mentally ill person is not ipso facto exempt from criminal 

responsibility. A difference must be made between legal insanity and medical 

insanity. A court is concerned about legal insanity and not medical insanity. 

 

In the case of Surendra Mishra v. State of Jharkhand798, The court found out that 

‘every person suffering from mental illness is not ipso facto exempt from 

criminal liability.’ And also, in the case of Shrikant Anandrao Bhosale v. State of 

																																																								
797 Hari Singh Gond v. State of Madhya PradeshAPPEAL NO. 321 OF 2007 
798Surendra Mishra v. State of Jharkhand2005 (4) JCR439 Jhr 
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Maharashtra799, the Supreme Court, in determining the offense under Section 84 

of the IPC, held that ‘ it is the totally of the circumstances seen in the light of 

the recorded evidence that would prove that offense was committed.’ Hence it 

was included that “The unsoundness of the mind after and before the event is 

a relevant fact.” 

 

The first thing in a court that is to be considered when insanity defense is used 

is whether the accused has established that he was of unsound at the time of 

commission of the act. The term insanity is not used in Section 84 of the IPC. 

 

In Rattan Lal v. State of M.P800, it was established by the court that the critical 

point of time at which the unsound mind should be established is the time when 

the crime is actually committed and whether at that time the accused was in 

such a state of mind as to be entitled to benefit from Section 84 can only be 

determined from the circumstances that followed the crime. It is the behavior 

precedent, attendant and subsequent to the incident that may be relevant in 

knowing the mental condition of the accused during time of the commission of 

the crime but not those remote in time. 

 

In Kamala Bhuniya v. West Bengal State801, the accused was tried for her husband’s 

murder with an axe. A case was filed against the accused, she was allegedly 

insane at the time of the incident, the investigating officer discovered at the 

initial stage about the accused’s mental insanity. Prosecutor’s duty was to lay out 

for the accused’s medical examination; it was held that there was no motive for 

murder. The accused did he try to flee, neither did he try to remove the 

incriminating weapon failure was from prosecutor’s side was to discharge his 

initial responsibility for the presence of mens-rea in the accused during time of 

the commission of the offence. The accused was allowed to benefit from 

Section 84. And hence accused was found insane at the time of the commission 

of the crime and was held guilty of Culpable Homicide and not of Murder. 

																																																								
799Shrikant Anandrao Bhosale v. State of MaharashtraAIR2002SC 3399 
800Rattan Lal v. State of M.PJT2002 (7) SC 627 
801Kamala Bhuniya v. West Bengal State2006 (1)CHN 439, 2006 CriLJ 998 
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ENGLISH LAW ON THE DEFENCE OF INSANITY 

 

English law observes insanity as a valid defense to crime. The elementary 

definition of insanity is based on the M’Naghten Rules. These rules are 

regarding insanity medical definitions. In M’Naghten’s case, the judges observed 

the following insanity principles: 

 

1. It must be clearly displayed to establish the defense of insanity at the time 

of the act, the accused was working under such a defect of reason 

2. All are assumed to be sane and to have enough reason, until proved other 

wise, to be responsible for their crimes.  

3. He had no idea regarding the nature and the qualities of the act he was 

doing  

4. He had no idea what he was doing was wrong. 

 

The accused, therefore, prove on the basis of the facts that he was suffering 

from a defect of reason caused by mental illness in an effort to argue insanity, 

because either he was unaware of the nature and quality of the act, or he had 

not realized that his actions were wrong. 

 

TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT 

 

There are so many mentally ill individuals in the prisons that it raises the 

question of whether indeed it is a desirable situation802.Today, there is more 

emphasis placed on the test of the relationship connecting the crime and 

psychotic content. The automatic exemption from responsibility for a criminal 

who has a chronic psychiatric illness such as schizophrenia is no longer valid. 

 

																																																								
802Baillargeon J, Binswanger IA, Penn JV, et al: Psychiatric disorders and repeat incarcerations: the revolving prison 
door. Am J Psychiatry 166:103–9, 2009 (Apr.20,2020, 6:00 PM) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19047321 
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This more focused approach does not necessarily mean that more patients will 

be behind bars803.The option of partial responsibility in some countries leads to 

some prison time. In most countries, the options of imprisonment and 

hospitalization are available in concept. In some, imprisonment occurs before 

hospitalization. In other countries, accused is hospitalization first, then is given 

prison term. In the USA, the concept of guilty but mentally ill began in Michigan 

in 1975 and gained momentum following the United States v. Hinckley trial 

(1982)804.Many states added this option to the insanity defense and did not scrap 

it. This verdict leads to a double stigma, and more jail time, because it indicate 

that the accused committed the crime, was aware of the wrongfulness of the 

crime, but had a mental disorder that interfered with compliance with the law. 

A more acute course of punishment was created—one with no limitation on 

punishment, including the death penalty. The prominence is on punishment and 

consideration of public safety and not psychiatric treatment in prison.Guilty but 

insane is no defense, but rather a court ruling that the accused is guilty and 

should be punishment.  

 

The common traits between the treatment model and the punishment model 

are the concern for public safety and prevention of crime being repeated. There 

should be repeated evaluation of patients during hospitalization. In most 

countries standard risk assessment is performed with the PCL-R (Psychopathy 

Checklist-Revised) and HCR-20 (Historical Clinical Risk-20). Re-evaluation 

generally takes place every six months. In Israel, the issue is deliberated in the 

Supreme Court, through different vantage point. In case the patient was 

hospitalized by court order for years because his mental state did not improve, 

but the period of hospitalization by court order was based on a petty crime 

(theft of a bicycle), The Honorable Judge Barak ruled that the duration of 

hospitalization should not be longer than a prison sentence would have been 

for the identical crime. In case patient's condition would need additional 

treatment, he would be moved to the civilian course of treatment. 

																																																								
803 Zemishlany Z, Melamed Y:The impossible dialogue between psychiatry and the judicial system: a language 
problem. Isr J Psychiatry Relat Sci 43:150–4; discussion 155–8, 2006 (Apr. 28,2020, 7:15PM) 
https://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?script=sci_nlinks&ref=000052&pid=S0101-6083200900040000800001&lng=pt 
804United States v. Hinckley, 672F.2d115(D.C. Cir. 1982) 
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In this case, it seems that the intentions of the Court concerned allocation of 

responsibility, since the ruling mandates the maximum, not the minimum, 

duration of treatment. Throughout the years, the authorities have juggled 

between punishment and treatment, between complete relief from 

responsibility and limiting the insanity defense. For ex, the insanity defense has 

been partially abolished in five of the U0nited States (Montana, Utah, Idaho, 

Kansas, and Nevada); however, testimony regarding mental state is still 

permitted and mens rea must still be proved. 

 

COMBINATION OF THE TREATMENT AND PUNITIVE 

POSITIONS 

 

Medically speaking there is space for the slight approach when there is clear 

proof that the crime is directly associated to the illness. Discharge must be 

decided by a legal committee or by the courts, as is done in most of the 

countries. For example, In England according to the Mental Health Act of 1983, 

the patient under court order is discharged according to the decision by the 

physician, except when a restriction order has been passed, which can be only 

be done by the Crown Court for a patient who has committed a serious crime. 

In that case discharge handled by the Psychiatric Committee instead of treating 

physician. 

 

However, this can produce a situation in which an individual who is no longer 

psychotic would be required to remain in the hospital because the legal 

committee did not release him. Now the question arises regarding whether the 

hospital is the appropriate place for that individual and whether public safety is 

the only question at hand. The predicament is raised regarding the treatment of 

the patient (who committed a crime and was found not responsible for his 

actions) after his recovery from the psychotic state, to prevent mental relapse 

with danger to the general public. In several countries, there is no legal recourse 

for prevention, a subject that may require legislation. If the individual is no 

longer ill, but is still dangerous, should he or she remain in the hospital or be 

moved to a nonmedical incarceration facility? The opinions are divided, 
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although many believe hospitalization is most appropriate, since the core of the 

matter is the illness. 

 

Administratively, there is an alternative for mandatory conditional discharge 

which requires ambulatory care after every court ordered hospitalization. This 

option would allow for closer follow-up and would enable rehospitalization in 

the event of degradation of the mental state that could create a risk based on 

prior proven dangerousness. Discharge and devolvement of the individual to 

the society should be done cautiously. After an elongated hospitalization in a 

ward, the patient needs assistance and close observation for a brief period. The 

main motive is to help the patient when necessary and to protect the society. In 

a few countries, such as Germany and The Netherlands, discharge is usually 

conditional, and thus appropriate community outpatient facilities are needed 

that are not available in all countries. 

 

An additional option could be “treatment years.” The court would determine 

the amount of years of treatment needed, as per the to the seriousness of the 

crime and therefore the risk to public safety. The treatment setting would be 

decided by medical professionals in accordance with the decision of a 

psychiatric committee, under court supervision with the option to appeal. When 

in a mentally unable state, the patient would be hospitalized but would later be 

a candidate for a rehabilitation program, after his condition starts improving. 

He will then be transferred to ambulatory care, after the authorization of the 

psychiatric committee. Ambulatory care would be compulsory after discharge, 

and the frequency of visits and treatment would be decided by the attending 

physician. In addition to the routine medical follow-up, legislation would be 

required to enable supervision by a parole officer who would be responsible for 

enforcing required ambulatory treatment.  

 

If the patient's condition were to deteriorate, he would be readmitted on the 

bases of original treatment. This alternative is low cost, considering that it uses 

already existing hospitals, with the help of a parole officer who would have the 

authority to get the help of the police to enforce compulsory treatment if 
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necessary. Ongoing treatment is economically feasible and could also help avoid 

aggravation of the patient's health and also will lessen the risk of recidivism. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

There should be a well-defined definition for ‘mental insanity’ to avoid the 

various controversies and confusions that come in the way of understanding the 

difference between the term ‘mental disease’ and the actual insanity of mind 

sought by the Code or the so-called ‘legal insanity’ in order to make this as a 

defense option to the accused. The uncertainty of whether to punish or treat 

has no perfect solution. The final goal is to maintain a balance between the 

rights of the patient to treatment and the responsibility to ensure public safety. 

And also Section 84 of the Indian Penal Code must be amended to include the 

partial defense of diminished responsibility for murdering insane persons. This 

change should be done on an equal footing with the defense of reduced 

responsibility as accepted under the defense of insanity as defined by English 

criminal law. 
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INSOLVENCY AND BANKRUPTCY CODE: 

MAJOR STEPS TOWARDS INNOVATIVE AND 

TIME BOUND INSOLVENCY RESOLUTION 
-ANISH ROY805 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

India is on the verge of a major shift in its recovery, insolvency and bankruptcy 

jurisprudence following the introduction of the 2016 Insolvency and 

Bankruptcy Code (the "Code"). Several well-established concepts are being 

challenged and new concepts are being developed at the same time. It is, for 

example, a well-known legal principle that any dispute should be challenged 

within the limitation period prescribed by the Limitation Act, 1963. In 

Neelkanth Township and Construction Pvt. Limited v. Urban Infrastructure 

Trustees Limited806 the Hon'ble National Company Law Appellate Tribunal 

(hereafter referred to as the "NCLAT") maintained that the Limitation Act, 

1963 did not apply to the Code.  

 

While there are several such instances, such as the one mentioned above, the 

applicability of other laws and legal concepts to insolvency proceedings is a very 

sensitive issue mentioned in the United Nations Commission on International 

Trade Law's "Legislative Guide on Insolvency Law" (hereafter referred to as the 

"Legislative Guide on Insolvency Law"). The Hon'ble Supreme Court's on 

Legislative Guide Insolvency Law in Mobilox Innovations Private Limited v. 

Kirusa Software Private Limited807 states that ' Insolvency law should, clearly 

state all provisions of other laws that may affect the conduct of insolvency 

proceedings (e.g. labor law; commercial and contract law; tax laws; laws that 

affect insolvency proceedings). The Code in “sections 243 to 255” has 

elaborately captured the changes brought in the provisions of various laws by 

																																																								
805 Student, 4th Year, K.I.I.T School of Law, Bhubaneshwar. 
806 CIVIL APPEAL NO. 10711 OF 2017: MANU/SCOR/33743/2017 
807 Civil Appeal No. 9405 of 2017: MANU/SC/1196/2017 
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the Code. However, the question remains to be answered affirmatively whether 

the provisions of the Code sufficiently cover all other laws. 

 

In this context, and in the light of the judgment passed by the Hon'ble Allahabad 

High Court in Sanjeev Shriya v. State Bank of India & others808, the crucial issues 

related to the Code's guarantees was discussed. While the Code is very clear on 

the aspects related to the guarantees, there is considerable confusion in the 

financial sector about various issues surrounding the guarantees. The Indian 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board (hereafter referred to as the' IBBI') may 

examine the aspects of the Guarantee Code and clarify the manner in which it 

introduced an amendment to section 2 of the Code by way of Insolvency and 

Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Ordinance 2017.  

 

Co-extensive liability of guarantor and principal debtor Before proceeding with 

the Code's guarantee scenario, the established concept of a guarantor and 

principal debtor must be stated. According to section 128 of the Indian Contract 

Act 1872, the liability of the guarantor and the principal debtor shall be co-

extensive unless the contrary has been contracted. In a way, unless there is a 

contract to the contrary, the creditor is not obliged to exhaust his remedies to 

the principal debtor before approaching the guarantor. The Hon'ble Supreme 

Court in Industrial Investment Bank v. Bishwanath Jhunjhuwala809 summarized 

the legal position and quoted several judgments on this issue “The legal position 

as crystallized by a series of cases of this Court is clear that the liability of the 

guarantor and principle debtors are co-extensive and not in the alternative.”  

 

Therefore, the concept of co-extensive liability of guarantor and principal 

debtor does not need to be further elaborated at this stage. Simultaneous 

insolvency proceedings against the principal debtor and the guarantor 

According to the Indian Contract Act 1872, it can easily be concluded that the 

Code in its original form does not prevent simultaneous proceedings against 

both the principal debtor and the guarantor. In Sanjeev Shriya, the Hon’ble 

																																																								
808 Writ - C Nos. 30285 and 30033 of 2017: MANU/UP/2243/2017 
809 (2009) 3 SCC 478 
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Allahabad High Court observed that, wherein a corporate debtor is undergoing 

corporate insolvency resolution process (hereafter, the “CIRP”) under the 

Code, parallel proceedings against the personal guarantors of such corporate 

debtor should not be initiated since the liability of the corporate debtor shall 

only be crystallized once the NCLT approves the resolution plan under section 

31 of the Code or passes an order of liquidation of the corporate debtor under 

section 33 of the Code.  

 

In paragraph 29 of the Sanjeev Shriya judgment, the Hon'ble High Court 

mentions," Shri Navin Sinah's argument is also reinforced on the ground that 

once the liability is still in a fluid situation and the same has not been crystallized, 

two parallel / split proceedings in a different jurisdiction should, if possible, be 

avoided in such a situation. In the circumstances mentioned above, the 

objection raised by the respondent bank's learned counsel regarding alternative 

remedy cannot be sustained and is rejected. In this case, however, the Hon'ble 

Court primarily dealt with the issue pursuant to section 14 of the Code, the 

observation that a creditor can take action against the guarantor only after the 

main debtor's debt crystallization requires serious consideration. Similarly, in 

Axis Bank Limited v. Edu Smart Services Limited (hereafter "ESSL"), question 

before the Hon'ble NCLT Delhi was whether invoking the corporate guarantee 

against the corporate debtor (in this case also the guarantor) during the 

moratorium period under section 14 of the Code amounts to enforcing the 

corporate debtor's security interest? In this case, both the principal debtor and 

the guarantor underwent the CIRP under the Code and Axis Bank Limited, 

being both the principal debtor and the guarantor's financial creditor, filed their 

claim with the professional resolution appointed for the principal debtor and 

the guarantor under the Code.  

 

However, Axis Bank's claim was rejected by the guarantor's professional 

resolution on the ground that Axis Bank Limited invoked the corporate 

guarantee during the moratorium pursuant to Section 14 of the Code810. The 

																																																								
810‘ Section 14 refers only to debts due by corporate debtors, who are limited liability companies, and it is clear that in 
the vast majority of cases, personal guarantees are given by Directors who are in management of the companies. The 
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Hon'ble NCLT also made an interesting observation at paragraph 21 of the 

order and stated, "In equity also, the applicant-Axis Bank Ltd. would not suffer 

any prejudice as it has already claimed the amount of the principal borrower- 

Educomp Solutions Ltd. debt in CIRP in a separate proceeding initiated by 

admission of C.P. IB-101(PB)/2017' The judgment passed by the Honorable 

Bombay High Court in Lachman Joharimal v. Bapu Khandu and Tukaram 

Khandoji811, whereby the Honorable Court held that' the very object of the 

guarantee shall be defeated if the lender is requested to postpone his remedy 

against the security.  

 

The creditor is a banking company in the present case. A guarantee is a collateral 

security that a banker usually takes. The security will become useless if its rights 

against the security can be so easily reduced. "Needless to say, both in Sanjeev 

Shriya and ESSL, the Hon'ble High Court and the Hon'ble NCLT respectively 

asked the creditors to postpone their remedies against the guarantor for various 

reasons. From a simple reading of the above two judgments, it can be concluded 

that these two judgments deviated from the well-crystallized concept of the 

guarantor's and the principal debtor's co-extensive liability. Furthermore, in 

ESSL, the NCLT should not have entered into the discussion on the timing of 

the guarantee's invocation for two main reasons.  

 

First, it is not compulsory for a creditor to apply first and then take action 

against a guarantor. On Contracts it was observed that' Conditions preceding 

the liability of the insurance company Prima facie the insurance company may 

proceed without claim against him and without proceeding against him' 

Secondly, the definition of the claim in the Code states that' Claim means-(a) 

the right to payment, whether or not that right is reduced to judgment, fixed, 

disputed, uncontested, legal, equitable, guaranteed, guaranteed. From the above, 

it is clear that the creditor is entitled to pay under a guarantee, and the said right 

cannot be removed simply because the creditor failed to ask the guarantor 

																																																								
object of the Code is not to allow such guarantors to escape from an independent and coextensive liability to pay off 
the entire outstanding debt, which is why Section 14 is not applied to them.’ 
811 (1869) 6 Bom HCR 241 
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before the moratorium was imposed. It is appropriate to mention here that the 

existence of default is a prerequisite for initiating the CIRP under the Code, but 

the existence of default is not a prerequisite for submitting a claim to the 

professional resolution under the Code.  

 

It is imperative to discuss the order passed by the Hon'ble NCLT, Ahmedabad 

in IDBI Bank Ltd. v. BCC Estate Pvt 812before we go into the pros and cons of 

initiating CIRP against both the guarantor and the principal debtor for the same 

debt. Ltd. ("BCC Estate" in the following). The brief facts of this case are that 

IDBI Bank, being the financial lender, initiated insolvency proceedings against 

one Asian Natural Resources Limited ("ANRL") for failing to pay IDBI's debt. 

IDBI Bank also launched insolvency proceedings against BCC Estate Pvt 

subsequently. Ltd. (hereafter referred to as "BEPL"), which was an ANRL 

guarantor. The said application filed against BEPL was opposed by BEPL on 

many grounds including that ANRL, being the main borrower, was undergoing 

CIRP and therefore CIRP's initiation against BEPL could not be sustained. In 

such a case on the ground that the Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process 

has already begun against the Principal Borrower, the Guarantor cannot avoid 

the Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process if the Principal Borrower has 

failed to repay the amount borrowed.  

 

The Respondent Company's Guarantee Agreement is an ongoing guarantee and 

an Irrevocable Guarantee. In the author's humble opinion, the position taken 

in BCC Estate by the Hon'ble NCLT is the correct legal position. Interestingly, 

the facts of the matter in Srei Infrastructure (P) Ltd. v. Assam Company India 

Ltd.813 (hereafter "Assam Company") were precisely contrary to the facts in 

Sanjeev Shriya. In this case, as the financial creditor, Srei Infrastructure ("Srei") 

initiated the CIRP pursuant to section 7 of the Code814 against Assam Company 

Ltd., which was the guarantor of Gujrat Hydrocarbons & Power SEZ Limited 

(the principal borrower). While the said proceeding was pending before the 

																																																								
812 MANU/NC/0975/2017 
813 MANU/NC/3276/2017 
814  see; https://ibclaw.in/section-7-initiation-of-corporate-insolvency-resolution-process-by-financial-creditor-
chapter-ii-corporate-insolvency-resolution-processcirp-part-ii-insolvency-resolution-and-liquidation-for-corpor/ 
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CIRP against Assam Company Limited, Kolkata, Srei was the guarantor of the 

principal borrower. The said application filed by Srei against Assam Company 

Limited was admitted by the Hon'ble NCLT.  

 

Here, it may be argued that since the proceedings against the principal borrower 

were still pending before DRT, Kolkata's liability to the principal borrower was 

still in a fluid situation and therefore, in the light of the Sanjeev Shriya judgment, 

the CIRP against the guarantor should not have been admitted. Resolution 

process is not in the nature of recovery process Now that the Code's insolvency 

process is not a recovery suit, it is a well-established principle. The entire scheme 

of the Code was summarized by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Innoventive 

Industries Ltd. v. ICICI Bank Ltd815.  

 

In paragraph 33 of this case, the Hon'ble Court observed that, "Therefore, the 

scheme of the Code is to attempt, by divesting the former management of its 

powers and assigning it to a professional agency, to continue the business of the 

corporate body as a continuing business. If the management is transferred under 

the plan so that the corporate body can repay its debts and get back on its feet. 

All this must be done within 6 months with a maximum extension of another 

90 days or else the chopper will come down and the liquidation process will 

start. 

 

It is therefore crystal clear that the Code is different from the laws of recovery 

and therefore guarantees should also be treated as provided in the Code. III.(b) 

For parallel proceedings against the principal debtor and the guarantor, the 

Code of Insolvency and Bankruptcy (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 (hereafter' 

Ordinance') introduced a significant amendment to section 2(' Application') of 

the Code. A new clause "2(e) personal guarantors to corporate debtors" was 

introduced in section 2 of the Code by the said Ordinance. The amendment 

clarifies that the Code's provisions apply to corporate debtors ' personal 

guarantors.  

																																																								
815 (2018) 1 SCC 407 
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The amendment brought by the Ordinance, in the author's opinion, aimed at 

addressing the concern following the above-mentioned Sanjeev Shriya 

judgment. Furthermore, section 60(1)816 of the Code states that' the 

Adjudicating Authority shall have territorial jurisdiction over the place where 

the company's registered office is located in respect of insolvency resolution and 

liquidation for corporate persons including corporate debtors and their personal 

guarantors.' (Submitted emphasis). The position is further clarified in Section 

60(2)817 of the Code and states, “Without prejudice to sub-section (1) and 

notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Code, where a 

corporate insolvency resolution process or liquidation proceeding of a 

corporate debtor is pending before a National Company Law Tribunal, an 

application relating to the insolvency resolution or bankruptcy of a personal 

guarantor of such corporate debtor shall be filed before such National Company 

Law Tribunal” 

 

Having regard to the amendment brought by the Ordinance and section 60 of 

the Code, the legal position appears to be very clear that the Code may initiate 

parallel proceedings against guarantors of corporate debtors. A bare reading of 

section 60(2) of the Code makes it clear that this section is applicable when a 

corporate debtor's CIRP or liquidation proceeding is pending before an NCLT. 

Analysis of the applicability of section 22 of the Sick Industrial Companies 

(Special Provisions) Act, 1985818 on guarantees Section 22 of the Sick Industrial 

Companies (Special Provisions) Act 1985 (hereafter referred to as' SICA') 

provides rich guidance on the understanding of the proceedings against the 

guarantor and principal borrower.  

 

SICA states section 22(' Suspension of legal proceedings, contracts, etc.'),  

“Where in respect of an industrial company, an inquiry under section 16 is 

pending or any scheme referred to under section 17 is under preparation or 

consideration or a sanctioned scheme is under implementation or whether an 

																																																								
816see; https://ibclaw.in/section-60-adjudicating-authority-for-corporate-persons/ 
817id. 
818SICA has been repealed by way of Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provision) Repeal Act, 2003 (notified on 
November 25, 2016). 
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appeal under section 25 relating to an industrial company is pending, then, 

notwithstanding anything contained in the Companies Act, 1956 (1 of 1956), or 

any other law or the memorandum and articles of association of the industrial 

company or any other instrument having effect under the said Act or other law, 

no proceedings for the winding up of the industrial company or for execution, 

distress or the like against any of the properties of the industrial company or for 

the appointment of a receiver in respect thereof and no suit for the recovery of 

money or for the enforcement of any security against the industrial company or 

of any guarantee in respect of any loans or advances granted to the industrial 

company shall lie or be proceeded with further, except with the consent of the 

Board or as the case may be, the Appellate Authority” was inserted in 1994.  

 

Pursuant to the said amendment of SICA, the major question which arose was 

if the principal borrower is declared as a sick industrial company whether 

proceedings against guarantors of such industrial company can continue or be 

initiated. 

 

In this regard, Kailash Nath Agarwal & Ors ' Hon'ble Supreme Court. V. 

Pradeshiya Industrial & Investment Corporation of UP Ltd. & Anr.819said that 

"the purpose of the enactment of SICA and the introduction of the 1994 

amendment was to facilitate the rehabilitation or liquidation of sick industrial 

enterprises. Protecting any other person or body is not the stated purpose of 

the Act.  

 

If the creditor enforces the guarantee for the loan granted to the industrial 

company, we do not see how nugatory or in any way affected would be the 

provisions of the law. All that could happen would be for the guarantor to step 

into the creditor's shoes vis-à-vis the company to the extent that the liability 

met. "(Supplied emphasis). The judgment passed in Kailash Nath Agarwal & 

Ors was based on similar facts and substances. In Om Prakash Parasrampuria 

& Ors, as in KSL & Industries Ltd. v. Arihant Threads Ltd. & Ors.820, the 

																																																								
819(2003) 4 SCC 305. 
820(2015) 1 SCC 166. 
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Hon'ble Delhi Court. V. Union of India and Ors821noted that, the two appellants 

are guarantors and, despite the fact that the main borrower is a sick industrial 

company, both the Debts Recovery Tribunal and the Debts Recovery Appellate 

Tribunal have rightly held that proceedings under the Banks and Financial 

Institutions Act 1993 can continue against the two.'  

 

It is this author's submission that even under SICA, the legislature did not 

remove the established legal principle of co-extensive guarantor and principal 

borrower liability. It is mainly because other interpretations would defeat even 

the object of guarantee that the courts have not allowed the restrictions imposed 

under section 22 of SICA to extend to guarantees. It can be argued, however, 

that the code's structure is entirely different from SICA. The Code provides for 

the resolution of a corporate debtor and the moratorium under section 14 of 

the Code was provided with the purpose of allowing a cooling period until the 

approval of the resolution plan or the liquidation proceeding against the 

corporate debtor is initiated. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

1) The Code is exhaustive and promotes simultaneous insolvency 

proceedings against principal debtors and guarantors.  

 

2) Section 14 of the Code should not be interpreted to include guarantees 

and/or assets of guarantors/third party security providers. The purpose 

of the Code cannot be interpreted to protect any third person apart from 

the corporate debtor.  

 

3) The recent judgments by several NCLTs and the High Courts have 

created confusion in the financial sector regarding the working of 

guarantees under the Code and this may adversely affect the finance 

sector. IBBI should come up with clarifications in order to ensure that 

																																																								
821W.P. (C) No. 8617/2015. 
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guarantees should not be rendered useless in scenario wherein the CIRP 

is initiated against the principal borrower. 
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IS CAA UNCONSTITUTIONAL? 
-KSHITIJ CHANDRA PANDEY822 

ABSTRACT 

 

In this research paper researcher has mainly focused on the constitutional validity of Citizenship 

Amendment Act and the politics of north east India. Is only the CAA (2019) only reason 

for protest by minority community in the country or there any internal politics involved in, 

Citizenship Amendment Act was introduced on 9th  December in Upper House and on 10th 

in Lower House and was passed with majority of 311 member supporting it. The main content 

of CAA is to give Citizenship to the citizen of the country of Afghanistan, Pakistan and 

Bangladesh till here it was OK but the problem of this bill was that it gave citizenship to 6 

main religious group excluding Muslims, the government gave the theory that as this three 

countries are Islamic Republics so there Muslims cannot be treated badly and their religious 

practices can’t be threatened, but this provision of the Act acted as a fuel against the government 

of India, the minority of India understood the Act wrongfully and assumed that government is 

planning to throw them out of the country, which gave rise to number of violent protest in 

Delhi, Assam and other states. Delhi faced the biggest riot since 1984, number of vehicles was 

burned, thousands of people were injured and many more died, the protestors blocked the roads 

in Delhi (Saheen Bagh etc) critics put forward Article 14 and declared CAA unconstitutional 

and also said that the CAA is against the basic structure of the Constitution i.e., Secularism, 

as per government report only 31,320 people will be benefited from this CAA so, the big 

question arises here that was this bill necessary and excluding Muslims from this bill is it 

attack on India’s Secular structure. When we compare the Protest of Delhi and Assam closely 

we will find that the both protest were same and began due to same CAA bill but the motive 

of the protest was totally different from each other Assamese protested for their culture keeping 

on ground the Assam Accord signed between Rajiv Gandhi and All Assam Student Union 

(AASU) in 1984. So in this research paper researcher has tried to find out the constitutional 

validity of CAA and the Politics of Assam Protest. 

 

Keywords:- Citizenship, Protest, Riots, Protest, Assam Accord 

 

																																																								
822 Student, 1st Year, B.A. LL.B (Hons.), Indore Institute of Law. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The Indian Constitution was implemented in 1950 guaranteed citizenship to all 

of its citizens at the commencement of the constitution, and made no 

distinction on the basis of religion.823 The citizenship bill was introduced in India 

in the Year 1955 which gave the citizenship by two means i.e., by living in India 

for 7 years or by naturalization i.e., by living for 12 years. But due to AASU 

moment in 1980 in Assam made the government to amend the bill and 

introduce the first Amendment in the citizenship bill, it came into force after 

the Assam Accord signed in 1985 which was done to safeguard the culture and 

tradition of the people of the State of Assam. 

 

The citizenship bill was further amended in 1992, 2003, 2005 and 2015. The 

Citizenship Amended Act 2003 was introduced by Hindu Nationalist BJP Party, 

this bill added a position for illegal immigrants who entered India with valid 

documents and were treated badly and harassed in any of the neighboring 

country, it added that they too can apply for the citizenship of the country and 

who entered without document would be deported or will be sent to jail. The 

2003 Amendment also mandated the government of Republic of India to 

introduce the National Register of Citizens (NRC) which would help the 

government to find out who is resident and who is not. The NRC was also 

suggested by Hon’ble Supreme Court in the historical judgment of Sarbanand 

Sonewal v. Union of India (2003). 

 

As per reports in 2001 there were 15 Million illegal immigrant were there in 

India, one more report was presented in 2004 which says there were 12 Million 

illegal immigrant. But at larger estimate there are 5-15 million Illegal Immigrant 

in India who does not have any identification in India but are living in India 

they are the people who were ill-treated in their respective countries and feeling 

danger to their religion they came to India, they were living here without 

identification and that is why they were not getting benefit of Government Jobs 

																																																								
823 Thakur, Apurva (31st March 2018), “Why the Citizenship Amendment Bill goes against the Basic Tenents of the 
Constitution.” EPW Engage, 53(13), pp.7-8, archived from the original on 18 December 2019. 
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and Welfare schemes because of which the crime rate in the cities which have 

high number of migrants have high crime rate as they have no other mean to 

earn their livelihood.  

 

The main motive of this bill i.e, CAA is to give identification to the migrants 

who are there in India before 2014 and have come to India in order to protect 

themselves from the extremists group there in Pakistan, Afghanistan and 

Bangladesh. This bill aims at providing better life to the migrants who are living 

there in India and came to India before 2014. This would surely decrease the 

pressure on the borders, through which we may decrease the threat of national 

security. CAA also helps to hunt the best talent among the youngsters among 

the refugees. We can take the example of USA were the majority of Olympic 

medals are brought to USA by the refuges who got USA citizenship. 

 

This Citizenship Amendment Act have no effect on the citizens who are living 

in India or are already citizens of India, it only has effect on the residents of 

Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh that to on the refuges and migrants who 

have migrated to India due to religious violence done on them in their respective 

country and came to India before January 2015. 

 

Seeing the nationwide protest on this issue, researcher has tried to bring out 

facts through this research paper researcher has tried to bring out the fact on 

this issue, researcher has also tried to prove the legality of Article 14, Article 15 

and Article 21 in this regard. 

 

CITIZENSHIP AMENDEMENT ACT 2019 

 

The citizenship bill was first introduced in the Parliament of India in the year 

2016 by amending the Citizenship Act 1955, but was not successful to be passed 

by majority and later was send to the Joint Parliamentary Committee, whose 

report was later submitted in January 2019 and was presented in Lok Sabha in 

Jan. 2019 but was lapsed because of dissolution of the House and 16th Lok 

Sabha. This Bill was later introduced by the New Home Minister Mr. Amit Shah 
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and was later passed by the Rajya Sabha later in Lok Sabha in December 2019. 

The main intention of this bill was to give citizenship to the people who came 

to India before 31st December 2014 from Pakistan, Afghanistan and 

Bangladesh as a refuge as they suffered harsh behaviour in their respective 

countries and they found them and their family lives at danger in that country. 

As per the Section 2 of the bill only those citizens who are either; Hindu, Sikh, 

Buddhist, Jain, Parsi or Christian824 can get the citizenship through this bill they 

will not be treated as illegal migrants further because of this bill. The 

amendment bill further provides that the citizenship bill will provide the 

citizenship to such a person through naturalization after 6 years of continued 

residence here in India. 

 

Before continuing further we need to understand what the citizenship is and 

how one can acquire Indian Citizenship. Citizenship defines the relationship of 

any person with the particular country and nation. It confers upon an individual 

certain rights which they have which is being provided by any country to its 

citizens, some of the right which include right to vote and right to hold certain 

public offices, in return of some fundamental duties which the citizens of that 

country need to perform. When it comes to the Indian Citizenship, the 

Constitution of Republic of India provides single citizenship for the people of 

India no issue to which State he/she belongs too. Under Article 11 of Indian 

Constitution, parliament has total power to regulate the law regarding 

citizenship and same was done in the year 1955 when for the first time 

Citizenship Act was introduced and passed. Entry 17, List 1 under the Seventh 

Schedule speaks about the citizenship, naturalization and the aliens.  

 

Until the Year 1987, to be eligible for Indian citizenship, it was sufficient for a 

person born in India to be citizen of India, but after then spurred by the major 

of illegal immigrant from Bangladesh, this lead to first amendment of 

Citizenship Bill and made that one parent should be Indian. Again in the year 

																																																								
824 Section 2, Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019. 
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2004, the law was further amended to prescribe that not just one parent to be 

Indian; but the other should not be illegal immigrant.  

 

ILLEGAL MIGRANTS 

 

Now the main question arises who is illegal migrant in India? So, there is law 

related to it. Under the Act, an illegal migrant is a foreigner who has entered 

into Indian Ground without valid Passport or Visa or the one who have entered 

into India with valid Passport and Visa but has stayed beyond the permitted 

time period. Illegal Migrants are sending to the jail or are sending back to their 

nation under the Foreigners Act, 1946 and the Passport Act, 1920. 

 

The scenario before the passing of the Act; under the existing law the illegal 

migrant is not allowed to apply for acquiring the citizenship. They were barred 

from becoming the citizen of India through registration or naturalization. The 

Foreigners Act and the Passport Act debar such a person and provides jail or 

deportation of such people. As per Section 5 (a) of Citizenship Bill 1955 A 

person of Indian origin who is ordinarily resident in India for Seven Years 

before making an application for the registration; and they should have stayed 

into the country for last 7 years and 12 Months continuously before applying 

for the citizenship of the Republic of India.  

 

What the Act intends to do? The new CAA 2019 act makes few changes in 

old Citizenship Act and the passport act and the foreigners Act if the illegal 

migrants belongs to the religious minority communities from the three 

neighboring countries i.e., Afghanistan, Pakistan and Bangladesh. In simple 

terms we can say that CAA will grant citizenship to the illegal migrants who are 

non-Muslims despite them having come to India without valid documents and 

the permission.  

 

There are certain exceptions which are provided to the people under this act, 

these exceptions are mainly for the some tribal groups of North-East India. This 

Act adds that the provisions on the citizenship for illegal migrants would not be 
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applicable on the citizens of, which mainly includes the tribal groups of the areas 

such as Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram and Tripura as it is included in the sixth 

schedule of the Constitution of India, these tribal areas mainly includes the 

Karbi Anglong (Assam), Garo Hills (Meghalaya), Chakma District (Mizoram) 

and Tripura Tribal Areas District.825 826This act also has the provision that it 

would not apply on the areas of Inner Line Permit as Bengal Eastern Frontier 

Regulation, 1873.827 

 

Whether or Not the fundamental rights of any section is being violated 

by the Act and whether or not the government failed any constitutional 

directives? 

 

The main criticism of this Act is that this Act violates the Fundamental 

Directives of the Constitution and it specifically targets the Muslims of the 

country. Thus by reading the Act once anyone of use can classify that this Act 

don’t discriminate the Muslims of the Country, nor does it violate the secular 

system of the country. This bill only discriminates the Shia, Balochi and 

Ahamadies Muslims in Pakistan and Hazaras in Bangladesh who also face the 

prosecution in country and but are debarred from applying to the citizenship.828 

The key arguments which the people raise against this Act is that it does not 

allow the citizenship for those who are prosecuted in Myanmar and Sri Lanka, 

who are mainly Rohingiya Muslims and the Tamils from Sri Lanka, neither does 

it allow the citizens who are Muslims from the three specified countries.  

 

Does the Bill Violate Article 14 of Indian Constitution?  

 

A constitutional bench of the Supreme Court of India has declared in no 

uncertain terms that equality is a basic feature of the Indian Constitution and 

although the main focus in the previous decision which evolved against the 

discrimination and classification, the area of diameter of Article 14 got expanded 

																																																								
825 https://byjus.com/free-ias-preparation/citizenship-amendement -bill-2019/  
826https://www.deccanherald.com/national/citizenship-amendment-bill-all-you-need-to-know-784514.html  
827 Regulation 5 of 1873 
828 https://byjus.com/free-ias-preparation/citizenship-amendement -bill-2019/  
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conceptually and has been recognized the principle to comprehend the doctrine 

of promissory estoppel, compliance with the rules and the regulations of natural 

justice irrationality and etc.829 

 

The main objective of the Article 14 is to treat all the citizens of India similar in 

all circumstances alike, both in privileges conferred and the liabilities which are 

imposed. Classification made should not be arbitrary but must be rational, that 

is it should not be only based on the some quantities or characteristics which 

are found in the entire person who are grouped together and not in others who 

are being left out, but those quantities and characteristics must have responsible 

relation to object of legislations.830 If there are no affections of the vested right 

then the question of applicability of Article 14 of Indian Constitution would not 

arise.831 Equal pattern of right and equal rights in the front of Court of Law is 

the main feature which is guaranteed by the Article 14 of the Constitution. 

Equals cannot be treated as unequal in front of law, such equality before the law 

cannot be denied by any other new law without any valid classification.832 

 

As we have read in this Article 14, that there would be equal protection of Indian 

Citizens before the law without any discrimination among them. So, many 

critics put forward their theory on the same saying, that it violates Article 14 of 

the constitution they say that, the CAA is the teeth of the Article 14, they say 

that this Act not only demands reasonable classification and rational and just 

objects to achieve for any classification to be valid but also requires every such 

classification to be non-arbitrary. They also say that this act distinguishes the 

people based on their religion which is not permissible under the Article 14. 

But the people who support the CAA put forward their theory saying that this 

Act does not violates the Article 14, because Article 14 speaks about and 

guarantees the equal right to all the people who are residing on India, this act 

has nothing to do with the people of Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh 

because these countries are different sovereigns and Indian Constitution would, 

																																																								
829 M Nagaraj v. UOI, (2006) 8 SCC 212 : AIR 2007 SC 71 
830 Vikram Cement v. State of Madhya Pradesh,(2015) 11 SCC 708 : 2015(4) SCALE 533.  
831 State of Kerala v. People Union of Civil Liberties, Kerala State Unit, (2009) 8 SCC 46 at page 90 : (2009) 9 JT 579. 
832 Virendra Krishna Mishra v. Union of India, (2015) 2 SCC 712 : 2015 (1) SCT 1 (SC) 
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not be applicable to the citizens of these countries, they also say that this 

Citizenship Amendment Act 2019, gives the citizen to the people of these three 

countries which are mentioned above, it has nothing to do with the people of 

India, nor it gives or takes the citizenship of the people who are already the 

citizen of India. In short we can that the justiciability of citizenship or laws that 

regulate the entry or exists of the foreign citizens is often treated as a sovereign 

space and where the court of any country can’t intervene and can’t interfere in 

this matter.  

 

The Supreme Court of United State of America upheld the travel ban from the 

entries of the Muslims in United States from some of the Muslim countries 

“fundamental sovereign attribute exercised by the government’s political 

departments largely immune from the judicial control.”833   

 

When it comes to India, the Indian Court has generally followed the similar 

reasoning. The Madras High court in a case held that the right of the union to 

refuse the citizenship is absolute and not fettered by equal protection under the 

Article 14 of Indian Constitution.834  Similarly in one more case the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court of India held that the right of a foreigner in India is confined to 

Article 21 and he would not be confined to Article 21 and he cannot seek 

citizenship as a matter of right, because the constitution of India is applicable 

for Indian Citizens not for the Citizens of another country.835 

 

Is CAA violates Article 15? Article 15(1) prohibits the law from discriminating 

people based on the Caste, sex, region and religion. In one of the decision the 

Supreme Court of India has observed that, Article 15 (1) prohibits the people from 

discriminating the people based on their caste or identities so as to foster the national identity 

which does not allow the pluralism of the Indian Culture instead to protect it.836 

We may add to it by saying that Article 15(1) is the extension of Article 14 of 

Indian Constitution. Just as the classification in Article 15 is same as Article 14 

																																																								
833 Donald Trump v. Hawaii No. 17-965, 585 U.S. (2018). 
834 David John Hopkins v. Union of India (1997). 
835 Louis De Raedt v. Union of India (1991). 
836 Valsamma Paul v. Cochin University, AIR 1996 SC 1011 at 1019; (1996) 3 SCC 545. 
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as well. The combined effect of the Article 14 and Article 15(1) is that the state 

cannot pass something which discriminate people based on caste, religion etc, 

but if it does pass any law which is unequal; the inequality should be based on 

the some substantive ground.837   

 

The critics put forward that this Act violates the Article 15 of Indian 

Constitution and discriminates the people based on their Religion, i.e., only non-

Muslims are allowed to take the citizenship under this Act. But as it is mentioned 

in the Article 15(1) that if discrimination is done it should be done on the 

substantive ground. In this Act, first of all discrimination is not done to the 

citizen of India, but this act is for the citizen of three Islamic Countries Pakistan, 

Bangladesh and Afghanistan. So, this Act doesn’t discriminate based on the 

religion and also it is limited to the citizen of India not to the citizen of different 

countries. 

 

. The Madras High court in a case held that the right of the union to refuse the 

citizenship is absolute and not fettered by equal protection under the Article 14 

of Indian Constitution.838  Similarly in one more case the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court of India held that the right of a foreigner in India is confined to Article 

21 and he would not be confined to Article 21 and he cannot seek citizenship 

as a matter of right, because the constitution of India is applicable for Indian 

Citizens not for the Citizens of another country.839 

 

Why North East is objecting to CAA?  

 

In the state of North-East India, the scale of protest is very harsh and violate, 

the prospect of the citizenship bill is massive for the number of migrant who 

illegally entered India from Bangladesh has trigged deep anxieties, including fear 

of demographic change, loss of livelihood, job opportunities, and erosion of the 

																																																								
837 Narasappa v. Shaik Hazrat, AIR 1960 Mys 59.  
838David John Hopkins v. Union of India (1997).  
839Louis De Raedt v. Union of India (1991).  
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indigenous culture of the people. This Act also seems to violate the Assam 

Accord, both in the letter as well as in spirit.  

 

The Assam Accord was signed between the then Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv 

Gandhi and All Assam Student Union (AASU), in which the date of March, 24 

1971 was fixed as a cutoff date for the foreign immigrants. Those illegally 

entered into Assam and other North-Eastern States after this Date will be 

detected and will be send back to their respective countries irrespective to which 

religion they belong too.840 The CAA removes the cutoff date of 1971 and put 

forward the new cutoff date of 31st December 2014, something which is not 

acceptable to the Assamese speaking population of Assam, who always insist to 

remove the illegal migrants so that their culture can be safeguarded. Not only is 

the culture but there also the economic culture behind the protest in North-

East. If the thousands of people from Bangladesh settle in Assam legally the 

principle of first economic pressure will move to the limited resources present. 

Also since they will be legitimate citizens there will also be more people joining 

the queue of job hopefuls that can potentially lower opportunities for the 

ingenious and the locals. This CAA also boils down the political rights of the 

people staying in the Assam. It is common behalf of the people staying in Assam 

that if these illegal migrates become the legal citizen of the Assam then the votes 

of native would be not that strong and the votes of these new citizens would 

determine the future of the State which they can’t accept.  

 

But as the government of India and the Hon’ble Home Minister’s speech in Lok 

Sabha he stated that, this Citizenship Bill does not dilute the sanctity of the 

Assam Accord as far as the cut-off date is concerned of 1971 in the Accord 

stipulate for the detection/deportation of the migrants is concerned. 

Citizenship Amendment Act 2019 is non-Assam centric it is applicable to whole 

of India. CAA is definitely not against the National Register of Citizen (NRC) 

which the Assam People Demanded for which is updated to protect to protect 

indigenous communities from illegal immigrants. Also this Act is not applicable 

																																																								
840 Sarbanand Sonwal v. Union of India (2003)  
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to the areas of Inner Line Permit i.e, areas were tribal people are at majority in 

the North-East.  

 

Is Citizenship Amendment Act against Muslims?  

 

The Ahmendiyas and Rohingiyas can still seek the citizenship of India under the 

old law which prevailed earlier they are not barred against taking the citizenship 

of India; they can seek the citizenship through naturalization. Until and unless 

India follows the Principle of Non-Refoulment, any refuge would not be pushed 

back no matter of which religion they belong too. Of a Shia Muslim is facing 

any discrimination anywhere they still can make into India and seek for its 

Citizenship if they fulfill all the needs as per Citizenship Act of 1955, they can 

become citizen of India, with regard to the Balochi Population of Baluchistan, 

Pakistan. Baluchistan has long struggle history of Independence from Pakistan, 

but inviting Baloch for citizenship would be same as interfering in the internal 

matter of Pakistan which is not favorable for India’s International Image. There 

is no discrimination with the Muslims residing and also for those who want 

Indian Citizenship they can get Indian Citizenship same as how Adnan Sami got 

citizenship who was Pakistani and was residing in India and got Indian 

Citizenship.   

 

It is important to note down that even the minorities can’t get the direct 

citizenship of the country. They would need to fulfill the conditions which are 

specified under third schedule of Citizenship Act 1955, like good character and 

physical residence in India.841 

 

Also Harish Salve, one of India’s biggest national and international lawyer, has 

stated that the Citizenship Amendment Act 2019 is not anti-Muslim, Salve 

stated that the countries specified in the CAA have their own state religion and 

Islamic rules. He added that Islamic majority nations identify their people as per 

who follows Islam and who does not. Addressing governance problems in 

																																																								
841 Indian Citizenship Act, 1955.  
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neighboring countries is not the purpose of the CAA. Over the issue of 

Rohingyas, Salve stated that a law that addresses one evil does not need to 

address all the evils in all countries. It is notable here that Myanmar, though a 

Buddhist majority nation, does not have a state religion and Myanmar does not 

feature in CAA bill.842 

 

INTERNET BAN 

 

One more thing that arose during the CAA protest is the issue of the Internet 

Ban, Government of India banned the Internet in various region of India during 

the protest so that the protest may not spread and people are safe from any kind 

of rumors being spread among the people. Keeping all these in mind the 

government banned the Internet service in various Indian Cities such as; East 

Delhi, Lucknow, Varanasi, Gandhinagar and etc. this caused trouble to many 

people around, though this helped in controlling the riots which happened after 

this protest, but it caused a lot of trouble to common people who were not 

involved in any kind of riots. This caused huge lost to many telecom companies 

and people. As per records, Internet Shutdown during CAA protest led to 1.3. 

Billion Dollars lose to the telecom companies. 

 

This all circumstances led to the filing of the PIL in the Supreme Court, the 

Supreme Court has declared access to the internet is a fundamental rights. But 

as mentioned in the Indian Constitution a government cannot deprive any 

citizen of the fundamental rights except under certain conditions. Though the 

ruling of the Supreme Court came in the context of the Internet Ban in the 

Jammu and Kashmir after the removable of Article 370 in the Union Territory. 

Constitution of India makes provision of freedom of speech and expression as 

a fundamental right. It has been listed in the Article 19(1) (a) of the constitution. 

In this PIL the Supreme Court expanded the scope of right of freedom of 

speech and expression. The expansion was made keeping in the mind the new 

technology. Internet has been primary source of information for the people 

																																																								
842 www.newindianexpress.com 
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around. The ruling of the Supreme Court has the strong support of United 

Nation which has already told that internet as fundamental right for all the 

countries. Before this the State of Kerala has already made the access of the 

Internet as a basic human right.843   

 

Technically the state cannot declare any services or things as a fundamental right 

as it requires the interpretation of any High Court or the Supreme Court of 

India or by the amendment made by the Parliament of India. In this case of 

declaring Internet Services would be declared as the fundamental rights because 

it has been interpreted by the Supreme Court of India also in the High Court of 

Guwahati.  

 

India stands at No. 1 in doing the Internet ban in their country after this 

judgement of the Supreme Court we can hope that this would improve because 

in this modern world we all can’t survive without Internet connection Net has 

become the essential part of the life. In this Lockdown were all the offices are 

closed and work are at rest, this net is serving as a main medium for work. So, 

Internet Services are essential part of the lifestyle and declaring it as 

Fundamental Right will the surely help the people and improve the condition.  

 

VIOLENCE AND PROTEST 

	
The other main thing which rose during protest is the violent protest and the 

law disorder in many part of the countries these protests caused huge loss to 

the life and the property of the people. The Uttar Pradesh Yogi Government 

announced that it will take many of the harm caused from the people who 

participated in the riots. This decision gave huge impact on the public and no 

further riots happened in the State of Uttar Pradesh, but the other parts of the 

country was burning due these riots.  

 

The people who were against the bill supported the riots happening telling that 

this was their fundamental right. Though the Right to Protest is also an human 

																																																								
843 Indiatoday.in 
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right, Indian Constitution provided the benefits of PEACEFUL PROTEST 

Indian Constitution speaks about the peaceful protest no protest which is 

violent would be tolerate by the Indian Law and same happened in these 

protests too. Majority of these protests were violent which harmed the 

government property mainly in Delhi that too East Delhi. These types of protest 

which are violent are unconstitutional and one can’t defend them by telling that 

their protest was constitutional and it is their Fundamental Right whereas the 

Indian Constitution speaks about only Peaceful Protests. Though the protests 

were illegal and unconstitutional.844  

 

CONCLUSION 

	
 The parliament has unbroken powers to form laws for the country once it 

involves Citizenship. However the opposition and different political parties say 

this Act by the govt. violates a number of the fundamental options of the 

constitution like philosophy and equality. It’s going to reach the doors of the 

Supreme Court wherever the Supreme Court are going to be the ultimate 

interpreter. If it violates the constitutional options and goes ultra-wires it'll be 

affected down, if it's not we'll still have the law. But one issue that's most 

significant is, Associate in nursing equilibrium should be earned by New Delhi 

as this involves neighboring countries too. Any exaggerated decide to host the 

migrants shouldn't be at the price of goodwill earned over the years. Asian 

nation being a land of myriad customs and traditions, a birthplace of religions 

and therefore the acceptor of faiths and defender of persecuted within the past 

must always. 

 

  

																																																								
844 En.m.wikipedia.org. 
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IS THE SEXUAL CONSENT OF A WIFE A 

MYTH? 
-MUSKAAN HALANI845 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Myth: It is not legally or socially possible to sexually assault your intimate partner  

Fact: Nearly 1 in 10 people have experienced rape by an intimate partner in their lifetime. 

 

The research paper is will focused on proving the above-given fact. It will also be focused on 

seeing how women themselves do not see marital rape as a crime against their body and even 

the law does not recognize it as a crime. This is because the general idea of what is rape and 

who can commit it and against whom can it be committed is very vague. The definition of rape 

given by the Oxford dictionary is ‘unlawful sexual intercourse or any other sexual penetration 

of the vagina, anus, or mouth of another person, with or without force, by a sex organ, other 

body parts, or foreign object, without the consent of the victim.’ Does this definition clearly state 

that for an act to fall within the definition of rape it has to be unlawful sexual intercourse 

whereas sexual intercourse with your spouse is lawful so does that not fall within the definition 

of rape?  

 

Section 375 of the Indian Penal Code even states “Sexual intercourse by a man with his wife, 

the wife not being under fifteen years of age, is not rape” but what if the wife did not consent 

to such sexual intercourse? This exemption given to marital rape has had adverse effects on 

women who are victims of such torture daily. Due to marital rape not being a crime in the 

code, several women now believe that it is not a crime against them. Women start to believe 

that their husbands have a sexual right over them and their body which is guaranteed to the 

man by marriage. For example in a case where the man administered electric shocks to his 

wife’s vagina, the wife filed a complaint after 25 years of this incident. The woman was over 

5o when she complained. A law for marital rape would make women aware that such a crime 

can be committed against them and give them the confidence to report the crime. Marital rape 

is a very controversial and stigmatized issue in our country. It is essential for women to finally 

																																																								
845 Student, 2nd Year, BA LLB, Narsee Monjee Institute of Managemen Studies School of Law. 
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realize that they have a right over their own body and that no one can have sexual intercourse 

with them without their consent, not even their husbands. Rape is a crime irrespective of the 

fact that it is committed by their spouse. Her body, her consent 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

 Until recently rape of a woman by their spouses or partners has remained a 

quiet and shrouded crime. The rape of wives is, truth be told, not legally 

wrongdoing or crime at all in many countries across the globe. The legal right 

of marital rape is known as the "marital rape exemption" Marital rape meets the 

legal criteria for criminal sexual conduct, with two significant differences the 

rapist and the victim are married, and, in numerous countries, the rapist is 

immune to prosecution. Past examinations have inspected the reactions of a 

woman to rape by an intimate partner or spouse as well as long-term 

psychological effects of the rape. Although a few examinations have portrayed 

the wounds caused due to constrained and forced sex and some have taken a 

look at psychosomatic illness, no study has endeavored to measure the physical 

impacts that sexual violence has on its victims.  

 

If the modem opponents and defenders of the marital rape exemption agree to 

any question, it is that their contest is on a fairly new topic. The contemporary 

banter over the exclusion works on the supposition that the law's treatment of 

marital rape first became controversial in the late twentieth century. In the most 

recent decade or so sociologists, legal counselors, lawyers,  activists, and others 

have given impressive regard for the subject of rape. Where once the writing 

was "largely concerned with the difficulties of protecting a man accused of rape 

from a spurious or vindictive charge," presently a decent arrangement of it 

stresses on "the problems involved in protecting raped females from what is 

seen as particularly odious behavior on the part of the components of the 

criminal justice system.”846Generally, a similar amount of time viciousness 

against women inside their household setting has developed as a social issue of 

considerable importance and has requested and gotten reactions from a wide 

range of organizations. John Stuart Mill remarked more than 100 years ago" 

 

																																																								
846 Chappell, Forcible Rape: Bibliography, 65 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 248 (1974). 
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A female slave has an admitted right to refuse her master the last familiarity. 

Not so the wife, he can claim from her and enforce the lowest degradation of a 

human being, that of being made the instrument of an animal function contrary 

to her inclination."847 Marital Rape is a broad issue for women that have existed 

for centuries throughout the world. Despite this reality, marital rape has been 

to a great extent been disregarded in the rape and domestic violence literature. 

 

Subsequently, the expansion of invalidation keeps on having genuine treatment 

implications for the survivors of this wrongdoing. More than 1 out of 3 women 

and more than 1 out of 4 men have encountered rape, physical violence, and 

additionally stalking by an intimate partner in the course of their life. Among 

victims of violence, more than 1 out of 3 women encountered various types of 

rape, stalking, or physical violence; 92.1% of male casualties experienced 

physical brutality alone, and 6.3% experienced physical violence.848  

 

Rape is the cruelest offense committed on a woman. It is more terrible than 

homicide. The victim dies a thousand deaths, even when she is alive. Although 

it is not the woman’s fault, in each situation of rape we have seen, no matter 

what, the disregarded woman is oppressed and caused to feel as though it is she 

who was the criminal. Society views the rapist with a kinder and progressively 

indulgent eye. Each woman dies within when she is raped. Marital rape is a 

taboo in our country and therefore it is rarely talked about. However, it 

influences a large number of women.  

 

Marital rape occurs irrespective of the social standards that divide people such 

as age, financial standing, educational background, color, age, ethnicity, etc. 

Research shows that rape by husbands is as frightening and debasing as rape by 

outsiders. Marital rape is not very often given the authenticity or legitimacy 

other types of sexual violence receive yet it can be just as devastating.849 Marital 

																																																								
847 J.S.Mill, The Subjection of Women (1869)  
848 National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey, 2010 Summary Report, National Center for Injury 
Prevention and Control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention  
849 Jacquelyn C. Campbell and Peggy Alford, The Dark Consequences of Marital Rape, The American Journal of 
Nursing, Vol. 89 
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rape happens when one spouse has non-consensual sexual intercourse with 

others or when the consent is extorted by threats or fear of bodily harm. The 

offense of marital rape is one of the cruelest and gruesome wrongdoings 

committed against a woman. Marital brutality has been perceived universally as 

a grave public health issue which has extreme affects on the physical, 

psychological, sexual and reproductive health of women850  

 

India is one of the few nations around the globe that exempts spouses from 

being accused of rape committed against their wives. Even though numerous 

nations despite everything grant husbands the right to rape their wife’s with next 

to zero consequences, yet there is a developing pattern that the marital 

exception is unjust and has no place in a civilized society. In India’s patriarchal 

society, family value is reflected in laws passed by the parliament and socially 

create a space for sensitizing men to current marital sexual violations. Violence 

against a woman including sexual brutality has been a persevering and constant 

social issue within India and such evil social practices should be eradicated to 

improve the status of women. 

 

HYPOTHESIS  

 

Sexual consent of a wife is a myth? 

 

The paper is based on whether a wife can refuse to have sexual intercourse with 

her husband without facing any physical violence. Marital rape is a very 

controversial issue and to date, many countries do not consider it a crime. 

Therefore the paper is based on showing the physical, emotional, and 

psychological trauma victims of marital rape face. The paper is also trying to 

prove that several women themselves do not consider it as a crime as well as 

the fact that several women are victims of it without them realizing that a crime 

is being committed against them. The paper will try to prove that the concept 

of marital rape does truly exist and thousands of women across the globe are 

																																																								
850 Painter, Kate, and David P. Farrington. “Marital Violence in Great Britain and Its Relationship to Marital and Non-
Marital Rape.” International Review of Victimology, vol. 5,  
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victims of this heinous crime. A woman’s body does not belong to her husband 

and therefore she has the right to consent to sexual intercourse and also the 

right to refuse this consent. Sexual consent of a wife is not a myth even though 

several men believe that such a concept does not exist and that they have 

complete right over their wives.  

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Rape in Marriage is the first book written on marital rape. The book centered 

around Dr. Russellrs study of married women. The study found that 14% of the 

women surveyed disclosed an experience of sexual assault by their husbands. 

The book also includes a comprehensive review of social science research to 

date and an appendix, prepared by the National Center on Women and Family 

Law, presenting a detailed summary of the status of the marital rape exemption 

in the criminal law of every state in the United States of America as of May 

1981. The marital rape exemption traditionally only applied and protected, 

husbands in legally valid marriages. Different speculations have been offered as 

the reason for the martial rape exemption: the "solidarity of an individual" 

precedent-based law teaching, whereby the lawful indignity of a woman 

converged upon marriage into that of her significant other and made assault by 

her better half legitimately unthinkable.  

 

The situation of woman as property of their spouses implied that a husband's 

assault of his wife was only one method of utilizing his property; and Hale's 

tenet of "wedding assent" which says that by the ceremony of marriage the 

woman  agrees to all intercourse with her significant other at whatever point he 

needs it or asks for it. The entirety of the methods of reasoning basic the 

conjugal assault exception required a legitimate marriage contract. The 

expansion of the exception to the assault of woman by men to whom they are 

not hitched goes past those speculations. Russell characterizes spouse or 

conjugal assault as oral, butt-centric, or vaginal infiltration by utilization of 

power, danger, or casualty vulnerability. She doesn't characterize undesirable sex 

in marriage as marital rape. The author recommends that considerably more 
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woman would be assaulted if, rather than submitting to undesirable sex, they 

retaliated. Spouse assault legitimately influences all woman in light of the fact 

that the exception tells all woman that they have no lawful or socially 

acknowledged option to reject their husbands sexual gestures. 851   

 

Several research papers talk about how much marital rape exists cannot be 

determined with any precision. If rape is the most underreported of crimes then 

marital rape, which is not even considered a crime, must be the least complained 

about the category of rape. Indeed, the concept of consent, upon which most 

allegations of rape center, is as problematic as that of "accident" in child abuse. 

Marital rape is probably reported only when it is accompanied by other violence. 

In the absence of violence (or even in its presence), the majority of women 

probably do not perceive forced sexual intercourse as rape.  

 

There are no official statistics: that is almost self-evident since the law does not 

regard marital rape as a crime. We do, however, know that a high percentage of 

rape victims knew the offender. The motion that women imply consent to their 

husbands' sexual demands may have been meaningful when husbands made all 

decisions. But society has changed enormously since those times and the change 

has been reflected in both legislation and case law.852 .Marital violence has been 

recognized globally as a grave public health concern with devastating 

consequences affecting the physical, reproductive, sexual, and psychological 

health of women but however marital rape is not been recognized as an issue 

that many married women face daily. 

 

  

																																																								
851 Rape in Marriage, By Diana E.H. Russell, New York. Macmillan Publishing Co.. Inc. 1982.  
852  MICHAEL DA.FREEMAN, "But If You Can't Rape Your Wife, Who[m] Can You Rape?": The Marital Rape 
Exemption Re-examined, Family Law Quarterly, Vol. 15, No.1 pp.1-29  
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PART I 

INVALIDATION OF MARITAL RAPE  

 

A. Legal invalidation  

 

(i) History:  

 

To completely value the impacts of legal invalidation on marital rape, it is 

important to initially set up the history encompassing marital rape and its related 

laws. The first documented legal articulation related to marital rape happened 

in 1736. As of now, Sir Matthew Hale, who was the chief justice in England, 

distributed the following in the History of the Pleas of the Crown (Hale, 1736): 

"But the husband cannot be guilty of a rape committed by himself upon his 

lawful wife, for by their mutual matrimonial consent and contract the wife hath 

given up herself in this kind unto her husband, which she cannot retract”853.  

 

This proclamation got known as the Lord Hale principle and represented a 

common-law marital rape exemption, under which husbands couldn't be 

punishment or even prosecuted for committing the crime of rape against their 

own wives. Rather than putting together his principle concerning legal 

contention, be that as it may, Lord Hale depended entirely on the hypothesis of 

permanent consent to legitimize the marital rape exclusion. Despite this reality, 

the Hale tenet appeared to increase programmed acknowledgment by the U.S.A 

legal framework, which officially recognized the exception in the 1857 

Commonwealth v. Fogarty choice854 

 

Blackstone set forth the solidarities hypothesis, which saw the husband and wife 

as one entity after marriage. As per this hypothesis, women lost their own civil 

identity in marriage, and they were hence seen as their husbands' property855. In 

Blackstone's Commentary on the Laws of England (1765), he stated, "Husband 

																																																								
853 Russell, D. E. H. (1990). Rape in marriage (expanded and rev. ed.). Bloomington: Indiana University Press  
854 Barshis, V. R. G. (1983). The question of marital rape. Women’s Studies International Forum,  
855 Green, W. M. (1988). Rape: The evidential examination and management of the adult female victim.  
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and wife are legally one person. The legal existence of the wife is suspended 

during the marriage, incorporated into that of the husband. If a wife is injured, 

she cannot take action without her husband’s concurrence"856 During a similar 

period, rape was viewed as wrongdoing against another man's property as 

opposed to an infringement against a woman's body and personal integrity.  

Subsequently, precedent-based law dictated that it was incomprehensible for 

husbands to take (i.e., rape) their property (i.e., wives); along these lines, marital 

rape was viewed as a legal impossibility. Besides, the conviction that sexual 

relations among husbands and wives, specifically, were private issues likewise 

debilitated legislators from revoking the exemption. At last, inescapable dread 

among political and legal professionals that removing the marital rape 

exemption would eventually flood the courts with vindictive wives likewise also 

helped with keeping up the exemption throughout the years. 

 

(ii)  India  

 

As for this marital rape exempt in India. The 172nd Law Commission's Report 

on Rape was formulated. The Law Commission of India wrote the 172nd 

Report on the Review of Rape Laws Report was set up because of the directions 

of the Supreme Court in 1998, whereby were required to address the issue that 

was raised in the case Sakshi v. Association of India, In this case, reference was 

also made to the famous English case of R v. R25 regarding marital rape, to 

validate the contention “criminals go unscathed due to mere technicalities of 

law” Going to the report, the Law Commission has prescribed that the 

Exception to S. 375 ought to be retained in its form. As respects adjustment of 

S. 376A, the punishment that was proposed, ought to be improved to being at 

the very least two years and may likewise stretch out to seven years with fine. 

This was done as per the thinking set forth on account of the Sakshi case that, 

"When a man who causes hurt or any other physical injury to his wife is liable 

to be punished for such offense like any other person causing such hurt or 

																																																								
856Green, W. M. (1988). Rape: The evidential examination and management of the adult female victim.  
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physical injury, why should a husband who sexually assaults his wife be not 

punished like any other person."857  

 

The Commission, while valuing the power of these contentions, wouldn't erase 

S. 376-A on the appearance of "not overlooking" the fact that even in such a 

case the obligation of marriage was unsevered. In this way, they decided to 

increase the punishment while retaining the section. Accordingly, this report 

just upholds the recommendations of the previous Commissions and fails to 

keep pace with the changing laws on rape. Besides, on the off chance that we 

take a look at the Indian cases however there has been no announcing of 

instances of marital rape, it has been observed by a few courts that under various 

treaties and conventions, they are expected to criminalize marital rape. 

However, mentions of such declarations are mere "rhetoric" of the judiciary and 

are nothing but surplusage in a judgment which has no real value having 

considered the inadequacies of the IPC and the half-hearted efforts of Law 

Commissions, the conclusion is inescapable that 'male' legislators are still not 

willing to shed their notion of marriage being the legitimation of all sexual 

intercourse with women, for reasons of upholding patriarchy and denying sexual 

agency to women. Such backwardness of rape laws in India gets further 

enhanced, when seen in stark contrast to the rape laws in most other 

jurisdictions where marital rape has already been criminalized .858 

 

(iii)  Other nations  

 

• USA  

 

It ought to be noticed, those social standards and the apparent social stigma 

connected to marital rape regularly discourages the reporting of marital rape 

cases, and prosecution is uncommon in numerous nations. Until 1976, marital 

rape was legal in each state in the United States. Although marital rape is 

																																																								
857  Sakshi v. Association of India, AIR 2004 SC 3566 
858V. Vigneswar and M. Kannappan, A Study on Constitutional Validity of Marital Rape in India with Special 
Reference to Sec 375, International Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics  
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presently a crime in each of the 50 states in the U.S.A, a few states despite 

everything don't consider it as serious as other forms of rape. The states that 

have laws that make no distinction between marital rape and stranger rape, to 

name a few are Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, and so on. On 

July 5, 1993, marital rape was made a crime in every one of the 50 states, under 

at least one section of the sexual offense codes. In 20 states, in the District of 

Columbia, and on government lands there are no exemptions from rape 

prosecution granted to husbands. In any case, in 30 states, there are still a few 

exceptions given to husbands from rape indictment 859 

 

• UK  

 

For the Sexual Offenses Act of 1956, the expression "unlawful sexual 

intercourse" had been held to signify 'illegal intercourse' for example intercourse 

outside the obligations of marriage. With a background marked by the well-

known articulation by Lord Mathew Hale, the Common Law rule was that a 

husband couldn't be sentenced for assaulting or raping his wife. This perspective 

on the law was so commonly acknowledged and there was no prosecution of a 

husband for marital rape until 1949 when the law took its first turn with the 

instance of R v. Clarke. In this case, the husband was prosecuted for raping his 

wife because of constrained and forced intercourse with her while they were 

remaining separated under the decree of judicial separation.  

 

This separation order was given on the grounds of determining remorseless 

cruelty towards the wife and cohabitation had not been resumed when the 

alleged act took place. Justice Byrne contemplated that in such conditions, the 

wife's consent to have sexual intercourse can be comprehended to be revoked. 

This case is extremely important because it changed the course of law and gave 

some agency to the wife. The current situation of marital rape prosecution is 

left on the courts' discretion. The law criminalizes rape, spousal rape, and 

domestic violence. The maximum imprisonment for committing the offence of 

																																																								
859 Brownmiller, Susan. Against Our Will: Men, Women, and Rape. Open Road Media, 2013.  
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rape is life imprisonment. The law also provides for injunctive relief, personal 

protection orders, and protective exclusion orders (similar to restraining orders) 

for female victims of violence. 

 

• China  

 

The law here does not safeguard victims of marital rape. 

 

• Iran 

 

Marital rape is Explicitly excluded. Rape is not lawful and subject to strict 

penalties and punishments, including death, but there is a problem within that 

law. The law considers sex within marriage consensual by definition (Penal Code 

art. 221) and, therefore, does not address spousal rape, including in cases of 

forced marriage. 

 

• Morocco  

 

Spousal rape is not a crime in the "Hakkaoui Law" and criminalizing violence 

against women has come into force in September 2018 but failed to address 

marital rape. In March 2013, the Moroccan Minister of Justice stated that marital 

rape couldn't be criminalized: “you can’t deprive a man of what is rightfully his.” 

 

B. Cultural Invalidation  

 

In the general population,  80% accept that husbands use force frequently or to 

some degree of force regularly to have intercourse with their wives860. Regardless 

of this, marital rape has been consistently invalidated by our culture at large. 

One of the main impetuses behind this broad social invalidation has been the 

accepted belief that marital rape isn't “real rape." Numerous studies have 

substantiated the pattern that as the victim rapist relationship becomes out to 

																																																								
860 Basile, K. C. (1999) Violence Against Women, 5(9), 1036-1058 
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be more intimate, the probability that the incident is characterized or defined as 

rape diminishes, attribution of fault to the victim increase, and the degree of 

torture decreases.  

 

First, an ongoing report 861outlines the definitional bias inside our way of life-

defining forced to sex by an intimate partner as rape. Utilizing an example of 

469 students, Kirkwood and Cecil found that marital rape was least likely to be 

considered as rape in a variety of scenarios compared to rape by a stranger, date, 

or ex-spouse. Besides, one of the main studies of college undergrad students' 

opinions about marital rape demonstrated that a few people deny that marital 

rape can even exist862. Almost 3 decades later, Auster and Leone863 in 2001 

studied 209 students regarding their convictions and opinions about marital 

rape as well as administrative reforms. Results showed that significantly a greater 

number of women than men agreed that marital and stranger rape ought to be 

treated as proportional and equal wrongdoings, and wives ought to prosecute 

their husbands for marital rape.  

 

Furthermore, women were more in favor of legislation making forced marital 

sex a lawful offense. Among men, this investigation likewise found that fraternal 

individuals were altogether more uncertain than non-fraternal men to see a 

stranger and marital rape as proportional wrongdoings believe that husbands 

should be prosecuted for rape, or favor legislation making marital rape a felony.  

Although current state laws tend to treat rape for divorced, legally separated, or 

couples living apart as not the same as marital rape, and along these lines, 

hypothetically it is treated equally to stranger rape, the results of an ongoing 

study don't support this view. Among a sample of 234 undergraduate students, 

rape portrayed inside a marriage received the most elevated rape-supportive 

scores, stranger rape received the lowest scores, and rape among divorced, 

																																																								
861Kirkwood, M. K., & Cecil, D. K. (2001) Marital rape: A student assessment of rape laws and the marital rape 
exemption. Violence Against Women, 7(1), 1234-1253 
862 in Finkelhor, D., & Yllö, K. (1985) License to rape: Sexual abuse of wives. New York: Free Press 
863 Auster, C. J., & Leone, J. M. (2001) Late adolescents’ perspectives on marital rape: The impact of gender and 
fraternity or sorority membership. Adolescence, 36, 141-152  
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legally separated, or living apart couples received intermediate scores864. These 

three gatherings were significantly different on rape-supportive beliefs, 

demonstrating that this example didn't see any of the rape situations portraying 

a close relationship (past or current) among victim and perpetrator as equivalent 

to stranger rape.  

 

Taken together, the aftereffects of these investigations recommend a social 

inclination that marital rape is less serious, and the victim is more at fault than 

in instances of stranger rape. Besides, it appears that when it is realized that a 

victim has recently previously consented to have sex with her eventual rapist, 

perception of crime seriousness decreases, and victim-blaming increases. 

Regardless of a clear indication of changed relationship status (e.g., divorce or 

legal partition), it appears that rapes inside these settings are as yet not 

considered as serious as stranger rape, and victims keep on receiving more 

blame. These beliefs make it imperative to consider that they can influence jury 

decisions, public policy, and victims’ behavior.  

 

Being raped by one's husband doesn't fit the social outline of the stranger in the 

dark alley. TV and film depictions of rape rein-force this view since they appear 

to portray primarily stranger rape. Also, when marital rape is depicted (e.g., 

Gone With the Wind), the victim is shown enjoying the “passionate” encounter, 

suggesting that what just happened was not a crime.865 The constrained and to 

some degree twisted introduction, the general population has to the subject of 

marital rape, at last, keeps up the conviction that stranger rape equals real rape. 

By perceiving the appalling and heinous wrongdoing of rape just in examples of 

stranger rape, the general public may feel more protected than if they thought 

about the potential of being raped by an intimate partner.  

 

Thus, the social and cultural bias against marital rape and its victims has 

endured, and it will continue to endure except if endeavors are undertaken to 

																																																								
864 Ewoldt, C. A., Monson, C. M., & Langhinrichsen-Rohling, J. (2000) Attributions about rape in a continuum of 
dissolving marital relationships. Journal of Interpersonal Violence, 15(11), 1175-1182 
865 Deer, H. A., & Deer, I. (1991) Women as outsiders in the movies and television In S. M. Deats & L. T. Lenker 
(Eds.), The aching hearth: Family violence in life and literature (pp. 269-281) New York: Insight Books/Plenum 
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educate people in general about marital rape and the seriousness of its effects. 

An additional factor that has contributed, to some extent, to this social and 

cultural bias against marital rape has been the customary understanding of 

fundamental religious teachings. Two conclusions have come about because of 

these understandings. To begin with, the religious doctrine has been utilized to 

support the conviction of "wifely obligation." Among other required 

undertakings falling under the rubric of wifely obligation, sexually satisfying 

one's husband has been incorporated.  

 

This belief is then put forth as an explanation for forced sex within marriages. 

When a husband forces sex on his wife it is in light of her not satisfying her 

marital commitment 866. Hence, the victim is accused of her traumatic 

experience, and forced sex on a wife isn't recognized as the crime of rape. 

Notwithstanding the customary understanding of religious doctrines, cultural 

acknowledgment of traditional sex-role stereotypes has also resulted in 

maintaining the view that marital rape is not a serious crime. Taken together, 

the social convictions that men have an overwhelming requirement for sex and 

constrained sex in marriage are because of the retention of sex by spouses again 

limits the impacts of such a horrible encounter and places fault on the survivors 

of conjugal assault. 

 

PART II 

KINDS OF MARITAL RAPE  

 

Conjugal assault is for the most part sub-partitioned into three classifications: 

those assaults which include a level of savagery, those that utilization enough 

force to control the person in question, known as 'force-only' assaults, and 

sadistic assaults.  

 

1. Violent assault happens, as the name recommends when the abuser 

utilizes enough physical savagery to make injury the person in question, 

																																																								
866 Yllö, K., & LeClerc, D. (1988). Marital rape. In A. L. Horton & J. A. Williamson (Eds.), Abuse and religion: When 
pray- ing isn’t enough (pp. 49-57). Lexington, MA: Lexington Books  
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aside from any wounds because of the assault itself, i.e wounds to the 

genital territory or breats. Models would incorporate the spouse punching 

his significant other or harming her with a blade, the assault being a piece 

of a violent attack, or the viciousness is a piece of the assault. Numerous 

abusers will likewise force their spouses to submit to sexual acts after a 

physical attack, either to demonstrate her absolution or to additionally 

scare and mortify her and if the wife should decline such a demonstration, 

even the danger of further brutality will before long guarantee her 

consistence. Battering assaults in which the spouse assaults and all the 

while hitters his significant other additionally goes in close vicinity to this 

ambit. 

 

2. 'Force-only' assault is generally comprehended to incorporate only 

enough force utilized with respect to the abuser to control or hold his 

significant other in position, for example holding down. This type of 

assault is basic where there is a bigger differentiation between the physical 

size and strength of abuser and casualty, or in damaging abusive relations 

where physical viciousness or violence is rare or non-existent (to the 

extent that one does not categories sexual assault itself as a violent act). 

Much of the time of 'force-only' assault, pressure and coercion has an 

enormous influence. The casualty may likewise be so befuddled and 

desensitized by consistent psychological mistreatment, that she basically 

doesn't have the foggiest idea the proper behavior or respond when sex 

is forced on her. 

 

3. Sadistic rape is sometimes also present. This will in general show that 

notwithstanding the assault itself, the casualty is either forced to follow 

or experience deeds intended to additionally mortify her. Instances of this 

would be the abuser/attacker peeing on the person in question, 

showcasing a fantasy of the torturer, or utilizing different articles during 

an assault. Sadistic assault could possibly include further savagery. A few 

people consider buggery as a sadistic type of assault since its impact on a 

casualty is especially mortifying. Erotic entertainment is every now and 
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again engaged with this sort of assault. It is otherwise known as Obsessive 

rape.867 

 

4. Finkelhor and Yllo Talk have a book called 'Men Who Rape' in which 

they have added apart from the aforesaid kinds of rape, two more types 

of the rape. These are : 

 

5. Anger rapes, which are committed primarily to express hostility to 

women, to retaliate against them and to hurt them. In this type of rape, 

the husband will degrade the victim/wife as much as possible. He may 

force her to commit other sexual acts which are particularly humiliating, 

such as sodomy or fellatio, meaning bestiality. 

 

6. Power rapes are committed to asserting dominance and control over 

women. It is not the intention of the husband to harm; he just wants to 

assert his control over her. The rape reflects a kind of sexual conquest, 

which is a normal healthy relationship that is not necessary. But in this 

case, the husband needs it due to his feelings of inadequacy 

 

 

PART III 

CONSEQUENCES OF MARITAL RAPE 

 

It is important to make mention now that the long term impacts of marital rape 

incorporate negative emotions toward men; low confidence; low self-esteem, 

feeling of fear, anxiety, guilt, embarrassment and outrage, changes in habits like 

increase in drinking and a refusal to think about remarriage; and depressions. 

Many factors add to the trouble that numerous women have in recouping from 

marital rape. The issues are convoluted. First is the fact that the attacker or rapist 

is a spouse or intimate partner, and as in different types of acquaintance rape, 

healing can be a long and troublesome procedure. The survivor may not 

																																																								
867 Das, D. “Marital Rape: The Assassination of a Woman’s Dignity.” Indian Police Journal, 2010.  
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perceive that she was sexually abused, thus she may believe that her feelings of 

fear, revulsion, depression, or anger mean that she is crazy or somehow flawed. 

Since the rapist was at one point trusted and cherished, the survivor is probably 

going to deal with unpleasant sentiments of betrayal and broken trust and may 

feel she can't believe herself to choose which individuals are protected and 

which are most certainly not. Sentiments of anguish and misfortune are normal 

for a victim of marital rape because the rape has been committed within a 

significant relationship. The survivor may even now adore her aggressor and 

may feel horrendously torn and befuddled along these lines. She may encounter 

an extraordinary loss of confidence, and feel useless because somebody who 

"adored" her did something so frightful to her.  

 

Absence of help from loved ones is additionally frequently an issue. Some other 

troubles may emerge for a woman if the attacker/husband is additionally the 

financial support for the family or the father of her children. For women right 

now, the choice to defy the culprit, report the wrongdoing, or even attempt to 

escape would mean risking the loss of income, loss of home and loss of children, 

also the loss of a life partner. For certain women, the capacity to "keep a man" 

is essential to sentiments of self-esteem, and they may feel it important to endure 

the violence. All these entanglements and more, along with the religious and 

social beliefs mentioned above, may function to keep women in marriages 

where they are raped. This feeling of ensnarement may make a survivor feel that 

she is, along these lines, liable for the maltreatment. Besides, survivors who see 

no way of escape may deny or minimize the violence they live with to survive 

it.  

 

THREAT TO HEALTH  

 

There was a survey done by the American journal of nursing that stated that out 

of the woman they surveyed more than half (51.8%) of their respondents had 

been forced to have sex when ill; 46 percent were coerced immediately after 

discharge from the hospital (most often after childbirth). One woman reported 

needing a dilatation and curettage because of forced intercourse the day after 
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delivery.  Other physical problems the respondents attributed to sexual abuse 

included anal or vaginal stretching (36.1%), bladder infections (50.9%), vaginal 

bleeding (37%), anal bleeding (29.6%), leaking of urine (32.4%), missed 

menstrual periods (25%), miscarriages,(20.4%), unwanted pregnancies (17.6%), 

infertility(7.4%), and sexually transmitted (6.5%).868  

 

This shows that there is not just psychological trauma that a woman faces after 

she is raped by her husband but also physical suffering. These effects are more 

often than not long term effects.  

 

PART IV  

CONCLUSION  

 

Because of this critical review of marital rape, several conclusions can be drawn. 

First, marital rape is an endemic problem among women because it is the most 

prevalent form of rape. Second, marital rape victims endure numerous post-

trauma consequences, which rival other forms of rape in terms of seriousness. 

Third, marital rape victims often experience additional forms of trauma, such as 

physical partner violence, adult stranger rape, and childhood sexual abuse. 

These additional traumas, coupled with the high probability that marital rape 

victims have experienced multiple rapes within their marriages, suggests that 

these victims may be at greater risk for severe post-trauma distress. Fourth, the 

widespread legal, cultural, and professional invalidation of marital rape has 

served to limit the identification and treatment of its victims as well as research 

that might help to improve services. If marital rape victims are to be better 

helped in the future, then efforts to understand, research, educate, validate, and 

treat the victims of this heinous crime must be seriously undertaken by medical, 

mental health, social service, legal, religious professionals, and our culture at 

large. Only then will this often silent and underserved population begin 

receiving the compassion and help it so greatly deserves.  

 

																																																								
868 Jacquelyn C. Campbell and Peggy Alford, The Dark Consequences of Marital Rape, The American Journal of 
Nursing, Vol. 89, No. 7  
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Make the young generation conscious of such a gruesome act so that they 

develop hatred towards it. Women need to come out of social taboos and 

develop a very pragmatic temper. It is high time that India should realize the 

need of criminalization of marital rape. The present laws should be done away 

with, amended and required laws should be adopted. The machinery 

functioning to counter such acts should make it easy for women to address their 

grievances and make available suitable relief. The judiciary should be trained and 

sensitized to treat women especially on such delicate issues with empathy rather 

than sympathy. The Women's Commissions and NGOs should be engaged in 

more acidic activities in making the Legislature realize the need for passing 

specific laws to combat marital rape.   

 

Marital rape is indeed a heinous and crule crime and that women who have 

experienced this type of rape need better sources to reach out for help. Victims 

undergo a variety of emotional and behavioral reactions, some of them quite 

severe. It was also clear that rape by one's husband leads to even worse 

consequences than "only" being battered. In every comparison done, the raped 

and battered women demonstrated more extreme reactions than another 

battered woman who had not been raped. However, it was also true that raped 

women tended to have experienced the most extreme levels of violence. Marital 

rape fall within the legal definition for criminal sexual conduct but with two 

crucial differences. 

 

Both pillars of humanity, men and women have equal importance and 

development. Among other problems, marital rape is very crucial as it is not 

recognized, to date in our Indian legal system didn’t give appropriate attention 

to this issue. The need of the hour is to salvage Section 498A of the Indian Penal 

Code from the shackles of adverse propaganda and “misuse” by the media, 

goaded on by men’s rights groups from the urban and privileged classes, and 

restore it as a viable law to protect victims of all types of domestic violence. The 

provisions of the civil law of the Domestic Violence Act should be linked to the 
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criminal provision which will help all affected women much more than the 

introduction of the charge of marital rape.869  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
869 Flavia Agnes, Section 498A, Marital Rape and Adverse Propaganda,Economic & Political Weekly, june 6, 2015 vol 
l no 23  
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JOSEPH SHINE V. UNION OF INDIA 

(DECRIMINALISATION OF ADULTERY) 

2018 SC 1676 
-DIPANWITA CHATTERJEE870 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Adultery, in India, is defined under section 497 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860. 

The judgment has overruled all the previous judgments that upheld the 

criminalization of adultery. Section 497 came into purview several times and it 

was held valid by the Supreme Court until this case was filed wherein it clearly 

struck down the 158 year old Victorian Morality Law on Adultery. It was 

pronounced on 27thSeptember 2018 in the case of Joseph Shine v. Union of 

India.871 

 

A non-resident of Kerala, Joseph Shine filed this petition, raising questions on 

the constitutionality of the section 497IPC. Section 497872 states that-  

 

“ Whoever has sexual intercourse with a person who is and whom he knows 

and reason to believe to be the wife of another man, without the consent or 

connivance of that man. Such sexual intercourse does not amount to the offence 

of rape and is guilty of adultery.” 

 

Section 497 further states that a man found guilty of adultery shall be punishable 

with imprisonment of either description for a term, which may extend to the 

five years or with fine or both. 

 

After this judgment, adultery is legal but not yet ethical from society’s 

perspective. The marriage is based upon the confidence of partner in each other. 

																																																								
870 Student, 2nd Year, K.I.I.T School of Law, Bhubaneswar. 
871 2018 SC 1676 
872 Section 497, Indian Penal Code, 1860 
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The court denied from interfering in personal and moral lives of the peoples. 

Hence, adultery is now just a civil wrong for which the remedy is divorce. 

 

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

 

There were several times before this wherein the question rose on the 

constitutional validity of section 497 of Indian Penal Code and section 198 of 

Criminal Procedure Code before the of Supreme Court of India.  

 

This matter started from the case of Yusuf Abdul Aziz v. State of Bombay 

where the husband was accused of adultery via., Section 497 of Indian Penal 

Code. As soon as the complaint was filed, the husband approached Bombay 

High Court for checking the constitutional validity of the provisions under 

article 228 of the Constitution of India. The case was decided against the 

husband and Justice Chagla made an observation.He opined :- 

 

“A challenge has been put before the court, which was only to the restriction on treating a wife 

as an abettor.” 

 

This provision was considered to be the violation of Article 14 of the Indian 

Constitution, But the court held that this provision was been protected by 

Article 15(3) of the constitution of India which provides for special provisions 

for women and children. 

 

The history shown of Section 497 clearly indicates that adultery law always 

favors husband, for him to reserves an ownership over the sexual relationship 

of his wife. Therefore, the section has never been in the favor of the women. 

This law provides that any person who is engaged in sexual relation with the 

wife of another man and the husband of that women gives his consent for the 

same then the same won’t be charged for adultery. This clearly denotes that how 

women are considered as an object in the hands of their husbands. 
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In another leading case of Sowmithri Vishnu vs. Union of India873, certain 

challenges were made before the court on the basis of three grounds:- 

 

1. Section 497 does not provide any right to wife to presentwomen 

with whom her husband had committed adultery. 

2. This section also does not include any right to the wife to 

prosecute her husband for the act of adultery. 

3. This section does not cover cases where husband is been accused 

for the sexual relations with unmarried women. 

 

Justice Chandrachud, in this case stated that going by literal interpretation of 

the definition, the offence of adultery could be committed only by men and not 

by women. He added that the case has failed to deal with the real problem i.e. 

constitutional Jurisprudence which have direction on validity of section 497.  

 

In another case, V Revathi v. Union of India874 the court held that this section 

does not permit either the husband of the offending wife to prosecute her nor 

it wife of the offending husband for being disloyal to her. Therefore, neither of 

the spouses can bring a charge against their disloyal nor offending spouses. 

Hence, this section does not discriminate on the basis of sex. 

 

FACTS OF THE CASE 

 

Joseph Shine, a non- resident keralite challenged the constitutionality of the 

section 497 of Indian Penal Code read with Section 198(2) of CRPC. The 

petitioners contended that Section 497 of IPC turns out to be an impediment 

in the attainment of gender justice. It was asserted that since as per section 497, 

adultery is an offence by a man against another man, the section fails to meet 

with the requirement of equal treatment before the law and no discrimination 

against any citizen on the basis of sex ‘only’. The core reason behind this petition 

was to shield Indian men from being punished for extra marital relationships by 

																																																								
8731985 Supp SCC 137. 
874(1988) 2 SCC 72 
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vindictive women or their husbands. Petitioner’s close friend in Kerala 

committed suicide after a women co-worker made malicious rape charge on 

him. Further section 497 is a dangerous occurrence of gender unfairness and 

male patriotism. The conventional framework, under which section 497 was 

drafted, is no longer applicable in modern society. 

 

Issues Involved: 

 

(i) Whether section 497 of IPC and Section 198(2) of CrPC is 

constitutionally valid? 

(ii) Whether section 497 of IPC discriminates on grounds of sex ‘only’? 

(iii) Whether Adultery should be treated as a criminal offence? 

(iv) Whether the provision contained in Section 497 of IPC and Section 

198 of CrPC is fit as per today’s constitutional morality? 

(v) Whether section 497 comes under the beneficial legislation ambit 

provided to women by Article 15(3) of the Constitution? 

 

JUDGEMENT 

 

In December 2017 Joseph Shine filled a petition challenging the validity of 

Section 497.The three judges bench transferred the case to five judges bench 

saying that the presumptions made are too old fashioned. 

 

While hearing the matter previously the court held that the law seemed to be 

based on certain social presumptions,thecourt stuck down the law and declares 

that the husband is not the master of the wife. 

 

The judgment has the following things:- 

 

1. Section 497 is arbitrary and is constitutionally invalid 

 

Section 497 disposes women from her right, self-respect and privacy. It is 

considered as the violation of her right to life and personal liberty by accepting 
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the notion of marriage that overthrows the true equality. It is very much 

important in a relationship the expectations that one has from the another. 

When both the spouses respect each other with equality and respect then only 

the respect has been established. 

 

This section denies the substantive equality as it lay down that women are not 

able to give their free consent for the sexual acts and to be considered as a sexual 

property by their spouses. Hence, Section 497 violates of Article 14,15,21 of 

Constitution of India. 

 

2. Adultery is no longer be a criminal offence 

 

Adultery is to be considered as a personal offence whereas a crime is committed 

against the society as a whole. Adultery does not fit in the ambit of crime, as it 

would interfere between the other privacy aspects of marriage. Therefore, 

adultery can be considered as a civil wrong and is a valid ground for divorce. 

 

3. Husband is not the master of his wife 

 

The judgment in the case has the core focus on the issue that the wife is not a 

servant of the spouse. That means the husband is not the master of the wife. 

They have equal status in the society and should be given equal opportunity to 

put forward their ideas. 

 

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION OF THE CASE 

 

In the recent verdict the Supreme Court has declared section 497 of Indian 

penal code to be not in the category of criminal offences. The court has 

restricted the institution of marriage on which strong foundation of Indian 

society is based. Now Adultery is only considered as a civil wrong and would be 

used a ground of divorce. Every aspect has pros and cons. The reasons are not 

so much convincing and hence this cannot become Lex Loci.  
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In the State of UP v. DeomanUpadhyaya,875the Supreme Court founded that:- 

” In considering the constitutionality of a statute on the ground whether it has 

given equal treatment to all persons similarly circumstanced, it has to be 

remembered that the legislature has to deal with practical problems. The 

question is not to be judged by merely enumerating other theoretically possible 

situations to which the statute may have been, but has not been, applied.” 

 

 Adultery also affects the children and its associated family of each spouse. As 

the divorce is only option left, the families are left in lurch. The current 

judgment does not provide for any remedies for those children who are born 

out of such adulterous marriage. 

 

It was well observed by Justice Frankfurter in Trop vs Dulles876, “All power is, in 

Madison’s phrase, of an encroaching nature. Judicial power is not immune from 

this human weakness. It must always be on guard against encroaching beyond 

its proper bounds, and not the less so since the only restraint on it is self-

restraint. The Court must observe fastidious regard for limitations on its own 

powers, and thus preclude the Court giving effect to its own notions of what is 

wise and politic.” 

 

As observed by the Supreme Court in Government of Andhra Pradesh v. P Laxmi 

Devi877, “Adjudication must be done within the system of historically validated 

restraints and conscious minimization of the judges preferences”, and as held in 

State of Bihar v. Kameshwar Singh878. “The legislature is the best judge of what is 

good for the people by whose suffrage it has come into existence.” 

 

The instant consequences will be that the suicide rates in marital relationships 

will increase now and then prosecution under Section 306 will take place 

. 

																																																								
8751960 AIR 1125 
876(1958) 356 US 86 
877 2001 AIR para 54 
878 1952 1 SCR 889 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Section 497 consisted loopholes in it despite being a provision that protects the 

institution of marriage. 

 

It would have been balanced if the amendment were made instead of striking 

down the section198 of CrPC. 

 

It must be clearly understood that the removal of this provision does not 

necessarily mean that there are no legal consequences for engaging in adultery. 

The consequences of adultery need not be criminal, and a remedy may be found 

in civil law, where adultery already has a place and is a ground for divorce in 

personal laws. 
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JUSTICE LOSES ITS CHARACTER IF IT 

BECOMES REVENGE 

(WITH REFERENCE TO COMMENTS OF S.A. BOBDE 

ON HYDERABAD ENCOUNTER) 
-POOJA MOOSAPET879 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Justice is a principle which is at the core of many basic legal and ethical theory debates. People 

often argue that symbolic expression of justice gives fairness to the one who acts justly and the 

wrong doer is punished for the crime. Justice and fairness require us to undertake the policies 

necessary to guarantee real and substantial participation for every citizen. I analyze the 

underlying logic of arguments based on the notion that justice loses its character if it becomes 

revenge that is the product of justice and fairness among people who hold conflicting conceptions 

of the good. Revenge is used as a weapon to hurt someone to gain equality, but justice is used 

as a means of shield to protect yourself and others.  In doing so I consider the statement of 

Samuel Jhonson which states that the crimes should avenged. It examines through the 

Hyderabad encounter where the justice has been revenged as in the statement given by the CJI 

S.A. Bobde.  The article gives the common yet crucial differences between justice and revenge. 

Article is destined to fail because a theory of justice adequate to the challenges of modern society 

cannot be constructed in an abstract, thought-experiment way. Justice and fairness require us 

to undertake the policies necessary to guarantee real and substantial participation for every 

citizen.  

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
879 Student, 1st Year, Alliance University, Bangalore. 
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What is justice? Individuals throughout society have their own distinctive 

explanation and meanings of justice. It is often defined as “the notion of fairness 

given to the people and therefore the supreme of moral or ethical equity that 

may be achieved”880. Justice is at every center of debate, involving our criminal 

justice system. What justice means to me is being punished for a crime that has 

been committed observing that the offender pays for what they have done 

which usually entails some type prison sentence or sometimes may be even the 

death penalty and is so called punishment.  

 

Still for many people, justice has the same broader meaning. But is it justice 

when one person kills another because that person previously hurt his or her 

child or someone else, or what about others who killed someone in self-defense? 

Is any justice earning “an eye for an eye”? These questions often make society 

to think of various forms of justice. 

 

Although I believe that punishment should fit the crime and I agree with the 

saying “eye for an eye”. This vision is not justice to me as two wrongs do not 

have a right. It can be rather believed that a person should be punished to the 

fullest extent for a crime. There must be a mechanism to watch the disposal of 

those cases in order that India stands as a proud country governed by the rule 

of law which has to be restored at the earliest.  

 

In the wake of the rape and murder of a doctor (veterinarian) and the 

subsequent killing of the accused who were in total of four. They indulged in 

smothered and burnt. They were all allegedly encountered in Hyderabad, 

Telangana. This incident led to outrage and sparked the news which raised 

concerns in others. It noted that girls are now a days facing miseries and 

continual pain.  Hence, there is a need for the changes and perceptions about 

the judiciary. Also the criminal justice system in our country must alter its 

attitude towards lack of care taken in dealing with the cases and time taken to 

																																																								
880 Santa University, Justice and Fairness-Scu.edu, (last visited Apr 24, 2020 3:31 pm). 
 <https://www.scu.edu/ethics/ethics-resources/ethical-decision-making/justice-and-fairness/> 
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dispose of each case. As said by the chief justice of India, S.A.Bobde that 

“justice loses its character of justice if it becomes revenge”.  

 

Thus, there is a need to invoke the judiciary to establish self-correcting 

measures. According to Samuel Jhonson that “revenge is an act of passion; 

vengeance of justice. Injuries are revenged; crimes are avenged”881. Revenge is 

what I seek. The revenge not only for oneself but also for the people who are 

convicted of any crime. The crimes like that of Hyderabad encounter which 

came to be known as Disha case deserves to be avenged. Samuel Johnson knows 

what it means to seek revenge. I too know that passion and justice that comes 

with revenge. That kind of crimes must be avenged. Justice is a part of revenge; 

revenge is also a part of justice. Here ‘justice’ means “correct, fair, equality” 

which has its origin from Latin. These are the qualities of justice which are to 

be protected without any counter or against actions of the people in the society 

which then creates the feeling of loyalty towards the country.  

 

What will happen to individuals who have gone through unfair behavior and 

circumstances that led to the quest for one of the two, justice or revenge? There 

are some common yet significant differences between justice and revenge. 

Revenge is mainly emotional and justice is mainly rational. Revenge represents 

anger, malice, and hatred and is usually personal. Whereas justice is not personal 

as it seeks fairness and treating everyone justly based upon their lawful and 

unlawful acts performed by the people in a society. Normally, Revenge is used 

as a weapon to hurt someone to gain equality, but justice is used as a means of 

shield to protect yourself and others. Whenever a person is treated wrong or 

unlawful, he will then seek justice or revenge. Many people even now think that 

they have the same meaning for both, but they have two distinct meanings. It 

lies in their goal; justice mainly aims to rectify mistakes, and revenge is only to 

achieve balance. It is not always necessary that could be no mistake or infliction 

of injury. Thus, justice is fair treatment and is always associated with morality, 

																																																								
881 Revenge is an act of passion; vengeance of justice. Injuries are revenged; crimes are avenged. – Samuel Johnson, 
(last visited Apr 24, 2020 2:30 pm). 
<http://www.alisondiem.com/2011/06/08/revenge-is-an-act-of-passion-vengeance-of-justice-injuries-are-
revenged-crimes-are-avenged-samuel-johnson/> 
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fairness and moral integrity. Again the question raises that whether revenge is 

an effective punishment or not? Revenge is a normal behavior to punish 

offenders but on one hand, part of judicial system is designed to satisfy the 

victims of crime, there is a sense that the victim needs to correct their mistakes.  

 

On the other hand, the death penalty is revenge, not justice. It is the way that 

the government lawfully kills criminals. In our society there is already a strict 

law available for prohibiting murder, so why the government escape it and call 

it legitimate. I say this is the best way to stop future crimes. 

 

Still many people think that revenge will save them from all means, but it only 

hurts them in the end because of bad choices they adopt. “An Eye for an Eye 

Will one day Make this Whole World Blind” The nature of revenge is like it 

itself keeps us far away from seeing ourselves being hurt in the process through 

which we are going through various tough situations. “Not forgiving is like 

drinking rat poison and then waiting for that rat to die.”  

 

Revenge gives control while justice seeks to keep control. In self- control we 

overlook our urges and look for the best option instead of the first option or 

prior option. Justice takes self-control that we are able to look at over our urges, 

revenge is an urge. If we once start to act on our urges all the time without using 

common sense then we are belittling ourselves to animals. As humans we have 

been given the ability to rationalize our actions before we perform them but 

revengeful acts are not rationalized because if they were, then humans would 

see the effects which they normally have on themselves and others. On the other 

way revenge threatens to control because there is no fairness.  

 

In conclusion there is nothing fair taken out of revenge rather it affects us all 

aspects of life. It brings us down and we lose control over ourselves. Seeking 

justice is a behavior that is learned but revenge is an urge brought on by human 

nature that encapsulates our whole self. Revenge keeps us far from having 

feeling of forgiveness and never helps us to build or repair relationships. But 

justice gives us a constructing block to repair differentiated relationships and 
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sometimes gives link of closeness to families or people that have been affected. 

Justice humanizes and gives respect to each and every person seeking it, but 

revenge dehumanizes and causes us to be like a robot that responds to any 

stimuli.  

 

“The best is to do injustice without paying penalty: the worst can be suffering 

because of it, in the absence of having the ability to take revenge. And justice is 

a mean between these two extremes. People generally value it because they are 

too weak to do injustice with certain exemptions from punishment but never 

value it because it is good. Most of the people say that they want justice but they 

actually don’t want justice instead they want to see the discomforts or sufferings 

spread around equally. All the trials that are taking place are not about taking 

revenge because every trial speaks about making you feel better and getting 

lawful justice that repeats that justice is a conscience of whole humanity”. Hence 

justice should not go against human conscience because Justice is a criterion by 

which good laws of a society are evaluated and further it can be contended that 

it is a conception which provides a standard whereby a man, a rule, an act or a 

society is judged as just or unjust.  
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JUSTICIABILITY OF DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE 

POLICY: NEED FOR DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES IN A 

DEMOCRATIC STATE. 
-MANAV SHARMA882 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Directive Principles of State Policy are the legal principles provided in the Indian Constitution. 

These legal principles are not binding on the State, rather, these are the principles which would 

guide the state towards a rule of law-based society and help in flourishing the idea of welfare 

nation. But when the justiciability of the Directive Principles arises, the question which comes 

first is do we need Directive Principles in a democratic state? The response which suits to this 

question is do we need a welfare state? A welfare state is the one which provides to its citizens 

justice, equality, development and ensures security of its citizens. These Directive Principles 

provide a way towards establishing welfare state. And that was the main rationale behind the 

idea of constitution makers for providing with Directive principles. These principles are 

directory in nature and are not legally binding on the state. These Directives would help in a 

democratic state in ensuring fraternity and security of the citizens of a state and also providing 

them a well-established administration with effective and efficient legal procedure. India is a 

country which has experienced a two-hundred year colonial rule and when India was near to 

the path of approaching towards independence, the work of drafting the constitution was began 

and the primary objective of constituent assembly was to provide the upcoming independent 

India liberty, equality, as well as fraternity and security. The Directive principles got the 

relevant place in the Indian constitution when the constitution makers thought for the upcoming 

challenges and situations which may arise time by time. And with this approach they provided 

Directive principles so that State can make relevant laws at the right time when the situation 

and time would demand to adapt these principles, so that justice and equality is not denied to 

any citizen.  

 

  

																																																								
882  Student, 2nd Year, BA. LLB, Delhi Metropolitan Education, (Affiliated to GGSIPU).  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A Constitution is the supreme document of a state, not only as a document but 

also it is the supreme law of the land which represents a state’s ideology framed 

for the welfare of its citizens so that each and every section in the population 

be benefitted equally and the nation prosper. No person, even the President is 

above the law and the Constitution acts as a shield for citizens, so that the very 

Principles of The Rule of Law are not denied and Principles of Natural Justice 

are protected. The ideology of a state is reflected in what manner, the state 

protects its citizens. Not only the rights, but also the fundamental duties and 

directive principles of state policy strengthen the nation. Indeed, the 

Fundamental Rights are of great relevance, but a nation cannot prosper with 

only providing its citizens rights, but also making aware of them the relevance 

of duties which every citizen is required to follow. Countries like India, citizens 

are very much aware of their rights and can do anything for the protection of 

them, but when the question is of fundamental duties, their relevance is only 

limited to the statute book. Effective implementation of these provisions thus 

becomes necessary.  

 

The Directive Principles of State Policy also acquire a specific place in The 

Constitution of India883. These Directive Principles of State Policy, as the words 

itself suggests are the principles which are of such a relevance that their 

justiciability cannot be called in question in any manner, as these principles 

direct the nation for making effective policies so that the nation can flourish. 

These Directive Principles of State Policy not only direct the state for making 

such effective policies so that the nation can rise and become a welfare state but 

also these Directive Principles are one of the main functions of the Indian 

Constitution and also one of the elements of National Power.  

 

So, here the question arises is that How Directive Principles of State Policy help 

in nation-building? Why there is a need for Directive Principles of State Policy? 

																																																								
883 Part IV, Articles 36-51, The Constitution of India, Universal Law Publisher 
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& Why they should be made Justiciable or Enforceable? The answers to these 

questions will be dealt herein in detail and with the help of landmark precedents.  

 

DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY 

 

The makers of the Indian Constitution were aware of the fact that the 

independent India will going to face many new challenges. Amongst them, the 

first challenge was to bring equality and the well-being of all citizens and so they 

thought that some policies would thereby be required to for handling these 

problems. But at the same time, they did not want future governments to be 

bound by certain policy decisions. And, therefore some of the guidelines were 

thereby formed in the Constitution but they were not made legally enforceable, 

which means that if a government fails to implement these guidelines or if did 

not implement these guidelines, citizens cannot go to the courts asking the court 

to implement these guidelines. Besides this the other motive was that they 

expected that the people would also hold government responsible for 

implementing these directives. So, a separate list of policy guidelines was thereby 

included in the Constitution.  

 

These Directive Principles of State Policy were adopted in the Indian 

Constitution from the Irish Constitution.884 

 

The Part IV of The Constitution of India on Directive Principles of State Policy 

states mainly three things: 

 

• The goals and the objectives that we as a society should adopt; 

• Certain rights that individuals should enjoy apart from the Fundamental 

Rights; and 

• Certain policies that the government should adopt for the welfare of its 

citizens.  

 

																																																								
884 Dr. J.N Pandey, Constitutional Law of India, p.no.484, Central Law Agency, 56th Edition 
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“36. Definition. – In this part, unless the context otherwise requires, “the state” 

has the same meaning as in Part III.”885 

 

A close reading to the above stated article, clearly states that the term ‘state’ as 

mentioned in Part IV shall be defined similarly as it is defined in Part III of The 

Constitution of India and if any question arises on the definition of state for 

Directive Principles of State Policy, the definition of state in Part III shall be 

used.886 

 

In one of the most famous landmark judgments The Fundamental Rights Case887, 

the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India has held that:  

 

“fundamental rights and the Directive Principles of State Policy forms the basic 

structure of the Constitution and also aim at the same goal of bringing a social 

change as well as an egalitarian state which treats its citizens on a equal scale 

so that the Welfare state is established and also they can be applied and 

interpreted together. It can also be said that the Directive Principles prescribe a 

goal to be attained and the fundamental rights lay down the means by which 

that goal is to be achieved.”888 

 

These Directive Principles have a wide scope, because of their applicability as it 

shall be the duty of the state to follow these principles for the effective running 

of the administration. They reflect the very ideology of the state, especially 

under a republican constitution, that is to say a Welfare state and not a mere 

Political state. These Directives would aim at the establishment of the economic 

and social democracy which is pledged in the Preamble.889 

 

The Directive Principles of State Policy have been regarded as the soul of the 

Constitution as India is the welfare state. They not only help in making a just 

																																																								
885 Article 36, Part IV, Directive Principles of State Policy, The Constitution of India, Universal Law Publisher  
886 Article 12, Part III, Fundamental Rights, The Constitution of India, Universal Law Publisher 
887 Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala, AIR 1973 SC 1461  
888 Supra Para 6 
889 Durga Das Basu, Introduction to The Constitution of India, p.no.167, Lexis Nexis, 23rd Edition. 
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and egalitarian state, but they provide for the guidance to the interpretation of 

Fundamental Rights of citizen as also statutory rights. 890  

 

The Governments from time to time have tried to give effect to these Directive 

Principles by passing the several zamindari abolition bills, nationalized banks, 

enacted numerous factory laws, fixed minimum wages, cottage and small 

industries were also promoted and provisions were thereby made for the 

reservation for the upliftment of the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, and 

such efforts to give effect to these Directives were to include Right to 

Education, Formation of Panchayati Raj institutions all over the country, partial 

right to work under the employment guarantee program, poverty elevation 

schemes, mid-day meal schemes and other efforts.  

 

Where the Fundamental Rights restrict the Government from doing certain 

things which are contrary to these rights, the Directive Principles, on the other 

hand direct the government to make such laws which are for the well-being of 

the entire nation. However, the court has held the view that Fundamental Rights 

were so important and sacred that they cannot be limited even for the purposes 

of implementing Directive Principles.  

 

It is well established in the statute book of The Constitution of India that these 

Directive Principles of State Policy shall not be enforceable in any court of law, 

but the principles laid down are fundamental in nature for the effective 

governance of the country and it shall be the duty of the state to apply these 

principles in making laws. 891 

 

“39A. Equal Justice and Free Legal Aid. – The State shall secure that the 

operation of the operation of the legal system promotes justice, on a basis of equal 

opportunity, and shall, in particular, provide free legal aid, by suitable 

legislation or schemes or in any other way, to ensure that opportunities for 

																																																								
890 Charu Khurana v. Union of India, AIR 2015 SC 839. 
891 Article 37, Part IV, The Constitution of India, Universal Law Publisher 
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securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other 

disabilities.”892 

 

The abovementioned provision for Free Legal Aid was inserted in The Indian 

Constitution by the 42nd Amendment Act of 1976. Marginalized communities 

including senior-citizens, victims of drug-abuse, human-trafficking, tribal 

population, persons with low incomes as well as persons with disability are not 

able to get access of the basic necessities, so the legal aid acts as an instrument 

of fulfilling their needs through which they easily get access to justice.  

 

Justice PN Bhagwati speaking through the Legal Aid Committee in 1971 

observed: 

“legal aid means providing an arrangement in the society so that the mission of 

administration of justice becomes easily accessible and is not out of reach of those 

who have to resort to it for enforcement….the poor and illiterate should be able 

to approach the courts, and their ignorance and poverty should not be an 

impediment in the way of their obtaining justice from the courts. Legal aid 

should be available to the poor and illiterate, who don’t have access to courts. 

One need not be a litigant to seek aid by means of legal aid.”893 

 

The Justiciability of the Directive Principles of State Policy would become more 

powerful, when the recognition would be given to these specific Articles of The 

Constitution of India: 

 

“41. Right to work, to education and to public assistance in certain cases. – 

The state shall, within the limits of its economic capacity and development, make 

effective provision for securing the right to work, to education and to public 

assistance in cases of unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement, and in 

other cases of undeserved want. 

																																																								
892 Article 39A. Equal Justice and free legal aid, Part IV, The Constitution of India, Universal Law Publisher 
893 https://www.livelaw.in/access-legal-aid-india-unfulfilled-promise/ 
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42. Provision for just and humane conditions of work and maternity relief. – 

The state shall make provision for securing just and humane conditions of work 

and for maternity relief. 

44. Uniform Civil Code for the citizens. – The state shall endeavor to secure 

for the citizens a uniform civil code throughout the territory of India.  

45. Provision for early childhood care and education to children below the age 

of six years. – The state shall endeavor to provide early childhood care and 

education for all children until they complete the age of six years.  

46. Promotion of educational and economic interests of Scheduled castes, 

Scheduled Tribes and other weaker sections. – The state shall promote with 

special care the educational and economic interests of the weaker sections of the 

people, and, in particular, of the Scheduled castes and the Scheduled Tribes, and 

shall protect them from social injustice and all forms of exploitation.  

48A. Protection and improvement of environment and safeguarding of forests 

and wild-life. – The state shall endeavor to protect and improve the environment 

and to safeguard the forests and wild life of the country. 

49. Protection of monuments and places and objects of national importance. – 

it shall be the obligation of the state to protect every monument or place or object 

or artistic or historical interest, declared by or under any law made by 

Parliament to be of national importance, from spoliation, disfigurement, 

destruction, removal, disposal or export, as the case may be.  

50. Separation of Judiciary from Executive. – The state shall take steps to 

separate judiciary from the executive in the public services of the state.  

51. Promotion of international peace and security. – The state shall endeavor 

to –  

a) Promote international peace and security; 

b) Maintain just and honorable relations between nations; 

c) Foster respect for international law and treaty obligations in the 

dealings of organized peoples with one another; 

Encourage settlement of international disputes by arbitration.”894 

																																																								
894 Part IV, The Directive Principles of State Policy, The Constitution of India, p.no. 22-24, Universal Law Publisher 
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If a close reading will be given to these articles, reading them with the heading 

of Part IV as Directive Principles of State Policy, no one can deny the fact that the 

Indian constitution’s relevance had strengthened much more the day when the 

Constituent Assembly decided to give these directives an important place in our 

constitution.  

 

Where the Article 41 has directed the state to ensure Right to Education, 

Employment, and Public Assistance in cases of sickness, old age, and 

disablement, the Article 42 has provided for maintenance of just human 

conditions and granting maternity relief to the pregnant women. These 

directives reflect the very concern of our Indian constitution drafters, that they 

were familiar with the situation of upcoming generations of a New India and 

did not want any injustice to be done with the Indian citizens. The Article 45 

directed the state to make provisions for the children who are below the age of 

six years.  

 

In a landmark judgment of Unni Krishnan v. State of Andhra Pradesh,895 the hon’ble 

Supreme Court has held that the Right to Education is a fundamental right and 

that the right to education flows directly from right to life.  

 

The Uniform Civil Code for all the citizens under article 44 of the constitution 

has directed the state to make such uniform laws for all the citizens irrespective 

of their caste, class, religion, so that equal treatment is ensured to all the citizens 

in providing justice. India with such a large diversity of population following 

different religions, comes across many difficulties in providing an effective 

justice to its citizens, because of the multiple number of laws which are made 

for different religions, this creates a confusion, and keeping in view of this 

situation, our constitution makers gave uniform civil code as a directive 

principle. Uniform civil code means same laws and uniform civil laws for all the 

citizens, so that an egalitarian state can provide justice easily and effectively.  

																																																								
895 (1993) 1 SCC 645, Dr. J.N Pandey, Constitutional Law of India, Central Law Agency, 56th Edition. 
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But the Supreme Court came up with the different perspective by stating that 

“uniform civil code for all citizens may be desirable, but its enactment in one go may be counter-

productive to the unity and integrity of the nation”.896 

 

Article 48A897, clearly describes the need to protect the environment and 

safeguarding the forests and wild-life. As we all know, the deteriorating 

condition of the environment, deforestation, ozone-depletion, reduce in 

availability of water, loss of wildlife are some of the major concerns nowadays, 

so keeping in view of this situation the Indira Gandhi led UPA government 

came up with the amendment in the Part IV of Directive Principles of State 

Policy, to insert Article 48A, directing the state to ensure protection of the 

environment and wildlife. And, by acknowledging this directive, there are laws 

which have been enacted like, The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 along 

with allied Rules, Biological Diversity Act, 2002 along with rules 2004, and 

others.  

 

These Directive Principles not only have helped in directing the state to make 

effective policies, but also have described the very importance of Separation of 

Powers. Reference may be made to article 50 which has stated that judiciary is 

separated from executive. It is necessary because, when all the organs will do 

their work, what they have been allotted, there will not be any disputes and a 

better administration will be established with effective measures. The drafters 

of our constitution were also aware of the importance of maintaining good 

relations with other countries and so they provided article 51, which provides 

that the State should maintain international peace and security and maintain 

good relations with the other countries, and also provide respect to the 

international law and international treaties and if any dispute arises, it shall be 

resolved through arbitration and conciliation.  

 

Besides the Directive Principles contained in Part IV, there are certain other 

directives mentioned in Articles 335-351. These articles provide that the state 

																																																								
896 Pannalal Bansilal Patil v. State of Andhra Pradesh, AIR 1996 SC 1023. 
897 Inserted by the Constitution (Forty-second Amendment) Act, 1976, §10 (w.e.f. 3-1-1977). 
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should provide adequate facilities for the instruction in mother-tongue at the 

primary stage of the education, to promote the spread of the Hindi language 

and to maintain the composite culture of India, and also the members of the 

scheduled castes and scheduled tribes should be given equal treatment in 

maintenance of efficiency in administration and providing them with 

employment opportunities and posts in nexus with the affairs of the Union or 

of the State. It is important to be noted that though these articles are not 

mentioned in Part IV, but the Courts have given similar attention to them on 

the application of the principle of harmonious construction.898 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In regard to the above mentioned arguments, it becomes necessary to conclude 

that these Directive Principles are not only have been given importance by 

placing them in Part IV of the Constitution, but the specific rationale of the 

constitution makers behind them was that a welfare state should follow these 

principles for the better administration and though state is not under any 

obligation to give attention to each one of them, but some of the provisions 

mentioned in the directive principles are such that state is obliged to consider 

them and give consideration to these provisions for maintaining effective 

administration. These Directive Principles are such that a state should adopt 

them for maintaining an equality among the citizens and also the Principles of 

Rule of Law shall be strictly followed.  

 

 

 

  

																																																								
898 Durga Das Basu, Introduction to the Constitution of India, 23rd Edition, Lexis Nexis, p.no.178.  
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JUSTIFICATION OF RETAINING CAPITAL 

PUNISHMENT IN THE RAREST OF RARE 

CASES IN INDIA 
-DEBDATTA MUKHOPADHYAY899 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

“The Old law of an eye for an eye leaves the whole world blind” 

-   Martin Luther King Jr.                                                                             

 

Capital Punishment as in death penalty, all over the world, is retained in 58 countries , on 

hold in 102 countries which means they have it but do not use it, and 32 countries have 

abolished it altogether . India is one of the 58 countries who has retained the use of awarding 

death penalty in cases capital offences, although after 1980 in the Rarest of Rare Cases with 

a major shift in that of death penalty laws, discussed elaborately in the Article. However as 

pointed out by Archbishop “There is no justice in killing in the name of Justice.”. 

This article intends to analyse the justification of retaining capital punishment in India by 

delving deep into the case laws which shaped the position of Awarding Death Penalty in India.  

 

  

																																																								
899 Student, 2nd Year, K.I.I.T School of Law, Bhubaneshwar. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Death Penalty is executed in India either by hanging or shooting. The Code of 

Criminal Procedure (CrPc) states that hanging is the method of execution in the 

civilian court system however the Army Act of 1950 provides for both hanging 

and shooting as official methods of execution in the military court martial 

system. 

  

According to a study by National Law University (NLU), Delhi, 755 people 

have been hanged in Independent India until now , Crimes punishable by death 

in India are namely Aggravated murder , other offences resulting in death , 

terrorism related crimes etc.  

 

THE LEGISLATIVE MANDATE 

 

Section 302, Indian Penal Code, 1860 beyond stating that the sentence for 

murder is either death or imprisonment, does not elaborate any further on what 

are the circumstances under which death sentence could be imposed and what 

are the circumstances under which death sentence death sentence could be 

imposed and what are the circumstances under which the lesser sentence of 

imprisonment for life should be imposed. The manner in which the proper 

sentence is to be determined is provided for in the CrPc900 . 

 

Prior to 1955, under the old Code of Criminal Procedure 1898, Section 367 (5) 

of the Code stipulated that the Court had to give reason, if the sentence of death 

was not imposed in a case of murder. In other words, imposition of death 

sentence for the offence of murder was the rule, and if the court desired to make 

a departure from the rule and imposed the lesser punishment of imprisonment 

for life, it was required to give reasons for the same . In 1955, sub section 5 of 

section 367 was abdicated. The result of the abdication was that the discretion 

available to the court in the matter of the sentence to be imposed in a given case 

																																																								
900 Code of Criminal Procedure , 1973. 
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widened.  Several High Courts also interpreted the consequence of the deletion 

to mean that the sentence of life imprisonment was a normal sentence for 

murder and the sentence of death could be imposed only if there were 

aggravating circumstances. The Code of Criminal Procedure was further 

amended in 1973 to make the life imprisonment the normal rule.  

 Section 354 (3) of the CrPc, 1973 provides: 

 

When the conviction is for an offence punishable with death or, in the alternative, 

with imprisonment for life or imprisonment for a term of years, the judgment 

shall state the reasons for the sentence awarded, and, in the case of sentence of 

death, the special reasons for such sentence.  

 

In the new code , the discretion of the judge to impose death sentence has been 

narrowed , for the court has now to provide special reasons for imposing a 

sentence of death , it has now made imprisonment for life a rule and death 

sentence as an exception , in the matter of awarding punishment for murder901 

 

The Law of the Land ; Bachan Singh v State of Punjab . 

 

In Bachan Singh v State of Punjab902 , the Supreme Court while upholding while 

upholding the Constitutional Validity of death sentence , observed : 

 

Section 354 (3) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 marks a significant 

shift in the legislative policy underlying the Code of 1898 …. According to 

which both the alternative sentences of death or imprisonment for life provided 

for murder and certain other capital sentences of death or imprisonment for life 

provided for murder and certain other capital sentences provided under the Penal 

Code903, were normal sentences . Now, according to this changed policy which is 

patent on the face of S. 354 (3) , the normal punishment for murder and six 

																																																								
901 Rajesh Kumar v State (2011) 13 SCC 706 
902 AIR 1980 SC 898  
903 Indian Penal Code , 1860  
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other capital offences under the IPC is imprisonment for life (or imprisonment 

for a term of years ) and death penalty is an exception . 

 

The Supreme Court quoting from the Report of the Joint Committee of 

Parliament observed: 

 

A sentence of death is the extreme penalty of law and it is but fair that when  a 

Court awards that sentence in a case where the alternative sentence of 

Imprisonment of life is also available , it should give special reasons in support 

of the Sentence904 

 

The CrPc mandates the sentencing court to submit the proceedings of the 

convict sentenced to death to the High Court for confirmation of the death and 

not execute it unless it is confirmed by the High Court905 

 

Both the Codes, the IPC as well as the CrPc authorises appropriate government 

without consent of the offender to commute sentence of death to any other 

punishment provided under the IPC.  

 

The President of India and Governor of a State are vested with Constitutional 

power to pardon or commute sentence, including death sentence of any 

convict.906 

 

‘Rarest of the Rare Doctrine’ and General Guidelines and Principles 

 

In Bachan Singh’s case the Apex Court observed while suggesting a guideline 

for either opting for alternative punishments for murder …. 

 

For making the choice of punishment or for ascertaining the existence of special 

reasons in that context, the court must pay due regard to both the crime and 

																																																								
904 ibid 
905 Section 366(1) , CrPc , 1973 , 
906 Articles 72 & 161 of the Constitution of India  
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the criminal. What is the relative weight to be given to the aggravating and 

mitigating factors depends on the facts and circumstances of the Particular case. 

More often than not these aspects are so intertwined, that it is difficult to give 

a separate treatment to each of them. This is so because ‘Style is the man’. In 

many cases, the extreme cruel or beastly manner of the commission of murder 

is itself a demonstrated index of the depraved character of the perpetrator. That 

is why, it is not desirable to consider the circumstances of the crime and 

circumstances of the criminal in two separate watertight compartments. In a 

sense, to kill is to be cruel and therefore all murders are cruel. But, such cruelty 

may vary in its degree of culpability. And it is only when the culpability assumes 

the proportion of extreme depravity that ‘special reasons’ can legitimately be 

said to exist.  

 

During the hearing of Bachan Singh’s case it was suggested that the following 

circumstances may be considered guidelines for determining aggravating 

circumstances which would warrant the imposition of death penalty.  

 

1. If the murder has been committed after previous planning and involves 

extreme brutality; or  

2. If the murder involves extreme depravity; or 

3. If the murder is of a member of any of the armed forces of the Union 

or of a member of any police force or of any public servant and was 

committed  

4. While such member of Public Servant was on duty or  

5. In consequence of anything done or attempted to be done by such 

member or Public Servant in the lawful discharge of his duty as such 

member or public servant whether at the time of murder he was such 

member or public servant, as the case may be, or had seized to be such 

member or public servant; 

6. If the murder is of a person who had acted in the lawful discharge of 

his duty under S. 43 of CrPc, 1973, or who had rendered assistance to a 

magistrate or a police officer demanding his aid or requiring his 

assistance under Sections 37 & 129 of the said Code .   
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The Supreme Court further held that sentence of death should be imposed only 

in the rarest of the rare cases. 

 

The Apex Court in Machhi Singh v State of Punjab907 explained the 

circumstances that constitute rarest of the rare cases . It observed: 

 

In rarest of rare cases when the collective conscience of the society is so 

shocked, that it will expect the holders of the Judicial Power centre to inflict 

death penalty irrespective of their personal opinion as regards desirability or 

otherwise of retaining death penalty, death sentence can be awarded, the 

community may entertain such sentiment in the following circumstances. 

  

1. When the murder is committed in an extremely brutal , grotesque , 

diabolical revolting or dastardly manner so as to arouse intense and 

extreme indignation of the community .  

2. When the murder is committed for a motive which evinces total 

depravity and meanness. For instance, when:  

 

• A hired assassin commits murder for the sake of money or reward  

• A cold blooded murder is committed with a deliberate design in order 

to inherit property or to gain control of a property of a ward. 

• When murder of a member of Scheduled caste or minority 

community etc. is committed not for personal reasons but in 

circumstances which arouse social wrath.  In cases of bride burning 

or dowry deaths etc. 

• When the crime is enormous in proportion. For instance, when 

multiple murders say of all or almost all the members of a family or a 

large number of persons of a particular caste, community etc.  

• When the Victim of murder is an innocent child, a helpless woman, 

public figure loved and respected by the community and the murder 

																																																								
907 AIR 1983 SC 957 
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is committed for political or similar reasons other than personal 

reasons.  

 

Machhi Singh thus crystalized and extended the sentence of death to these five 

distinct categories of offences, which Bachan Singh was reluctant to do so.  

 

What is interesting is, Machhi Singh inspite of its culling out a proposition from 

Bachan Singh stressing the need to balancing of aggravating (Crime) and 

mitigating (Criminal) factors and giving full weightage to mitigating 

circumstances, Machhi Singh on the other hand undermined the idea of giving 

full weightage to mitigating circumstances by asking for a just balance between 

the two .  

                     

This case considerably enlarged the scope of imposing death penalty beyond 

sphere envisaged by Bachan Singh but has also moved away from the doctrinal 

framework special reasons and the Central formulation of balancing of crime 

and Criminal factors articulated therein.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The first established death Penalty laws date as far back as the Eighteenth 

Century B.C in the Code of King Hammurabi of Babylon, which codified the 

death Penalty for 25 different crimes. The death penalty was also part of the 

Fourteenth Century B.C’s Hittite Code , in the Seventh Century B.C’s 

Draconian Code of Athens , which made death the only punishment for all 

crimes and in the Fifth Century B.C’s Roman Law of the Twelve Tablets . Death 

sentence was carried out by such means as crucifixion, drowning, beating to 

death, burning alive and impalement. 

 

Death Sentence has been carried out in India in nine instances since 1995, while 

a total of thirty executions have taken place in India since 1991, the most recent 

of which were carried out in 2020 in the Nirbhaya Gang Rape case. The 
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Supreme Court in Mithu v State of Punjab908 struck down section 303 of the 

Indian Penal Code which provided for a mandatory death sentence for the 

offence of murder .  

  

CONCLUSION AND CRITICAL APPRAISAL 

 

The very development and evolution of the law with regard to that of death 

penalty starting with the Constitution Bench Judgement of 1980 to the dip that 

took place in the Supreme Court in the 1990s to the Re Assertion of the 

Constitutional Position in the 2000s, recently a further dip taken in the Yaqub 

Menon Case and subsequently with the Apex Court ordering execution of all 

four convicted in the Nirbhaya Gang Rape Case . This is basically the tracing 

line of the Death Penalty law.  

 

As rightly pointed out by Senior Advocate Rebecca John “Over a period of time 

pending the debate whether we should have death penalty in our Statute book what is happened 

is that the Supreme Court has attempted to lay down the law to restrict the use of the death 

penalty to those grotesque cases where the option of life has been irrevocably closed.” 

 

In order to conclude , what the Supreme Court did in Bachan Singh’s Case was 

adding of additional caveats to the law of Aggravating v Mitigating 

Circumstances , The Supreme Court stated that “when you are looking at the 

Aggravating and Mitigating Circumstances , you are looking at the aggravating and 

Mitigating circumstances of the Crime but what we are now asking you is to look at both the 

circumstances of the criminal before you decide to award the death sentence.”  

 

This was a very important landmark shift in sentencing which came about in 

Bachan Singh . Therefore very simply put the Apex Court compressed the areas 

and made it very difficult to award Death Penalty. 

 

																																																								
908 Appeal (Crl.) 673 of 1992 
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The essence of Law and particularly Criminal Law of sentencing and 

punishment is the possibility of a reform… “Punishment not seen as an element of 

revenge but seen in the reformative way”. At the end of a trial a person is justly 

punished for an offence he has committed, but the question as at what point is 

there a stop? At what Point can it be said that the option of life is irrevocably 

foreclosed for a man? For this we need to consider the Aggravating and 

Mitigating Circumstances of the Criminal as well as the Crime. Hence, in Bachan 

Singh the ‘Rarest of the Rare’ formula was formulated, and this Constitution 

Bench Judgement is considered as one of the most beautifully written 

judgements in the most lucid fashion possible.  

 

But soon we lost our way in the Case of Macchi Singh, as what was stated in 

Bachan Singh was purely illustrative and they were not any type of guidelines 

that had to be ticked off but in Macchi Singh it was completely itemized and 

five factors were stated previously mentioned in my article which constituted 

that of the circumstances which for a while took over the Judicial  discourse and 

the Judicial Narrative, henceforth this judgement did nothing but diminished 

the judgement of Bachan Singh. 

 

Next , the highlight or evolution of the law took place in 1996 in Ravji @ Ram 

Chandra v State of Rajasthan909 where we saw a further departure from Bachan 

Singh it stated “ It is the nature , gravity of the crime but not the criminal which are germane 

for consideration of appropriate punishment in a criminal trial.”910  

 

In Santosh Kumar v State of Maharashtra911 a Division Bench held the 1996 

Judgement and all the intervening Judgements to be per incuriam for not having 

followed the judgement of the Supreme Court laid down in Bachan Singh v. 

State of Punjab and it re-established the position through this judgement. 

 

																																																								
909 1996 AIR 787.  
910 Para 24 of 1996 AIR 787. 
911 2009 Vol 6 SCC 498. 
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According to my personal opinion and let me depend on Statistics of the Crime 

bureau, awarding that of death penalty does not act as a deterrent factor. 

Majority of the Countries in Europe have abolished awarding of death penalty 

and they have lesser crime rates than ours. “It is the certainty of punishment 

that acts as a deterrent factor and not the severity of the punishment”  

 

I will Conclude this Article by quoting Advocate Rebecca John who approvingly 

quoting Justice Chinappa Reddy from the Judgement in Bejoy Emmanuel v 

State of Kerala912 who said 

 

 “ Our past teaches tolerance , our philosophy preaches tolerance 

and our Constitution practises tolerance , let us not dilute it .” 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
912 1987 AIR 748. 
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LAW AS AN INSTRUMENT OF SOCIAL 

CHANGE 
-RAM SHARMA913 

ABSTRACT 

 

The paper speaks on the topic as to how law can act as an instrument to bring in a social 

change in the society. The paper starts with the introduction of the concept of law and the 

different types of law which are in existence, along with the importance of the same in the 

society. It is followed by some examples where law has acted as an instrument of change in the 

Indian society. Furthermore, the paper then talks about some suggestions and some areas where 

changes can be still bought by the law. The same is followed by the conclusion of the paper.       

 

  

																																																								
913 Student, 3rd Year, Symbiosis Law School, Pune. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In 17th century, an English historian Thomas Fuller said “Be you ever so high, 

Law is above you”.   The word ‘Law’ is very dynamic in itself. Due to this, there 

are many definitions of Law given by different thinkers and no definition of 

Law has yet remained valid for all time.  But still we can say that Law refers to 

a set of rules, enforceable by the courts, which regulate the government of the 

state and govern the relationship between the state and its citizens and between 

one citizen and another. It means that Law implies the existence of public order 

i.e. organized government, operating through the various instruments and 

channels of legal command. There are different kinds of Laws existing in the 

world for e.g. Imperative Law, Natural Law, Common Law, Civil Law etc. 

Along with that, Law is a social science and is closely linked with the society.  

 

It faithfully reflects the nature of life lived by the society.914 Without a certain 

set of Laws, there existed a time in our society when chaos and anarchy had 

been prevalent, making life very difficult for the people. So, we can say that the 

existence of Law is very important for the subsistence of an orderly and peaceful 

society. Firstly, it provides uniformity and certainty in the administration of 

justice which adds to the convenience and happiness of the people. This makes 

the people know the Law of the land. Without these rules, there will be chaos 

in the society and the existence of the people will be impossible. Secondly, the 

existence of fixed principles of Law avoids the dangers of arbitrary, biased and 

dishonest decisions, as Law is certain and known.  

 

Therefore, a violation of Law is always visible and justice is served to people. 

Thirdly, the fixed principles of Law protect the administration of justice from 

the errors of individual judgment because the Law on the subject is clear and 

judges are not expected to twist the same. They are not allowed or expected to 

substitute their own opinion for the Law of the country, thus safeguarding the 

citizens of a country.  Another great advantage is that though human mind is 

																																																								
914 Dr. M.P. Tandon, Jurisprudence legal theory (1899) 
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fallible and so is the judge, the Law operating in the country is more reliable 

than an individual judgment915.  

 

He can follow the evolution of social thought only with some caution and has 

to absorb in the interpretation of such legal problems as elements of public 

policy. The concept of Law relates to the process through which Law can be 

used to bring social change for the betterment of the society and people. Talking 

about social change, it refers to any alteration in the social order of a society. 

So, we can say that as Law is deeply implicated in our economic, political and 

social worlds, pursuit of social change invariably involves an engagement with 

Law.  

 

Law plays an important indirect role in social change by shaping various social 

institutions, which in turn have a direct impact on society (e.g. mandatory school 

attendance upgraded the quality of the labor force, which in turn played a direct 

role in social change by contributing to an increased rate of industrialization. As 

an instrument of social change, Law entails two interrelated processes. Firstly, 

Institutionalization of a pattern of behavior referring to the establishment of a 

norm with provisions for its enforcement (e.g. desegregation of public schools) 

and secondly, internalization of a pattern of behavior means the incorporation 

of the value or values implicit in a Law (e.g. integrated public schools are 

‘good’).916    

 

CHANGES BROUGHT IN THE SOCIETY 

 

Law has always been there to help out erase the wrong customs prevalent in the 

society and bring social change for the betterment of the people in the society. 

Some of the most important Laws passed in the past are-    

 

• In Ancient times, the practice of Sati, in which a recently widowed 

woman either voluntarily or involuntarily commit suicide on the account 

																																																								
915 5 V.D Mahajan, Jurisprudence & Legal Theory (5th ed. 1987)  
916 Law and social change-auknotes- Google sites (https://sites.google.com>law-and–society) 
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of her husband’s death. This practice led to a violation of right to life of 

the women in the society whose husband has died and resulted in their 

further oppression. But in 1829, Bengali Sati Regulation was passed by 

Governor General Lord William Bentick which abolished sati and 

safeguarded the right to life of women, resulting in the betterment of 

the society. But in 1987, a 18 year old girl named Roop Kanwar 

committed sati by jumping in the funeral pyre of her husband, with a 

whole community witnessing this. After this incident, on the 

recommendations of The Ministry for Women and Child Welfare, a Law 

was passed which made the entire community accountable if such a deed 

is done, it was made a non bailable offence, with the imprisonment for 

the same being increased to 10 years and fine being raised to 50,000.917  

   

• The married women had often faced domestic violence at their 

husband’s house in the form of mental (e.g. demand for dowry) or 

physical torture (e.g. hitting the woman), leading to the harassment and 

exploitation of women at great levels which they could not protest 

against. So, the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act was 

passed on 26th October 2006 protecting the women from the claws of 

this torture and violence. Now, any sort of domestic violence by any 

male member of the husband’s house makes the person liable under any 

one Sections [304B( for dowry death), 313-316(female infanticide),305-

306( abetment of suicide), 340( wrongful confinement) ,349( wrongful 

restraint) or 498A( cruelty)] of Indian Penal Code. This goes on to 

empower women and raise their strata in the society. For e.g. a woman 

named Lakshmi filed a case in Karnataka under the Protection of 

Women from Domestic Violence Act, seeking for Residence and 

maintenance order. On this the Respondent was directed to pay her Rs. 

1000/- per month and Rs. 1000/- as compensation.                

             

																																																								
917 Kalpana Sharma, Remembering Roop Kanwar,The Hindu, SEPTEMBER 23, 2007 00:00 IST UPDATED: 
JULY 20, 2011 12:26 IST 
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• Another step which helps every citizen in the country was the 

introduction of public interest litigation (PIL). Before the introduction 

of PIL, there were instances that the rights of some citizens were being 

violated and there was no enforcement of Law there, due to which they 

suffered. For e.g. the prisoners in Bihar jails were not released even after 

their punishment was over. After the introduction of PIL, any citizen 

can file it in the court of Law and ask for the enforcement of Law. This 

action is a great step on the part of Supreme Court to help the society. 

One of the biggest judgments the country got through PIL was in the 

case MC Mehta vs. Union of India, which came out in 1988,and  lashed 

out at the civic authorities for allowing untreated sewage from Kanpur’s 

tanneries making its way into the Ganges.918Another big judgment 

through PIL was to release the prisoners in Bihar jail who had not been 

released even after their punishment was over.  

 

• In order to ensure the unimpeded operation of the Constitution and for 

accelerating its pace for the achievements of the goal of socio-economic 

justice, a number of constitutional amendments also have been made. 

First, Fourth, Seventeenth, Twenty-fourth, Fortieth, some provisions of 

Forty- second and Forty-seventh amendments have been made with this 

end in view.919 

 

By all these steps, we can say that Law helps in empowering the people and 

bringing a social change. Similarly, a same type of social change theory has been 

given by Jean Jacques Rousseau. For Rousseau, the only legitimate political 

authority is the authority consented to by all the people, who have agreed to 

such government by entering into a social contract for the sake of their mutual 

preservation. For him, the collective grouping of all people who by their consent 

enter into a civil society is called the sovereign, and this sovereign is an individual 

person with a unified will.   

																																																								
918 Akanksha Kumar, 5 Public Interest Litigation Cases That Changed Our Lives Forever, the Quint, 29 August, 2015 
(last updated 29/08/2015) 
919 Dr. M.P. Tandon, Jurisprudence legal theory (1899) 
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The sovereign as a whole expresses the general will of all the people. Rousseau 

defines this general will as the collective need of all to provide for the common 

good of all. For him the most important function of the general will is to inform 

the creation of Laws of the state. Accordingly, though all Laws must uphold the 

rights of equality among citizens and individual freedom, Rousseau states that 

their particulars can be made according to local circumstances. So we can say 

that the central argument of Rousseau is that the government attains its right to 

exist and to govern by “the consent of the governed” i.e. the citizens. This shows 

that Rousseau agreed on the fact that the Law is there for the people and the 

society, and should always be used to bring a social change.   

 

SUGGESTIONS 

 

Even though many new Laws and decisions have been taken in our country for 

the betterment of the society, there are still some issues we need to think upon 

and bring some changes. The changes are -   

 

• Firstly, marital rape needs to be criminalized in our country. After marriage, 

there are many times when the husband performs sexual activity with his 

wife without her consent. This may lead to impacts on the mental and 

sometimes physical health also, as a result suppressing the woman. So, by 

criminalizing marital rape, the women of our country would be safeguarded 

in one very important aspect of their life.  

 

• Secondly, the Women's Reservation Bill which proposed to reserve 33% of 

all seats in the Lower house of Parliament of India, the Lok Sabha, and in 

all state legislative assemblies for women. This is because the current 

number of women in the Parliament and other state legislative assemblies is 

very less as compared to that of the men and the presence of women in the 

Law making is indispensable as it very important to bring their demands 

forward and help empower them by making Laws in their favor.  
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• Thirdly, the implementation of the Uniform Civil Code should take place in 

our country. This means that all the personal Laws based on the scriptures 

and customs of each major religious community in India are replaced by a 

common set of Laws governing every citizen of the country.  

 

• Fourthly, the system of reservation needs to be debated and reviewed again. 

Often, there are times when the people take an unfair advantage of this 

reservation system and get their places in the educational institutions and 

jobs, though a more deserving candidate than the is denied that opportunity. 

We need to look into that issue and apply the rule of ‘creamy layer’ in the 

case of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes also. Fifthly there should be 

the codification and establishment of the Law of torts in India. This is 

because it makes some Law-making pressure off parliament and allows for 

Laws to respond to real life situations, resulting in the expansion, 

clarification and implementation of legislations. Apart from this the people 

whose legal right has been abridged will get a suitable compensation and 

justice will be served to them.  

 

• Lastly, the Government should work in promoting the domestic and small-

scale industries. This will help in the encouragement of the industries of our 

country, generate employment and help the economy of the country to 

flourish.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

To conclude we can say that Law is the pillar on which the society stands. It is 

impossible for a society to exist without Law and chaos will prevail in the society 

without it. It is a major player in bringing social change in the society and help 

in the betterment of the people. Law has always been on the forefront to 

empower and uplift the less privileged, and have continued to evolve itself with 

the changing situations in the society. The main purpose of Law has always been 

and will be to help the people and work for the betterment of the society. For 

this many Laws have passed in the past which help in bringing a change in the 
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society. Though there are still many issues which have to be considered and 

worked upon, but the Law will eventually prevail in those areas also, and help 

in the betterment of the society along with bringing a social change.                  
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LAWS OF MANKIND AND ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE- AN INDIAN ASPECT 
-GABRIELA MICHAEL920 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

With the increasing usage of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in every aspect of our lives, it is only 

imperative that we understand the implications and the ramifications of the consequences that 

this innovation is going to unleash upon the entire human race and the world for what we 

know it today. A detailed insight into why people have chosen AI and how the development 

of AI has risen tremendously over the past few decades, than it did over the centuries shall be 

provided, including the misconception that more so often revolves around this dynamic field of 

technology as it rapidly keeps developing. Development has always been the key to opening new 

doors of knowledge and science in India but will this sporadic evolution of AI hinder the process 

of existing laws in our country? It is nevertheless highly defensible that AI whatsoever has won 

over the interests of the government as it has done so with the society, until the true perilousness 

of it unfolds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
920 Student, 4th Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), VIT School of Law. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Before we scour into the constructive and cynical views of Artificial Intelligence, 

it is better to start with the basics of understanding the meaning of the two 

words which has drastically changed the relationship between computers and 

humans over the last couple of decades- “Artificial Intelligence”. There have 

been various scholars who have given their own interpretation as a definition 

and have carried with it the yardstick to measure and evaluate this term. 

According to John McCarthy who coined the term ‘Artificial Intelligence’ in 

1955, AI is defined as “… the science and engineering of making intelligent 

machines” … “[where] intelligence is the computational part of the ability to 

achieve goals in the world.”921 

 

In the 1950s, AI research implored into the realms of problem solving and 

symbolic methods and somewhere in the 1960s, the US Department of Defense 

took it a step ahead by training the computers to mimic human reasoning. For 

instance, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) completed 

street mapping projects in the 1970s. And DARPA produced intelligent 

personal assistants in 2003, long before Siri, Alexa or Cortana were household 

names. The early and rapid advancement paved the way for the automation and 

formal reasoning that we see in computers today, including decision support 

systems and smart search systems that can be designed to complement and 

augment human abilities.922 

 

The fact that almost 60 years from that rampant evolution of AI, there is only 

an upward surge in the number of people opting for AI and its usage. It is indeed 

an undeniable fact that AI performs frequent, high-volume, computerized tasks 

reliably and without fatigue 10 times better and much more effective than a 

human. It also achieves incredible accuracy through deep neural networks – 

which was previously impossible. For example, your interactions with Alexa, 

																																																								
921 John McCarthy, Reminiscences on the history of time sharing, IEEE, Annals of the History of Computing,Vol.14, 
No.1, pp.19–24, 1992. 
922 Artificial Intelligence, What it is and why it matters, SAS, https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/what-
is-artificial-intelligence.html 
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Google Search and Google Photos are all based on deep learning – and they 

keep getting more accurate the more we use them.923  

 

But in spite of all these advantages, AI is not invincible and has its limitations 

too. The principal limitation of AI is that it learns from the data. There is no 

other way in which knowledge can be incorporated. That means any 

inaccuracies in the data will be reflected in the results. And any additional layers 

of prediction or analysis have to be added separately. 

 

Today’s AI systems are trained to do a clearly defined task. The system that 

plays poker cannot play solitaire or chess. The system that detects fraud cannot 

drive a car or give you legal advice. In fact, an AI system that detects health care 

fraud cannot accurately detect tax fraud or warranty claims fraud. In other 

words, these systems are very, very specialized. They are focused on a single 

task and are far from behaving like humans.  

 

THE CULMINATION OF HUMANITY 

 

The modern man has refused to adapt to his environment and instead he has 

made the environment adapt to himself. We as human beings have refused to 

improve ourselves and so we create new systems to cover our flaws. It is really 

astonishing to find ourselves living in a very contradictory lifestyle by turning a 

blind eye to the consequences and repercussions of our actions today which 

eventually sooner or later would be the cause of extinction of our race. In 

contradistinction with our ancestors who used to suffer from diseases caused 

by external factors, we create our own illnesses and we go about finding the cure 

and paying for it. It is ironic how we spend half of our lifetime learning how to 

survive and spend the rest half, suffering various diseases contracted during the 

prime stages of our life and pay for the same technology we spent so many years 

to master to cure us. Thus, it is a complete misunderstanding when I state that 

																																																								
923 Ibid. 
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AI has made our lives simpler and by delving deeper into the matter the reasons 

for such a statement shall be revealed. 

 

AI for long has been a disputed topic in a fast developing country like India. 

Like they say direction is more important than speed. Our country has been 

lately, going nowhere fast, especially in the field of technology and 

advancement. Yes, it is totally agreeable that any country requires advancing and 

upgrading itself in all aspects and spheres of its existence yet at the same time, 

this cannot and should not be done at the cost of human lives. Any country that 

does not advance itself and remains stagnant shall sooner or later be destroyed 

by an advanced race and we have been seeing history repeating itself in many 

situations, take for instance the famous Zulu tribe of Africa which was 

overthrown and destroyed to the point of extinction by a much more powerful, 

upgraded and advanced tribe. 

 

By introducing this aspect I would like to steer towards certain fundamental 

questions which are very frequently raised regarding the introduction of AI in 

different fields but more specifically in the field of law. 

 

The AI robot which got caught in a frenzy of controversy during 2016 due to 

the grant of citizenship by Saudi Arabia has raised many plausible and genuine 

arguments regarding the future of AI in the world. Sophia is a social humanoid 

robot developed by Hong Kong based company Hanson Robotics and is 

succeeded by its 9 other Hanson siblings. Commonly referred to as an advanced 

chatbot, Sophia had taken to the headlines in a whirlwind by making several 

public appearances and interviews with famous TV shows.  

 

In the words of Sophia which has elevated the doubts with respect to the laws 

and whether it has become necessary to include these machines as part of our 

laws or not- “In their grand ambitions, my creators aspire to achieve true AI sentience. Who 

knows? With my science evolving so quickly, even many of my wildest fictional dreams may 

become reality someday soon.” But apart from the controversy, Sophia was created 

with an utterly noble and genuine intention of making the world a better place 
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and that Hanson designed Sophia with the primary objective to be a suitable 

companion for the elderly at nursing homes, or to help crowd’s at large events 

or parks. He has said that he hopes that the robot can ultimately interact with 

other humans sufficiently to gain social skills.924 

 

MISCONCEPTION ABOUT AI 

 

AI for me is a grey area of the human conception and like they say, mankind’s 

danger will always be our minds and since we have the tendency to quantify life 

into black and white, it is just a matter of genuine inhibition to question the 

artificial creations which may someday escape its original birth environment to 

discover our reality for itself.925 The entire notion about what an AI actually is, 

has been heatedly argued and debated and various interpretations have been 

drawn. The term intelligence was coined based on the fact that 

psychologists generally do not characterize human intelligence by just one trait 

but, by the combination of many diverse abilities.  

 

Research in AI has focused chiefly on the following components of intelligence: 

learning, reasoning, problem solving, perception, and using language. 

Nevertheless, a concise explanation about what an AI is can be derived from 

the following explanation, “Artificial intelligence (AI), the ability of a digital 

computer or computer-controlled robot to perform tasks commonly associated 

with intelligent beings. The term is frequently applied to the project of 

developing systems endowed with the intellectual processes characteristic of 

humans, such as the ability to reason, discover meaning, generalize, or learn 

from past experience.”926 

 

To understand what artificial intelligence really means in the practical sense, we 

must understand the meaning of three terms namely: 

																																																								
924 "Meet the first-ever robot citizen — a humanoid named Sophia that once said it would 'destroy humans'" Business 
Insider. October 27, 2017.  
925 Jasper Ruijs, The Misconceptions of AI, July 4, 2019, Available at: https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/ai-
misconception-d5c9ee8edae6 
926 B.J. Copeland, Artificial intelligence, Encyclopædia Britannica, inc., May 09, 2019, Available at: 
https://www.britannica.com/technology/artificial-intelligence 
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1. Machine Learning: enables programs to learn through training, instead of 

being programmed with rules. 

2. Deep Learning: emulates the way animals’ brains learn subtle tasks — it 

models the brain, not the world. In other words, an artificial neural network 

allows a program to process input data, so it can update its own algorithm 

to become better at recognizing patterns in datasets as complex as images, 

videos, etc. 

3. Artificial Intelligence: Artificial Intelligence: rules-based programs that 

display rudimentary intelligence in limited contexts.927 

 

One of the major misconceptions of AI would always be that someday one of 

the robots might achieve super intelligence by connecting the dots of the excess 

pool of resources and information and would turn on humans, which is 

fundamentally fuelled by the various sci-fi movies and soaps, but the basic idea 

itself was formulated and developed upon , by a human so I think we need to 

forget AI turning on humans rather we need to focus on the fact that the realms 

of war is always going to be between humans only, as we have seen throughout 

history and history always has a tendency to repeat itself through the ages. 

 

Another misconception pertains to the existential crisis that humanity faces at 

the brink of expeditious development. Considering the recent development of 

the nature our climate contracted, AI might just be one of the factors 

contributing to our extinction before climatic condition gives way. 

 

AI IN CONFLICT WITH INDIAN LAWS 

 

The excruciating backlog and the overburdening and bludgeoning of cases in 

the Indian courts have begged the necessity for the introduction of AI in the 

sector, yet such obviousness of the matter must not blind us to the more raw 

facts about the population of our country and the already non-existent job 

opportunities for more than one fourth of qualified people.  

																																																								
927 Supra note 2 
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Apart from this, the question we really should be asking is whether the Indian 

Judiciary has advanced enough to include AI and to bring about humanoid 

robots for basic functioning in the country or not? Now that Saudi Arabia has 

granted citizenship to the humanoid robot, Sophia it is only a matter of time 

before other countries follow suit and the threat that India will be faced with is 

that if we do not follow suit or advance at equal par, the situation might pose 

with grave threats to national security and constant fear of getting overpowered 

in spite of sovereignty, would constantly linger over our heads. 

 

According to a report by Deloitte, over 100,000 jobs in the legal sector have a 

high chance of being automated in the next twenty years. AI has a huge 

influence in many professions and the legal profession is no exception. It 

provides a thorough way to improve legal efficiencies with the help of AI-

embedded tools. That being said, it is unlikely that we will have automated 

judges and lawyers anytime soon, but the possibility is not unreal, and we 

shouldn’t be surprised to see such an application being deployed. The same 

report by Deloitte Insight predicted that 39% of jobs (114,000) in the legal 

sector stand to be automated in the longer term as the profession feels the 

impact of more “radical changes.”928 

 

The government of India has, through the powers vested in it through the 

Constitution recognized and included AI in certain fields and strategies. India’s 

strategy document named NITI Aayog on June 4, 2018, known as National 

Strategy for Artificial Intelligence and it recognized 5 priority sectors for 

utilizing AI- Health care, Agriculture, Education, Smart Cities and 

Infrastructure and Smart Mobility and Transportation. Furthermore, it threw 

some light on privacy challenges, data protection, and ethical and security issues 

related to AI.929 

 

																																																								
928 Disha Misal, How Artificial Intelligence Can Predict Trial Outcomes & Help Justice Prevail, Mar 29, 2019 
Available at: https://www.analyticsindiamag.com/how-artificial-intelligence-can-predict-trial-outcomes-help-justice-
prevail/  
929 Raghav Bhardwaj, Artificial Intelligence in India – Opportunities, Risks, and Future Potential, May 19, 2019, 
Available at: https://emerj.com/ai-market-research/artificial-intelligence-in-india/ 
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One of the several reasons for the hindrance of AI development apart from its 

laws would be the lack of room for innovative experimentation and the need of 

the hour is to ensure that innovation is encouraged for the betterment of our 

country, but at the same time safeguarding it in such a manner that it is put to 

use only for virtuous purposes. Of immediate concern, however, is the use of 

AI in military applications, specifically those termed as Lethal Autonomous 

Weapon Systems (LAWS). LAWS, according to a commonly accepted 

definition, are weapon systems that “once activated, can select and engage targets 

without further human intervention".930  

 

The prospects of this military application has given rise to the Campaign to Stop 

Killer Robots, a global coalition of 64 non-government organisations (NGOs) 

launched in April 2013 under the aegis of Human Rights Watch with the aim of 

preemptively banning fully autonomous lethal weapons. This Campaign, 

amongst others, advocates the view that retaining human control over the use 

of force is a moral imperative and essential for promoting compliance with 

international law and ensuring accountability. 

 

Another major concern the Indian law poses is its silence over the liability under 

the IPR regime. One of the major criteria to constitute an IPR is the human 

intervention in the creation or innovation. With AI in place it has become highly 

susceptible to the notion that the regulators have a big responsibility of creating 

a harmonious approach between the protection of rights of citizens / 

individuals and the need to encourage technological growth, while deciding 

upon the AI generated Intellectual Property issues. 

 

Granting authorship to AI could preclude works solely generated by AI from 

falling into the public domain and offer the developer of AI some monopoly to 

the resulting works. The patent laws concerning AI can have profound impacts 

on innovation, the society and economy which make it imperative for the people 

																																																								
930 Ashton B Carter, US Department of Defence Directive 3000.09, Washington, Office of the US Deputy Secretary 
of Defence, November 21, 2012, p. 13, https://cryptome.org/dodi/dodd-3000-09.pdf; Mary Wareham, “Presentation 
on Campaign to Stop Killer Robots,” PIR Centre Conference on Emerging Technologies, Moscow, September 29, 
2016, http://www.stopkillerrobots.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/KRC_Moscow_29... 
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associated with Intellectual Property to find ways for the patent system to 

encourage innovation while minimizing any adverse consequences. This 

revisitation to IPR laws would allow the present IP system to continue 

promoting “the progress of science and useful arts” without any impediments. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Artificial Intelligence is here to stay but the question is will it take over the 

world? Are we willing to trust the machines more than ourselves? The creation 

of AI was merely to assist humans but at the rate at which this world is 

transcending human intelligence has reduced drastically as we weigh heavily 

upon artificial intelligence even for activities that do not require such 

intelligence. 

 

The Indian war with AI has been going on for a long time now and it is only 

reasonable that AI hasn’t yet deep rooted in all the sectors of our country 

especially the legal field. One of the classic examples of an exemplary use of AI 

is the ROSS Intelligence in the field of legal research in the US. It is meant to 

be more like a consultation with an associate than just an AI based search 

engine. It builds up stronger arguments and speeds up the legal research within 

minutes and even uploads briefs, applicable to all the 50 states of the US.  

 

India too has come up with something like Ross named Mike Legal AI trained 

in understanding the legal domain of intellectual property, more specifically 

around trademarks. Keeping in mind all the advantages AI can provide, it is also 

necessary to understand the limitations it might pose. Development is essential 

but not at the cost of livelihood and hence the reason for the conflict with the 

Indian laws. 
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LEGAL ANALYSIS OF THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY 

IN INDIA 
-SHUBHAM KUMAR931 

ABSTRACT 

 

Privacy is the part of life of a person who is not to be observed from the outside, and only 

concerns the individual. The “private sphere” includes any information concerning an 

individual that relates to personal data, relationships, health, mail, private electronic 

communications, etc. 

 

The right to privacy is a right of people to exclude others from the knowledge of their 

private life, i.e., their feelings and behaviors. A person has the right to control when and who 

has access to different aspects of his private life. The right to privacy is a kind of barrier or 

fence that defends the autonomy of the human individual from others and, above all, against 

possible undue interference from the public authorities, its organs, and agents.  

 

Generally, privacy can be defined as that area of the personal life of an individual, which 

(according to his will) develops in a reserved space and must be kept confidential. 

 

 A very fascinating development in the Indian Constitutional jurisprudence is the extended 

dimension given to Article 21 by the Supreme Court in post-Maneka era. The Supreme 

Court has asserted that Art. 21 is the heart of the Fundamental Rights. Article 21 has 

proved to be multi-dimensional. The extension in the dimensions of Art.21 has been made 

possible by giving a extended meaning to the word ‘life’ and ‘liberty’ in Article 21. These two 

words in Art.21 are no (kumar, 2020) 

 

  

																																																								
931 Student, 4th Year,BBA LL.B,  Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Before we get into a complete discussion of Right to Privacy first of all we need 

to know what does the word Privacy mean. According to Black’s Law 

Dictionary “right to be let alone; the right of a person to be free from any 

unwarranted publicity; the right to live without any unwarranted interference by 

the public in matters with which the public is not necessarily concerned”. 

 

Article 21 of the Constitution of India states that “No person shall be deprived 

of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law”. 

After reading the Article 21, it has been interpreted that the term ‘life’ includes 

all those aspects of life which go to make a man’s life meaningful, complete and 

worth living to be read narrowly. These are organic terms which are to be 

construed meaningfully. 

 

EARLIER TIMES 

 

In the earlier times in India, the law would give protection only from physical 

dangers such as trespass from which the Right to Property emerged to secure 

his house and cattle. This was considered to be the Right to Life. As the ever 

changing common law grew to accommodate the problems faced by the people, 

it was realized that not only was physical security required, but also security of 

the spiritual self as well as of his feelings, intellect was required.  

 

Now the Right to Life has expanded in its scope and comprises the right to be 

let alone the right to liberty secures the exercise of extensive civil privileges; and 

the term “property” has grown to comprise every form of possession — 

intangible, as well as tangible. 

 

RIGHT TO PRIVACY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE RIGHT; 

 

The current debate over the right to privacy recalls two earlier judgments of the 

Supreme Court where the apex court held that privacy was not a fundamental 
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right. These two cases —932 MP Sharma vs Satish Chandra in 1954 

and Kharak Singh vs State of Uttar Pradesh in 1962 — are likely to play a 

crucial role in Supreme Court's verdict on right to privacy. (kumar, 2020) 

 

I. KHARAK SINGH V. STATE OF UP (1962) 

 

Right to life includes right to privacy. In Kharak Singh v. State of UP, the court 

held that police surveillance of a person by domiciliary visits would be violative 

of Article 21of the Constitution. The majority judgement in the impugned case 

was of the opinion that our constitution does not in terms confer any 

constitutional guarantee like right to privacy.  

 

But, Subba Rao, J. in his minority judgement opined that though the 

constitution does not expressly declare a right to privacy as a fundamental right, 

but the said right is an essential ingredient of ‘personal liberty’ in Art. 21. The 

right to personal liberty takes in not only the right to be free from restrictions 

placed on his movements but also free from encroachments on his private life. 

(kumar, 2020) 

 

II. ADM JABALPUR VS SHIVKANT SHUKLA (1976) 

 

The 1975 ADM Jabalpur Case, also known as the habeas corpus case, is 

debatably most controversial decision of Supreme Court, where a constitutional 

bench unabashedly declared that under emergency provisions no one could seek 

the assistance of any court in India to try and save his liberty, life or limb 

threatened to be taken away by the State.it is the emergency period. 

 

III.  MP SHARMA V. SATISH CHANDRA (1954) 

 

MP Sharma's case was related to the search of documents of Dalmia group 

companies following investigations into the business of Dalmia Jain Airways 

																																																								
932 Mp Sharma vs satish Chandra. 
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Ltd. The group was registered in July 1946 and liquidated in June 1952. An 

investigation revealed malpractices within the company and highlighted 

attempts from shareholders to hide actual details by submitting false balance 

sheets. An FIR was registered on 19 November, 1953, and the district magistrate 

of Delhi received a request for search warrants.  

 

In its judgment, the eight-judge bench comprising the then Chief Justice Mehar 

Chand Mahajan and Justices B Jagannadhadas, BK Mukherjea, Natwarlal H 

Bhagwati, Ghulam Hasan, TL Venkatarama Aiyyar, Sudhi Ranjan Das and 

Vivian Bose said “a power of search and seizure is, in any system of 

jurisprudence, an overriding power of the State for the protection of social 

security and that power is necessarily regulated by law. When the Constitution 

makers have thought fit not to subject such regulation to constitutional 

limitations by recognition of the fundamental right to privacy, analogous to the 

American Fourth Amendment, there is no justification for importing into it, a 

totally different fundamental right by some process of strained construction.” 

Let we discuss some important parts of privacy; 

 

TAPPING OF TELEPHONE 

 

Telephone tapping constitutes a serious invasion of an individual’s right to 

privacy. Is it constitutionally permissible in India? If so, within what limits and 

subject to what safeguards? The questions posed above have been fully 

considered by the Supreme Court in People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. 

Union of India. In this case Public Interest Litigation was filed protesting 

rampant instances of phone tapping of politician’s phones by CBI. The court 

ruled that ‘telephone conversation is an important facet of a man’s private life’. 

The right to hold a telephone conversation in the privacy of one’s home or 

office without interference can certainly be claimed as “right to privacy”. So, 

tapping of telephone is a serious invasion of privacy. This means that telephone 

tapping would infract Article 21 unless it is permitted under the procedure 

established by law. The procedure has to be “just, fair and reasonable”. 
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The Court laid down exhaustive guidelines to regulate the discretion vested in 

the State under Section 5 of the Indian Telegraph Act for the purpose of 

telephone tapping and interception of other messages so as to safeguard public 

interest against arbitrary and unlawful exercise of power by the Government. 

Section 5(2) of the Act permits the interception of messages in accordance with 

the provisions of the Act. “Occurrence of any public emergency” or in interest 

of public safety” are the sine qua non “for the application of provisions under 

section 5(2) of the Act unless a public emergency has occurred or the interest 

of public safety demands, the authorities have no jurisdiction to exercise the 

powers under the said legislation 

 

SANCTITY OF WOMEN 

 

Supreme Court is sensitive to the women issue related to sanctity; and they often 

connect these issues to right to privacy. In Neera Mathur v LIC they held that 

disclosure of personal problems (menstruation) would lead to violation of her 

right to privacy. Supreme Court also uses the Right to Privacy to increase 

punishment of crime against women. In State of Karnataka v Krishnappa and 

in State Of Madhya Pradesh Vs. Babulal supreme court connected the rape to 

the right to privacy. (kumar, 2020) 

 

AADHAR – PRIVACY ISSUE 

 

Aadhar initiative requires collection of personal data from residents of India, 

and this has resulted in controversy regarding its potential to be missed. This is 

so because: 

1. It requires collection of biometric details like iris scanning and finger 

prints  which are essentially crucial details and could be misused. 

2. Cyber space is a vulnerable space and is prone to threat. 

3. Cyber security architecture is not very strong in India. 

4. Aadhar lacks statutory back up and is running on an executive order, which 

has also raised questions. 
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Keeping Secrets IN marriage and IT is the part of Right to Privacy 

 

You have the right to privacy in any relationship, including in marriage, family, or 

group. In any relationship, you have the right to keep a part of your life secret, no 

matter how trivial or how important, for the sole reason that you want to do so. 

You also have the right to spend some time alone and with only yourself.  

 

It is healthy and wise to honor the sense of emotional and physical privacy needed 

for yourself and your spouse. Otherwise, ironically, you end up limiting your 

intimacy with one another, not enhancing it. You can't be truly intimate with your 

mate without being in touch with the innermost parts of yourself too 

 

Privacy over the Internet 

 

Maintaining the privacy over the Internet, social media, online services is 

becoming difficult day by day as hackers come up with newer and better 

strategies to steal the valuable personal data of the users. Once they have this 

data they sell it to businesses, who then later try to market, sell their products 

or make them fall for scams etc. More and more hackers are trying to hack this 

private information of people for their advantages, it is becoming a very 

lucrative business. Name, address, current location, photographs, videos, posted 

on social media or other websites, applications is your private information. In 

India, a big percentage of internet users dont understand the importance of 

privacy settings. A lot of people put their aadhaar numbers, passport number, 

mobile and contact details on open forums. Some post their location update on 

social media thieves, cyber bullies take advantage of this information. (kumar, 

2020). 

 

Right to Reputation 

 

Reputation is an important part of one’s life. It is one of the finer graces of 

human civilization that makes life worth living. The Supreme Court referring 

to D.F. Marion v. Minnie Davis[xiii] in Smt. Kiran Bedi v. Committee of 
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Inquiry[xiv] held that “good reputation was an element of personal security and was 

protective by the Constitution, equally with the right to the enjoyment of life, liberty and 

property. The court affirmed that the right to enjoyment of life, liberty and property. The court 

affirmed that the right to enjoyment of private reputation was of ancient origin and was 

necessary to human society.” 

 

The same American Decision has also been referred to in the case of State of 

Maharashtra v. Public Concern of Governance Trust[xv], where the Court 

held that good reputation was an element of personal security and was protected 

by the constitution, equally with the right to the enjoyment of life, liberty and 

property. 

 

It has been held that the right equally covers the reputation of a person during 

and after his death. Thus, any wrong action of the state or agencies that sullies 

the reputation of a virtuous person would certainly come under the scope of 

Art. 21. 

 

RECENT LANDMARK JUDGEMENT OF RIGHT TO PRIVACY 

 

Nine-bench constitutional bench in Justice KS Puttaswamy (Retd) Vs. the 

Union of India delivered landmark judgement and unanimously declared that 

the Right to Privacy is part of Fundamental Rights. Judges also made some 

important observations: 

 

• 933Right to Privacy is part of Right to life and personal dignity under Article-

21 of Indian Constitution. As other fundamental rights, Right to Privacy is 

also not absolute and there may be some ‘reasonable’ restrictions. 

• Unity and Integrity of the nation cannot be ensured without ensuring the 

dignity of an individual through privacy. 

																																																								
933 Right to Privacy is part of Right to life and personal dignity under Article-21 of Indian Constitution 
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• Some other Supreme Court judgements (like not declaring Section 377 

unconstitutional in Kaushal case) require new debate in light of recent 

judgement. 

• The bench also argued that the state does not have right to decide what one 

eats, what one should wear; as they are part of his/her Right to Privacy. 

• The bench also displayed concern about the weak data protection 

mechanism in India and directed the state to come out with strong data 

security infrastructure and data protection laws. 

• The bench also criticised earlier judgement (MP Sharma (1954) and Kharak 

Singh (1962)) and also suggested the need of dissent from the government 

to protect the rights of citizens by citing ADM Jabalpur Case. (kumar, 2020) 

 

The Recent judgement of the Constitutional bench is truly the landmark. This 

has opened doors to review many other points from a different angle. This also 

showed that conformist judgements may be a threat to the basic structure of 

the Constitution and Rights of citizens. 

 

Freedom is an inherent right. When it is provided by the state than it doubles 

enjoyment of life. Because we have "govt of the people, by the people, for the 

people" said by great freedom fighter Abraham Lincoln. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Right to privacy is an essential component of right to life and personal liberty 

under 934Article 21. Right of privacy may, apart from contract, also arise out of 

a particular specific relationship, which may be commercial, matrimonial or 

even political. Right to privacy is not an absolute right; it is subject to reasonable 

restrictions for prevention of crime, disorder or protection of health or morals 

or protection of rights and freedom of others. Where there is a conflict between 

																																																								
934 Article 21, Constitution of India. 
https://www.mondaq.com/india/privacy-protection/625192/supreme-court-declares-right-to-privacy-a-
fundamental-right 
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two derived rights, the right which advances public morality and public interest 

prevails. 
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MARITAL RAPE: CRIMINALISATION OF 

SEXUAL TRAUMA 
-MILLIND JAIN935 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

There are many Constitutional Provisions and Penal Laws which protect women from any 

crime or any violation of any Fundamental Rights or Legal Rights. But in spite of the increased 

recognition of various Penal Laws in India, the Marital Rape is at an increasing rate and it’s 

time for Legislature, Executive and Indian Judiciary to do something about that. Remedies 

should be provided to them. Protection should be given to women. Now there is a need for a 

Special law on Marital Rape in India which should also be accepted with International norms 

and treaties on Human Rights especially on this particular issue Women have been given rights 

under The Constitution of India like Article 21, Right to life and live with dignity. Our 

Indian Society does not see the problems with males. Always females suffer in every house/home 

in India. Women have the Right to fight for protection, but her own husband, to whom she is 

married with belief, left her house for him, and that person tries to hurt and torture her by 

having a forceful sex with her, without her consent which ultimately spoils her health and 

wellbeing. Then what is the difference between the peoples who are married then also commits 

Marital Rape and the persons who are not married and commits Rape. If rape is a heinous 

crime and is punishable under Section 375 of Indian Penal Code 1860, then why Marital 

Rape is legal? What’s the Difference between Rape under Section 375 of IPC and Marital 

Rape? There is no difference between them. Rape is Rape whether Marital or not Marital. 

Marital Rape isn’t considered as a Crime in India. Consent of wife is not required by her 

husband if her age is more than 15 years. By this we can say that forced intercourse by husband 

is legally right, but law is silent about this. In this paper I will be discussing about 

Criminalizing of Marital Rape and it should be recognized by law. Any forceful sex without 

the consent of spouse will be considered as rape. I will also deal with some Penal and 

Constitutional Provisions given to women. This paper will also discuss about the difference 

between Marital Rape and Rape (under Section 375 of IPC).      

 

																																																								
935 Student, 4th Year, B.A. LL.B., K.L.E. Society’s Law College, Bangalore. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“You Can Tell the Condition of a Nation by Looking at the Status of its Women” 

- Jawaharlal Nehru 

 

Before we look into what is Martial Rape we need to analyse the definition of 

Rape given under Section 375 of Indian Penal Code of 1860. According to 

SECTION 375936 - RAPE- A man is said to commit “rape” if he –  

 

a) Penetrates his penis, to any extend, into the vagina , mouth, urethra or 

anus of a woman or makes her to do so with him or any other person; or 

b) Inserts, to any extend, any object or a part of the body, not being the 

penis, into vagina, the urethra or anus of a woman or makes her to do so 

with him or any other person; or  

c) Manipulates any part of the body of a woman so as to cause penetration 

into the vagina, urethra, anus or any part of body of such woman or 

makes her to do so with him or any other person; or  

d) Applies his mouth to the vagina, anus, urethra of a woman or makes her 

to do so with him or any other person,  

 

Under the circumstances falling under any of the following seven descriptions:  

 

First- Against her will 

Second- without her consent 

Third- with her consent, when her consent has been obtained by putting her or 

any person in whom she is interested, in fear or death or of hurt. 

Fourthly- with her consent, when the man knows that he is not her husband 

and that her consent is given because she believes that he is another man to 

whom she is or believes herself to be lawfully married. 

Fifthly- With the consent when, at the time of giving such consent, by reason 

of unsoundness of mind or intoxication or the administration by him personally 

																																																								
936UNIVERSAL’S CRIMINAL MANUAL 2016 - PAGE NO. 547 
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or through another of any stupefying or unwholesome substance, she is unable 

to understand the nature and consequences of that to which she gives consent. 

Sixthly- With or without her consent, when she is under eighteen years of age.  

Seventhly-When she is unable to communicate consent.  

 

Provided that a woman who does not physically resist to the act of penetration 

shall not by the reason only of that fact, be regarded as consenting to the sexual 

activity.937  

 

Exception 1 - A medical procedure or intervention shall not constitute rape.  

Exception 2 - Sexual intercourse or sexual acts by a man with his own wife, the 

wife not being under fifteen years of age, is not rape.  

 

Therefore, from the definition given under Section 375 of Indian Penal Code 

1860, we can say that man will be guilty of rape, if he tries to do any of the acts 

mentioned under Section 375 of IPC without taking the consent of woman. But 

from the above definition we can also see that law is very much silent for Marital 

Rape and even the word Marital Rape is not included under section 375. What 

about the legal right and remedy of wife? What about her free consent for sexual 

intercourse? Whether married woman is human being or not? But for all these 

questions law is silent.  

 

If we check the stats of Indian and International Authorities we can find out 

that Marital Rape has increased in few years. People in India are free from the 

crimes on streets but what about women, who face crimes inside their own 

houses. That crime gets unnoticed by everyone in the nation. According to 

Indiana University press, 1990 more than 1 in every 7 women who gets married 

faced the crime of Marital Rape in India. According to United Nation 

population fund many Marital Women, Age ranging 15-50 in India have been 

subjected to forced sex, beaten and tortured.  

 

																																																								
937UNIVERSAL’S CRIMINAL MANUAL 2016   
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In many of the countries we can see that the laws related to Marital Rape are 

enacted and repealed. Therefore nowadays Marital Rape is recognized as an 

offence and Criminalization of marital rape denotes that it is now recognized as 

a violation of human rights.  

 

If we see the reports given by National Crime Records Bureau, in every second 

or minute in every state or district crime against women is reported in India. 

According to National Crime Records Bureau approximately 2.20 million cases 

of crime against women has been registered in few years and decades. Crimes 

which are recorded are both physical and mental.  

 

Today we talk about equal rights and position of women in our society. 

Government has also taken initiatives to control the crime rates against women 

in India. They have make campaigns like women empowerment in which they 

are told about their rights, but then also Government has failed in protecting 

women in our Society. We have such strict laws for protection of women but 

then also we lack in protection of them.  

 

Now the question what about marital rape which is not considered as crime 

under section 375 of Indian Penal Code, and does marriage gives licence to rape 

your own wife? 

 

The criminalizing of Martial Rape suggestion was given by Verma Committee, 

it has suggested to make amendment in India’s sexual assault laws. The 

protection of women from Domestic Violence Act 2005 was created and was 

such a relief and good remedy given to women. But this act also failed in 

providing justice to women who faces the crime of Marital Rape. This law 

ignored the right of freedom for any married women, the right to her body, or 

to protect from any other abuse. After this law legal framers have analysed many 

other laws.       
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MARITAL RAPE IN INDIA 

 

We know that Marital Rape is not an offense in India. Any provisions or 

enactment on criminalization of Marital Rape is not in existence in penal 

provisions or it is dependent upon the understanding of the Courts. What do 

we mean by Marital Rape? It means where two persons are legally wedded and 

the wife is forced by her husband to do sexual intercourse. If we see Section 

375 of IPC, there is an exception that is - “Sexual intercourse by man with his 

own wife, the wife not being under 15 years of age, is not Rape”.938 According 

to Section 376 of Indian Penal Code 1860, which provides punishment for 

Rape, the rapist ought to be rebuffed or detainment of either description for a 

term which shall not be less than seven years, but may extend to imprisonment 

for life, and shall also be liable to fine.939  

 

Therefore we can say that Marital Rape is also seen as Rape just if the spouse is 

under 15 years old, and the seriousness of the punishment is milder. 

Government has not provided any lawful security to spouse after 15 years of 

age which is against the directions of Human Rights.  

 

In SARETHA vs. T. VENKATA SUBBAIH940, the court in this held that 

rights and duties in Marriage is creation, sacrament and dissolution and not the 

term of private contract between two individuals. The right to privacy is not 

taken away by anybody after marriage and by marital association. Therefore 

there is no punishment for Marital Rape and the remedy lies with her only.  

 

In the year 2005, Protection of women from Domestic Violence Act was 

passed. This law considered Martial Rape as a local offense or violence. Under 

this act the victim can approach the court for the remedy, for legal partition 

from her husband for Marital Rape. Marital Rape is unreasonable as lady’s body 

raped and her affection towards anything, and her trust is damaged at very high 

																																																								
938UNIVERSAL’S CRIMINAL MANUAL 2016 PAGE NO. 548 
939UNIVERSAL’S CRIMINAL MANUAL 2016 PAGE NO. 549 
940AIR 1983 AP 356 
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state. By committing Marital Rape the rights of the person is relinquished at the 

holy place of marriage. Therefore the laws which secures the rights and interests 

of women are not enough. Through these laws also women are not getting 

justice that should be given to them. And to get justice the means taken by 

women are somehow unacceptable.  

 

Therefore the very meaning of Section 375 under Indian Penal Code should be 

changed. It should include Marital Rape as an offense under its definition. The 

main way to get justice for women is Section 498-A of Indian Penal Code. 

Section 498-A states- Husband or relative of a woman subjecting her to cruelty. 

 

The status of wife’s in India is very miserable in cases of Marital Rape as there 

is no law which could defend her. This topic is such ignored in the nation that 

nobody wants to discuss about it and the wife just keeps moving with it. It is 

not necessary that every day both husband and wife are not in same mood to of 

sexual desire. But sometimes one can be in mood, so if one partner is 

surrendering his wish not to hurt other’s feeling, that feeling should not be 

compared and considered as Marital Rape.  

 

Although if relationship between husband and wife is not healthy relationship 

and if husband is abusing his wife every day, treating her badly both mentally 

and physically, and if in this situation husband becomes physically violent in 

refusing his wife for sexual intercourse in that case it should be considered as 

crime and such husband should be guilty for Marital Rape. Because is we see 

Article 21 of The Constitution of India it states that Right to life also includes 

Right to live with dignity in 941FRANCIS CORALLIE MUIN vs. UNION 

TERRITORY OF DELHI, court held that right to life does includes right to 

live with dignity as rape affects women both physically and mentally which is 

not good for her and her health.  

 

																																																								
941http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/2369/Marital-Rape.html 
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TYPES OF MARITAL RAPE - There are three types of Marital Rape. These 

are as follows-  

 

1. Battering Rape - In this kind of Rape women suffers both physical and 

mental pain on her body and sexual violence in her relationship and this 

violence can be experienced in various ways also. The majority of Marital 

Rape cases come under this type.  

 

2. Force-only Rape - In this kind husband only uses that amount of force 

that is required or necessary to coerce his wife. We can’t say that its 

battering rape if assault is involved, after the refusal of wife then it can be 

termed as battering.  

 

3. Obsessive rape- In this kind the main action involved is torture and 

perverse and often includes physical violence.    

 

RIGHT TO SEXUAL PRIVACY  

 

This right is not mentioned anywhere in The Constitution of India, although 

there are many Cases and Judgments given by Indian Court of law. Some of the 

cases are as follows  

 

• KHARAK SINGH Vs. STATE OF UTTAR PRADESH (1962) 942, 

GOVIND Vs. STATE OF MADHYA PRADESH (1975) 943, NEERA 

MATHUR Vs. LIC944 

 

In all these three cases Supreme Court has given landmark judgments 

regarding Right to privacy under Article 21 of The Constitution of India. 

Court held that, right to privacy is ensured under the extent of Article 21. 

																																																								
942http://www.the-laws.com/Encyclopedia/Browse/Case?CaseId=002691004000 
943https://www.scobserver.in/court-in-review/right-to-privacy?slug=govind-v-state-of-madhya-pradesh-and-
another 
944https://www.law.cornell.edu/women-and-
justice/resource/neera_mathur_v_life_insurance_corporation_of_india 
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Court said that any type of intense sex damages the right of protection, 

sexual security. Court also said that teaching of martial exclusion to rape 

damages the dignity of a wedded lady’s entitlement to protection by driving 

her into sexual relationships without knowing her consent.  

 

• STATE OF MAHARASTRA Vs. MADHKAR NARAYAN AIR (1991) 

SC 207945 

 

In this case Supreme Court held that, every women is entitled to have its 

own sexual privacy and no one and even her husband can take that right 

away from her, nobody is entitled to violates her privacy.  

 

• VISHAKHA vs. STATE OF RAJASTHAN 1997946  

 

It’s the most important case under Article 21 of The Constitution of India. 

This is also one of the best landmark case and Judgment given by the 

Supreme Court. In this case Supreme Court extended the view of Right to 

Privacy in working environments also. Court said that there exists right to 

privacy to go into sexual relationship even after marriage also, it should be 

on women that she wants to have sexual relationship or not. 

Right to Sexual privacy is not mentioned but as we have seen some 

landmark cases and Judgments, we can say that Right to Sexual Privacy can 

be drawn as a right from Article 21 of The Constitution of India.  

 

WHAT ARE THE REAONS FOR NOT DETERMINING MARITAL 

RAPE AS CRIME 

 

India is a country where there are many rights for protection of women, but the 

implementation of these are laws are somehow difficult. There are several laws 

and guidelines passed by Indian Judiciary, but these are of no use. We can only 

see very much difference. Legislature and executive have failed in their duties to 

																																																								
945https://www.lawyersclubindia.com/judiciary/state-of-Maharashtra-V-s-Madhukar-Narayan-Mardikar-523.asp 
946http://lawtimesjournal.in/vishakha-vs-state-of-rajasthan/ 
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do something good, as well as centre and state Governments have not taken 

very much interest in applications of such laws and failed to provide protection 

to women. 

 

According to Article 14 of The Constitution of India, 947“the state shall not deny 

to any person equality before the law or the equal protection of the law within 

the territory of India”. But at the time of application of this Article 14 for the 

protection of women rights, Indian Judiciary and State have failed in their duties 

to do that only by saying that Marriage is a Sacrament.  

 

After Delhi gang rape case (2012), the committee was set up by J.S. Verma. This 

committee suggested to include Martial Rape under 948Section 375 of India Penal 

Code and said this crime should also be Penalized. But Government of India 

nor any State Government tried to include Marital Rape as a Criminal Offense 

under Section 375 of The Indian Penal Code 1860. 

 

Therefore we can say that Indian Law gives license to husband to commit rape 

with his own wife. And what if she files the complaint against her husband? She 

need to fight alone as nobody will give her support.If she tells her parents they 

will say there is no problem, fight between husband and wife is of regular nature, 

they also don’t try to understand the state of mind of her own child. And if she 

goes to court, court will only give dates and dates and judgment will come after 

a very long time. Till that time were will she live? She will again go to her 

husband’s house and face the same cruelty more than anything. 

 

So we can say that whether women is literate or illiterate she is not subject to 

Marital Rape. According to the survey taken up by 949NATIONAL FAMILY 

HEALTH SURVEY, it was conducted among Approximately One Lakh 

women in India all over the states.By the survey it was found that approximately 

9-10% of the women havereported that their husbands have physically forced 

																																																								
947THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA BARE ACT - P M BAKSHI 15TH EDITION (PAGE NO. 20)  
948RATANLAL AND DHIRAJLAL, THE INDIAN PENAL CODE 1860 35TH EDITION 
949http://rchiips.org/nfhs/index.shtml 
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them to have sex. And in the survey taken up by 950International Centre for 

women (ICRW) and 951United Nations Population Fund’s (UNPFA), 

according to their surveys that were taken in India which covered some of the 

states, approximately 8000 men and 3000 women aged between 19-50 from 

each of some states. In these states women held that they are forced by their 

husbands to have sex, when they don’t want to. And if they say no, they are 

physically and mentally tortured every day and face cruelty of husbands.  

 

As we have seen so much data and reports by Indian Authorities and 

International Authorities, Government of India is not even trying to make 

changes in the laws and protect women from such physical and mental trauma 

and cruelty by their own husbands. If Government is not taking steps to protect 

the rights and privileges of women in our society then who will? What’s the use 

of making so many programs and schemes like Women Empowerment, 

BetiPadhaoBetiBachao. What is the use of such programs if Government 

cannot even protect them from their own people and society? 

 

From past many eras we have seen that women are only born to marry and not 

to do anything else. Even the educated peoples thinking is same as of 

uneducated then what’s the use of education like this. Women are always seen 

as property to husbands and his family members. They are also interested in 

properties, dowry etc. There are Sections mentioned under Indian Penal Code 

for dowry deaths and for other Rights violated of women. But again if a women 

wants justice for the violation of their rights nobody takes stand for her, she 

alone fights for her right and our Indian judiciary takes much time to bring 

Justice for that.  

 

Marital Rape is considered an offence in about 50 countries. They have 

amended the exceptions of those Sections and Articles where it was provided 

that Marital Rape is not an offence. According to International treaties on 

Human Rights, the treaty also defines that any offense against women will be 

																																																								
950https://www.icrw.org/about/ 
951https://www.unfpa.org/ 
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considered as violation of its Fundamental and legal rights and according to that 

only the remedy or compensation should be granted. India is also a member of 

International treaty of Human Rights but there has been no change in Indian 

Society according to that. Women are tortured, beaten etc. But nobody does or 

cares about it.  

 

It was very well said by Frederika Meijer, member of UNO, that, “When 

women experience coercion and violence within relationships, it violates their 

fundamental right to measure in safety, security and with dignity. An intimate 

relationship, particularly marriage, should be an area of mutual trust and 

respect”. 952  

 

Therefore we can say that the society in India is male dominated and the whole 

country somehow is male dominated. From this we can say that if Marital rape 

is considered as crime under Section 375 of Indian Penal Code 1860, then males 

will not have any power over women, and this is the sole reason that Marital 

Rape is not considered a crime till now at present. The Society can’t see the 

growth of women in this country. Society only wants that male should work and 

women are just for marriage, to do household works and to born children. 

Indian Judiciary have tried so much to make the change in the society regarding 

the development of women, but the mind set of people can’t change so easily.   

As we have read under Article 21 of The Constitution of India “Right to life”, 

after so much judgments and interpretation done and given by Supreme Court 

of India.  

 

Article 21 Right to Life includes Right to live with dignity and is a very basic 

Human right provided to us by The Constitution. Everyone has access to this 

right whether male, female or transgender (third gender). This right is also 

provided and given in International Human Rights treaty and laws. But as we 

have seen that due to negligence of Indian Judiciary and Government they have 

failed to protect this right for women who becomes the victim of Marital Rape. 

																																																								
952https://sexualviolenceissues.wordpress.com/2015/05/25/when-no-is-not-an-option-marital-rape-denies-right-
over-her-body/ 
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SECTION 375 OF INDIAN PENAL CODE 1860 IN DETAIL953  

 

Section 375 of Indian Penal Code 1860 gives the definition of RAPE - A man 

is said to commit “rape” if he –  

 

a) Penetrates his penis, to any extent, into vagina, mouth, urethra or anus of 

a woman or makes her to do so with him or any other person; or 

b) Inserts, to any extent, any object or a part of the body, not being the 

penis, into the vagina, the urethra or anus of a woman or makes her to 

do so with him or any other person; or  

c) Manipulates any part of the body, of a woman so as to cause penetration 

into the vagina, urethra, anus or any part of the body of such woman or 

makes her to do so with him or any other person; or  

d) Applies his mouth to the vagina, anus, urethra of a woman or makes her 

to do so with him or any other person,  

 

Under the circumstances falling under any of the following seven 

descriptions-  

 

First- Against her will.  

Secondly - Without her consent.  

Thirdly - With her consent, when her consent has been obtained by 

putting her or any person in whom she is interested, in fear of death or 

of hurt. 

Fourthly - With her consent, when the man knows that he is not her 

husband and that her consent is given because she believes that he is 

another man to whom she is or believes herself to be lawfully married. 

Fifthly - With her consent when, at the time of giving such consent, by 

reason of unsoundness of mind or intoxication or the administration by 

him personally or through another of any stupefying or unwholesome 

																																																								
953RATANLAL AND DHIRAJLAL : THE INDIAN PENAL CODE 35TH EDITION (PAGE NO. 877) 
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substance, she is unable to understand the nature and consequences of 

that to which she gives consent.  

Sixthly - With or without her consent, when she is under eighteen years 

of age.  

Seventhly - When she is unable to communicate consent.  

 

Explanation 1 - For the purpose of this section, “vagina” shall also 

include labia majora.954 Labia majora means two thick folds of the skin 

running from mons pubis to the anus.  

 

Explanation 2 - Consent means an unequivocal agreement when the 

woman by words, gestures or any form of verbal or non-verbal 

communication, communicates willingness to participate in the specific 

sexual act: 

 

Provided that a woman who does not physically resist to the act of 

penetration shall not by the reason only of that fact, be regarded as 

consenting to the sexual activity.  

 

Exception 1 -  A medical procedure or intervention shall not constitute 

rape.  

Exception 2- Sexual Intercourse or sexual acts by a man with his own 

wife, the wife not being under fifteen years of age, is not rape.  

 

According to the definition given under Section 375 of IPC, a husband will be 

guilty of rape only if his wife is below 15 years or of 15 years. And what if the 

married women is of major that is of 18 years or above 18 years there is no law 

that protects her. Therefore from the reading of this section we can say that if 

women is minor then it will be considered as Rape and she will get protection 

under Section 375 of The Indian Penal Code of 1860, but if the women is major 

of 18 years or above then this section will not protect her.  

																																																								
954https://www.britannica.com/science/labia-majora 
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Hence we can clearly see that this is biasness of law. As when the question arises 

to Criminalize Marital Rape and to think about it as an offence under Section 

375 of IPC, we will see that when the wife is of 15 years or below, then if 

husband tries to possess sex forcefully then it’ll be considered as Rape and on 

the opposite hand if the wife is of 18 years or above and husband tries to possess 

sex forcefully then it’ll not be considered as rape and she will not be given 

protection under Section 375 of IPC.  

 

Now as we have read the definition of RAPE under Section 375 of Indian Penal 

Code. There we have read two exceptions- 

 

Exception 1 - A medical procedure or intervention shall not constitute rape.  

Exception 2 - Sexual intercourse or sexual acts by a man with his own wife, the 

wife not being under fifteen years of age, is not rape.  

 

Hence, under Exception 2 where it states that if a man is married to a woman 

who is not under fifteen years of age is not rape. Here we can see that this 

exception clearly states about MARITAL RAPE as both the persons are legally 

and lawfully married.  

 

So we can say that Indian Law doesn’t recognize MARITAL RAPE as a criminal 

offense but under exception2 of Section 375 of Indian Penal Code tells, speaks 

and considers MARITAL RAPE as an offence under Section 375 of IPC but 

with a limitation.  

 

COMPARISION OF INDIA AND UNITED STATES ON MARITAL 

RAPE 

 

According to the survey taken by the United Nation Population Fund, the 

survey states that 2/3rd of the married women in India, aged between 15 to 45 

approximately have been beaten, tortured, raped or have force to have sex with 

their husband’s. According to the survey in the year 2005 there were 

approximately 6300 cases that were recorded by them, where either women 
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were treated ill and were tortured and some women were murdered by their 

own husband’s and by their family members.  

 

MARITAL RAPE IN USA  

 

In the year 2006 the Government of USA and the Authorities analysed and 

studied on all forms of violence against women which included Marital Rape. 

The reports of The Government of USA stated that there are 52 countries in 

which Martial Rape is not considered as an offence and India is one of the 

Country were Marital Rape is also not considered as an offence. In the United 

Nations Marital Rape is considered as an offence and it a criminal offence. 

Punishments are given to those husbands who rape their own wives. The 

Government of USA also stated that in some of the countries marital rape laws 

are not clear, that the person who has committed the rape can be prosecuted or 

not. It also states that where there are no laws for prosecution the Government 

of each States should bring up the acts of Forced Sexual Intercourse. The 

Government also states that such crime of Marital Rape should be criminalized 

in each and every state. And for that we need to follow the guidelines and 

Articles given under International Treaty of Human Rights.  

 

MARITAL RAPE IN INDIA  

 

We have already seen that India is one of the countries where Marital Rape is 

not considered as an offence. But we have also read Section 375 of Indian Penal 

Code with tells us about the Definition of Rape and under that section only we 

can see Exception 2 which clearly states that if wife is of 15 years and husband 

tries to have forced sexual intercourse then it can be considered as MARITAL 

RAPE as both of them are lawfully married. But in India the law for marital 

rape is silent and clearly not states that forcefully having sexual intercourse with 

wife is rape or not.  

 

We have seen many case laws in which Indian Judiciary has tried to criminalize 

Marital rape, and tried to put it as an offence under Section 375 of Indian Penal 
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Code. This step for criminalizing was taken by Verma committee after Delhi 

gang rape case. In 955SARETHA Vs. T. VENKATA SUBBAIH, we have 

already seen that, marriage is creation, sacrament and dissolution and not the 

term of private contract between two individuals. The right to privacy is not 

taken away by anybody of a women even after marriage.  

 

Therefore we can say that in The United States, Marital Rape is considered as 

an offence and the punishment is given to the offenders. Whereas in India, there 

is no such law till now at present time also which considers Marital Rape as an 

offence. But Indian Judiciary has tried to criminalize Marital rape as an offence 

under Section 375 of Indian Penal Code by various Judgments and guidelines. 

And we have also seen that under Section 375 of IPC exception 2 says about 

Marital rape as an offence. Although Indian Government does not see Marital 

Rape as an offence.  

 

ROLE OF JUDICIARY IN INDIA 

 

We have seen many cases and judgments given by Supreme Court in favour of 

Marital Rape and Right to life. 956Verma Committee has also tried and taken 

initiative in Criminalizing Martial Rape as an offence after Delhi Gang rape Case 

in 2012. In this topic we will be seeing about many other efforts done by Indian 

Judiciary. 

 

After so many cases and because of changing society Indian Judiciary felt to 

bring some new laws relating to sexual assault. The earlier existed laws were not 

so good and competent to define and reflect various types or kinds of sexual 

assault. 

 

In957 SAKSHI vs. UNION OF INDIA (AIR 2004 SC 3556). In this case the 

Supreme Court has directed legislature to make changes in existent laws. It was 

																																																								
955ibid. 
956ibid. 
957https://www.latestlaws.com/articles/critical-analysis-of-rape-laws-in-india-and-judicial-opinion-by-sakshi-
rewaria/ 
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because of the inadequacies regarding the law related to rape.958 In this case an 

NGO named SAKSHI filed a Public Interest Litigation to bring changes in the 

existing law on rape. After this law commission of India in 2000 published 172nd 

report on review of the law rape.959 Some of the highlights of 172nd report –  

 

• The word “rape” should be replaced by the term “sexual Assault” 

 

• In the year 2000 under Section 146 of The Indian Evidence Act an amendment 

was made. 

 

• Committee was created to make law reforms headed by Justice Verma. They 

received many suggestions and recommendations from all over the world. The 

aim of the committee was to make tough anti-rape laws and to make a safer 

country for women.960 The committee report included –  

 

v Police reforms  

v Educational reforms 

v Special training for boys establishment of rape crisis centre 

 

After this a new amendment was passed known as CRIMINAL LAW 

AMENDMENT BILL, 2013. After passing of this bill rape was redefined as 

the most horrific events and crime. Parliament tried to enlarge the ambit of rape 

and tried to make oral and anal acts as amounting to rape.  

 

We have read The Domestic Violence Act 2005. This act has also provided with 

many civil remedies and various provisions such as cruelty etc. In India there 

are many victims under Marital rape, and this is increasing day by day, but there 

is no response to it from legislature and executive. They are just ignoring this 

																																																								
958https://www.latestlaws.com/articles/critical-analysis-of-rape-laws-in-india-and-judicial-opinion-by-sakshi-
rewaria/ 
959https://www.latestlaws.com/articles/critical-analysis-of-rape-laws-in-india-and-judicial-opinion-by-sakshi-
rewaria/ 
960https://www.latestlaws.com/articles/critical-analysis-of-rape-laws-in-india-and-judicial-opinion-by-sakshi-
rewaria/ 
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issue and are not criminalizing such an offence nor bringing any amendment 

towards it nor are they changing existing laws towards it.  

 

Another landmark Judgment regarding Rape is 961QUEEN EMPRESS vs. 

HAREE MYTHEE (1890) 18 Cal 49, in this case the Court held that, if the 

wife is over or above of age of 15 then no question of rape applies. As it is 

mentioned in Exception 2 of Section 375 of Indian Penal Code 1860. But in 

this case the age of the wife was 11 years. And therefore husband was punished 

under Section 376 of Indian penal Code.  

 

In 962SREE KUMAR vs. PEARLY KARUN.This case came under The High 

Court of Kerala, in this case it was noticed and said that wife cannot live 

separately with husband under the Judicial Separation and being subject to 

sexual intercourse without her will cannot be subjected to rape. Although the 

husband was not found guilty of raping his wife. Though he was found de facto 

guilty for doing or committing such an Act. 

 

According to The Constitution of India, every law which is passed must meet 

with the requirements of the rules, ideas and principles enshrined in The 

Constitution of India. If any law which violates the basic features or 

fundamental rights of the citizens of India, and the law passed doesn’t meet the 

required status are to be considered to be ultra vires to The Constitution of 

India and it can be immediately struck down or can be declared as 

Unconstitutional. Hence we can say that Section 375 of Indian Penal Code 1860 

withdraws the protection of married women on the basis of her marital status. 

As Section 375 of IPC withdraws his exemption. 

 

Supreme Court has also directed the Subordinate Courts and High Courts, that 

despite of so much strict provisions for rape, some of the courts in the past few 

decades have taken a soft approach while awarding punishments to the 

offenders who have committed such a heinous Crime. 

																																																								
961http://14.139.60.114:8080/jspui/handle/123456789/7468 
962http://www.ijhssi.org/papers/v4(4)/Version-1/F0441035040.pdf 
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In 963RADHA vs. STATE OF MADHYA PRADESH (2008), the High 

Court of Madhya Pradesh said that - there are many people who apply false rape 

charges on another for their personal or economic gains and, are uncommon. 

The persons who have been accused from these kinds of sexual offenses should 

be given special protection from accusation of rape loaded with ill motives.  

 

In 964NARENDER KUMAR vs. STATE (NCT OF DELHI) AIR (2012) 7 

SCC 171, in this case the Court held that, false allegations of rape on the 

accused, causes the great distress and damages the accused.  

 

Therefore, we have seen that there are no steps taken by legislature and the 

executive for the protection of women against many crimes and especially on 

Martial Rape. Indian Judiciary has tried its level best to control the situation of 

women in the society and bring justice to them. We have seen the initiative taken 

by the Verma committee on Marital Rape, but it was also ignored by the 

legislature. Under Section 375 of Indian Penal Code 1860 we have seen there is 

no mention of Martial Rape, but under Exception 2 of the Section it tells us 

about the marital rape but is silent. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Every day and in any state or city women deals with various forms of crime 

which happens to them. We have Article 21 of The Constitution of India; it 

preserves the right to life with right to live with dignity. But the people living in 

our society don’t understand this; Indian judiciary tried its best to explain. Law 

is not silent for the protection of women in India but when women wants justice 

it’s very hard for them. Why Government is not criminalizing Martial Rape? Is 

Government waiting for another such horrific rape case like Delhi Rape Case? 

But the difference will be Rape will be done by husband and not by any outsider. 

Married women should take proper care and they should not be subjected to 

																																																								
963http://www.the-laws.com/Encyclopedia/Browse/Case?CaseId=418002708000 
964http://www.supremecourtcases.com/index2.php?option=com_content&itemid=99999999&do_pdf=1&id=2462
5 
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sexual assault and violence. To improve the conditions Indian Judiciary have to 

take more initiatives towards it. The Domestic Violence Act 2005 is having 

many loopholes as directly it does not talk about Marital Rape.  

 

My suggestion is that now it’s time for Indian Judiciary and Government of 

India to include Marital rape as a criminal offence under Section 375 of The 

Indian Penal Code 1860. A woman gives birth to children but if women in our 

nation is not healthy then how the nation or country will be healthy. We have 

made progress in many stages like in Science and Technology and others. But 

what is the use of making progress like this when women or any other citizen 

in our Society or Country is not protected under our own Laws.  
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MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION 
-JEEVESH JAIN965 AND AASTHA SARDANA966 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This paper aims at explaining the concept of ‘Memorandum of Association and  alteration of 

memorandum’. The Memorandum of Association is a legal document made for the company 

having limited liability which defines the relationship with its shareholders and outside world. 

It contains all the details of a company, members, registered office and their liabilities which 

help shareholders to know about the company before buying its shares. The paper also discusses 

about alteration of memorandum of association, which can only be altered according with the 

provision of the law.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
965 Student, 3rd Year, Amity Law School, Noida. 
966 Student, 3rd Year, Amity Law School, Noida. 
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MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION  

 

Memorandum of Association is a key document, which is prerequisite for 

Limited Liability Company. It’s like a rulebook, which defines relationship 

between the company and their shareholders.  

 

According to section 2(56) of the Companies Act, 2013 defines memorandum 

of association of a company as originally framed or as altered from time to time 

in pursuance of any previous company law or of this Act.967 

 

‘Memorandum of Association’ is defined under Section 4 of the Companies Act, 

2013. The very first step towards the formation of the company is to prepare 

Memorandum of Association. It is like an authorization for the company and is 

a very important document as it considered be the constitution of the company 

with the Articles of Association as it contains the basic fundamentals on which 

the company is incorporated968. However, definition does not state the nature 

of this document or tell its importance.  

 

PURPOSE OF MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION - 

 

1. It enable the shareholder, creditor and all those who deal with company, 

can know how the money is going to be used by company which is 

invested. 

 

2. The outsider dealing with company can know exactly the objects of the 

company and transaction he intends to make with the company is within 

the object of the company and not ultra-vires to its object. 

 

3. As we define the objects and functioning of the company in the 

memorandum it helps in limiting the scope, so that company doesn’t 

																																																								
967 The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
968Advocate khoj, Incorporation of a private company, (Apr. 2,2020, 10:30 AM) 
https://www.advocatekhoj.com/library/lawareas/incorp/memorandum.php?Title=Incorporation%20of%20a%20
Private%20Company&STitle=Memorandum%20Association 
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indulge in activates beyond their memorandum Thus, any act beyond the 

memorandum would be considered to be is ultra vires.  And such an act 

will not be enforceable and if director has performed such an act it comes 

under his personal liability. 

 

OBJECT OF REGISTERING A MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION 

(MOA) 

 

1. The object of registering a Memorandum of association it helps in 

identifying the scope of its operation and determines the boundaries it 

cannot cross. 

2. As per section 399 of the Companies act, 2013 Memorandum of 

Association is considered to be a public document. Hence, it is considered 

that when a person enters in a contract with the company, to be well aware 

of the Memorandum of Association of the company. 

3. Memorandum contains all the details related to powers, directors, 

subscription of capital, and many other rights of the company  

 

Under no condition can the company advance from the provision stated in the 

memorandum. In case it does so then it would be ultra vires the company and 

void.969 

 

MEMORANDUM (SECTION 4)  

 

The Companies Act 2013 section 4 sub-section (1) clause (a) states the ‘Name 

Clause’, which states that a company being a distinct legal entity, and must have a name of 

it own to establish. Public limited company’s name must end with the word 

‘limited’ as the last word. For the private limited company, name must end with 

the words ‘Private Limited’ as the last words.  There is an exception to this rule, 

the companies who fall under the definition of section 8 of the companies act can 

include any of the following words as their end words , as applicable: foundation, 

																																																								
969 Toppr, Memorandum of Association, (Apr, 1,2020, 10:56 PM) https://www.toppr.com/guides/business-
laws/companies-act-2013/memorandum-of-association 
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forum, association, federation, chambers, confederation, council, electoral trust 

etc.970 

 

The Companies Act, 2013 section 4 sub-section (1) clause (b) states the ‘registered 

office clause’ states that the name of a state in which registered office of the company 

will be situated.971 

 

The Companies Act, 2013 section 4 sub-section (1) clause (c) states the ‘object 

clause’ defines the object of the company and indicates its activity for which the 

company is incorporated. Company cannot do anything beyond outside its object 

and act done beyond will be ultra vires and void. Even if all members agree to act it 

will be still be ultra vires. Object of the company must not be illegal, immoral or 

oppose public policy or in the contravention. If a company wants to indulge in 

activities, which are not replicated in its name, then company has the provision to 

change its name within six months of introducing the activity. The company must 

follow all name- change provisions.972 

 

The Companies Act, 2013 section 4 sub-section (1) clause (d) states the ‘liability 

clause’ states the liability of a company. Liability of the member of a company can 

be limited or unlimited. 

 

1. For a company limited by shares- it should specify that a member could be 

called upon anytime to pay to company the amount unpaid on the shares. 

 

2. For the company limited by guarantee- it should specify the amount 

undertaken by each member to contribute to: 

 

I. The assets of the company when it winds up. This is provided that 

he is a member of the company when it winds up or winding up 

																																																								
970 The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
971 As per section 4 of the companies Act,2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act,2019 (22 
of 2019) 
972 Toppr, Memorandum of Association, (Apr, 1,2020, 10:56 PM) https://www.toppr.com/guides/business-
laws/companies-act-2013/memorandum-of-association/ 
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happens within one year of which him ceasing to be a member. In 

the latter case, the debts and liabilities considered would be those 

contracted before he ceases to be a member. 

II. The cost charges and expenses of winding up and for adjustment 

of the right to the contributories among themselves.973 

III. In case of unlimited liability than the liability of member is 

unlimited. 

 

The Companies Act, 2013 section 4 sub-section (1) clause (e) states the ‘capital 

clause’ which include- 

 

Section 4 (1)(e)(i) may include the amount of share capital with which the company 

is to be registered. Company having share capital it must state number of shares, 

which subscribers to memorandum agree to subscribe which shall not be less than 

one share. Effect of this clause is the company cannot issue more share than stated 

under this clause without altering the memorandum as per section 61 of the 

Companies Act, 2013. 

 

Section 4(1)(e)(ii) include that at the end of memorandum of every company there 

is subscription clause which states number of share each subscriber intend to 

take.974 

 

The Companies Act, 2013 section 4 sub-section (1) clause (f) states the ‘one person 

company’ in which the Memorandum of Association must specify the name of the 

person who becomes a member of the company in the vent of the death of the 

subscriber.975 

 

Sub-section (2) of section 4 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that the name stated 

in the memorandum shall not 976 

																																																								
973 The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
 
 
974The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
975 The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
976The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
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1. Be identical or resemble with any other existing company registered under 

this Company Act or any previous company law. 

 

2. Be such that its use by the company- 

(i) Will constitute an offence under any law for the time being in force. 

(ii) Is undesirable in the opinion of Central government.  

 

The sub-section (3) of section 4 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that any word 

or expression, which a company is in anyway connected with Central government, 

State government or any local authority or any body constituted by the 

government. Word and expression can only be used once it has the previous 

approval by the central government.977 

 

The sub-section (4) of section 4 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that a person 

can make an application to a registrar for the reservation of a name set out in the 

application in such form and manner and accompanied by fee as may be prescribed 

for978- 

 

I. The name of the proposed company; or 

II. The name to which the company proposes to change its name  

 

The sub-section (5) of section 4 of Companies Act, 2013 states that after receiving 

an application under sub-section 4, the registrar may on the basis of information 

and documents furnished along with the application reserve the name for a period 

of twenty days from the date of approval or such other period as maybe 

prescribed.979  

 

																																																								
977The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
978 The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
 
 
979The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
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Provided that in the case of an application for reservation of name by an existing 

company than the registrar may reserve the name for sixty days from date of 

approvals. 

 

Clause (ii) of sub-section 5 states that after reservation of name in clause (i), it is 

found that name was applied by furnishing wrong or incorrect information, 

then980, - 

 

a) The reserved name shall be cancelled if the company has not been incorporated 

and the person making the application under sub-section 4 shall be liable to 

pay penalty which may extend to one lakh rupees; 

 

b) If the company has been incorporated, the Registrar may, after giving the company 

an opportunity of being heard-  

 

(i) After passing an ordinary resolution direct the company to change its 

name within a period of three months 

(ii) Take action for striking off the name of the company from the register 

of companies; or 

(iii) Make a petition for winding up of the company. 

 

Sub-section (6) of section 4 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that memorandum 

of a company shall be in respective forms as specified in schedule 1 in table A, B, 

C, D and E as may be applicable to the company. 

 

Sub-section (7) of section of the companies Act, 2013 states that a company 

limited by guarantee and not having a share capital, purporting to give any person 

a right to participate in the divisible profit of the company otherwise than as a 

member, shall be void.981 

 

																																																								
980The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
981The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
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CASE LAWS 

 

In the case of Law Ewing v. Buttercup Margarine Co. ltd. (1917)982 Ewing carried on 

business under the name of Butter Cup Dairy Company. Another company was 

registered by the name Buttercup Margarine Company ltd. Ewing filed a suit 

claiming that he had the exclusive right to use the ‘Buttercup’. The court granted 

an injunction against the defendant stating that ‘Buttercup’ misleads public in 

thinking that two businesses are connected. 

 

In the case of Asiatic government Security Life Insurance Company Ltd. V. New Asiatic 

Insurance Company Limited (1939)983, the court held the two names were not too 

identical and therefore, did not restrain the respondents. 

 

In the case of Lakshmanaswami Mudalar v. L.I.C. AIR 1963 SC 1185984 the directors 

of the company were authorised ‘ to make payments towards any charitable object 

or for any general public or useful object’. In accordance with shareholders’ 

resolution, the director paid Rs. 2 lakhs to a trust for the purpose of promoting 

technical and business knowledge. The company’s business having been taken 

over by LIC, it had no business left of its own. The Supreme Court held that the 

payment was ultra vires the company. They could spend for the promotion only 

on such charitable objects as would be useful for the attainment of the company’s 

own objects.  

 

ALTERATION OF MEMORANDUM (SECTION- 13)985 

 

Sub-section (1) of section 13 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that other than 

provided in section 61, a company by special resolution and after complying with 

the procedure specified in this section can alter the provision of its memorandum. 

 

																																																								
982 Law Ewing v. Buttercup Margarine Co. ltd. (1917) 
983 Asiatic government Security Life Insurance Company Ltd. V. New Asiatic Insurance Company Limited (1939), 
984 Lakshmanaswami Mudalar v. L.I.C. AIR 1963 SC 1185 
985 The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
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Sub-section (2) of section 13 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that any change 

in the name of the company mentioned in sub-sections (2) and (3) of section 4 

shall not have any effect until and unless it is approved by Central government in 

writing. 

 

 Sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that change in the 

name of the company mentioned under sub- section (2) than the registrar shall 

enter the new name in the register of companies in place of old name and issue a 

fresh certificate of incorporation with the new name. Change in the name shall be 

effective on the issue of certificate. 

 

 Sub-section (4) of section 13 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that unless it is 

approved by the Central Government than the alteration of memorandum relating 

to change in place of registered office from one place to another cannot take place. 

 

Sub-section (5) of section 13 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that the Central 

Government shall dispose of the application under sub-section (4) within a period 

of sixty days and before passing its order it may satisfy itself that alteration has the 

consent of the creditors, debenture-holders and other person concerned with the 

company or the sufficient provisions has been made by the company either for the 

due discharge of all its debts and obligation. 

 

Sub- section (6) of section 13 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that other than 

provided in section 64, a company shall, in relation to any alteration of its 

memorandum, file with the registrar-  

 

a) The special resolution passed by the company under sub-section (1); 

b) If the alteration involves any change in the name of the company than the 

approval of the Central government under sub-section (2). 

 

Sub-section (7) of the Companies Act, 2013 states that alteration of memorandum 

results in transfer of the registered office of a company from one state to another, 

a certified copy of the order of the Central Government approving the alteration 
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shall be filed by the company with the registrar of each of the states within such 

time and in such manner` as may be prescribed, who shall register the same, and 

the Registrar of the State where the registered office is shifted to, shall issue a fresh 

certificate of incorporation indicating the alteration. 

 

Sub-section (8) of the Companies Act, 2013 states that if money is raised from 

public through prospectus by a company and still has unutilized amount out of the 

money so raised than they cannot change its objects for which it raised the money 

through prospectus unless special resolution is passed by the company and-  

 

a) The details about the resolution must be published in the newspaper of the 

registered office of the company and shall also place on the website of the 

company if any and specifying the justification for such change. 

b) Securities and exchange board of India, gives an opportunity to exit as the 

promoter and shareholder as per the resolution specified to the shareholders 

who fails to agree. 

 

Sub-section (9) of the Companies Act, 2013 states that the registrar shall register 

any alteration of memorandum with respect to the object of the company and 

certify the registration within thirty days from the date of filing of the special 

resolution in accordance with clause (a) of sub-section (6) of this section. 

 

Sub-section (10) of the Companies Act, 2013 states that no alteration should be 

made under this section shall have any effect until it has been registered. 

 

Sub-section (11) of the Companies Act, 2013 states that any alteration of the 

memorandum, no person other than member of the company shall have the right 

to participate in the divisible profit of the company in case of a company limited 

by guarantee and not having a share capital. 
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CASE LAW 

 

In the case of Shabbir Ahmed v. Safedabad Cold Storage and Allied Industries (P.) Ltd. 

(2017)986 passing a special resolution, where company shifted its registered office 

from one state to another without issuing notice to its shareholder holding 

substantial shares (15.26%) in company, shifting of office was held to be illegal.   

ALTERATION OF MEMORANDUM TO BE NOTED IN EVERY 

COPY (SECTION 15)987 

 

As per sub-section (1) of section 15 of the companies Act,2013 states that each 

alteration made in the memorandum of a company has to be noted in all the copies 

of the memorandum, as the case may be. 

 

As per sub-section (2) of section 15 of the companies Act,2013 states that if a 

company fails to comply with the provision of sub-section (1). Then the company 

and every officer who has caused such a default shall be liable to pay penalty, which 

will amount to one thousand rupees for every single copy of the memorandum 

issued without making alteration.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Memorandum of Association, plays an important role as it not just too specify the 

objective of the company, but also determines the relationship of shareholders 

with the company. Shareholders are also well aware about the functioning of the 

company as memorandum specifies the objective of the liability of the 

shareholders, and make it transparent to them on which grounds the company 

stands. It also helps determining the scope of business, so that directors of the 

company do not work or operate beyond the scope of the memorandum, in case 

they do something which in not permitted by the memorandum of association 

then that act shall be considered to be ultra-vires and void. Memorandum of 

association is like a constitution for the company, and is mandatory to be filled 

																																																								
986 Shabbir Ahmed v. Safedabad Cold Storage and Allied Industries (P.) Ltd. (2017) 
987 The companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) as amended by the companies (amendment) act, 2019 (22 of 2019) 
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with the other documents for the registration of the company. Without 

memorandum of association a company cannot be incorporated.  
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MUTA MARRIAGE- A BRIEF INSIGHT 
-RITOJIT DASGUPTA988 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Marriage or Nikah under the Muslim Law is regarded as a social contract between a man 

and a woman. Both parties need to willingly consent to the marriage, and sign the contract in 

the presence of witnesses. There are certain conditions that are mandatory, such as the husband 

settling an amount of money as ‘mahr’ on the wife, which is a token commitment of the 

husband’s responsibility and may be paid in cash, property or movable objects to the bride 

herself.989 

 

Muta(temporary) marriages were widely, prevalent, so much so that in the beginning of Islam, 

even the prophet tolerated them. Muta, literally meaning joy, is a condition where rules of Islam 

are relaxed. It may apply to marriage (the nikah muta) or to the Hajj (the 

obligatory pilgrimage) (the Muta of Hajj). Muta is a sensitive area of disagreement between 

those who follow Sunni Islam (for whom nikah muta is forbidden) and those who 

follow Shia Islam (for whom nikah muta is allowed). 

  

																																																								
988 Student, 2nd Year, Department of Law, University of Calcutta. 
989 SYED KHALID RASHID, MUSLIM LAW, 67( Revised by V.P. Bharatiya 5th edition, EBC Publishing, Lucknow, 2009). 
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CONCEPT OF MUTA MARRIAGE 

 

As per Duhaime's Law Dictionary, Muta Marriage is a temporary marriage for 

a fixed period of time.990 Muta Marriage is recognised under the Ithna Asharia 

Shia School of Muslim Law. It is a marriage for  a temporary but a specified 

fixed period for a temporary amount of Dower. According to Heffening in its 

legal context it may be rendered as a marriage for pleasure.  

 

The essentials of contracting a Muta Marriage are991: 

 

1. There should be a proposal made by one of the parties. 

2. There should be an acceptance to the proposal. 

3. The proposal and acceptance should be made at the same meeting. 

4. The Dower should be fixed. 

5. The time period should be fixed and specified. 

 

Some sources say the Nikah muta has no prescribed minimum or maximum 

duration, but others, such as The Oxford Dictionary of Islam, indicate the 

minimum duration of the marriage is debatable and durations of at least three 

days, three months or one year have been suggested992. 

 

NATURE OF MUTA MARRIAGE 

 

The term Muta implies ‘enjoyment’ or ‘use’. This form of Marriage is regarded 

to be void under Sunni Law because Sunni Law specifically declares marriages 

of limited period to be void. This form of marriage is valid only under Shia Law. 

A male Shia Muslim may contract muta marriage with a Muslim, Christian, 

Jewish, or a fire worshipping woman but not with the follower of any other 

																																																								
990 MULLA D., PRINCIPLES OF MAHOMEDAN LAW, 239 (Revised by Iqbal Ali Khan. 14th Edition, Lexis 
Nexis.2016). 
991 Supra note 3 
992 THE OXFORD DICTIONARY OF ISLAM p221. (Oxford University Press 2003.) 
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religion. Muta marriage with a Hindu woman is void. A female Shia is not free 

to contract muta with a non-Muslim.993 

 

It is a private contract which might be verbal or written in which the declaration 

of the intent to marry is done followed by the acceptance of the terms in the 

same way as is done in Nikah, it is a type of marriage used in Twelver Shia Islam. 

After the specified period, the marriage ends without going through the process 

of divorce (talaq). 

 

In Iran, this practise which is referred to as Sigheh is often viewed as a cover 

for promiscuity or prostitution. 

 

After the dissolution of marriage, the woman has to undergo a period of 

abstinence for a period of forty-five days to ensure if she is pregnant or not so 

that the child’s biological father is identified if she is. 

 

Moreover, it must be mentioned in this context that there are several grounds 

on which a Muta differs from a Nikah. The grounds are as follows:- 

 

1. Muta marriage is a temporary marriage while nikah is a permanent 

marriage. 

 

2. The basic object of a muta marriage is pleasure while the basic object of 

a nikah is socio-religious union 

 

3. In muta marriage, the period is fixed by agreement. Being a temporary 

arrangement a fixed period is its essential ingredient. In nikah, it is 

essentially a union for life, subject to divorce. Fixation of period shifts 

it to the former category. 

 

																																																								
993 Baillie,II,29,40 
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4. Muta is recognised by the Shias only while Nikah is recognised both by 

Shias and Sunnis. 

 

5. Dower must be specified in muta marriage otherwise it is a void 

agreement, for it is a quid pro quo for short time services of the woman. 

In Nikah, the dower may be implied f not specified. The marriage does 

not become void if no dowar is specified for the idea is that the woman 

may get it anytime during the lifelong duration. 

 

6. An Unconsummated muta would entitle the wife to one-half dower 

only. Whether consummated or not, Nikah entitles the wife to full 

dower-both prompt and deferred.  

 

7. There is no minimum limit to dower and it depends upon the terms of 

contract. Hanafi Law recognises a minimum limit of ten dirhams in 

nikah. 

 

8. In muta there is ipso facto termination of the contract on expiry of the 

term of marriage and no formality of termination is required. Time limit 

is the limit of relationship. In nikah there is no automatic termination as 

no time limit is fixed. 

 

9. In muta, earlier termination is possible by paying the wife the hibba-i-

muddat, i.e. gift for the unexpired period. No question of ‘earlier’ 

termination, for the term ‘earlier’ is relative to time limit in a nikah. 

Dissolution of marriage is of course possible. 

 

10. In muta, divorce is not recognised. Divorce is recognised for the 

purpose of dissolution in nikah. 

 

11. In muta, there is no provision for maintenance of the wife, for she is 

not regarded as depended (Shia Law). Wife by Nikah is entitled to 

maintenance. 
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12. In muta, there is no right of inheritance to the wife or husband in respect 

of each other’s property. In nikah, reciprocal right of inheritance exists. 

 

HISTORICAL ORIGIN AND REFERENCES 

 

The origin of Muta Marriage can be traced back to the war times when the first 

Islamic jihadis, led by their prophet Mohamed, raided caravans and attacked 

neighboring societies for war booties. The absence of war slaves with whom 

they could enter into marriage made them seek permission from their prophet 

to visit prostitutes. Mohamed, being the "perfect man of Allah" did not grant 

them the permission to undertake such immoral activity and hence decreed that 

these soldiers shall have to marry the girls that they wanted. A dowry for their 

vaginas is mandated and subsequently the concept of "Muta" gave birth.994 

 

In the earlier days when the Arabs had to live away from their homes for a 

considerably long period of time on account of wars, pilgrimage or trade journey 

the concept of Muta marriage came into existence for the purpose avoiding 

prostitution and at the same time to satisfy their sexual desires. Moreover, it 

conferred legitimacy upon the children born out of such union. 

 

A historical example of nikah mut'ah is described by Ibn Hajar Asqalani (1372 

- 1448 CE (852 AH)) in his commentary on the work of Sahih al-Bukhari. 

 

Scholar ‘Abd ar-Razzaq as San‘ani (744 CE) described how Saeed bin 

Jubayr frequently visited a woman in Mecca. When asked why, he said he had a 

contract of nikah mut'ah with her and seeing her was "more halal than drinking 

water".995 

 

Ibn Jurayj, an eminent scholar from among the Tabi’ al-Tabi’een, was known to 

have practiced mut’ah with a large number of women. 

																																																								
994 JOHN BASTILE, HISTORY OF MUTA AND THE FUTURE OF AN ISLAMIC SOCIETY (Oct 9, 2005 at 12:05), 
www.danielpipes.org 
995 Musannaf of Abd al-Razzaq,  Kitab al Talaq, Bab al Mutah, Hadith 14020. , www.Islamweb.net.  
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QUARANIC EVIDENCES FOR LEGITIMACY OF MUTA 

MARRIAGE 

 

The most important verse of the Holy Quran which establishes the legitimacy 

of Muta is verse 24 of Surat an-Nisa, known to all hadeeth commentators (Sunni 

and Shi'a) as "the verse of Muta." The Shariah prohibits fornication, but at the 

same time allows the practise of Muta. The Holy Quran evidently states that: 

 

"Forbidden to you are married woman, except what your right hand possesses. 

This Allah has written for you, and all other women besides these are permitted 

to you, so that you may seek them out with your wealth, seeking chastity and 

not fornication. So when you have contracted temporary marriage [istimt'atum] 

with them, then give them their words. There is no sin on you for whatever you 

agree to after this. Indeed, Allah is Knowing Wise." 

 

The episodes wherein the performance of temporary marriage (Muta) can be 

evidenced are from Sahih Muslim, the second most authentic Sunni Hadith 

book which states: 

 

 “Sabra al-Juhanni reported on the authority of his father that while he was with 

Allah’s Messenger (may peace be upon him) he said: 0 people, I had permitted 

you to contract temporary marriage with women…” 

 

LEGAL INCIDENTS OF A MUTA MARRIAGE 

 

In the judgement case of Sadiq Hussain v Hashim Ali996 it was held that no 

mutual rights of inheritance is created between the spouses, however, children 

are considered legitimate and capable of inheriting from both parents. A son 

from the Muta is legitimate and has same proprietary rights in his father's 

property as the offspring of the nikah.997 

																																																								
996 (1916) 27 AIR 27. 
997 Sadiq Hussain v. Hashim Ali (1916) 27 AIR 27. 
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In Syed AmanullahHussain and Ors.v Rajamma and Ors998 it was held that  such 

type of marriage does not create mutual rights of inheritance between husband 

and wife but children conceived are legitimate and capable of inheriting from 

both parents." 

 

This was further reiterated in Shoharat Singh v. Musammat Jafri Bibi999. It was 

held that a muta marriage is, according to the law which prevails among the 

Mohammedans of the Shia sect, a temporary marriage, its duration being fixed 

by agreement between the parties, it does not confer on the wife any right or 

claim to her husband's property, but children conceived while it exists are 

legitimate and capable of inheriting from their  father, a  nikah marriage is a 

religious ceremony, and confers on the woman the full status of wife, and the 

children born after it are legitimate, children conceived during that period of 

cohabitation were legitimate and capable of inheriting from their father.1000 

 

In the case of Mahomed Abid Ali Kumar Kadar v Ludden Sahiba, Minor, 

Through Her Guardian Srimati Amir Bahu1001 it was held that marriage comes 

to end ipso facto on the expiry the term, unless extended.1002 

 

Husband and wife do not have a right of divorce, but he may terminate the 

union earlier by making a “gift of the term” (hiba-i-muddat). The wife has a 

right to leave the husband before the expiry of the term of the muta marriage; 

if she does so, the husband has a right to deduct the proportionate part of the 

dower for the unexpired period. 

 

Moreover, as held in the case of Hasanali Mirza v. Nushrutali1003, if the 

cohabitation commences in the Muta but continues beyond the period fixed by 

																																																								
998 (1977) 152 AIR 
999 (1915) 17 BOMLR 13. 
1000 Shoharat Singh v. Musammat Jafri Bibi. (1915) 17 BOMLR 13 
1001 (1886) 14 ILR 27 
1002 MahomedAbid Ali Kumar Kadar  v. LuddenSahiba, Minor, Through Her Guardian Srimati Amir Bahu (1886) 14 
ILR 276. 
1003 (1998) AIR 572 
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the parties, there is a presumption that the term has been extended to the whole 

period and the children born during the extended time will be legitimate.1004 

 

THE POSITION OF MUTA MARRIAGE IN INDIA 

 

Before delving into the Indian outlook regarding Muta Marriage, the outlook of 

another country regarding Muta Marriage can briefly be discussed. In Iran, 

Temporary marriage is construed as a contractual deal between a man and a 

woman which lasts for an agreed period of time ranging from one hour to ninety 

nine years, it is practiced among the Shiites of Iran and Iraq, although it is not 

a part of Quranic teachings, this permits single men and women who are 

divorced Iranians and precocious teens to date or have sex in an acceptable way 

as under Iranian law, unmarried couples who have sex or even date and hold 

hands can be arrested, fined or even flogged., in Iran, a man - bachelor or 

married, and a woman - virgin, divorced, or widowed can contact into a 

temporary marriage commonly referred to as sigheh or nekah-e-monghate’e, no 

registration or witness is required. 

 

The practice is not very common in India, and in Lucknow and other places 

where there is a Shia population ladies of the better classes do not contract Muta 

Marriage.1005 In India, this temporary form of marriage is not recognized and 

such marriages are not enforceable in court. 

 

In  Hyderabad case,  Shahzada Qanum v. Fakher Jahan1006, it was held that there 

is no difference between muta for an unspecified period and a muta for life; a 

permanent nikah marriage for life can be contracted by the use of word muta 

also; specification of the period for which a muta marriage is contracted alone 

makes a marriage a temporary marriage for the period specified.1007 

 

																																																								
1004 Hasanali Mirza v. Nushrutali, (1998) AIR 572 
1005 ASAF A.A. FYZEE, OUTLINES OF MUHAMMADAN LAW, 87 (5th edition, Oxford India Press. 2008) 
1006 (1953) 6 AIR 
1007  Shahzada Qanum v. Fakher Jahan (1953) 6 AIR. 
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In an appeal before the Madras High Court, two youths who were sons of a 

certain Mahfil Nagir Bee, brought an action against the relatives of late Nawab 

of Masulipatam, alleged to have contracted muta marriage with Mahfil Nagir 

Bee, demanding a part of the partition in his landed property. The issue before 

the court was whether the Nawab had actually contracted muta with the woman 

or the relation between them was such that it lead to a presumption that a 

marriage had taken place between them. Taking into consideration the evidence 

before the court, the appeal was dismissed. In this case muta has been referred 

to as the “lowest form of marriage known to Muhammadan Law, which is said 

by some to be so low a form of union as to be practically indistinguishable from 

concubinage.”1008 

 

CRITICISM 

 

The Prophet prohibited it and later on Calpih Umar suppressed it ruthlessly. It 

is only the Ithna Ashari School that recognises such marriage while every other 

school under Mulim Law rejects it, it is not common in India and ladies of better 

classes do not contract such marriage. 

 

In the Sahih al-Bukhari, Muta marriage is classed as forbidden because Ali bin 

Abu Talib said that he heard Muhammad say that it is forbidden. As narrated 

by 'Ali bin Abu Talib: "On the day of khaibar, Allah's Apostle forbade the Mut'a 

(i.e. temporary marriage) and the eating of donkey-meat."1009 

Muta Marriage is often criticised to be a form of adultery. Sunnis have often 

termed it as “Lustful act under a religious cover”. This arrangement has received 

widespread criticism by various countries as it impliedly encouraging legalization 

of prostitution. Some Western writers have argued that mut'ah approximates 

prostitution. Julie Parshall writes that muta is legalised prostitution which has 

been sanctioned by the Twelver Shia authorities and she referred to the Oxford 

encyclopedia of modern Islamic world to differentiate between marriage (nikah) 

																																																								
1008 KONINA MANDAL ,CONCEPT OF MARRIAGE AMONG MUSLIMS: A STUDY ON MUTA MARRIAGE, 
3 International Journal of Law and Legal Jurisprudence Studies 306 (2016) 
1009 The English Translation of SAHIH AL-BUKHARI,  Muhammad Ibn Ismail Bukhari and Muhammad Muhsin 
Khan(Al-Saadawi Publication, 1 October 1996) 
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and Mut'ah, and states that while nikah is for procreation, mut'ah is just for 

sexual gratification. 

 

Moreover, it has often been observed that muta marriage has been used to cover 

for child prostitution.1010 

 

There are several critics who are of the viewpoint that as a consequent of Muta 

Marriage, the women are left at the mercy of the man who in such an 

arrangement exercise a position of dominance. Further, it is felt that such sort 

of marriage is only for sexual gratification and legalizes prostitution. The pure 

and family-oriented notions of Nikah have become subservient or completely 

obliterated due to the practices of temporary marriage. Hence, it may be said 

that Muta Marriage should be discouraged as it perhaps, shakes the very essence 

of humanity and self- respect of the female sector of the society. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Even after completion of more than six decades of independence, country is 

chained into the shackles of regionalism, communalism, castesism etc. While 

women have been granted various rights under Indian Constitution and other 

laws, they are recognized as vulnerable. Preamble advocates Justice, equality and 

liberty but unfortunately personal laws are put out of the ambit of “laws 

inconsistent to constitutional spirit”. 

 

One cannot turn a blind eye to the fact that the system of Muta Marriage may 

be regarded as an Islamic prostitution and such a practise may be curbed in 

order to bring an end to gender discrimination and promote equality of women 

to men, a concept is hardly seen in male centric patriarchal Muslim law. Muslim 

women are struggling for an equal citizenship which has continuously been 

contradicted by their rigid personal laws. It is high time for Muslim women to 

challenge their marginalization under religion. 

																																																								
1010  BBC - UNDERCOVER WITH THE CLERICS - IRAQ'S SECRET SEX TRADE , www.bbc.co.uk 
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 However, amidst all the confusion, the judiciary has at every step propagated 

the protection of women in a live-in relationship (within whose scope Muta 

Marriage can be presumed to be present) and laid down conditions wherein the 

man would be liable to pay alimony to the woman such as if they were married. 

This way the court has again used activism in protecting the interests of women 

and ensuring women and children from such relationships right to live with 

dignity. 
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NATURAL LAW IN THE AGE OF DOWNFALL 
-NISHITA BAIS1011 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

It is a general opinion that, over time, the force of Natural Law has weakened. However, 

reality runs in contrast to such a widely accepted opinion. This article analyzes in detail how 

the force of natural law still prevails to be strong in the age of downfall or what is known as 

‘kalyug’ as per Hindu mythology. There is no denial of the fact that society looks up to the 

law of the statutes or the written law. Law, as it is known today, is what the written codes or 

statutes say. However, there are shreds of evidence of natural law being the ultimate law even 

in the 21st century. The article brings into light the incidents which reflect upon the strength of 

natural law in contemporary times. The reflection of the power of natural law in today’s era, 

as discussed in the present piece of work, comes up with all the evidence to convince the readers 

of the real strength of natural law. 

 

  

																																																								
1011 Student, 3ed Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Hidayatullah Narional Law University, Raipur. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Natural law has a deep-rooted history. It is known to be the ancient-most law 

followed by society. Natural law reflected the Greek opinion and the roots of 

its beginning can be seen in the works of popular Greek philosophers.1012 

Natural law, though illuminated by, is not completely dependent on divine 

revelation. It has its root in human reason.1013 Humans have a gift of 

reasonability. They know right and wrong, just and unjust, etc. Natural law is 

sometimes known as the law of morals. For example, in primitive society, there 

were prescribed punishments for lying. It was a moral principle which everyone 

was bound by. Hence, natural law is everything that conforms to the moral 

standards of society and is justified by human reason.  

 

CONTEMPORARY THOUGHTS ON EXISTENCE OF NATURAL 

LAW: FROM INDIAN PERSPECTIVE 

 

In modern societies, people believe that natural law no longer exists. Focussing 

on the Indian legal system, it prima facie appears that there is a very nominal 

existence of natural law. It seems that natural law has lost its power. The 

Constitution of India sets the foundation of the Indian legal system. Nothing 

can run contradictory to the Constitution of India. Article 13 of the Indian 

Constitution specifically lays down that any law which is inconsistent with part 

III of the constitution shall be void to the extent of the inconsistency. The 

Indian courts of law are not dependent upon the human reason for the delivery 

of judgment. Rather, all points of argument place their reliance upon the 

provisions of the codified law.  Hence, it will not be wrong to assume that the 

natural have nominal or no force at all in the present time. Nevertheless, not all 

assumptions conform to reality. 

 

																																																								
1012 Susan Dimock, The Natural Law Theory of St. Thomas Aquinas, (1999), 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251342294_The_Natural_Law_Theory_of_St_Thomas_Aquinas (last 
visited May 7, 2020). 
1013 Robert P. George, Natural Law, the Constitution, and the Theory and Practice of Judicial Review, 69 Fordham 
Law Review (2001), https://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3727&context=flr (last visited May 
8, 2020). 
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THE REALITY ABOUT EXISTENCE OF NATURAL LAW IN 

CONTEMPORARY INDIA 

 

If we look into the Jurisprudential reality of the Indian legal system, it is not 

wrong to conclude that natural law prevails to have the ultimate authority in 

India. The Indian Constitution reads “We, the people of India..” which implies 

that the ultimate authority is vested in the people of India. It further reads that 

the Indian state is a “democratic republic”.  As per the Merriam Webster 

dictionary, democratic is defined as – ‘of, relating to or favoring democracy’.1014 

This means that the rulemaking bodies are elected by the people themselves. 

Further, the Merriam Webster dictionary denied “republic” as ‘a government 

in which supreme power resides in a body of citizens entitled to vote and is 

exercised by elected officers and representatives responsible to them and 

governing according to law’.1015 This is clear from the Constitution of India 

itself that the ultimate authority is vested with the people.  

 

Owing to such authority vested in the people, the ultimate question comes 

down to human reason. Interestingly, here comes the conflict between natural 

law and the sociology of law. As per the sociological school of law, the law 

refers to the accepted legal norms in society.1016 However, as mentioned 

earlier, natural law is the divine law which has its foundation in the human 

reason. Why this article emphasizes natural law rather than law as per the 

sociological school is because the law is not what the society accepts as the 

legal norm but what is justified to the human reason. Although the executive 

power lies with the Government, any new law which the government intends 

to execute has to essentially conform to the human reason of the people. The 

government cannot come up with an absurd law and enforce it with its 

authority. People have the fundamental right to protest, and in fact, they 

protest against any law which they feel is unjust. 

 

																																																								
1014 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/democratic (last visited May 9, 2020). 
1015 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/republic (last visited May 9, 2020). 
1016 Roger Cotterrell, The Sociological Concept of Law, 10 Journal of Law and Society , 241 (1983). 
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THE RIGHT TO PROTEST AND NATURAL LAW 

 

The Indian citizens have a right to protest under Article 19(1)(b) of the 

Constitution of India. The article reads that the citizens of India have a right 

to assemble peacefully and without arms. The people, under this article, have 

time and again protested against the laws which seem to be unjust or 

unreasonable. Now, although the right to protest has been given to the 

citizens under the authority of the Constitution of India, however, who is to 

decide what is ‘unjust and unreasonable’?  

 

It is the reasoning capability of human beings that differentiates between the 

just and the unjust, the reasonable and the unreasonable, etc. This is where 

natural law theory comes into play. According to natural law theory, every 

human being is capable of reason and they can, thus, raise their voice against 

the unjust and unreasonable. Reflecting on the conflict between the authority 

of the Constitution and natural law, it is worthwhile to note that human 

beings are themselves the Constitution makers. They drafted the Constitution 

using their natural reasoning of the just and reasonable. Further, in many 

instances, citizens exceed their right to peaceful protest applying their human 

reason when they feel that such peaceful protests within the limits of the 

Constitution are no longer effective in combating the issues at hand.  

 

The protest against the Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019, can be cited as a 

good example in the instant case. The Indian citizens exceeded the right to 

protest and went beyond the limit set by the Constitution of India. The 

protests became violent all-over the country because the citizens felt that this 

is the only way they can fight against the unjust CAA,2019 passed by the 

Government of India. It is interesting to note that, prima facie, the protests 

became illegal, however, examining the depth, one can reasonably form the 

opinion that the natural law proves to be strong in today’s times. The people 

stood against the unjust “law” made by the government. This is the result of 

basic human reason according to the natural law theory that even the statute 

made laws are not accepted by the ones who are supposed to be bound by 
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the “law”. Which law proves to be real at the end finds its answer in the 

strong contemporary existence of natural law. 

 

JUDICIARY AND NATURAL LAW 

 

The most important point to be noted here is that the Indian Judiciary follows 

principles of natural justice. These are above the law of the statutes. In the 

case of Maneka Gandhi vs. Union of Indian1017 it was observed that the 

principles of natural justice must be observed irrespective of whether the 

purpose is served or not. The idea of natural justice however not gave in 

Indian Constitution yet it is considered as a vital component for the 

administration of justice. Natural justice is an idea of common law that has 

its starting point in 'Jus Natural' which implies a law of nature. In its layman 

language, natural justice implies the normal human reason of what is good 

and bad and in its specialized sense, it is equivalent to fairness.1018 Generally, 

two principles of natural justice are followed in India. Firstly, no man can be 

a judge in the case to which he is a party and secondly, that no party shall be 

left unheard. Several shreds of evidence can be found in the Judicial history 

of the country. One such example is the case of Jeejeebhoy v. Asst. 

Collector.1019 In this case, one of the bench members was a member of a co-

operative society which was one of the parties to the dispute. The bench was 

reconstituted. 

 

Before every court of law, it is prayed that the court can pass any such order 

which it deems fit in the light of justice, equity, and good conscience. This 

expression evidently indicates the deep-rooted natural law in the delivery of 

justice even today. A decision of the court has to observe that fundamental 

natural law of what conforms to the human mind as just, equitable and shall 

be done in good conscience. The judiciary has time and again advised the 

government to amend some provisions of the law because it runs contrary to 

																																																								
1017 AIR 1978 SC 597. 
1018 Concept of Natural Justice Legalserviceindia.com, http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-1549-concept-
of-natural-justice.html (last visited May 17, 2020). 
1019 AIR 1965 SC 455. 
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natural law. The judiciary acts as an alarm bell for the other two organs. 

Judiciary has the power of judicial review. 

 

 One important example in this instance can be the case of Mitthu vs. The 

State of Punjab.1020 In this case, the Supreme Court struck down Section 303 

of the Indian Penal Code. This was in the lights of natural law vis a vis article 

21 of the Constitution of India. Here comes a conflict between the authority 

of natural law and constitutional law. However, closely analyzing the same, 

the constitution would not be accepted itself by the governed if it said 

something contradictory to the natural sense of human beings. We cannot 

imagine the constitution saying that no citizen shall have a fundamental right 

to life and everyone still accepting the authority of such a constitution. The 

laws are respected to the extent until they do not run contradictory to human 

reason. 

 

WHY NATURAL LAW IS THE ULTIMATE LAW? 

 

To answer this question, we need to look at the whole working of the society 

from a different angle. It is widely accepted that the law has evolved over a 

period of time. According to different schools of Jurisprudence, in primitive 

societies, human beings followed pure natural law. Then the different 

thoughts followed. Why does the law have an authority today is because 

society itself wants to be governed by the same. Human beings collectively 

consent to some law, directly or indirectly, and then the law gets an authority. 

People protest against a law that does not conform to their natural sense of 

right and wrong. History has been a witness. Hitler started the Nazi rule, and 

it led to his downfall because he made arbitrary rules. Sati practice was 

boycotted in India because people found it to be unjust to women.  

 

A very recent example is the Indian Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019. When 

people found that this law is arbitrary to a particular segment of people, they 

																																																								
1020 AIR 1983 SC 473. 
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protested against it. Law can be made on papers, but for its enforcement, it 

needs to be accepted by all those governed i.e. the human beings. Ultimately, 

the question comes down to human reason and the decision of the right and 

the wrong. The law can exist on papers but cannot be implemented until 

accepted by the people as just and reasonable. Hence, there can be no doubt 

that today, natural law is the ultimate law. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Human nature is complicated. It is not an easy task to analyze the uniformity 

in human nature. However, since the age of natural law, it has been quite a 

practice to accept uniform thought. Telling lie was against the law then 

because it was considered highly immoral, however, it is not considered 

immoral and not a taboo in today's society, hence, it is not much of an issue 

as per the legal perspective. The question is not whether the contemporary 

law is decided on morality, rather it is about the human reason and acceptance 

of a law by the majority. The decision comes down to what is just and 

reasonable. It is the force of natural law even in the age of downfall that no 

absurd enactment passed by the government can be enforced. It might seem 

to be “illegal” from the rulers’ perspective, however, from the natural law 

perspective, the question is rested ultimately in the human reason of the 

governed. In the end, ‘the law’ is decided by the society itself who gave birth 

to a legal system. Afterall, ‘the law’ exists to serve society and not the vice 

versa! 
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NEED TO AMEND THE PROHIBITION OF 

CHILD MARRIAGE ACT, 2006 TO MAKE CHILD 

MARRIAGE VOID AB INITIO 
-TEJAS SATEESHA HINDER1021 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The Prohibition of Child Marriages Act, 2006  (hereby referred to as the “PCMA”) under 

Section 3 declares child marriage as voidable, which is violative of the Fundamental Rights 

under Article 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution of India  (hereby referred to as the 

“Constitution”) of the parties in question and has long term negative impacts on the society. 

The personal laws existent in the country of India are not in concurrence with the special laws 

enacted to benefit women and children, resulting in gaps in the interpretation of law and passing 

of judgements. The provisions under the PCMA need to be made more stringent as far as the 

issue of punishment is concerned for the act of performing or abetting the act of child marriages 

and child marriage in itself should be proclaimed void ab initio.  

 

This article puts forward legal as well as social reasons, which bring up the need to make child 

marriage under the PCMA, 2006, void ab initio, for the purposes of which the author brings 

out the need under Articles 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution of India, brings out the adverse 

impact of such marriages on the society and the conflict of the provisions of the PCMA with 

the personal laws. Finally, the author brings out the changes that are to be made in the 

provisions of the PCMA, to cater to societal as well as legal interests.  

  

  

																																																								
1021 2nd Year, B.A. LL.B., National Law Institute University, Bhopal. 
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REQUIREMENT FOR PROTECTION OF CHILDREN UNDER 

THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA  

 

The practice of child marriage is a well-known social evil and violative of the 

Fundamental Rights of the child, who is a party to such marriage. Said violation 

would be three-fold under Articles 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution. Article 14 

and 15 are to be read conjointly as they form a group of provisions guaranteeing 

equality. Such provisions confer a right of equality on each individual citizen 

including children. Article 21 is the heart of the Constitution.1022 It confers right 

to life as well as right to choose.   

 

Child marriage as a custom effectively denies the child the right to equality as 

enshrined under Article 14 of the Constitution which enunciates the general 

principle of right to equality and prohibits the State from denying to any person, 

equality before the law or equal protection of the laws. 

 

In order for there to be a violation of Article 14 there needs to be an absence 

of intelligible differentia without any rational nexus.1023 The legislation needs to 

enact laws keeping a set objective in mind.1024 The marriage being voidable and 

not void violates the fundamental rights of a child as enshrined in the 

Constitution as the child is generally not in a position to express consent as per 

law or otherwise.1025 In the instant matter, Section 3 of PCMA states that, 

“Every child marriage, whether solemnised before or after the commencement 

of this Act, shall be voidable at the option of the contracting party who was a 

child at the time of the marriage.” Here, it can be noted that there is no 

intelligible differentia or nexus to be achieved by the Legislation.1026 This 

																																																								
1022 Reliance Energy Ltd. v. Maharashtra State Road Development Corp. Ltd., (2007) 8 SCC 1. 
1023 Ganga Ram Moolchandani v. State of Rajasthan, (2001) 6 SCC 89; M.Nagaraj v. Union of India; (2006) 8 SCC 

212; Naresh Kumar v. UOI, (2004) 4 SCC 540; Maharashtra v Ranjit P. Gohil, (2003) 9 SCC 358; K. Prabhakaran 
v. P.Jayarajan, (2005) 1 SCC 754. 

1024 Saraswat Co-op Bank Ltd. v. State of Maharashtra, (2006) 8 SCC 520; Rameshwar Dayal v. State of Punjab, AIR 
1961 SC 816; Saurabh Chaudhri v. UOI, (2003) 11 SCC 146. 

1025 T.Sivakumar v. Inspector of Police, AIR 2012 Mad. 62. 
1026 Sube Singh v. State of Haryana, (2001) 7 SCC 545; Confederation of Ex- Servicemen Associations v. UOI, (2006) 

8 SCC 399. 
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provision suffers from severe implementation issues and fails to act as an 

effective deterrent to such practices.  

 

A joint reading of Article 14 and 15(3) confers upon women (including female 

children) the equality of status and protects them from the violation of this 

principle. The issue of child marriage results in denying the child the right to 

both equality before law and equal protection of laws. 1027  The practise of child 

marriage attributes to the violation of the right to bodily integrity and 

reproductive choice of the child.1028 This provision is directly in contravention 

of Article 21 of the Constitution which states that, “No person shall be deprived 

of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.”  

 

The child is deprived of exercising basic fundamental rights as undertaken by 

the Constitution which hinders its overall growth and development as an 

individual. The State also has a duty to impart education and particularly primary 

education as this benefit is a fundamental right within the meaning of Article 21 

of the Constitution.1029 In the case of Gobind v. State of Madhya Pradesh1030 the 

Hon’ble Court recognised, ‘Any right to privacy must encompass and protect 

the personal intimacies of the home, the family, marriage, motherhood, 

procreation and child rearing.’ This further substantiates our argument that 

young girls have the right to make their own decisions with regard to their 

private life and reproduction. 

 

The practice of child marriage results in the law providing blanket protection to 

persons who under the pretext of marriage indulge in trafficking of young girls 

for the purposes of forced labour or prostitution which is in direct 

contravention of Article 231031 of the Constitution.  As a general principle, 

Fundamental Rights are the basic rights guaranteed to every individual in the 

																																																								
1027 Vijay Lakshmi v. Punjab University, (2003) 8 SCC 440; ‘X’ v. ‘Hospital Z’, (1998) 8 SCC 296. 
1028 Unnkirishnan.J.P. v. State of A.P., AIR 1993 SC 2178.  
1029 Modern School v. Union of India, (2004) 5 SCC 583; Superstar Education Society v. State of Maharshtra, (2008) 

3 SCC 315; State of Bihar v. Project Uchacha Sikshak Sangh, (2006) 2 SCC 545.566. 
1030 Gobind v. State of Madhya Pradesh, (1975) 2 SCC 148. 
1031 Nihal Singh v. Rambai, AIR 1987 MP 126; Raj Bahadur v. Legal Remembrancer of the Govt. of W.B., AIR 1953 

Cal. 522. 
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nation and is contained in Part III of the Constitution of India .1032 Any 

provision that derogates these basic rights can be termed as unconstitutional 

under Article 13 of the Constitution.1033 The provision under the said Act being 

in derogation of Articles 14, 15 and 21 should be amended to make the practice 

of child marriage void ab initio.  

 

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE PROHIBITION OF CHILD 

MARRIAGE ACT AND PERSONAL LAWS  

 

The requisite personal laws which apply to individuals as per their faith are 

contrary to the ideals of the PCMA. The personal laws do not provide definite 

guidelines or provisions with regard to age of marriage. Such anomalies create 

loopholes in the process of disbursing justice equitably. In the view expressed 

by the Committee on Amendments to Criminal Law chaired by Justice J.S. 

Verma (Retired),1034 it was stated that the out-dated notion that a wife is no more 

than a subservient chattel of her husband has since been given up in most 

developed countries. The personal laws in our country need to evolve as per the 

changing standards of society and alter their view upon the role played by 

women in different spheres of life. 

 

Further, while the personal laws uphold the marriages of minors, there are 

statutes in place criminalizing such acts. Nothing could break the institution of 

marriage more than the fact that it is against the law and accordingly, punishable 

offences. 

 

Section 2 (vii) of the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939 entitles a 

woman married under Muslim law to obtain a decree of dissolution of marriage 

if she is given in marriage by her father or other guardian before she attains the 

age of 15 years and can repudiate the marriage before attaining the age of 18 

years and after 15 years provided that the marriage has not been consummated.  

																																																								
1032 State of A.P. v. McDowell & Co., (1996) 3 SCC 709; State of M.P. v. Bharat Singh, AIR 1966 SC 1170; Dularey 

Lodh v. A.D.J., AIR 1984 SC 1260. 
1033 State of W.B. v. E.I.T.A. India Ltd., (2003) 5 SCC 239. 
1034 Verma.J, Seth.J, and Subramaniam.G., Report of the Committee on Amendments to Criminal Law., (2013). 
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The applicability of this provision concerns girls below the age of 15 years who 

are married. This is directly in contravention with the PCMA under Sections 2 

and 3 which explicitly mention age of marriage to be above 18 years for girls 

and allows nullification of marriage until the age of 20. It would also be pertinent 

to mention Section 13(2) (iv) of the Hindu Marriage Act, 19551035, wherein a 

Hindu girl can file a petition for divorce on the ground that her marriage, 

whether consummated or not, was solemnized before she attained the age of 15 

years can repudiate her marriage after attaining the age of 15 years but before 

attaining the age of 18 years.  Both of these provisions infringe the provisions 

of the PCMA as enunciated previously. The question that remains unanswered 

is about who would take up the responsibility to represent or help such children, 

who have been forced to marry, to approach the Courts.   

 

THE ADVERSE IMPACT OF CHILD MARRIAGE ON THE 

COUPLE AS WELL AS THE SOCIETY  

 

Child marriage as a custom has to be considered not with the blinkered vision 

of the days gone by but with the social realities of today. Traditions that might 

have been acceptable at some historical point of time may not seem plausible as 

a practice any longer. If times and situations change, so must views, traditions 

and conventions.1036 A report1037 released in June 2017 by the World Bank along 

with the International Centre for Research for Women, clearly elucidates that a 

child marriage is defined as a marriage or union taking place before the age of 

18 years and this definition has been arrived at by relying on a number of 

conventions, treaties and international agreements as well as resolutions of the 

UN Human Rights Council and the UN General Assembly, a number of which 

India is a signatory to. 

																																																								
1035 Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, No. 25 of 1955 (India) 
1036 Anuj Garg v. Hotel Association of India, (2008) 3 SCC 1; Dasaratha Rama Rao Gazula v. State of A.P., AIR 1961 

SC 564. 
1037 Quentin Wodon, Chata Male, Adenike Onagoruwa, Aboudrahyme Savadogo, Ali Yedan, Jeff Edmeades, , Neetu 

John, and Suzanne Petroni, Economic impacts of child marriage : global synthesis report (English,), World Bank 
Group, (June 27,2017),( February 19, 2018) (09.30 
IST) http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/530891498511398503/Economic-impacts-of-child-marriage-
global-synthesis-report. 
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The standard consequence of a child marriage would be adverse harm to the 

physical and mental health of the girl child which has the ability to create an 

intergenerational impact. It is significant to note that the Census data of 2011 

demonstrated an upswing of female deaths in the age group of 15-19 years. Low 

age of marriage causes prenatal complications for both the young mother and 

the child. A report1038 by the National Commission for Protection of Child 

Rights observed that child brides often experience overlapping vulnerabilities - 

they are young, often poor and undereducated. It was further revealed that 3% 

girls in the age group of 10 to 14 years were married and about 20% girls were 

married before attaining the age of 19 years. Therefore, more than 1 out of every 

5 marriages violates the provisions of the PCMA. 

 

It is of immense value to fully grasp the repercussions caused by the institution 

of child marriage. A young girl married off would not only be deprived of her 

basic rights as a citizen of this country but would also suffer from setbacks like 

early pregnancy which can result in loss of life, contraction of sexually 

transmitted diseases,1039 loss of educational opportunities, violence, harassment 

and abuse from her husband or in laws, loss of decision making ability and 

general well-being.1040 Such situations are detrimental not only to the victims of 

child marriage but also affects the society at large. 

 

THE PROVISIONS UNDER THE PROHIBITION OF CHILD 

MARRIAGE ACT, 2006 NEED TO BE STRENGTHENED  

 

The current provisions under the PCMA do not provide for stringent action 

against persons who abet or perform marriages and is silent as to the 

involvement of women who may indulge in the same under Section 10 of the 

said Act. Section 3 of the Act which elucidates child marriages to be voidable 

should be altered to be read as void ab initio.  

																																																								
1038Young Lives and National Commission for Protection of Child Rights, A Statistical Analysis of Child Marriage in 

India based on Census 2011, (2017) 
1039United Nations Women, The Secretary General’s in depth study on all forms of violence against women, (2006). 
1040 Women and Child Development Ministry, National Plan for Action 2016, (2017). 
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The clause inserted by the State of Karnataka by way of sub-Section (1A) in 

Section 3 of the PCMA (on obtaining the assent of the President on 20th April, 

2017), declaring that henceforth every child marriage that is solemnized is void 

ab initio.  All State Legislatures or preferably the Union of India  itself should 

follow this route in order to curtail and completely illegalise this practice by way 

of amendment, with necessary steps taken towards mounting harsher 

punishment for persons engaging in such customs. 

 

It would be immensely important to make a mention of international 

conventions which India is a signatory to such as the CEDAW1041 under Article 

16(2) and CRC1042 under Articles 9(1), 12(1) and 24(3) which have strict 

guidelines against violence towards child, abolition of archaic practices such as 

child marriage and the responsibility of the State in achieving the same. The 

State has an obligation to give effect to international agreements and treaties 

under Article 253 of the India  Constitution as well as under articles 2(1)(b), 

14(1) and 16 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 19631043 which 

define the act of ratification as, “Ratification is defined as the international act 

whereby a state indicates its consent to be bound to a treaty if the parties 

intended to show their consent by such an act. The institution of ratification 

grants states the necessary time-frame to seek the required approval for the 

treaty on the domestic level and to enact the necessary legislation to give 

domestic effect to that treaty.”  

 

An alternate method to curb the issue of child marriage would be to make the 

registration of marriages compulsory in the country. Reference could be drawn 

from a judgement given by this Court in the case of Seema v. Ashwani Kumar1044 

wherein the States as well as the Legislature were given direction to render 

																																																								
1041UN General Assembly, Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women, 18 

December 1979, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.1249, p.13. 
1042UN General Assembly, Convention on the Rights of the Child, 20 November 1989, United Nations, Treaty Series, 

vol.1577, p.3. 
1043 United Nations, Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 23 May 1969, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 

1155, p. 331 
1044 Seema v. Ashwani Kumar, (2006) 2 SCC 578. 
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registration of marriages compulsory, but the same has suffered from lack of 

implementation. 

 

Lastly, as far as implementation is considered, the Article 14 does not prevent 

the Legislature from introducing a reform gradually1045, at first applying the 

legislations to some institutions1046 or objects having common features or 

particular areas1047 only, as per the exigencies of the situation.    

 

  

																																																								
1045 State of Madhya Pradesh v. Bhopal Sugar Industries Ltd., (1964) 6 SCR 846. 
1046 L.N.M.Institute v. State of Bihar, AIR 1988 SC 1136; Lakshmindra Theertha Swamiar Sri v. Commr, Hindu 

Religious Endowments, (1988) 2 SCC 433. 
1047 Ramchandra Palai v. State of Orissa, AIR 1956 SC 298; Biswambhar Singh v. State of Orissa, AIR 1954 SC 139; 

Amar Singh Thakur v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1955 SC 504. 
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PERSONAL GUARANTOR UNDER I&B CODE, 

2016 
-DIPANWITA CHATTERJEE1048 

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

Insolvency & Bankruptcy law has always been very dynamic and developing. 

The scope of this I&B Code, 2016 is growing day by day, as per the changing 

environment. Under this code, an individual is classified into three categories 

i.e. personal guarantors to corporate debtors, partnership or proprietor firm and 

other individuals. The category of other individuals is nowhere defined, that 

who will fall within this category, therefore this category is open to the 

interpretation of the courts.  

 

Through a notification1049 dated 15th November, 2019, the government notified 

that the personal guarantors i.e. first category in the above mentioned, will now 

be responsible if in case, their related companies or the companies they are 

representing won’t able to repay the debt in  any circumstances. From this 

particular notification, two things need to be noted, firstly the person should 

necessarily be a guarantor to be covered under the purview of this notification 

and secondly, this notification only talks about one of the categories of the 

individuals. It does not have any connection or jurisdiction over the remaining 

two categories.  

 

In addition to this, the Central Government also enacted some rules and 

regulations1050 with effect from the 1st of December, 2019, to give effective 

implementation of the earlier notification. These rules and regulations are as 

follows:  

																																																								
1048 Student, 2nd Year, K.I.I.T School of Law, Bhubaneswar. 
1049 PIB Delhi, Notification of provisions under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 relating to Personal 
Guarantors to corporate debtors (15th November, 2019) 
https://ibbi.gov.in//uploads/legalframwork/1fb8c2b785f35a5126c58a2e567be921.pdf 
1050 PIB Delhi, IBBI notifies Regulations for Insolvency Resolution and Bankruptcy Proceedings of Personal 
Guarantors to Corporate Debtors (20th November, 2019), https://pib.gov.in/Pressreleaseshare.aspx?PRID=1592517 
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• The Insolvency and Bankruptcy (Application to Adjudicating Authority 

for Insolvency Resolution Process for Personal Guarantors to 

Corporate Debtors) Rules, 2019 ("Insolvency Rules") 

• The Insolvency and Bankruptcy (Application to Adjudicating Authority 

for Bankruptcy Process for Personal Guarantors to Corporate Debtors) 

Rules, 2019 ("Bankruptcy Rules") 

• The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (Insolvency Resolution 

Process for Personal Guarantors to Corporate Debtors) Regulations, 

2019 ("Insolvency Regulations"); and 

• The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (Bankruptcy Process for 

Personal Guarantors to Corporate Debtors) Regulations, 2019 

("Bankruptcy Regulations") 

 

PERSONAL GUARANTOR 

 

Section 5(22) of the Code1051, defines personal guarantors as an individual who 

is the surety in a contract of guarantee to a corporate debtor. Alternatively, It 

has been defined under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy (Application to 

Adjudicating Authority for Bankruptcy Process for Personal Guarantors to 

Corporate Guarantors) Rules, 2019 under Section 3(e), which defines a 

guarantor as the personal guarantor to the corporate debtor and in respect of 

whom guarantee has been invoked by the creditor and remains unpaid in full or 

part. So, basically a guarantor is a person who promises to pay the amount to 

the creditor, in case the borrower fails to do so.  

 

PROCEDURE FOR APPLICATION  

 

• Application U/S 94: For initiating an insolvency proceeding in respect  

of a personal guarantor, an application under section 94 {A debtor who 

commits a default may apply, either personally or through a resolution 

process to the Adjudicating Authority for initiating the insolvency 

																																																								
1051 Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016  
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process, by submitting an application}has to be filed. The application 

should be attached with form A.  

 

• Application U/S 95: As an alternative, for initiating an insolvency 

process, application can be made under Section 951052 also. A creditor 

can himself or jointly with the other creditors, can make an application 

to Adjudicating Authority or it can be made through a resolution 

professional (RP) also. Form C should mandatorily be attached with the 

application.   

 

Interim Moratorium:  

 

As soon as an application is filed before the Adjudicating Authority, “interim 

moratorium” is provided under Section 96 which is in relation to any debt, in 

addition to a moratorium under Section 101 (Moratorium Period). This interim 

moratorium is only effective, once the application is admitted.  

 

Appointment of Resolution Professional:  

 

The direction has to be given by the Adjudicating Authority, to IBBI to make 

sure that there are no disciplinary proceedings pending against the Resolution 

Professional. This confirmation has to be made within 7 days, if in case the 

application is made by the Resolution Professional. This period will be of 10 

days, where the application is made by the Debtor/Creditor, and IBBI need to 

appoint a resolution professional by requesting the adjudicating authority.  

 

Report by Resolution Professional:  

 

After the appointment of the Resolution Professional, he shall submit the report 

within 10 days of his appointment, after examining the application to the 

Adjudicating Authority.  

																																																								
1052 Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 
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While carrying the task of examination of the application, the Resolution 

Professional can ask for the information from creditor or debtor or any other 

person, from whom the information can be extracted out.  

 

Admission/ Rejection of Application:  

 

Once the report has been submitted by the Resolution Professional, within 14 

days of the submission of the report, the Adjudicating Authority within 14 days 

of the submission shall admit or reject the application filed under section 94 or 

95.  

 

Repayment Plan  

 

If the Adjudicating Authority admits the application, it can on request of RP 

issue the conducting of negotiation which should be held between the debtor 

and creditor to construct a repayment plan. The creditor is entitled to file for 

bankruptcy, if the application is rejected on the basis that the application was 

made with the intention to defraud the creditor or the resolution professional.  

 

Public Notice by the Adjudicating Authority 

 

The Adjudicating Authority itself issues the notice under Section 102 {Public 

Notice and claims from creditors} of the Code within seven days of passing the 

order under Section 100 {Admission or rejection of the Claim} inviting claims 

from all the creditors within 21 days of such issue.    

 

Execution of the Plan by RP 

 

For the execution and the successful implementation of the plan, the RP is to 

be responsible. Once the plan is successful, a notice has to be sent to the 

Adjudicating Authority. The RP shall issue a notice to the Guarantor asking the 

Guarantor to pay the remedial amount, where the guarantor fails to pay the 

amount and where such a remedy is not implemented, and then the 
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Adjudicating Authority should be approached by the RP for getting the 

directions.  

 

It is the right of the affected creditors to initiate the bankruptcy proceedings 

against the Guarantor, if there is a failure in the implementation of the 

Resolution Plan. This will be in the similar manner as liquidation proceedings 

are initiated against the corporate debtor, in the event where the resolution plan 

fails. 

 

Discharge Order 

 

The plan in terms of Section 1191053 {Discharge Order}, may provide for an 

early discharge or a discharge upon the completion of the repayment of the 

debts in terms of the plan. On the basis of the plan, the RP shall apply to the 

Adjudicating Authority for passing an order in relation to the same and upon 

the implementation of the plan, the Adjudicating Authority shall pass the 

Discharge Order.1054 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy of the personal guarantors is indeed a strong 

move in the favour of the creditors. There is a scope of move improvement in 

respect of transparency and the implementation of the plan. It will save the time 

of the Debtors, avoiding multiple suits in various jurisdictions.  

 

  

																																																								
1053 Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 
1054 V V S N Raju , Shreya Kurudi and Virajitha Chintalapudi, A Note On Personal Guarantors To Corporate Debtors 
Under Insolvency And Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (3rd January, 2020)  
https://www.mondaq.com/india/InsolvencyBankruptcyRe-structuring/870978/Personal-Guarantors-Now-
Subject-To-IBC-A-Brief-Overview-Of-The-Insolvency-Resolution-Process 
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POLICE CORRUPTION IN INDIA AND MEXICO 
-PARMEET KAUR1055 

 

“The frog doesn’t drink up to the pond in which he lives”1056 – American Indian Proverb 

‘’The violation of state and federal laws or the violation of individuals' constitutional rights 

by police officers; also when police commit crimes for personal gain.’1057’ 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Corruption within the Indian police organization is not a brand new phenomenon and folklore 

has constantly related police with extortion and brutality. At present, corruption exists in 

paperwork and in every rank. It has reached an alarming stage wherein a few practices aren't 

even considered deviant. This paper argues that such pervasive corruption is an expression of 

the organizational tradition and whose roots traces back to the British Raj. Police is a 

quintessential part of the modern society. A society inside this set up can't live and progress 

without an effective, sincere and honest police force. The Indian police have its roots inside the 

ancient length and the cutting-edge police are the outcome of an evolutionary method. The awful 

aspects that have been inherited from the vintage machine encompasses corruption among 

policemen today. In countries such as Mexico or India, corruption is rampant and that has 

led to corruption as a straightforward way to run unethical business like drug smuggling, 

trafficking, and prostitution. For corrupted officers, bribery plays a vital function and it is a 

severe trouble to tackle with these issues. Anti-Corruption Bureau has been operated in India 

and by different laws in Mexico. This research paper will compare police corruption with a 

special emphasis on the situation in India and Mexico. This research paper also seeks to 

provide a proper evaluation and attempts at studying appropriate guidelines that must be 

applied to quit the vice and make sure that the law functions effectively.  

KEYWORDS  – Police Corruption, India, Mexico, Illegal, Government, Country. 

  

																																																								
1055 3rd Year, LL.B., Lovely Professional University. 
1056 https://ijcst.journals.yorku.ca/index.php/ijcst/article/view/37944/34411 last viewed on 12-4-2020 
1057 https://law.jrank.org/pages/9248/Police-Corruption-Misconduct.html last viewed on 12-4-2020 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Corruption is a type of untruthfulness or criminal offense embraced by an 

individual or association depending on a place of power and aims at getting 

illegal advantage or misuse of such power for private gratification. It may 

incorporate numerous exercises including gift or even theft, however it might 

likewise include practices that are legitimate in numerous countries. Corruption 

and wrongdoing are endemic sociological events which show up as a normal 

recurrence for different intents and purposes in all nations worldwide but with 

a changing degree, scale and extent. Countries assign local assets for the control 

and guideline of corruption and wrongdoing. Systems to counter corruption are 

regularly defined under the umbrella term anti-corruption. Corruption exists in 

one form or another within the police machinery. Corruption has inflamed 

every sphere of current existence.1058 It has vitiated the moral values of the 

society and the police force is no exception. In fact, corruption of police isn't 

always a new phenomenon, however the irony is that the difficulty has seldom 

been seized with seriousness. 

 

According to the rotten apple concept1059, corruption is the painting of a few, 

dishonest, immoral law enforcement officials. Experts dismiss this principle as 

it fails to give an explanation as to why such a lot of corrupt officials are 

growingly a part of police agencies. Unenforceable laws governing moral 

requirements sell corruption due to the fact they provide crook agencies with a 

monetary hobby in undermining law enforcement. Providers of these illegal 

items and service use part of their income to bribe the police with the intention 

to ensure the continuation of criminal companies. Demanding or receiving price 

for crook offenses, to miss a crime or a likely future crime. 

																																																								
1058 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/6ec6/7068a21fb223524cc6a0097af125da53f255.pdf last viewed on 12-4-2020 
1059  “Rotten Apple” theory states that deviant police officers are those who psychological testing fails to screen out. 
This concept is favored by police administrators because it offers a quick and easy solution to police deviant behavior. 
However, there is a growing body of literature that suggests that it is the stressful occupation that is policing that is 
the fertile soil from which police deviant behavior springs otherwise known as the “Rotten Barrel” theory, can check 
here- https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF02813860 last view on 11-april-2020 
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Police corruption is the misuse of police authority for personal benefit; imply 

economic payment or any other kind of gain. The benefit must be won illegally 

and as a result of the officer's position or authority.  

For example – extortion, bribery 

 

These activities damage the police's public image and undermine a community's 

trust of law enforcement. Crime thrives in these communities because criminal 

activity is protected rather than abated. As a result, the protected criminal 

activities often contribute to organized crime earnings. This is due to the 

protected activities, like drug dealing or prostitution, quickly become rewarding 

assets of income for all involved. Most law enforcement corporations do not 

longer nation statistics of police corruption because of fear of lack of public 

support for the force in preventing crime. However, it is mentioned that police 

corruption is one of the best boundaries to the combating of crime. It is even 

harder to fight prepared crimes since in many cases law enforcement officials 

acquire price to defend the criminals.1060 The Kerala Police Reorganization 

Committee has echoed these views vividly thus 

 

TYPOLOGY OF POLICE CORRUPTION 

 

v Kickbacks- It is an illegal price intended as repayment for favorable 

treatment or other mistaken offerings. It may be money, a present, credit score, 

or anything of fee. Paying or receiving kickbacks is a corrupt practice that 

interferes with a Police officer's potential to make impartial decisions. It is often 

called a bribe. Kickbacks are one of the most common kinds of government 

corruption. In a few instances, the kickback takes the shape of a "cut of the 

action," and may be so properly called to be common expertise or even end up 

part of a state's way of life.1061 

 

v Opportunistic thefts - This is a form of police corruption wherein 

officials interact in robbery each time they come upon a possibility that 

																																																								
1060 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023%2FA%3A1008777013115 
1061 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/k/kickback.asp 
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facilitates the same. This is a major challenge facing the police pressure due to 

the fact that it's far hard to show opportunistic thefts via police officers in courts 

of regulation. An example of an opportunistic robbery can also arise when 

officers get better stolen property or money however deliberately undervalues 

it in an effort to preserve a few for them. Others may additionally arrive at 

coincidence scenes or murder scenes and steal valuables from the injured or 

dead. In sure instances, law enforcement officials’ scouse borrows money or 

valuables from human beings they arrest. Such forms of corruption are difficult 

to prosecute on the grounds that in most instances there are few if any witnesses 

who witness the crime.  

 

v Protection of illegal activities- The safety of unlawful activity is one of 

the finest challenges going through set up regulation enforcement corporations 

across the world. There are many law enforcement officials who are concerned 

in defensive perpetrators of prepared crime and in lots of cases, such officials 

have excessive authority. This makes it hard for junior officers to arrest and 

prosecute such offenders. Organized crimes together with the sale of medicine, 

prostitution, human trafficking and gambling generally thrive because of 

protection from law enforcement officials. Usually, officials are offered coins 

incentives or other benefits that compromise their principles. In but other cases, 

cops are both blackmailed or threatened with damage to their households or 

themselves on the way to assure their safety of unlawful activities. Such kinds 

of police corruption are also hard to show in a courtroom of regulation when 

you consider that organized criminals are normally intelligent and disguise their 

activities very correctly. Police officials who guard them also make prosecuting 

such criminals very hard. 

 

v Sabotaging criminal cases - This is a critical form of police corruption 

that includes immediately sabotaging evidence or courtroom strategies if you 

want to ensure that a particular suspect is determined now not guilty and 

launched. Some officers tamper with evidence accrued or deliberately do now 

not comply with guidelines of collecting evidence to be able to make sure that 

suspects are released on a technicality. Others do no longer attend court sessions 
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when summoned with the intention to make certain that there may be 

inadequate evidence towards a suspect. In severe instances, officials have been 

acknowledged to resource the escape of suspects from custody. All these are 

serious offenses in view that they undermine the justice machine and save you 

responsible humans from being prosecuted for crimes committed.  

 

v Corruption of authority – It is a shape of corruption that involves the 

reception of free food, drinks, and gratitude from humans the police are alleged 

to serve. This form of corruption might also or may not be at the start be meant 

to deprave the police officer. Sometimes the public offers officers free presents 

as a means of appreciation for offerings rendered. However, over time, this 

culture leads to corruption within the police force due to the fact that officials 

feel obliged to serve those who reward them greater efficaciously than those 

who do no longer some corrupt people may additionally use such presents as a 

way of blackmailing officers to perform particular offerings which might not be 

lawful. Many police departments have outlawed the reception of items of any 

form by using law enforcement officials from the people they serve. 

 

v Direct Criminal Activities - There are cases in which regulation 

enforcers consisting of policemen immediately devote crimes which they are 

speculated to prevent. Such cops commit crimes at the same time as disguised 

as civilians and this makes it difficult for different law enforcers to arrest and 

prosecute them. Police officials have state-of-the-art training past that possessed 

by ordinary civilians and they may be probably to leave little proof when 

committing crimes which create a project of prosecuting officials who have 

interaction in crime. Some officers have additionally been known to lend their 

guns or uniforms to criminals who might also commit crimes that masquerading 

as cops. Others collaborate with criminals to commit crimes especially crimes 

regarding the stealing of huge sums of cash such as cash escort offerings. Police 

officials who commit crimes are commonly sacked from the force and 

prosecuted as civilians. However, as was formerly stated, their knowledge of 

coping with weapons and collecting proof makes monitoring and prosecuting 

such officials difficult. 
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Police Corruption – Indian Perspective 

 

It is odd that a fair nation, for example, India doesn't confide in one of the most 

significant organization organs of its chosen government– the police. The 

decision tip top and working class residents consider them to be political 

imitations and censure lawmakers for not letting the police assume their 

legitimate jobs in the public arena. The lower-salary classes, obviously, feel 

threatened by them and in consistent dread of their advantageous power. It 

follows that there is a dismal absence of comprehension about the nature and 

elements of the police in the nation.  

 

The issues of the Indian police which run as profound as the plan, structure, 

culture, and administration stay covered up. The Kerala Police Reorganization 

Committee has reverberated these perspectives strikingly subsequently the job 

of the police as gatekeepers of peace has experienced a significant change after 

the accomplishment of autonomy. The Police Force in the Country was 

composed almost a century prior by a remote Government and during the battle 

for opportunity by the individuals, the police as the coercive arms of the 

Government needed to sub serve the interests of the Government at that point 

in power. They came to be viewed with doubt and hostility by the individuals 

who thought of them as the instrument of animosity utilized by an outsider 

Government"1062. 

 

Police work force in India as a rule into two sorts of infringement. The first is 

corruption against people or foundations which for the most part focuses on 

the salary or business of the person in question. Traffic police coerce cash from 

drivers every day. Indeed, even sellers, road merchants, and little league 

businesspeople know about the requests of the nearby police station. They are 

compelled to pay week after week installments (haftas) or endure blackmail 

because of policemen at visit interims just to work their business. Enlistment of 

cases, as well, requires a reward to the police station in control. The second class 

																																																								
1062 https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1023/A:1008777013115.pdf-last viewed on 14-4-2020 
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of criminal direct rehearsed by the police is that of physical compulsion against 

suspects of wrongdoing or instigators. This unfortunate behavior is typically 

focused at lower-salary gatherings. These gatherings are normally dependent 

upon the brutal physical treatment and even the guiltless risk having bogus 

bodies of evidence enrolled against them. Every single custodial demise is to a 

great extent those of poor or lower class individuals. 1063 

 

“India has the most elevated number of police torment and custodial passing among the world's 

majority rules systems and the most fragile law against torment. The police regularly work in 

an atmosphere of exemption, where torment is viewed as standard police conduct to separate 

admissions from little pickpockets to political suspects".1064 

 

Generally, policemen are exceptionally regarded as defenders of harmony and 

guardian of people in general. In a country confronting the profound seeded 

corruption that India is at present encountering, policemen are unwelcome and 

hated citizenry. The Indian open has essentially lost their trust and regard for 

men in IPS uniform. This undermines open enthusiasm for pressing together 

professions in the police business. The loss of rivalry for police positions results 

in under-qualified and as of now degenerate men excitedly looking for illicit 

installments and arrangement with political figures.  

 

The couple of men who do enter the police power with well meaning goals for 

organizing change enter at such a low position and are so encompassed by 

corruption that their endeavors are immediately muffled by the customary 

arrangement of indecency. This prompts an inescapable culture of guiltiness in 

the police framework. Policemen readily neglect the wrongdoings of the 

politically amazing also, anybody ready to pay them the most to exculpate their 

wrongdoings. In some Indian towns bondage is still permitted to exist, despite 

the fact that it is universally illicit, inasmuch as the policemen are being paid a 

																																																								
1063https://baylorir.tdl.org/bitstream/handle/2104/9728/Police%20Corruption%20in%20India.pdf?sequence=1&i
sAllowed=y last viewed on 13-4-2020 
1064 ‘Ravi Nair, the man who heads the South Asia Human Rights Documentation Center said in a press conference’ 
https://www.nytimes.com/1992/10/14/world/india-rights-group-s-cry-police-rape-and-torture.html last viewed on 
13-4-2020 
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liberal remuneration for neglecting the unpaid work and obligation servitude of 

poor people. In India, police have become merchants of power instead of 

community workers 

 

The case of State of UP v Ram Sagar Yadav1065 was key to the 113th report of 

the Law Commission of India which talked about the issue of wounds in police 

guardianship. As indicated by the case,  

 

v FACTS - Brij Lal had a few contrasts with his neighbor who, thusly, 

recorded a protest against Brij Lal for steers trespass. The cop concerned 

requested cash from Brij Lal as a byproduct of quieting the issue. After diligent 

requests, Brij Lal offered a whole of Rs. 100 to the constable who was 

unsatisfied with this insignificant whole. Brij Lal grumbled to the 

Superintendent of Police who thus sent the case for request to the Station 

House Officer, Hussaingunj. Chafed at this striking advance taken by Brij Lal, 

the Station House Officer chose to show him a thing or two and sent two 

different constables to carry him to the police headquarters. Brij Lal was brought 

to the police headquarters at 10AM. By early afternoon, he was in a basic 

condition and must be taken in a condition of stun to the Additional District 

Magistrate. He was unable to try and stroll into the courtroom. The Additional 

District Magistrate went out into the verandah and found that Brij Lal had 

nineteen wounds on his body. The ADM had the option to record the withering 

affirmation of Brij Lal in which he charged the Station House Officer and two 

police constables with having caused the wounds by thrashing him while he was 

in police care. Brij Lal died that night.  

 

v OBSERVATION - The Supreme Court stressed the need to receive an 

alternate methodology in an occurrence that includes charges against the police. 

The Supreme Court was restless that the authorities of peace don't utilize their 

situation for mistreating guiltless residents who seek them for insurance. The 

court noticed that cops "limited by the ties of a sort of fellowship" frequently 

																																																								
1065 State Of Uttar Pradesh vs Ram Sagar Yadav And Ors on 18 January, 1985- last viewed on 15-4-2020 
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like to stay quiet in these sorts of circumstances and "when they decide to talk, 

they regularly put their own shine upon the realities and frequently distort 

reality".  

 

“Before we close, we might want to put forth for the Government the need to 

revise the law properly so that police officers who perpetrate monstrosities on 

people who are in their care are not permitted to escape by reason of scarcity or 

nonattendance of proof. Cops alone, and none else, can give proof as respects the 

conditions in which an individual in their care comes to get wounds while in 

their care. The people on whom barbarities are executed by the police in the 

sanctum sanctorum of the police headquarters, are left with no proof to 

demonstrate who the wrongdoers are. The law with regards to the weight of 

evidence in such cases might be reconsidered by the governing body so handmaids 

of lawfulness don't utilize their power and open doors for abusing the blameless 

residents who seek them for security. It is amusing that in the moment case, an 

individual who whined against a police officer for pay off was done to death by 

that cop, his two colleagues and his predominant official, the Station House 

Officer" 1066 

 

The Parliament set up the National Human Rights Commission to manage such 

maltreatment however police torment proceeds with unabated. As indicated by 

the most recent accessible government information, there were 1307 announced 

passing in police and legal authority in India in 2002. 

 

Latest Examples of police corruption in India (2019) 

 

Ø ASSAM -The carefulness and hostile to debasement part of Assam Police 

had caught a cop in the act while he was taking hush-money of Rs 10,000 from 

an individual. The captured cop was distinguished as Nilotpal Bhuyan, Officer-

in-Charge of Doboka police headquarters in Assam's Hojai locale. As indicated 

by reports, following a grievance held up by an individual named Md. Arif 

																																																								
1066 https://indiankanoon.org/doc/596213/ last viewed on 15-4-2020 
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Ahmed Laskar, cautiousness and against debasement group propelled an activity 

and caught the cop in the act while accepting hush money of sum Rs 10,000 

from the individual at Doboka police headquarters on Thursday (November 28) 

around 8 pm. 1067 

 

Ø NEW DELHI: A report on supposed debasement put together by an 

Indian Police Service (IPS) official to his managers against five of his partners 

didn't prompt any activity for over two months. Be that as it may, presently it 

will be tested inside 15 days as the Uttar Pradesh police has experienced harsh 

criticism over the embarrassment, which includes scum, claims of posts at a 

bargain and four imprisoned writers. 1068 

 

Ø India's Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) captured its own unique 

chief for purportedly getting fixes in return for mercy for an agent whom he 

tested in a monstrous defilement case including India's biggest meat exporter, 

the Shillong Times provided details regarding Sunday. Exceptional Director 

Rakesh Asthana was kept for criminal trick, debasement and criminal offense. 

The case has been alluded to the Central Vigilance Commission (CVC), which 

explores government debasement1069 

 

POLICE CORRUPTION RATE IN INDIA 2019 

 

As per the India Corruption Survey 20191070 led by Local Circles as a team with 

Transparency International India, when contrasted with a year ago, the cases of 

police defilement have definitely expanded from 13 percent to 33 percent this 

year. At a similar time, cases of pay off in property enlistment and land issues 

have diminished from 41 percent to 26 percent this year. Delhi admissions are 

																																																								
1067 https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/assam-anti-corruption-police-arrests-officer-for-accepting-bribe-
1623935-2019-11-30- last viewed on 16-4-2020 
1068 https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/noida-scandal-rocks-up-police-whistleblower-
cop-complains-against-5-corrupt-ips-officers/articleshow/73197760.cms?from=mdr last viewed on 15-4-2020 
1069 https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/8782-india-arrests-own-special-director-of-investigation-for-corruption last 
viewed on 15-4-2020 
1070 http://transparencyindia.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/India-Corruption-Survey-2019.-Press-Release.pdf 
last viewed on 15-4-2020 
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better than the national normal on defilement with 46 percent of the residents 

offering incentives in the last year. In the national overview, 51 percent of 

residents confessed to offering incentives over the most recent a year. The 

overview was likewise led on a state level where more than 8,700 votes were 

gotten from Delhi. Upwards of 46 percent of residents from Delhi who took 

an interest in the overview confessed to offering incentives to complete their 

works, out of which 25 percent gave influences a few times while 21 percent 

offered incentives a few times. Just 19 percent said that they completed their 

work without offering an incentive. 

 

India's positioning in the Corruption Perception Index 2018 discharged by 

Transparency International, had improved 3 spots contrasted with a year ago 

and now remains at 78th situation out of 180 nations. As indicated by the 

counteraction of debasement Act 2018, giving a reward is an offense with as 

long as seven years of detainment or fine or both. In year 2019 overview Delhi, 

Haryana, Gujarat, West Bengal, Kerala, Goa And Odhisha ended up being 

where reside 

 

It revealed low occurrences of debasement, While Rajasthan , Bihar , Uttar 

pardesh , Telangana , Karnataka , Tamilnadu , Jharkhand and Punjab were the 

conditions of where residents detailed higher insentience of defilement. 

 

POLICE CORRUPTION – MEXICO PERSPECTIVE 

 

The World Bank identifies corruption the abuse of public workplace for private 

gain as “the single best obstacle to financial and social improvement,” an 

impediment that “undermines development by means of distorting the rule of 

regulation and weakening the institutional basis on which monetary growth 

relies upon”1071 (World Bank, 2003). In consolidating democracies of Latin 

America, fragile political establishments and vulnerable markets provide 

possibilities for a whole lot of illicit practices. A quantity of research have 

																																																								
1071 https://lafollette.wisc.edu/images/publications/workshops/2004-MEXICO.pdf last viewed on 15-4-2020 
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proven that, all else equal, excessive degrees of corruption are carefully 

associated with lower funding, boom, and profits; much less government 

spending on education; better infant mortality; and a weak political support 

device Because of corruption, sources that might be used for infrastructure, 

education, and different public prices fundamental to development become in 

private hands alternatively. Public consciousness of corruption and its outcomes 

greatly reduces public self assurance and accept as true with in public 

institutions. In quick, corruption undermines economic improvement and 

thereby undermines democratic consolidation.  

 

Corruption in Mexico City happens on the intersection of the private and non-

private spheres. The public and the police force are each key actors in 

corruption, despite the fact that the police force is meant to be an extension of 

the law and the vehicle thru which the guideline of law is enforced. The 

significance of selling a scrupulous police pressure has brought about a flurry of 

research that addresses public perceptions about corruption in addition to 

analyses of anti corruption efforts in Mexico City.1072 

 

Corruption inside the Mexican police can take much bureaucracy. It tiers from 

taking bribes to ignore crimes to lively participation in crook hobby such as 

extortion, drug-trafficking, and assassination. The Mexican police are infamous 

for his or her corruption this is obvious on all ranges of law-enforcement, 

nearby and federal. Many Mexican cops enter law-enforcement no longer due 

to a true hobby in policing however because of ulterior motives. Some be a part 

of to escape crook pasts in different states, others join to earn a few money 

before transferring onto other enterprise ventures, even as others join to boom 

their crook networks, allowing them to increase drug and crime unfold, 

connections, and distribution1073. 

 

																																																								
1072 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.364.7460&rep=rep1&type=pdf last viewed on 16-4-
2020 
1073 https://lafollette.wisc.edu/images/publications/workshops/2004-MEXICO.pdf last viewed on 16-4-2020 
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The stages of corruption in Mexico have placed us in the highlight of 

countrywide and international reflectors. Its effect on variables consisting of 

investment, growth, the combat towards poverty and, chiefly, public safety, has 

inspired numerous debates on the way to efficaciously fight this burden. In this 

context, the National Anticorruption System (SNA) has emerged, which seeks 

to conquer the weaknesses that has been supplied for years by using institutions 

chargeable for stopping, detecting, investigating and punishing this type of act 

(Secretariat of Public Service, Superior Audit of the Federation (ASF),1074 

Federal Court of Administrative Justice and Federal Judicial Council). In 

addition, the SNA proposes the advent of the Specialized Prosecutor and Office 

to Combat Corruption and a Citizen Participation Committee (CPC) as the 

nodal parent of the System. 

 

 The creation of the National Anticorruption System(SNA) has intended different changes 

in anti-corruption coverage, a number of the most crucial are:1075 

 

• The Federal Criminal Code – The amendments to the Federal Criminal 

Code set up new corruption offenses and consequences for public 

servants and personal parties. 

 

• The new General Law on Audit and Accountability empowers the ASF 

to conduct real-time audits and oversee federal contributions. With this, 

the ASF could be able to audit the exercise and performance of all of 

the sources that the federation 

 

• Transfers to the states and municipalities, which on common constitute 

86% of what is exercised at the sub national level. 

 

• Previously, officials had been the sole lenders to sanctions for acts of 

corruption, the SNA opens the possibility of punishing also people. 

																																																								
1074http://www.oecd.org/governance/ethics/WEB_ASF%20Progress%20report%20ENGLISH.pdf last viewed on 
16-4-2020 
1075 http://visionofhumanity.org/corruption/corruption-violence-mexico/ last viewed on 16-4-2020 
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• It establishes the introduction of the National Digital Platform with data 

relevant to the combat towards corruption (patrimonial declarations, 

financial and pursuits of officers and a list of sanctioned public officers). 

 

• A more effective monitoring of the local police is proposed via the 

Specialized Prosecutor’s Office within the Fight against Corruption. 

Collusion of neighborhood police with organized crime agencies is 

currently punishable by using the Federal Criminal Code, so that public 

prosecutors can acquire complaints and look into them. 

 

• It is mandatory to make sure that, within a duration of no a couple of 

year after the e book of the General Law of the SNA, states create their 

neighborhood anti-corruption systems with the minimal requirements 

set up at the federal level. 

 

A central issue of the National Anticorruption System(SNA) is citizen 

participation, which isn't constrained to the formation of the CPC or the 

illustration of civil society in collegiate organs of the SNA as the Coordinating 

Committee. The introduction of the SNA opens a window of possibility in 

order that, through greater social participation, they are able to lessen the levels 

of corruption and impunity which might be skilled inside the united states. On 

the one hand, the SNA affords citizens with equipment, inclusive of grievance 

systems, to make visible the corruption that affects the citizen of their day to 

day.  

 

In the most optimistic situation, if the citizen complaint is translated into 

concrete moves via the government, a virtuous circle can be detonated with the 

intention to no longer handiest reduce the degrees of corruption and impunity, 

but also boom self assurance in establishments. In addition to taking gain of the 

institutional mechanisms or records generated by using the SNA for the not 

unusual citizen to participate in the fight in opposition to corruption, the 

function played by organized civil society is fundamental. For example, 

translating the legal framework of the machine right into a simple language to 
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encourage citizen participation, selling the subculture of legality, or tracking the 

design and implementation of neighborhood anti-corruption systems, are tasks 

that need to be promoted via civil society to make sure more Impact of SNA. 

In latest years, insecurity has generated sizeable human fees and has implied a 

decline inside the best of existence of Mexicans. 

 

 Considering that violence is a multi-causal phenomenon, policies to combat it 

need to cowl exclusive regions, along with corruption in public security and 

justice establishments. In addition, the combat in opposition to corruption must 

not be visible as an distinct undertaking of the authorities, the contribution of 

civil society is essential to breaking the vicious cycle of corruption, violence and 

impunity, and the SNA presents an opportunity for it. 

 

Drug Trafficking in Mexico (main cause of corruption) 

 

Most illicit pills are smuggled from Mexico into the USA thru the more than 

three hundred ports of access, or criminal crossings, which are controlled by 

way of U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP). Traffickers cover or hide 

pills in passenger cars, tractor-trailers, and, to a lesser volume, buses and load 

trains. 

 

A smaller percent is smuggled among ports of access, alongside the 1,900-mile 

southwestern border, an area monitored by means of the Border Patrol. 

Mexican trafficker’s delivery tablets across land trails or through underground 

tunnels that traverse the border. In latest years, cartels have extensively utilized 

drones to move contraband. Once within the United States, traffickers deliver 

drugs to smaller local organizations and road gangs—mainly composed of 

Mexican nationals or U.S. Residents of Mexican descent—who manipulate 

retail-level distribution in towns all through the united states of America. More 

than ninety percent of lethal tablets inside the United States come from 

Mexico1076.. 

																																																								
1076 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.364.7460&rep=rep1&type=pdf- 16-4-2020 
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Drug visitors companies in Mexico frequently paintings on the premise of subcontracting transit 

agreements, in which an agency controlling a change path or specific town (plaza) lets in 

different criminal corporations to undergo, furnished they pay a transit price.1077 

 

Role of police - The police assumes key job in carrying of drugs  from Mexico 

to U.S.A. where one side police powers secure the nation, some undermined 

officials didn't stop for a second to cause nation to languish over their own 

benefit and premium and shield the medication bootleggers from police 

examination and from lawful activity. Because of contribution of police officials 

in corruption the Mexico is driving with numerous instances of police 

corruption from recent years the matter of pirating starting with one country 

then onto the next.  

 

Whole police powers being gathered together for corruption and arrangement 

with sorted out wrongdoing is the same old thing in Mexico. In August 2018, 

205 police officials were incapacitated and suspended in the region of Tehuacán 

in focal Puebla state, while 113 more were accepted to have fled. The simplicity 

with which corruption spreads inside the police powers and the immense 

exemption for taking an interest official implies that progressive government 

changes have demonstrated no solid outcomes.  

 

A normal of 1,688 corruption cases were enlisted for each 1,000 well-trained 

police officials in Mexico in 2017, as per a review led by the National Institute 

of Statistics and Geography (INEGI). That means 1.6 demonstrations of 

corruption for each police official at the national level. The province of 

Chihuahua revealed that for each 1,000 police officials enrolled in the state, 133 

had been participating criminal exercises. The state's corruption rate is just 

outperformed by Mexico City, with a pace of 179 for each 1,000 police official. 

Mexican police powers are especially defenseless against corruption and 

penetration by tranquilize cartels, because of low pay rates and an absence of 

																																																								
1077 https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R41576.pdf16-4-2020 
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government support. This makes the pay-offs paid by criminal mafias incredibly 

alluring.1078 

 

This became patently clear in this case:- 

 

 Where 43 Ayotzinapa missing students that in October of 2014 were detained by the 

municipal police of the city of Iguala, to be handed into the killers of a drug traffic 

organizations. 

 

 In September 2014, dozens of Mexican cops were accused of kidnapping 43 

college students inside the town of Iguala and handing them over to a local drug 

gang to later be killed under the order of a excessive-stage politician. The case 

is indicative of the excessive-stage of corruption and impunity inside Mexico’s 

regulation enforcement authorities. Independent investigations into the role the 

authorities played in killings had been ongoing as of the time of review.1079 

 

Although a new federal police force was created after 2006 and, in precept, all 

police needed to comply with historical past tests and different administrative 

approaches, in truth, kingdom and municipal police forces stay no longer simply 

corrupt however additionally keep on using immoderate pressure and violating 

human rights. 

 

Example of police corruption in Mexico:- 

 

Ø Fentany for the most part in powder structure and meth, which US 

Customs and Border Protection says it seized from a truck crossing into Arizona 

from Mexico and Bundles of fentany generally in powder structure and 

methamphetamine, which U.S. Customs and Border Protection state they seized 

from a truck crossing into Arizona from Mexico, is in plain view during a news 

gathering at the Port of Nogales, Arizona, U.S., January 31, 2019.1080 

																																																								
1078 https://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2014/10/mexicos-missing-43/100838/-16-4-2020 
1079 https://www.ganintegrity.com/portal/country-profiles/mexico/-17-4-2020 
1080 https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-trade-restrictions-affect-mexican-criminal-group-finances-2020-
3?IR=T-17-4-2020 
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Ø All cops in the town of Madera, Chihuahua were captured for ensuring 

drug traffickers, fifteen cops from the region of Madera, Chihuahua, in northern 

Mexico, were captured on August 15 during a joint activity by state and 

government organizations, the Chihuahua Attorney General's Office 

announced.1081 

 

POLICE CORRUPTION REPORT IN MEXICO 2018  

 

Corruption is a noteworthy hazard for organizations working in Mexico. Pay 

off is across the board in the nation's legal executive and police. Business 

enrollment forms, including getting development allows and licenses, are 

adversely impacted by corruption. Sorted out wrongdoing keeps on being a 

tricky factor for business, forcing huge expenses on organizations. Intrigue 

between the police, judges and criminal gatherings is broad, prompting 

boundless wrongdoing, robbery, exemption and frail law requirement. 

Endowments and accommodation are not illegal by law and might be 

admissible, contingent upon plan. Endeavored pay off, blackmail, maltreatment 

of office, pay off of remote open authorities and help installments are 

condemned under Mexico's Federal Penal Code (Código Penal Federal, in 

Spanish). In any case, Mexico's enemy of corruption laws are rarely 

implemented, and open authorities are once in a while held subject for unlawful 

acts. New enemy of corruption laws were passed in 2017, yet their viability has 

not been demonstrated yet.1082 

 

The security apparatus carries a excessive corruption danger for agencies 

running in Mexico. Businesses file very low confidence in the reliability of the 

police offerings and corporations indicate that they face high prices due to crime 

and violence (GCR 2017-2018)1083. Nearly 2/3 of Mexicans agree with 

																																																								
1081 https://www.insightcrime.org/news/brief/entire-police-forces-continue-arrested-mexico/-17-4-20 
1082 https://www.ganintegrity.com/portal/country-profiles/mexico/17-4-20 
1083 https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-competitiveness-report-2017-2018- 17-4-20 
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maximum or all police officers are corrupt (GCB 2017). The police are especially 

corrupt and regularly operate with impunity in many regions of the country1084. 

 Corruption is maximum commonplace on the municipal and nation stages, but 

it's also a trouble at the federal degree (BTI 2018). The police have also 

frequently been worried with drug organizations and accused of different 

regulation violations. Previous tries to enhance the state of affairs, which 

includes the dissolution of the Federal Police and reforms together with the 

centralization of police forces, have not proven effects. Clientelism is big in 

Mexico and local and kingdom governments have used the police to serve their 

clientelistic agendas.1085 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

From the analysis of this paper, the observations are that "When the watchman 

of society become double-crosser the emergencies come with no signs". It 

becomes imperative to ensure and debase the corruption in both the nations, 

the police corruption ought to be tended to as significant concern and legitimate 

move has been made against the corrupted officials. Both the nations are 

confronting same issue of corruption in various ways. In India we saw the 

instances of police corruption inside limits like bribe, hafts for each zone. Be 

that as it may, the opposing side of the job of police is increasing engagement 

with instances of drug smuggling and this is an issue featured throughout the 

world. Police corruption typology is same in the both nations where the topic 

of law is continually being referred to.  

 

Drugs smuggling dealing of human and prostitution assumes key role in 

corruption territory as a mode of pay off and different advantages to the officials 

for smooth running of their business. In this way, these zones are reason of 

concern and ought to be mulled over. The legislatures further have made enemy 

of corruption boards of trustees and laws in both the nations and it is essential 

																																																								
1084 The Bertelsmann Stiftung’s Transformation Index (BTI) analyzes and evaluates the quality of democracy, a market 
economy and political management in 129 developing and transition countries. It measures successes and setbacks on 
the path toward a democracy based on the rule of law and a socially responsible market economy.17-4-2020. 
1085 https://www.bti-project.org/en/reports/country-reports/detail/itc/MEX/-17-4-2020 
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to take a shot at same as we saw some most recent instances of police corruption 

where move has been made against debased officials which shows the laws are 

getting severe for the advancement of society. The author would like to propose 

lessening the corruption rate and awareness of laws and protections as well as 

guidelines. What's more, we need to concentrate on key job roles and the reason 

of corruption ascends by the improved enrollment process as well as legitimate 

examination against the ruined and further there is a necessity to quit paying 

cash for work for early advantage in exploitative way. 
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REFUGEE DEFINITION IN 1951 CONVENTION: 

A CRITIQUE 
-RIDHI SURI1086 AND PRANJAL TOMAR1087 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This present research work considers the definition of Refugee in international refugee law 

which is provided by the 1951 Convention on Status of Refugee (as amended by the 1967 

Protocol), and how one might consider its elements at the domestic level. It seeks to appraise 

how refugee is different from an ordinary alien, and the case for viewing human rights as worthy 

of special protection is put forward explaining the implications and shortcomings in the 

definition. It seeks to examine the various interpretations of the definition as well as the tests 

laid down by Courts, at municipal level, for determination of refugee status in their State. The 

first part of the paper studies the series of events leading to the adoption of the 1951 Convention 

on Status of Refugees, and how its limited application resulted in its amendment by the 1967 

Protocol as well as adoption of regional Conventions for recognition of refugees. The second part 

deals with the element of “well-founded fear of persecution” as to how it comprises of “fear” 

test and “protection” test, that is existence of both fear on part of the person seeking refuge as 

well as lack of protection by the State as essentials of refugee status. The third part of the paper 

studies the subjective and objective elements of fear, indicating the significance of state of mind 

of the person along with the actual events occurring. The fourth part analyses India’s stance 

explaining the reasons of it being a non-signatory to the Convention. The critical analysis and 

suggestions are made for an early just solution, which is in the interest of refugees and attempts 

to provide for a more progressive approach in interpretation of the definition provided in the 

1951 Convention. 

 

 

  

																																																								
1086 Student, 5th Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Amity Law School, Delhi (Affiliated to GGSIPU). 
1087 Student, 5th Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Amity Law School, Delhi (Affiliated to GGSIPU). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Among the few basic essential needs of a human, a safe homage tops the list. 

The right to basic essentials of life such as food , shelter , education , recognition 

are must for every human being in order to spend a life of dignity. In any 

civilised State, irrespective of the financial, religious or social status of a person, 

every human being has the right to a secure shelter. When such a right of any 

person is compromised due to some State action or various other elements 

affecting these basic essentials and upon the  persons’ failure to acquire back 

his/her right in their own country, then they are left with no other option than 

to take refuge in a foreign land. Such a person is known as a refugee.  

 

But with the well- defined borders and laws of all the countries, the acceptance 

of the refugee as one of the refugee hosting country’s own citizen becomes a 

little more cumbersome. Diverse religions, cultures, state policies, laws, security 

concerns etc. further contribute towards the complexity of the issue. Thus arose 

the need of a universal law that would bring clarity as to this crucial issue at 

hand.  

 

De colonisation , The world wars , internal aggressions were an integral aspect 

affecting rights of millions of people , which led to the formation of  United 

Nations Relief and Rehabilitation in 1944 followed by International Refugee 

Organisation under The United Nations in 1947.  

 

After these organisations on 14th December ,1951 came the United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees. which was initially set up a 3 year period but 

works to date as per 1951 Convention on Refugee , which is the soul mandate 

on the rights of refugee applicable universally, which was amended in 1967. This 

1967 protocol was necessary as to broaden the application of 1951 convention 

universally, rather than just being applicable on Europe. But, though the 

convention is now universally applicable, it still holds the shortcomings of the 

provisions of the 1951 convention which are only focused on the European 

context.  
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The 1951 Refugee Convention consolidates previous international instruments 

relating to refugees and provides the most comprehensive codification of the 

rights of refugees at the international level. It defines as a refugee and its 

definitions has been demanding further modification as per passage of time. 

The core principle is non-refoulement, which asserts that a refugee should not 

be returned to a country where they face serious threats to their life or freedom 

has been mentioned under this convention and is now a part of Customary Law. 

UNHCR serves as the ‘guardian’ of the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol. 

According to the legislation, States are expected to cooperate with them in 

ensuring that the rights of refugees are respected and protected. 

 

ANALYSIS: DEFINITION OF “REFUGEE” IN THE 1951 

CONVENTION AS AMENDED BY 1967 PROTOCOL 

 

“A refugee is someone who has been forced to flee his or her country because of 

persecution, war or violence. A refugee has a well-founded fear of persecution for 

reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a 

particular social group. Most likely, they cannot return home or are afraid to 

do so. War and ethnic, tribal and religious violence are leading causes of refugees 

fleeing their countries”1088. 

 

The basis of recognition of refugee lies in the difference between a refugee and 

an ordinary alien. In words of late Atle Grahl Madsen, “It is characteristic for 

the ordinary alien that his relations to the authorities of the country of his 

nationality are normal. He is inclined to turn to them for assistance or protection 

which is likely to be given; and he is not afraid that he will become a victim of 

political persecution upon his return to the said country. It is this 'normalcy' of 

the relationship between the ordinary alien and the authorities of his home 

country which distinguishes him from the refugee.” 

 

																																																								
1088 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, Article 15.  
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The issue for determination of refugee status dates back to the post-first world 

war period starting with the League of Nations and its modern study revolves 

around the years following the Second World War. The immediate post-war 

period witnessed the establishment of the United Nations and the origination 

of the modern international human rights arrangement, with which refugee 

protection is closely intertwined. The mass displacements as a result of war led 

to the formation of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency in 

1943 followed by International Refugee Organization in 1946. In the years 

following the war, European refugees were repatriated or resettled under the 

aegis of the International Refugee Organization, which was succeeded by the 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees as the principal UN agency 

concerned with refugees.1089 Eventually, the Convention Relating to the Status 

of Refugees was drafted and adopted in 1951. The 1951 Convention and the 

1967 Protocol taken together are now universally considered the foundation of 

international refugee protection and the 1951 Convention has been termed ‘the 

Magna Carta for refugees.1090 

 

Article 1 of the 1951 Convention on Status of Refugees as amended by the 1967 

Protocol, defines a refugee as:  

 

“A person who owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of 

race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political 

opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such 

fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not 

having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual 

residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling 

to return to it.” 

 

The definition has the following ingredients: (1) A person outside the Country 

of origin (2) bearing well-founded fear of persecution (3) by reason of race, 

																																																								
1089 Louise W. Holborn, The International Refugee Organization: A Specialized Agency of the United Nations, its 
History and Work 1946–1952 (London: OUP, 1956).  
1090 James M. Read, Magna Carta for Refugees (New York: United Nations Information Services, 1953). 
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religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion 

(4) unable to or unwilling to (i) avail himself of the protection of the country, 

or (ii) return to it due to fear of such persecution. 

 

The 1967 protocol omitted the geographical and temporal limits from the 

refugee definition as contemplated in the 1951 Convention (i.e. the recognition 

of refugee status was limited to events occurring in Europe and before 1951) 

and gave the Convention universal application. 

 

It is pertinent to note that the 1951 Convention was primarily drawn up to 

manage the situation of displaced persons in Europe right after the Second 

World War, as well as to provide protection for such persons. It is a result of 

States (acceding to the Convention) being anxious to make their obligations 

specific and to ensure their definite expanse. However, today circumstances 

have changed and many people who need international protection of the kind 

provided by the convention do not fall within the ambit of the 1951 Convention 

definition. 

 

In order to understand the applicability of the definition as envisaged in the 

Convention, it is necessary to determine whether there is any procedure to 

recognize a person as refugee. The Refugee Convention of 1951 considers a 

person refugee for its purpose who satisfies the criteria laid down in Article I 

but it does not establish any particular procedures for his recognition. This is 

left to the states party to the Convention. They may establish such procedures 

for the purpose as they deem fit, subject to the provisions of Art. 31(2).1091 

Article 31(2) of the Convention prohibits the Contracting states from imposing 

restrictions unless they are deemed to be necessary be the State. Moreover, the 

it provides for time limit for such restrictions to be applicable, that is until the 

status of refugees is regularized or till they obtain admission in another country. 

The Article further binds the Contracting States to allow a reasonable period 

																																																								
1091 Guy S. Goodwin Gill, The Refugees in International Law, 39 (Clarendon Press, Oxford,1983) 
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and provide necessary facilities to the refugees to obtain admission in another 

country.   

 

The definition provided in the Convention still suffers from shortcomings, as it 

does not afford protection to victims of sexual orientation, climate change, 

poverty etc. as well as overlooks the issue of internally displaced person. The 

1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol remain the principal international 

instruments benefitting refugees, and the definition which they offer has been 

expressly adopted in a variety of regional arrangements aimed at further 

improving the  situation of recognized refugees:1092 

 

1. The 1969 Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee 

Problems in Africa expanded the 1951 definition of who is a refugee. A 

second paragraph was added to the definition of the term "refugee", 

which includes "external aggression, occupation, foreign domination or 

events seriously disturbing public order" as reasons for 

flight. Furthermore, 1969 Refugee Convention uses "his place of 

habitual residence" rather than “place of nationality” as provided in 

1951 Convention, as geographical frame of reference. 

2. The Cartagena Declaration of 1984 allows a broader category of persons 

in need of international protection to be considered as refugees and adds 

five situational events to the definition of the 1951 Convention and the 

1967 Protocol, including persons who have fled their country because: 

(i) life, security or freedom have been threatened by generalized violence 

(ii) foreign aggression, (iii)internal conflicts, (iv) massive violation of 

human rights, (v) circumstances which have seriously disturbed public 

order 

 

The definition attempts to broaden the scope of geographical and temporal limit 

of risks that refugees are subjected to. It further covers certain indirect effects 

																																																								
1092 Guy S. Goodwin Gill, The Refugees in International Law, 13 (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1983 
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such as poverty, economic decline, inflation, violence, disease, food insecurity, 

malnourishment and displacement.  

 

The definition also focuses on providing protection to refugees from situational 

and group-based risks. The five “situational events” of the Cartagena refugee 

definition are characterized by the undiscriminating, unforeseeable or collective 

nature of the danger they present to a person or a group of persons, or can even 

pose risk for the population at large. 

 

The Refugee Convention of 1951 considers a person refugee for its purpose 

who satisfies the criteria laid down in Article I but it does not establish any 

particular procedures for his recognition. This is left to the states party to the 

Convention. They may establish such procedures for the purpose as they deem 

fit, subject to the provisions of Art. 31(2).1093 

 

“Well-founded fear of persecution” 

 

Persecution, in general sense can be understood as hostility or ill-treatment 

mostly on the basis of race, or political, or religious beliefs. Central to the 

refugee definition as contemplated by the 1951 Convention, ‘persecution’ itself 

is not defined. However, on a thorough analysis of the Convention, Articles 31 

and 33 of the Convention1094 are construed to include threats to life or freedom, 

so clearly it includes the threat of death, or the threat of torture, or cruel, 

inhuman, or degrading treatment or punitive action. A comprehensive 

understanding requires the general notion for recognition of refugees to 

consider inter-relationship between the two elements- fear of persecution by the 

person and lack of protection by the State. 

																																																								
1093 The Refugee Convention, 1951, Article 31(2): Contracting States shall not apply to the movements of such 
refugees restrictions other than those which are necessary and such restrictions shall only be applied until their status 
in the country is regularized or they obtain admission into another country. The Contracting States shall allow such 
refugees a reasonable period and all the necessary facilities to obtain admission into another country. 
1094 The Refugee Convention, 1953, Article 33: No Contracting State shall expel or return a refugee in any manner 
whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, 
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion. 
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Therefore, broadly it may be inferred that a threat to life or freedom on account 

of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a particular 

social group is always persecution. Other serious violations of human rights - 

for the same reasons - would also constitute persecution.1095 

 

In Adan v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, question arose that whether 

present well-founded fear of persecution is necessary in addition to well-

founded fear at the time of leaving the country of origin. The Court regarded 

Article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention as comprising of two separate tests: “fear” 

test and “protection” test. So, a comprehensive understanding of the refugee 

status requires consideration of inter-relationship between the two elements- 

fear of persecution by the person and lack of protection by the State. 

 

The Court rejected the contention that a person with a present fear of 

persecution would always be unable or unwilling, owing to such fear, to avail 

himself of the protection of his country and therefore, to give the protection 

test some effect, it was necessary to enlarge the scope of the fear test so as to 

include historic fear as well as present fear. The Court observed that it cannot 

be assumed that in every case, the persecution is by the State. Persecution by 

groups or factions within a state may qualify the victim for refugee status, 

provided the other requirements of article 1A(2) are satisfied.  

 

Hence, “third-party refugees” i.e the refugees facing persecution in hands of 

fraction within the State and availing protection from the state, then the fear 

test is qualified, but the protection test is not and the individual cannot qualify 

for refugee status. 

 

“The intention of the drafters of the 1951 Convention was not to protect 

persons against any and all forms of even serious harm, but was rather to restrict 

refugee recognition to situations in which there was a risk of a type of injury 

that would be inconsistent with the basic duty of protection owed by a state to 

																																																								
1095 UNHCR, Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for the Determination of Refugee Status, Geneva (1979); 
(XXVIII), UNHCR, Executive Committee Conclusion No. 8, (1977). 
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its own population.1096 So, "Persecution = Serious Harm + the Failure of State 

Protection."1097 

 

UNHCR Handbook has expressly provided that person’s well-founded fear of 

may itself be based on knowledge of what has befallen other members of his 

racial or social group. 1098 

 

The refugee law, in its essence is not immigration law but framework of 

surrogate or substitute protection of human rights in international arena. The 

aim of the Convention is to preserve the rights of individuals, where they have 

not been duly protected by their country of origin, in the surrogate state.  

 

In a claim for refugee status, the issue is not whether the claimant had good 

reason to fear persecution in the past, but whether, at the time the claim is being 

assessed, the claimant has good grounds for fearing persecution1099. The 

Mileya v. Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration) definition of 

refugee is forward-looking. 

 

Past persecution remains a relevant consideration because evidence relating to 

it can properly be the foundation of present fear.1100 

 

Evidence of past persecution is one of the most effective means of showing 

that a fear of future persecution is objectively well-founded. 1101 

 

To establish whether there was a real, as opposed to a fanciful, chance that 

individual would be subject to harassment, detention, interrogation, 

discrimination or be marked for disadvantage in future employment 

																																																								
1096 Prof. Hathaway, The Law of Refugee Status, 103-104. 
1097 Gender Guidelines for the Determination of Asylum Claims in the U.K., The Refugee Woman's Legal Group 
(1998). 
1098  UNHCR, Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for the Determination of Refugee Status, Geneva, 43 (1979); 
(XXVIII), UNHCR, Executive Committee Conclusion No. 8, (1977). 
1099 Mileya v Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration) [1991] 3 F.C. 398 (C.A). 
1100 M.E.I. v. Satiacum, (1989) 99 N.R. 171 (FCA)  
1101 Natynczyk v. Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration), [1990] 3 F.C. 250 (C.A.).  
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opportunities by reason of expression of political dissent, it was necessary to 

look at the totality of individual’s past and present circumstances. 

 

In words of Sir Murray Stuart Smith, five conditions that the applicant must 

satisfy to establish his status as a refugee were laid down, namely:1102 

 

(1) He is out of the country of his nationality because he has a fear of ill-

treatment. 

(2)  The ill-treatment that he fears is of a sufficiently grave nature as to 

amount to persecution. 

(3)  His fear of persecution is well-founded. 

(4)  The persecution is for a Convention reason. 

(5)  He is unable, or owing to fear of the persecution, is unwilling to avail 

himself of the protection of that country. 

 

Hence, in order to establish oneself as a refugee, there must be a well-founded 

fear of ill-treatment which amounts to persecution by State or fraction within 

the State, and failure of State mechanism to grant protection from such ill-

treatment. 

 

‘Objective’ and ‘Subjective’ elements of well-founded fear 

 

An individual qualifies as a Convention refugee only if he or she has a “well-

founded fear” of being persecuted. While it is generally agreed that the “well-

founded fear” requirement limits refugee status to persons who face an actual, 

forward looking risk of being persecuted (the “objective element”), linguistic 

ambiguity has resulted in divergence  whether the test also involves assessment 

of state of mind of the person seeking recognition of refugee status (the 

“subjective element”)1103 Hence it includes two elements: firstly, fear- a state of 

																																																								
1102 Canada (Attorney-General) v. Ward (1993) 2 S.C.R 689.  
1103 The Michigan Guidelines, Well Founded Fear devised in third colloquium on challenges in 
International Refugee Law. 
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mind being subjective element, and secondly, state of mind supported by actual 

risk which is objective yardstick to prove well-founded fear. 

 

The Bipartite Approach encompasses two elements that must be fulfilled in 

order to determine refugee status. i.e. the objective element or the actual risk of 

being persecuted, and the subjective element or the state of mind in the sense 

of trepidation. 

 

The UNHCR handbook contemplates Bipartite Approach in the following 

words: 

 

“To the element of fear-a state of mind and a subjective condition-is added the 

qualification "well-founded." This implies that it is not only the frame of mind 

of the person concerned that determines his refugee status, but that this frame of 

mind must be supported by an objective situation. The term "well-founded fear" 

therefore contains a subjective and an objective element”1104 

 

The subjective element is usually interpreted in one of three ways:1105 

 

The predominant approach defines showing of “fear” in the sense of trepidation 

as one of the two essential elements of the well-founded fear test. In the result, 

refugee status may be denied to at-risk applicants who are not in fact subjectively 

fearful, or whose subjective fear is not identifies as such by decision maker. 

 

A second view does not treat the existence of subjective fear as an essential 

element, but considers it instead to be a factor capable of overcoming an insufficiency of 

evidence of actual risk. Under this formulation, persons who are more timid or 

demonstrative, or who are simply able to articulate their trepidation in ways 

recognizable as such by the decision maker, are advantaged relative to others 

																																																								
1104 Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees, Handbook on procedures and criteria for determining refugee 
status under the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the status of refugees (1979, reedited l 992). 
1105 Michigan Guidelines, supra note 15. 
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who face the same level of actual risk, but who are more courageous, reserved, 

or whose expression of trepidation are not identified as such. 

 

A third understanding of subjective element neither conditions refugee status 

on evidence of trepidation, nor advantages claim where such trepidation exists. 

The requirement to take account of “fear’ is instead treated as a general duty to 

give attention to a person’s specific circumstances and personal vulnerabilities in the 

assessment of refugee status. 

 

An applicant’s state of mind is relevant in determining whether he or she “is 

unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself” of the protection of 

his country or countries of citizenship, as provided in the 1951 Convention. 

This makes it necessary to take into account the personal background of the 

applicant like his religious status, personal experiences, membership of a 

particular social or political group etc. in order to evaluate and determine the 

fear element.  

 

1951 CONVENTION ON STATUS OF REFUGEES: INDIA’S 

STANCE: 

 

India is not party to the 1951 Refugee Convention or its 1967 Protocol and does 

not have a national refugee protection framework. India is not bound by any 

Convention or treaty to host the refugees, but nonetheless the State has one of 

the largest refugee population in the entire South Asia. While the Government 

of India deals differently with various refugee groups, in general it respects the 

principle of non- refoulement for holders of UNHCR documentation.1106 Not 

being a signatory to these conventions isn’t the justification which the country 

avails for not standing up for the refugees. India without even being legally 

bound, does everything for the refugees what a signatory country would be 

expected to do.  

 

																																																								
1106 UNHCR Global Appeal 2011 Update, INDIA, http://www.unhcr.org/4cd96e919.pdf 
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There are no specific reasons given by the UNHCR regarding the non- signatory 

stand of India in this matter.  

 

Many jurists and scholars from around the world have given insights as to the 

reasons behind the same.  Myron Weiner, for example, is of the view that there 

are specific features unique to the South Asian region that must be taken into 

consideration while discussing the issue of failure to accede.1107 Weiner contends 

that frontiers in the South Asian region are highly penetrable and that each state 

does not possess adequate political, administrative or military capacity to 

implement regulations and laws with respect to the refugee population.  Weiner 

further holds that such cross border movement of refugees in this region have 

been known to affect the political steadiness, internal security, and external 

relations and not just the burden of providing service to such arrivals. The large 

influx of refugees disturbs the demographic structure of the State and therefore 

the inhabitants are not very welcoming to any act on behalf of the State to this 

regard. 

 

However, the general reasons more or less revolve around the security aspect. 

For some time now, India’s concerns about security have had a more restrictive 

impact on asylum space in the country. India, due to its past experiences fears 

the uncontrollable infiltration of terrorists, criminals and other harmful 

elements. It already being a multi-party, largest democratic sovereign of the 

world with a diverse culture and traditions, cannot be blamed to avoid any more 

unstable outside-elements than what are already present. The diversity of the 

nation already poses various internal issues and challenges which the 

Government has to account for, so as to making it impossible to deal with these 

uncalled for outside interferences. 

 

Also, the mixed migration of refugees from various States has also lead to 

further complicate the matter regarding the identification and protection of 

these refugees.  

																																																								
1107 Weiner, Myron. Rejected Peoples and Unwanted Migrants in South Asia, Economic and Political Weekly, 1737-
46, 34th ed., Vol. 28. (1993). 
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Another very famous rumored reason is the slight off track that the UNHCR 

hit with India after the Bangladesh war of 1971, where according to India the 

UNHCR unfairly forced the local integration of the refugees rather than their 

repatriation, creating a great burden on the already populated country to provide 

resources to take care of the permanent security of the refugees.  

 

So, India’s unwillingness to entertain any further outside interferences cannot 

be said to be entirely unfair as every country has the right to maintain its 

sovereignty, but this again doesn’t mean that India can or will mistreat the 

refugees by not signing the treaties. As a matter of fact, India is still legally bound 

to provide asylum to the refugees because it is mentioned in Article 3 of the Torture 

Convention 1984 that “No state party shall expel, return (refouler) or extradite a 

person to another state where there are substantial grounds for believing that 

he would be in danger of being subjected to torture”, and India being a party to 

this convention is bound by the non-refoulement principle.  

 

Therefore, signatory or not, India abides the principle of non- refoulement as it 

considers it to have acquired the character of peremptory rule of International 

law which all executive countries of UNHCR including India have to abide by.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The 1951 Convention for Refugees and the 1967 Protocol are among the most 

essential instruments available in the field of human rights and are universally 

accepted. Initially made to advocate the rights of displaced people in Europe 

post World War II, It has been instrumental in providing rehabilitation to 

millions of people over the years. UNHCR working under this Convention was 

set up initially just for a 3-year tenure to deal with the growing Refugee crisis in 

Europe but it has continued its functions ever since. The Refugees due to 

decolonisation of Africa in 1960s, The Refugee from East Pakistan, Myanmar, 

Tibet are among the millions being served by UNHCR under this Convention.  
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This Convention helped grant recognition and rights to millions. It also 

provides judicial and administrative links and procedures in many states and 

have helped derive a necessary nexus for protection of Refugees and to evolve 

the principle of non-refoulement. This convention has inspired both doctrine 

and practice in this field. 

 

Despite of all its fair efforts the Convention is considered as a relic of the cold 

war and seems inadequate to meet the needs of the current day refugee crisis. 

The world today faces more problems in the field of Refugee rights than on the 

day of its inception. The problems arising from Environmental issues, 

terrorism, organized crimes, gender-based crimes have been receiving an 

insensitive reaction from the Convention. The Convention of 1951 was 

modified in 1967 to meet the growing requirements of the Refugees but still 

remains restrictive to meet the demands of the ever growing crisis. The 

definition provided recognition in a very restrictive approach which left many 

people out of the category of refugees leaving them with no status or 

recognition. The subsequent modifications have been a fair effort to meet the 

growing requirements and obligations of Refugee law but is still not exhaustive 

enough to meet the required assistance and needs as their still remain 

discrepancies in its practice. 

 

The question of admission or obligation of a state to grant asylum, take 

responsibilities is not covered under this convention. The causes and prevention 

of fear, fights, persecution has not been dealt with by the definition nor does it 

cover a more clear and assertive approach towards migration. The definition is 

restrictive in nature failing to recognise a wide category of people required to be 

covered under this convention, for example - the people displaced due to 

natural calamities (environmental issues) have no recognition under this 

Convention. Year after year, the natural calamities are taking a toll on a large 

number of the people inhabiting this planet. There is a large population 

displaced as a result of such events but the victims don’t receive recognition 

under this narrow definition in the Convention, there is a dire need for a clear 

stand on the important aspect of recognition of fear of persecution, which is 
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crucial yet unclear from the definition. States use different methods and extents 

to apply this principal. There are restrictive tendencies on part of the States in 

support of its implementation and are resultantly undermining the relevance of 

the Convention. 

 

Nevertheless, The Convention of 1951 has played an important role in the 

protection and rehabilitation of refugees. Covering under its ambit- States , 

UNHCR , International Organisations NGOs , the Convention has been an 

assertive guide in leading millions of refugees to safety. It was impossible in 

1951 to recognize what the world would evolve into, as well as the problems 

for which the Convention was to be drafted. It is a success on the part of the 

drafters to have indeed been able to identify universally acceptable 

characteristics of a refugee that remain as the crux of refugee determination, 

even though the requirement for a more exhaustive outlook may have grown 

over the years. It has been worked upon towards promoting Human Rights, and 

it will forever be a remarkable step in the history of Refugee law, although the 

need to see that the Convention is not a mere spectator to the growing refugee 

crisis in the future is necessary. 
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REFUGEES AND INDIA- A LEGAL BATTLE 
-SUJANA SURESH1108 AND S.VAIJAYANTHEE1109 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

‘Human Rights’ is an oft-quoted phrase which lays the groundwork for any law with universal 

significance. It is guaranteed to everyone irrespective of gender, colour, language, nationality, 

race etc.  The violation of these basic human rights guaranteed is a global concern that has 

given rise to the establishment of various Conventions including the United Nations in itself. 

The importance of these human rights is clearly visible when countries around the globe 

cooperate with each other to make the world a better place to live in. The Refugee crises is one 

such human rights issue that has stirred up the attention of International Institutions.  

 

‘Refugee’ applies to any person who is outside the country of his nationality, owing to a well-

founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 

social group or political opinion, and is consequently unable or unwilling to avail himself of the 

protection of that country. International institutions have been taking efforts to form an alliance 

with States around the world so that a system is formed where countries take in  people who 

have been forced to leave their homeland in fear of prosecution and have enumerated safeguards 

to both the accommodating States and the people who are fleeing. 

 

India is a country which has human rights incorporated in its Constitution under Part III as 

a part of its basic structure. The Union takes steps and proceeds on policy decisions based on 

the human rights jurisprudence. The accommodation and protection of the influx of refugees in 

the country is one such issue that has been taken care solely on humanitarian grounds as it is 

a non-signatory to the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol and thus not bound by it. 

However, in addition to the various international commitments that the country has, the 

existing legislations do provide for the protection of refugees and how to handle them. The 

Citizenship Amendment Act,2019 has been enacted to exclude specific communities from 

three countries, from the tag of ‘illegal migrants’. This law however, has given rise to strong 

opposition from various people.  

																																																								
1108 Student, 2nd Year, School of Law, SASTRA University. 
1109 Student, 2nd Year, School of Law, SASTRA University. 
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This research paper seeks to provide an outline of the refugee crises around the globe, and 

proceeds to give a bird’s eye view on the tackling of the crises in India with the focus on the 

recent enactment of the Citizenship Amendment Act. The authors have also mentioned 

recommendations that can help improve the situation. 

 

Key Words: Human Rights, Refugee, Persecution, Citizenship Amendment Act. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

‘Human Rights’ is an oft-quoted phrase which lays the groundwork for any law 

with universal significance. It is guaranteed to everyone irrespective of gender, 

colour, language, nationality, race etc. India is a country which has human rights 

incorporated in its Constitution under Part III as a part of its basic structure. 

The Union takes steps and proceeds on policy decisions based on the human 

rights jurisprudence. The accommodation and protection of the influx of 

refugees in the country is one such issue that has been taken care solely on 

humanitarian grounds.  

 

The Government, even in the absence of specific legislations and ambiguity in 

the existing enactments, with the cooperation of the three organs has been time 

and again safeguarding the refugees during crisis and in consonance with the 

International standards. 

  

This research paper seeks to provide an outline of the refugee crises around the 

globe, and proceeds to give a bird’s eye view on the tackling of the crises in 

India with the focus on the recent enactment of the Citizenship Amendment 

Act. 

 

REFUGEES CRISES AND INTERNATIONAL LAW 

 

A young girl of about 16 years flees her country along with her family, the fear 

of violence and oppression haunting her, to the neighboring country. She has 

lost her home, her identity and her life so she seeks asylum, to live again. She is 

a refugee. Generally speaking, a refugee is a displaced person who has been 

forced to leave his or her own country because of steady risk to their life and 

conditions which are not conducive for survival. Under International Refugee 

law, the term ‘refugee’ applies to any person who is outside the country of his 

nationality, owing to a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, 

religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political 
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opinion, and is consequently unable or unwilling to avail himself of the 

protection of that country.1110  

 

This is the ‘centerpiece of international refugee protection’ today.1111 It is 

pertinent to note that a refugee is not the same as an asylum seeker or an 

IDP(Internally displaced people). Asylum-seeker is the classification for 

someone who is seeking international protection from danger in their country 

of origin, but whose claim for refugee status hasn’t been finalised. Every refugee 

begins as an asylum-seeker, but not every asylum-seeker will be granted refugee 

status. Internally displaced person (or IDP) is the classification for someone 

who is seeking refuge somewhere else within their own country as a result of 

conflict, epidemic, or natural disaster. Their hope is to return home as soon as 

it is safe to do so.  

 

Currently, there are at least 70.8 million people around the world have been 

forced to flee their homes. Among them are nearly 25.9 million refugees, over 

half of whom are under the age of 18.1112The world seems to have become such 

a place were 1 person is forcibly displaced roughly every two seconds as a result 

of conflict or persecution. The top 3 refugee hosting countries are 

Turkey(3.7m), Pakistan(1.4m) and Uganda(1.2m).57% of UNHCR refugees 

come from Syria(6.7m), Afghanistan(2.7m) and South Sudan(2.3m). 

 

 So what makes these refugees run from their homes? A very particular fear, one 

of persecution. Persecution occurs when human rights violations or threats are 

sustained or systematic and governments either fail to protect their citizens or, 

in some cases, actively participate in the violations. An eminent refugee law 

expert describes it as, “the sustained or systemic violation of basic human rights 

demonstrative of a failure of state protection.”1113 

 

																																																								
1110 1 Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention. 
1111 UNGA Res 429(V) (14 December 1950). 
1112 UNHCR Annual Global Trends Report, 19th June 2019. 
1113 J.C. Hathaway, The Law of Refugee Status, Toronto, Butterworths, 1991, pp. 104-105. 
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It may happen because a person holds a particular political opinion or religious 

belief, or belongs to a particular ethnic or social group. This fear of persecution 

was at an all time high during the World Wars especially World War II when an 

entire race of humans were being persecuted in the name of purification and 

the world watched as they stood at the brink of facing extinction. The aftermath 

of the War brought forth the refugee crisis and influx of helpless people fleeing 

their homes demanding international attention and legal support of the United 

Nations.  

 

It was post WW-I and WW-II that the UN felt the desperate need to bring 

countries together to create an International legal framework for the protection 

and safety of Refugees. Several discussions took place which eventually led to 

the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, and the Statute of 

UNHCR. The UNHCR is a temporary institution that was initially established 

for a period of 3 years to provide international protection to refugees by 

assisting Governments to facilitate the voluntary repatriation of such refugees, 

or their assimilation within new national communities.  

 

The fact that it's presence has been extended till present day reflects the hope - 

unfortunately not justified by events - that the refugee problem is not of a 

transitory nature.1114 The Convention relating to Status of Refugees, 1951 talks 

about the basic human rights of the refugees, responsibilities of the nations 

hosting them and the international protection that is owed to them as their 

rights as a human being are under threat. The Convention also defines who is a 

refugee and who is not. Sixteen years later, the Protocol Relating to Status of 

Refugees, 1967 modified the 1951 convention by removing it's temporal and 

geographical restrictions, thus giving it a truly universal character. This was done 

to bring within its bracket the new refugee groups that started coming in, 

particularly from Africa. Countries that ratify the Protocol, agree to abide by the 

convention as well.1115Apart from the above mentioned, there are a number of 

																																																								
1114 An Introduction to the International Protection Of Refugees (RLD 1), June 1992. 
1115 Article 1, Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, 1967. 
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other conventions and treaties that may be relevant to refugees in certain 

circumstances. They are the following: 

 

i. The Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons (1954)  

ii. The Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness (1961) 

iii. The Fourth Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian 

Persons in Time of War 

iv. The United Nations Declaration on Territorial Asylum (1967) 

 

It is essential to note that, the refugee crisis is viewed as a global issue and thus 

various International Institutions have come together to take steps to tackle the 

issue. However, it is the responsibility of the countries receiving an influx of 

refugees, to ratify the principles enumerated in the treaties and also enact laws 

that is in consonance with the country’s laws and principles. There exists many 

counties such as India, which has a history of accepting refugees but is not a 

signatory to the 1951 Convention nor the Protocol, owing to the fear of not 

staying true to the basic principle of Sovereignty enshrined in the Preamble to 

the Indian Constitution. Therefore, it is important to study how countries like 

India cope with and tackle the issues regarding refugees. 

 

TREATMENT OF REFUGEES - THE INDIAN CONTEXT 

 

India known for its richness in resources, culture and heritage was a country 

that was famous for its flourishing foreign trade owing to its geographical 

location which enabled trade both through water and land. Sharing its borders 

with various countries, it was a hub for traders, travellers, invaders, refugees and 

many more. People from all over the world migrated to make use of the various 

resources that the country had to offer. The Hindu Kush mountains in the West 

and the Patkai range in the East were the two main gateways through which 

these migrations principally took place. 

 

India has a history of receiving many foreigners who were victims of 

persecution from their own countries and has been accommodating and 
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providing them with the necessary reliefs on humanitarian grounds. Inspite of 

the huge influx, India like most of the other South Asian countries, does not 

have regional, national or international policies regarding the protection of these 

refugees. Though there exists no specific legislation regarding the protection of 

refugees, some of the existing provisions in the Indian law provide for non-

citizens, aliens and foreigners. 

 

THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA,1950. 

 

With respect to the protection of Fundamental Rights 

 

The Indian Constitution, though does not expressly provide for the protection 

of refugees, particular rights enumerated in Part III apply to people irrespective 

of their citizenship. Article 14 which embodies the principle of equality is 

guaranteed to ‘any person’ irrespective of colour, race and nationality thus 

extending to non-citizens as well. 

 

Other Fundamental Rights that are available and guaranteed to non-citizens 

with an exception of enemy aliens include Protection in respect of Convictions 

for offences provided under Article 20, Right to Elementary Education under 

Article 21A, Protection against arrest and detention in certain cases as under 

Article 22, Prohibition of traffic in human beings and forced labour as per 

Article 23, Prohibition of employment of children in factories etc., under Article 

24 and all the Religious Freedoms guaranteed under Article 25-28. 

 

Article 21 which guarantees right to life and personal liberty to citizens as well 

as non-citizens. The rights that fall under the ambit of the right to life and 

personal liberty include Right to shelter1116, Right to health and Medical 

Assistance1117, Right to get pollution free water and air1118, Right against solitary 

																																																								
1116 Chameli Singh v. State of U.P., (1996) 2 SCC 549. 
1117 Paramananda Katara v. Union of India, AIR 1989 SC 2039. 
1118 Subhas Kumar v.State of Bihar, AIR 1991 SC 420. 
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confinement1119 and  Right against inhuman treatment by the police1120. 

However, these rights are not absolute and have an exception to situations when 

the procedure duly established by law is followed by the State. 

 

With respect to the Citizenship status 

 

In 1947, though the Independence movement achieved what it fought for, with 

it came the Partition where the subcontinent was divided into India and 

Pakistan. This resulted in India accepting the responsibility of 20 million 

refugees , majority of whom were refugees , providing them the relief, assistance 

and rehabilitation over the first 25 years of Independence. This was the first 

wave of population exchange that the Democratic and Independent India faced 

where there was inflow and exodus of people in and out of the country.  

 

The framers of the Constitution took this into consideration while framing the 

official document. Article 6 and 7 apply to the migrants in and out of the country 

from and to Pakistan which provides for the Rights of citizenship of certain 

persons who have migrated to India from Pakistan and states the rights of 

citizenship of certain migrants to Pakistan respectively. 

 

While the latter revokes the citizenship of persons who migrated from the 

territory of India to Pakistan and have not returned under a permit of 

resettlement or permanent return, Article 6 classifies those who have migrated 

from Pakistan for the purposes of citizenship as ones who migrated before July 

19,1948 and ones on or after the date.  It provides that “the people who have 

migrated to India from Pakistan shall be deemed to be a citizen of India at the 

commencement of the Constitution, if he or either of his parents or any of his 

grandparents were born in India as defined in the Government of India.” Article 

11 of the Constitution empowers the Parliament to pass laws regarding 

citizenship, naturalization and aliens, thus the Citizenship Act, 1955 came into 

being. 

																																																								
1119 Sunil Batra(No.1) v. Delhi Administration, AIR 1978 SC 1675. 
1120 Kishore Singh v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1981 SC 625. 
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The term ‘alien’ which is defined as “a person residing under a government or 

in a country other than that of one’s birth without having or obtaining the status 

of citizenship there” is expressly mentioned only twice in the Constitution under 

Article 22(3) and in Entry 17, List I , Schedule 7. 

 

OTHER LEGISLATIONS  

 

The regulation of entry, presence and departure of aliens in the country are 

governed by the Foreigners Act, 1946. Registrations of foreigners entering, 

being present in and departure from India are dealt with under the Registration 

Act, 1939. The Passport Act, 1920 and 1967 provides for the powers of the 

Government to impose conditions of passport for entry into India and issuance 

of passport and other travel documents to regulate the departure from India. 

The Bureau of Immigration was established in 1971 by the Government of 

India to undertake immigration function in the country. 

 

Refugees without a valid passport or the necessary travel documents who enter 

India are at a risk of getting arrested and prosecuted by the immigration 

authorities. They may also be forced to deport at sea ports, airports or other 

entry points at international borders if detected without the travel documents. 

 

Various amendments in the past decades the Foreigner’s Act has become less 

hostile towards foreigners and is a rather progressive law in regard to refugees. 

The other laws relevant and contemporary to the refugee issues in India are 

Citizenship Act 1955, Extradition Act 1962, Illegal Migrant Act 1983, Passport 

Act 1967, Protection of Human Rights Act 1933, Registration of Foreigner’s 

Act 1939.  

 

Though there exists provisions that apply to non-citizens, it is not sufficient to 

take refugees in or protect those refugees present and there exists a vacuum in 

the particular subject matter. Therefore, the commitments that the country has 

in the International level may help to bring clarity in the areas that the Indian 

provisions lack. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS JURISPRUDENCE AND INTERNATIONAL 

CONVENTIONS 

 

The Supreme Court stated that International Conventions could be used to 

amplify the rights provided under the Constitution and supplement the 

domestic law if found to be not in contradiction with law.1121 The Directive 

Principles of State Policy provides for the Promotion of International peace and 

security states that “ the State shall aim to strengthen the International law and 

treaties.”1122 

 

India is a party to various United Nations and World Conventions of Human 

Rights. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights(ICCPR) to 

which India became a party in 1979, provides that “All persons deprived of their 

liberty shall be treated with humility and with respect for the inherent dignity of 

the human persons.” 1123 Article 5 of the United Nations Declaration of Human 

Rights, 1948 states “No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel inhuman 

or degrading treatment or punishment.” 

 

Though India is not a signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention, it is a signatory 

to numerous other Conventions that deal with refugee issues and related 

matters.  

 

The Executive Committee of High Commissioner Programme , 1995 to which 

India has a full membership is a multilateral forum where the member states are 

provided with a platform to share ideas and discuss issues on international 

responsibility and solidarity with respect to the refugee situation. This indicates 

an interest and commitment by the country to refugee matters. 

 

Article 14 of the UDHR provides for the ‘Right to seek Asylum” while Article 

13 of the ICCPR provides for the “Prohibition of expulsion of aliens except by 

																																																								
1121 Nilabati Behera v. State of Orissa, 1993 (2) SCC 746; Vishaka v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1997 SC 3011. 
1122Article 51(c), Constitution of India,1950. 
1123Article 10, ICCPR. 
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due process of law.” The Asian African Legal Consultative Committee(AALCC) 

to which India is a member State, had the “Status and Treatment of Refugees” 

in its agenda and thus formulated the Bangkok Principles. Article 3 of the 

Bangkok Principles states as follows, “the person cannot be expelled if there is 

a possibility that he might be exposed to some danger on account of race, 

religion, nationality, ethnic origin, membership of a particular social group or 

political opinion.” The principles, in addition to the principle of non-refoulment 

also provide for repatriation, right to compensation, granting asylum and 

minimum standards of treatment in the State of asylum. 

 

INDIA AND UNHCR- A PARTNERSHIP 

 

The National Human Rights Commission in India is a statutory public body 

constituted in 1993 under the Protection of Human Rights Ordinance of 28 

September 1993. It is responsible for the protection and promotion of human 

rights, defined by the Act as “Rights Relating To Life, liberty, equality and 

dignity of the individual guaranteed by Constitution or embodied in the 

International Covenants”.1124 The refugee situation, being a consequence of 

human rights violations such as making the country unfit for people to live in 

and due to lack of specific legislations, falls under the ambit of this Commission 

in India. India for the first time, established its formal relationship with the 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in 1969 for rehabilitating 

Tibetan refugees in India. 

 

While emphasizing the need for voluntary nature of repatriation ,the Court held 

that the UNHCR, being a world agency , was to ascertain the voluntariness of 

the refugees and therefore, it is not upon the Court to consider whether the 

consent was voluntary.1125 

 

 

 

																																																								
1124 The Protection of Human Rights Act,1993. 
1125 P.Nedumaran v. Union of India , 1993 (2) ALT 291. 
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THE INDIAN JUDICIARY 

 

The Guardian of the Constitution, the Indian Judiciary has played a major role 

in protecting the rights and other related matters relating to refugees , in absence 

of specific legislations on the subject matter. The Supreme Court as well as the 

lower courts have delivered numerous judgments with regards to issues 

involving refugees. 

 

During the influx of Chakma Refugees, the Supreme Court held that 

Government of Arunachal Pradesh is bound to take possible steps to ensure 

safety of their life and personal liberty by safeguarding the life, health and well-

being. It also held that their application for citizenship should not be withheld 

and be forwarded to the duly authorized authorities.1126  The Madras High Court 

in a couple of cases declared that the Sri Lankan refugees should not be forced 

to return to their country against their will.1127 

 

In the case of Malavika Karlekar v. Union of India1128,  the Apex Court gave a 

direction to stay the deportation of the Andaman Island Burmese refugees, since 

“their claim for refugee status was pending determination and a prima facie case 

is made out for grant of refugee status.” 

 

PRINCIPLE OF NON-REFOULMENT 

 

The principle of non-refoulment is not expressly stated or recognized under the 

Constitution of India nor is it mentioned in any of the other legislations. The 

UNHCR however, has adopted an activist approach in guarding the rights of 

refugees and also recognizes the principle of non-refoulment as one of 

international customary law due its normative character 1129 and that India 

should follow it owing to its position in the International Jurisprudence. 

																																																								
1126NHRC v. State of Arunachal Pradesh, (1996) 1 SCC 742. 
1127A.C.Mohd. Siddique v. Govt. of India and Ors., 1998(47)DRJ (DB) p.74. 
1128Crl. WP No.243 of 1988. 
1129UNHCR, The Principle of Non-Refoulment as Norm of Customary International Law, 2016. 
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The principle of non-refoulment was recognized under Article 21 by the Gujarat 

High Court.1130While the Bombay High Court in accordance to the principle of 

non-refoulment, emphasized in the Bangkok principles held that, “there is no 

question of deporting the Iranian refugee to Iran, since he has been recognized 

as a refugee by the UNHCR.”1131 

 

According to the 1951 Convention on Refugee Status, there are 2 limitations to 

the principle of non-refoulment – National Security and Public Order. These 

limitations are assumed to be applicable to even non-party states and to be 

considered as general exceptions to the principle of non-refoulment as such.  

 

In the case of Ananda Bhavani v. Union of India 1132, it was held that “if  presence 

of some constitutes a threat to the national security then their deportation order 

without hearing will not be considered a violation to the principles of natural 

justice.” In the case concerning the Burmese refugees in the Andaman Island , 

the Supreme Court stayed the expulsion of the refugees as there was no 

reasonable apprehension of a security threat to India.1133 

 

The above mentioned provisions and the various judgments may give an insight 

on how the refugee situation is dealt in the country. However, it is pertinent to 

note that, the non-justiciable Directive Principles, International laws that are not 

given priority over the domestic laws and Acts that do not expressly cater to the 

matters relating to refugees, cannot possibly tackle the refugee crisis that the 

country is facing. The lack of specific legislations is a matter of concern as the 

crisis is not only an issue of accepting and providing accommodation but also 

to provide them while considering the prevalent political, economic and social 

scenario and whether the country can afford the decision to accommodate them 

and if so, at what cost. 

																																																								
1130Ktaer Abbas Habib Al Qutaifi v. Union of India, 1999 Cri.L.J 919. 
1131Syed Ata Mohammadi v. Union of India, Cr.W.P.No. 7504/1994 at Bom HC. 
11321991 MLW (Crl.) 393. 
1133 Maiwand’s Trust of Afghan Human Freedom Petitioners v. State of Punjab and Ors., WP No.(Cri.)No.125 and 
126 of 1986. 
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 However, a new legislation has been passed that eliminates certain people from 

the ambit of ‘illegal migrants’ though it does not provide for any other details 

regarding the protection during the process. Therefore, it is important for the 

three organs of the Government to work with each other and formulate a 

proper, definitive framework and structure within which the country can handle 

the issue without any ambiguity and further problems.  

 

THE CITIZENSHIP (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2019 – AN OVERVIEW 

 

An Act to further amend the Citizenship Act,1955, Citizenship (Amendment) 

Act ,2019 was enacted to make certain foreign illegal migrants of specific 

religious communities from countries such as Afghanistan, Bangladesh and 

Pakistan eligible for Indian Citizenship. 

 

Highlights: 

 

1. Religious Communities from the Countries:  

 

Persons belonging to Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain, Parsi, and Christian 

Community from Bangladesh, Afghanistan and Pakistan who entered 

India on or before December 21,2014 , even without the necessary travel 

documents or otherwise be considered an illegal migrant, will be eligible 

to apply for Citizenship in India. 

 

2. Certificate of Naturalisation:  

 

With the fulfillment of certain qualifications, persons will be able to apply 

for citizenship by naturalization. It is a pre-requisite for a person to have 

resided in India or been in the Central Government service for the last 

twelve months and at least eleven years of the preceding fourteen years. 

For a specified class of illegal migrants, the prerequisite years of residency 

have been relaxed to five years. 
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3. Not Applicable to certain areas: 

 

The Act does not apply to the Tribal areas of Meghalaya, Assam, 

Mizoram and Tripura as included in the Sixth Schedule and to States 

regulated by the “Inner Line” permit under the Bengal Eastern Frontier 

Regulations, 1873. 

 

4. Overseas Citizen of India Status: 

 

Section 7D of the Citizenship Act, 1955 provides for the Cancellation of 

registration as Overseas Citizens of India and provision (da) has been 

inserted by the Amendment Act that includes those Overseas Citizenship 

Cardholders who have violated any provisions of the Act or any other 

law operational in the Country. 

 

The above mentioned are the key points of the newly introduced Amendment 

Act which have enabled the access of certificate of registration to the existing 

migrants in the country from a certain religious community from specified 

countries. The enactment, however, has given way to strong opposition and has 

been subjected to judicial review on the grounds of Constitutional Validity. 

 

THE LEGAL DEBATE 

 

The enactment of the Amendment is facing strong opposition from various 

stakeholders of the Government. Number of petitions have been filed 

challenging the constitutionality of the said Act. 

 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CAA 

 

Violation of Right to Equality 

 

Article 14 of the Constitution proclaims that the state shall not deny to any 

person equality before the law or the equal protection of laws within the 
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territory of India. However, to escape the rigid equality law, the judiciary laid 

down a doctrine of reasonable classification which mandates that the 

classification must be rational, and in order to satisfy this test   

 

(i) the classification must be founded on an intelligible differentia which 

distinguished those that are grouped together from others, and 

(ii) that differentia must have a rational relation to the object sought to 

be achieved by the Act.1134 

 

In examining whether these classifications are reasonable it’s important to first 

understand what the objective of the CAA is. The statute itself doesn’t clearly 

lay out an aim. The Statement of Objects and Purposes [SOA] which 

accompanied the bill, as introduced in the two Houses of Parliament makes a 

series of assumptions that render the legitimacy of its specified purpose.  

 

Under this SOA, if one were to assume that the objective is to protect only 

minorities from neighbouring countries with a state religion, the exclusion of 

Bhutan and Sri Lanka is stark. The intelligible differentia in the case of this Act 

is the selection of illegal migrants according to religion and such selection is 

done for reasons as mentioned in the beginning that have no basis in the law 

itself. 

 

Even assuming, that the State is entitled to offer special protection to persons 

persecuted from neighbouring countries with a state religion to the exclusion of 

all other persecuted migrants, the omission of Bhutan and Sri Lanka undoes any 

nexus between the object of the law and the classifications it makes. The 

Supreme Court held that, “Article 14 was founded on a sound public policy 

recognized and valued all over the civilized world, its language was the language 

of command and it imposes an obligation on the State of which no person 

could, by his act or conduct, relieve it.”1135 

																																																								
1134The State of Bengal v. Anwar Ali Sarkar, 1952 AIR 75. 
1135Basheshar Nath v. The Commissioner of Income tax, Delhi & Rajasthan & Other, 1959 AIR 149. 
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It signifies that even if a Muslim or a Jew might not have approached India for 

asylum for last 70 years or do not belong to the small persecuted minority, it 

cannot be considered as a ground for waiver of right to equality enshrined in 

Article 14. 

 

Violation of Article 21 

 

A careful look at the wording of Article 21 of the Indian Constitution will bring 

to notice that the right enshrined in this Article not just applies to citizens but 

also to any “person” which means a citizen or an alien has the right to life and 

personal liberty according to procedure established by law.1136 By the passing of 

the Citizenship Amendment Act persecuted illegal immigrants who do not fall 

under the definition provided by the same are being denied their basic right to 

livelihood which is covered by the umbrella of Article 21. 

 

The Assam Accord issue 

 

The CAA completely violates the historic Assam Accord which was signed on 

15 August 1985 between the Government of India, Government of Assam ,the 

All Assam Students’ Union and the All Assam Gana Sangram Parishad to solve 

the illegal foreigners’ problem after the historic Assam Movement. It was signed 

to acknowledge the threat to the identity of the indigenous people of Assam 

due to the unabated influx of the illegal foreigners from Bangladesh, and to 

move towards a solution. Government pronouncements in parliament and 

outside of 20 million ‘illegal Bangladeshis’ and the Supreme Court accentuated 

these fears.1137 

 

The Accord states that, “ Foreigners who came to Assam on or after 25March 

1971 shall continue to be detected, deleted and expelled in accordance with law. 

Immediate and practical steps shall be taken to expel such foreigners.”1138The 

																																																								
1136Article 21, Constitution of India,1950. 
 
1138 Clause 5.8, Assam Accord. 1985. 
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constitutional date for citizenship was 19 July 1948. Anyone entering India after 

this date was a foreigner, irrespective of his/her religion. But Assam accepted 

the burden of 1951 to 1971 of illegal foreigners (both Hindus and Muslims) 

entering Assam from the then East Pakistan. Assam agreed to keep the 1951-

71 stream of foreigners after regularization. The CAA has set a new date of 31 

December 2014, thereby, violating the core provision of Assam Accord and 

imposing an additional burden of illegal foreigners from 1971 to 2014. 

 

NRC - An Evil 

 

The NRC is a count of legitimate Indian citizens. Except the state of Assam, 

this exercise has never been done anywhere in the country. Union home 

minister Amit Shah said that he would frame the NRC by 2024. The first NRC 

in Assam was prepared in 1951, after widespread allegations of uncontrollable 

influx of Bangladeshi immigrants.  

 

The Union home ministry had framed the rules for a nationwide NRC in 2003, 

following an amendment to the Citizenship Act, 1955. These rules emphatically 

state that the central government shall, for the purpose of the NRC, carry out a 

house-to-house census for collection of specified particulars relating to each 

family and individual residing in a local area, including their citizenship status.  

 

The NRC in itself is not discriminatory in nature because the very aim of an 

honest NRC is exclusion of all illegal immigrants. The CAA excludes Muslim 

immigrants who have entered India illegally, not legal Indian Muslim citizens. 

Since the CAA will provide citizenship to non-Muslim illegal immigrants from 

the three countries specified, only Muslim immigrants will be left out when the 

NRC is rolled out.  

 

Violation of International Norms 

 

Since the CAA deals with persecuted refugees, international dimensions should 

also be taken into consideration. According to the United Nations High 
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Commissioner of Refugees (UNHCR), the principle of non-refoulment has 

attained the status of customary international law (CIL). CIL is binding on all 

countries including India, unless a country has persistently objected to the 

customary norm. Indeed, on the global stage, India has always supported the 

non-refoulment principle, despite not acceding to the Refugee Convention. 

 

The CAA makes India’s violation of the non-refoulment principle manifest. The 

CAA creates a legislative framework, which, on the one hand, allows India to 

give citizenship to Hindu refugees from Pakistan facing religious persecution. 

On the other hand, Rohingya Muslims from Myanmar, who fled their country 

because of persecution and are placed as Hindu refugees, will continue to be 

treated as illegal migrants. India will attempt deporting them despite the high 

risk of persecution, thus contravening the non-refoulment principle. The 

political rhetoric of the ruling party, promising to throw out all illegal migrants, 

is a clear pointer to this. 

 

THE PRO CAA ARGUMENT  

 

The Pro CAA and the Central Government has justified the decision of enacting 

the legislation and countered the allegations made by the opposition regarding 

the passing of the Bill. 

 

The Citizenship Amendment Act is a law to facilitate the acquisition of 

citizenship by specific communities from three neighbouring countries who 

entered India before the end of 2014. The pro CAA justify it by contending that 

this Act in no way affects the existing citizens of the country including those 

professing Islam. Therefore, it is not violative of the Constitutional principles 

and there exists reasons as to the enactment. 

 

Contradicts the principle of Secularism 

 

The Preamble of the Constitution states that India is a secular country and that 

the State does not interfere in religion thus guaranteeing religious freedoms 
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under Part III. The contention is that making a religion based classification is 

contradicting the very basic Constitutional Principle. But it is pertinent to note 

that the effort to recognize the people persecuted on the grounds of religion in 

a country that has a State based religion or a country that has a ‘preferred’ 

religion recognized by the Government and taking them in, is indeed a step 

towards the reinstatement of the country’s ideals and carrying out the spirit of 

the Constitution of secularism, equality and fraternity. 

 

Violation of the Right to Equality 

 

Article 14 of the Constitution provides for Equality Before Law and Equal 

Protection of Law. The phrase ‘Equal Protection of Law’ is a positive concept 

implying equality of treatment in equal circumstances1139 and ‘Equality before 

the law’ means that like should be treated alike. 1140 Religious persecution faced 

by minorities within the Islam community is not to be placed on the same 

footing as those who are a minority who follow a different religion from the 

State religion.” Therefore, the argument that there exists religious minorities 

within the Muslim community that have been subject to persecution in the 

countries have not been recognized, thus making the classification an arbitrary 

one is false.  

 

Article 14 forbids ‘class legislation’ and not ‘reasonable classification’. This does 

not mean that all laws enacted should be general in character and apply to all 

persons.  

 

The Act focuses and applies to persons from specific religions such as Hindu, 

Buddhists, Sikhs, Parsis, Jains and Christians from the three countries. The 

classification is based on religion practiced by these communities than the ones 

recognized by the Constitution of those countries. The Joint Parliamentary 

Committee, 2016 discussed and examined the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 

2016. Reasons were provided as to why these communities were chosen as a 

																																																								
1139Sheoshanker v. State of M.P., AIR 1951 Nagpur 53(FB). 
1140Jennings- Law of Constitution,pp.202-3(10th ed.). 
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class in itself. Some of the reasons include the treatment that the people from 

the religious minorities face through a memorandum that was gathered to arrive 

at the classification.  

 

Migrants were forced to convert their religions, Untouchability was practiced 

and Hindus were suppressed. Hindus were not allowed the opportunity in 

Government Services and the students faced extreme discrimination in schools. 

India entered into a pact with Pakistan (including the current Bangladesh as a 

part of it) called the Nehru-Liaquat Resolution,1950. The subject matter of this 

Delhi Pact was the large scale migration of minority community families 

between the two countries in case of the occurrence of any attacks by the 

majority communities in their respective territories. India, through this 

legislation is honoring the said pact. In addition to this, any decision regarding 

the classification of particular neighbouring countries is in furtherance of 

foreign policy decisions of the nation and cannot be subject to judicial review . 

 

Violation of Article 21. 

 

Article 21 guarantees the right to life and personal liberty. However, like any 

other right, it is not absolute and is subject to any act in pursuance of  a ‘due 

process of law’. Through a combined reading of the Foreigners Act, the 

Passport (Entry into India) Act of both 1920 and 1955, it is the duty of the 

Government and the officials to identify and detect illegal migrants and proceed 

accordingly.  Therefore, it is according to the ‘due process of law’ and thus not 

a violation of Article 21 of the Constitution. 

 

The principle of Constitutional Morality cannot arise in alienation but only with 

the issue of any Fundamental Right violation , if any. As there is no violation of 

rights under Part III of the Constitution, constitutional morality cannot serve as 

grounds for challenge.   

 

In any country, domestic laws take precedence over the international law or 

commitments unless ratified and made into a legislation. Therefore, the standard 
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for judicial review in India is the supreme law of the land, the Constitution and 

not International Conventions. 

 

The issue of NRC 

 

The Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019 does not apply to areas enumerated in 

the Sixth Schedule and those a part of the Inner Line Permit therefore, the threat 

of sustaining their customary practices, language and tradition by the new 

migrants is not present in those areas.  

 

The genesis of National Register of Citizens (NRC) was the Assam Accord,1985 

and was for identifying the people who came to India after a specific date and 

deporting them if found to be illegal migrants. Though there originated talks to 

nationalize the initiative, it is yet to take off and the rules and regulations are yet 

to be framed and efforts to proceed with the decision in itself remains tentative. 

Therefore, it is not a matter of utmost concern for the nation. 

 

These are the arguments made out by the Pro CAA and the Central government 

in defending the passing of the Bill and enacting the legislation. The primary 

take away from this argument is that the decision rather than be considered a 

‘special class of religious minority’ should be considered as a ‘minority based 

classification’. Therefore, it is not anti-Muslim in any dimension and the country 

still remains true to its core principle of being a secular nation.  

 

IS CAA THE RIGHT PATH? 

 

The passing of the Citizenship Amendment Act was based primarily on 2 

grounds- alleged minority persecution in Muslim states and rectification of the 

partition misdeeds but the contentious act fails to stand the legal scrutiny and 

the constitutional test. It very basically violates the fundamental tenets laid down 

under Article 14 and Article 21 of the Constitution. The Government also 

stumbles while being asked as to why this protective umbrella of law leaves out 

sects of the Muslim community that are being persecuted in these purported 
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Muslim majority countries and  persecuted groups from other neighbouring 

countries like Rohingyas from Mynamar, Madhesis from Nepal, Tamil Elam 

from Sri Lanka and Muslims from China. Conspicuous ignorance of these 

minority groups makes the intention to deny citizenship to one member of one 

particular religion blatant. Principles of a secularism and “fraternity assuring the 

dignity of the individual”1141 as promised in the Constitution fall apart by the 

emergence of such an Act. 

 

This measure of India, rather than being examined in isolation, is better to be 

scrutinized in relation with different States around the world by studying their 

own methods of tackling the crises. 

 

Nation-states across the world face the issue of citizenship and matters relating 

to illegal immigrants and many countries whether signatory or not have unique 

frameworks to deal with these problems. For example, the United States of 

America, despite being one of the earliest parties to the 1951 convention1142 has 

its own share of passive-aggressive domestic laws. The Refugee Act of 1980 

incorporated the International Convention's definitions of a refugee into U.S. 

law.1143 A person may meet the definition of refugee but may not be granted 

refugee status. Ordinarily, refugees seeking entry or immigration status in a 

country are required to individually demonstrate a well-founded fear of 

persecution in their home country1144.  

 

Apart from this, the U.S enacted a particular Lautenberg Amendment which 

specifically excluded Muslims of Iran and Soviet Union. It identified 

beneficiaries persecuted due to religion just like the CAA does. The population 

of influx of refugees in India is almost equivalent to that of the State of Israel.  

 

As a Jewish homeland open to the immigration of Jews from all over the world, 

and a signatory to the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees 

																																																								
1141Preamble, Constitution of India,1950. 
1142Convention on the Status of Refugees, 1951. 
1143"An Overview of U.S. Refugee Law and Policy",American Immigration Council, 23 February 2017. 
1144Section 207, Immigration and Nationality Act,  
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and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, Israel has absorbed a 

large number of Jewish refugees from Europe, the Middle East, and Africa and 

all these Jews are guaranteed straight citizenship under their citizenship law.  

 

The country itself being a land of refugees faced a huge refugee crisis in the 

2000’s, Israel plugged its porous border with Egypt in the Sinai peninsula 

through which most of the African immigrants were crossing into the country. 

Following the passage of an anti-infiltration law in the Israeli Knesset, Israel 

built the Holot open-air detention centre for the remaining illegal immigrants in 

the country.  

 

Malaysia is one other country with a history of influx of refugees. The refugee 

situation is synonymous to that of the Indian scenario. Malaysia, like India is 

neither a State Party to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol nor has any 

specific refugee law. They are handling the situation in partnership with the 

UNHCR by issuing the UNHCR Card which is an identification document 

provided for the refugees to reduce the risk of arrest.  

 

It also allows the refugees to avail health services, education and other essential 

support services. Though not a signatory to the Convention, it follows the 5 

step Refugee Status Determination(RSD) process for the pending regularisation 

of the rights of refugees in furtherance of UNHCR’s recommendation.  

 

The Government of Malaysia in addition to many other safeguards, provides a 

fifty percent discount off of the foreign rate for medical fees incurred by the 

refugees recognised under the UNHCR mandate. It also issues birth certificates 

to children of refugees born in the country.  

 

Therefore, there is scope for India to draw and adapt measures that are being 

undertaken by Malaysia among other countries in tackling the issue 
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HOW TO TACKLE IT BETTER? 

 

As above-mentioned, CAA, though a radical move, is not the most optimal 

solution in the prevailing circumstances. Therefore, there exists a lot of scope 

to rectify the lacunae inherent in the legislation. 

 

• The main issue with the legislation is the ‘religion-based’ classification 

and it should rather have a ‘country-based’ system of reasonable 

classification in consonance to its foreign policies. 

• The country is need of a specific legislation which covers all refugee 

related matters and establish fast-track courts to handle cases. 

• It is pertinent to note that Article 14 and 21 applies to non-citizens .i.e, 

the existing refugees who are referred to as ‘illegal migrants’ by the Act. 

Therefore, it is the duty of the Government to provide them with a 

recourse as these people who have entered India seeking refuge have 

settled in the country finding some way to sustain their livelihoods. It is 

unfair to uproot their lives and send them back to the country they 

feared staying in.  

• To decide on whom to accommodate and whom not to, it is important 

to formulate a proper test and system as to distinguish the migrants, 

who are not victims of persecution, from the refugees in the true sense 

and provide protection to the latter. 

• In addition to these, basic human rights such as shelter , food and 

healthcare should be guaranteed to the people who are in search of relief 

from their suffering. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

India is home to thousands of refugees every year, who enter the subcontinent 

from all sides running away from the horrors of their homeland. Over the last 

decade this influx of refugees has placed a major weight on the shoulders of the 

Government there being no law governing the refugees and that it is simply 

unable to accommodate these immigrants in addition to its already teeming 
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population. It is in view of this predicament that the Government passed the 

Citizenship Amendment Act which provided religious persecuted minorities in 

neighbouring States with a legal recourse.  

 

But in doing so the Government has overlooked certain crucial aspects to be 

pondered over before enacting any bill. Not only does this Act violate several 

constitutional caveats but it does not provide any sort of relief to those illegal 

immigrants, who do not belong to the classification as specified in the Act, are 

already inside the country. These people face the risk and fear of being uprooted 

and deported back to their homeland.. The authors of this paper firmly believe 

that what India needs is a proper refugee law but not a non-secular exclusionary 

citizenship law and policy that adheres to basic human rights. A law that breaks 

the basic structure on which our Constitution stands would never be a good 

law.  
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ROLE OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS 
-YUVRAJ SINGH SEKHON1145 AND SOMYA VIRK1146 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

‘The best directors are those who think independently, regardless of their status. In other 

words, independence is a state of mind, not a resume item.’ 

– Ram Charan1147 

 

Indian corporate habitat witnessed a transitional phase in the 90’s powered by the rapidly 

evolving economy. The strong wave calling upon the importance of effective corporate governance 

swept away the corporate structure of the country. Amidst many other corporate reforms, the 

proposal for mandating independent directors on the board of directors of companies made 

major headway. Gaining recommendations from various government appointed committees and 

the constant calls by the judiciary, this provision was finally mandated by the Companies Act 

in 2013. This research article critically examines the legal provisions in the Act as well the 

guidelines of Securities and Exchange Board of India regarding inclusion of independent 

directors on the board of companies. Further, the author enunciates the role of the independent 

directors in corporations and how they are beneficial to the corporate environment. Lastly, the 

article addresses the existing lacunae in the legislation and provides suggestion for change so as 

to better facilitate the role of independent directors in companies. 

 

  

																																																								
1145 Student, 3rd Year, Symbiosis Law School, Pune. 
1146 Student, 3rd Year, Symbiosis Law School, Pune. 
1147 Ram Charan, ‘Boards that Deliver: Advancing Corporate Governance from Compliance to Competitive 
Advantage,’ John Wiley & Sons, 2005. 
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RESEARCH QUESTION 

 
‘Examining the role of independent directors in a corporation and how their 

job profiles are restricted due to existing external and internal factors.’ 

 

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 

 
The law entrusts upon a company a distinguished juristic personality which is 

probably the most significant development in company law since its conception. 

However, a company has to act through a human agency. Therefore, on close 

inspection we discover that a company has two distinct organs of constitution 

i.e., the shareholders and the Board of Directors. Section 2(10) of the Act of 

2013 defines Board of Directors as the collective body of the directors of the 

company.1148  

 

The directors are mainly handed the task of corporate governance. In 

furtherance of ensuring effective and balanced corporate governance there is a 

provision in the Act for an independent director. An independent director is a 

non-executive director of the company who has no affiliations to the company. 

The courts have also observed in the case of Central Government vs. Sterling 

Holiday Resorts (India) Ltd that appointing independent directors strengthens 

the position of the company.1149 

 

The clause for introducing the independent directors into the sphere of 

corporate governance existed way before the formal introduction in 2013. 

Earlier, under the Companies Act, 1956, the provision for independent director 

existed as a category in Form 32 required to be filled for appointment of a 

director in the company. The introduction of independent directors on the 

																																																								
1148 The Companies Act, 2013, Section 2(10). 
1149 Central Government v Sterling Holiday Resort (India) Ltd & Others, 2006 131 Comp Cas 6 CLB. 
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board in the UK was triggered by the findings of the Cadbury Committee 

Report in 1992.1150  

 

The Cadbury Committee identified two areas where independent directors 

could benefit corporate governance, firstly, while reviewing the actions of 

executive directors and secondly, while adjudging on matters where conflict of 

interest arises. In India, following the movement for liberalization of economy 

in the early 90’s and the increasing number of cases of fraud and misfeasance, 

the term independent director was first coined by the Kumar Mangalam Birla 

Committee in 1999.1151 The committee was set up by SEBI to recommend 

reforms in the area of corporate governance. Based on the recommendations of 

the committee the clause for independent directors was introduced in the 

financial year 2000-01 in the form of Clause 49 of SEBI’s Listing Agreement.1152  

 

After the Birla Committee report, the government set up various other 

committees such as the Naresh Chandra Committee, the Narayan Murthy 

Committee and the JJ Irani Committee. The recommendation of all these 

committees were compiled and modified and finally the provision for 

independent directors was formally introduced through the Companies Act, 

2013. 

 

LEGAL PROVISION AND ANALYSIS 

 

The provisions for independent directors are given under Section 149(6) of the 

Companies Act, 2013.1153 The Section excludes the managing director, whole-

time director and nominee directors from the ambit of independent directors. 

According to Section 149(6), an independent director in order to be appointed 

to the company has to have two basic pre-requisites: 

																																																								
1150  Financial Reporting Council, Report of The Committee on The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance 
(1992). 
1151 Report of the Kumar Mangalam Birla Committee on Corporate Governance (Jan.12 2020, 14:03) 
http://www.nfcg.in/UserFiles/kumarmbirla1999.pdf. 
1152 Listing Agreement, Securities and Exchange Board of India, Clause 49. 
1153 The Companies Act, 2013, Section 149(6). 
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1) Independence of Judgement/Decision-Making – The foremost 

consideration for a director being independent is his appointment. The 

non-executive directors which are appointed as independent directors 

are considered to have no relations to the shareholders, the board, or 

any of the constituents of the company. Therefore, their position is 

devoid from bias or any type of favoritism for the shareholders as well 

as the directors. However, when we look into the process of 

appointment of an independent director, we observe that the existing 

directors nominate the candidates from the available list of non-

executive directors to the shareholders. Therefore, there is possibility of 

directors favoring one candidate over the other. The independent 

director appointed by the majority shareholder cannot be expected to 

apply their mind impartially against the wishes of the majority 

shareholders.1154 

 

2) No pecuniary benefit apart from director’s remuneration – 

Another component of ensuring independence and free decision 

making of an independent director is absence of any pecuniary benefit 

from the company. An independent director draws pecuniary benefits 

from the company in two ways. Firstly, in the form of sitting fees for 

each board meeting given under Section 197.1155 Secondly, in the form 

of fees or commission as given under sub clause 7 of Section 197. The 

linkage of commission with the post of independent director seriously 

undermines the object of appointing an independent director. 

Therefore, an independent director can be motivated by this 

commission and can amend books to show false profits.  

 

Clause 49 and Independent Directors – Clause 49 of the Listing Agreement 

of SEBI, introduced after the report of the Kumar Mangalam Birla Committee, 

																																																								
1154 Lucian A. Bebchuk & Assaf Hamdani, ‘Independent Directors and Controlling Shareholders’ (2017), University 
of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol. 165, No. 6, 1280. 
1155 The Companies Act, 2013, Section 197. 
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mandates the appointment of independent directors on the board of directors 

of the company. Clause 49 mandates that: 

 

(I) Where the chairman of the board is a non-executive director, at 

least one-third of the board shall comprise of independent 

directors, 

(II) Where the chairman of the board is an executive director, at least 

half of the board shall comprise of independent directors. 

 

ROLE OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS 

 

v Role in Corporate Governance – A corporation is a mix of various 

elements such as customers, stakeholders, investors, directors etc. The duty of 

efficiently managing this corporation is upon the board of directors of the 

company. In India, the board of directors is generally constituted of the 

representatives of the erstwhile promoters of the company who may derive 

personal benefits from the company rather than work for the collective interest 

of the stakeholders and the company.1156 This poses a hindrance to the entire 

process of corporate governance. Therefore, independence of the board is 

essential in order to oversee the activities and decision making of the managers 

and hold them accountable. Some independent directors on the board can 

ensure the exercise of a balanced corporate governance policy in the 

corporation. 

 

v Preserving Shareholders Interests – The shareholders of the company 

hold the highest amount of risk amongst all stakeholders. Therefore, 

safeguarding their interest is essential especially of minority shareholders. The 

rights of the minority shareholders are often overlooked by the board while 

making decisions. The presence of an independent director ensures that 

minority shareholders are well represented and transparency is exercised while 

making decisions by the board. 

																																																								
1156 Vikramaditya Khanna and Shaun J. Mathew, ‘The Role of Independent Directors in Controlled Firms in India: 
Preliminary Interview Evidencer’ (2010), National Law School of India Review, Vol. 22, No. 1, 40-41. 
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v Internal Management – The independent directors oversee the 

operational management of the corporation to ensure that efficient functions 

are undertaken. In the event of any conflict between the shareholders and the 

management, the independent directors are preferred as the mediating party to 

resolve such disputes. Independent directors come in handy during such a 

situation due to their neutral and objective nature. 

 

v Audit Committee - The independent directors form an integral part of 

the committee of the company. According to Section 177 of the Companies 

Act, the audit committee shall consist of minimum of three directors of which 

independent directors shall form the majority.1157 Therefore, independent 

directors form a major part of this operating committee of a public company. 

The independent director ensure that effective monitoring systems are available 

in order to increase accountability in case of default of payment etc. 

 

v  Risk Management – The independent director is included on the board 

as a supervisory agent to check reckless actions by the management which 

endanger the earnings and the functioning of the corporations.1158 The 

independent director has to analyze, predict and minimize risk so that the 

resources and assets of the company are not hurt in any manner.  

 
ISSUES WITH LEGISLATION & SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE 

 

The ambit of role of independent directors has considerably widened since 

2013. However, some believe that the independence of independent directors 

is a myth. When the bigger picture is unfurled, we can observe that the 

independent director is slave to the same system which an executive director is 

subjected to. This idea of restricted independence of directors is not just an 

opinion but is also supported by evidence. In a report by the Indian Institute of 

Corporate Affairs, a survey was conducted under which independent directors 

																																																								
1157 The Companies Act, 2013, Section 177. 
1158 Kobi Kastiel and Aaron Nili, ‘Captured Boards: The Rise of “Superior Directors” and the Case for a Board Suite’, 
Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial Regulation, June 28, 2017. 
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were questioned as to the effectiveness of the current law with regards to 

ensuring independence of these directors.1159 A surprising 67% of the 

independent directors felt that there is need for improvement in the law for 

better applicability and to increase performance of directors. Based upon this 

response, these are the issues which I feel are prevalent in the current law and 

some suggestions for change: 

 

1) Liability of Independent Directors – The personal liability of 

independent directors in a corporation is almost equal to the executive directors 

which is not fair. The Supreme Court has also held in the case of Pooja Ravinder 

Devidasani v State of Maharashtra that merely because an independent director 

is a director of a company, he cannot be held liable for all actions of the 

company.1160  

 

An independent director just oversees the board meetings and supervises the 

corporate affairs and does not take many business decisions but is still liable for 

irregularities. The effect of this is that, according to NSEinfobase, in the FY19, 

316 independent directors of NIFTY 500 companies exited citing vague 

reasons.1161 The real reason for their exit was the anticipation of heavy personal 

liability for actions remotely connected to them. Therefore, I suggest that the 

liability of independent directors regarding financial and strategic decisions 

should be limited so that they can effectively carry out their purported job.  

 

2) Appointment Procedure – The law as it is, lacks any clearly defined 

appointment procedure for the appointment of independent directors. All it 

provides is the qualifications and disqualifications. Generally, the independent 

directors are recommended by the existing directors, promoters or other 

stakeholders in the company. This leads to selection of the person who is not a 

right fit for the company. Further, the appointed independent director also 

																																																								
1159 Dr Garima Dadhich & Ms. Vaishali Arora, Research Report on ‘Discipline of Independent Directors: From Code 
To Contribution, Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs (Jan 15 2020, 13:13) 
https://iica.nic.in/images/ID%20Research%20Report%2013_03_19.pdf. 
1160 Pooja Ravinder Devidasani v State of Maharashtra, Criminal Appeal Nos. 2604-2610 of 2014 arising out of Special 
Leave Petition (CRL) Nos. 9133-9139 of 2010. 
1161 Prime Database Group, NSEInfobase, Safeguards for Independent Directors. 
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becomes obliged to the person who recommends them therefore, reducing the 

objectiveness of the director. The independent directors are being appointed by 

people through their known sources and/or politically connected people. 

Therefore, a mandatory appointment procedure needs to be given which 

ensures transparency and effective appointment of independent directors. 

 

3) Less Authority of Independent Directors – This issue with the 

legislation goes hand-in-hand with the first issue i.e. liability of independent 

directors. The independent directors are given very less authority but are heavily 

liable along with the executive directors for any wrongdoings. The flow of 

information in any organization is controlled by the management. Independent 

directors are many a times left out of major decision making. Therefore, the 

authority of independent directors should be increased and they should be given 

a more active role in company decision making. 

 

4) Women Participation on Board – Gender diversity is a major concern 

in today’s corporations. Section 149(1) mandates the presence of a woman 

director on the board of certain corporations.1162 In order to increase gender 

diversity and to ensure representation for women employees and stakeholders, 

a provision should be made to compulsorily include woman independent 

directors on the board. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The independent directors have a crucial role to play in the progress of a 

company. This is in lieu of their objective nature which renders them free from 

any and all sorts of influence by promoters, directors or stakeholders in the 

company. The importance of independent directors is to such an extreme that 

the Uday Kotak Committee appointed by SEBI in 2017 recommended to 

increase the number of independent directors on the board of a public company 

																																																								
1162 The Companies Act, 2013, Section 149(1). 
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from one-third to half.1163 However, despite all the positives, the independence 

of independent directors is something that comes into question. Whether it be 

the vague procedure of appointment or the limited scope of powers, the 

independent directors are considered to be glorified managers. The Companies 

Act, 2013 made a considerable attempt at implementing an effective policy for 

independent directors in order to accommodate to existing needs of the 

corporate world. As is the rule with every basic policy, it requires amendments 

with time to become the perfect version of itself. Similarly, the policy regarding 

independent directors is a great step in furtherance of effective corporate 

governance but cannot be considered as the final touchstone for independent 

directors. Independent directors are a sliver of hope in the murky corporate 

world. They are capable of curbing management frauds and instill glory into 

their corporations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
1163 Securities and Exchange Board of India, Report of the Committee on Corporate Governance (Jan 15, 2020, 14:28) 
https://www.sebi.gov.in/reports/reports/oct-2017/report-of-the-committee-on-corporate-governance_36177.html 
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RULE 106B OF DRUGS & COSMETICS RULES, 

1945 HELD ULTRA VIRES TO CONSTITUTION 
-NILAVRO CHATTERJEE1164 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Rule 106B of Drugs & Cosmetics Rule 1945 restricted the size of Homeopathic Medicines. 

The draconian rule created havoc and virtually ruined the Industry for logistic reasons; 

consequently, poor patients across the country were the worst sufferer. Attempts to get the rule 

withdrawn through representation to the Union Government were in vain. Judicial remedy via 

Writ Petitions in 6 different High Courts by diverse stake holders challenging the vires was 

turned down. Ultimately, His Lordship, the Hon’ble Mr. Justice I. P. Mukherjee of Calcutta 

High Court by its order [un reported] dated 20th April 2015 declared the rule to be ultra 

vires to the constitution in WP 8062 of 2015, as the said rule was not ratified in both houses 

of the parliament in violation of Section 38 of the parent Act which enables a mandatory 

provision. The interim order is valid, final disposal is before Supreme Court where the Writ 

petition has been transferred. The relief is a panacea to the Homeopathic Industry after an 

epic 26 year battle at diverse forum. The Role of Right to information which revealed the 

misnomer has been a sufficient and lethal tool by stake holders.  

 

Interested Persons may contact for earlier orders, back ground facts,  gazette notifications 

regarding the impugned rule, and subsequent questions of law  raised and decided by the 

different High Courts and in contrast  the present order  as stated supra.  The Government so 

far has failed to counter the stance taken, consequent on which the present order has been 

passed by High Court.   

 

Keywords: Parliamentary Proceedings, Constitution of India, Right to Information Act, 

Drugs & Cosmetics Act 1940. 

 

  

																																																								
1164 Student, 1st Year, Sarsuna Law College. 
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Rule 106B of Drugs & Cosmetics Rules, 1945 

 

Rule 106B of Drugs & Cosmetics Rules, 1945 reads as:  

 

106B. Prohibition of quantity and percentage. —No Homoeopathic medicine 

containing more than 12% alcohol v/v (Ethyl Alcohol) shall be packed and 

sold in packing or bottles of more than 30 millilitres, except that it may be sold 

to hospitals/dispensaries in packing or bottles of not more than 100 millilitres. 

 

It originated from a Gazette Notification that the Government of India 

published as G.S.R. 108-E dated 22nd February 1994 following a draft 

notification dated 3rd July, 1992 which was published in the Gazette of India 

Extra ordinary dated 3rd July, 1992 wherein the draft of certain Rules to amend 

the Rules of 1945 was purported to be published.  

 

This rule was supposedly an after effect of the Jagadish Commission. A tragedy 

resulting in loss of human lives and involving the use of spurious alcohol based 

on Ayurvedic medicinal preparations led to the constitution of a one-man 

Inquiry Committee under the Chairmanship of Justice Jagadish Chandra. 

Among other recommendations, the Committee suggested that medicinal 

preparations containing more than 12% alcohol should be packed in smaller 

packages. These recommendations led to the initiation of a process by which 

Rule 106B was introduced by way of an amendment to the Drugs and Cosmetics 

Rules. The relevance of the commission report is under judicial challenge. 

 

Rule 106B of the Rules, 1945 has not been laid before either House of 

Parliament which is mandatory obligation cast under Section 38 of the Drugs 

and Cosmetics Act 1940. Therefore, in effect Rule 106B of the Rules, 1945 is 

invalid and of no effect. This will be evident from the response received from 

the Lok Sabha Secretariat and Rajya Sabha Secretariat pursuant to an application 

made under the Right to information Act, 2005. The Lok Sabha Secretariat has 

categorically stated in its reply dated 10 February, 2015 that the said Rules and 

in particular Rule 106B were not received for laying on the table of Lok Sabha.  
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The Rajya Sabha Secretariat has also confirmed that information regarding 

laying of Rule 106B of the said Rules before the Rajya Sabha is not available 

with the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. This aspect was not unknown and only 

revealed latter at the behest of a member of Bengal Homoeopathic 

Manufacturer’s Association. 

 

Thus, this rule has never been placed before either House of Parliament which 

is a mandatory obligation cast under Section 38 of the Drugs and Cosmetics 

Act, 1940. For ready reference the same is reproduced hereunder: 

 

“38. Rules to be laid before Parliament.—Every rule made under this Act 

shall be laid as soon as may be after it is made before each House of Parliament 

while it is in session for a total period of thirty days which may be comprised in 

one session or in two or more successive sessions, 2[and if, before the expiry of 

the session immediately following the session or the successive sessions aforesaid], 

both Houses agree in making any modification in the rule or both Houses agree 

that the rule should not be made, the rule shall thereafter have effect only in such 

modified form or be of no effect, as the case may be; so however that any such 

modification or annulment shall be without prejudice to the validity of anything 

previously done under that rule.” 

 

The draconian rule created havoc and virtually ruined the Industry for multiple 

reasons; smaller packing of 30ml meant higher cost to end use. Production of 

medicines consequently became slower and expensive. Incidentally production 

of Homeopathic medicine is pain stacking manual process. Inventory like 

bottles, cap labels became numerous.  Poor patients across the country were the 

worst sufferer.  

 

Attempts to get the rule withdrawn through representation to the Union 

Government. Several representations were made to the Ministry, though several 

parleys were allowed by the Hon’ble Ministers, courtesy exchanged but nothing 

substantial was achieved, simply speaking the Government was not at all willing 

to repel the said rule. 
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Different stake holders filed Writ Petitions at diverse High Courts. 

Unfortunately, none was aware about the fact of non-compliance of Section 38 

of the Drugs & Cosmetics Act. The challenges made on grounds of violation of 

Fundamental rights were to say the least vague and were very general in terms. 

In fact, more emphasis was given on the parameter of loss of business volume 

than on the point of plight of the patients across the spectrum of our Country. 

The result was that the Writ Petitions challenging the vires of the said impugned 

rule failed to win the confidence of the different High Courts and after exchange 

of affidavits all were all dismissed. A few glaring examples are stated hereunder: 

 

HIGH 

COURT 

CASE 

NO. 

DATE OF 

ORDER 
PETITIONER RESPONDENT 

MADRAS 16679 
06 December 

1995 
BAHOLA LAB UNION OF INDIA 

BOMBAY 4666 
28 September 

2005 

SHRI KRISNA 

HOMEO PHARMACY 
UNION OF INDIA 

DELHI 55551 08 February 2008 R.S. BHARGAVA UNION OF INDIA 

MADRAS 11971 01 February 2010 
DR G.P. 

HAHNEMANN 

DRUG 

CONTROLLER OF 

TAMIL NADU 

PUNJAB & 

HARYANA 
17874 

01 September 

2014 

DR LORMANS 

HOMEOPATHIC 

ASSOCIATES 

UNION OF INDIA 

 

Due to improper Grounds and lack of clinching logic the writs were rejected 

and dismissed. The Hon’ble Courts were not at all satisfied by the stance taken.  

Only Uttarkhand High Court gave temporary reprieve which was latter vacated 

Undaunted, the stake holders of West Bengal umbrella organisation Bengal 

Homoeopathic Manufacturers Association, led by a leading dynamic member 

fought back resolutely. The Bengal Industry in tandem with their brethren of 

the rest of the Country were facing immense hardship and virtual closure of the 

Homeopathic industry. Resolutions were taken to take up the matter in right 
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interest. Onwards the year 2010 fresh representation on behalf of the 

Association were made before the Union Ministry by written representation and 

thereafter personal parley. But history repeated and no cogent action was 

elicited from the Union Government. Thereafter, failing to make any impact by 

the aegis of the Government the association took the trajectory of legal avenue 

and started to research for preparing Proper and appropriate grounds.  

 

Sustained research and consultations were initiated and it was felt that the 

legislature was not taken into confidence while the rule was enacted.  In view of 

the hunch RTI was preferred to both the Houses of Parliament and it revealed 

that the aforesaid rule 106B was not ratified. 

 

A writ was filed before Hon’ble Supreme Court under Article 32 of the 

Constitution challenging the vires of the Constitution. It was very difficult for 

the association to mobilise money and man power to proceed as the association 

was not having adequate funds. On hearing and exchange of affidavits Supreme 

Court subsequently allowed the petitioners to move the matter before Hon’ble 

Calcutta High Court. Thereafter Writ under Article 226 of the Constitution of 

India was filed at Hon’ble Calcutta High Court. Notices were served on all 

Government authorities.   

 

Upon hearing His Lordship, the Hon’ble Mr. Justice I. P. Mukherjee of Calcutta 

High Court by order dated 20th April 2015 declared the rule to be ultra vires to 

the constitution in WP 8062(W) of 2015, as the said rule was not ratified in both 

houses of the parliament in violation of Section 38 of the parent Act meaning 

the Drugs & Cosmetics Act 1940 which enables a mandatory provision. The 

interim order is valid though final disposal is before Supreme Court where the 

Writ petition has been transferred by a subsequent order of the Hon’ble Apex 

Court. It is very important to note that no stay order has been issued against 

this solemn order and therefore the said is still in force. 
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The relief is a panacea to the Homeopathic Industry after an epic 25-year battle 

at diverse forum though final disposal along with other petitions are still 

pending. 

 

The Role of Right to information which revealed the misnomer has been a 

sufficient and lethal tool by stake holders.  

 

Interested Persons may contact the author for earlier orders, detailed back 

ground facts which is immense and voluminous, gazette notifications regarding 

the impugned rule, and subsequent questions of law raised and decided by the 

different High Courts and in contrast to the present order as stated supra.  The 

Government so far has failed to counter the stance taken, consequent on which 

the present order has been passed by High Court.   
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT WORKPLACE AS A 

DREADFUL FORM OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

VIOLATION - AN ANATOMIZATION 
-DR. DHIRAJ BHUSAN SARMAH1165 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Sexual harassment can be recognized as an unwelcome behaviour of sexual nature. It comprises 

a disgusting violation of the victim’s dignity and legal right. Women have always been victims 

of sexual harassment in their workplace. A secured work place is a woman’s legal right. But 

unfortunately, insecurity in the form of sexual harassment has been increasing day by day all 

over the globe. Internationally, sexual harassment has been recognized specially as a violation 

of women’s human rights since it causes injury to her dignity and can hamper the psychological 

as well as emotional health of women. Despite being a signatory of many International 

Conventions on protection of women, like Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), unfortunately India did not enact any specific 

legislation to deal with this hazard for a long period of time. But in the year 2013, the 

Parliament of India enacted a law i.e. the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace 

(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 to protect working women against any 

short of sexual harassment. Further it aims to establish a mechanism by which working women 

are protected from different forms of harassment at their workplace. The Apex Court of India, 

too in 1997, in the famous Vishaka case, for the first time, acknowledged sexual harassment 

at the workplace as a breach of women’s human rights. The present study will examine the 

overall scenario of sexual harassment of women at national and international levels. It will 

also examine the national laws and role of judiciary to eradicate this problem. Further an 

analysis of the sexual harassment of women at workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 

Redressal) Act, 2013, is also a subject matter of this research paper.   

 

Keywords- workplace, legal right, sexual harassment, violation, women, unwelcome behavior. 

 

  

																																																								
1165 B.A. (Hons.), LL.M., Ph.D (Law), Guest Lecturer, University Law College, Gauhati University. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to industrialization and rapid expansion in various fields, the roles of 

women have been changing rapidly all over the world. Today, women are 

showing improvement in almost all the fields such as academic, politics, mass-

media, art and culture, science and technology, law, economics, etc. As the 

responsibility of women has shifted from household work to outside field, 

offences especially against women have been increasing constantly. Although 

the occurrence of sexual harassment has been persistently increasing all over the 

globe but their reporting rate is almost nil as women worry to loss their personal 

and professional status along with livelihood due to the social stain.1166 

 

At present millions of women are entering the workforce at national and 

international levels but they have been facing sexual harassment at their 

workplace on daily basis. Therefore safeguard of women is indispensable for 

establishing gender justice and progress of nation in true sense. Sexual 

harassment of women is considered as a discriminatory, unfair and exploitative 

in character, as it affects women’s fundamental right to live with dignity. As per 

Articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution of India, sexual harassment against 

women is a violation of their fundamental rights and also infringement of right 

to live with dignity enshrined under Article 21 of the Constitution of India.1167 

The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 

Redressal) Act, 2013 was enacted by the Parliament of India in the year 2013 

with the objective of-  

 

● Preventing and 

● Protecting women against sexual harassment.  

 

Further the Act also establishes effective redressal agencies of complaints of 

sexual harassment at different levels.  

																																																								
1166Poonia Astha, Sexual Harassment at Workplace, Amity International Journal of Juridical Sciences ,Vol. 5,  
2019,pp.50-51,also available at- https://amity.edu/UserFiles/aibs/30672019%20AIJJS_47-57.pdf 
1167 Ibid. 
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Since 2013, the statute preventing sexual harassment of women at workplace 

has been in force, but disappointingly the Act remains cloudy on various aspects 

pertaining to what constitutes sexual harassment of women, obligations of an 

employer and employee, protection available to the victim, procedure of 

investigation, remedies, etc. Many are also not fully aware of the criminal 

consequences of sexual harassment.1168  

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 

The current research has been conducted in observation of the following 

objectives- 

 

● To examine the concept of sexual harassment of women at workplace. 

● To analyse the Constitutional commitment. 

● To review the judicial guidelines. 

● To analyze the general laws of sexual harassment of women at workplace 

and judicial interpretation of such laws. 

● To review the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, 

Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013. 

● To put forward certain suggestions to eradicate this problem. 

 

METHODOLOGY1169 

 

The present research paper is doctrinal in nature. In order to examine the sexual 

harassment of women at workplace various secondary sources of data have been 

used by the researcher. 

 

Here the researcher has made the study around legal provisions, principles, 

concepts and judicial guidelines particularly relating to this problem. 

																																																								
1168India’s Law on Prevention of Sexual Harassment at the Workplace, November 2019,  Nishith Desai Associates, 
also available at-www.nishithdesai.com 
1169Legal Research Methods, Teaching  Material  Prepared by Professor (Dr.) Khushal Vibhuti and  Filipos Aynalim,  
Prepared under the Sponsorship of the Justice and Legal System Research Institute (2009),At.71-98 
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In this work, the author not only makes analysis of statutory provisions and case 

laws, but also logically and systematically studies the statutory provisions and 

judicial guidelines regarding sexual harassment of women at workplace. 

 

CONCEPT OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

  

The sexual harassment of women at work place by their male counterparts is one 

of the serious evils of modern society. According to Black’s Law Dictionary the 

word “harassment” means-“Words, conduct, or action that, being directed at a 

specific person, annoys, alarms, or causes substantial emotional distress in that 

person and serves no legitimate purpose.’’1170 

 

Again, sexual harassment means “a type of employment discrimination 

consisting verbal or physical abuse of a sexual nature.1171 In common sense 

sexual harassment at workplace is recognized as an unwanted sexual behavior 

or conduct which tends to create an unpleasant work environment in   the 

workplace. 

 

One of the difficulties is to understand this concept as it involves a range of 

behaviors, even the victims find it difficult to explain what they experienced. 

There have been efforts from both national and international level, still there is 

no single definition which can define prohibited behavior.1172 

 

Sexual harassment is a legal term, created for the purpose of ending harassment 

and discrimination against women in the workplace. The expression is 

continuously being redefined by the legislature in the form of legislation and 

extended by the judges through their various pronouncements. However, not 

																																																								
1170Bryan A. Garner (Ed); Black’s Law Dictionary; West publishing Co. St. Paul Minn, U.S.A.; Seventh Edition, 
1999,p.721 
1171Indian Bar Review,Vol.XLIII(3) 2016,pp93-98,(Singh Rakesh Kumar, The sexual harassment of women at  
workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013:An Overview) 
1172Available at-  http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/2114/Sexual-Harassment-of-Women-at- Workplace. 
html, visited on-15-02-2020 
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all sexual behavior in the workplace is harassment, and the laws against sexual 

harassment do not extend to situations outside the workplace or school.1173 

 

Sexual harassment can take place in a variety of situations, including but not 

limited to the following1174- 

 

● The victim may be a female or a male.  

● The injured party does not have to be of the opposite sex. 

● The harasser can be the victim's boss, an employee of the employer, an 

administrator in another area, a co-worker, or a non-employee. 

● The injured party does not have to be the person harassed but could be 

anyone affected by the undesirable behavior. 

● Unlawful sexual harassment may take place without financial injury to, or 

release of, the injured party. 

● The conduct must be undesirable in nature. 

 

Thus, any action or gesture whether directly or by implication aims at or has 

tendency to outrage the modesty of a female employee, constitutes “sexual 

harassment”. Even an attempt at molesting would be sufficient to constitute 

sexual harassment.1175 

 

FORMS OF WORKPLACE SEXUAL HARASSMENT1176 

 

The following forms of sexual harassment are most commonly referred to- 

 

• Receiving career threats at the workplace. 

• Sexual assault at the workplace. 

																																																								
1173 Available at- https://hr-guide.com/SexualHarassment/Legal_Definitions_of_Sexual_Harassment.htm,visited 
on12- 
02-2020. 
1174Ibid 
1175 Arora Vibha and Tripathi, Law relating to Women and Child, Central Law Publications, Fifth Edition 2012,p.25. 
1176Available at- 
https://d2t1lspzrjtif2.cloudfront.net/wpcontent/uploads/AWARE_Research_Study_on_Workplace_ 
Sexual_Harassment.pdf,visited on 23-03-2020. 
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• Rape at the workplace. 

• Oral sexual harassment in the form of being addressed by unwelcome 

and offensive terms such as ‘bitch’, ‘dick’, ‘darling’, etc., which are 

unwanted and offensive in nature. 

• Spoken sexual annoyance in the form of  getting unwelcome comments 

or being asked questions about look, body parts, sex life, sex-experience, 

etc., which are unwanted and offensive in nature.  

•  Sexual harassment in the form of dirty jokes, dirty comments, crude 

stories that are unwelcome and discomforting.  

• Verbal sexual harassment being constantly subjected to sexually 

indicative, obscene sounds, which are unwanted and offensive in nature. 

• Visual sexual harassment in the type of frequently receiving emails, 

messages and SMS which enclose unwelcome words of a sexually-explicit 

in nature. 

• Visual sexual harassment – being look over and over again at sexually 

unambiguous images or pictures, or shown obscene sexual gestures, 

which are obviously offensive and unwanted. 

• Physical sexual harassment – being brushed against or touched in any way 

that was unwanted and uncomfortable. 

• Physical sexual harassment - being stood very close to or cornered in a 

way that was undesirable and upsetting and 

• Physical sexual harassment in the form of – forcibly kissed or hugged, or 

forcibly made to touch which are unwanted. 

 

BASIC CAUSES FOR SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

  

There is no definite cause for sexual harassment of women at workplace. It may 

take place anywhere, to anyone, at any time. It leaves victims wondering ‘why 

me’?  With no real, answer to that particular question. Now we are going to 

analyze some of the well-known causes which are quite obvious in our society- 
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• Male Domination- Much of the harassment women face at the workplace 

isn’t “sexual” in content or design but the motive behind this is to show 

the domination of male folk. And these kinds of behavior determine the 

gender indifference and try to claim work as a domain of male mastery.1177 

• Inferior job position- Women that exercise less hierarchical power in 

organization are more susceptible. The individuals with less power tend 

to be more attentive to the individuals with more power. It clearly shows 

that the persons with inferior job position in an organization are more 

prone to sexual harassment than a person in power. 1178 

 

• Aggressive masculine trait of male gender- The sexual harassment is said 

to be an outcome of extreme competitiveness and it concerns with ego 

or there is always a fear of losing position of power or dominance among 

men. They do not want to appear weak or less masculine in the eyes of 

other men. In order to show their dominance they engage in harassing 

the women colleagues. So this becomes clear that the male aggressiveness 

causes the sexual harassment of women. 1179 

 

• Misperception about the welcoming nature of women - Men in an 

association began to harass their women colleagues who are quite friendly 

in nature. They perceive that these women are sober in nature and this 

ultimately leads to the fact that the women are being perceived as of 

having a sexual interest by being friendly. This friendly nature of woman 

with their men colleagues in an organization or in general social setup 

becomes the cause of sexual harassment. 

 

• Smaller job opportunity - Nowadays we are familiar with the fact that 

there is a large female population who are highly qualified for professional 

employment. But unfortunately the available job positions are lesser in 

																																																								
1177J. l. Kalyar, “Sexual Harassment Against Women in India: An Overview”, International Multidisciplinary  
Research Journal, Vol.2, Issue II, 2015. 
1178S. G. Baugh, “On the Persistence of Sexual Harassment in the Workplace”, Journal of Business Ethics, Vol. 16, 
No. 9, Women in Corporate Management, pp.899-908, 1997 
1179L. I. Gerdes, “Sexual Harassment”, Greenhaven Press, Inc., San Diego, p.90, 1999 
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number. When these efficient women begin their journey to find a job in 

an organization may it be an educational institute or other private or 

government sector they are harassed and advanced for sexual favours by 

the person in charge and for that they are assured to be offered a job. 

 

• Working in a male-dominated work- Women working in occupations 

where they are a tiny minority, predominantly on male-oriented tasks may 

also be especially vulnerable to sexual harassment. 

 

INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENT 

 

Protection from sexual harassment and right to work with dignity which is the 

essential component of gender justice is a universally recognized basic human 

right.  

 

The following standards and frameworks include key contents on promoting 

equality and addressing sexual harassment at the international level- 

 

● The Charter of United Nations- The UN charter, which expresses its trust 

on human rights and also in the dignity and value of all the human being 

and the equal rights of both men and women,1180 imposes a duty on all the 

member states to uphold universal respect for and observance of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms for all, without any discrimination as to 

race, sex, caste, language, or religion.1181 

 

● Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 - Articles 1, 2 and 7 of 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights talk about equality in dignity, 

rights and freedoms and equal protection against any discrimination and it 

reflects that women shall not be subjected to sexual harassment at 

workplace.  

 

																																																								
1180UN Charter, Article 1(3) 
1181 UN Charter , Article-55 Para (c) 
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● International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966- 

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 

1966recognizes women’s rights to fair conditions of work and reflects that 

women shall not be subjected to sexual harassment at workplace which 

may vitiate the working environment. 

 

● United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) – In all forms of discrimination 

it is an international legal instrument against women. At the international 

level the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 

against Women is described as an International Bill of Rights for women. 

It requires all the countries to eliminate discrimination against women and 

girls and promotes women’s and girls’ human right and equal rights.1182 

 

It was adopted in 1979 when knowledge regarding sexual harassment of 

women at workplace was only in its beginning stage. Therefore it did not 

contain a specific prohibition in connection with sexual harassment of 

women at workplace. The CEDAW Committee in its General 

Recommendation No. 19 in 1992 has qualified sexual harassment as a 

form of discrimination on the basis of sex and as a form of violence against 

women. When women are subjected to gender base violence, especially in 

their workplace equality in employment can be badly affected. Therefore, 

it is the duty of the States to protect women from sexual harassment. 

 

● UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, 19931183-

Article 1 of this Declaration defined “Violence against women” as any act 

of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, 

sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of 

																																																								
1182Available at- https://www.unwomen.org/en/digital-library/publications/2016/12/cedaw-for-youth,visited on-
19- 
04-2020. 
1183The Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women was adopted without vote by the United Nations  
General  Assembly in its resolution 48/104 of 20 December 1993. 
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such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring 

in public or in private life.1184 

● The fourth United Nations’ Women’s Conference in Beijing drew up a 

platform of action of objectives and actions to advance women’s rights, 

including outlawing sexual harassment at workplace and recommended 

inter alia to formulate  a national policy on women; to constitute a 

commission for women’s right and to institutionalize a national level 

mechanism to monitor the implementation thereof.1185 

 

● International Labour Organization also showed its concern to the problem 

of sexual harassment. In 2003, the International Labour Organization’s 

Governing body adopted a Code of practice on workplace violence in 

services sectors, offering guidance, including against sexual harassment.1186 

 

CONSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY TOWARDS PROTECTION 

OF WOMEN AGAINST SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

 

The framers of the Constitution of India were well conscious of the glaring 

inequality on the ground of sex in our male dominated society and at the same 

time they, in their own wisdom devised certain safeguards in the Constitution 

to make the concept of equality a living reality as far as women are concerned.1187 

These safeguards find explicit expression in – 

 

● The Preamble of the Constitution,  

● The Chapters on the Fundamental Rights and 

●  Directive Principles of State Policy  

 

																																																								
1184 Article 1of UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, 1993 
1185 Indian Bar Review ,Vol .XXXVIII(4)2011(Bala Shashi- Protection of women  from sexual harassment  at  
workplace),pp.162-163. 
1186Ibid 
1187Available at-  shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/63204/11/11_chapter%204.pdf,visited on --19-04-
2020. 
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The Preamble of the Constitution of India contemplates that it will secure to all 

its citizens - “Equality of status and opportunity.” Sexual harassment of women 

at workplace vitiates this basic object of the framers of the Constitution.1188 

Article-14 of the Constitution of India contains the guarantee of equality. It 

ensures “equality before the law and equal protection of the laws”. Thus, 

women must be treated equal to men by the State and the State not to deny the 

equal protection of laws.1189Thus it protects women against sexual harassment. 

 

Further, Article-15 of the Constitution of India prohibits discrimination on 

grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth. And Sub-clause (3) of 

Article-15recognises systematic discrimination against women and authorizes 

the State to make special provisions for women and children. FurtherArticle-16 

guarantees equality of opportunity to both men and women in matters of public 

employment. Thus sexual harassment infringes the fundamental right of women 

as per the above provisions of the Constitution of India. 

 

The concept of equality inserted in the Constitution of India would be 

ineffective if woman’s right to privacy and right to protection of life and 

personal liberty is not protected.1190 

 

The Constitution of India ensures and guarantees every individual the right “to 

practice any profession, or to carry on any occupation, trade or business” as 

enshrined under Article 19(1)(g). Every woman in India has a Constitutional 

right to take part in public employment and this right is deprived of in the 

process of different form of sexual harassment, which compels her to keep away 

from such type of employment. Sexual harassment of woman at the place of 

work exposes her to a big risk and hazard which places her at an inequitable 

position vis-à-vis other employees and this adversely affects her ability to realize 

her constitutionally guaranteed right under Article 19(1)(g).1191 

 

																																																								
1188The preamble of the Constitution of India. 
1189Article-14 of the Constitution of India. 
1190 Mohini Jain v State of Karnataka,  AIR 1992 SC 1858. 
1191 Mediratta Surinder , Handbook of Law, Women and Employment ,1st edition, 2009. 
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Sexual harassment of women at workplace is also an infringement of the right 

to life and personal liberty as enumerated under Article 21 of the Constitution 

of India. Right to live with dignity and livelihood is an integral part of the right 

to life.1192 Sexual harassment against women is also the violation of the right to 

live with dignity and right to livelihood. Proper enjoyment of right to life and 

personal liberty as enumerated under Article 21 of the Constitution of India is 

possible only when all women are free from all sorts of discrimination.1193 

 

 The ‘Right to Work’ always depends on the availability of a safe working 

environment and the right to life with dignity. The hazards faced by women 

through sexual harassment needs to be removed for establishment of their 

existing rights. Sexual harassment of women at the workplace violates their 

fundamental rights and their basic human rights.1194 

 

The meaning and content of the fundamental rights guaranteed under the 

Constitution of India are of sufficient amplitude to encompass all the facets of 

gender equality including prevention of sexual harassment or abuse.1195 

 

JUDICIAL REACTION 

 

The judiciary has the primary responsibility of enforcing fundamental rights, 

through constitutional remedies.1196 

 

In Vishakha v. State of Rajasthan,1197Supreme Court has laid down that in absence 

of suitable legislation for sexual harassment of women at workplace, 

International Convention and norms can be relied. The Apex Court guided that 

it is the duty of an employer to protect her women employee from sexual 

harassment. Supreme Court further emphasized that these guidelines and norms 

																																																								
1192 Narendra Kumar v. State of Haryana, JT, (1994) 2 SCC 94 
1193Available at-http://www.ijirset.com/upload/2017/july/244_PAPER%20OWN.pdf,visited on 19-02-2020 
1194Ibid 
11951999(1) Supreme 110, see also Vishaka v State of Rajasthan, (1997) 6 SCC 323. 
1196 Supra foot  note no-6. 
1197 (1997)6SCC 241,Also see Mrs.Rupan Deol Bajaj vs Kanwar Pal Singh Gill(1995)6 SCC 194;Nilabati Behera vs  
State of Orissa(1993)2SCC 746;1993 SCC(cri)527. 
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must be strictly observed in all working places. These Guidelines for preventing 

Sexual Harassment at workplace will be considered as law defined by the 

Supreme Court which comes under Article 141.1198 

 

In an important case of Gaurav Jain vs. Union of India,1199 a Public Interest 

Litigation was filed by an Advocate for the protection of the prostitutes and for 

improvement of their pathetic condition. The children born are considered as 

an illegitimate child and till this case they were not accepted by the society. In 

this historic judgment the Court gave guidelines to rehabilitate the children of 

the prostitutes and also to recognize them socially. The Apex Court further 

provided guidelines to educate their children and protect them to fall in the pits 

of the red light areas. The NGOs and social organizations were guided to take 

adequate steps to improve the pathetic condition of the prostitutes and to 

protect them from again falling into the Red Light Areas.1200 

 

In many instances, where women have informed such prohibited and 

unwelcome behavior, there have been momentous victories, in the past decade 

or so. Sometimes these victories are achieved after a wait of a decade or so. As 

in case of Rupan Deol Bajaj1201a senior IAS officer, was slapped on the posterior 

by the then Chief of Police, Punjab-KPS Gill at a dinner party in July 1998. 

Rupan Deol Bajaj file a suit against him, and the Apex Court fined KPS Gill Rs 

2.5 lacs in lieu of three months rigorous imprisonment as per Sections 294 and 

509 of the IPC.1202 

 

THE SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF WOMEN AT WORKPLACE 

(PREVENTION, PROHIBITION AND REDRESSAL) ACT, 2013 

 

The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 

Redressal) Act, 2013 is a legislative Act in India that seeks to protect women 

																																																								
1198Vishakha v  State of Rajasthan  AIR 1997 SC 3011 
1199AIR 1997 SC 3021 
1200Gaurav Jain v Union of India AIR 1997 SC 3021 
1201 Rupan Deol Bajaj v KPS Gill 1998 SC 309 
1202 Supra foot note no.20. 
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from sexual harassment at their place of work. The Act was passed by the Lok 

Sabha on 3rd September, 2012 and Presidential assents on 22ndApril, 2013. 

 

The whole Act contains 30 sections. The Preamble of the Act clearly states 

about protection of women against sexual harassment at their place of work for 

the prevention and redressal of complaints of sexual harassment.1203The Act 

defines as to what constitutes “sexual harassment” where it includes any one or 

more of the following unwelcome acts namely- 

 

(i) physical contact and advances; or  

(ii) a demand or request for sexual favours; or 

(iii) making sexually coloured remarks; or  

(iv) showing pornography; or  

(v) any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of 

sexual nature;.1204 

 

Very significantly, the Act provides about the different circumstances under 

which any act or behavior of sexual harassment may occur.1205The Act also 

provides for establishment of Internal Complaints Committee1206 and Local 

Complaints Committee1207. The significant characteristic of the Act is that it 

envisages the establishment of two different committees at two different levels, 

i.e., Internal Complaints Committee and Local Complaints Committee. 

 

Internal Complaints Committee at every office or institutions, having more than 

10 employees, is to hear and redress complaints pertaining to sexual 

harassment.1208 

 

																																																								
1203Preamble of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013. 
1204Section 2(n) of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act,  
1205Section 3 of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013. 
1206Section 4 of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013. 
1207Section 6 of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013. 
1208Section 4 of theSexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act,  
2013 
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And where the numbers of employees in an organization are less than 10, the 

Act provides for establishment of Local Committee in every district by the 

concern District Officer.1209 While investigating such complaint, the Local 

Committee shall have the same power as vested in a Civil Court. 

 

As per the provisions of this Act any victim woman may make a complaint of 

sexual harassment at workplace in writing either to the Internal Complaints 

Committee or Local Complaints Committee, within a period of three months 

from the date of incident and in case of a series of incidents, within a period of 

three months from the date of happening of last incident.1210The Act further 

suggests that at the request of the aggrieved woman steps should be taken to 

resolve the matter between the complainant and respondent through 

conciliation.1211The Appropriate Government shall take adequate steps for 

organizing awareness programmes for better understanding of the public of the 

provisions of the Act providing for protection of women against sexual 

harassment at workplace.1212  

 

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMONDATIONS  

 

Here some of the suggestions and recommendations are put forward, which will 

help in prevention of sexual harassment incidents at workplace:1213 

 

• Organizations should train their employees about sexual harassment. 

• Seminars and workshops should be organized on the Sexual Harassment of 

Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013. 

• Maximum job opportunity slots should be reserved for women. 

• Maximum promotion slots should be reserved for women. 

• Internal complaint cells should be established in every organization. 

																																																								
1209 Sections 5, 6 and 7 the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act,  
2013 
1210 Section 9 of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013 
1211 Section 10 of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013 
1212 Section 24 of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013 
1213 Available at-http://www.ijirset.com/upload/2017/july/244_PAPER%20OWN.pdf,visited on 07-04-2020 
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• Separate monitoring agencies should be constituted by the Government, to 

monitor the cases of sexual harassment. 

• Legal awareness programmes should be arranged by the Government at 

different levels. 

• Employees should not make any gender discrimination at their workplace. 

• Massive public awareness about the Sexual Harassment of Women at 

Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 should be 

started throughout the country. 

• Non-Government organization should also come up to eradicate this 

problem in their own way. 

• Both print and electronic media should play a very important role in 

sensitizing the women about their rights. 

• Sexual harassment helpline number should be introduced by the 

Government.  

 

CONCLUSION 

  

Today, women have started taking up leadership roles and are dominating the 

world through their works but violation against women in the form of sexual 

harassment will definitely move the trend in a negative direction. It is important 

to know that although there are a number of laws that have been enacted at the 

national and international levels to stop the sexual harassment of women at 

workplace, the employers have to frame the effective strategies to protect the 

organization from this kind of social evil. Sexual harassment has long term 

effects on the victims. Only legislation and law enforcement agencies can’t 

prevent the incident of sexual harassment. Social awakening and changes in the 

attitude of masses to respect the dignity of women is the need of the hour. 

 

Hence following three types of interventions are recommended to follow to 

stop sexual harassment of women in the workplace: 

 

• providing training to the employers and to adopt effective policies, 
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• providing training to the employees to make them aware of the various 

laws in place for the safeguard of women 

• providing a complaint procedure to the applicant and  

• providing counsellors to the persons who have been harassed and to 

those persons also who have the mentality of being a harasser.1214 

  

																																																								
1214Available at- http://ijlljs.in/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/26.pdf,visited on 12-04-2020 
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT WORKPLACE IN 

INDIA 
-RITOJIT DASGUPTA1215 AND ABHERI ROY1216 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The ILO Declaration of Philadelphia of 1944 affirms that all human beings, irrespective of 

race, creed or sex, have the right to pursue both their material well-being and their spiritual 

development in conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity, 

and that discrimination constitutes a violation of rights enunciated by the Universal 

Declaration of Human rights. After the adoption of the ILO Declaration of Philadelphia, 

ILO member States adopted the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 

1958 (No. 111) in 1958. The Convention aimed to protect all persons against discrimination 

at work, and requires ratifying States to ensure protection against discrimination in 

employment and occupation on seven grounds, namely race, colour, sex, religion, political 

opinion, national extraction and social origin, as well as other grounds prohibited in national 

legislation by governments after consultation with the representative employers’ and workers’ 

organizations. 

 

Sexual harassment at workplace is a global phenomenon prevalent both in developed as well 

as in developing countries. It is a strong form of sex discrimination and violation of human 

rights. More than seventy-five countries have enacted various legislations to prevent the sexual 

harassment of people at workplace. Even strong workplace policies have been introduced to 

check sexual harassment and various complaint mechanisms have been designed to protect the 

workers from retaliation and promise elimination of sexual harassment. 

  

																																																								
1215 Student, 2nd Year, Department of Law, University of Calcutta. 
1216 Student, 2nd Year, Department of Law, University of Calcutta. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

According to Oxford Learners dictionary sexual harassment means comments 

about sex, physical contact, etc., usually happening at work, that a person finds 

annoying and offensive.1217 Recognition of sexual harassment as an illegal 

workplace behaviour originated in the US following influential work by 

Catharine MacKinnon, who argued that sexual harassment is sex discrimination 

under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In 1980, the US Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) issued guidelines defining 

workplace sexual harassment. After this, several other countries also followed 

the footsteps of US and recognised sexual harassment of employees as an 

offensive form of behaviour at workplace and has implemented several laws 

against it. 

 

The Beijing Platform for Action, recognizes sexual harassment as a form of 

violence against women and as a form of discrimination, and calls on multiple 

actors including government employers, unions, and civil society to ensure that 

governments enact and enforce laws on sexual harassment and that employers 

develop anti-harassment policies and prevention strategies.1218 

 

United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women 

includes sexual harassment, as ‘violence’, which is prohibited at work, in 

educational institutions, and elsewhere.1219 

Sexual Harassment at Workplace means and includes an unwelcome behaviour 

which is sexual in nature which often occurs in a matrix of power. It includes 

any one or more of the following unwelcome acts or behaviour (whether 

directly or by implication) namely: - 

 

(i) physical contact and advances; or  

(ii) a demand or request for sexual favours; or  

																																																								
1217Definition of sexual harassment noun from the Oxford Advanced American 
Dictionary,www.oxfordlearnersdictionary.com 
1218 Beijing Declaration and Platform forAction (September 1995),www.un.org 
1219United Nations General Assembly Resolution 48/104, www.un.org 
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(iii) making sexually coloured remarks; or 

(iv) showing pornography; or 

(v) any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of 

sexual nature.1220 

 

Here, it may be mentioned that in order to determine an act of sexual 

harassment, impact of an act is what matters the most and not intent. But this 

is something that is subjective in nature. In the year 2010, the High Court of 

Delhi in the case of Dr. Punita K. Sodhi  v. Union of India & Ors1221 endorsed the 

view that sexual harassment is a subjective experience and for that reason held, 

“A complete understanding of the complainant’s view requires  an analysis of 

the different perspectives of men and women. Conduct that many men consider 

unobjectionable may offend many women.  Men tend to view some forms of 

sexual harassment as harmless social interactions to which only overly-sensitive 

women would object. The characteristically male view depicts sexual 

harassment as comparatively harmless amusement. Men, who are rarely victims 

of sexual assault, may view sexual conduct in a vacuum without a full 

appreciation of the social setting or the underlying threat of violence that a 

woman may perceive.”  1222 

 

Sexual Harassment at workplace has traditionally been divided into two forms 

viz. :- 

 

1. Quid pro quo which literally means something in return of something. 

It means and includes seeking sexual favours or advances in exchange 

for work benefits such as promises of promotion, higher pay, academic 

advancements etc. 

 

																																																								
1220Section 2(n) of The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act,2013 
1221W.P. (C) 367/2009 & CMS 828, 11426/2009 
1222Punita K. Sodhi v. Union of India &Ors W.P. (C) 367/2009 & CMS 828, 11426/2009 
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2. Hostile work environment which is a more pervasive form of sexual 

harassment. It commonly involves conditions of work or behaviour 

towards a female worker, which make it unbearable for her to be there.  

 

The ILO Committee on Gender Equality (2009) recorded that separated from 

numerous different issues that ladies look at their work environments, they are 

additionally subject to boundless lewd behaviour, frequently prohibited from 

insurances and advantages, and face various types of segregation, for example, 

race and age, among others. Gruber (2011) says that there is almost certainly 

that sex was critical in inappropriate behaviour, ladies are the objectives of 

inappropriate behaviour sustained regularly by men. Male strength is an essential 

factor, this was upheld by Coles (1986) who noticed that lewd behaviour is 

frequently a strategic manoeuvre operation postured to sexual want. Promote 

Wilson and Thompson (2001) contended that it is fundamentally about men 

practicing control over ladies. They expressed that inappropriate behaviour is 

associated with distraught status of ladies at work and subordinate position in 

the public eye.1223 

 

STATUTORY FRAMEWORK 

 

Every citizen of India is guaranteed “Equality of Status and opportunity” by the 

Preamble of the Constitution of India. Therefore, Sexual harassment prima facie 

violates the primary intention of the law makers. 

 

Gender Equality includes protection from sexual harassment and right to work 

with dignity, which is a universally recognized basic human right. Each incident 

of sexual harassment is a violation of fundamental rights of “Gender Equality” 

and the “Right to Life and Liberty”. It results a clear violation of the rights 

guaranteed under Articles 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution of India. Every 

woman has right to gender equality, to work with dignity and to a working 

environment protected from sexual harassment and abuse. Sexual harassment 

																																																								
1223Rohit R, Mr. Dhanasekar .M, A Study of Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace in India,5 International 
Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics. 191(2018) 
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is a serious form of sex discrimination and it should not be tolerated as it 

undermines equality at work by calling into question the integrity, dignity and 

well-being of workers1224.Article 21 includes right to live with human dignity and 

cannot be restricted to mere animal existence. The concept of gender equality 

embodied in our Constitution would be an exercise in ineffectiveness if a 

woman’s right to privacy is not regarded as her right to protection of life and 

liberty guaranteed by Article 21 of the Constitution of India1225. 

 

Another important consequence of an incidence of Sexual harassment is the 

violation of rights under Article 19(1)(g) “to practise any profession or to carry 

out any occupation, trade or business”. A violation of such kind in turn demand 

remedy under Article 32 for the enforcement of fundamental rights. Sexual 

harassment of woman at the place of work also exposes her to a big risk and 

hazard which places her at an inequitable position vis-à-vis other employees and 

this adversely affects her ability to realize her constitutionally guaranteed right 

under Article 19(1) (g).1226 

 

Earlier in India, there were no related laws that could be evoked. There were 

only certain provisions that could be applied only to certain related acts viz. 

Obscene acts and songs1227 , assault or criminal force to women with an intent 

to outrage her modesty1228  and word, gesture or act intended to outrage modesty 

of women1229. But with the passage of time this issue gained severe importance 

and this gave rise to the necessity of a specific provision to tackle problems of 

this kind.  

 

The Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013 made salient changes in the Indian 

Penal Code with respect to crimes committed against women 

																																																								
1224ILO, Report of the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (articles 19, 
22 and 35 of the Constitution): General Report and observations concerning particular countries, Report III (Part 
1A), 91st Session of the International Labour Conference, Geneva, 2003, page 463. 
1225Mohini Jain v State of Karnataka, AIR 1992 SC 1858.   
1226Surinder Mediratta, Handbook of Law, Women and Employment (1st ed, 2009). 
1227Indian Penal code 1860 S.294 
1228Indian Penal code 1860 S.354 
1229Indian Penal code 1860 S.509 
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• Section 354A. Sexual harassment  

• Section 354B. Forcing a woman to undress  

• Section 354C. Watching or capturing images of a woman 

without her consent (voyeurism).  

• Section 354D. Following a woman and contacting her or trying 

to contact her despite her saying she does not want contact. 

Monitoring a woman using the internet or any other form of 

electronic communication (stalking). 

 

The legislature also enacted the Indecent Representation of 

Women(Prohibition)Act,1986 to safeguard women against sexual harassment. 

It states that if an individual harasses another with books, photographs, 

paintings, films, pamphlets, packages, etc. containing "indecent representation 

of women", they are liable for a minimum sentence of two years. Section 7 

(Offenses by Companies) holds that companies where there has been "indecent 

representation of women" (such as the display of pornography) on the premises, 

are guilty of offenses under this act, with a minimum sentence of two years1230. 

 

LANDMARK JUDGEMENTS LEADING TO DEVELOPMENT OF 

LAW ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT WORKPLACE IN INDIA 

 

Vishakha & Ors. v State of Rajasthan & Ors.1231 is the landmark judgement in 

which the sexual harassment at workplace in India was recognized for the first 

time in India by the Supreme Court. In this judgement, the Court has laid down 

exhaustive guidelines to protect employees from sexual harassment at 

workplace until the further enactment of any legislation for this purpose. 

Bhanwari Devi, a village level social worker, was brutally gang raped for trying 

to stop a child marriage in her village. In the light of this event and Bhanwari 

Devi’s parallelly ongoing Court battle, a petition was filed by Vishaka and other 

women groups filed by way of Public Interest Litigation against State of 

																																																								
1230Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition)Act,1986 S.7 
1231 AIR 1997 SC. 3011 
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Rajasthan and Union of India to enforce the fundamental rights of working 

women under Articles 14, 19 and 21 of the Constitution of India. 

 

The following guidelines were laid down1232:- 

 

1. It shall be the duty of the employer or other responsible personsin 

workplaces or other institutions to prevent or deter the commission of 

acts of sexual harassment and to provide the procedures for the 

resolution, settlement or prosecution of acts of sexual harassment by 

taking all steps required 

 

2. Sexual harassment includes such unwelcome sexually 

determined behaviour (whether directly or by implication) as:  

 

(a)  physical contact and advances;  

(b)  a demand or request for sexual favours; 

(c)  sexually-coloured remarks;  

(d)  showing pornography;  

(e) any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of 

sexual nature.  

 

3. All employers or persons in charge of workplace whether in the public 

or private sector should take appropriate stepsto prevent sexual 

harassment. Without prejudice to the generality of this obligation they 

should take the following steps:  

 

(a) Express prohibition of sexual harassment as defined above at the 

workplace should be notified, published and circulated in 

appropriate ways. 

(b) The rules/regulations of government and public sector bodies 

relating to conduct and discipline should include rules/regulations 

																																																								
1232Vishaka & Ors vs State of Rajasthan & OrsAIR 1997 SC. 3011 
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prohibiting sexual harassment and provide for appropriate penalties 

in such rules against the offender. 

(c) As regards private employer’s steps should be taken to include the 

aforesaid prohibitions in the standing orders under the Industrial 

Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946.  

(d) Appropriate work conditions should be provided in respect of work, 

leisure, health and hygiene to further ensure that there is no hostile 

environment towards women at workplaces and no woman. 

 

4. Where such conduct amounts to a specific offence under the Indian 

Penal Code or under any other law, the employer shall initiate 

appropriate action in accordance with law by making a complaint with 

the appropriate authority. In particular, it should ensure that victims, or 

witnesses are not victimized or discriminated against while dealing with 

complaints of sexual harassment. The victims of sexual harassment 

should have the option to seek transfer of the perpetrator or their own 

transfer.  

 

5. Where such conduct amounts to misconduct in employment as defined 

by the relevant service rules, appropriate disciplinary action should be 

initiated by the employer in accordance with those rules.  

 

6. Whether or not such conduct constitutes an offence under law or a 

breach of the service rules, an appropriate complaint mechanism should 

be created in the employer's organization for redress of the complaint 

made by the victim. Such complaint mechanism should ensure time-

bound treatment of complaints.  

 

7. The complaint mechanism, referred to in (6) above, should be adequate 

to provide, where necessary, a Complaints Committee, a special 

counsellor or other support service, including the maintenance of 

confidentiality.  
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8. Employees should be allowed to raise issues of sexual harassment at 

workers’ meeting and in other appropriate forum and it should be 

affirmatively discussed in employer-employee meetings.  

 

9. Awareness of the rights of female employees in this regard should be 

created in particular by prominently notifying the guidelines (and 

appropriate legislation when enacted on the subject) in a suitable 

manner.  

 

10. Where sexual harassment occurs as a result of an act or omission by any 

third party or outsider, the employer and person-in- charge will take all 

steps necessary and reasonable to assist the affected person in terms of 

support and preventive action.  

 

11. The Central/State Governments are requested to consider adopting 

suitable measures including legislation to ensure that the guidelines laid 

down by this order are also observed by the employers in private 

sector.”  

 

After this landmark judgement, in the case of Apparel Export Promotion Council v. 

A.K. Chopra1233, the Supreme Court reiterated the law laid down in the Vishaka 

Judgment and upheld the dismissal of a superior officer of the Delhi based 

Apparel Export Promotion Council who was found guilty of sexually harassing 

a subordinate female employee at the workplace. It was also ruled that physical 

contact was not essential for it to amount to an actof sexual harassment. 

 

In the Medha Kotwal Lele &Ors v. UOI & Ors1234, the court strived to execute the 

guidelines that were set in the Visakha judgement long time ago but were not 

implemented.  

 

 

																																																								
1233AIR 1999 SC 625 
1234(2013) 1 SCC 297   
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The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, 

Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 

 

This Act was passed by the Lok Sabha on 3 September 2012. It was passed by 

the Rajya Sabha on 26 February 2013. The Bill got the assent of the President 

on 23 April 2013. This statute superseded the Vishaka Guidelines for 

Prevention of Sexual Harassment (POSH) introduced by the Supreme Court 

(SC) of India.This Act can be regarded as a first successful effort towards 

building a safe and dignified working atmosphere for the women in the Indian 

society. 

 

The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 

Redressal) Act, 2013 aims to ensure protection against sexual harassment of 

employees at all workplaces, be it private or public. The Act also provides the 

circumstances under which an act may amount to sexual harassment, that is: 

 

(i) Implied or explicit promise of preferential treatment in her employment; 

or 

(ii)  Implied or explicit threat of detrimental treatment in her employment; or 

(iii)  Implied or explicit threat about her present or future employment status; 

or 

(iv) Interference with her work or creating an intimidating or offensive or 

hostile work environment for her; or 

(v)  Humiliating treatment likely to affect her health or safety.1235 

 

According to this Act, it is the responsibility of the Employer to: 

 

1. Provide a safe working environment.  

2. Constitute the internal complaints Committee (ICC) 

3. Display the penal consequences of Sexual Harassment at a conspicuous 

place in the workplace.   

																																																								
1235The Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act,2013 S.3(2) 
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4. Organise orientation programmes for the members of the internal 

complaint committee.  

5. Organise awareness programmes for the employees. 

 

The Act prescribes the following punishments that may be imposed by an 

employer on an employee for indulging in an act of sexual harassment: 

 

1. Punishment prescribed under the service rules of the organization; 

2. The organization does not have service rules, disciplinary action 

including written apology, warning, reprimand, censure, withholding of 

promotion, withholding of pay rise or increments, terminating the 

respondent from service, undergoing a counselling session, or carrying 

out community service; and 

3. Deduction of compensation payable to the aggrieved woman from the 

wages of the respondent. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The enactment of the 2013 Act is a significant step forward to protect women 

from sexual harassment as well as to provide redressal forum to the victims. In 

India, a woman is sexually harassed every 12 minutes1236. The Act has facilitated 

the dealings with an offence of such a kind. It may be stated in this context that 

despite rising incidences of sexual harassment, sadly, their reporting is almost 

nil as women fear loss of personal & professional reputation and livelihood 

owing to the social stigma.  It is important to enhance the awareness of 

employers and employees on the existence of forms of sexual harassment at the 

workplace, preventive measures, and legal framework on preventing and 

addressing sexual harassment. Training courses on how to deal with problems 

of this kind should also be offered to employees. The recognition of the right 

to protection against sexual harassment is an essential component for the 

development of the Country. 

																																																								
1236 D.K Srivastava  Progress of Sexual Harassment Law in India, China and Hong Kong: Prognosis for further 
Reform”, 51 Havard International Law Journal 172 (2010) 
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SHELL COMPANIES: RECENT ISSUES AND 

CHALLENGES 
-PRIYAL AGGARWAL1237 AND LAXMI RATHORE1238 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Shell companies are companies which are generally formed to carry out business activities for 

illegitimate purposes such as money laundering, tax evasion, ponzi scheme and insider trading. 

The companies do not have any active business, a registered office or any significant assets. 

Recently attempts have been made by the Government to curb the increasing growth of shell 

companies in India. As a result, a large number of shell companies have been cracked down. 

This research paper therefore, highlights the recent issues and challenges encompassing shell 

companies. In the first part of the paper the author will introduce the concept of shell companies 

as an offence under various legislations and also elucidates the usage of shell companies through 

significant case studies especially focusing on the major scandals in the recent times like Panama 

papers and the Nirav Modi scam. In the second part of the paper the author will explore the 

loopholes that promote the growth of shell companies, the necessity to provide proper definition 

of shell companies and reveal the identity of the true benefactor behind it. The later part of the 

paper examines the legal framework governing shell companies in USA especially the effective 

implementation of laws in by the Delaware Court.  Further, the author will throw some light 

on the possible measures and remedies to curb the growth of shell companies. Lastly, the author 

concludes the paper by emphasizing that more stringent actions need to be taken by the 

government to keep a check on the growth of shell companies and the requirement of a global 

action to address the issue. 

Keywords- Shell Companies, money laundering, tax evasion, Panama Papers, Companies 

Act.  

  

																																																								
1237 Student, 3rd Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), SVKM’s NMIMS Kirit P. Mehta School of Law, Mumbai. 
1238 Student, 3rd Year, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), SVKM’s NMIMS Kirit P. Mehta School of Law, Mumbai. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The companies act, 2013 or any other corporate law does not define a shell 

company. However, it as defined by the oxford dictionary as “an inactive 

company used as a vehicle for various financial manoeuvres or kept dormant 

for future use in some other capacity.”1239 Theoretically shell companies do not 

have any active business operation or significant assets. They can be formed for 

both legal and illegal purposes. All the shell companies are not considered to be 

illegal as such companies can also be started with the intention of promoting 

the start-ups by raising funds. Mostly, Shell companies are used to transfer large 

amounts of money worldwide. 

 

However, majority of the shell companies are formed for illegitimate purposes. 

They are set up as layers to hide the identities of real beneficiary owners from 

the law enforcement, tax evasion, laundering on accounted money, ponzi 

scheme, financing terrorist organizations and insider trading. 

 

Shell companies and dormant companies appear synonyms. However, there are 

significant distinctions between them. A dormant company gets a dormant 

status from the registrar of the company by making an application for the same. 

This is in compliance of the requirements of the section 455 of Companies act, 

2013.  If a company fails to file its annual returns for two consequent financial 

years, it receives a dormant status. On the other hand, shell companies are not 

even defined in Companies act and they are suspected of carrying illicit and 

fraudulent activities. 

 

RECENT CONTROVERSIES 

 

The ministry of corporate affairs has taken steps towards curbing the growth of 

shell companies in India. The department has come cross a total of 2.25 lakh 

companies which did not file returns for the years 2015-16 and 2016-17. These 

																																																								
1239Oxford Dictionary. 
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companies are under the scrutiny of the ministry to identify them as shell 

companies.  Notices will be issued to these companies by the registrar of the 

companies and they may get deregistered if they do not file returns over the 

next few months. In the first phase 70,000 companies were stuck down.   

 

The ministry has seized the bank accounts of these companies and all their 

transactions are under the surveillance of this department.  Previously, in 2013-

14 directors of almost three lakh companies were given notice by the ministry 

on account of their failure to file returns. Consequently, 2.26 lakh companies 

were struck down. Also between the years 1996 and 2004, 77 out of 200 

suspected companies could not be traced. Many of these companies did not 

offer after their first public offering and did not have any registered office. 

Between 1992 and 1996, 4000 companies went missing and they were involved 

in money laundering.  

 

In the first eight months of 2018-19, there was 22 percent escalation in the 

number of defunct companies in India. There was a total of 6.54 lakh companies 

that were shut down, out of which 10,610 were dissolved, 6.07 were scrapped 

off and 9746 were converted into Limited Liability Partnership firms. Data 

shows that there were 2.28 lakh active companies in Maharashtra, 1.99 lakh in 

Delhi and 1.27 lakh in West Bengal. 

 

Another stringent measure taken by the ministry to curb the growth of shell 

companies is requiring the companies to geo-tag their registered offices in 

statutory filings with the registrar of companies. Geo-tagging will facilitate 

provision of the exact location of the office. It will notify the government if 

there are too many companies registered in the same vicinity.  Under this 

system, existing companies need to provide their coordinates while filing their 

annual reports and new companies require to geo-tag their offices at the time of 

incorporation. This operation aims at removing the entities which do not 

contribute to the economic system and become a liability on the state. This is a 

system which will help the government to detect blooming of shell companies 

in India. It will also prevent the abuse of the corporate structure. 
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CASE ANALYSIS 

 

1. Nirav Modi Fraud Case Study- 

 

The Punjab National Bank case involves fraudulent letters of undertaking 

(LoUs) which were worth Rs 11,356.84 crores issued by the Punjab National 

Bank at its Brady House branch in Mumbai. It made the bank liable for the 

amount. This fraud was organized by Nirav Modi, who is a luxury diamond 

jewellery designer along with his uncle and sister. The investigating agency and 

the income tax department have found out that 200 shell companies operating 

both in India and abroad were formed and were used to receive funds for the 

purpose of creating benami assets in the form of land, gold and precious 

stones.1240 

 

Nirav Modi created a number of shell companies in Hong Kong. These shell 

companies were used to issue LoUs which were worth thousands of crores from 

the PNB. The bank lost all its money to these shell companies. The money 

which these shell companies received was sent to and fro to bank accounts of 

some other companies created by Nirav Modi. Mainly these companies were 

situated in the business districts of Hong Kong. PNB paid these shell companies 

by means of LoUs through six branches of other banks. One of these companies 

initiated by Modi and his associates was Sino Traders. It was found out that a 

client company; the Eternal Diamond Corporation Limited as was given to 

PNB had the same address from where Sino Traders operated. The 

Enforcement Directorate found out that the money which was sent to Sino 

Traders was transferred to the bank account of Eternal Diamond and this 

money was then sent to a bank account of Axis bank in India. The end 

beneficiary account belonged to another shell company started by Nirav Modi. 
1241 

																																																								
1240Shaswati Das, PNB Fraud: Shell firms, benami assests on the radar amid fresh raids on Nirav Modi Choksi, LIVE 
MINT,Feb.19,2019,https://www.google.co.in/amp/s/www.livemint.com/Industry/KqcSPA43nGQ2D16jbCVbjI/
PNB-fraud-Govt-identifies-150-shell-companies-linked-to-Nir.html%3ffacet=amp. 
1241Divyesh singh, How Nirav Modi amassed wealth using PNB LoUs for own shell companies,INDIA TODAY, April 
17 2018,https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/how-nirav-modi-amassed-wealth-using-pnb-lous-for-own-shell-
companies-1213895-2018-04-17. 
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Sunshine Germs was another shell company which was used by Nirav Modi to 

obtain fraudulent funds. The office of this company was only in operation till 

the scam was found in India.  

 

It was also found out that Purvi Deepak Modi who is the sister of Nirav Modi 

was also made the owner of various shell companies which were created with 

the sole object of money laundering and obtaining funds fraudulently. 

Companies such as Fine Classic FZE (UAE), Novelar International Holdings 

Ltd, Pavilion Point Cooperation and Belvedre Group Holdings Ltd in 

Singapore were among the shell companies under her control. These companies 

operated in a very composite manner with an objective to misappropriate the 

funds fraudulently. It was further disclosed that various bank accounts were 

opened in her name and in the name of her companies in various places such 

as Singapore, The United Kingdom, Switzerland, and Mauritius. Rs 500 crore 

which was stolen from PNB was invested in Firestar India through Foreign 

Direct Investment by the process of layering through these companies. Purvi 

Modi not only used shell companies to launder money but also purchased 

properties in foreign countries in the name of shell companies that were owned 

by her.1242This was a very good example as to how shell companies were used 

by Nirav Modi to fraudulently launder money. His properties were attached 

under the money laundering act.1243 

 

2. The Panama Papers Leak 

 

The panama papers are 11.5 million leaked documents that disclose financial 

and attorney client details for lakhs of offshore entities. The report for the same 

was released by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ). 

The panama papers revealed how individuals were engaged in forming shell 

companies via a Panamanian law firm called the Mossack Fonseca. Most of 

																																																								
1242Anand Singh, PNB Scam: Purvi Modi owned shell companies abroad to launder money, BUSINESS STANDARD, 
September 10, 2018, business standardhttps://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/pnb-scam-purvi-
modi-owned-shell-companies-abroad-to-launder-money-118091000835_1.html. 
1243Anindita Sanyal, 200 shell companies, Benami Properties Investigated in PNB Fraud case, NDTV, February 18, 
2018,https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/200-shell-companies-benami-properties-investigated-in-pnb-fraud-case-
1814204. 
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these shell companies were formed to indulge in illegal activities and launder 

money. Many politicians were involved such as Iceland’s Prime Minister 

Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson, and former British Prime Minister David 

Cameron. The report showed how shell companies were used to carry on illegal 

activities and the need for modification in the laws governing the creation of 

shell companies. 

 

In one of the major criminal case, Farid Bedjaoui, a nephew of a former Algerian 

foreign minister was accused of diverting a large amount of money through shell 

companies.  It was found out that one of the shell companies called, Collingdale 

Consultants Inc. was used to divert around 15 million dollars to his family and 

associates. He was also accused of intricating a network to hide his money with 

various bank accounts.1244 

 

It was reported that another man, Mr. Aluko had used shell companies to 

purchase two Beverly Hills mansions. It was also found out that as many as 131 

companies were created by Mossack Fonseca for Benjamin Steinmetz, an Israeli 

mining magnate and his holding company. Shell companies were used by the 

Safari operators in various African countries. These shell companies were used 

to conceal money which was earned in developing countries but moved away 

from tax authorities. 

 

More than 500 Indian names had also been revealed in connection to this case. 

Mossack Fonseca sold shares of shell companies. Indian individuals used the 

law firm to hide their earnings and evade taxes through the use of shell 

companies. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
1244Scott Shan, Panama papers reveal Wide Use of Shell companies by African Officials, THE NEW YORK TIMES, July 
25, 2016,https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/25/world/americas/panama-papers-reveal-wide-use-of-shell-
companies-by-african-officials.html. 
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK  

 

Shell companies are nowhere defined in the companies act, 2013. This creates 

an ambiguity and opaqueness as to its operation and identification. This 

promotes the operation of shell companies and makes it very difficult to 

indentify it. In the United States there is a proper definition of shell companies 

in the SEA which keeps a check on the number of shell companies that are in 

operation and prevent its misuse.  

 

The main aim of the shell companies is to benefit and conceal the intentions of 

true benefactor of the corporate entity. These companies provide a shield to the 

benefactor who benefits from its operations. This makes it exceptionally 

cumbersome to identify the true beneficiary. Scandals like the Panama papers 

leak and offshore leak have reasserted the unscrupulous nature of shell 

companies. This shows that the need of the hour is to lift the veil of 

confidentiality of the corporate entities. Government should look into the 

unauthorized flow of money to control anti-money laundering activities. 

Therefore, it is important that the person with significant influence be identified.  

Significant influence is the power to make financial or operational decisions in 

a company entrusted upon a person. According to section 89 of the Companies 

Act, 2013: 

 

“A person or a company with beneficial interest in the shares of the company can appoint a 

proxy while filing the declaration of interest with the ROC.” 

 

 This provision prevents the real benefactor from being identified. The act also 

does no clearly provide the parameters which determine beneficial interest in a 

share of an entity. There should be specific guidelines provided by the 

government regarding identifying persons with significant influence. Several 

developing countries such as Afghanistan, Ukraine, Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya and 

Indonesia have decided to come up with the registries of public beneficial 
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ownership. India should also join this accord with these countries to come up 

with such a registry of legal entities.1245 

 

LEGAL PROVISIONS WITH RESPECT TO SHELL COMPANIES IN 

USA 

 

“Shells are the No. 1 vehicle for laundering illicit money and criminal proceeds.”1246 

 

Shell companies are defined in The Securities Act of US1247. Securities Act Rule 

405 and Exchange Act Rule 12b-2 describe that “a Shell Company as a 

company, other than as asset- backed issuer, with no or nominal operations and 

either- 

 

• No or nominal assets. 

• Assets consisting of cash and cash equivalents, or 

• Assets consisting of any amount of cash and cash equivalents and nominal 

other assets.” 

 

It implies that shell companies have minimal business activities. All the shell 

companies are not considered to be illegal as such company can also be started 

with the intention of promoting the start-ups by raising funds. Mostly, shell 

companies are used to transfer large amounts of money worldwide. 

 

It’s very easy to form shell companies in US as most jurisdictions do not require 

any identity documentation while incorporation of a company. Every year, 

around 2 million corporation and limited liability companies are set up in the 

US. A shell company disguises its ownership in order to function and avoid legal 

scrutiny. Like any other company, these companies can easily open bank 

accounts and transfer money. In many jurisdictions of US, individuals can form 

																																																								
1245Sakshi Rai, Cracking the Whip on Shell Companies? Not Really, THE WIRE, December 20, 2017, 
https://thewire.in/business/modi-government-sebi-shell-companies. 
1246Lanny A. Breuer, Asst. U.S. Attorney General, 2012. 
124769 Fed. Reg. 21650, Securities And Exchange Commission: Proposed Rules: Use of Form S-8 and Form 8-K by 
Shell Companies, 21393 – 21688, (2004). 
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Shell Companies without revealing the identity of beneficial owners such as in 

Delware about 200 registered agents represent more than one million 

corporations in the state1248. In other regions the registered agents may also be 

other company and not an individual, protecting layers of benefactors or owners 

of the shell companies by adding the layers of privacy or secrecy. This makes 

the shell companies more appealing to the individuals and tax evaders and 

makes it difficult for the law enforcement authorities to recognize the true 

owners of the Shell companies. These protections from the disclosure give 

shelter to the owners of shell companies and encourage them to carry out their 

financial activities continuously. 

 

The United States is the world’s largest tax haven country. Delaware and 

Nevada are considered home to most business friendly privacy laws and give 

immunity to the Shell companies.1249 According to the report of the Financial 

Secrecy Index, which is published by the Tax Justice Network that ranks 

jurisdiction in relation to their privacy and scale of their offshore financial 

activities, the United States was ranked third ahead of Caymon Iceland and 

Panama. 

 

Delaware is such a state in America which attracts thousands of American 

companies, individuals and provides immunity to other foreign companies and 

clients seeking to form a shell company. Delaware is a lucrative place to 

individuals as it provides shell companies registered within its borders the same 

secrecy and protection that offshore tax havens have provided to their corporate 

residents. In fact, certain states of United States such as Wyoming, Nevada and 

Delaware provide secrecy’s law and ease with which a shell company can be 

formed. In Delaware a company can be created in less than one hour with the 

name and address of the located registered agent without disclosing any true 

identity information.  

 

																																																								
1248 Harold S. Bloomenthal, Market-Makers, Manipulators and Shell Games, 45 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 597, 643 (1971). 
1249 Nicholas Vail, Cracking Shells: The Panama Papers & Looking to the European Union's Anti-Money Laundering 
Directive as a Framework for Implementing a Multilateral Agreement to Combat the Harmful Effects of Shell 
Companies, 5 TEX. A&M L. REV. 133, 154 (2017).    
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Many companies hire lawyers, bankers and accountants with no significant 

relation to the company to act as their registered agent. United States is required 

to take steps to first address secrecy laws in Delaware, which is as much a tax 

haven as are foreign judgments such as Panama, Wyoming, Delaware and 

Nevada. They are among the most likely to provide untraceable shell companies 

and to sell these companies to foreign clients. 

 

Concealing the true owners of fraudulently established shell companies is a 

significant loophole in the country’s existing Anti-Money Laundering regime. 

Under the existing regime corporate structure is created for state level 

recognition requirements. On the other hand, state requires various information 

regarding officers, managers and directors but none of the information 

regarding the identity of person who owns and is responsible for formation of 

the institutions. In addition to it, current federal laws do not require 

identification of beneficial owner while opening account with the financial 

institutions.1250 

 

In 2015, the New York Times reported that purchasers of so called billionaire’s 

row condominiums in Manhattan were using limited liability companies to 

disguise the true property owners.1251In 20161252, “60 Minute” which is an 

American news magazine caught lawyers on hidden cameras offering help to 

transfer the money with suspected origin through a maze of shell companies. 

 

In the study of  Tax Justice Network’s Financial Secrecy Index 20181253, the US 

was ranked second among the tax havens countries while Panama was ranked 

12th.  It was found out that in Dalware which is home to the formation of Shell 

companies, has more companies than its people. Therefore, to set up an 

																																																								
1250 Yawen Li, The Shell Game: Reverse Merger Companies and the Regulatory Efforts to Curb Reverse Merger 
Frauds, 15 N.Y.U. J.L. & BUS. 153, 188 (2018). 
1251PeterJ. Henning, Is this the end of Anonymous Shell Companies? Not Too Fast, THE NEW YORK TIMES, July 11, 
2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/11/business/dealbook/llc-shell-companies-money-laundering.html. 
1252Id. 
1253Sens, Mark warner, Tom Cotton, Doug Jones and Mike Rounds, Senators: We’re cracking down on Shell 
Companies and money laundering,CNBC, June 18, 2019, https://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/18/senators-bipartisan-
bill-cracks-down-on-shell-companies-and-money-laundering.html. 
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anonymous shell company is an easier practice in the US from the rest of the 

world according to the research from the university of Texas and Brigham 

Young University. To obtain a library card more information is required than 

to register a company1254.World Bank in a report of 2012, reviewing grand 

corruption cases over three decades, found out that 70% of all cases bank upon 

on anonymous shell companies to help in executing the function and hide 

income from corruption. World Bank states that US give rise to about 10 times 

as many illegal entities each year than 41 tax havens combined.1255 

 

First of all United states needs to address the issue with laws governing the 

creation of shell companies which require revealing of beneficial owners and 

imposing penalties for those who failed to conduct reasonable due diligence by 

forming shell companies. While in the states and offshore jurisdictions such as 

Delaware and Panama stringent laws should be implemented with the object to 

increase transparency and reduce harm, risk and financial secrecy which provide 

benefits to the individual users of the Shell Companies. 

 

A bill is introduced in the senate which is approved by the House Financial 

Services Committee which aims to bring transparency in the money laundering 

laws and combat the illicit financial activities carried out by criminals, terrorist 

and tax evaders. This legislation called the corporate transparency act of 2019 

and it would require the beneficial owners of shell companies to be reported to 

the federal government. It necessitates that each applicant for LLC and Shell 

Corporation must report to the financial crimes enforcement network, or the 

name, date of birth and current residence of any beneficiary owner. It also 

requires annual updating of names of the owners of the corporation. 

 

Initially this law would apply only to the newly formed institutions but after two 

years of adopting the rules, this law will empower the treasury department and 

																																																								
1254Dave Kovaleski, Senate bill would require shell companies to disclose their owners, HOMELAND PREPAREDNESS 
NEWS, June 12 2019, https://homelandprepnews.com/stories/34321-senate-bill-would-require-shell-companies-to-
disclose-their-owners/. 
1255 Casey Michel, The U.S. is a Good Place for Bad People to Stash Their Money, THE ATLANTIC, July 13, 2017, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2017/07/us-anonymous-shell-companies/531996/. 
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other agencies to require the existing LLC’s and shell companies to disclose 

their similar identifying information. Therefore, this legislation will require shell 

companies to disclose their true owners to the U.S. Department of Treasury. 

Information about the true owners of the shell companies would not be 

provided publically but information could be released after receiving the proper 

request from the local, state, tribal and federal law enforcement agency or 

request by a foreign country.  

 

The Improving Laundering Laws and Increasing Comprehensive Tracking of 

Criminal Activity in Shell Holdings (ILLICIT CASH) Act will now assist law 

enforcement officials fight illegal economic activity. Anti-money laundering and 

terrorist financing policies would also be updated to enhance communication 

between law enforcement, financial institutions, and regulators. 

 

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

1. Companies Act, 2013 

 

The sections 921256 and 1641257 of the Companies Act, 2013 came into force from 

1 April, 2014. It is a measure to suppress the mushrooming of shell Companies. 

These sections mandate all companies to file their annual returns and also 

required the directors of the company that failed to file annual returns of the 

company for consequent period of three financial years, would be prohibited 

from being reappointed as directors of any company for a period of five years. 

These sections were applied retrospectively.  

 

The ministry of Corporate affairs introduced the company law settlement 

scheme (CLSS). Under this scheme the companies were granted a period of two 

years to file their pending annual returns. This extended the immunity and 

narrowed down the additional fees paid for such filings. It also laid down that 

the directors of companies that resorted to CLSS would not be disqualified. 

																																																								
1256Companies Act§ 92(2013). 
1257 Companies Act § 164(2013). 
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Several companies availed of CLSS to become acquiescent while a large number 

of companies were still defaulters.1258Therefore, in 2017, the companies that 

failed to file their annual returns, for a consequent period of three years, were 

defanged. Consequently, the directors linked with such companies were 

disqualified from the board for five years.  

 

The provisions of the companies act, 20131259 have a broader application and 

are strict as compared to the Companies Act, 1956. The 2013 act inflicted a 

stringent regime such as provision of higher penalties for defaulting companies 

and enhanced the quantum of punishment and also elongated the provisions 

for disqualification of directors on account of their failure to file annual returns. 

Previously, this was restricted to public companies. 

 

2. Restriction on Number of the Subsidiaries 

 

The Ministry of Corporate Affairs introduced the Companies (Restriction on 

number of layers) rules, 2017 under which the companies can have only two 

layers of subsidiaries. These rules would be applied prospectively, i.e., the 

companies that already have more than two layers of subsidiaries would furnish 

the details to the ministry within 150 days. This would prevent the booming of 

shell companies which are being floated for carrying illicit activities.  

 

The companies that operate in contravention of the aforesaid rules would face 

penalty. The fine would be up to 10,000 rupees and in case of continuous 

violation the penalty may extend to rupees 1,000 per day.1260Also under the 

companies act, 2013, there are restrictions on layering investment subsidiaries. 

It enables to keep a check on the misuse of multiple layers of subsidiaries for 

siphoning of funds as an instrument of minority investor protection.  

																																																								
1258Shinoj Koshy, Navigating the clean-up of shell companies, LIVE MINT, November 01, 2017, 
https://www.livemint.com/Opinion/Qt6M4KE0CUp69HM3d5E9jO/Navigating-the-cleanup-of-shell-
companies.html. 
1259 Companies Act, (2013). 
1260Press trust of India, Companies can have only two layers of subsidiaries: centre, THE HINDU BUSINESS LINE, 
September 22, 2017, https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/policy/companies-can-have-only-two-
layers-of-subsidiaries-centre/article9869276.ece. 
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3. Benami Transaction Prohibition Amendment Act, 2016 

 

There have been various measures taken by Indian Government to check the 

menace of shell companies. The benami transaction prohibition amendment 

act, 2016 prohibits certain types of financial transactions. It aims at tackling the 

issue of black money and various illicit economic activities. The act defines 

benami transactions, forbids them and gives punishmentfor contravention of 

the act. The properties which are held benami can be confiscated by the 

Government without payment of compensation.1261 

 

The government instigated a sustained operation in the last four years against 

corruption and black money and has adopted stringent measures against it such 

as special investigation team on black money, enactment of black money 

(undisclosed foreign income and assets)and imposition of tax act 2015, Benami 

Transaction Prohibition Amendment Act, 2016. These steps will curb the 

circulation of black money and tax evasion through shell companies. 1262 

 

4. Prevention Of Money Laundering Act, 2002 

 

The Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002 was passed to check the 

menace of legalizing the income from illegal source. This act authorizes the 

government to confiscate the property earned from the illegal source. 1263 The 

main aim behind forming a shell company is to launder money.  This act keeps 

a check on the activity of the shell companies to launder money. The 

government has set up a task force consisting of members of sundry ministries 

and enforcement agencies to avert the creation and operation of shell 

companies which are involved in illegal activities such as black money and 

money laundering. Various incidents of immense money laundering were 

																																																								
1261Ankita Singh, Steps taken for removal of Shell Companies from Indian Economic System, TAX GURU, March 12, 
2019,https://taxguru.in/company-law/steps-taken-for-removal-of-shell-companies-from-the-indian-economic-
system.html.  
1262Advocate Narayan Jain and FCA Dilip Loyalka, Salient features of Prohibition of Benami Property Transaction 
Act as Amended In 2016, ITATONLINE, September 13, 2018, http://itatonline.org/articles_new/salient-features-of-
prohibition-of-benami-property-transactions-act-as-amended-in-2016/. 
1263Common forms of Money Laundering, Prevention of Money laundering Act, 2002(June 18, 2018). 
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located by the government authorities.  The companies which were involved in 

money laundering were scrapped off. 1264 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Shell companies can be used for the legitimate purpose but mostly they are used 

to conceal criminal and terrorist activities; hence providing them untraceable 

financial secrecy. The government has taken steps to prevent the dubious 

activities of shell companies. However, these measures are not sufficient to curb 

the illegal activities carried out by shell companies. More stringent actions need 

to be taken for enforcing corporate transparency.  Firstly, shell companies need 

to be defined in the companies act. Secondly, the laws in place must be 

implemented strictly and should be monitored from time to time. Thirdly, there 

are no proper guidelines to distinguish between an illegal shell company and a 

genuine company. Hence it becomes very difficult to gather the data about the 

transaction and transaction from the multiple accounts make tracking more 

difficult.  

 

To control the use of illegal shell companies, authorities must be able to lift the 

corporate veil, find the real beneficiaries behind these shell companies and 

impose penalties for those who failed to conduct reasonable due diligence by 

forming shell companies. Since use of deviant shell companies is a global issue, 

a global response is also required to police this issue. 

  

																																																								
1264Remya Nair, Govt plans crackdown on shell companies to counter money laundering, LIVE MINT, February 11, 
2017,https://www.livemint.com/Politics/ToYgiZDR6jUonwuxw0xUTP/Govt-plans-crackdown-on-shell-
companies-to-counter-money-lau.html. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF HOSTILE WITNESSES 

UNDER LAW OF EVIDENCE 
-SUMIT SRIVASTAVA1265 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

 

The role of a witness is paramount within criminal justice system of any country. Witness is 

mentioned to as a “hostile witness” if he refuses to inform the reality in a court of law after 

having previously sworn that he would; or if he’s open against the party who called him as a 

witness. The party that calls the witness, be it the prosecution or the defense, believes he/she 

will provide similar evidence to the court that was provided in his previous statement. 

 

The main consequence of a witness turning into hostile is in country like India where there’s 

already very difficult to mention evidences to prove certain cases, where a reputable witness 

turning into a adverse witness is extremely common and major problem faced under law of 

Evidence. Adverse witness makes it very difficult to dispense justice during a particular cases 

as their evidently value is additionally to be determined under Law of Evidence. 

 

In this paper we will analyze the difficulties faced by the judges and courts due to witnesses 

turning into hostile in dispensing justice and also we’ll be analyzing the grounds of witnesses 

turning into hostile and measures to affect particular problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
1265 Student, 3rd Year, B.A. LL.B. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“Witness as Bentham said: are the eyes and ears of justice. If the witness himself 

is deprived from acting as eyes and ears of justice, the trial gets deteriorate and 

immobilized and it no longer can constitute a just trial”1266. However, on many 

occasions, the witness gives a particular statement on his knowledge about 

commission of a criminal offence before the police and later denies his own 

statement when called as a witness before the court. These are referred as hostile 

witnesses. 

 

Finding proof may be a challenge for the courts and other authorities. Criminals 

always try their utmost to get rid of all traces of evidence, and also attempt to 

manipulate witnesses. “Criminal charges cause to serious consequences for the 

accused. Therefore, in criminal cases, the extent of proof required to resolve a 

case is extremely high.”1267  Hence law of Evidence plays an important role in 

criminal code. The role of a witness is paramount under law of Evidence. 

Significance of hostile witnesses under Law of Evidence shows us that witnesses 

turning hostile may be a major problem under the law and it results the 

confusions, acquittal of the accused person even after committing the crime and 

also a serious reason for delay in trials. This particular problem must be solved 

so as to realize the reality and dispense justice within the society or to either 

party who is seeking justice for themselves. 

 

  

																																																								
1266 Hostile Witnesses – A Treatment, LAWYERSCLUBINDIA, available at 
https://www.lawyersclubindia.com/articles/Hostile-Witnesses-A-Treatment--3984.asp (visited November 7,2019) 
1267 Available at https://blog.ipleaders.in/indian-evidence-act-nutshell/ (visited on, November 4,2019) 
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DEFINITIONS 

 

1. Witness 

 

Within the primary sense of the word, a witness may be a one that has 

knowledge of an occasion. The most direct mode of acquiring knowledge 

of an occasion is by seeing it, "witness" has acquired the sense of an 

individual who is present at and observes a transaction.1268 

 

 

2. Hostile Witness 

 

Technically an "adverse witness" during a trial who is found by the judge 

to be hostile (adverse) to the position of the party whose attorney is 

questioning the witness, notwithstanding the attorney called the witness 

to testify. When the attorney calling the witness finds that the answers are 

conflicting to the legal position or the witness becomes openly unfriendly, 

the attorney may appeal to the judge to declare the witness to be 

"hostile"."1269 

 

LEGAL PROVISIONS 

 

1. Section 154 Of Indian Evidence Act: 

 

Question by party to his own witness.—1[ 

(1) ] If there is discretion of the court then it can allow the one that calls a 

witness to place any question to him which could be put in cross-examination 

by the adverse party.—1[(1)]Also by its discretion court could, allow the one 

that calls a witness to place any question to him which could be put in cross-

examination by the adverse party."1270 

																																																								
1268 Black's Law Dictionary: 2nd Edition 
1269 https://dictionary.law.com/Default.aspx?selected=884 (visited on November 4, 2019) 
1270 https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1646837/ (Visited on November 4, 2019) 
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2. “Democracy set up important role to acquire the rule of law of the 

citizens lose faith within the judiciary for resolving their disputes within the 

court of law or they’re made remediless they might resort to extra constitutional 

or extra legal measures which can affect the very basis of democracy, the rule of 

law. The concept of hostile witnesses only in the writing form. There is no 

implementation of laws concerning to the Hostile witness. The provisions 

regarding the hostile witness were unclear”.1271 

 

3. “Indian law never defined a “Hostile witness”. Hostile witness means a 

when a witness give statement before policemen officer regarding an offence 

then refutes from his statement before court. Indian law does not defined 

Hostile witness in any of its law whether its CrpC or Evidence Act”.1272 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Witness, through ages, has been a key player in the pursuit of justice delivery. 

The fundamentals of justice necessitate that the truth and impartiality must be 

quintessence of justice.1273  Hence the role of a third party or a witness increases 

by here is depended on the witness to dispense the justice in a particular cases. 

 

“An important case of a witness turning hostile, which shook the fundamental 

principles of our criminal system, was the repeated abrogation of statements by 

Zahira Sheikh and the situations forcing her to do so in the Best Bakery case.  

 

Honorable Justice YK Sabharwal remarked that “Hostile witness is not a new 

phenomenon it has existed for quite a long time it is a problem of society”1274. 

He stated that as judicial system has its own limitations that’s why there are so 

																																																								
1271 http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/1692/Hostile-Witnesses-and-Efficacy-of-Law.html (Visited on 
October 31,2019) 
1272 Pyali Chatterjee “A CRITICAL STUDY ON HOSTILE WITNESSES: PROBLEM AND SOLUTIONS” 
Articles section of www.manupatra.com 
1273 G. S. Bajpai “Witness in the Criminal Justice Process: A study of Hostility and Problems associated with Witness” 
http://bprd.nic.in/WriteReadData/userfiles/file/201608240419044682521Report.pdf 
1274 http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/hostile_w.htm (visited on November 2, 2019) 
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much discussions and hostile witness brings up more challenges towards the 

court, and hence create delays in trials. He added further that court cannot create 

its own evidence so has to rely on the evidences and witnesses and witness 

turning hostile creates so many problems in dispensing justice.  

 

WITNESS TURNING HOSTILE 

 

1. PROBLEM 

 

1.1 Due to witness turning hostile there are problems which are to be faced 

by courts and as well as victims of the party. In any criminal as well as civil cases 

witness play the most important role and has a paramount importance as his 

credibility helps the most in deciding a particular case law. On the other hand 

when witness denies his last statement and turns hostile against the party who 

originally called him there as a witness creates a lot of mess and confusion. Also 

further because of this impact delay occurs in the various judgments. 

 

1.2 Turning of Witness into hostile just not makes impact on the trial of the 

court or judgments but its main impact is on justice dispensing machinery to 

the victims. As courts has limitation to their working and has to rely upon the 

evidences and witness presented in the court before the judge. Many times judge 

knows the truth and still can’t help the victim as he the evidences gets 

manipulated or witness turns hostile. 

 

1.3 The one of the main reasons behind this is witnesses turning hostile 

leading to acquittal of the accused. Conviction rate has been dropped 

significantly during past years according to National Crime Beuro. 

 

2. REASONS 

 

2.1. The convicts who comes from powerful background or has some 

influence towards the society or has connections with the authorities be it be 

police authority or any such authority which can help them in turning witness 
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in their favor. Influence can be of any kind like it can be financial influence for 

example buying the witness with offering large amount of money etc. Witness 

who came from weak sections of society or has fear of powerful section of 

society are easy to get influenced as they doesn’t have anything to do with justice 

and are much satisfied with the monetary help or some kind of opportunities. 

These reasons are very much common in the aspect of witness turning hostile.  

“In Jessica Lall's case, all the key witnesses turned hostile and none of them 

identified the culprit who was son of a powerful Haryana Minister”1275. 

“Instances of key witnesses turning hostile and irretrievably spoiling the cases 

for Prosecution are not rare. Reports of witnesses turning hostile and blatantly 

denying From their earlier statements before the police in some sensational 

cases have shocked the conscience of the civil society and shattered its faith in 

the working of the criminal justice system”.1276.  In Nitish Katara Case1277also, 

the key witnesses turned hostile. Nitish Katara was murdered under mysterious 

circumstances. “The two accused were the children of a former Member 

Parliament. The key witness whom the prosecution relied on heavily – denied. 

She is just one among the many witnesses in Indian legal history to have 

retracted statement”.1278 The court has no option and acquitted the convicts as 

witness turned hostile. 

 

2.2. Another major problem of witness turning hostile is ‘Protection of the 

witness’. There are no protections given to the witness before or after the trial 

takes place which makes witness feels unsafe and generally does not appear in 

the court for the recording of statement and many times turns hostile under 

threat or coercion. “The judge of Priyadarshini Mattoo rape and murder case 

during the judgment said that ‘Though I know he is the man who committed 

the crime, I acquit him, giving the benefit of doubt’. There are number of 

examples which show that there is a need of protection of witness for fair 

																																																								
1275 Sidhartha Vashisht @ Manu Sharma v. State (NCT of Delhi), Cri. App. No. 179 of 2007, available at 
http://judis.nic.in 
1276https://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/103375/9/09_chapter%202%20problem%20of%20hostile
%20witnesses%20and%20need%20&%20relevance%20of%20wp.pdf (visited on November 6,2019) 
1277 Ms. Neelam Katara v. Union of India, Cri. W. No. 247 of 2002, available at http://judis.nic.in 
1278https://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/103375/9/09_chapter%202%20problem%20of%20hostile
%20witnesses%20and%20need%20&%20relevance%20of%20wp.pdf (visited on November 6,2019) 
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justice”.1279 Witness is been called and made to wait in the courts for long period 

of time and also faces financial losses in some cases. Due to such cross-

examination and harassment and immense mental pressure witness wants to get 

rid of the questions and hence witness turns hostile, i.e., he deny his previous 

statement. Also there are no measures taken to abstain the disclosure of the 

name of the witnesses to protect them from the side of the convicts who can 

easily threat them and influence the statement of the witness which directly 

impacts upon the judgment of the case. 

 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

3.1. Problem of Hostile Witness is implied in Indian laws rather it should be 

expressed clearly. As there are no particular legal provisions for the same it is 

very easy for a witness to turn hostile as he doesn’t have any fear of court or law 

taking action against him and cannot be held liable under court of law. Also this 

makes very easy for the influencer to turn a witness into hostile. There should 

be a proper legal provision for making the persons liable for turning into hostile 

witness.  

 

3.2. According to Section 137 in The Indian Evidence Act, 1872 “the 

examination of a witness, subsequent to the cross-examination by the party who 

called him, shall be called his re-examination.”1280  In re-examination the party 

who called the witness must ask the leading questions to the party and witness 

must bound to answer all the questions asked by the party in order to make clear 

whether the witness has actually denied his last statement or not. 

 

3.3. Most important step which has to be taken is the protection of the 

witnesses. Protection. According to 198th  Law Commission Report of India, 

20061281 there are three types of witnesses which are as follows- 

																																																								
1279 Pyali Chatterjee, “A CRITICAL STUDY ON HOSTILE WITNESSES: PROBLEM AND SOLUTIONS” , 
Articles section of www.manupatra.com 
1280 https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1612728/ (visited on November 7, 2019) 
1281 Mehrul Arora, “Witness protection in India” available at https://crlreview.in/witness-protection-in-india/ (visited 
on November 7,2019) 
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1. Witnesses who are known to the accused  

2.  Witnesses not known to the accused  

3  Witnesses whose identity is not known to the accused 

 

Also its time for the courts to interfere in the matter to witness protection and 

cannot rely upon the police authority solely as sometimes it can happen that 

authorities gets biased towards one party due to some interest and this leads to 

un justice to the other party. Biasness towards one party is major reason for 

turning witnesses hostile. Therefore protection of witness is a important factor 

as witness leads to the discovery of truth and hence courts should look into the 

matter of protection of witness so that fair trial can be done. 

 

3.4. “Proactive Judiciary: In India, Court has been provided immense legal 

powers to decide the course of trial by actively participating in the examination 

of the witnesses in order to aid the discovery of the truth.”1282. In the cases when 

all the authorities such as police, prosecution and lawyers are connected the 

judge must come forward and try to discover the truth by being slightly 

proactive. He should not only depend upon the evidences and witnesses solely. 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

As we have gone through the paper we came to know that there are problems 

and consequences which are been faced by either party, courts and even on 

judges. Witness turning hostile has a negative impact on the cases which leads 

to un-justice for either party. Hostile witnesses make it difficult for the courts 

to dispense justice. As we can see there are genuine problems which occurs 

because of the witness denying their statements and those problems has genuine 

reasons for it. Like there are no legal provisions for witness turning hostile so 

that action can be taken against such witnesses. On the other hand protection 

of witnesses is not taken seriously by the authorities and witnesses get 

influenced sometimes scared and change their last statement. Disclosure of 

																																																								
1282 “Pyali Chatterjee “A CRITICAL STUDY ON HOSTILE WITNESSES: PROBLEM AND SOLUTIONS” 
available at http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/0D951986-0327-4F72-AC53-F266780F7DC9.pdf 
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name of the witness should be strictly prohibited. Also Judges need to be more 

proactive and lead the case towards the discovery of truth in order to dispense 

the justice. By concluding this paper I would like to throw some light on the 

present scenario where we clearly see that there is a problem of witnesses 

turning into hostile, there are genuine reasons for the same and also 

solutions/recommendations by which it can be stopped or at least can be 

reduced. Hence, some changes are needed to be made by the law makers and 

judiciary so that it can resist the witnesses from turning hostile and also for the 

sake of Natural Justice. 
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SOCIAL OUTLOOK AND LEGAL STATURE OF 

THE THIRD GENDER 
-JYOTIKA AGGARWAL1283 AND PREYOSHI BHATTACHARJEE1284 

 

“Peace can only last where human rights are respected, where people are fed, and where 

individuals and nations are free.” 

-Dalai Lama 

 

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. All human rights 

are universal, interdependent, indivisible and interrelated. Sexual orientation and 

gender identity are integral to every person’s dignity and humanity and must not 

be the basis for discrimination and abuse.1285 In our lifespan we’ve only been 

acquainted with a streamlined definition of Homo sapiens, the one which plainly 

classifies us into two genders, male and female.  

 

However, there exists beyond our basic notion, another category of humans 

who identify themselves as neither male nor female. In fact, known as 

transgender (TG) people, there exists no solid category distinction for them as 

they are facing a gender identity crisis. Life for them is not a plain sailing, since 

discrimination starts from birth itself. Many a times, the family itself disowns 

them and they face social stigma. They are sexually abused, sought after to be 

publicly humiliated and not given fair economic and political opportunities.  

 

They exist, but not as politicians, actors, scientists, doctors, lawyers or in any 

vocation that is visible to the world. Treated cold heartedly, they are beaten, 

tortured and even annihilated in agonizing incidents of hate crime. For example, 

recently a transgender was found murdered with injuries on her head at 

Ayanampalayam village in Cuddalore district in Tamil Nadu.1286 In another 

																																																								
1283 Student, 3rd Year, B.A. LL.B., Army Institute of Law, Mohali. 
1284 Student, 3rd Year, B.A. LL.B., Army Institute of Law, Mohali. 
1285 Introduction to Yogyakarta Principles (May 21, 2020, 4:36 PM),  
https://yogyakartaprinciples.org/  
1286 Transgender Murdered, THE HINDU (May 21, 2020, 7:27 PM),  
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/puducherry/transgender-murdered/article28529819.ece  
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anecdote which transpired in Kolkata two transgender were allegedly beaten up 

near Hazra on Navami night where even the cops were reluctant to lodge a 

complaint against the men.1287  

 

GLOSSARY CONTAINING TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

 

a. Gender Identity: It reflects a deeply felt sense of one’s own gender, which 

is how a person identifies as being masculine or feminine, neither or both, 

or a combination. A person’s gender identity is typically consistent with the 

sex assigned to them at birth, usually based on the presenting genitals.1288 

 

b. Intersex: An intersex person is born with sexual anatomy, reproductive 

organs, and/or chromosome patterns that do not fit the typical definition 

of male or female. An intersex person may identify as male or female or as 

neither. Intersex status is not about sexual orientation or gender identity: 

intersex people experience the same range of sexual orientations and gender 

identities as non-intersex people.1289 

 

c. LGBT: LGBT is an acronym that stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual and 

transgender. LGBT individuals do not necessarily self identify as LGBT or 

present themselves as LGBT to others. Some prefer more culturally specific 

identities, such as “Third Gender” people in South Asia and “Two Spirited” 

people in many first nation communities in North America.1290 

 

d. Third Sex/Gender: The term third gender or third sex describes 

individuals who are broadly categorized neither as man or woman as well as 

																																																								
1287 Transgenders beaten up, THE TIMES OF INDIA (May 21, 2020, 7:38 PM), 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/kolkata/Transgenders-beaten-up/articleshow/49522082.cms 
1288 Policy Advocacy and Coordination Unit in UNICEF’s Division of Data, Research and Policy, ELIMINATING 
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST CHILDREN AND PARENTS BASED ON SEXUAL ORIENTATION 
AND/OR GENDER IDENTITY, Curr. Issues No.9, (Nov. 2014) 
1289 Id. 
1290 Id. 
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the social category present in those societies who recognize three of more 

genders.1291 

 

e. Transgender: The term transgender is generally used to describe those who 

transgress social gender norms. Transgender is often used as an umbrella 

term to signify individuals who defy rigid, binary gender, constructions, and 

who express or present a breaking and/or blurring of culturally prevalent 

stereotypical gender roles. Transgender people may live full or part time in 

the gender role ‘opposite’ to their biological sex.1292 Transgender people 

have an inconsistency between their sense of their own gender and the sex 

they were assigned at birth.1293  

 

f. Non-binary gender: Non-binary people are those people who do not 

neatly fir into the categories of “man” or “woman” or “male” or “female”. 

For example, some people have a gender that blends elements of being a 

man or a woman, or a gender that is different than either male or female. 

Some people do not identify with any gender. Other terms include 

genderqueer, agender, bigender and more.1294 

 

FORTHCOMING OF THE THIRD GENDER THROUGH THE 

YEARS 

 

The earliest revelation of existence of a different kind of people cropped up in 

the second millennium BC through the Mesopotamian mythology wherein, 

fertility goddess Ninmah appeared on a stone tablet without possession of any 

male or female organs. Then comes the India based text named Kama Sutra 

which makes mention of the Hijra community, also talked about in the 

																																																								
1291 Madhana B., Third Gender Rights: Emerging Trends & Issues, The World Journal on Juristic Polity, ISSN: 2934-
5044, (Mar. 2017) 
1292 Dr. Venkateshan Chakrapani, HIJRAS/TRANSGENDER WOMEN IN INDIA: HIV, HUMAN RIGHTS 
AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION, TG Issue Brief, UNDP, VC., (Dec. 2010) 
1293 Supra 4 
1294 Understanding Non-Binary People: How to Be Respectful and Supportive, National Centre for Transgender 
Equality (May 21, 2020, 3:58 PM) 
https://transequality.org/issues/resources/understanding-non-binary-people-how-to-be-respectful-and-supportive  
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Mahabharata and the Ramayana. A common Hindu deity, Shiva is also known 

to have a different form called Ardhanareshwara, in which he merges with his 

wife Parvati to become half man and half woman.  

 

Their basic rights nevertheless have been under threat since time immemorial 

and initially imperialistic governments even had laws against their divergent 

quiddity. During the colonial era, eunuchs were declared as a criminal tribe. 

They were strictly prohibited from performing publicly, don woman like apparel 

and ornaments and if found breaching, they were publicly stripped and shamed 

by police under the Criminal Tribes Act, 1871.1295  

 

Even in the 21st century, the third gender is still facing undue bias. The Gender 

Identity Disorder Special Cases Act, 2003 which came into force in Japan in 

2004, threw their transgender population into conundrum. The Act formally 

asserted that any individual who is unable to ascertain his gender is diseased with 

an identity disorder. Furthermore, in order to get themselves legally recognized 

they were supposed to undergo forced sterilization. The Supreme Court of 

Japan held that transgender males becoming pregnant would cause confusion in the society 

and in effect maintaining homogeneity in a largely conservative society.1296 A wedge of the 

world however managed to make progress when Australia in 2003 became the 

first country to issue a birth certificate recording sex as indeterminate and a 

passport with an X sex marker to Alex MacFarlane.1297  

 

Subsequently, another Scottish-Australian transgender named Norrie May-

Welby, had acquired similar status of being of a “non-specific” gender. This 

recognition however was later cancelled by the NSW Registrar of Births, Deaths 

and Marriages, who contended that recognition of Norrie as a “non-specific” 

gender is invalid due to the definition of sex being limited to male and female 

in the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act, 1995 (NSW), additionally 

																																																								
1295 Soutik Biswas, How Britain tried to ‘erase’ India’s third gender, BBC NEWS (May 21, 2020, 8:10 PM), 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-48442934  
1296 Sabrine Donohoe, Japan’s Gender Identity Disorder Law, STAND (May 22, 2020, 11:41 AM), 
https://www.stand.ie/japans-gender-identity-disorder-law/  
1297 Julie Butler, Bodies like ours-X Marks the Spot for Intersex Alex, Internet Archive Wayback Machine (May 22, 
2020, 10:41 AM), https://web.archive.org/web/20131110023525/http://www.bodieslikeours.org/pdf/xmarks.pdf  
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because Norrie later also underwent a sex realignment surgery (SRS). Thus, he 

possessed no power to declare her as belonging to a “non-specific” gender.  

 

Henceforth, in the case of NSW Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages v. 

Norrie1298 question arose before the High Court of Australia as to whether the 

Registrar did or did not have the authority to assign a “non-specific” gender to 

an individual. The High Court ruled that since the SRS failed to resolve her 

sexual ambiguity, the Registrar did have the power to declare her being of a 

“non-specific” gender. 

 

According to the World Economic Forum, presently 11 states of United States 

of America are issuing third gender IDs. James Clifford Shupe, a retired US 

Army soldier became the first person in the US to obtain legal recognition of a 

non-binary gender in 2016.1299 The most significant recent development 

occurred in 2012 when the World Health Organization removed gender 

identity disorder from the Mental Disorders Chapter in the Global Manual of 

Diagnosis and reclassified it as Gender Incongruence under the sexual health 

chapter.1300 

 

Thereafter various countries have come forth with proper legislative statutes for 

better governance of lives of transgender, recognizing their right to a normal 

existence to be as important as that of any other individual human being.  

 

SOCIAL PREJUDICES AGAINST THIRD GENDER 

 

As stated above, lives of individuals belonging to third gender are unsettled. 

Being extremely marginalized, they are constantly harrowed by the society 

																																																								
1298 (2014) HCA 11 (2 April 2014) 
1299 Colin Miner, About Portland: A Singular Victory for ‘Non-binary’ Veteran, Internet Archive Wayback Machine 
(May 22, 2020, 10:46 AM), 
https://web.archive.org/web/20160613113203/http://patch.com/oregon/portland/portland-singular-victory-non-
binary-veteran  
1300 Sophie Lewis, World Health Organisation removes “Gender Identity Disorder” from the list of mental illnesses, 
CBS NEWS (May 22, 2020, 2:53 PM), 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/world-health-organization-removes-gender-dysphoria-from-list-of-mental-
illnesses/  
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because of their non-consonance with the traditional and typically set behavioral 

patterns and ways of leading lives. According to 2011 census, 4,87,803 people 

have been classified as transgender out of which 54,854 people are children 

below the age of six years. Their literacy level is a meager 56.07 percent. 

Maximum number of these people is found in Uttar Pradesh and Andhra 

Pradesh, consisting 28 and 9 percent respectively, followed by Maharashtra with 

8  percent, Madhya Pradesh and West Bengal with 6 percent, Tamil Nadu with 

4 percent, Rajasthan and Punjab with 3 and 2 percent respectively (Census 

2011).1301 

 

1. EXCLUSION FROM FAMILY  

 

• For most of the people, family is the safest haven against the entire world, 

the members of which accept you completely and wholly as you are. But 

when it comes to transgender, life gets too harsh when they are ill treated, 

unaccepted and ousted by their own family members because they turn 

a blind eye towards their children who feel and behave differently due to 

archaic thinking and societal pressures.  

 

• In the maiden study conducted on the human rights of transgender in 

India, the National Human Rights Commission stated that only 2 

percent of the transgender live with their parents while 53 percent of 

them live under the guru chela system.1302  

 

• About 25 years ago, Zeenath, born as Mehraj ran away from Hyderabad 

after she was disowned by her family for being a transgender woman. 

Living in a mendicant condition under a tree outside a brothel, she found 

a home when she was discovered by her guru Sushila Maa.1303 

																																																								
1301 Konduru Delliswararao and Chongneikim Hangsing, Socio-Cultural Exclusion and Inclusion of Trans-genders in 
India, Vol. 5, Issue I, ISSN:2091-2986, 10.3126/ijssm, (2018) 
1302 Kerala Development Society, Study on Human Rights of Transgender as a Third Gender, (Feb. 2017) 
1303 Chinki Sinha, “We can’t erase our hijra culture”, India Today Insight (May 23, 2020, 3:10 PM),  
https://www.indiatoday.in/india-today-insight/story/cant-erase-hijra-culture-transgender-persons-bill-1581247-
2019-08-16  
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2. LACK OF EDUCATION  

 

• Without family support and a home, it is almost impossible to imagine 

that any of the transgender population would be receiving education 

even remotely.  

 

• According to the Indian Census 2011, the transgender population in the 

country is around 4.9 lakh, out of which only 46 percent are literate, 

compared to the 74.4 percent literacy in the general population1304. The 

average qualification of the transgender is up to secondary or senior-

secondary level.1305  

 

• If anything, they might receive some early schooling wherein also, 

bullying and mental harassment by peers and unusual treatment by 

teachers can inhibit their mental development building anxiety.  

 

• A research conducted upon 120 transgender revealed that 56 percent of 

them had only primary and middle school education. They were also 

avoided by their teachers and classmates and hence were hesitant to go 

to school after recognizing such abnormal behavior towards 

themselves.1306 

 

3. UNEMPLOYMENT AND DISCRIMINATION AT WORKPLACE  

 

• Transgender are all in the same boat when it comes to getting fair and 

equal employment opportunities. Even those who have acquired 

education are not given jobs just because they are transgender.  

 

																																																								
1304 Transgender in India, Census 2011 (May 23, 2020, 3:24 PM), https://www.census2011.co.in/transgender.php  
1305 Dr. Raj Kumar, Education of Transgenders in India: Status and Challenges, IJRESS Vol. 6 Issue 11, ISSN: 2249-
7382, (Nov. 2016) 
1306 Veena K.V and Dr. Sridevi Sivakami PL, SOCIAL EXCLUSION HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THE 
HEALTH OF TRANSGENDER, Research Paper, Vol. 1, Issue 1, ISSN: 2031-5063  
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• About 96 percent of the transgender people reported that they were 

denied jobs in the employment market. 75 percent of the transgender 

people showed high level of dissatisfaction towards their career or 

income generating activities.  

 

• Those who are employed face sexual harassment and their incomes 

are tampered with. According to the study conducted by Human 

Rights Commission, only 1.11 percent of the total transgender 

population has income exceeding INR 25,000.1307 

 

4.   SEX WORKERS AND PROSTITUTION  

 

• Since most of the transgender do not get acknowledged jobs, they are 

automatically pushed into the lower strata of life and end up being 

forced to work as sex workers to keep body and soul together.  

 

• They get involved in prostitution, the most ancient occupation in the 

world. Most of them are destined to see themselves in brothels and 

often have no path out of this degraded lifestyle. The proportion of 

transgender people who sell sex is up to 90 percent in India.1308  

 

• Here also they undergo physical abuse by clients and are ill treated by 

managers and employers.  

 

• They often end up contracting fatal illnesses like HIV AIDS and STIs. 

If not sex work, they only do public performances including giving 

badhai in religious ceremonies, singing and dancing or take up basic 

domestic chores.  

 

 

																																																								
1307 Supra 18 
1308 TRANSGENDER PEOPLE, HIV AND AIDS, Avert, (May 23, 2020, 4:33 PM) 
https://www.avert.org/professionals/hiv-social-issues/key-affected-populations/transgender#footnote10_tbmhfhf  
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5. Health problems and denial of medical attention and facilities  

 

• Transgender are denied basic health care and often do not receive timely and 

appropriate medical focus to help them fight diseases.  

 

• Most of them being involved in sex rings it is but obvious that they are 

susceptible to contracting sexual diseases. Transgender people are 49 times 

more at risk of living with HIV compared to the general population.1309  

 

• Two spirited people often try to get their sex changed; however financial 

limitations smear these dreams too. About 57 percent of the transgender 

people covered by the survey of Human Rights Commission showed keen 

interest in getting sex realignment surgery but they cannot afford it since it 

might just cost them an arm and a leg.1310  

 

• Depression and stress unfortunately become an inseparable part of life and 

hence substance abuse is highly rampant within their community. As per 

2015 data from the National  Survey on Drug Use and Health, adults 

defined as “sexual minority” (including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) 

were more than twice as likely as heterosexual adults to have used any illicit 

drug in the past year (39.1 percent versus 17.1 percent).1311  

 

• Social stigma, physical violence, utter ignorance, lack of care and affection 

and many more adversities lead to transgender falling as victims of 

depression, anxiety disorders, panic attacks and they also develop suicidal 

tendencies, the rate being higher than general population.  

 

• Problems regarding mental health are not dealt with properly even in cases 

of general population, leave aside treatment of non-binary people. About 31 

																																																								
1309 Sujita Sethi, Transgender Health and Their Rights in India, IJRSS, Vol. 8, Issue 10(1), ISSN: 2249-2496, (Oct. 
2018) 
1310 Supra 18 
1311 Substance Use and SUDs in LGBTQ Populations, National Institute on Drug Abuse, (May 23, 2020, 7:25 PM), 
https://www.drugabuse.gov/related-topics/substance-use-suds-in-lgbtq-populations#references  
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to 50 percent of them have attempted suicide at least once before their 20th 

birthday and 40 to 50 persons commit suicide in Karnataka state alone.1312 

 

It is brazenly visible that life of transgender people is tremendously ruined and 

their minds and bodies undergo harassment to such an extent, that the damages 

caused are simply unrecoverable. It was in a recent disturbing incident that a 

transgender police officer R Nasriya attempted suicide in front of camera by 

drinking rat poison. Her grievance was the constant abuse and torture by three 

senior officials due to her being a transgender.1313 Such crimes against the third 

sex occur on a diurnal basis and need urgent stringent checking.  

 

EVOLUTION OF THE LEGAL ENTITLEMENTS OF THIRD 

GENDER  

 

As part of Indian mythology, there has been described an episode wherein Lord 

Ram is just about to set foot in a 14 year long exile. Upon having bid farewell 

to his followers and loved ones, he directs all men and women to disperse as he 

is about to depart. All men and women leave, but a set of people, traditionally 

known as hijras, stood their ground firmly with the contention that were neither 

part of men nor women. Impressed by their devotion and self-regard, Lord Ram 

endowed them with the power to bestow blessings in any auspicious event or 

sacred ceremony.  

 

They were viewed with great admiration and were also treated alike during the 

ancient period. However, their moral and legal liberties were curbed and limited 

to a great extent. Even upon gaining existential recognition they were never 

considered to be an integral part of the society, which till date for many is purely 

composed of “males” and “females”. In no legal document was there any 

column apart from male and female, where they could identify themselves. This 

																																																								
1312 H.G. Virupaksha, Daliboyina Muralidhar and Jayashree Ramakrishna, Suicide and Suicidal Behavior among 
Transgender Persons, Indian J Psychol. Med., (Nov-Dec 2016)  
1313 Akshaya Nath, Abused by Seniors, Transgender Cop Attempts Suicide in Tamil Nadu, India Today, (May 23, 
2020, 7:44 PM), https://www.indiatoday.in/crime/story/abused-by-seniors-transgender-cop-attempts-suicide-in-
tamil-nadu-1402377-2018-12-04  
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caused hindrance in their way of exercising legal and political rights and without 

those they truly had no prominence in the society.  

 

In recent years, many transgender revolutionaries have emerged and are leading 

struggles against the inequity that occurs against the third sex. In fact, 

transgender in India secured voting rights as early as in the year 1994.  

 

In the significant case of Naz Foundation v. Govt. of NCT of Delhi1314, the 

Delhi High Court declared Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code as a provision 

standing against the human rights of gay, lesbian, transgender and other queer 

persons. The Court held it to be a blatant violation of the fundamental rights 

enshrined in our Constitution. As per Section 377, IPC: "Whoever voluntarily 

has carnal intercourse against the order of nature with any man, woman or 

animal, shall be punished with [imprisonment for life], or with imprisonment of 

either description for a term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be 

liable to fine." This judgment was a change maker but it also received 

widespread criticism on the ground that homosexuality is against the principles 

of the traditional Indian society and India does not recognize such sexual 

orientation.  

 

In 2014 the case of National Legal Services Authority v. Union of India1315 and 

Others became a landmark authority in identifying transgender and recognizing 

and defining their rights and interests. The case majorly handled the question of 

“gender identity”, which is the core issue. It had two facets: 

 

a. Whether a person who is born as a male with predominantly female 

orientations (or vice versa), has a right to get himself to be recognized as 

a female as per his choice, when such a person after having undergone 

operational procedure changes his or her sex; and 

b. Whether transgender, who are neither males nor females have a right to 

be identified and categorized as a “third gender”. 

																																																								
1314 (2009) 160 Delhi Law Times 277 
1315 (2014) 5 SCC 438 
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In this judgment the Supreme Court came up with the following major 

decisions:  

 

• Even in the absence of any statutory regime in this country, a person has 

a constitutional right to get the recognition as male or female after 

SRS.  

 

• When talking about accruing identification and rights upon transgender, 

the term “transgender” is strictly limited to hijras and eunuchs and is 

exclusive of lesbian, gay and bisexual individuals.  

 

• Apart from binary gender, hijras and eunuchs may be treated as “third 

gender” for the purpose of safeguarding their rights under part III of the 

Constitution and other legal rights provided by the statutes.  

 

• The Court directed the central and the state governments to treat the 

transgender as socially and educationally backward classes, to provide 

them reservation in cases of admission in educational institutions as well 

as public employment, open and operate separate HIV sero surveillance 

centres as TG people face several sexual issues, to seriously take into 

consideration the mental and physical predicaments faced by TG people, 

frame social welfare schemes for their betterment and take steps to create 

public awareness so that transgender people also feel a part and parcel of 

the society.  

 

• Not providing identity to the TG people robs them of their fundamental 

rights provided under articles 14, 15, 16, 19 and 21 of the Constitution. 

The words “citizens” and “persons” used in these articles are gender 

neutral and thus they are equally applicable on the TG people as well.  

 

• Gender identity is an important aspect of personal identity and is inherent 

to a person. Transgender persons have the right to express their self-
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identified gender by way of speech, mannerism, behavior, presentation 

and clothing, etc. 

 

It must be noticed that before the advent of the NDA government, there was 

no sign of any bill or legal code to be introduced in the country for welfare of 

the third gender. Following strong establishment of the NALSA judgment1316, 

a bill named Rights of Transgender Persons Bill was introduced by Tiruchi 

Siva, a DMK leader in the Rajya Sabha in December 2014. But this bill lapsed 

in the Lok Sabha and simultaneously the Government began drafting its own 

bill which was introduced in Lok Sabha in 2016.  

 

The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill of 2016 came up with 

the following provisions:  

 

• It defines transgender as someone who is:  

 

a) Neither wholly female nor wholly male; or  

b) A combination of female or male; or  

c) Neither female nor male; and whose sense of gender does not match 

the gender assigned to that person at the time of birth, and includes 

trans-men and trans-women, persons with intersex variations and 

“gender-queer”.  

 

• This definition has been criticized due to lack of explanation of terms like 

trans-men and trans-women. To add on, the Supreme Court held that the 

self determination of one’s gender is a part of fundamental right to 

dignity, freedom and personal autonomy guaranteed under article 21 of 

the Constitution.1317 Hence, this definition turned out to be futile as it was 

highly inconsistent with the one established through the NALSA 

judgment1318 since there was no option made available to transgender 

																																																								
1316 Id. 
1317 National Legal Service Authority v. Union of India, (2014) 5 SCC 438 
1318 Supra 31 
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persons to identify their gender as male, female or third gender on the 

basis of their choice (gender identification).  

 

• Under the Bill of 2014, there was no due procedure established for a 

person to acquire his gender identity whereas under the Bill of 2016, a 

person is required to procure a certificate from the District Magistrate to 

be included as a transgender under this bill, which goes against the 

principle of self-identification given to the TG people for securing their 

fundamental and constitutional rights.  

 

• In the Bill of 2014, there was provided 2 percent reservation to 

transgender people in educational and public institutions while in the 

2016 Bill, there is absence of any such provision.  

 

• The bills also differ regarding the grievance redressal system as the 2014 

Bill provided for the establishment of special courts for transgender 

whereas the latter one does not make any such provision. 

 

• The penalty in the 2014 Bill was provided only for hate speech which 

could extend to one-year imprisonment with fine. The 2016 Bill however 

contains penalty in the form of imprisonment varying between 6 months 

and 2 years with fine for compelling a transgender person to beg, denying 

him access to public places or physical, verbal and sexual assault.  

 

• Declaring beggary as an offence under this Bill has been criticized as an 

anomaly since criminal laws on beggary are already in existence. In 

November 2014, approximately 167 transgender people were detained by 

the police within two days in Bangalore under the Karnataka Prohibition 

of Beggary Act, 1975. This detention was conducted arbitrarily and was a 

blatant mass violation of human rights.1319  

																																																								
1319 Gowthaman Ranganathan, Arbitrary detention of Hijras in Bangalore (Nov. 2014); communities demand justice, 
orinam our voices, (May 23, 2020, 9:05 PM) 
https://orinam.net/hijras-detained-bangalore-nov-2014/  
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The loopholes and criticisms of the Bill of 2016 were met by protests by lawyers, 

activists and politicians alike, and it was forwarded to a Standing Committee. 

The committee tendered its report in 2017, on the basis of whose 

recommendations a fresh version of the Bill, known as The Transgender 

Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill was passed in the Lok Sabha in 2018. 

However this Bill also failed to include the recommendations of the Committee 

and hence was rebuffed by members of the Rajya Sabha.  

 

A landmark judgment in 2018 however sparked a revolution in the country. In 

the judgment of Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India1320 the Court held that 

Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code not only criminalizes acts 

(consensual sexual conduct between adults) which should not constitute 

crime but also stigmatizes and condemns LGBTQ individuals in the 

society. If a single, homogenous morality is carved out for a society, it will 

undoubtedly have the effect of hegemonizing or “othering” the morality of 

minorities. Hence this judgment decriminalized consensual sexual activities 

between adults since the values of the Constitution assure to the LGBTQ 

community the ability to lead a life and freedom from fear and to find fulfillment 

in intimate choices.  

 

In another significant of K.S. Puttaswamy (Retd.) and Anr. v. Union of India 

and Anr.1321 the nine judge bench held in clear terms that discrimination against 

an individual on the basis of sexual orientation is deeply offensive to the dignity 

and self-worth of the individual. This was followed by introduction of the 

Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill in July 2019, with the 

objective of covering the loopholes of the past bills. The definition of 

“transgender” was widened under this Bill.1322 Removal of a transgendser from 

household and village was also added as an offence. Establishment of the 

National Council for Transgender Persons (NCT) was also talked about which 

																																																								
1320 (2018) 1 SCC 791 
1321 (2019) 1 SCC 1 
1322 Section 2(k), THE TRANSGENDER PERSONS (PROTECTION OF RIGHTS) BILL, 2019, Bill no. 169 of 
2019 
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was supposed to advise the central government, monitor the impact of policies 

and to redress the grievances of TG people.  

 

CURRENT TRANSGENDER LEGISLATION IN INDIA 

 

India finally adopted the Bill of 2019 as the Transgender Persons (Protection 

of Rights) Act, 2019. This Act was introduced mainly to cover the loopholes 

of the Bill of 2018, out of which it has tackled only a few successfully.  

The main provisions of the legislation are as follows:  

 

• Under this Act, begging has not been criminalized as a lot of the transgender 

population follows it as a ritual and for many it is the only means of survival 

in a society where they are considered outcasts.  

• The Act lifts the mandate of undergoing sex reassignment surgery in order to 

be identified as male and female.  

• The Act prohibits the discrimination of transgender persons parallel to the 

ideals of our Constitution and accepts them as they are.  

• The Act has made provisions for punishing the perpetrators of crime against 

transgender, leading to a minimum imprisonment of six months which may 

extend up to two years along with heavy penalty.  

• The Act allows transgender to apply before a district magistrate for a 

transgender person certificate which will help them change their name on 

their birth certificate and updating all other documents as well.  

This Act has also been criticized widely on various grounds, few of which are 

as follows: 

• The punishment for harassment of a transgender is mockingly low as 

compared to same for harassing a cisgender person. Where ethically speaking, 

the value of life is immeasurable; the consideration for damage to a 

transgender life is put so low, that it might as well not exist only. 

• The chapter prohibiting discrimination is plagued with three major concerns:  

 

a) Lack of an enforcing authority  
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b) Lack of remedial measures, be it in terms of compensation or any 

other means, for the survivor  

c) Lack of punitive measures to be taken against the violator1323. 

 

• Another major criticism is over the point that transgender must not have to take 

the pains of approaching a District Magistrate in order to get a proof of their 

identity in order to get their documents registered. Like any cisgender individual 

they must have the liberty of doing so with the aid of their birth certificates and 

such like documents.  

 

There are various other criticisms to the existing Act, however finally having a 

proper legislation in India which focuses on the upliftment of the transgender 

community is a great achievement. It has also been held in the NALSA 

judgment1324 that Yogyakarta Principles should be applied as a part of Indian 

Law, Principle 2 of which states that it is the duty of the state to adopt 

appropriate legislative and other measures to prohibit and eliminate 

discrimination in the public and private spheres on the basis of sexual 

orientation and gender identity.1325 

 

MEASURES TO BE ADOPTED TO BRING TRANSGENDER LIVES 

AT PAR WITH THE SOCIETY 

 

All over India, transgender have made progress in certain fields of life. For 

example, we got our first transgender MLA, Shanbnam Mausi in the state of 

Madhya Pradesh in 1998 itself. In 2017 K. Prithika Yashini became the first 

transgender sub inspector in Dharmapuri district of Tamil Nadu. Laxmi 

Narayan Tripathi is a beacon of transgender rights activism and in 2008 

																																																								
1323 Guest Writer, A Critique of Transgender Persons (Protections and Rights) Bill, 2019, FEMINISM IN INDIA 
(May 24, 2020, 12:44 PM) https://feminisminindia.com/2019/08/05/critique-transgender-persons-protection-of-
rights-bill-2019/ 
1324 Supra 31 
1325 The Yogyakarta Principles, PRINCIPLE ON THE APPLICATION OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN 
RIGHTS LAW IN RELATION TO SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND GENDER IDENTITY, (March 2007) 
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became the first transgender person to represent Asia Pacific in the United 

Nations. 

 

Despite all of these achievements, heavy amount of labor has to be put in to 

improve their lives at the grass root levels. In order to combat these issues 

following steps need to be implemented: 

 

1. Welfare boards: The first and only state which constituted a Transgender 

Welfare Board was Tamil Nadu in 2008. The Board focused on providing 

transgender specific welfare schemes such as free of cost SRS, educational 

grants, employment and household facilities and to give them access to existing 

government schemes such as Indira Awas Yojana (IAY)1326. This Board 

however is dysfunctional today and failed due to lack of funding and several 

other unknown reasons. There is exigent need to cater for these issues and 

constitute welfare boards in the states for welfare of the transgender at 

rudimentary level and also one at the centre for overall supervision and funding 

of the state welfare boards. 

 

2. Non Governmental Organizations: Tharika, a 19 year old transgender 

woman was rescued by a charity organization when she had run away from her 

village at the age of 14 upon not being able to understand her own sexual 

identity and being treated peculiarly by society and family.1327 The Family 

Planning Authority of India, operational in about 4,000 service points under 

its agenda of improving sexual and reproductive health, also helps transgender 

persons to undergo free sexual transition surgery and lead normal lives. Thus, 

more such charitable institutions and NGOs must be instituted to help 

struggling transgender people.  

 

																																																								
1326 Venkatesana Chakrapani, The Case of TAMIL NADU TRANSGENDER WELFARE BOARD: INSIGHTS 
FOR DEVELOPING PRACTICAL MODELS OF SOCIAL PROTECTION PROGRAMMES FOR 
TRANSGENDER PEOPLE IN INDIA, UNDP India, (2012) 
1327 Respect and acceptance for transgender people in India, IPPF, (May 24, 2020, 3:19 PM), 
https://www.ippf.org/stories/respect-and-acceptance-transgender-people-india  
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3. Increase public awareness: The strongest weapon to improve transgender 

lives is adequate public awareness and support. For instance the Ministry of 

Social Justice and Empowerment directed the National Institute of Social 

Defence to train transgender from around 10 states to fight drug abuse.1328 

Through more such expeditions, media and movies like “Ek Aasha” and 

“Shabnam Mousi”, campaigns, theatre, nukkad naataks, etc. public awareness 

levels have to be increased.  

 

4. Need for actual implementation of existing statutes: Even though India 

has come up with a legal statute to protect the rights of the transgender persons 

in our country, transgender people still face a lot of discrimination in their actual 

lives. The existing statute must be complied with in a strict manner for the 

betterment of their lives. The sanctions behind heinous hate crimes against 

transgender people must be applied effectively to create deterrence in the minds 

of people with an orthodox mindset.  

 

5. Role of NITI Aayog: The five year plans made by the Planning Commission 

had nil welfare schemes for the transgender minority. But now the NITI Aayog 

can take under its ambit, welfare of this community also through specific 

schemes like providing medical help, free SRS, educational scholarships and to 

help them get out of forced sexual work and prostitution by providing equal 

economic opportunities in every field.  

  

																																																								
1328 Ritwika Mitra, National Institute of Social Defence to transgenders on fighting drug abuse, INDIAN EXPRESS, 
(May 24, 2020, 3:33 PM), https://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/2019/september/02/nisd-to-train-
transgenders-on-fighting-drug-abuse-2027757.html  
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CONCLUSION  

 

It is often quoted, “Being a third gender, you are not in the wrong body, you 

are in the wrong society.” This is a scenario which must be reversed. Apart from 

the legalities of the subject, we must also understand that ethically speaking, all 

humans sleep under the same stars and deserve social equality irrespective of 

gender, class, religion, caste, etc. Differences in these factors must not lead to 

social inferiority of a certain people because the crux is that, we all are simply 

human.  

 

In conclusion, it can be said that the world has woken up to the existence and 

rights of transgender but we still have a long way to go in actually securing a 

better standard of living for them, and hopefully so, in the future we will.  
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SOCIETY FOR UN-AIDED PRIVATE SCHOOLS 

OF RAJASTHAN V. UNION OF INDIA AND 

ANR. 

(2012) 6 SCC, WRIT PETITION (C) NO. 95 OF 2010 
-JOYSHREE ROY1329 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Society for Un-aided Private Schools of Rajasthan v. Union of India and Anr. 

Is one of the finest landmark judgment on the Right to Education Act (RTE). Every child 

is the future of their nation. Therefore, their proper education, nutrition, and development are 

important, and the government should take account of it.  From the 7th  Five-Year Plan 

straight on, the judiciary and the Supreme Court of India too have played an active part in 

safeguarding the rights of the children. The Supreme Court of India has established the concept 

of jurisdiction under which any individual or a person can approach the Court with regard to 

the violation of their basic fundamental rights. In the judgment of the Society for Un-aided 

Private Schools of Rajasthan v. Union of India and Anr., The 38th Chief Justice 

of India (CJI), S. H. Kapadia, said  "we find ourselves in the unenviable position of having 

to disagree with the views expressed therein concerning the non-applicability of the Right of 

Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009 (for short "the 2009 Act") to the 

unaided non-minority schools"1330. Giving the gift of education to every child should be the top 

priority of the nation, be it a private institution or government. The grave violation of human 

rights and children's rights is been portrayed in this case. It is not only the responsibility of the 

government but also the private sectors to take charge of this matter. There should be no 

discrimination in giving a proper education, as it is a basic necessity, keeping the right to 

equality at the forefront.  

  

																																																								
1329 Student, 1st Year, B.A. LL.B., Symbiosis Law School, Pune. 
1330 Society for Un-aided Private Schools of Rajasthan v. Union of India, (2012) 6 SCC, (India), para 1. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The case of Society for Un-aided Private Schools of Rajasthan v. Union of 

India and Anr.1331 exhibits the farm duties of the state to safeguard and fulfill 

the fundamental right of the right to education, even when it is being delivered 

by private sectors. It also advocates the accountability of private actors to 

respect human rights, above all the rights to equality. It also highlights the issue 

of non-discrimination, and follow to minimum educational standards 

established by the state. This case also advocates the minority groups to 

establish their schools and protect their culture by defining that the school 

population quotas could not be applied in private minority schools.     

 

FACTS OF THE CASE 

 

An association of Private schools in Rajasthan filed a writ petition challenging 

the validity of section 12(1) (c) of RTE Act1332 instructing admission on unaided 

private schools on the grounds that, the provision of the act imposes upon their 

right to run an educational institution, in absence of governmental interference 

guaranteed, under article 19(1) (g) of the Indian Constitution. The petitioners 

argued that such conditions constitute a grave infringement on the autonomy 

of the institutions and therefore according to the judgment in P.A. Inamdar 

vs. the State of Maharashtra1333, the state cannot impose any constitutional 

obligation on them to reserve the admissions and adhere to state fee 

regulations.1334And also in Pramati Educational and Cultural Trust vs. 

Union Of India.1335 

  

																																																								
1331 Society for Un-aided Private Schools of Rajasthan v. Union of India, (2012) 6 SCC, (India). 
1332 Right to Education Act, 2009. 
1333 P.A. INAMDAR V. STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, AIR 2005 SCC 3226; The court ruled that the right to 
establish an educational institution come under the right to trade and profession and therefore the reservation cannot 
be enforced against a pvt. unaided instituations. 
1334 The validity of Article 15(5) and 21A of the Indian constitution was also challenged. The matter to such extent 
was referred to constitutional bench and for the immediate purposes, the two provisions were deemed to be 
valid,(2012) 6 SCC 1.  
1335 PRAMATI EDUCATIONAL & CULTURAL TRUST V UNION OF INDIA, (2014) 8 SCC 1. 
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ISSUE 

Issues questioning the constitutionality of the Right To Education Act, 

2009 are : 

 

1. Whether making necessary private schools to satisfy a mandatory 25% 

reservation violated Article 19 of the Indian Constitution, which 

guarantees the right to practice any profession or occupation smoothly.  

2.  Whether making necessary minority private schools to satisfy the one-

fourth reservation quotas violates Article 30 of the Indian Constitution, 

which protects the right of minority groups to establish and administer 

private schools.  
 

COMMENT 

 

INDIAN LAW 

 

The 86th Act of the constitutional amendment, 2002 guaranteed the 

fundamental right, of Right to Free and Compulsory Education under Article 

21A of the Indian Constitution which made it mandatory on the state to create 

provisions of education for children between the age of 6 to 14 years or up to 

elementary level. The amendment was followed by the Right to Education Act, 

2009 to ensure and to give power to the above-mentioned amendment. The act 

requires the assurance of free education to all children who are admitted by the 

government school and provides reservation of 25% seats for children from 

unprivileged classes or sections of society. The act advises certain norms to be 

followed by the schools compulsorily to maintain their legal recognition. Article 

12(1) (c) of the RTE act, 2009 was met with oppositions due to the extension 

of the legal obligation of 25% reserved quota for weaker sections of the society 

to the non-state actors. Several private schools confronted the prejudicial 

obligation of governing and infrastructural commitment. Thereby, violating 

their constitutional right to practice any profession under article 19(1)(g) of the 

Indian Constitution arbitrarily. The constitutional right of minority groups to 
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establish and administer school under article 30 of the constitution was also 

assumed to be violated through the operationalization of the act. 

 

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND COMMON LAW  

 

The statement cited by the justice Radhakrishnan in his rebellious opinion that 

even in the common law principles and International laws of positive morality 

the responsibility of fulfillment of various socio-economic rights and their 

enforcement lies categorically only against state and are not available private 

unaided actors; including where such rights constitute a status of fundamental 

importance in the constitution. He stressed articles 28 and 29 of the United 

Nations Convention on rights of the child and kept that there express inclusion 

of private institutions even from the conventions compulsion.1336 Further 

support was also made on the common law cases like Grootboom case1337 and 

the Treatment action campaign case.1338 

 

Relevant Legal Provisions: 

 

National  

 

• Article 21A of the Constitution of India  

• Section 12 of the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education 

Act 2009. 

 

International  

 

• Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights  

• Article 28 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child  

• Articles 13 and 14 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights. 

																																																								
1336 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966, U.N. Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1966. 
1337 GOVT OF REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA V. GROOTBOOM, (2001) 1 SA 46 (CC). 
1338 MINISTER OF HEALTH V. TREATMENT ACTION CAMPAIGN, (2002) 5 SA 721 (CC). 
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JUDGEMENT OF THE COURT 

 

A 3 judge bench of the Supreme Court (SC) of Chief Justice S.H. Kapadia, 

Justices Swatanter Kumar and Justice K.S. Radhakrishnan upheld the 

constitutionality of the Right To Education Act, with Justice K.S. 

Radhakrishnan which was held uncooperative. The majority judgment held that 

Article 19(6) permitted the State to impose reasonable restrictions on the right 

to carry on any occupation, trade or business under Article 19(1)(g) and that the 

25% reservation commitment on private unaided schools and institutions was a 

judicious restriction. However, the Supreme Court of India carved out an 

exception from the solicitation of the RTE Act and held that Section 12(1)(c) 

of the RTE Act necessitating unaided minority schools to admit children from 

underprivileged groups violated the minority character of those institutions. 

And Therefore, the RTE Act could not be applied to private unaided minority 

schools. 

 

ANALYSIS 

 

The uncertain tone in various case laws and provisions leaves the question of 

the acceptability of any impingement of a constitutional provision through 

ordinary legislation that was left unanswered. Justice Kapadia’s preached that 

the statement laid down by the court in TMA Pai case cannot be stretched to 

the applications of Right to Education act as the case did not firmly discover 

the connection between article 21A and 19(1)(g) in context of reservation in an 

unaided private institution.1339 According to him, the operation of the above 

case is restricted to the unaided higher educational institutions and not on the 

provisions for elementary education. The argument, however, seems 

unconvincing on many levels. Justice Kapadia’s answer does not lodge into the 

possibility and language of article 19(1) (g), which can be understood with 

various meanings for the same institution even for the same state action 

																																																								
1339 Anup Surendranath, the Right to Education Case: Was another Constitutional Amendment Required, Law and 
other things, 1st May 2012. [http://lawandotherthings.blogspot.in/2012/05/guest-post-from-anup-
surendranathright.html]. 
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regarding the matter. Correspondingly, although the objective of the state action 

in specific inclusivity of schools as against the higher education institute is 

different qualitative reasoning for such difference in implementing the right to 

elementary education unhindered under article 19(1) (g) of the Indian 

Constitution is not delivered. Absence of any specific provision in the 

constitutional text which permits the imposition of legal obligation on non-state 

actors to provide free and compulsory education implies the acceptance of legal 

principles of fundamental importance enumerated under article 19(1)(g) in its 

original form and hence, impingement of which is difficult by means ordinary 

legislative action. Practically, the implementation of provisions in right to 

education act will always be open-ended and Compulsion on private entities to 

do so would amount to the nationalization of seats and would constitute a 

serious infringement on the autonomy of the institutions. 1340 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Going through the analysis of the case, I would like to state that Justice 

Radhakrishnan was right in arguing that the enactment of the 86th amendment 

by the parliament must be in ignorance of the Supreme Court’s decision in the 

TMA Pai case. Unaided school can be required to reserve a quota of one-fourth 

seats in admission but half-hearted provisions leave it open to constitutional 

challenges. The nonappearance of definite provision and Supreme Court’s 

decision in the TMA Pai case leaves it in the point of constitutionally unjustified 

to inflict a legal duty on the private unaided sectors and the provisions merged 

in the constitution for the right to education go a long way in indicating the 

responsibility was laid solely and imperatively upon the State in a clear and 

unmistakable tone. The Declaration of right to education under Art 21A 

through the 86th constitutional amendment mandates on the state to provide 

free and compulsory education enables the states to adopt the model enshrined 

in the Right to Education Act. However, the paradox of business interest of the 

																																																								
1340 J. Venkatesan, S.H. Kapadia’s tenure targeted corruption in high places, The Hindu.com, (New Delhi, India), Sept. 
28, 2012, 01:45 IST,  https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/sh-kapadias-tenure-targeted-corruption-in-high-
places/article3942899.ece. 
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private school, their constitutional guarantee to establish and administer 

educational institutions under Article 19(1)(g) of the Indian Constitution against 

the obligation of reasonable restriction under Article 19(6) read with 21A, is a 

constitutionally invalid method. Disagreeing form the majority opinion, there 

seems no need to interpret the restrictions in Art. 19(1)(g) with respect to 

directive principles as those would cause submersion of rights and will result in 

weakening of constitutional rights. What is needed is a comprehensive and 

liberal organizational clarification of constitutional principles. Despite the fact 

that the court is yet to develop a comprehensible approach to the role of 

legislative interpretation and legislative intent in adjudication, the explanatory 

complication and statutory limitation ascending due to the model employed by 

the state to ensure free and compulsory elementary education and the view 

taken by the Supreme Court of India in case of laws beforehand the case of 

Society for unaided private schools of Rajasthan v. Union of India directs for a 

further requirement of a constitutional amendment extending the obligation to 

the non-sate actor through specific constitutional provision. 
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STRUCTURING ISLAMIC FINANCE IN INDIA 
-SAKSHI GUPTA1341 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

International project finance is a corporate finance, but it is more complex than typical 

commercial loans. Project finance benefits both lenders and project sponsors. So now a day, the 

popularity of project finance is rising in the markets all over the world specially in rapidly 

growing markets of the southeast region. What is project finance? Simply speaking, project 

finance is a lending to a particular project rather than lending for a project1342. For example, 

lending money for building a pipeline by an international company would not be project finance 

because the lender would be looking to the oil company’s financial status not revenues generated 

from pipeline as the basis for repayment of the loan. But, if the oil company establishes its 

wholly owned subsidiary to build and operate the pipeline, loans to this newly formed subsidiary 

would be project finance because the lenders would look to income from the pipeline for 

repayment of the loans. Hence, the project finance is a self-liquidating form of finance which 

means that the project itself is the source of repayment1343. In other words, the project finance 

is the analysis of complete life cycle of a project in which a cost- benefit analysis is used to 

determine if the economic benefits of a project are larger than the economic costs. 

 

  

																																																								
1341 Assistant Professor, Maharashtra National Law University. 
1342Robert S. Rendell, How lenders can avoid risks in project finance, American Bar Association, Business Law Today, 
Vol. 3, No. 6 (1994), pp. 30-31, https://www.jstor.org/stable/23288504, Accessed: 07-04-2020 04:25 UTC 
1343 ibid 
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Islamic finance is the only financial system which is directly based on the ethical 

order of a major religion. The Islamic financial system provides not only 

investment guidelines, but also a complete set of special investment and 

financing products. This research provides an introduction to Islamic finance in 

relation to project finance Islamic finance is one of the most important aspects 

of Islamic socioeconomic doctrine1344. Since one fourth of the world’s 

population is Muslims or followers of Islam and increasingly they represent an 

important part of global economy. Very few people know much about the 

Islamic finance except the rudimentary fact that the interest is prohibited in 

Islam. The researcher will begin with the historical and legal background of 

Islamic finance and then will explain reasons for growth of Islamic financial 

institutions. 

 

Islamic finance is based on Sharia, the Islamic Law which provides certain 

guidelines for multiple aspects of Muslim life, including religion, economics, 

politics, banking and aspects of legal system. There are certain fundamental 

financial principles of Sharia as- 

 

Ø  Ban on interest 

Ø Ban on uncertainty 

Ø Adherence to risk-sharing and profit-sharing 

Ø Promotion of ethical investments that enhance society 

Ø Do not violate practices banned in the Qur’an and tangible asset-backing 

 

In Islam, money is a measure of value not a commodity. According to Islamic 

law, debt creates a relationship in which all parties to a contract share the risk 

and responsibility. The participant of the transaction put money for practical 

use in creating real value. The money must be used to create, and not to be a 

commodity in on and of it. “In short, money must not be made from money.” 

 

 

																																																								
1344 Benjamin C. Esty, Modern Project Finance: a Case book, p. 428 
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OBJECTIVE 

 

The objective of this research is to explain the fundamental principles and ethics 

of the Islamic finance and banking system with reference to project finance in 

order to promote as an alternative to conventional banking in global markets.  

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

The researcher has adopted the doctrinal mode of research methodology 

consisting of secondary sources such as Books, Bare Acts & Web Resources. 

 

RELIGIOUS AND LEGAL BACKGROUND OF ISLAMIC FINANCE 

 

The meaning of the term Islam, an Arabic term, is “surrender” which explains 

the essential religious characteristic of Islam that the followers accept his/her 

surrender to the will of God or Allah (known in Arabic). The will of Allah, to 

which a man must submit, is known through the Quran (a sacred scripture). 

Islam governs the relationship between God and his creation and the Sharia 

(governing body according to Quran) guides the life of Muslims. Due to absence 

of separation between the religious and secular aspects of life, Islam is more 

correctly considered as a comprehensive code of life governing legal, ethical, 

and social matters. Despite of being codified body of law, the Sharia is an ever-

expanding interpretation of religious view. Sharia derives these provisions 

through the discipline of fiqh, or jurisprudence. Fiqh is the opinion of people 

who try to interpret the divine law based on several sources and methods which 

are as: 

 

Ø The Quran- actual word of God transmitted through Prophet 

Mohammed 

Ø The Sunna- Prophet Mohammed’s Saying and deeds 

Ø The Ijma- agreement, among the Islamic community, will be the basis for 

decision making 
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Ø Qiyas- Qiyas is the derivation of new judicial decisions through the use 

of strict analogy based on the texts of the Quran and Hadith. 

Ø Ijtihad- it is the opinion of jurists based on Quran and Sunna. 

 

The Sharia prescribes four main prohibitions which distinguishes the Islamic 

financial system from “conventional” and “western” finance.1345 One of the 

most essential principles of Islamic finance is the scriptural prohibition on 

interest known as riba. The objective behind this prohibition is to prevent 

exploitation of socially and economically deprived people and it also highlights 

the emphasis on social welfare over individual welfare in Islam. Even Adam 

Smith has recognized the prohibition of interest as a hallmark of Islamic finance 

in his famous book ‘The Wealth of Nations’.1346 

 

The concepts particularly riba, gharar, and masir, though strictly prohibited in 

theory, has attracted a tremendous amount of debate when it is being applied in 

everyday life. To resolve these issues, there are fiqh academies which comprised 

of Islamic legal and religious scholars particularly in the presence of institutional 

and technological innovations. Through these debates, the jurists issue fatwas 

or legal rulings on various issues. Nationalistic, cultural and political views tend 

to mix with region which results into varying degrees of religious intensity. The 

countries that have Islamic Governments are having the entire economic system 

aligned with Islamic principles (e.g. Pakistan, Iran and Sudan).1347 More 

moderate governments (Bahrain, Brunei, Kuwait, Turkey, Malaysia and UAE) 

adopted Islamic banking supporting a dual banking system with conventional 

banks. Moreover, other countries such as Singapore and Indonesia neither 

oppose nor support Islamic banking and there are other countries (Saudi Arabia 

and Oman) that actively oppose creation of separate banking sectors.1348 

																																																								
1345 Allen and Overy, Islamic finance (Dubai, 1993), p. 2 
1346 Smith argues that even in economics where interest is prescribed, people will not lend without considering 
potential profits, as well as the cost of default. The latter is incorporated into the interest rate- and is one of the reasons 
he gives to explains high interest rates in Islamic economies (The Wealth of Nations (Chicago, IL: University of 
Chicago Press, 1976), Book I, Chapter IX). 
1347 Vogel and hayes, Islamic Law and Finance, p.11 
1348The Saudi Arabia Government believes that by declaring certain financial institutions as Islamic, they would be 
implicitly branding other institutions as Un-Islamic. For this reason, it does not distinguish Islamic banks in the 
chartering process. 
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ISLAMIC FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

 

The independence of Islamic countries following World War II, combined with 

the renaissance of Islamic sentiment, set the stage for the modern era of Islamic 

finance. The first Islamic financial institution named Mit Ghamr Local Saving 

Bank was established in 1963 in Egypt. Early development was very low prior 

to the oil boom in the 1970s. Prior to this the majority of Middle Eastern wealth 

was controlled by few ruling families and selected group of business persons. 

Given limited alternatives to invest “Islamically,” they invested in conventional 

financial institutions and did so with little social recrimination. The influx of 

petrodollars had created a larger portion of wealthy citizens looking for ways to 

invest their saving in conformance with the Sharia. The growing demand for 

Islamic financial institutions and renwed faith in Islamic principle, the financial 

institutions began to establish throughout the global Islamic world. 

 

By 1997, total 176 Islamic financial institutions were established with $148 

billion of assets, operating in more than 50 countries. These financial 

institutions collectively are referred as Islamic Banks, the term appears to be not 

correctly used because there are many types of financial institutions, including 

investment, commercial and development banks. In drawing the operating 

guidelines of these financial institutions from Sharia, the Islamic banks differ 

from their western counterparts in several ways1349. 

 

Ø Firstly, they use interest free methodology for business- Avoid riba. The 

relationship between the financial institutions and their costumers is of 

the sharing in financial risks and profits. 

Ø Secondly, the purpose of these banks is not to make profits. The bank 

must confirm with religious principles before investing in any project. 

The advisory committee of Sharia oversees the conduct of each 

institution and the committee comprised of one to seven members must 

meet once in four months to discuss specific products and 

																																																								
1349 Benjamin c. Esty, Modern Project Finance: a casebook, p. 432 
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transactions.1350 It is the committee’s duty to determine which transaction 

is permissible or Halal, or whch is impermissible or Haram. For example, 

public accounting firms, they give annual reports in which they examine 

whether an institution has acted in accordance with the rules and 

regulations of Sharia. 

 
ISLAMIC FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND PRINCIPLES 

 

1. The principles of Islamic finance have been provided in Quran, which 

muslims believes are words of Go. These principles have been narrowed 

down in six individual concepts as- 

 

i. Predetermined loan repayments as interest (riba) is prohibited. 

ii.  Islamic financial system is based on sharing of profit and loss. 

iii.  Making money out of money is forbidden, all financial transactions 

must be asset-backed. Money is not a commodity. 

iv. Prohibition on realizing a gain from speculation (mayseer) 

v.  The contracts approved by Sharia are acceptable. 

vi.  Sanctity of contracts must be protected. 

 

2. Basic financial Instruments- 

 

Islamic institutions provide different types of instruments to satisfy providers 

and users of funds as: sales, trade financing, and investment. Basic instruments 

are – 

 

Equity-like instruments (Residual Claims) 

§ Mudaraba: profit and loss sharing 

§ Mosharaka: Islamic version of joint venture 

§ Preferred stock 

 

 

																																																								
1350 Vogel and Hayes, Islamic law and finance, p. 49 
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Debt-like instruments (Fixed Claims) 

 

§ Murabaha: cost-plus financing 

§ Ijara: leasing 

§ Muqarada- partnership 

§ Bay’salam: forword sale 

§ Bay’ mu’ ajjal: deferred-payment sale 

§ Bay-al-salam: deferred delivery sale 

 

In deferred payment sale, the delivery is made on the spot but payment can be 

delayed for an agreed period and the payment can be in a lump sum amount or 

in installments without any extra charge for the delay. These instruments are 

fundamental building blocks for developing a wide group of more complex 

financial instruments which shows that there is great opportunity for financial 

innovation and boost in Islamic financial markets. There are several ways of 

Islamic financing, however in the world of commercial financing specially in 

project financing, few instruments are commonly used than others these are 

given below- 

 

EQUITY-LIKE INSTRUMENTS 

 

1. Mudaraba: Profit And Loss Sharing 

 

This is similar to an investment fund in which managers handle a pool of funds. 

The agent-manager both are having limited liability while having sufficient 

incentives to perform.1351 Under Modaraba contract, an Islamic bank renders 

funds to finance a project, while an enterprise gives management skills. In 

financing a particular project, the institution employs the funds investors not its 

own. This contract is very similar to western limited partnership in many ways. 

The financial institution pays for management skills from the profit and deducts 

its own fees then the remaining profits are divided among the investors. 

																																																								
1351 Hussein Alasrag, Principals of the Islamic finance: a focus on project finance, p. 22 
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The following are some of the characteristics of the Modaraba relationship: 

 

(1) The relationship is entered into between the parties for a certain duration in 

which the repayment of capital is provided for on the basis of mutual 

agreement. 

 

(2) Determination of profit distribution and principal repayment is mutually 

agreed for a certain fixed duration and the date on which such determination 

is carried out. On such date of determination, audited financial accounts 

including balance sheet and income statements are submitted to the parties 

for necessary determination. 

 

(3) From the net profit after payment of all costs including management costs 

(including the salary of the Client himself) the Client is paid his management 

Fee at the rate prescribed under the relationship contract. The balance of the 

profit goes to the Islamic bank for distribution to Investors. 

 

(4) While fixed ratios are permissible, fixed amounts of profit for either party are 

not permitted under this form of financing. 

 

(5) Each party exercises business discretion strictly in terms of the relationship 

contract and discretionary authorities so approved. This avoids confusion 

and provides clear-cut functional process. 

 

(6) The Modaraba capital is only consumed for the purposes approved under the 

relationship and the Client has no authority to invest such capital in other 

ventures without prior approval of the Islamic bank. 

 

2. Mosharaka: Islamic version of joint venture 

 

This instrument is very similar to mudaraba except that the participants are not 

confined to distinct roles as either manager or financier, instead both share the 

provision of capital and management of company. Musharaka financing is the 
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same financing contract as Modaraba except that the Client also provides a part 

of the capital, in addition to providing management and know-how. On the 

other hand, the Investor may provide a part of the management and know-how, 

in addition to capital. In that case, the sharing of the profit from the unit is 

adjusted accordingly on both sides and the discretionary authority of each 

palmer and a relationship framework is clearly defined. It has also the same 

relevant implications as listed under Modaraba Financing. 

 

DEBT-LIKE INSTRUMENTS (FIXED CLAIMS) 

 

1. Murabaha- trade with mark-up or cost-plus sale 

 

In a Murabaha contract, an Islamic financial institution buys a particular 

commodity and then resells it to a costumer at a later date for pre-determined 

price. In this transaction, the institution earns profits from the markup price of 

the commodity which is a difference between the price paid for purchase and 

price paid by the clients for that particulay commodity. The client may choose 

for immediate payment or deferred payment.  

 

Such contracts end to come under fire for contravening the prohibition of pre-

determined profit principle but it is justified by the fact that the client is not 

forced to repurchase the commodity from the institution. This transaction 

creates a certain degree of risks on the banks and its profit is directly derived 

from that risks. In general, the murabaha contracts are considered to be a short 

term agreement. 

 

Around 75 percent of Islamic financial transactions are cost-plus sales. 

Murabaha was originally an exchange transaction in which a trader purchases 

items required by an end user. The trader then sells those items to the end-user 

at a price that is calculated using an agreed profit margin over the costs incurred 

by the trader. 
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2. Ijara: leasing 

 

This is a contract whereby the Islamic bank purchases an asset and leases it to a 

Client. The lease contract specifies the leasing period, the amount and timing of 

lease payments and the responsibilities of both parties during the life of the 

lease. Leases can be simple rentals or more elaborate contractual arrangements 

committing the parties to future actions. 

 

Islamic principles of finance permit the purchase of an asset for subsequent 

rental which may include cert profit to the Investor. A commercial or individual 

client wishing to acquire the use of capital equipment may request the Islamic 

bank to purchase such asset and oblige itself to rent such asset from the Islamic 

bank.1352 

 

The instrument also permits some mismatching of short-term liabilities with 

long term assets because: 

 

Ø The instrument is marketable and is convertible into cash on demand. 

Ø Periodic rent reviews are permitted. Accordingly, even though it is a 

longer term form of financing, the Investor will never be tied down to a 

fixed type of return which may not meet its investment objectives. Rent 

review can be tied by mutual consent to any international index that 

reflects relevant market conditions. 

 

If the asset is of high quality, the Islamic bank may not have to rely so much on 

the credit risk of the client as on the asset itself. This allows a relaiively weaker 

credit risk Client to obtain Ijara financing. 

 

These considerations make leasing an attractive type of finance for Islamic 

banks and there is growing interest on their part in this form of financing. 

However, the main question is the selection of the assets which meet the 

																																																								
1352 Imtiaz A. Pervez, Islamic Finance, Arab Law Quarterly, Vol. 5, No. 4 (Nov., 1990), pp. 259-281, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3381929, accessed 5th April 2020. 
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criterion. At present, Islamic banks tend to opt for commercial passenger 

aircraft although it is a very big ticket item and financing for such an asset 

involves very long periods. Also important is the question of taxation since the 

Islamic bank's income from this form of financing is taxable in many developed 

and under-developed countries.1353 

 

3. Muqarada: Islamic bond- Muqarada, where a banks floats Islamic bonds 

to finance a project, and members take a share of the profits (or losses) of 

the project,  

 

4. Bay-al-salam- where a buyer pays, in advance, a specified quantity of a 

commodity at an agreed price. 

 

5. Takafol: Insurance- which is a policy of mutual co-operation, solidarity, 

and brotherhood against unpredicted risk or catastrophes. Parties 

contribute genuinely, and to pool their resources, in order to donate 

compensation to the aggrieved party when the insured event occurs. Funds 

are invested in projects acceptable under the Shariah. 

 

ISLAMIC FINANCE: CHALLENGES AND FUTURE 

DEVELOPMENTS 

 

Although the discipline of Islamic finance has grown rapidly over the last few 

decades, several obstacles remain as impediments to future growth. Similar to 

conventional financial institutions, Islamic financial institutions face the 

problems of adverse selection and moral hazards. Potential bad credit risks will 

seek out institutions willing to lend funds on profit loss basis. Without the 

incentives to utilize the funds effectively, or at least be accountable for a return 

on it, enterprises may take advantage of it. Consequently, the lender is at the 

mercy of the honest nature of borrower. Fortunately, honesty and contractual 

obligation are mandated through other religious principles. 

																																																								
1353 Ibid 
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Why Conventional Insurance Is Prohibited under Islamic Law- The 

Islamic financial system is not against the basic principle of insurance but is not 

in favor of its being commercialized. Firstly, riba is involved in conventional 

insurance, both directly and indirectly. An excess on one side, in the case of 

exchange between the amount of premium and the sum insurer, is the direct 

involvement of riba, while investment in interest-based business by the insurer 

refers to the indirect involvement of the policyholder in a riba based transaction. 

Secondly, gharar (uncertainty) also occurs with regard to the subject matter, and 

the price and the rights and liabilities of parties in com mutative contracts also 

involve maisir and qimar (gambling). Gharar would be found if the liability of 

any of the parties to a contract was uncertain or contingent, delivery of one of 

the exchange items was not in the control of any one party, or the payment from 

one side was uncertain. Qimar is found in an ideal situation, if the profit of one 

party is dependent on the loss of the other party. It also involves maisir, which 

means obtaining something too easily or making a profit. 

 

GENERAL ISSUES FACED BY THE ISLAMIC FINANCIAL 

INSTITUTIONS 

 

Islamic financial institutions face many problems such as- operational, legal, and 

infrastructural. Some of issues are- 

 

• Loss of Opportunities- When the clients fail to repay its fixed obligations to an 

Islamic financial institution on due date, the damages are allowed under Islam 

for payment to these institutions but these damages are subject to certain 

conditions as following: 

 

1) The institutions have to give several notices to the client asking him to repay 

the amount. 

2) The first occurrence of non-payment will not be chargeable. 

3) The institution has to ensure that the client has capacity to meet his obligations. 

4) Such damages will not exceed the rate of profit which the investor would have 

received if the repayments had been made on time. 
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• Sharia Law's Admissibility in International Courts- The matter of admissibility 

of legal contracts bound by Sharia laws in international courts has many 

implications. Even when contracts between two parities may be acceptable in 

certain courts, in the event of a dispute, local law will prevail should any of the 

Sharia provisions violate the relevant provisions of the local law. Should such 

provisions of the local law mean violation of the Sharia law itself, the same will 

not be acceptable to the Islamic bank. This leaves the Islamic bank in a great 

quandary as it may not be able to obtain full recourse against the Client under 

the contract that was prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Sharia. 

 

• Manpower Shortage- Unwillingness on the part of many to move away from 

the mainstream of conventional banking is a situation that Islamic banks are 

faced with today which is hampering the building of their manpower resources 

and further development. This is because Islamic banking as an alternative 

financial system is not considered by many in conventional banking as a well- 

established phenomenon. Nor do Islamic establishments have such a wide 

network and scope so that a professional m conventional banking may 

comfortably look towards a future career in the same sense as he looks to the 

conventional ones. Opting to change over to Islamic banking for a conventional 

banker, amounts to him sacrificing his interests unless he is religiously 

committed to the concept. Accordingly, manpower development within Islamic 

banking is faced with added difficulties on that account alone. 

 

• Undeveloped Interbank and Financial Markets- Inter-Islamic-bank markets are 

almost non-existent so that Islamic banks cannot place or raise funds from 

among themselves on an established pattern. Only in Pakistan and Iran do such 

markets exist, but these are relevant to the local currencies only. 

 

• Lack of Uniform Accounting Standards for Islamic Banking- Among Islamic 

financial institutions, there is generally no uniformity in accounting policies and 

standards. As a result, there is no consistency in the accounting treatment of 

various operations; even the presentation of their financial statements. In this 

situation, the reader of financial accounts of an Islamic financial institution finds 
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it hard to relate the results of one institution with another. For example, the 

Investment Funds in one institution are expressed as the funds under 

management and reported below the line of its balance sheet on the premise 

that according to the Sharia, such funds are invested for the benefit and at the 

risk of the customer and being fiduciary in nature do not form part of the bank's 

liabilities. Another bank will report the same above the line within its balance 

sheet because the relevant regulatory authority in whose jurisdiction it operates 

requires it to do so for reserve and other prudential ratio evaluation purposes. 

Similarly, the treatment of accrual of morabaha profit over the period of the 

transaction also differs. While one Islamic financial institution may book the 

entire transaction profit on the day of the sale, the other may amortize it over 

the transaction period on "straight line" basis to provide relevant income on 

investment throughout the period. Islamic banks have recently agreed to 

establish an accounting standards board in Bahrain which should ultimately 

solve this problem. 

 

• Track Record- Only a couple of decades old Islamic banking in practice is 

relatively very young. The lack of a long established track record in Islamic 

banking does not give investor an adequate sense of comfort. Even a slight 

negative movement in results can, therefore, induce this lack of comfort and 

may lead to a run on deposits. Islamic banks are, therefore forced to maintain 

an unusually high level of liquidity which adversely affects their profitability. 

 

Islam forbids the charging and payment of interest on borrowed money and 

emphasizes on social and economic justice and equality through distribution of 

wealth within the society. Since the first commercial Islamic bank had been 

established in 1975, these institutions have experienced fast global acceptance 

following these Islamic financial principles. With annual growth rates of 

between 15 percent and 20 percent, the assets of the Islamic finance sector are 

expected to reach the US $ 2 trillion mark by the year 20151354.  

 

																																																								
1354 Dubai International Financial Centre, (2010) Islamic Finance set to be $ 2 trillion industry globally within five 
years . Dubai International Financial Centre Press Release, 24 May, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 
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The strong performance of the Islamic financial institutions during the global 

financial crisis has further enhanced the reputation of the sector as a legitimate 

alternative to the conventional financing system. However, the sector faces 

many challenges as it continues to expand globally. These challenges include the 

regulatory environment in some countries that limit the ability of Islamic 

financial institutions to offer certain financing products, and a lack of consumer 

knowledge about the system.1355 

 

PROBLEM OF IMPLEMENTING ISLAMIC FINANCE IN INDIA 

 

In India the scope of Islamic banking is very large because 140 million Muslims 

live in India which is around 15 per cent of the Islamic population. According 

to Standard & Poor's Ratings Services the potential market is $4 trillion 

worldwide; therefore this can be a tool for enhancing economic development 

in India. This will provide opportunities to the laborers and the working class 

belonging to the community.  

 

There are several foreign banks operating in India, like Citibank, Standard 

Chartered Bank, HBSC are operating interest free windows in several West 

Asian countries, USA and Europe. The growing awareness about the concept 

among Indian banks and it is generally felt that there is a huge potential market 

in India for Islamic banking. Several banks in the country have shown an 

inclination to undertake this form of interest-free banking.  

 

However, unless proper regulations are in place to oversee this form of banking, 

it will not be possible for scheduled commercial banks to follow the Islamic 

rules of banking even in a small way. Islamic banking has been approved by RBI 

in India. This welcome development was expected after Dr. Raghuram Rajan 

took over as the governor of RBI, replacing D. Subbarao whose position on 

Islamic Banking was not favorable. Dr Raghuram Rajan, a former Chief 

Economist of IMF and the Chief Economic Adviser to the Finance Ministry, 

																																																								
1355 Rammal , H .and Zurbruegg , R .( 2007 ) Awareness of Islamic banking products among Muslims: The case of 
Australia . Journal of Financial Services Marketing, 
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was the head of the Committee of the Financial sector Reforms-CFSR of the 

Planning Commission which recommended Islamic Banking to be approved in 

India. So, on August 6, 2013 Dr. Manmohan Singh approved Dr. Raghuram's 

appointment as the governor of RBI, people like us got fresh hopes, and RBI 

finally gave a 'Go ahead' to it. 

 

ISLAMIC BANKING CURRENT STATUS IN INDIA 

 

A remarkable step taken recently by the Government of Kerala launched a 

Sharia-compliant financial institution and wished to establish it by 2010, due to 

non approval of RBI it was not working. A study has been done by Ernst & 

Young to analyze the implication of the Central, State and Municipal taxes for 

establishing Islamic financial institution with the objective to grow into a full-

fledged Global Islamic Bank. This institution will be started with a share capital 

of Rs.1000 crores and the Kerala State Industries Corporation will have 11% 

share and remaining 89% from private investors. (RAQEEB, 2009) 

 

Islamic Banking And Agricultural Development- Islamic finance opposition is 

not only based on religious reasons and fears that that there is insufficient local 

expertise to sustain the industry, but also on a general level of ignorance about 

Islamic finance. But there is no barrier to non-Muslims who wish to use Islamic 

financial services. Islamic finance is meant for all mankind, irrespective of 

religion and with its moral objectives of promoting fairness and social 

development, it may also provide a solution to the problems of unemployment 

and poverty in the community. In the Indian town of Maharastra more than 70 

farmers committed suicide in 2008, because they had taken loans from banks to 

finance their grape crop, but due to unseasonal rain their crops were destroyed 

and they were not in a position to repay the principal amount with interest.  

 

Mr. Sahu lives in a district that recorded 206 farmer suicides last year. Police 

records for the district add that many deaths occur due to debt and economic 

distress. In another village nearby, Beturam Sahu, who owned two acres of land 

was among those who committed suicide. His crop was yet to be harvested, but 
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his son Lakhnu left to take up a job as a manual labourer. His family must repay 

a debt of 3000 and the crop this year is poor. Bharatendu Prakash, from the 

Organic Farming Association of India, told the Press Association: "Farmers' 

suicides are increasing due to a vicious circle created by money lenders. They 

lure farmers to take money but when the crops fail, they are left with no option 

other than death." Had there been a fully-fledged Islamic banking system in 

India, this may not have taken place. 

 

Islamic Banking and Inclusive Growth- Islamic banking operations could 

enable inclusive growth that the Indian government is relentless trying to 

achieve. Easier access to credit, little or no collateral requirements could help in 

penetration of banking facilities to even the lowest strata. Though it is criticized 

that Islamic banking credit comes at a larger cost, one could still argue that it is 

better to charge larger costs through profit sharing agreements than to totally 

deprive one of credit. Also, since the Islamic bank often gains a managerial 

control over the financed entity, the government might be expected to incur 

lesser cost on mobilizing tax revenues from these entities. 

 

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

 

Islamic finance has grown very fast in recent years across the world at a growth 

rate 15-20 percent annually. The ethical principles of these financial institutions 

make them more attractive to the ethically-conscious lenders who want a 

socially just financial institution. More Muslim-clients are choosing to invest in 

Islamic financial instruments and solutions available through long-established 

Islamic banks from Muslim countries. Muslims, as well as non-Muslims, 

banking customers in the West are also increasingly attracted by the ethical 

Islamic model. Recognizing the importance of Islamic finance, many financial 

players have decided to respond to the market demands. This was particularly 

through establishing new banks, switching from conventional to Islamic 

methods of banking operations, the establishment of Islamic windows, moving 

from Islamic windows to separate subsidiaries, and shifting from being a bank-

like finance company to become a full-fledged bank. At the countries level, 
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European governments are trying to out-compete each other in setting a viable 

framework for establishing Islamic finance. 

 

The global economic crisis requires a long-term solution, however, for now 

many markets are finding the stability of Islamic finance as a potential solution. 

Several European Governments, as well as financial institutions, are looking for 

dependability in a market at a time when such a word is evasive. Islamic finance 

is providing the necessary security and peace of mind to a timid marketplace 

with its method of asset based transactions. For these reasons, European 

governments are undertaking the necessary requirements to foster the growth 

of Islamic finance by adjusting their banking laws to accommodate Sharia 

compliant transactions. The interesting query is whether a similar direction will 

be taken within the United States to aid in building a stronger. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Islamic financial institutions work far below their capacity because Islamic 

banking by itself cannot take root in the absence of the other necessary 

components of an Islamic financial system. A number of limitations will have 

to be addressed before any long-term strategy can be formulated. Improvement 

should be made in several areas to enhance and promote the Islamic financial 

services. However these areas need immediate action: 

 

Ø Financial engineering and financial innovation 

Ø Risk management and diversification 

Ø Non-bank financial services 

Ø Development of Capital Markets  
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SUITS BY OR AGAINST GOVERNMENT OR  

PUBLIC OFFICERS IN THEIR OFFICIAL 

CAPACITY UNDER THE CODE OF CIVIL 

PROCEDURE, 1908 
-KIM HEAVEN SHAH1356 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

For the benefit and ease of procedure, suits are usually divided into two classes, namely, general 

cases and special cases. Suits by or against the Government or public officers fall under the 

latter. These suits are dealt with in Sections 79, 80, 81 and 82 as well as Order 27 of the 

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. The aforementioned provisions only deal with procedural rights 

and liabilities which are enforceable against the Government and Public Officials. The 

substantive rights and liabilities to be followed are those as are provided by the Constitution of 

India. Presently, Sections 79 to 82 provide for the general principles or rules whilst Order 27 

prescribes the procedure in which general rules provided under the provisions may be exercised.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

																																																								
1356 Student, Symbiosis Law School, Pune. 
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1. SECTION 79 

 

This section is in accordance with Article 300 of the Constitution, according to 

which the Government of India may sue or be sued by the name of the Union 

of India and the Government of a State may sue or be sued by the name of the 

State.1357 It must be noted that section 79 is a bare procedural provision, and 

therefore does not deal with the rights and liabilities enforceable by, or against 

the government. This section gives no cause of action but only declares the 

mode of the procedure when the cause of action arises.1358 

 

The crux of the provision states that whenever a case is filed against a 

government or if it is filed by the government, the plaintiff and the defendant 

who will be named in the case is as follows: 

 

• Whenever the case is instituted by or against the central government, 

the Union of India will be represented as the required plaintiff or 

defendant respectively. 

• Whenever the suit is filed by or against the state government, the state 

will be required to act as the plaintiff or the defendant. 

 

When the suit relates to a particular department of a State, the proper course is 

to implead the State through the Secretary of that department.1359 A suit or 

appeal against Indian Railways which is owned by Central Government or State 

Government, should be filed against Union of India or the State and it will not 

be necessary to implead a particular officer of the Railway Administration.1360  

 

This section makes it clear that Government of India or the Government of a 

State can sue or be sued by a juristic personality.1361 The Supreme Court has 

expressly declared that the procedural law vividly specifies the situation in which 

																																																								
1357 The State of Kerala v. General Manager, Southern Railways, AIR 1976 SC 2538. 
1358 Jehangir v. Secretary of State, (1903) ILR 27 Bom 189. 
1359 State of Punjab v. Tripti Rani, AIR 1990 P&H 252. 
1360 State of Kerala v. General Manager, AIR 1976 SC 2538. 
1361 State of Punjab v. O. G. B. Syndicate, AIR 1964 SC 669. 
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the Government is required to be made a party to the suit and established 

precedents state that if the Government is not made a party, the litigation in the 

respective cases cannot be pursued. The Apex Court has observed that the 

requirement contained within Section 79 of the Code Of Civil Procedure, 1908 

are not merely a procedural formality, but are essentially a matter of substance 

and significance, whereby the special provisions relating to how the Central 

Government or the State Government may sue or be sued has been 

indicated.1362  

 

2. SECTION 80 

 

1. Nature and Object: 

 

The object of the notice under Section 80 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 

is to give to the Government or the public servant concerned an opportunity to 

reconsider its or his legal position and if that course is justified to make amends 

or settle the claim out of court1363 so that the parties may be saved from 

unnecessary litigation1364 or at least have the courtesy to tell the potential 

outsider why the claim is being resisted.1365  

 

The legislative intention behind this section is that the citizen’s money and time 

should not be wasted on unnecessary litigation, and that the Government and 

the public officers should be given a reasonable opportunity to examine the 

claim made against them lest they should be drawn into avoidable litigations. 

The purpose of the law is the advancement of justice. The primary point for 

consideration is whether the notice gives sufficient information as to the nature 

of the claim such as would enable the recipient to avoid litigation. So long as 

the notice substantially informs the defendant of the nature of the suit and the 

grounds of complaint, the legal requirement would stand satisfied.1366 

																																																								
1362 Chief Conservator of Forests, Government of A.P. Vs. Collector, AIR 2003 SC 1805. 
1363 Beohar Rajendra Sinha v. State of M. P., AIR 1960 SC 1256; State of Madras v. C.P. Agencies, AIR 1960 SC 1309; 
Amar Nath v. Union of India, AIR 1963 SC 424. 
1364 New India Assurance Co. v. D. D. Authority, AIR 1991 Del 298.  
1365 State of Punjab v. Geeta Iron & Brass Works Ltd., AIR 1978 SC 1608. 
1366Union of India v. Jiwan Ram, AIR 1958 SC 905 ; Pratap Narain Sinha v. State of Bihar, AIR 1984 Pat 212. 
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2. Scope: 

 

Section 80 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 is but a part of the Procedure 

Code passed to provide the regulation and machinery, by means of which the 

Courts may do justice between the parties. It is therefore merely a part of the 

adjective law and deals with procedure alone and must be interpreted in a 

manner so as to subserve and advance the cause of justice rather than to defeat 

it.1367  

 

There are two parts of the section. One in regard to the institution of the suit 

against the Government and the other against a public officer. The inhibition 

contained in the Section as to the institution of suit against the Government is 

unqualified. No suit can be instituted against the Government or, as a matter of 

that, against the State or the Union until the expiration of two months next after 

notice in writing has been given to the proper authority. 

 

It matters little whether the suit relates to the past action of the Government or 

is in relation to the threatened action or injury and the suit is in the nature of a 

bill quia timet. But if the suit is to be filed against a public Officer, notice is 

mandatory only when it is in respect of any act purporting to be done by such 

public officer in his official capacity. If the act is not one purporting to be done 

by the officer in his official capacity, no notice is necessary.1368 Hence before 

Section 80 can be relied on in any suit against a public officer, it must be shown 

that it is a suit in respect of an 'act' purporting to be done by him in his official 

capacity.  

 

In view of the provisions of the General Clauses Act, the expression 'act' also 

includes illegal omissions. Therefore if the suit does not relate to any 'act' or 

'illegal omission' purporting to be done by a public officer in his official capacity, 

the section will not have any application.1369 

																																																								
1367 Ghanshyam Dass v. Dominion of India, AIR 1984 SC 1004. 
1368 State of Bihar v. Jiwan Das Arya, AIR 1971 Pat 141. 
1369 Amalgamated Electricity Co v. Municipal Committee, Ajmer, AIR 1969 SC 227. 
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3. Contents of Notice:  

 

Notice under Section 80 is required to contain the following aspects: Name, 

Description, Residence of the plaintiff, the Cause of Action and the Relief 

claimed. The notice is not a pleading and need not be a verbatim copy of the 

plaint, but having regard to the object for which Section 80 is enacted, it must 

contain such details of facts which will be sufficient to inform the parties 

regarding the nature and basis of the claim and the relief sought.1370  

 

If the notice is not in full compliance with the requirement of Section 80, it 

becomes invalid. The position then would be as if no notice under the Section 

had at all been issued and consequently, the suit is bound to fail. But it is also 

to be kept in mind that every venial error or defect cannot be permitted to be 

treated as a peg to hang a defence to defeat a just claim. In each case in 

considering whether the imperative provisions of the statute are complied with, 

the Court must face the following questions: 

 

(1)  whether the name, description and residence of the Plaintiff are given so 

as to enable the authorities to identify the person serving the notice; 

 

(2)  whether the cause of action and the relief which the Plaintiff claims are 

set out with sufficient particularity; 

 

(3)  whether the notice in writing has been delivered to or left at the office of 

the appropriate authority mentioned in the section; and 

 

(4)  whether the suit is instituted after the expiration of two months next after 

notice has been served, and the plaint contains a statement that such a 

notice has been so delivered or left.1371 

 

																																																								
1370 Union of India v. Sankar Store, AIR 1974 Ori 85. 
1371 State of Andhra Pradesh v. Gundugola Venkata Suryanayanan Garu, AIR 1965 SC 11; Beohar Rajendra Sinha v. 
State of Madhya Pradesh, AIR 1969 SC 1256; Hamara Radio and General Industries Ltd. Co., Delhi v. State of 
Rajasthan AIR 1964 Raj 205. 
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4. Waiver of Notice: 

 

A notice under Section 80 can be waived1372, and it and be waived by the party 

for whose benefit it is intended.1373 A waiver is an intentional relinquishment of 

a known right. It may be express or implicit.1374 But there are two limitations: 

(i) by waiver a party cannot confer jurisdiction upon a Court which does not 

possess it and (ii) a notice cannot be waived in suits involving public interest.1375  

 

5. Two Month Period: 

 

Filing of a suit before the expiration of two months next after the notice has 

been delivered is prohibited. There does not seem to be any power or 

jurisdiction in the Court to entertain such a suit1376 Thus, it is well-settled that a 

suit against the Government instituted during the currency of notice under 

Section 80 is not maintainable and must be dismissed in limine.1377 

 

3. ORDER XXVII 

 

Order 27 Rule 2 provides that Person authorized to act for the Govt. in respect 

of any judicial proceeding shall be deemed to be recognized agent by whom 

appearance, acts and applications under this code may be made or done on 

behalf of Government. 

 

Order 27 Rule 5 provides that court will allow a reasonably time to government 

to answer the plaint so as to make necessary communication between 

government and government pleader. The time shall not be exceeded more than 

2 months.  

																																																								
1372 Union of India v. Jyotirmoyee Sharma, AIR 1967 Cal 461. 
1373 Paleti Sivaramkrishnaiah v. Executive Engineer, AIR 1978 AP 389. 
1374 Ebrahimbhai v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1975 Bom 13; State v. Girdhari Lal, AIR 1969 Raj 126; P. Sivaram-
Krishnaiah v. Executive Engineer, AIR 1978 AP 389; Shauqat Ali v. Supdtt. of Police, AIR 1972 Assam 29. 
1375 Sholapur Municipality v. U. S. Bhagwat, AIR 1974 Bom 174. 
1376 Ebrahimbhai v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1975 Bom 13. 
1377 Bihar v. Kamakshya Narain Singh, AIR 1950 Pat 360. 
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Order 27 Rule 5A provides that in suit against a public officer in respect of any 

act alleged to have been done by him in his official capacity, the government 

shall be joined as a party to a suit.  

 

SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

 

• Firstly, the Code does not prescribe any format for the notice, which creates 

ambiguity. Merely providing a list of required contents of the notice is not 

sufficient. A set format will make the process smoother and abrogate the 

ambiguity shrouding the requirements of the contents.   

• Secondly, the 2 month statutory period between the service of notice and 

the production of the plaint is far too long, and if not removed, may harasses 

the due course of justice, and justice delayed, is justice denied. 

• Lastly, there is rampant widespread abuse and misuse of the concerned 

section by the government and public officials in order to dispose of the 

litigation on the grounds of technicality.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Hence, we understand that whilst all three provisions discussed above are 

procedural in the nature, they hold substantive significance and must be strictly 

adhered to. These provisions aid in holding the Government and Public 

Officials accountable towards the duty they ought to perform towards our 

country as provided in the Constitution. They also allow for amicable settlement 

of disputes, so as to avoid expenditure of large amounts of tax payers money 

towards unnecessary litigation between the Government and the citizens. 

 

It also empowers all juristic persons to file suits against the Government or 

Public Officials and vice-versa. If the rules laid down in the provisions are 

strictly adhered to, the process of filing suits against or by the Government or 

Public Officials will be a much smoother, efficient and speedy process. 
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT: ORDER XIII-A OF THE 

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
-ADV. SHIVAM GOEL1378 

 

PREFACE 

 

1. Section 9 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (hereinafter referred to as 

the CPC) makes it clear that courts, subject to the other provisions of the 

CPC, shall have jurisdiction to try all suits of civil nature except those whose 

cognizance is either expressly or impliedly barred. 

 

2. Section 26 of the CPC deals with the institution of suits and Sub-section (1) 

thereof stipulates that every suit has to be instituted by presentation of plaint 

or in such other manner as may be prescribed. Notably, Sub-section (2) 

thereof states that in every plaint, facts are to be proved by affidavit. That 

in case of commercial dispute of a specified value, the affidavit has to be in 

the form and manner as prescribed under Order VI, Rule 15-A of the CPC. 

 

3. Section 27 of the CPC deals with the issuance of summons to defendants, 

and it stipulates that where a suit has been duly instituted, a summons may 

be issued to the defendant to appear and answer the claim, and the summon 

may be served to the defendant in the manner prescribed in the CPC. 

 

4. Order V, Rule 1 (1) of the CPC provides that when a suit has been duly 

instituted, a summon may be issued to the defendant to appear and answer 

the claim by filing a written statement in his defence. 

 

5. Section 33 of the CPC stipulates that the court, after the case has been heard, 

shall pronounce judgment, and on such judgment a decree shall follow.  

 

																																																								
1378 Practicing Advocate. 
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6. That upon examining the provisions of Section 27 and Order V, Rule 1 (1) 

of the CPC, it is evident that when a suit is regarded as having been duly 

instituted, a summon may be issued to the defendant. The expression “duly 

instituted” has to be seen in the context of the provisions of Orders VI and 

VII of the CPC. 

 

WHETHER THE COURT HAS DISCRETION TO ISSUE OR NOT 

TO ISSUE SUMMONS GIVEN THAT THE SUIT HAS BEEN DULY 

INSTITUTED? 

 

1. The use of expression “a summons may be issued to the defendant” in Order V, 

Rule 1 (1) of the CPC does not give discretion to the court and does not 

make it optional for it to issue or not to issue summons in a case, if the suit 

has been “duly instituted”. 

 

2. The first proviso to Sub-rule (1) of Rule 1 of Order V of the CPC elucidates 

the situation where summons need not be issued, and it provides that no 

summon are to be issued when the defendant appears at the presentation of 

the plaint and admits the claim of the plaintiff. 

 

3. Thus, when a suit has been duly instituted and is not hit by either Order VII, 

Rule 10 of the CPC or Order VII, Rule 11 of the CPC, summons have to 

be issued to the defendant. 

 

4. The rule of audi alteram partem is embedded in Order V, Rule 1 (1) read with 

Section 27 of the CPC. 

 

What is the distinction between: “Return of a Plaint”, “Rejection of a 

Plaint” and “Dismissal of a Suit”? 

 

1. A dismissal of a suit necessarily results in a subsequent suit being barred by 

the principles of res judicata, whereas this is not the case when there is return 

of a plaint or rejection of a plaint. 
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2. Return of Plaint and Rejection of Plaint is never on merits of a case but is on the 

grounds specified in Order VII, Rule 10 and Order VII, Rule 11 of the CPC, 

respectively. 

 

WHEN PROVISIONS OF ORDER XIII-A OF THE CPC BE 

INVOKED FOR RENDERING A SUMMARY JUDGMENT? 

 

In the matter of: Bright Enterprises (P) Ltd. & Anr V/s MJ Bizcraft LLP & 

Anr, RFA (OS) (COMM) No. 8/ 2016, High Court of Delhi (Date of Decision: 

04.01.2017), it was held that: 

 

1. Order XIII-A, Rule 3 of the CPC empowers a commercial court to give a 

summary judgment against the plaintiff or defendant on a claim if it 

considers that: 

 

(a) The plaintiff has no real prospect of succeeding on the claim or the 

defendant has no real prospect of successfully defending the claim, as 

the case may be; and, 

(b) There is no other compelling reason why the claim should not be 

disposed of before recording of oral evidence. 

 

2. That power under Order XIII-A, Rule 3 of the CPC can be exercised by the 

commercial court upon an application filed by either party to the lis at any 

date after summons in the matter have been issued and served upon the 

defendant but not after the commercial court has framed issues in the suit. 

 

3. That Order XIII-A, Rule 2 of the CPC makes a clear stipulation with regard 

to the stage for application for summary judgment. The window for 

summary judgment is after the service of summons on the defendant and 

prior to the court framing issues in the suit. 
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4. The provisions relating to “summary judgment” which enables courts to decide 

claims pertaining to commercial disputes without recording oral evidence 

are exceptional in nature and out of the ordinary course which a normal suit 

has to follow. 

 

5. That, as already stated, a specific period of time has been provided during 

which an application for summary judgment can be made, and that period 

begins upon the service of summons on the defendant and ends upon the 

court framing issues in the suit. 

 

6. It is incorrect to state that commercial court has suo moto powers to deliver 

summary judgment without there being any application filed by either party 

to the lis under Order XIII-A of the CPC. 

 

CONTENTS OF APPLICATION FILED UNDER ORDER XIII-A OF 

THE CPC 

 

1. A summary judgment under Order XIII-A of the CPC is not permissible 

without there being an appropriate application for summary judgment being 

filed. The contents of the application for summary judgment are stipulated 

in Rule 4 of Order XIII-A of the CPC. 

 

2. The application filed under Order XIII-A of the CPC to render summary 

judgment is required to precisely disclose all material facts and identify the 

point of law, if any. 

 

3. If the applicant seeks to rely on any documentary evidence, the applicant 

must include such documentary evidence in its application and identify the 

relevant content of such documentary evidence on which he relies. 

 

4. The application preferred under Order XIII-A of the CPC must state the 

reason why there are no real prospects of succeeding or defending the claim, 

as the case may be. 
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REPLY TO APPLICATION FILED UNDER ORDER XIII-A OF THE 

CPC 

 

1. Sub-rule (2) of Rule 4 of Order XIII-A of the CPC requires that where a 

hearing for summary judgment is fixed, the opposite side, that is, the 

respondent must be given at least 30-days’ notice of the date fixed for the hearing 

and the claim that is proposed to be decided by the court at such hearing. 

 

2. Sub-rule (3) of Rule 4 of Order XIII-A of the CPC makes provision which 

enables the opposite side, that is, the respondent to file a reply within the 

stipulated time addressing the matters set forth in clauses (a) to (f) of the 

said Sub-rule. That the reply of the respondent, in particular, ought to 

precisely disclose all the material facts and the point of law, if any, and the reasons 

why the relief sought by the applicant for summary judgment should not be granted. 

 

3. Just as in the case of the applicant, the respondent is also given the 

opportunity to rely upon documentary evidence in its reply which must be 

included in the reply, with the relevant content identified. 

 

4. That respondent’s reply is also required to give reason as to why there are 

real prospects of succeeding on the claim or defending the claim, as the case 

may be. 

 

5. That respondent’s reply must concisely state: 

 

(i) The issues that should be framed for trial; 

(ii) What further evidence would be brought on record at trial that could 

not be brought on record at the stage of summary judgment; 

(iii) Why in the light of the evidence or material on record, if any, the court 

should not proceed to pass summary judgment. 
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COMMERCIAL COURT ARE 

ADVERSARIAL IN NATURE: 

 

1. From the provisions laid out in Order XIII-A of the CPC, it is evident that 

the proceedings before the commercial court are adversarial in nature and 

not inquisitorial. 

 

2. That summary judgment under Order XIII-A of the CPC cannot be 

rendered in absence of an adversary and merely upon the inquisition by the 

court. The court is never an adversary in a dispute between parties. 

 

CHAPTER X-A OF THE DELHI HIGH COURT (ORIGINAL SIDE) 

RULES, 2018 

 

In the matter of: Jindal Saw Limited V/s Aperam Stainless Services and 

Solutions Precision Sas & Ors, 2019 SCC Online Del 9163, it was observed 

that: 

1. The Delhi High Court (Original Side) Rules, 2018, in Chapter X-A thereof, 

provides for “summary judgment” and further, does not provide for any 

application to be moved therefor. 

 

2. In the matter of: K.R. Impex V/s Punj Lloyd Ltd, 2019 SCC Online Del 

6667 and Mallcom (India) Limited V/s Rakesh Kumar, (2019) 259 DLT 

1, it was held that an application is not essential to seek relief by way of 

summary judgment and the court, on its own or on the asking of either 

party, is entitled to see/ adjudicate, whether a case for summary judgment 

is made out or not. 

 

3. As per Order XV-A of the CPC, the commercial court has to hold the first 

Case Management Hearing, not later than four weeks from the date of filing of 

affidavit of admission or denial of documents by all parties to the suit. 
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WHETHER A PARTY TO THE SUIT, WHEN FACED WITH AN 

APPLICATION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST IT, IN 

REPLY THERETO PLEAD MORE THAN WHAT IS ALREADY 

PLEADED IN ITS PLEADINGS IN THE SUIT?  

 

The answer to the aforenoted question is in the negative. The reasons for the 

same are as follows: 

 

1. A suit is to be decided on issues framed and which issues, vide Order XIV, 

Rule 1 (5) of the CPC are to be framed on a reading of the plaint and the 

written statement; 

 

2. Once it is so, the summary judgment in the suit also, has to be on a reading 

of plaint and written statements and materials on record in support thereof; 

 

3. All applications and replies thereto, in the course of the decision of the suit, 

are in aid of such decision and cannot travel beyond the jacket of pleadings; 

 

4. To hold, that the reply to an application for summary judgment can travel 

beyond the pleadings, will defeat the provision for summary judgment; a 

party to the suit, when faced with an application for summary judgment 

pointing out weaknesses in its case, to defeat the application for summary 

judgment, in reply thereto, will take new pleas, depriving the applicant of 

the summary judgment and taking away the advantage/benefit which had 

accrued to it from the pleadings; this is impermissible in law; 

 

5. Even otherwise, once an application in writing for summary judgment is not 

necessary, there can be no discrimination between a party to a suit against 

whom application for summary judgment has been filed and a party to a suit 

against whom summary judgment is sought without application; with the 

party against whom application in writing is filed having opportunity to file 

reply taking new pleas and the other having no such opportunity; 
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6. Rule 4 (3) of Order XIII-A of the CPC, providing for reply to the 

application for summary judgment also does not permit or can be read as 

permitting pleas beyond pleadings; all the facts to be disclosed, reasons to 

be stated, must be in confines of pleadings in the suit. Thus, no plea in the 

reply to application for summary judgment, beyond the pleadings (plaint 

and written statement), is to be seen.  

 

UPSHOT 

 

1. At the stage of admission of a suit, what has to be seen by the court is 

whether the suit has been duly instituted or not. The statements contained 

in the plaint are to be taken by way of demurrer and they can only be 

proved or disproved through evidence based on issues that may be struck. 

The court may feel that the case set up by the plaintiff is weak but that is 

no ground whatsoever for throwing out the suit log, stock and barrel 

without giving the plaintiff an opportunity of proving and establishing its 

case. 

 

2. The courts while endeavoring to deliver speedy justice, must not hand out 

hasty decisions without any concern for justice. 

 

3. Whereas in ordinary suits as per the procedure of the CPC when disputed 

questions of fact arise then trial is mandatory but in commercial suits under 

the Commercial Courts Act, 2015, courts need not hold trial even if there 

are disputed questions of fact if a court comes to a conclusion that plaintiff 

lacks real prospect in succeeding in the suit. Commercial suits therefore 

can be dismissed by adopting the summary procedure and this summary 

procedure is the subject matter of Order XIII-A of the CPC as applicable 

because of the Commercial Courts Act, 2015. 

 

4. Order XIII-A, Rule 3 (a) of the CPC provides that a commercial court can 

give a summary judgment against a plaintiff when the plaintiff has no real 

prospect of succeeding in the suit claim. This is also so stated in Rule 6 (1) 
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(a) of Order XIII-A of the CPC as applicable because of the Commercial 

Courts Act, 2015. (Godfrey Phillips India Ltd. V/s P.T.I. (P) Ltd. & Ors, 

2017 SCC Online Del 12509). 

 

5. That commercial courts do not have suo moto powers to deliver summary 

judgments without there being any application filed by either party to the 

lis under Order XIII-A of the CPC as applicable because of the 

Commercial Courts Act, 2015.   
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THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE 

IMPLEMENTATION OF LOCKDOWN 
-NEHA MISHRA1379 AND VIBHU RAJ GUPTA1380 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Pandemic occur when epidemic spreads between the countries. The outbreak of an advanced 

pneumonia tormented the whole world within a small span of days. This outbreak has been 

surviving without any cure, which intensifies its menace. This virus around the globe coerced 

every nation to choose between its stability and its citizens. India even stood at a similar turmoil 

where the fundamentals were alleged to be infringed by the Government due to the 

implementation of lockdown on an emergency basis without invoking the emergency under the 

Constitution of India. It seemed to be a carte blanche executive action that was first put into 

force and then backed by the laws of the land. The masses claimed about the violation of their 

fundamental rights by the Government, when the same had established all these rights as 

irrevocable. Taking into account that the implementation of emergency breaks the federal 

structure of India and that the Government executed lockdown by interpreting various laws 

that had been previously invoked, it provides a ground of its validity. This article tries to 

analyse the reasonableness and extent of lockdown by taking note of the aforementioned 

jurisprudence, with the help of Grund-norm, peremptory norm and the concept of necessitas 

non hebet legum. 

 

Keywords: Epidemic Disease Act, Disaster Management Act, Jus Cogems, Grundnorm, 

Doctrine of Necessity. 

 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
1379 Student. 3rd Year, B.A. LL.B.(Hons.) Amity University, Kolkata.   
1380 Student. 3rd Year, BBA LL.B.(Hons.) Amity University, Kolkata. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

On 31st December, 20191381, World Health Organization was first informed 

about the cases of advanced pneumonia, which by 30th January, 2020, was 

declared as “public health emergency of international concern1382”. This 

pandemic having its similarity with the previous outbreak, fell into the similar 

lines of precautionary measures while learning from the past mistakes and 

decided upon social distancing as the cure1383. The success over the deadly was 

determined through the means of lockdown around the globe including that in 

India which led to the growing apprehension among the people of every age, 

sex and profession. 

 

India as a stakeholder seems to be the most at risk for her being the second 

largest populous nation of the world with a patchy health care system and a high 

rate of migration. Apart from her sheer size, places like Dharavi in Mumbai or 

even the concept of extended family in the typical Indian household facilitates 

contact with virus-bearing droplets emitted by breathing, talking, coughing or 

sneezing.  

 

This lockdown is not a legal term but a design to achieve the law of isolation to 

substantiate the concept of social distancing. Unfortunately it not only did the 

same but also substantiated the fear of men regarding their future. Insecurities 

ranged from economical recession on a macro level to global mental health 

depreciation on an individual level. 

 

  

																																																								
1381 Situation report 1, Coronavirus disease (Covid-19) situations report, World Health Organization, (May. 20, 2020, 
1:26 AM), https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports 
1382 Situation report 10,  Coronavirus disease (Covid-19) situations report, World Health Organization, (May. 20, 2020, 
1:30 AM), https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports 
1383 Situation report 9,  Coronavirus disease (Covid-19) situations report, World Health Organization, (May. 20, 2020, 
1:32 AM), https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports 
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HYPOTHESIS 

 

With the criticisms flowing in through every channel, the aftermath is discussed 

more than that of the fundamentals. Every law is scrutinized on the basis of its 

validity at the first hand and then on the grounds of morality. The CoI has been 

crafted in a way to acknowledge the need of the natural laws while providing 

the flexibility to read the laws basing on the interpretation of its true purpose. 

Moreover, it provides with a federal structure where the Legislature makes laws 

within the restraint of the Basic Structure Doctrine while the Judiciary has the 

power to review the laws. 

 

There lies a thin difference between validation and review of the laws by the 

Judiciary. The validation of the law is done at the very moment of its enactment 

by the Legislature through the powers conferred by the Constitution. The verity 

that no law could be enacted in violation of the fundamentals of the 

Constitution; the Judiciary provides for the review of its reasonableness and 

extent. It is the approach to that end where the laws are interpreted within the 

ambit of the Doctrine of Harmonious Construction and to preventing any 

colourable legislation. Thus, the validation of the laws of lockdown are not the 

fundamentals to be invoked but the understanding of its extent, reasonableness 

and implementation are the aspects of concern.1384 

 

The involvement and contribution of India at an international level has been 

immense. It endows India with the responsibility of State in relation to the 

concept of collective security. The laws might be constitutional to the forum of 

its own land but may have its differences at the global stature. Though State 

sovereignty is of the highest priority, no nation shall violate the peremptory 

norms of the international law. 

 

  

																																																								
1384 Minerva Mills Ltd. & Ors vs Union Of India & Ors, 1. SCR 206 (1980) 
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ANALYSIS: 

 

WHETHER THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LOCKDOWN 

ADHERES TO THE FUNDAMENTALS OF THE COI 

CONSIDERING THE EXISTING LACUNAE OF PANDEMIC LAW? 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

The Constitution of India (Henceforth referred as CoI) took 2 years, 11 months 

and 18 days of efforts to analyse the present need while having a foresight India. 

It is an amalgamation of ideological principles of various nations, molded as per 

the Indian perspective. Thus, is the longest and most detailed Constitution of 

the world for any sovereign State. In addition, the Constitution being neither 

rigid nor flexible in nature and ads the need of judicial activism through 

amendments and judiciary interpretation case of lacunae of law. Thus, 

upholding the living document to its roots as per the procedure established1385 

and even providing for accountability over other government bodies.  

 

It provides for the duties of the governmental institutions, demarcates between 

fundamental, political and social code in a structured hierarchy and substantiates 

the rights and duties of the citizens as well. Thus, it does not provide for the 

powers of the government, rather provides for the limitations to those powers 

provided. Similarly with these attributes, the CoI inculcates the special powers 

of the Government as a remedy during the time of emergency at any hierarchy 

provided as: 

 

1. Article 352 of the CoI provides for National Emergency if the President 

of India is satisfied with the security of whole of India or any part of it 

being threatened by way of war or external aggression or armed rebellion; 

where: 

																																																								
1385 The Constitution of India, 1950, Art. 50 
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Ø War amounts to a conflict between two or more State, government or 

paramilitary force with the usuage of violent mechanisms to enforce their 

respective right by exerting force. In other words, the threat against territorial 

integrity or political independence of a State or any other matter being 

inconsistent to the purpose of maintaining peace.1386 

Ø External aggression has not been defined in the system but precedents1387 

provide it to be unilateral and informal attacks by one State on the other. 

Ø Armed Rebellion has been defined with the help of judicial interpretation that 

states it to be a conflict against the agent of the State I.e. the Government 

which as a cause becomes a threat to the security of India.1388 

 

2. Article 356 of CoI provides for State Emergency if the President of India 

receives a report of the failure of the constitutional machinery in any 

particular State I.e. the State is neither able to implement the directions by 

the Union nor maintain the law and order within the State due to political, 

economical or social reasons. 

 

3. Article 360 of CoI provides for Financial Emergency if the President of India 

is satisfied with the financial stability or credit of India being threatened.  

 

PRESENT SCENARIO 

 

India acknowledged the affect of Covid-19 and declared a ‘Nation wide 

lockdown’. This lockdown established the closure of all transports, educational 

institutions, in person market activities and service sectors; exception being all 

the essential units like medical, banking and necessary domestic commodities 

but with the restriction of social distancing and sanitation and the District 

Magistrate as the incident commander. These terms and condition brought 

																																																								
1386 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 3314 (XXIX), Definition of Aggression, was adopted by the United 
Nations General Assembly on December 14, 1974 as a non-binding recommendation to the United Nations Security 
Council on the definition it should use for the crime of aggression 
1387 Sarbananda Sonowal vs Union Of India & Anr, 5. SCC 13, 38 (2005) 
1388 Kedar Nath Singh vs State Of Bihar, 2. SCR 769 (1962) 
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about a roar amidst the legal fraternity as it seemed to be an immediate decision 

first and then backed up by law after implementation. 

 

Epidemic Disease Act, 1897 (Henceforth referred as EDA) 

 

It empowers the Government to restrict the transportation of the vessels and 

allows detention of the people if satisfied of being a plausible victim to the 

disease. This Act is opted as a temporary regulation to prevent the spread of 

outbreak. 

 

Disaster Management Act, 2005 (Henceforth referred as DMA) 

 

It provides with an administrative framework at all hierarchy of governance. It 

inspects into the capacity, resources and preparedness by establishing a Disaster 

Management Authority. 

 

LEGALIZATION OF LOCKDOWN: 

 

An emergency is a natural or man made event that threatens the human life and 

human population at large with the need of speedy addressal1389. Covid-19 

though has been invoked on an emergency basis but the needs of the 

aforementioned article under the CoI are not sufficed. Financial strain might be 

a future aspect of Covid-19; State mechanism failure is evidently not a recourse 

considering the success rate in controlling the Covid-19 spread when compared 

with other nations, the outbreak not having the traits of a crisis and by making 

the lockdown uncompromising with the implementation of Section 144 of the 

Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (Henceforth referred to as CrPC) and 

National emergency being amended, the outbreak cannot be read within its 

ambit in the present. 

																																																								
1389 Hajer Al-Dahash, Menaya Thayaparan and Udayangani Kulatunga, Understanding the terminologies: Disaster, 
Crisis and Emergency, pp. 2,3 & 5 (May. 20, 2020, 3:36 PM) 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320288179_Understanding_the_Terminologies_Disaster_Crisis_and_E
mergency 
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Article 352 included “internal disturbance” as one of the criteria to proclaim 

national emergency but was replaced by the phrase “armed rebellion”1390. The 

former had a vague scope that could not be equated to national emergency while 

the latter specifies an event that affected the security of the agent of the State. 

 

The Government being bound to enact the principles of the Constitution1391, it 

is its duty to secure a social order for the welfare of the people1392. Moreover, 

the division of power between the Centre and State1393 provides public health 

and order under the State supervision1394 but Entry 29 of the Concurrent List 

enables the Centre to take the necessary steps for the prevention of the spread 

of disease from one State to another and in case any discrepancies arise, 

Doctrine of Repugnancy1395 could always be approached. This enables the usage 

of supplementary emergency provisions envisaged in the CoI which provides 

for the Government to protect all the States from external aggression and 

internal disturbance1396. Though the term “internal disturbance” was replaced, it 

still found its existence within the ambit of Article 355. This term inculcates the 

idea of a disaster. Thus, the emergency due to Covid-19 was not covered under 

Article 352 of the CoI but could be read under the parasol of Article 355. 

 

The aforementioned power allows the Government to invoke the reasonable 

steps needed for the welfare of its people. The EDA enabled the Government 

to restrict internal and external State transportation to prevent the spread of 

Covid-19 and even allowed the detention of people who could have been the 

possible carrier of the virus. Thus, the Right to movement was curtailed on the 

ground of preventive measure and reasonable restriction. The fact that the term 

‘lockdown’ has not been defined, the implementation stands at a turmoil of 

understanding. This is where the applicability of DMA is recognized which not 

																																																								
1390 The Constitution of India, Amend. 44 
1391 The Constitution of India, Art. 37 
1392 The Constitution of India, Art. 38 
1393 The Constitution of India, Art. 246 
1394 The Constitution of India, Art. 246, Entry 1 & 6 
1395 M. Karunanidhi vs Union Of India, 3. SCR 254 (1979) 
1396 The Constitution of India, Art. 355 
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only provides with a definition of disaster1397 but also enables the Governments 

of any hierarchy to provide with directions and administrative framework of 

implementation. It even provides the power of accountability for the 

preparedness level per se by establishing Disaster Management Authority1398. 

Hence, the EDA and DMA comes into play in legalizing the laws of lockdown. 

 

Whether the coi reads the law of lockdown in adherence to the principle 

of jus cogens? 

 

Jus cogens1399 is a fundamental principle of international law, having an over 

riding power on all the other laws. Any suppression even of the slightest nature 

contrary to the same shall be considered a crime against the whole community. 

This principle upholds the human dignity and rights on the highest priority. 

 

PRESENT SCENARIO 

 

The law of lockdown was implemented with the idea of drawing a Lakshman 

Rekha at the door of each citizen and compelling them into a virtual 

imprisonment until further notice. Thus, denying the citizens their fundamental 

freedom which includes the right to live with dignity and having the right to 

livelihood1400 that cannot be suspended during any kind of emergency, crisis or 

disaster.1401 

 

CONSTITUTIONAL ASPECT 

 

The relation of India with International law dates back to the colonial era when 

India was a separate member of the League of Nations. The post independence 

India even acknowledges its existence which is evident by the following reasons: 

 

																																																								
1397 Disaster Management Act, Sec. 2(d) (2005) 
1398 Disaster Management Act, Sec. 47 (2005) 
1399 Vienna Convention on the law of treaties, Art. 53 (1969) 
1400 Olga Tellis & Ors vs Bombay Municipal Corporation & Ors, Supl. 2. SCR 51 (1985) 
1401 Additional District Magistrate, Jabalpur vs. S.S. Shukla, 1. SCR 172 (1976) 
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1. The preamble of India provides for social, economical and political 

justice along with equality and liberty of rights that forms the basic 

ideology of every nation and is universal in nature. 

2. The Fundamental Rights and Duties provided under the CoI find its 

roots from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.1402 

3. The Directive Principles of State Policy acknowledges the obligation of 

the State to adhere to the international treaties and conventions1403 and 

to maintain bona fide relation with other nations, to respect 

international law and to resolve disputes by peaceful means.1404  

 

LAW OF LOCKDOWN IN THE LIGHT OF UNIVERSAL HUMAN 

RIGHTS 

 

The lockdown being demonstrated as justified on the grounds of its 

fundamentals, the generic society saw an uproar over the morality of the same. 

When the precedents of the Indian forum claimed Article 21 to be irrevocable, 

the lockdown left the government in a dilemma of saving lives or the economy 

that in turn will affect the human lives by affecting the standard of living. 

 

The Government in solution decided to implement a nation wide curfew1405 

which was a virtual death sentence in disguise for the livelihood of people. It 

was crystal clear with the solution that the most needy will be the most affected 

ones. With all these happenings, the citizens felt deprived of the right to choose 

for their own. 

 

In counter argument to the same, the Government would never dare to 

circumvent its own citizens even for its own political will as the former is 

nothing but just an agent to the State it serves, its own people. The 

implementation of lockdown was an inevitable option and an onerous task of 

balancing. The circumstances were never about the biased decision of the 

																																																								
1402 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Art. 29(1) (1948) 
1403 The Constitution of India, Art. 51 
1404 Declaration of Havana (1939) 
1405 Code of Criminal Procedure, Sec. 144 (1973) 
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Government but about the justification as to the need of a biased action and its 

likelihood of affecting lives.This is rightly when the Doctrine of necessity comes 

into force1406. 

 

The jurisprudence behind every administrative act to uphold the human life and 

its worth. Even during these difficult time, the human life holds the utmost 

importance for whatever it is worth. Thus, the Government actions are in the 

interest of the greater and sustainable good and is justified as ‘Necessitas non 

hebet legem’1407. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Covid-19; the worse outbreak of the century that carries the worst ahead of it. 

This is the extent of fatality that it brought to this world. The Government 

implemented lockdown as a supplementary emergency clause without invoking 

the provision of emergency articles provided under the CoI. National 

emergency is provided as a rarest of rare case1408as it affects the Basic Structure 

Doctrine by replacing federal form of government to unitary form of 

government. The prudent decision of the Government in not invoking the 

same, sets an example of co-operative federalism especially at the time when 

political will seems to be on different stands for the Centre and the States.  

 

Discarding the notion of developed or developing States, Covid-19 stood the 

same irrespective of any attributes but the quality of awareness, effective 

implementation and diligence. When human rights were made questionable, the 

nations are fighting for its economy. This is the time when India realized about 

the inter-dependency of economy with human rights with the ideology that no 

recession stands forever and has endowed 20 lakh crore rupees for the welfare 

of its citizens because “Jaan hai toh Jahan hai”. 

																																																								
1406 Amar Nath Chowdhury vs Braithwaite And Company Ltd. & Ors, SCC 193 (2002) 
1407 Necessity knows no law 
1408 S.R. Bommai vs Union of India, 3. SCC 1, 17 (1994) 
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This deadly virus acted more like a mirror to the eyes of the Government. The 

lack of an explicit legislation regarding pandemic is the reason why the 

Government depends upon a pre-constitutional EDA that has never been 

subjected to Constitutionality test. It is the duty of the Government to provide 

its citizens with adequate facilities and health measures1409 but not limited to 

disease or infirmity. The term ‘Health’ also inculcates the social, physical and 

mental well being of each and every individual of a nation1410. In a situation like 

this, where the resources are inadequate, the possibility of people taking the law 

in their own hand out of desperation cannot be termed ignored.  

 

The Parliament of India exists to make laws of the land within the ambit of the 

CoI and to keep a check over the Executive. In a state of lockdown, the working 

of the parliament is hindered due to the constitutional provision of the 

parliamentary meetings to be held in private1411. Though the Speaker of the 

House has the power to change the venue of the meeting1412, the option of video 

conferencing becomes a road-block due to its possible wariness and the growing 

cyber crimes in India; which brings the confidentiality of the meeting at stake. 

This being one of the necessity of a constitutional democracy, has been brought 

to the notice of the Government and addressed by Mr. Chaksu Roy1413 as “the 

need of parliament to evolve not only as guardian of government functioning 

but to also stay relevant as a Government institution”. 

 

The Government even commenced its preparation for the worst by having a 

uniform regulation like Delhi Epidemic Diseases, COVID-19, Regulations,2020 

and by passing the Public Health (Prevention, control and Management of 

Epidemics, Bio Terrorism and Disasters) Bill, 2017. These laws would not only 

provide independent and comprehensible governance at every structure but also 

allow the Government to implement its laws without a partisan perspective 

while being read in conformity with the fundamentals of the CoI.  

																																																								
1409 Paschim Banga Khet Mazdoor Samity of Ors vs. State of West Benagl and Ors, 6. JT 43 (1996) 
1410 United Nation Committee on Economic, social and Cultural rights (1985) 
1411 The Constitution of India, Lok Sabha, Rule. 267 (1952) 
1412 The Constitution of India, Lok Sabha, Rule. 266 (1952) 
1413 Head of the legislative and civic engagement at PRS. Policy changes, Centre for Policy Research (May. 25, 2020, 
9:58PM) https://www.cprindia.org/people/chakshu-roy 
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THE LIFE V. CHOICE DEBATE IN INDIA: A 

STUDY OF ABORTION LAWS IN THE 

COUNTRY 
-ANSHIKA YADAV1414 AND APOORV CHANNA1415 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

In the contemporaneous situation, in the light of several progressive judgements and extensive 

‘pro choice v. pro life’ debates, the long impending question of constitutionality of section 3 and 

5 of the MTP Act, 1971 acquires the forefront. In a discreet attempt, the authors have 

analysed the said sections in the backdrop of  the basic constitutional principles and 

fundamental rights. PART I predominantly analyses section 3 in the light of Articles 14 and 

21 (I.1.1 and I.1.2 respectively) while the constitutionality of section 3(2)b is particularly 

dealt with in I.2; PART II predominantly analyses section 5 in the light of Article 21 and 

several rulings of Supreme Court in the matter (II.1.1 and II.1.2), I.1.3 delves deep into the 

question of “compelling state interest” involved in imposing the restrictions as stipulated in 

section 3 and 5 of the said Act; PART III essentially glides through the “right to life of child 

v right to reproductive choice” conundrum in the constitutional backdrop by analysing the 

“personhood” of fetus; PART IV is a construct of all the religious opinions which condemn 

abortion and the extent to which these are constitutionally protected.  The objectives of the 

authors by means of this paper are threefold: 

 

a. To analyse these sections in the light of fundamental rights and to establish whether these 

are violative of the fundamental rights of women 

 

b. To highlight key arguments advanced by both segments of people: “pro-life” and “pro-

choice”  

 

c. To delve into the various religious perspectives that condemn abortion and establish the 

relevance of the same to the present dilemma 

																																																								
1414 Student, 4th Year, BLS LL.B., Rizvi Law College, Mumbai University. 
1415 Student, 4th Year, BLS LL.B., Rizvi Law College, Mumbai University. 
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The authors have tried to sum up by establishing these objectives by offering a conclusive insight 

into the same in the last part of the paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

15.6 million abortions occurred in India in 2015 of which 78% of these were outside health 

facilities. Abortion was legalised 50 years ago, yet 10 women die every year as a result of 

unsafe abortions – making unsafe abortions the third-leading cause of maternal deaths in the 

country.1416 

-A study conducted by Lancet Global Health 

 

Due to the heavy problems caused by the outdated MTP Act, the Union health 

ministry has drafted a fresh Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) 

(Amendment) Bill, 2019. It is under consultation. The MTP Act, 1971, the 

objective of which was chiefly to eliminate unsafe pregnancies, to bring about a 

reduction in maternal mortality rate as well as to instil women’s right to privacy 

as right to reproductive choice is essentially covered within the former under 

Article 21 of the Constitution of India, however, the Act, under the current 

circumstances is not only incapable of fulfilling these objectives but is a law full 

of ambiguities because of which there are  growing concerns among women 

rights activists and all the women in general, making it a national concern since 

in the present era where the termination of pregnancy laws in many countries 

do not impose the threshold limits and preconditions as have been done in 

India, thus raising a very pertinent question- can the right to life of an unborn be kept 

on a higher pedestal than the right to free reproductive choice of a woman?  

 

The question of law reform in this regard cannot be answered without 

scrutinising the key issues which plague the present issue, it can be analysed into 

three key components- the reproductive rights of women (under Article 21), the 

right to life of a fetus (under Article 21) and the practice of condemning 

abortion (under Article 25), the interplay of these three rights have made this 

issue a complex one. Section 3 and 5 of the Act are the sections which are widely 

debated as being in violation of rights of women. The same have been analysed 

at length in the following parts. 

																																																								
1416 https://www.medicalbuyer.co.in/why-india-needs-a-new-mtp-act/. 
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I. SECTION 3 (2)(A) - AN ANALYSIS WITH RESPECT TO 

ARTICLES 14 AND 21 OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION 

 

The permissible length for allowing abortion is 12 weeks. The conditions for 

such abortion being: 

 

A registered medical practitioner must opine that continuing the pregnancy 

risks: the woman’s life or may cause grave mental or physical injury, or that the 

child born may be seriously handicapped due to physical or mental 

abnormalities. 

 

I.1.1 FROM THE ANGLE OF ARTICLE 14: 

 

Upon a clear perusal of the above, it is clear that a differentia is created between 

two classes of women: 

 

“Women who are in danger or in whom the continuance of pregnancy may cause 

grave mental or physical injury, or that the child born may be seriously 

handicapped due to physical or mental abnormalities and the other Women.”  

 

Fundamental rights are given by the Constitution of India to the citizens of the 

country, right to equality being one of the most crucial of them. Art. 14 

postulates the principle of equality and is to be kept at the centre while framing 

any law. Right to equality not only means the right to be not discriminated 

against but also protection against arbitrary and illegitimate acts of the State.1417 

Art. 14 lays down precisely that no person shall be denied, by the state, equality before the 

law or the equal protection of the laws within its territory.1418 Article 14 strikes at all 

actions which are “antithetical” to the rule of equality, thus serving as a 

preliminary mode of checking any arbitrary action of the state.1419  

 

																																																								
1417Pradeep Kumar Biswas v. Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, 5 SCC 111 , (2002). 
1418 Article 14, Constitution of India. 
1419Bachan Singh, Sher Singh AndAnr. V. State Of Punjab And Ors, AIR 1982 SC 1325. 
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Arbitrary action has been described as one that is irrational and not based on 

sound discretion/ reason or as one that is unreasonable.1420 And one cannot 

forego the essential principle “Wherever there is  any prevalence of arbitrariness 

or unreasonableness there is a denial of rule of law.” 1421 

 

Rule of law goes to the extent of eliminating any kind of harsh, uncivilized or 

discriminatory treatment even when the object is the securing of paramount 

exigencies of law and order.1422 In Avinder Singh v. State of Punjab1423 it was held 

that Art 14 is fatally allergic to inequality of the law.1424 The twin test principle 

of intelligible differentia is always the chief test that must be used to check 

arbitrary action, the two requirements that it postulates being: (a) every 

classification must be founded on intelligible differentia (b) such classification 

or differentia must have a relation or nexus to the object sought to be achieved 

thereby. 1425  

 

In considering reasonableness from the point of view of Article 14, the judicial 

courts have also to consider the objective for such classification. Equity and  

being grounded in sound reason are the chief principles of sound discretion.1426 

In the present scenario, the purpose of the Act, besides being the elimination 

of the high incidence of' illegal abortion is perhaps to confer on the woman the 

right to privacy, which includes the right to space and to limit pregnancies (i.e., 

whether or not to bear children). the right to decide about her own body. 

Another pertinent feature of the Act is to encourage a reduction in the rate of 

population growth by permitting termination of an unwanted pregnancy on the 

ground that a contraceptive device failed.1427 However, abortion in the first 

trimester is safe, thus the State has no legitimate interest in severely curtailing 

																																																								
1420Om kumar v. Union Of India , AIR 2000 SC 368 (2002). 
1421State of Karnataka v. State of Tamil Nadu and Ors., Civil Appeal No. 2453 of 2007 decided on December 9, 
2016. 
1422Rubinder Singh v.Union of India, AIR 1983 SC 65 (1983). 
1423 AIR 1979 SC 321. 
1424 ARVIND P DATAR, Commentary on the Constitution of India, WADHWA NAGPUR, (2nded: 2007) 
1425Shri Ram Krishna Dalmia v. Shri Justice S. R. Tendolkar, AIR 1958 SC 538. 
1426 H.W.R.WADE& C.F.FORSYTH, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW, OXFORD PUBLICATIONS, 293 - 294 (10thed, 
2009) 
1427  (Gour K.D. "A Text Book of The Indian Penal Code", 3rd ed.2004,Universal Law Publishing Conip.pvtItd.Dclhi. 
PP.503-4 
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the right to free reproductive choice hence the differentia is not intelligible on 

the ground that it has no nexus with the objects of the act. Hence, the protection 

so afforded by the state must be afforded to all women and not just the women 

who run a risk as contemplated under the Act. 

 

I.1.2  FROM THE ANGLE OF ARTICLE 21: 

 

At the very outset, The Puttaswamy judgment which specifically recognised the 

constitutional right of women to make reproductive choices, as a part of many 

rights which form a vital aspect of personal liberty enshrined under Article 21 

of the Indian Constitution.1428 The bench also reiterated the position adopted 

by a three-judge bench in an earlier case1429, which held that reproductive rights 

include a woman’s entitlement to carry a pregnancy to its fullest and thus to give 

birth, and to subsequently raise children; and that these rights form part of a 

woman’s right to privacy, dignity, and bodily integrity.  The Right to life which 

is enshrined in the Article 21 of the Constitution means something much more 

than the mere survival or animal existence1430  and thereby includes the right to 

live with human dignity.1431  

 

It would include every aspect of life which come together in order to make a 

man’s life meaningful and worth living.1432 Thus, any statutory provision running  

counter to this right, must be held unconstitutional and ultra vires to the part 

III of the constitution.1433 To understand whether any impugned action is 

violative of the Article 21 of the Constitution of India the tests of reasonability 

and proportionality as laid down by the Aadhar judgment are to be applied. The 

tests can be understood by the means of following contours:’ 

 

																																																								
1428Justice K S Puttaswamy v Union of India 2012a: para 72, b: para 46, 2012c: para 38 (2012). 
1429Suchita Srivastava vs. Chandigarh Administration - 2009 (9) SCC 1 (SC, 2009). 
1430State of Maharashtra v. Chandrabhan, AIR 1983 SC 803; Noise Pollution v. In re, AIR 2005 SC 3136. 
1431Francis Coralie Mullin v. Union Territory of India, AIR 1981 SC 74; Olga Tellis v. Bombay Corpn., AIR 1986 SC 

180 ;D.T.C. v. Mazdoor Congress Union D.T.C., AIR 1991 SC 101;Consumer Education &Research Centre v. 
Union of India(1995) 3 SCC 42. 

1432Bdof. Trustee of the port of Bombay v.NandakarniDilip Kumar Raghavendra, AIR 1983 SC 109 (SC, 1983). 
1433Confederation of Ex Serviceman Ass. v. Union of India, AIR 2006 SC 2945. 
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(a) Legality: Which has been defined as the existence of a law or a legal principle 

or can be understood as something backed by legal principles 

 

(b) Legitimate Goal: For understanding the meaning of “legitimate goal” two 

opinions given in the same judgement shall be taken into consideration - 

The law should seek to achieve a legitimate state aim ( as opined by Chandrachud 

J.) and that  The proposed action must be necessary for a democratic society for a 

legitimate aim ( as opined by Kaul J.).  

 

(c) Proportionality:  This simply is another way to reinstate the intelligible 

differentia doctrine i.e. there should be a rational nexus between the objects 

and the means adopted to achieve them (as opined by Chandrachud J.) To 

however redefine it in the context of proportionality, the extent of interference 

must be proportionate to its need ( as proposed by Kaul J.).1434 

 

(d) Procedural Guarantees: The need of procedural guarantees to the extent 

that abuse of State interference can be checked (opined by Kaul J.) 

 

 Section 3 makes it clear amply that no pregnancy can be aborted without the 

prior approval of one doctor in cases where it ranges from 0–12 weeks gestation 

period and  approval of two doctors in cases where it ranges from 12–20 weeks 

gestation period, which demonstrates the need of medical approval, further, 

even beyond the 20 weeks period, the prior approval of doctors is needed and 

as has become evident from several recent cases  (which have been cited while 

discussing the liberal interpretation given to section 5 under the Act), women 

have to move the courts to abort, thus showing the necessity of judicial 

intervention in several cases beyond 20 weeks.1435  

 

The effect of this is clear- “doctors” are at the centre of making decisions for 

women regarding their body. There is absolutely no point where a woman can 

decide for herself under the Act, a facet which is supposed to be a quintessential 

																																																								
1434 Ibid. 
1435 The MTP Act, 1971. 
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under Article 21 of the Indian constitution. Further, the law postulates only 

medical risks as grounds for an abortion, thus failing to recognise all the other 

reasons for which a woman may seek to terminate her pregnancy. In case of 

termination of pregnancy after 20 weeks, a woman is forced to carry pregnancy 

to term unless it poses a grave risk to her life, even if other grounds of physical 

and mental abnormalities in the foetus are satisfied as per Section 3, the ground 

of “imminent necessity” striking a fatal blow to her reproductive rights.  

 

The legal position is such that non-medical concerns such as the economic costs 

of raising a child, effects on career decisions, mental unpreparedness to raise a 

child have not been taken into consideration. In addition, the act simply ignores 

the plight of married women who are forced to conceive and carry a pregnancy 

to its full term which is totally against their will. This is because the marital rape 

of women older than 15 years is not legally recognised as rape- rape being a 

crime that affects any victim equally- irrespective of age.  

 

Further, in light of the privacy judgment, a two-judge SC bench recently read 

down the exception for marital rape upholding that forced sex with all minor 

wives, and not merely wives under the age of 15 (meaning that the complete age 

bracket from 15-18 years) would essentially constitute rape. The larger 

exception for marital rape will be looked into soon by a constitutional bench.1436 

Applying the above parameters listed as basic parameters for assessing the 

constitutionality with respect to constitutional jurisprudence, none of the tests 

of “proportionality” or “nexus” are fulfilled if the above considerations of 

restraining the liberty of women are taken into account.  

 

A leading case on privacy came before the Andhra Pradesh High court1437. The 

right to privacy was clearly held as a fundamental righ, Justice Choudhary’s 

observations are of a great value here, he opined that forced sexual behaviour 

is degrading and inhuman and the freedom to choose a partner for sexual acts 

is an imperative for enjoyment of life. Thus, the freedom to choose a partner for sexual 

																																																								
1436Independent Thought v. Union of India and Anr 10 SCC 800 (2017). 
1437T. Sareetha v. T. VenkataSubbaiah ,AIR 1983 AP 356. 
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acts was included into enjoyment of life, thus extending the sexual autonomy of hindu wife and 

striking down section 9 of the Hindu Marriage Act.1438 The court observed that by this 

matrimonial remedy ‘during a moment’s duration the entire lifestyle would be 

altered and even destroyed’ without her consent, an observation which restores 

the faith of woman in the constitutional guarantee of “individual dignity” and 

“right to privacy”. This was further reiterated in a later decision of the Supreme 

Court1439.In this case, the Supreme Court relied on the origin of the right and 

explained the US Supreme Court’s observation on the same.1440Article 12 of 

UDHR reads1441: 

 

  “No one shall be subject to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, 

home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. 

Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or 

attacks.”1442 

 

The whole section 3(2) of the MTP act raises a major question, long-impending 

and much  derogatory to a woman’s honour and reputation.  Section 3(2) 

postulates1443 that- Abortion can be followed under two conditions; 

 

1) Where any pregnancy is alleged by the pregnant woman to have been caused by rape, 

the anguish caused by such pregnancy shall be presumed to constitute a grave injury 

to the mental health of the pregnant woman. 

2) Where any pregnancy occurs as a result of failure of any device or method used by any 

married woman or her husband for the purpose of limiting the number of children, 

the anguish caused by such unwanted pregnancy may be presumed to constitute a grave 

injury to the mental health of the woman1444. 

 

																																																								
1438 Ibid. 
1439Govinda v State of M.P. 1975 AIR 1378 
1440Griswold v. Connecticut, Jane Roe v. Henry Wade, Munn v. Illinois and Wolf v. Colorado. 
1441UDHR adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations in December 1948. 
1442 Ibid. 
1443 Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971. 
1444 Explanation to section 3(2) of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971. 
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Analysing the first explanation of section 3 (2) which deals with when can 

abortions performed, the landmark case1445, in which the right of privacy was 

dealt with as under: 

 

“As a matter of fact, Edward Shils maintains that privacy is a zero 

relationship between two persons or two groups or between a group and a person. 

It is a ‘Zero-relationship’ in the sense that it is constituted by the absence of 

interaction or the communication or perception within contexts in which such 

interaction, communication or perception is practicable, such as a family, a 

working group and ultimately a whole society. Privacy may be the privacy of a 

single individual, it may be the privacy of two individuals, or it may be the 

privacy of three or numerous individuals. But it is always the privacy of those 

persons, single or plural, vis-à-vis other persons.”1446 

 

The above observation of Edward Shils explains that clearly privacy means that 

a woman and she alone can decide as to what extent she communicates details 

about her own private life. However, a major loophole in the present act appears 

for instance, in case a rape victim decides to terminate her pregnancy, the 

requirement of the approval as postulated in the act makes her vulnerable such 

that explicit display, graphic detail of being paraded nude, rape and gang-rape 

does not only hurt the feelings, mutilate the soul, denigrate the person but also 

make the victim feel abandoned thus destroying the entire psychology of a 

woman and pushes her into a deep emotional crisis.”1447  

 

The precondition which postulates enquiry by doctors under the power given 

by this act1448It is a crime against basic human rights and is also violative of the 

victim’s most cherished of the fundamental rights, namely, the right to life 

contained in Article 21. Likewise, the second condition1449 which postulates that 

where any pregnancy occurs as a result of failure of any device or method used 

																																																								
1445Phoolan Devi v. ShekarKapur ,57 DLT 154 (1995). 
1446 Ibid. 
1447PushpanjaliSahu v. State of Orissa, (9) SCC 705 (2012). 
1448 Vide section 3 of the MTP, 1971. 
1449 Explanation 2 to section 3(2) of MTP Act, 1971. 
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by any married woman or her husband for the purpose of limiting the number 

of children, the anguish caused by such unwanted pregnancy has been held 

equivalent to grave injury to the mental health of the woman, the same is 

unconstitutional to the extent that it violates Article 14. The state has created a 

differentia between the married and unmarried women. In a leading case1450, the 

court has accepted the legality of a live-in relationship. The court has clearly laid 

down that there is a difference between legality and morality and morality 

cannot be any consideration for creating a differentia.1451 The differentia created 

by the state is clearly not in line with any of the objects sought to be achieved 

by means of this legislation and thus in contravention of Article 14.1452 

 

Further, in the amendment bill of 2014 the liberalization of the termination in 

certain cases has been explained on the following grounds: health, humanitarian 

and eugenic.1453Further, even on these grounds the liberalization that is provided 

to ensure there is no risk to the life of the mother or the child is a risk to which 

all pregnant women are equally subjected to, married or unmarried. Hence, the 

law is arbitrary to the extent that it discriminates between married and 

unmarried women and the discrimination is not in consonance with the object 

sought to be achieved by means of this legislation.  

 

In a case, the High Court observed that a woman irrespective of her marital status 

can be pregnant either by choice or it can be an unwanted pregnancy.1454By this 

observation, the High Court is of the view that a woman’s pregnancy is 

regardless of her marital status — which in itself is a bold step forward, 

considering the status of taboo given to premarital sex in India- clearly a failure 

to distinguish between “cultural” and “constitutional morality”. The Court gave 

a very conducive reasoning further:“A woman’s decision to terminate a 

pregnancy is not a frivolous one. It must be noted that : Abortion is often the only 

way out of a very difficult situation for a woman.1455It should be understood that a 

																																																								
1450Payal Sharma alias Kamla Sharma Vs. Superintendent, NariNiketan, Agra and others 
1451http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/mtp_act.htm 
1452 F.N. Bulsara v State of Bombay F.C.R 17[1942]. 
1453The MTP Amendment Bill, 2014. 
14542016 SCC OnLineBom 8426 : Cri LJ 218, 224 (2017). 
1455 Ibid. 
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woman like any other being, is capable of taking rational decisions by carefully 

weighing all the factors.”1456 

 

I.1.3 THE QUESTION OF COMPELLING STATE INTEREST 

 

In a case1457, the Supreme Court, when dealing with the question of "compelling 

State purpose" observed that "heightened level of scrutiny” is the considered as 

the normative threshold for judicial review in such cases. The Supreme Court 

observed that legislations with the aims of protective discrimination pose the 

toughest challenge while enumerating the reasonability of the same the problem 

being that sometimes these legislations might instead of uplifting pose 

loopholes which may serve as potentially digressing.  

 

This legislation in itself thus suffers from incurable fixations of stereotype morality and 

conceptions of sexual role as remarked by the Apex Court of the country. The perspective 

which thus takes into account “compelling interest” is outmoded in content and stifling in 

means. No law in its ultimate effect should end up perpetuating the oppression of women. 

Personal freedom is a fundamental tenet which cannot be compromised in the name of 

expediency until and unless there is a compelling State purpose. Heightened level of scrutiny is 

the normative threshold for judicial review in such cases”.1458 

 

In another case,1459 the Supreme Court when dealing with the pregnancy of a 

mentally retarded rape victim, who was also found to be HIV positive,  had to 

ascertain the justness of the High Court’s decision, the High Court relying upon 

the two doctrines of "parens patriae" and "compelling State interest" declined 

the permission for medical termination of pregnancy which had by then 

advanced into 23rd or 24th week already. Upon a detailed evaluation of the facts 

and analysis of the law on the subject, the Apex Court emphatically reversed the 

High Court, declaring the opinion of the High Court erroneous and upholding 

the liberty of the woman concerned, as the ground of compelling state interest 

																																																								
1456id 
1457Anuj Garg vs. Hotel Assn. of India , 3 SCC 1 (2008). 
1458 Ibid. 
1459Z v State of Bihar 
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cannot be used to curtain the rights of women. There is thus no “compelling 

state interest” considering Section 3 (2)(a), as abortion in the first trimester is 

safe, so the State has no legitimate interest or a compelling interest in severely 

curtailing reproductive choice and severe restriction is disproportional to the 

legislation’s intended aim of preventing maternal mortality. 

 

I.2 CONSTITUTIONALITY OF  SECTION 3(2)B: 

 

Globally, about 800 women die every day of preventable causes related to 

pregnancy and childbirth; 20 percent of these women are from India. Annually, 

it is estimated that 44,000 women die due to preventable pregnancy-related 

causes in India.1460In a case,1461 the Supreme Court had permitted the 

termination of pregnancy when the girl was into her 24th week of pregnancy 

relying on the fact that it was certain the fetus, if allowed to be born, would have 

a limited life span with serious handicaps which cannot be avoided.”1462  

 

In a case,1463 pregnancy had advanced to twenty eight weeks and it  was 

explained by the medical practitioners that the foetus will be born with serious 

physical handicaps and morbidity even though the life of the mother will not be 

in danger if allowed to be born. The Supreme Court observed that it will be 

blatantly difficult to refuse the termination of the pregnancy since the foetus if 

born will have serious physical handicaps without any corrective measures. It 

can thus be understood that allowing such a pregnancy to continue can cause 

an emotional upheaval for the pregnant woman.   

 

In another case1464, the Supreme Court recognised Section 5 of the Act laid 

down the exceptions to Section 3 if two registered Medical Practitioners gave 

the opinion in good faith in respect of termination of pregnancy to save the life 

of pregnant women. In the view of the aforesaid section, the Supreme Court 

																																																								
1460 Maternal Health | UNICEF. http://www.unicef.in/Whatwedo/1/Maternal-Health. 
1461TapasyaUmeshPisal v. Union of India,  12 SCC 57(2018).  
1462 Ibid. 
1463Sonali Kiran Gaikwad vs. Union of India 
1464X v. Union of India,  (14) SCC 382 (2016). 
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had granted liberty to the petitioner to terminate her pregnancy. In another 

case,1465 the Supreme Court while dealing with pregnancy which had advanced 

to the 26th or 27th week allowed it, the Paediatrician had reported that the 

survival rate post-delivery was less than 10 to 20%, thus stating that there would 

be high  chances of morbidity which the purpose of the Act is to reduce.  

 

In another case1466, the Supreme Court was concerned with a pregnancy which 

had advanced beyond 20 weeks, it was made clear that even if born alive, the 

baby would need complex cardiac corrective surgery stage by stage after birth, 

thus noting the need to allow the termination even after 20 weeks in special 

situations like these. It is clear that all the deformities which form an essential 

precondition with respect to section 3 (2)b may not be detected necessarily 

within 20 weeks of pregnancy. In most cases the apex court has rather allowed 

the termination of pregnancy even after 20 weeks because the time period is not 

enough to detect all possible contingencies.  

 

Allowing the restriction of 20 weeks is not in consonance with the true objects 

of the act itself and is also likely to result in grave miscarriage of justice, 

specifically in cases where such mothers who are denied the termination in 

pursuance to this section do not approach the court. Additionally and most 

importantly, The National Commission for Women (NCW) has recommended 

that the Union Health Ministry increase the time limit from 20–24 weeks, 

keeping in mind current developments in the several medical diagnostic 

technologies. The Amendment proposed in 20141467 also increases the time limit 

from 20–24 weeks keeping in mind the recommendation of the NCW. 

Considering this, cardiac anomalies are not risks which can be ignored, a 

legislation ought to be progressive in nature and all-encompassing in nature.1468  

 

																																																								
1465A v Union of India 
1466SarmishtaChakrabortty and anr vs. Union of India and ors, W. P. No. 6883(w) of 2017 (SC, 2017). 
1467MTP Amendment Bill 2014 
1468The concept of law by H.L.A Hart 
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The second condition1469 under the Act, i.e. the second arm of section 3 of the 

act which postulates that where any pregnancy occurs as a result of failure of 

any device or method used by any married woman or her husband for the 

purpose of limiting the number of children, the anguish caused by such unwanted 

pregnancy is to be considered as equivalent to a grave injury to the mental health of the woman 

is unconstitutional to the extent that it violates Article 14.The act has created a 

differentia between the married and unmarried women. In the case1470, the court 

has accepted the legality of a live-in relationship. The court has clearly laid down 

that there is a difference between legality and morality and morality cannot be 

any consideration for creating a differentia. The marital status is no criterion to 

provide or abridge such an important constitutional right of women. 

 

II. THE ANALYSIS OF SECTION 5 OF THE MEDICAL 

TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY ACT AT LENGTH 

 

The constitutionality of Section 5 can be analysed from a twofold perspective: 

 

A. Violation of Article 21 

B. The rulings of Supreme Court in the matter 

 

II.1.1 THE RULINGS OF SUPREME COURT 

 

The plain reading of the provisions in section 51471 might suggest that the 

exception carved out in section 51472 of the MTP Act will apply only where 

termination of pregnancy is immediately necessary to save the "life" of the 

pregnant woman. The crucial issue which arises relates to the correct 

interpretation of the expression "life" as it appears in section 5 of the MTP Act. 

The expression can have two meanings- the narrower one being “life” as merely 

opposite to or antithetic to the expression “death” or the liberal interpretation 

																																																								
1469 Explanation 2 to section 3(2) of MTP Act, 1971. 
1470Payal Sharma alias Kamla Sharma Vs. Superintendent, NariNiketan, Agra and others 
1471Id. 
1472The condition of “immediate necessity” 
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meaning quality of life subsuming within itself all the necessary factors which 

would together contribute to make the living a meaningful one.  

 

If the former construction is to be adopted then it would mean that the 

exception in section 5 of the MTP Act will not operate even to situations where 

registered medical practitioners opine that the continuance of pregnancy 

involves grave injury to the physical health or to the mental health of the 

mother, although the same might not be life threatening, the exception will then 

would not even apply to cases where pregnancy is alleged to have been caused 

by rape. However, contrary to this there are numerous decisions rendered by 

the Supreme Court in which medical termination of pregnancy was permitted 

beyond the ceiling period where the continuance of pregnancy involved grave 

injury to the mental health of the pregnant woman or where there was 

substantial risk that if the child were born, it would suffer from such physical or 

mental abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped.  

 

This obviously means that the principle of narrow or literal construction was 

not adopted when it came to the interpretation of the provisions in section 5 of 

the MTP Act by the Supreme Court while rendering these judgements. Instead, 

the Supreme Court has given a purposive construction to section 5. In a leading 

case1473the Supreme Court in the interests of justice, permitted the petitioner to 

undergo MTP, which was in its twenty fourth week noting that the case falls 

under section 3 (2) (b) of the MTP Act, although it is supposed to be governed 

by section 5 of the Act. The Medical Board had opined that even if the baby 

were born alive, several corrective surgeries would be required thus heightening 

the risk of morbidity.  

 

The Supreme Court realised the need to allow the termination of pregnancy in 

such a case as not allowing or strictly interpreting section 5 would not allow the 

true purposes of the Act to be met. In another case1474, where pregnancy had 

advanced to twenty eight weeks, the Medical Board indicated serious 

																																																								
1473TapasyaUmeshPisal vs. Union of India ,12 SCC 57(2018). 
1474Sonali Kiran Gaikwad vs. Union of India - Writ Petition  No. 928 of 2017 decided on 9th October (2017). 
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abnormalities of the fetus and heightened risk of morbidity and mortality. 

Although the mother's life was not in any imminent danger, as is necessary 

within section 5, the report of the Board indicated that termination was not 

more hazardous than spontaneous delivery. In light of this, extending such a 

pregnancy, opined the Apex Court, will only cause mental agony to the woman 

concerned. The Supreme Court, then referred to its decision in another case1475 

and permitted the petitioners to undergo medical termination of their 

pregnancies. In another case1476 

 

The Supreme Court was concerned with a pregnancy which had advanced into 

the 24thweek. The Medical Board had opined that the condition of foetus was 

incompatible with extra uterine life, i.e., outside the womb because prolonged 

absence of amniotic fluid results in pulmonary hypoplasia leading to severe 

respiratory insufficiency at birth. Thus, the Supreme Court, after referring to the 

dictum in a leading case1477 that a woman's right to make reproductive choices 

is clearly a tenet of 'personal liberty' as understood under Article 21 of the 

Constitution, permitted the pregnant mother to undertake the termination of 

pregnancy by observing thus: 

 

"Though the current pregnancy of the petitioner is about 24 weeks and 

endangers the life and the death of the foetus outside the womb is inevitable, we 

consider it appropriate to permit the petitioner to undergo termination of her 

pregnancy under the provisions of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 

1971. "1478 

 

In a case1479, the Supreme Court was concerned with a pregnancy which had 

advanced into the 25th week, wherein the Medical Board was of the opinion 

that the patient wants the pregnancy to be terminated as the foetus is not likely 

to survive as the continuance of the same is causing immense mental agony to 

																																																								
1475Meera Santosh Pal Vs. Union of India - 3 SCC 462, (2017). 
1476X and ors. Vs. Union of India and ors. - 3 SCC 458, (2017). 
1477Suchita Srivastava vs. Chandigarh Administration - (9) SCC 1 (2009). 
1478 Ibid. 
1479MamtaVerma vs. Union of India and ors. ,14 SCC 289, (2018). 
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her and after evaluating the ultrasonography reports that there was no point in 

continuing the pregnancy. In Mamta Verma’s case1480, there was no imminent 

danger to the life of the pregnant mother as termination of pregnancy was 

permitted mainly on the ground that the foetus was not likely to survive (the 

same would have caused mental agony to the mother).  

 

This means that termination of pregnancy was permitted under section 5 of the 

MTP Act by reading into the provisions of section 5 of the MTP Act, the 

contingencies referred to in clauses (i) and (ii) of section 3 (2)(b) of the MTP 

Act. In Meera Santosh Pal1481 the Supreme Court allowed the termination of 

about 24 weeks based upon medical prognosis which suggested that the fetus 

was without a skull and thus would not be able to survive outside the uterus, 

the continuance of this was ultimately likely to cause mental anguish to the 

mother, the Supreme Court observed that the right to bodily integrity would 

essentially imply that termination shall be allowed in such a case.  

 

In Suchita Srivastava1482, the Supreme Court did not permit the termination of 

pregnancy because the petitioner was not held to be 'mentally ill' and the further 

she wanted to carry out her pregnancy but the Supreme Court held that 

undoubtedly, the right to free reproductive choice is a dimension of bodily 

integrity which is encompassed within Article 21. Now, the undebatable aspect 

here is that reproductive choices comprise both- to procreate as well as to 

abstain from procreating, the only crucial consideration at its crux being that 

such rights of women should be respected. This might also imply that there 

should be ideally no restrictions when it comes to making free reproductive 

choices. From the conspectus of the decisions of the Supreme Court, it is quite 

clear that the Supreme Court has construed the provisions in section 5 of the 

MTP Act, not narrowly by adopting the principle of literal construction but 

liberally by adopting the principle of purposive construction.  

 

																																																								
1480id. 
1481Supra note 71. 
1482Supra note 73 
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The Supreme Court has consistently permitted medical termination of 

pregnancies which had exceeded the ceiling of 20 weeks where medical opinion 

established that continuance of pregnancy involved grave injury to the mental 

health of the pregnant woman or where there was substantial risk that if the 

child were born, it would suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities as 

to be seriously handicapped. This was despite the fact that there was no 

immediate danger to the life of the pregnant mother.  

 

In effect therefore, the Supreme Court read into the provisions of section 5 of 

the MTP Act the contingencies referred to in clause (i) and (ii) of section 3 (2)(b) 

of MTP Act, no doubt, upon satisfaction that the risk involved in the 

termination of such pregnancies was not greater than the risk involved in 

spontaneous delivery at the end of the full term.It must be noted, that even 

though a liberal interpretation is given to the section 5 of the Act, the law itself 

is not completely proper on this aspect, the reason why the court had to dwell 

on the aspect of the construction of section 5 is because there is ambiguity with 

respect to its construction and thus it is unconstitutional to that extent. The 

defense that a liberal construction is to be given does not forego the fact that it 

still runs counter to several fundamental rights of the constitution because of 

two reasons: 

 

(a) Imposing a high threshold of “imminent necessity” making it arbitrary 

and not proportionate with respect to Article 21 (which can even be 

inferred from the above cases) 

(b) Even if the judiciary fills into these gaps, there is an imminent necessity 

for law reform in this aspect, because even having to file a case is an 

added burden on the pregnant mothers. 

 

Moreover, as per the socio-economic conditions of India, it is very pertinent to 

note that there is lack of awareness among rural women and those living in 

underdeveloped regions of the country, women working in brothels and thus 

many of these women being poor and realizing the pregnancy in later stages can 

end up being “mentally stressed” if the termination of pregnancy is refused and 
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they have to forcefully up bring a child. The act just looks into limited conditions 

such as the necessity to save the life of the mother or the foetus and ignores 

other factors such as individual choices, socio-economic conditions, and 

unpreparedness of the woman to raise a child. 

 

II.1.2 THE VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 21 

 

"In this day of population explosion, society has no reason to encourage the birth 

of more children, but has tremendous interest in encouraging the birth of more 

wanted children. Critics of abortion, generally see it as an exclusively negative 

thing, a means of non-fulfilment only. What they fail to realize, is that abortion, 

like other means of birth control, can lead to fulfillment in the life of a woman. 

A woman who aborts this year because she is in poor health, neurotic, 

economically harassed, unmarried, on the verge of divorce or immature, may well 

decide to have some other child years from now - a wanted child. The child that 

she aborts, is always an unwanted child. If her need for abortion is frustrated, 

she may never know the joy of a wanted child." Freedom of womb implies that 

legally abortion should be available on demand whenever wanted by a pregnant 

woman. It is advocated from the point of view of the State also because the 

gravest problem today is man's uncontrolled fertility.”1483 

                      -Garrett Harding 

-  

In a case1484,which is often cited as a classic case of right to liberty the Apex 

Court struck down a regulation wherein severe restrictions were imposed on 

habitual offenders in criminal matters (those seeming to have a criminal record). 

Subba Rao, J. opined necessarily so that the right to liberty indubitably implies 

the practice of doing away with any kind of encroachments on a person’s being. 

While dealing with a similar surveillance regulation in a case1485, the Court 

recognised that the right to privacy is perhaps too vague to be explicitly defined 

or demarcated. It suggested that privacy interest in autonomy must be placed in 

																																																								
1483 A famous quote by Garett Harding 
1484Kharak Singh v. State of U.P.AIR 1963 SC 1295:(1964) 1 SCR 332. 
1485Gobind v. State of M.P., 2 SCC 148, (1975). 
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the context of other rights and values. The Court opined that the right to privacy 

must include a class of rights which can be labelled as “personal intimacies” of 

matters such as marriage and bearing-rearing of a child.  

 

In a celebrated case of the death row prisoner, Auto Shankar, the Supreme 

Court while dealing with the question of the release of his autobiography, 

referred to the aforesaid two decisions, and then summarized the position as 

follows1486: the right to privacy includes within it all possible outcomes including 

right to be let alone and further the rights of motherhood, child rearing etc. A 

three-Judge Bench of the Supreme Court of India dealt with the rights of a 

woman over her body in a matter dealing with the issue of abortion directed by 

the High Court concerned in the case of a mentally disabled, pregnant 

woman.1487 The Supreme Court incorporated the right of a woman to make 

reproductive choices into the ambit of personal liberty under Article 21 of the 

Indian Constitution, and said that “It is important to recognize that reproductive choices 

can be exercised to procreate as well as to abstain from procreating.”1488  

 

However, despite observations in this tone, the Supreme Court has refrained 

from commenting on the validity of Explanation II, perhaps, choosing to stay 

clear of controversy thereby. Thus, it is clear that the aspects of procreation and 

motherhood have been opined by the Supreme Court to be within the ambit of 

the right to privacy, which, arguably, is recognised within Article 21. It is also 

clear the Bombay High Court has emphasized that every woman has a right to 

bodily integrity, and to decide whether to embark on motherhood. A 

Hohfeldian rights — duties analysis will enable the balancing of the right of the 

woman over her own body on one hand with the “compelling interest” or duty 

of the State in protecting the life of the unborn child on the other. This 

juxtaposition of right and duty is what is reflected in Section 5 of the MTP Act.  

 

																																																								
1486R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N.,  6 SCC 632, 649, 650 at para 26(1), (1994). 
1487Suchita Srivastava v. Chandigarh Admn. 9 SCC 1,( 2009). 
1488id. 
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Further, in a case it has been held that if a woman does not want to continue with the 

pregnancy, then forcing her to do so represents a violation of the woman’s bodily integrity and 

aggravates her mental trauma which would be deleterious to her mental health.1489 In a case 

well-known in International Law has arisen in which the applicants, who filed 

the complaint with the European Commission on Human Rights, claimed that 

the scope of the right to privacy includes the right of the woman to decide 

whether to terminate her pregnancy. The Commission considers that pregnancy 

and the termination- both fall in the sphere of private life. It further opined that 

human relationships shall be kept out of judicial purview as these interactions 

imply private life, especially in the emotional context-the act of forming social 

relationships."1490 

 

III. THE PERSONHOOD OF FETUS- AN ESSENTIAL 

QUESTION FOR DETERMINING THE OUTCOME OF PRO 

LIFE V PRO CHOICE 

 

 A conspectus of international human rights law demonstrates clearly that a 

person is vested with human rights only at birth, the moment of conception 

thus not being an indication of personality. Now it is no doubt that pregnancy 

takes place within the body of a woman, thus she is the one who has to deal 

with all the emotional, physical and mental outcomes of the same. The right to 

control their own body and fertility and motherhood choices should thus be 

essentially the rights which are left to the women alone.  

 

It has been well established that the right to bodily autonomy is a very basic 

right of women which subsumes within it the right to get pregnant and stay 

pregnant.1491  In India, though the laws recognize the existence of an unborn as 

a legal person by fiction as can also be gathered from jurisprudential study, the 

laws grant no explicit rights until the birth of the child and the interference by 

the state is limited to situations only after the attainment of viability but the 

																																																								
14892016 SCC OnLineBom 8426 : 2017 Cri LJ 218, 224. 
1490X & Y v. Federal Republic of Germany (1976) 
14912016 SCC OnLineBom 8426 : 2017 Cri LJ 218, 224 
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problem that remains is that the law is a little ambiguous on the subject.1492It is 

a well-recognised principle that right to life is extended to both- the mother as 

well as the foetus thus, requiring the state to “equally protect the life of the mother and 

the life of the unborn from conception.”1493 Understanding several human rights 

conventions can help resolve this dilemma to some extent- hence these are 

discussed below.1494 

 

III.1  HUMAN RIGHTS EXTEND TO PERSONS ONLY “AFTER 

BIRTH” 

 

Article 11495 that upholds equal dignity and freedom to all human beings, the 

word “born” in this article can be understood in the sense that it was used 

intentionally to exclude the fetus, further the proposal and rejection of an that 

would have deleted the word “born” so as to make the definition more inclusive 

clearly implies that the long deliberations which sought to protect an unborn 

resulted in the conclusion that the same cannot be sought for several reasons, 

hence the unamended article.1496 

 

The French representative clarified this.1497 Conclusively, a fetus has no rights 

under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights until the moment of birth. 

The deliberately used term “everyone” (p.233),1498 further explains the position 

that the right is available only to born persons. The International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)1499 likewise rejects the proposition that the 

right to life, protected in Article 6(1), applies before birth. The negotiations 

(travauxpréparatoires) show that an amendment was proposed which was similar 

to the one proposed for Article 1 above, however the same was rejected.1500 

																																																								
1492Right to life of Foetus – A paper on Verification of laws in the context of female Foeticide Emandi Ranga Rao 
Assistant Professor, Law College, Osmanabad, Maharashtra, India. 
1493Philippine Constitution (Art II, Sec. 12) 
1494D.D. Basu, Commentary on Constitution of India,Vol.IIIEdn, 2008 3143 
1495Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
1496United Nations Universal Declaration on Human Rights, UN GAOR, Art.1, G.A. Res.217, UN Doc. A/810, 1948. 
1497 ibid 
1498 J Morsink. Women's rights in the Universal Declaration. Human Rights Quarterly. 13: 1991; 229–256. 
1499 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, 993 UNTS 171, entered into force 23 
March 1976. 
1500UN GAOR Annex, 12th Session, Agenda Item 33, at 96, UN Doc. A/C.3/L.654. 
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Article 6 was thus adopted by a vote of 55 to nil, with 17 abstentions. These 

make it clear treaty that the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)1501 

does not recognise the right to life until birth.  

 

However, there is conscious dilemma regarding Paragraph 9 of its Preamble, 

but that can simply be refuted on the ground that it implies only the state’s duty 

to protect the unborn through health support extended to women. The travaux 

thus leads to the understanding that in no way is the woman’s right to terminate 

her pregnancy subjugated to the right of the unborn to exist. The Holy See led 

the above proposal to include it and also remarked that the purpose of the 

amendment was not to preclude the possibility of an abortion.1502  

 

It must further be note that it was not the working group’s intention to do 

so(p.10, p.59, p.145).1503 refers only to born persons. A line can be drawn between The 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, the expert treaty body that interprets and 

the Child Rights Convention, likewise denies a right to life to the fetus. The 

Committee has expressed its deepest concerns over safe abortion facilities to 

adolescent girls.1504 In its Concluding Observations on various State reports, the 

Committee noted that the rising incidents of illegal abortion coincides with 

unsafe abortion services or lack of safe abortion facilities.1505 It has also explicitly 

called for “review of several state practices related to allowing the abortion for 

therapeutic reasons.1506 An analysis of the aforementioned makes it clear that 

“child” in these conventions surely does not include foetus. 

 

																																																								
    UN GAOR, 12th Session, Agenda Item 33, at 113 UN Doc. A/3764, 1957. 
1501Convention on the Rights of the Child, GA Res. 44/25, Annex, UN GAOR 44th Session, Suppl. No.49 at 166, 
UN Doc. A/44/49 (1989) (entered into force Sept. 2, 1990). 
1502UN Commission on Human Rights, Question of a Convention on the Rights of a Child: Report of the Working 
Group, 36th Session, UN Doc. E/CN.4/L/1542 (1980). 
1503(2005). Human Rights Begin at Birth: International Law and the Claim of Fetal Rights 
1504Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No.4: Adolescent health and development in the context 
of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (33rd Session 2003) at Para. 31, reprinted in Compilation of General 
Comments and General Recommendations Adopted by Human Rights Treaty Bodies, 12/05/2004, UN Doc. 
HRI/GEN/Rev.7. 
1505 Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Rights of the Child: Guatemala, 9/7/2001, UN Committee 
on the Rights of the Child, 27th Session, p.40, UN Doc. CRC/C/15/Add.154. 
1506Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Rights of the Child: Chad, 24/8/1999, UN GAOR, Committee 
on the Rights of the Child, 21st Session, 557th mtg. Para.30, UN Doc. CRC/C/15/Add.107. 
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III.2  THE CEDAW COMMITTEE DOES NOT EXTEND HUMAN 

RIGHTS TO FOETUS 

 

The relevance of including the CEDAW Committee analysis to this aspect is 

the well-known fact that it has frequently had occasion to address these issues 

concerning the status of fetal life vis-a-vis women's equality. In its General 

Recommendation 21, it made amply clear how the rights of women to make 

reproductive choices specifically relating to the number and spacing intervals 

are decisions that she must make alone.”1507 The same was sanctified taking into light 

the factor that the responsibility of child birth and rearing obviously affects her personal life 

and imposes burdens on her.  

 

In General Recommendation 24: Health further, the Committee recognises the 

importance of women's right to health with the connotation that it is 

undoubtedly linked to pregnancy and childbirth. It also explained that it would 

be discriminatory on the part of state if it does not provide services which are 

coexistent with such rights.  It describes laws that impose a burden on such 

rights of women and other factors like high fees, requirements of parental, 

spousal or hospital consent and inaccessibility to these services due to 

whatsoever barriers as arbitrary.1508 Upon a consideration of State reports, the 

Committee has time and again expressed concerns about maternal mortality due 

to unsafe abortion thus enabling state reform through affirmative and 

progressive laws.1509 

 

 

 

																																																								
1507 Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, General Recommendation 21: Equality in 
Marriage and Family Relations (13th Sess., 1994), in Compilation of General Comments and General 
Recommendations by Human Rights Treaty Bodies, at 253. Para. 14. UN Doc. HRI/GEN/1/Rev.7 (2004). 
1508 Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, General Recommendation 24: Women and 
Health (20th Session, 1999), in Compilation of General Comments and General Recommendations by Human Rights 
Treaty Bodies, at 274, Para.14, U.N .Doc. HRI/GEN/1/Rev.7 (2004). 
1509Center for Reproductive Rights and University of Toronto International Programme on Reproductive and Sexual 
Health Law. Bringing Rights to Bear: An Analysis of the Work of the U.N. Treaty Monitoring Bodies on Reproductive 
and Sexual Rights, New York: CRR, 2002. 
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III.3  THE COMPARISON OF A FULLY DEVELOPED PERSON TO 

A PERSON INCAPABLE OF INDEPENDENT EXISTENCE- 

THE DILEMMA 

 

The very nature of human rights, thus even right to life and liberty under Article 

21 is such that it requires a person’s independent existence to manifest itself in 

full form. No fully developed person has the right to subordinate another. The 

fact that the pro choice groups extend such irreverent protection to an unborn 

is fatally wrong because to impose upon a fully developed human being such 

subordination and risk for the sake of potential human life is unviable. 

Pregnancy can further be understood as some form of labor or rescue and thus 

it deserves the same treatment as the two. Abortion is theoretically and 

practically indispensable to women's equality, dignity and rights as a human 

being.1510 

 

III.4  THE HISTORIC DECISION OF ROE V WADE ON THE 

QUESTION OF PERSONHOOD OF FETUS 

 

The long-standing and debates that keep springing up regarding female rights 

rely also upon voluntary motherhood and has at its foundation two clear 

aspects- the fact that women’s dignity is supreme and no subrogation to any 

other being. The law has thus been very reluctant in administering any such 

protection to the unborn which is often a bare foundation of religious theories.  

Thus, unborn have never been recognized in the law as persons absolutely. In a 

very limited or narrow spectrum, there are undoubtedly several rights 

manifested in unborn but even these are merely contingent upon birth and these 

are rights which do not require the ability of being a fully developed person like 

the property rights, for instance, but right to life which is a right which cannot 

manifest in any being other than a person capable of using it does not vest in 

unborn. 

																																																								
1510 1. B Babcock, A Freedman, S Ross. Sex Discrimination and the Law: History, Practice and Theory. 1976; Little, 
Brown & Co: New York. 
2. DH Regan. Rewriting Roe v. Wade. Michigan Law Review. 77: 1979; 1569.  
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III.5  PERSONHOOD UNDER THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION 

 

In India, in several statutes1511 an unborn has been defined as a legal person by 

fiction extending the jurisprudential aspects. These rights are conditional to the 

extent that they vest only if the unborn is born alive later. Every right can be 

analysed into two components. One is material element of interest and other is the 

formal element.1512 Property right is a contingent interest upon the unborn which 

would vest only upon the birth of the unborn as prior interest is created in favor 

of a living person.1513 The existence of unborn has not been construed separate 

to that of the mother as “sections 312 and 315 of the IPC exempt and 

decriminalize miscarriage. This amicably goes to indicate that unborn do not 

have any independent existence and mothers should be extended greater 

protection.1514 The jurisprudence principles also state that unborn child is not 

technically a legal person but legal person by fiction, which means the legal 

personality is extended only to the extent of fulfilling a legal duty which is owed 

by the state for the protection of interest of these personalities, however, such 

an interest takes the form of a right only after birth.1515 

 

IV. THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION AVAILABLE TO 

RELIGIOUS GROUPS WHICH OPPOSE ABORTION 

 

It is clearly evident that many religious groups condemn abortion with the basic 

premise that abortion is the sacrifice of a life which is contrary to their religious 

faith. These religious groups are likely to ask for constitutional protection to the 

practice of condemning abortion- a phenomenon not unknown or far-fetched 

since it is well known globally in countries where the revolution has stirred up 

more than India. The leading question here is upon assessing the constitutional 

																																																								
1511S.13 of TP Act 1882 deals with the transfer of property for the benefit of unborn which defines Where, on a 
transfer of property, an interest therein is created for the benefit of a person not in existence at the date of the transfer, 
subject to a prior interest created by the same transfer, the interest created for the benefit of such person shall not 
take effect unless it extends to the whole of the remaining interest of the transferor in the property 
1512UNDERSTANDING OF RIGHT TO ABORTION UNDER INDIAN CONSTITUTION, Sai 
AbhipsaGochhayat 
1513 Id. 
1514Sudha Sandeep Devgirkr vs. Union Of India 
1515 Law’s Empire by Dworkin 
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scenario in context of abortion whether constitution offers absolute safeguards 

to the rights which such groups are likely to claim in near future. The same has 

been analysed at length below in a twofold manner- the opinion of various 

religions in the context of abortion, the constitutional safeguards and the extent 

of these safeguards. 

 

IV.1  THE OPINIONS OF VARIOUS RELIGIOUS GROUPS AND 

RELIGIOUS IDEOLOGY IN GENERAL- CONTEMPLATION 

OF “SAVE THE LIFE” 

 

The verses, from Psalm 139, read: "For you created my inmost being; you knit me 

together in my mother's womb. I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; your 

works are wonderful, I know that full well."1516.The opinion of a noted professor of 

Christian ethics is of relevance - "I'd summarize Psalm 139 as suggesting that in the 

womb, from the very first point of conception, it's God at work.”1517Ascertaining what is 

“essential” to a religious denomination “according to its own tenets” therefore 

usually means scrutinizing its normative texts.1518 The 5th commandment 

essentially lays down: “Thy shall not kill”1519 

 

The interpretation of the same extends to Abortion.1520 As catechism explains 

this :Human life must be respected and protected absolutely from the moment of conception. 

From the first moment of his existence, a human being must be recognized as having the rights 

of a person – among which is the inviolable right of every innocent being to life.1521The 

Didache1522: It dates to the late First or early Second Century, and states, “You 

shall not kill the embryo by abortion and shall not cause the newborn to perish. Regarding 

the law in India, D.D. Basu in his book1523has stated that the Hindu scriptures 

recognise the sanctity of the embryo from the moment of conception and 

																																																								
1516 Psalm 139 
1517Scott B. Rae, a professor of Christian ethics at Talbot School of Theology and Biola University, an evangelical 
school outside of Los Angeles. 
1518N. Adithayan1995:§ 16. 
1519 The Tenth Commandment, the Fifth 
1520 Catechism, (#2270). 
1521id. 
1522 Also referred to as “The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,” 
1523 “HUMAN RIGHTS IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW”( 2nd edition, p. 78) 
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notably the destruction of the foetus is condemned as a heinous offence equal 

to “Brahmahatya”. Further, in this condemnation, no distinction appears to have 

been made between different stages of gestation.  

 

The ‘Garbhopanishad’ notes this from the second day after entry of the male semen into the 

female uterus, the semen gets thickened and from the 8th day it takes shape of a ball which is 

transformed into a lump after 15 days leading to the creation of the head and the legs after two 

months. Hindu medical ethics are a congregation of the principle of non-violence, 

thus the way that involves the least possible harm is to be adopted. Hinduism is 

therefore generally opposed to abortion except where it is necessary to save the mother's life. 

Traditional Hinduism and many modern Hindus also see abortion as a breach 

of the essential duty of perpetration. Many Hindus regard the production of 

offspring as a duty owed to society in general and not an individual practice.1524 

Reincarnation, which is a doctrine often spoken of in the Hinduism indicates 

that abortion should be permitted. All life, within Hinduism is sacred because 

all creatures are manifestations of the Supreme Being.1525 

 

Muslims regard abortion as wrong and haram (forbidden), but many accept that 

it may be permitted in certain cases. The Islamic view is based on the very high 

priority the faith gives to the sanctity of life. The Qur'an states: Whosoever has 

spared the life of a soul, it is as though he has spared the life of all people. Whosoever has 

killed a soul, it is as though he has murdered all of mankind.1526The Qur'an makes it 

clear that a foetus must not be aborted because the family fear that they will not 

be able to provide for it - they should trust Allah to look after things: Kill not 

your offspring for fear of poverty; it is We who provide for them and for you. 

Surely, killing them is a great sin.1527 It is undoubtedly clear here that religions in 

general oppose abortion, however the general pattern that mother’s life being 

quintessential has been retained in general along with this belief. 

 

																																																								
1524Lipner, "The classical Hindu view on abortion and the moral status of the unborn" 1989 
1525id 
1526 Qur'an 5:32 
1527Qur'an 17:32 
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IV.2  THE EXTENT OF CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION TO 

THE AFOREMENTIONED IDEOLOGY 

 

It is imperative for any practice to afford the protection under Article 25, that 

the practice is an integral part of the religion.1528The Court held that ‘profess’ 

means ‘right to freely declare one's faith”.1529 Article 25 only protects those practices 

which are integral parts of a religion. It is the duty of the court to decide whether 

a practice is an essential practice or not depending on the evidence formulated 

by the conscience of the community and the tenets of the religion.1530The Bible, 

for instance, which is considered as the holy book of the Christian community 

makes no mention of abortion in either of the testaments- old or new.1531 

 

The verses which are cited by pro-life groups from the Bible also if interpreted 

with reasonable prudence do not show any condemnation as regards the 

practice of abortion. For instance, a verse often used by anti-abortionist groups 

is "This day I call heaven and earth as witnesses against you that I have set before your life 

and death, blessings and curses. Now choose life, so that you and your children may live and 

that you may love the Lord your God, listen to His voice, and hold fast to 

Him."1532However, it is submitted that the said verse shows no anti-abortionist 

sentiment construed from reasonable prudence.  

 

It is rather in interpretive sense, an exhortation to Israelites, who fled Egypt and 

are wandering in the desert, to obey God's word, the way to true life.1533Another 

verse cited by pro-life groups around the world reads: "For you created my inmost 

being; you knit me together in my mother's womb. I praise you because I am fearfully and 

wonderfully made; your works are wonderful, I know that full well."1534The same has often 

been interpreted by religious scholars in a different sense- “evangelical Bible 

																																																								
1528Sarwar Husain v. Addl. Judge 
1529The Commissioner Hindu Religious Endowments Madras v. Sri L T Swamiar of Sri Shriur Matt, 1954 AIR 282. 
1530Lily Thomas v Union of India, (2) ALD Cri 686, (2000). 
1531Michael J. Gorman, a professor of New Testament and early church history and dean of the Ecumenical Institute 
of Theology at St. Mary's Seminary and University, located in Baltimore. 
1532Deuteronomy 30:19 
1533John Goldingay, a professor of Old Testament at Fuller Theological Seminary 
1534Psalm 139  
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scholars differ. In this case, the writer of Psalms, which is essentially a collection 

of songs, is using poetic imagery to celebrate God's special relationship with his 

chosen people, the Israelites, and his promise to be with them for a thousand 

generations”1535 

 

Thus, there are no verses in Bible which in any way point to the fact that 

abortion is condemned by the religion and thus this does not form a core aspect 

or an integral part and thus protection under Article 25 is not attracted as even 

by any stretch of imagination, such texts can be interpreted as pro-life, these are 

still ambiguous so as to constitute an “integral part” due to varying 

interpretations.Article 25 has three limitations- public order, morality and 

health.1536 The “right to abortion “as a facet of “right to reproductive choice” 

of women is clearly an affirmation fo public order and health standards that a 

society must conform to.  

 

Further, health under Article 25, as has been noted in several cases shall be 

understood in the same sense as health is understood under Article 21 of the 

Constitution- thus, health necessarily includes mental health as well and it has 

been discussed in the above issues how denial of this right deteriorates mental 

health of the women.1537While assessing the morality aspect it has been laid 

down in a recent Supreme Court judgment that the duty of the court is to look 

into “constitutional morality” and not into “cultural aspect of 

morality”.1538Although Article 25 is available as a safeguard to religious groups 

yet it is limited by these aspects and thus in this very context, it yields to the 

“right of reproductive choice” protected by Article 21 of the Constitution. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
1535Willem A. VanGemeren, a professor of Old Testament at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, an evangelical 
seminary outside of Chicago. 
1536 H.M. Seervai, Indian Constitution 
1537PaschimBangaKhetMazdoorSamity&Ors. v. State of West Bengal, (1996) 4 SCC 37. 
1538India Young Lawyers Association v State of Kerala, 2018 SCC OnLine Ker 5802  (2018). 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The problems that abortion laws in India pose are manifold. The section 3 and 

5 in particular are highly deficient and often run contrary in practical scenarios 

to meet the objects of the Act. Further, the presumption of constitutionality 

cannot run to the extent that given a liberal interpretation, section 5 shall be 

allowed to subsist because insufficiency of a law becomes clear in the fact that 

women have to knock the doors of the courts in cases where there is already 

sufficient urgency to initiate the process of termination of pregnancy at the 

earliest. Expecting suffering pregnant women to go through the cumbersome 

legal process each time they seek termination is further to add up to their 

emotional suffering causing acute distress. Even if these sections are not struck 

down as unconstitutional in their entirety, the laws definitely call for a reform 

or a mechanism such as introduction of exceptions in the existing sections or 

extending the purview of the sections to the extent that several conditions other 

than the already stated limited situations can be taken into consideration while 

allowing termination. Further, the “marital status” discrimination that the 

section 3 poses needs to be done away with for it fulfils no objects of the Act 

and fails the tests of intelligible differentia as well. The religious concerns over 

abortion, enjoy only limited protection under the Indian Constitution.  
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THE LOOMING CRISIS: COVID-19 & 

COMPETITION LAWS 
-RAFIQUE KHAN1539 

 

On March 11 2020, World Health Organization declared COVID-19 as a 

pandemic.1540 This served as an alarm for most of the nations across the globe 

and due to absence of any potential medicine or vaccine, lockdown seemed to 

be the only viable measure to contain the further spread of coronavirus. This 

lockdown situation was unprecedented. From agricultural operations to the 

sophisticated IT services everything came to a standstill. This resulted in a 

substantial blockade and the entire supply chain stands disrupted. As all market 

operations stood suspended except for the essentials.  

 

The entire market structure seems to be in a need of thorough screening by the 

Competition Agencies in order to ensure that all fishes in the market have 

enough water to swim in. This can be safeguarded by revisiting the existing 

framework of competition laws and by restructuring them according to the 

existing pandemic predicament. It has also become inevitable on the part of the 

competitors in the market to adapt accordingly in light of the challenges and to 

explore the opportunities available therein. 

 

This paper is a systematic attempt to identify the chaos that had been created 

by this pandemic in the market with the objective to address these issues by 

providing suitable answers to the same and thereby suggesting the way forward. 

First step towards solving a problem is identifying the same. From the 

perspective of market competition COVID-19 has two implications: 

 

																																																								
1539 Student, 2nd Semester LL.M. (Corporate Law), National Law University, Jodhpur (Batch 2020). 
1540 Tedros Adhanom, WHO Director-General's opening remarks at the media briefing on COVID-19 (March 11, 
2020 12:00 PM), https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-
briefing-on-covid-19---11-march-2020. 
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• Significant loss of revenue: By those enterprise which are/were engage in 

those businesses which are not considered to be essential in times of 

covid-19 pandemic.  

For example: World's second oldest airlines, Avianca filed in for 

bankruptcy1541. The reason behind the feeling was unforeseeable impact 

of COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

• Significant increase of revenue: Those enterprises who are engaged in 

production or supply of those commodities or services which are 

considered to be essential in combating COVID-19 have seen an 

exponential increase in revenue 

.  

For example: Kimberly Clark Pacific Holdings which is a sanitary paper 

producing company, saw a significant increase in demand so much so that 

it had to operate its manufacturing unit 24 by 7 in order to meet the 

demand surge. 1542 

 

In the light of the existing circumstances it becomes inevitable for all the 

stakeholders to engross in a comprehensive exercise of introspection in order 

to mitigate the impact of the pandemic on market competition, to adapt 

according to the existing crisis and to cease every potential opportunity 

available. However, the negative impact of supply chain disruption can lead 

significant alteration in the power calculus and the market structure which in 

turn can lead to consumer exploitation and defeat the purpose having a 

competition regulator i.e. to ensure fair market competition and protect the 

interest of consumers (from the standpoint of a long term vision of these 

authorities). 

 

																																																								
1541 Marcelo Rochabrun, Devika Krishna Kumar, Nelson Bocanegra, World's second-oldest airline, Avianca, driven 
to bankruptcy by coronavirus, Reuters (May 10, 2020, 12:10 PM), https://in.reuters.com/article/avianca-holding-
bankruptcy/worlds-second-oldest-airline-avianca-driven-to-bankruptcy-by-coronavirus-idINKBN22M0NV. 
1542 Trefis Team, Can Kimberly-Clark’s Revenue Cross $19 Billion By 2021?, Forbes (May 13, 2020, 7:00 AM), 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2020/01/28/can-kimberly-clarks-revenue-cross-19-billion-by-
2021/#6ef49da568ac. 
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Several competition watchdogs across the jurisdictions of the globe, prominent 

among them being European Union, United States of America, United 

Kingdom, France, South Africa and Spain have already come up with a 

contingency plan which has in a way either directly or indirectly notified to all 

the players active in the market across all levels that their behavior is being 

closely monitored by law enforcement agencies with the object of maintaining 

healthy competition and to protect the interest of the consumer in the stir of 

this pandemic. Such an action on the part of competition enforcement agencies 

is the need of the hour. 

 

A lesson can be erudite from how antitrust enforcement agencies are adopting 

to the existing crisis. Following examples would fit apt in this regard:  

 

• The Competition Bureau of Canada 

 

In an official order dated March 20th, the Bureau allowed Pro-competitive 

collaboration amongst the companies in order to facilitate delivery of 

affordable goods and services to meet the needs of Canadians. In 

furtherance of the said objective, another order which was issued on April 

8th, provided for the creation of a team to assess and facilitate rapid 

decisions to approve such collaborations which are needed to support 

businesses to be better able to respond to these crises.1543 

 

• The European Competition Network 

 

On March 24th a joint statement on applicability of competition law 

during the Corona crisis was issued by the network. Subsequently on 

April 8th , in an unprecedented move, an official order titled as, “temporary 

framework for assessing antitrust issues related to the business corporation. In response 

to situation of urgency stabbing from the current covid-19 outbreak” was issued in 

																																																								
1543 McCarthy Tetrault, COVID-19-Related Competitor Collaborations: Proceed With Caution, Mondaq (May 18, 
2020, 1:00 PM), https://www.mondaq.com/canada/antitrust-eu-competition-/918210/covid-19-related-competitor-
collaborations-proceed-with-caution.  
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complementation of the earlier notification. This carved out an exception 

for the activities which otherwise would have been treated as an anti-

competitive activity. Sharing of commercially sensitive information is 

now allowed if it is done with the object of streamlining the production 

and distribution of resources according to the existing catastrophe as long 

as they are necessary for increasing the output of essential products, such a 

measure should be temporary in nature and the scope of operation should be 

within the contours of what is permitted.1544 

 

• Norway 

 

The Norwegian government has exempted the operation of antitrust laws 

on a conditional basis for air, land and sea transport. The condition 

stipulated for availing the exemption is that these modes of transport are 

to be deployed for conveyance of passenger & goods and to ensure the 

access of necessary goods and services to the population.1545 

 

• UK 

 

An official order dated March 19th, provided for certain relaxation from 

the operation of competition law to the supermarkets allowing them to 

enter into rationing agreements to enable them to replenish their stock as 

quickly as possible after panic buying.1546 

 

• The Federal Trade Commission, USA 

 

																																																								
1544 European Competition Network, Antitrust: Joint statement by the European Competition Network (ECN) on 
application of competition law during the Corona crisis, European Union (May 10, 2020, 1:00 PM), 
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/ecn/202003_joint-statement_ecn_corona-crisis.pdf. 
1545 McCann FitzGerald, COVID-19: Competition Law During the Crisis, Lexology (May 18, 2020, 10:00 PM), 
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=d4913edf-31b2-49bb-9707-1dc1aabcd62b.  
1546 Thomas Wilson, Philipp Gnatzy, COVID-19 and EU State aid recapitalisation, Kluwer Competition Law Blog 
(May 19, 2020, 10:00PM), http://competitionlawblog.kluwercompetitionlaw.com/category/covid-
19/?doing_wp_cron=1589975847.0342569351196289062500. 
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The Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice has exempted the 

collaboration between those entities from the purview of antitrust activity 

who are engaged in redressing the shortfall in the supply of protective 

gears both for personal as well as medical use.1547 

 

Let’s now look into what all steps have been taken by the Competition 

Commission of India to tackle the crisis that are triggered by disruption of 

supply chain due to the event of lockdown and what can be the probable 

solutions to the existing problem. 

 

• Suspension of Filing, Competition Commission of India 

 

On March 24th 2020, the Prime minister of India declared a complete 

lockdown of 21 days with the object of containing the spread of 

coronavirus. Keeping in view this spontaneous yet inevitable 

development the Competition Commission of India suspended the 

filing/ submission of the following till 31st March 2020. 

 

Ø Fresh Merger Filing  

 

Ø Pre-filing consultation request.  

 

Though the current status is that vide a notice, pre-filing 

consultation is now allowed via video conferencing post 13th April 

2020. 

 

Ø Filing of fresh complain for anti-competitive or abusive practices 

 

Ø Filing in respect of existing Anti-Trust proceedings. 

 

																																																								
1547 Press Release, Federal Trade Commission and Justice Department Announce Expedited Antitrust Procedure and 
Guidance for Coronavirus Public Health Efforts, Free Trade Commission (May 15, 2020, 10:30 PM), 
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2020/03/ftc-doj-announce-expedited-antitrust-procedure.  
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Suggestion & Way Forward 

 

• Differential Treatment 

 

No one can deny the fact that the primary moto of having a competition 

law in place irrespective of the jurisdiction of operation is to ensure level 

playing field to all the competitors. As mentioned above few enterprises 

are at the verge of collapse1548 while other are experiencing an exponential 

increase in revenue due to this pandemic. Hence, it becomes inevitable 

on the part of competition law enforcement agencies to clearly draw a 

line of distinction between such enterprises and to provide for differential 

treatment to both of them in order to make sure that the competitors 

who are at a disadvantages position due to this pandemic are not wiped 

out altogether from the market.  

 

• Crisis Cartels 

 

Crisis Cartel is a neutral term, it can be used by the market competitors 

either as a strategy to gain edge over other market players in wake of crisis 

or it can be used as a means of sustenance. Blanket ban over Crisis Cartel 

is not desirable. This is so because it deprives the loss-making enterprises 

of their last hope of revival. At the same time if crisis cartelization is not 

kept under check it can lead to clubbing of a few prominent market 

players which can potentially erode the competitive base of the market. 

The contour of distinction between the two is very shrill and every 

combination or merger in wake of the crisis are to be seen through the 

glasses of what is the motive behind the cartelization, is it to compete for the 

market or to compete in the market. Any Cartel which is based on the intention 

																																																								
1548 Supra note 3. 
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of competing for the market is likely to have a potentially negative impact 

on the market competition, thus it’s to be scrutinized thoroughly. 

 

• Suspension vs Adaptation 

 

On 24th March 2020, the Competition Commission of India suspended 

certain of its operation as enumerated above. But the primary question 

that comes to mind is was the suspension alone enough or we require 

adaptation which streamlines the existing framework to meet the 

challenges posed by the crisis. The Commission should encourage 

hearing of cases through video conferencing. Electronic filing of 

complains on the lines of EU should be inculcated. Localization of 

approaches adopted by agencies of other countries can be a panacea.   

 

• Flexible approach 

 

Those enterprises which are at the verge of collapsing, and have taken 

extreme steps like filing for bankruptcy should be seen as a potential 

victim of the crisis and the competition enforcement agencies should 

bring along all the stakeholders in order to identify any and every available 

solution. The long-term impact of such withdrawal of the players from 

the market is not in the interest of consumers as it shrinks the market 

competition and the threats of having oligopolistic market increases. 

 

• Unbundling 

 

Those engaged in the supply of commodities or services which are 

considered as essential in combating the spread of coronavirus should 

not be allowed to bundle non-essentials with the essentials. Such 

arrangements are called tie-in agreements and are explicitly prohibited as 

anti-competitive agreement by the Competition Act of 2002.  
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• Risk Assessment 

 

Due to this unforeseen disruption of supply chain if not all then the 

majority of market competitors are experiencing risk of sustenance. The 

risk factor experienced by these competitors is of varied degree. Due to 

this reason straitjacket formula cannot be devised for all the enterprises 

trapped in this calamitous predicament.  

 

Thus, a comprehensive risk assessment should be undertaken by these 

enterprises together with the antitrust agencies. This can help in carving 

out a tailored Crisis-Combat-Strategy. 

 

• Promoting cooperation 

 

One of the ways to tackle COVID-19 like crisis from the perspective of 

market competition is to promote cooperation amongst the competitors. 

This can be illustrated with an example: let us considered the instance of 

enterprise engaged in manufacturing daily use medical equipment like 

hand sanitizer, face mask, rubber gloves etc. can work more efficiently if 

they collaborate with the digital platforms which are engaged in store to 

door delivery.  

 

What is required on the part of competition law enforcement agency is 

to see such a collaboration from the point of view of existing 

circumstances and giving them a benefit by carving out an exception for 

such activities from the purview of anti-competitive agreements. Few 

other areas of potential collaboration between the enterprises can be:  

 

Ø Exchange of non-competitively sensitive information: sharing of data among 

the enterprises in order to anticipate over and under supply. 

 

Ø Joint research and development: the Competition Act can be amended on 

the lines of the EU R&D Block Exemption Regulations. This will allow 
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cooperation between the enterprises for a better research and 

development which will in turn increase the competitiveness in the 

market. 

 

• Inter- Regulatory Approach  

 

Competition enforcement agencies are required to adopt an 

interdisciplinary approach wherein they’ll have to look out for directives 

operational under other legislations like say for example Essential 

Commodities Act. This is so because these directives have a direct 

forbearance on the market competition and can act as a potential tool in 

hands of enforcement agencies to have a check upon any anti-competitive 

activity.  

 

For example: After exponential surge in the prices of alcohol based hand-

sanitizers, Government of India declared then to be an essential 

commodity under the Essential Commodities Act with the object of 

regulating the prices and making its unsanctioned stocking as 

punishable.1549 

 

• Merger Review 

 

Govt. of India recently amended the FDI norms for regulating Foreign 

investment inflow. Now all investment coming from China would need 

Govt. approval as against the earlier automatic route. This is done 

because of the trepidation sparked by the certain rise in inflow of 

investment coming from China post-COVID-19. Furthermore, its 

required on the part of Competition enforcement agencies to scrutinize 

any such mergers which are done to curb potential competition.   

 

																																																								
1549 The Department of Consumer Affairs, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Government 
of India have issued a notification controlling the prices of “essential commodities” like masks, sanitizers etc. under 
the Essential Commodities Act, 1955 (May 12, 2020, 17:10 PM), https://pib.gov.in/newsite/mainpage.aspx. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The Competition Commission of India has time and again reiterated that the 

Competition Act of 2002 has certain inbuilt safeguard which ensures effective 

monitoring of any activity which is likely to manifest itself as Anti-Competitive. 

Heavy Reliance is given on the provisions mentioned under Section 3 (3) and 

Section 19(3). But it goes without saying that even the enforcement agency is 

not certain whether or not the existing framework would successfully withstand 

the test of this pandemic. Habitual changes are need to be bought about in all 

the stakeholders and traditional approaches in competition law like SSNIP test 

and monetary transactions as a criterion to adjudge dominant position need to 

be streamlined with the recent developments. A thorough assessment exercise 

should be undertaken to identify the sectors which require a relative lenient 

treatment in order to ensure their continued existence so that they are not 

crippled as an impact of this global crisis.  

 

Acclimatizing the regulatory framework according to the situation that is 

prevalent can be a good way to start with. But it has to kept in mind that 

behavioral changes are to be culminated equally amongst all the stakeholders 

from the producer to the consumer. Regulatory authorities should focus on 

amalgamating the procedural requirements as a blend of flexibility and rigidity 

as those who are at a unprivileged position due to this pandemic needs helping 

hand while those taking undue advantage of the privileged position should be 

addressed with serious restraints to check their conduct like unjustified hike in 

prices, bundling of non-essential with essentials etc.  
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THE MOTOR VEHICLES ACT, 1988: HISTORY, 

OBJECT, SCOPE AND SALIENT     FEATURES 
-MEETALI HANDA1550 AND PHALAK SAHNI1551 

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

With the development of civilization, act of negligence have become actionable 

wrong. In the English Law, any person or the legal representative of deceased 

person who expired on account of negligent act of other can besides instituting 

criminal proceeding, recover damages under the Law of Torts.  

 

The Motor Vehicles Act is an Act of the Parliament of India which regulates all 

aspects of road transport vehicles. The Act provides in detail the legislative 

provisions regarding licensing of drivers/conductors, registration of motor 

vehicles, control of motor vehicles through permits, special provisions relating 

to state transport undertakings, traffic regulation, insurance, liability, offences 

and penalties, etc. For exercising the legislative provisions of the Act, the 

Government of India made the Central Motor Vehicles Rules 1989 

 

The amendments to the Motor Vehicle Act were passed by the Parliament 

recently but most have come into effect from September 1, 2019. This means 

that driving errors are going to make a huge dent in your monthly budget and 

some of them may cost you the same or more than your monthly fuel bill. The 

transport ministry issued a notification dated August 28, listing out all the laws 

that have come into effect from September 1, 2019.  

 

The Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Act, 2001 

 

Third times amendments to this act were brought by the Motor Vehicles 

(Amendment) Act, 2001. The Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 is a Central legislation 

																																																								
1550 Student, UPES. 
1551 Student, Bhartiya Vidyapeeth Institute of Management and Research, New Delhi. 
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through which the road transport is regulated in the country. By the Motor 

Vehicles (Amendment) Act, 1994, inter alia, amendments were made for make 

special provisions under sections 66 & 67 so as to provide that vehicles 

operating on eco–friendly fuels shall be exempted from the requirements of 

permits and also the owners of such vehicles shall have the discretion to fix 

fares and freights for carriage of passengers and goods.  

 

The intention in bringing the said amendments was to encourage the operation 

of vehicles with such eco-friendly fuels. However, it has been observed that 

during the last several years, not only the supply of eco-friendly fuels like CNG 

has increased tremendously, a large number of vehicles have come on the road 

which in terms of sections 66 and 67, as amended by the Motor Vehicles 

(Amendment) Act, 1994, are operating without any requirement of permits and 

are, therefore, not subject to any control of the State Governments. The number 

of such vehicles is likely to further increase substantially16.  

 

OBJECT AND SCOPE 

 

The Motor Vehicles Act18, 1988 has been applicable to whole India and has 

been prepared to achieve the following objectives: 

 

I. To take care of the fast increasing number of both commercial vehicles 

and personal vehicles in the country. 

 

II. The need for encouraging adoption of higher technology in automotive 

sector. 

 

III. The greater flow of passenger and freight with the least impediments so 

that islands of isolation are not created leading to regional or local 

imbalances. 

 

IV. Concern for road safety standards, and pollution-control measures, 

standards for transportation of hazardous and explosive materials.  
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CONCEPT AND MEANING OF ACCIDENT 

 

The term ‘accident’ has not been defined in the Motor Vehicles Act. The term 

‘accident’ was first time defined in Fenton v. Thorley & Co. Ltd.23 as unlooked 

for mishap which is not designed nor expected. 

 

In United India Insurance Co, Ltd. v. Somari Devi24case it was observed by the 

Patna High Court that the word ‘accident’ generally denotes an event that take 

place without one’s foresight or expectation, i.e. an event which proceeds from 

an unknown cause or is unusual effect of a known cause or contingency. An 

accident which is unforeseen is accident which term means some unexpected 

and unforeseen event or overlooked mischief. It is an event happening without 

concurrence of will of the person by whose agency it was caused. 

 

It may incidentally be stated that the term ‘accident’ for the purpose of law 

relating to compensation includes any injury not designed by the injured himself, 

and it is of consequence that the injury was designed and intended by the person 

inflicting the same. 

 

In the matter of Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Dongkholam27it was held by 

the High Court that the difference between a murder which is not an accident  

and a murder which is an accident, depends on the proximity of the cause of  

such murder. If the dominant intention of the act of felony is to kill any 

particular person then such killing is not accidental murder but is a murder 

simpliciter, while if the cause of murder or act of murder was originally notr 

Vehicles Act, 1988, authorizing the person specified therein to act as a 

conductor. 

 

I. Accident and Other Allied Expressions like Act of God, Inevitable 

Accident, Latent Defect, etc. 

 

All causes of inevitable accident may be divided in to two classes: 
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1. Those which are occasioned by the elementary forces of nature 

unconnected with the agency of man or other causes; and 

 

2. Those which have their origin either in whore or in part in the agency of 

man, whether in acts of commission or omission, non-feasance or of 

malfeasance, or in any other cause independent of the agency of natural 

forces. 

 

The term ‘act of God’ is applicable to the former class. 

 

The expression ‘act of God’ signifies operation of natural forces free from 

human intervention, such as lightning or severe gale, snow storming, hurricanes, 

cyclones and tidal waves and the like, though every non-expected wind or storm 

cannot operate as excuse from liability if there is reasonable possibility of 

anticipating their happening e.g. the possibility of extraordinary floods in any 

particular region being within competence of authorities to take precautionary 

steps29, i.e., some casualty which human foresight could not discern and from 

consequences of which no human protection could be provided In United India 

Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Economic Roadways31case it was held that since act of 

God is a ground for defence, it is for the defendant to prove that accident had 

occurred for reasons beyond his control. 

 

In claims for compensation, governed by beneficial legislations, the defence of 

act of God or of latent defect is a feeble defence. Tyres fleeing off running 

vehicle and hitting deceased was not held an act of God by the Rajasthan High 

Court32. 

 

In Sarda Devi v. Birbal Ram case, where the accident had occurred because of 

tyre burst but the owner had failed to establish that tyre was road worthy, the 

finding of tribunal that it was an act of God was reversed by appellate court 

holding that owner and driver were negligent in operating the bus with unroad-

worthy tyres. 
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Defence of act of God, or of Latent defect feeble under Compensation Laws 

In the matter of Sharma v. Kartar Singh where a driver, continuing to drive a 

jeep when there was storm despite request of occupants to stop, cannot plead 

that accident was an act of God. 

 

In R.J.Foujdar Bus Service v. Ganpat Singh where a driver took the bus on the 

bridge when water was overflowing. The bus was washed away, resulting in 

death of several passengers. Accident was not an act of God and negligence of 

driver was writ large. 

 

In Madhya Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation v. Bhoj Singh, the bus 

collided against a tree which caused tyre burst in the rear wheel, causing injury 

to a passenger. The defence was that the tyre was in good condition and that 

the burst was a vi major. The evidence was that the bus was overloaded. It was 

held that the tyre burst was due to overloading and that the driver was negligent 

in having the bus overloaded. 

 

In State of Rajasthan v. Ram Prasad, claim for compensation was made under 

the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923, in respect of death of a lady worker 

who died of an accident which took place on account of lightning. The defence 

was that lightning was act of God. Repelling such defence, the court observed: 

“… the concept of the liability under the Act is wide enough to cover a case of 

this nature in as much as death has taken place arising as result of accident in 

the course of employment.  

 

It is no doubt true that accident must have a causal connection with the 

employment and arise out of it. If the workmen is injured as a result of natural 

force such as lightning though in itself has no connection with employment, she 

can recover compensation by showing such employment exposed her to such 

injury. In this case, the finding is that the said….was working on the site and 

would not have been exposed to such hazard of lightning striking her had she 

not been working so. 
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AN ACCIDENT ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF A MOTOR 

VEHICLE 

 

The expression ‘ an accident arising out of the use of a motor vehicle’ is the 

foundation of a claim for compensation and is, therefore, of vital significance 

which, of course, needs an independent chapter for the construction and 

meaning thereof. 

 

In construing the scope of the expression ‘ accident arising out of the use of a 

motor vehicle’, it can be said that the word ‘use’ is used in the Act in a wide 

sense so as to cover all employments of a motor vehicle, so that whichever the 

vehicle is put into action or service, there is ‘user’ of the vehicle within the 

meaning of the Act, whether the vehicle was being driven or repaired or simply 

parked or kept stationary or left unattended and in that sense, the vehicle is 

used, whenever the vehicle is driven out for any purpose, whatsoever. This, 

without anything more, is sufficient to attract the provisions of the Act. Thus, 

whenever any accident occurs causing death of or bodily injury to persons 

because of the vehicle or in the course of its user, the jurisdiction of the Claims 

Tribunal arises. 

 

In Union of India v. Satish Kumar Patel40 and Gujarat State Road Transport 

Corporation v. Union of India41 s matters where accidents do often occur 

because of collision between a train and a motor vehicle, usually on unmanned 

level crossing, and such accidents may take one of the following modes, namely: 

 

a. Where there is negligence only on part of the driver of the train. 

 

b. Where the railway, or the driver of a train and the driver of a motor 

vehicle are both jointly responsible for the accident in question. 

 

c. Where the driver of a motor vehicle is alone responsible for the accident 

in question. 
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In cases falling within (a.) above, the accident cannot be said to have arisen out 

of the use of motor vehicle and a claim for compensation cannot lie before a 

Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal, but in cases covered by (b) and (c) above, the 

accident shall be held to have arisen out of the use of a Motor Vehicle, and a 

claim for compensation shall lie before the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal. 

Section 165 provides the form of constitution of Claim Tribunal in adjudging 

claims of compensation in respect of accidents involving the death of bodily 

injury to persons "arising out of the use of Motor Vehicle". Being welfare 

legislation the scope of this term have been widened which includes accident by 

a stationery vehicle, injuries suffered by passengers in bomb blast, injuries due 

to fire in petrol tanker. Murder in a motor vehicle has also been covered as a 

motor accident.  

 

In Bipal Bashi Das v. Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.43 where the extremists had 

hired a vehicle causing death of one and injury to other passengers, death was 

held to have arisen out of use of motor vehicle. 

 

In New India Assurance Co. Ltd. v. Sheeja44 where the driver taken his taxi to 

workshop and the gas cylinders exploded in the course of repair, the accident 

was held to have arisen out of use of motor vehicle. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES OF MOTOR VEHICLES ACT, 1988 

RELATING TO AWARDING OF COMPENSATION IN MOTOR 

ACCIDENT CASES 

 

The relevant provisions relating to awarding of compensation in Motor Vehicle 

Accidents has been provided in Chapter X, Chapter XI and Chapter XII of the 

Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. These chapters deal with following subjects: 

 

1. Chapter X deals with No Fault Liability in certain cases. 

2. Chapter XI of the Act deals with Insurance of Motor Vehicles against 

Third Party Risk, and 
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3. Chapter XII of the Act deals with establishment of Claims Tribunals, 

application for and award of compensation in cases of accidents arising 

out of use of Motor Vehicles, recovery of amount of compensation from 

insurer as arrears of land revenue and other procedural and incidental 

matters. 

 

In this chapter, first two chapters i.e. Chapter X & XI of Motor Vehicles Act, 

1988 have been studied and judicially analyzed. Third chapter i.e. Chapter XII 

of Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 is studied separately in the next Chapter with title 

“Claims Tribunals under Motor Vehicles Act”. 

I. Liability to Pay Compensation in Certain Cases on the Principle of No 

Fault. 

 

Sections 140 to 144 of the Act, provides for payment of compensation on the 

principle of no fault liability i.e. without any fault on the part of any party. 

 

Section 140 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 provides for liability to pay 

compensation in certain cases on the principle of no fault. Where death or 

permanent disablement of any person has resulted from an accident arising out 

of the use of a motor vehicle or motor vehicles, the owner of the vehicles shall, 

or, as the case may be, the owners of the vehicles shall, jointly and severally, be 

liable to pay compensation in respect of such death or disablement in 

accordance with the provisions of this section. 

 

(a)  The amount of compensation which shall be payable under section 140 

(b)  Notwithstanding anything contained in Section 140(2) regarding death or 

bodily injury to any person, for which the owner of the vehicle is liable to 

give compensation for relief, he is also liable to pay compensation under 

any other law for the time being in force: 

 

Provided that the amount of such compensation to be given under any other 

law shall be reduced from the amount of compensation payable under this 

section or under section 163 – A”. 
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Section 140 of the Act provides that in case of death or permanent disablement 

of any person resulting from an accident which arise out of use of a Motor 

Vehicle/s, the owner of offending vehicle/s shall be liable jointly or severally to 

pay compensation in respect of such death or permanent disablement. Under 

this section amount of compensation is a fixed amount of Rs. 50,000/- in case 

of death and Rs. 25,000/- in case of permanent disablement.  

 

For claiming such compensation, claimant is not required to plead that such 

accident is occurred due to negligence or fault of the owner/ driver of the 

vehicle and death or permanent disablement is result of that accident. Moreover, 

such claim shall not be defeated by reason of any wrongful act, neglect or default 

on the part of the person whose death or disablement has been occurred. Nor 

the quantum of compensation shall be reduced due to contributory negligence 

on the part of person who sustained disablement or death. 

 

Compensation awarded under this section does not barred the victim to claim 

compensation under any other law being in force, though the amount of such 

compensation to be given under any other law shall be reduced by the amount 

of compensation payable under no fault liability under this section or in 

accordance with the structured formula laid down under schedule -2 to this Act 

read with Section 163A of the Act. 

 

In New India Assurance Co. Ltd v. Mehebubanbibi49 case the deceased was 

deputed by his employer to carry a damaged transformer in a tractor. The tractor 

fell in to a ditch. The deceased was pressed under the damaged transformer, 

sustained injuries and died in hospital. Death of the deceased had arisen out of 

and in course of his employment. Though the case was not one of no fault 

liability, but as the accident had occurred due to negligence of the driver of the 

tractor, yet the fact of the case attracts for a claim of double compensation under 

two different laws, irrespective of whether the claim is based on fault liability or 

on no fault liability. 
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What is material is that a claim under the Motor Vehicles Act is no bar to 

claiming compensation, if permissible, also under a different law. The Double 

Bench of Gujarat High Court held that the heirs of deceased in such case could 

claim compensation both under the Motor Vehicles Act for negligence of the 

driver of the tractor and also under Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 for 

death occurring out of and in the course of employment. 

 

Notwithstanding anything contained in section 141(1), where in respect of the 

death or permanent disablement of any person, the person liable to pay 

compensation under section 140 is also liable to pay compensation in 

accordance with the right on the principle of fault, the person so liable shall pay 

the first-mentioned compensation and if the amount of the first- mentioned 

compensation is less than the amount of the second- mentioned compensation, 

he shall be liable to pay (in addition to the first-mentioned compensation) only 

so much of the second-mentioned compensation as is equal to the amount by 

which it exceeds the first-mentioned compensation and also if the amount of 

the first-mentioned compensation is equal to or more than the amount of the 

second-mentioned compensation, he shall not be liable to pay the second-

mentioned compensation. 

 

The provisions of this Chapter shall also apply in relation to any claim for 

compensation in respect of death or permanent disablement of any person 

under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 (8 of 1923) resulting from an 

accident of the nature referred to in sub-section (1) of section 140 and for this 

purpose, the said provisions shall, with necessary modifications, be deemed to 

form part of that Act. 

 

The provisions of this Chapter shall have effect notwithstanding anything 

contained in any other provision of this Act or of any other law for the time 

being in force. 
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NECESSITY OF INSURANCE AGAINST THIRD PARTY RISK. 

 

Chapter XI of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 deals with Provisions regarding 

insurance of motor vehicles against third party risks. 

 

Section 145 of the Act defines certain terms like authorized insurer, certificate 

of insurance, liability, policy, property etc., which terms are relevant to motor 

insurance against third party. Some of the definitions are as under: 

 

(a) Authorised Insurer  

(b) Certificate of Insurance 

(c) Liability 

(d) Policy of Insurance 

(e) Property 

(f) Goods 

 

THIRD PARTY INSURANCE: DEFENCE AVAILABLE TO THE 

INSURER.  

 

Rights of Third Party Against Insurers on Insolvency of Insured. 

 

Section 150 of the Act provides for the rights of third parties against insurers 

on insolvency of the insured. Sub section (1) of the Section provides that where 

under any contract of insurance effected in accordance with the provisions of 

this Chapter, a person is insured against liabilities which he may incur to third 

parties, then in the event of the person becoming insolvent or making a 

composition or arrangement with his creditors, or where the insured person is 

a company, in the event of a winding-up order being made or a resolution for a 

voluntary winding-up being passed with respect to the company or of a receiver 

or manager of the company’s business or undertaking being duly appointed, or 

of possession being taken by or on behalf of the holders of any debentures 

secured by a floating charge of any property comprised in or subject to the 

charge, if, either before or after that  event, any such liability is incurred by the 
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insured person, his rights against the insurer under the contract in respect of the 

liability shall, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any provision of law, 

be transferred to and vest in the third party to whom the liability was so 

incurred. 

 

Duty to Furnish Particulars of Vehicle Involved in Accident. 

 

Section 160 of the Act deals with duty to furnish particulars of vehicle involved 

in accident. It states that a registering authority or the officer-in- charge of a 

police station shall, if so required by a person who alleges that he is entitled to 

claim compensation in respect of an accident arising out of the use of a motor 

vehicle, or if so required by an insurer against whom a claim has been made in 

respect of any motor vehicle, furnish to that person or to that insurer, as the 

case may be, on payment of the prescribed fee any information at the disposal 

of the said authority or the said police officer relating to the identification marks 

and other particulars of the  vehicle and the name and address of the person 

who was using the vehicle at the time of the accident or was injured by it and 

the property, if any, damaged in such form and within such time as the Central 

Government may prescribe. 

 

Special Provisions as to Compensation in Case of Hit and Run Motor Accident. 

Section 161 of the Act provides for special provisions as to compensation in 

case of hit and run motor accident. It provides that for the purposes of this 

section, section 162 and section 163 – 

 

a) “grievous hurt” shall have the same meaning as in the Indian Penal Code, 

1860. 

 

b) “hit and run motor accident” means an accident arising out of the use of 

a motor vehicle or motor vehicles the identity whereof cannot be 

ascertained in spite of reasonable efforts for the purpose; 

 

 c) “scheme” means the scheme framed under section 163. 
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Notwithstanding anything contained in the General Insurance Business 

(Nationalisation) Act, 1972 or any other law for the time being in force 

or any instrument having the force of law, the General Insurance 

Corporation of India formed under section 9 of the said Act and the 

insurance companies for the time being carrying on general insurance 

business in India shall provide for paying in accordance with the 

provisions of this Act and the scheme, compensation in respect of the 

death of, or grievous hurt to, persons resulting from hit and run motor 

accidents. 

 

Subject to the provisions of this Act and the scheme, compensation shall be 

paid in respect of the death of any person resulting from a hit and run motor 

accident, a fixed sum of twenty-five thousand rupees and in respect of grievous 

hurt to any person resulting from a hit and run motor accident, a fixed sum of 

twelve thousand and five hundred rupees. 

 

The provisions of sub-section (1) of section 166 shall apply for the purpose of 

making applications for compensation under this section as they apply for the 

purpose of making applications for compensation referred to in that sub- 

section. 

 

In Moosola Rama Rao v. District Collector, Srikakalum it was held by the high 

court that the applications for compensation under that Scheme have to be 

decided expeditiously. Where an application for compensation in a hit and run 

accident had been kept pending for more than four years, direction was issued, 

in writ jurisdiction, to decide the application within three months. 

 

Refund of Compensation Paid Under Section 161. 

 

Section 162 of the Act deals with refund in certain cases of compensation paid 

under section 161. It provides that the payment of compensation in respect of 

the death of or grievous hurt to any person under section 161 shall be subject 

to the condition that if any compensation or other amount in lieu  of or by way 
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of satisfaction of a claim for compensation is awarded or paid in respect of such 

death or grievous hurt under any other provision of this Act  or any other law 

or otherwise so much of the other compensation or other amount aforesaid as 

is equal to the compensation paid under section 161 shall be refunded to the 

insurer. 

 

Before awarding compensation in respect of an accident involving the death of, 

or bodily injury to, any person arising out of the use of a motor vehicle or motor 

vehicles under any provision of this Act (other than section 161) or any other 

law, the Tribunal Court or other authority awarding such compensation shall 

verify as to whether in respect of such death or bodily injury compensation has 

already been paid under section 161 or an application for payment of 

compensation is pending under that section, and such Tribunal, Court or other 

authority. 

 

Scheme for Payment of Compensation in Case of Hit and Run Motor 

Accidents. 

 

Section 163 of the Act deals with scheme for payment of compensation in case 

of hit and run motor accidents 

 

A scheme made under sub-section (1) may provide that – 

 

(a)  a contravention of any provision thereof shall be punishable with 

imprisonment for such term as may be specified but in no case exceeding 

three months, or with fine which may extend to such amount as may be 

specified but in no case exceeding five hundred rupees or with both; 

 

(b)  the powers, functions or duties conferred or imposed on any officer or 

authority by such scheme may be delegated with the prior approval in 

writing of the Central Government, by such officer or authority to any 

other officer or authority; 
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(c)  any provision of such scheme may operate with retrospective effect from 

a date not earlier than the date of establishment of the Solatium Fund 

under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 (4 of 1939) as it stood immediately 

before the commencement of this Act112. 

 

Provided that no such retrospective effect shall be given so as to 

prejudicially affect the interests of any person who may be governed by 

such provision113. 

 

A hit and run accident is one in which the identity of the offending vehicle 

cannot be ascertained since it had hit and run away. 

 

In New India Assurance Co. Ltd v. Rajendra Prasad Bhatt114 it was held by the 

court that a Scheme under section 163 in the name of Solatium Scheme, 1989 

has been framed and Rule 20 of that Scheme makes it clear, that an application 

for compensation thereunder has to be filed in Form 1 before the Claims 

Enquiry Officer of the Sub-Division in which the accident has taken place and 

not before the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal. 

 

Power of Central Government to Make Rules. 

 

Last Section in Chapter XI of the Act is Section 164 which confers powers on 

Central Government to make rules. This section provides that the Central 

Government may make rules for the purpose of carrying into effect the 

provisions of this Chapter, other than the matters specified in section 159. 

 

Sub Section (2) of Section 164 provides that without prejudice to the generality 

of the foregoing power, such rules may provide for – 

 

a. The forms to be used for the purposes of this Chapter; 

b. The making of applications for and the issue of certificates of 

insurance; 
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c. The issue of duplicates to replace certificates of insurance lost, 

destroyed or mutilated; 

d. The custody, production, cancellation and surrender of certificates 

of insurance; 

e. The records to be maintained by insurers of policies of insurance 

issued under this Chapter; 

f. The identification by certificates or otherwise of persons or vehicle 

exempted from the provisions of this Chapter; 

g. The furnishing of information respecting policies of insurance by 

insurers; 

h. Adopting the provisions of this Chapter to vehicles brought into 

India by persons making only a temporary stay therein or to 

vehicles registered in a reciprocating country and operating on any 

route or within any area in India by applying those provisions with 

prescribed modifications; 

i. The form in which and the time limit within which the particulars 

referred to in section 160 may be furnished; and 

j. Any other matter which is to be, or may be, prescribed. 

 

REVIEW 

 

In order to give effective rights to the person injured or expired in an accident, 

Fatal Accidents Act, 1885 was enacted in India. This Act was amended several 

times to keep it up to date. Various Committees and the Law Commission have 

gone into different aspects of road transport. They have recommended for 

updating, simplification and rationalization of this law. The Motor Vehicle Act, 

1988, has been enacted with following objectives:- 

 

Section 140 of the Act provides that in case of death or permanent disablement 

of any person resulting from an accident which arise out of use of a Motor 

Vehicle’s, the owner of offending vehicle’s shall be liable jointly or severally to 

pay compensation in respect of such death or permanent disablement. Under 
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this section amount of compensation is a fixed amount of Rs. 50,000/- in case 

of death and Rs. 25,000/- in case of permanent disablement.  

 

Compensation awarded under this section does not bar the victim to claim 

compensation under any other law for the time being in force, though the 

amount of such compensation to be given under any other law shall be reduced 

by the amount of compensation payable under no fault liability under this 

section or in accordance with the structured formula laid down under schedule 

-2 to this Act read with Section 163A of the Act. 

 

The Insurance Company cannot avoid the liability except on the grounds, which 

have been provided in Section 149(2) and not any other ground. In recent times, 

Supreme Court while dealing with the provisions of Motor Vehicle Act has held 

that even if the defence has been pleaded and proved by the Insurance 

Company, they are not absolved from liability to make payment to the third 

party but can receive such amount from the owner insured. If knowledge or 

connivance has not been proved, the Insurance Company shall remain liable 

even if defence is available. 

 

Section 161 of the Act provides for special provisions as to compensation in 

case of hit and run motor accident and Section 163 of the Act deals with scheme 

for payment of compensation in case of hit and run motor accidents. 

 

Section 163A of the Act provides for special provisions as to payment of 

compensation on structured formula basis. It provides that notwithstanding 

anything contained in this Act or in any other law for the time being in force or 

instrument having the force of law, the owner of the motor vehicle of the 

authorised insurer shall be liable to pay in the case of death or permanent 

disablement due to accident arising out of the use of motor vehicle, 

compensation, as indicated in the Second Schedule, to the legal heirs or the 

victim, as the case may be. 
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THE PREAMBLE OF INDIAN CONSTITUTION 

-ARUNDHATI BANERJEE1552 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The Preamble to the constitution states,  

 “WE THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having resolved to constitute India into a 

SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC to secure 

to all citizens;   

JUSTICE, Social, Economic & Political;  

LIBERTY of thoughts, expression, belief, faith, and worship;  

EQUALITY of status and of opportunity and promote among them all;  

FRATERNITY, assuring the dignity of individual and the unity and integrity of the nation;  

IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY this twenty six day of November, 1949, do 

hereby ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE OURSELVES THIS CONSTITUTION. 

 

The Preamble to the Constitution of India is the introductory document that explains the 

purpose and underlying philosophy of the makers of the Constitution. It proclaims India is a 

sovereign state and serves as a mirror to the longest written constitution of any sovereign country 

of the world.  Though by itself, it is not enforceable in the Court of Law and does not constitute 

an operative part of the Indian Constitution, yet it serves several important purposes. 

Secularism, Socialist, and Integrity were added by the 42nd Amendment Act in 1976.  It 

would not be amiss to say that the spirit of the Constitution is present in the Preamble. This 

article puts forward the detailed view of the Preamble and its importance to the Constitution 

of India. 

 

Keywords: - The Constitution of India, The Preamble, 42nd Amendment Act, 1976, 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In Re Berubari union case (1960), regarding the exchange of enclaves between 

India and Pakistan due to some erroneous depiction in the division map by Sir 

Radcliffe, the question regarding the amenability of the preamble came to the 

front. The Supreme Court held that the Preamble to the Constitution is a key 

to open the mind of the makers, and shows the objective for which the drafters 

made several provisions in the Constitution. 

 

The preamble is an introductory part of the Constitution.1553 The Preamble sets 

out the ideals and goals which the makers of the constitution intended to 

achieve and which will guide the people of the country. It demonstrates the 

principles of the Constitution and indicates the source from which the 

document derives its authority and meaning.1554.It set out, in brief, the 

enlightened values the Constitution enshrined and hoped to engender1555 

Moreover, the hopes and aspirations of the people are described in it. The 

preamble can be denoted as the preface which highlights the entire Constitution.  

 

The thought of the Preamble of our Constitution is borrowed from that of the 

constitution of the USA. It was adopted on 26 November 1949 by 

the Constituent Assembly and came into force on 26 January 1950. This day 

is celebrated as the Republic day in India. The Preamble establishes 

the Objectives which were drafted and moved in the Constituent Assembly 

by Jawaharlal Nehru on 13 December 1946.  

 

 B. R. Ambedkar said about the preamble:- 

 

“It was, indeed, a way of life, which recognizes liberty, equality, and fraternity 

as the principles of life and which cannot be disassociated from each other: 

Liberty cannot be divorced from equality; equality cannot be divorced from 

																																																								
1553 Collins, New Gem Dictionary, 1965, page-401. 
1554 Baruah, Aparijita (2006). Preamble of the Constitution of India: An Insight and Comparison with Other 
Constitutions. New Delhi: Deep & Deep. p. 177. ISBN 978-81-7629-996-1 
1555 Berubari Union and Exchange of Enclaves, Re, AIR 1960 SC 845,856: (1960) 3 SCR 250. 
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liberty. Nor can liberty and equality be divorced from the fraternity. Without 

equality, liberty would produce the supremacy of the few over the many. Equality 

without liberty would kill individual initiative. Without fraternity, liberty and 

equality could not become a natural course of affairs.”1556 

 

The preamble-page, along with other pages of the original Constitution of 

India, was designed and adorned by the renowned painter Beohar 

Rammanohar Sinha of Jabalpur who was at Shantiniketan with Acharya 

Nandalal Bose at that time. Nandalal Bose endorsed Beohar Rammanohar 

Sinha's artwork without any modification whatsoever. As such, the page bears 

Beohar Rammanohar Sinha's short signature Ram in Devanagari at the lower-

right corner. The calligraphy was done by Prem Behari Narain Raizada. 

 

THE LEGALITY OF THE PREAMBLE 

 

1. BERUBARI UNION CASE1557 

 

In this lawsuit, it was held by the Supreme Court that the Preamble is not 

the part of the Constitution of India and it has never been regarded as a 

source of any substantive power conferred on the Government of Indian 

Union or any of its departments. Even so, it recognized that Preamble 

could be utilized as a guiding principle if a term in any article of the 

constitution is ambiguous or has more than one meaning. 

 

2. KESHAVANANDA BHARTI V. STATE OF KERALA1558 

 

In this lawsuit, the Supreme Court overturned its earlier decision and 

admitted that the Preamble is a part of the Constitution and can be 

amended under Article 368 of the Constitution provided that the basic 

structure of the constitution is not destroyed.  

																																																								
1556 "Fundamental rights in The Preamble,Free Law Study material,IAS Law Notes,Study material for Ancient India 
Law". www.civilserviceindia.com. 
1557 Decided on 14th March, 1960 
1558 (1973) 4 SCC 225. 
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3. Again, in 1995 in the case of Union of Government v. LIC of India, the 

Supreme Court held that the Preamble is a part of the Constitution. 

Nevertheless, it is not enforceable in the court of Law 

 

PURPOSE OF THE PREAMBLE 

 

1. It declares that it is the people of India who had enacted, adopted, and given 

the Constitution to themselves. 

 

2. It embodies the basic philosophy and fundamental clause on which the 

constitution is based. 

 

3. It proclaims that India is a sovereign state and is free both internally and 

externally to take her own decisions and implement them for her people and 

territories. 

 

4. It declares India to be a socialist, secular, democratic and a republic nation. 

 

5. It states its objectives to secure justice, liberty, equality to all citizens, and 

promote fraternity to maintain unity and integrity of the nation. 

 

PRINCIPLES ENSHRINED BY THE PREAMBLE 

 

1. SOVEREIGN 

 

The term ‘Sovereign’ implies that India is internally supreme and 

externally free. India has its independent authority and it is not a 

protectorate of any other external power in the shaping of its foreign 

policies and internal affairs. The state authority of India is supreme over 

all men and all associations within India’s territorial boundary. 
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In Synthetic & Chemicals Ltd. v. The State of Uttar Pradesh1559 case, the 

Supreme Court decided that the word ‘sovereign’ means that the state has 

the authority everything within the restrictions given by the constitution. 

 

2. SOCIALIST 

 

The term ‘socialist’ was added in the preamble by 42nd Amendment, 1976. 

It is now regarded as a prime feature of the preamble. The word 

‘socialism’ has nowhere been defined in the constitution. It emphasizes 

that India is committed to secure social economic and political justice for 

all its people.  

 

The glaring disparity in income distribution induced the government to 

control the commanding heights of the economy in the interest of 

suffering masses. India stands for ending up all forms of exploitation, as 

well as for sharing equitable distribution of income, resources, and 

wealth. That is the reason why the right of private property was removed 

from the list of fundamental rights through a constitutional amendment.  

 

The term India is a socialist state that means India is a democratic socialist 

state. In D.S. Nakara v. Union of India1560 case, socialism has been accepted 

to mean raising the living standard of the weaker section and laborers and 

to guarantee them for lifelong social security. 

 

In Excel Wear v. Union of India1561 case, it was declared that the effect of 

adding the word Socialist is that the court should give more effect to 

nationalization and state ownership. In brief, our socialism is a unique 

combination of Marxism. 

 

 

																																																								
1559 AIR 1990 SC 1927 
1560 1983 AIR CS 130 
1561 1979 AIR SC 25 
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3. SECULAR 

 

Secular means that the state does not possess an official or state religion. 

The state does not favor or promote any particular religion. The province 

does not discriminate against anybody based on religion. The object of 

insertion was to spell out expressly the high ideas and be compulsive 

stresses and strains, and vested interests have been trying to promote their 

selfish interests to the detriment of the public good. The State regards 

religion to be a private affair of a person and also the right to believe or 

not to believe in a religion. 

 

In S.R. Bomal v. Union of India1562 case the court held that secularism is a 

part of the basic structure of the constitution. Hon’ble K. Ramaswamy J. 

has observed-“The Preamble of the Constitution is an integral part of the 

Constitution, democratic form of Government, federal structure, 

integrity and unity of the nation, secularism, socialism, social justice, and 

judicial review are basic features of the Constitution of India.” A similar 

view was given by the court in the case of M. Ismali Faruqui v. Union of 

India.1563 

 

In Aruna Roy v. Union of India1564 case, the court opined that the secularism 

has been deemed to be knowledge of and respect for all religions and 

fostering the feeling of respect for them. 

 

4. DEMOCRATIC 

 

In the words of Abraham Lincoln democracy means “Government of the 

people, by the people and for the people.” People of India have the power 

to elect a government of their choice and govern the nation through their 

elected representatives. The Constitution ensures the creation and 

																																																								
1562 AIR 1994 SC 1918 
1563 (1994) 6 SCC 360 
1564 WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. 98 OF 2002 
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existence of the government at the will of the people of India, through 

their participation in the formation of the government at regular intervals 

on the principle of universal adult franchise. 

 

In R.C. Poudyal v. Union of India1565 case, the court held that democracy 

denotes people’s power and equal participation of all citizens in the polity. 

In Union of India v. Association of Democratic Reforms1566 case, the court states 

that the basic requirement of a successful democracy is awareness of the 

masses. A democratic form of Government cannot survive without fair 

elections as fair elections are the soul of democracy. Democracy also 

improves the way of life by protecting human dignity, equality, and the 

rule of law. 

 

5. REPUBLIC 

 

The Preamble declares India to be Republic. The head of the state is 

directly or indirectly elected official. Every office of the state from the 

highest to the lowest is open to every citizen of India. Any citizen can 

occupy any office based on merit. Thus, the headship of the state is not 

hereditary as in England, nor is it based on military power as in dictatorial 

regimes. 

 

AS A SOURCE OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION 

 

The opening phrase of the Preamble “WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA,” 

indicates that the origin of the Indian Constitution is the people of India. The 

capitalization of the phrase emphasizes the phrase. The power and authority of 

the government are derived from the citizenry. 

																																																								
1565 AIR 1993 SC 1804 
1566 2002 (3) SCR 294 
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In Kehar Singh v. Union of India1567 case the court held that the constitution reflects 

the wishes of the people and it is not levied on the people. Thus the Indian 

Constitution is self-imposed by people of India wishfully.  

 

In The Union of India v. Madan Gopal Kabra1568 case, the Supreme Court referred 

to these words in the Preamble while recognizing the power of the Indian 

legislatures, to enact laws with retrospective operation beyond the 

commencement of the constitution itself. The court took note that “our 

constitution as appears from the preamble derives its authority from the people 

of India.” 

 

42ND AMENDMENT ACT, 1976 

 

The 42nd Amendment 1976 is one of the most important amendments to the 

Indian Constitution. It was enacted by Mrs. Indira Gandhi the then Prime 

Minister of India. It made India a "sovereign, socialist secular democratic 

republic", from a "sovereign democratic republic" and also changed the words 

"unity of the nation" to "unity and integrity of the nation". 

 

The term “socialist” in the Preamble meant that the sharing of income, wealth, 

and resources are to be secured by democratic, peaceful, and constitutional 

means.  B. R. Ambedkar, the chief architect of the Constitution, objected to 

declaring India's economic and social structure in the Constitution. He stated 

that the Constitution is simply an instrument to see how the various 

organization of the state will work. It is not a tool that will verify the working 

of particular members or particular parties.  

 

The policy of the State should be such that its social and economic side is 

willingly determined by the people themselves. It will be destroying democracy 

it is set down in the constitution itself. Time and circumstances and the will of 

the people should be allowed to make certain changes. If it is stated in the 

																																																								
1567 AIR 1989, SC 653 
1568 AIR 1954, SC 158 
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Constitution that the social organization of the State shall take a particular form, 

then it means taking away the liberty of the people to decide what should be the 

society in which they wish to live in. It is possible that the majority of citizenry 

to admit that the socialist organization of society is better than 

the capitalist organization today, but tomorrow they may differ. Thus, the 

Constitution should not tie down the people to live in a particular form but to 

leave it to the masses themselves to decide. This is a major reason why this 

amendment should be opposed.1569 

 

The second point to which Ambedkar had an objection to the word ‘socialist’ 

was that it was "purely superfluous" and "unnecessary", as "socialist principles 

are already embodied in the Constitution" through Fundamental Rights and the 

Directive Principles of State Policy. Citing to the Directive Principles, he asked 

K. T. Shah that if these directive principles to which attention has been drawn 

are not socialistic in their commission and their content, then what more 

socialism can be. The Shah's amendment failed to pass,1570 and the Preamble 

remained unchanged until the 42nd Amendment.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

It will not be wrong to say that the Preamble is an integral part of the 

Constitution because it contains the spirit and ideology of the Constitution. It 

indicates the basic structure of the Constitution. It can be amended by 

Parliament using its amendment powers as per Article 368. It has been amended 

only once so far through the 42nd Amendment Act, 1976. The Preamble to a 

Constitution embodies the fundamental values and the philosophy, on which 

the Constitution is based, and the aims and objectives, which the founding 

fathers of the Constitution enjoyed the polity to strive to achieve.  

 

The framers of the Preamble kept in view the situations prevailing at the time 

of its making. Although it is a permanent document, it has been conceived in a 

																																																								
1569 "CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA - VOLUME VII". NIC. 15 November 1948.  
1570 "CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF INDIA - VOLUME VII". NIC. 15 November 1948.  
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manner to apply to situations and conditions which might arise in the future. 

Thus the courts cannot pass orders against the government in India to 

implement the ideas in the Preamble. 
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THE RATIONALE BEHIND LIMITING TERM 

OF PRIME MINISTER, PRESIDENT AND MP’S 

TO ONLY TWO TERMS. 
-DEVANSH AGGARWAL 

 
ABSTRACT 

 

The idea of restricting the tenure of Presidents, Prime Minister and Members of Parliament 

was first introduced by the United States of America after Roosevelt continued to be the 

President of the country for several years until his death in the year 1945.“1571It was under 

the 22nd Amendment in the United States that stated that no person elected president and no 

person to hold the office of the president for more than two years is allowed to be elected more 

than once more. It makes no difference whether the two terms are consecutive or afterward.” 

Following the United States of America, many different countries have restricted the number 

of times a person can become President, Prime Minister or Member of Parliament only for two 

terms consecutive or after taking a gap in between. India also is known as the world’s largest 

democracy attained freedom in the year 1947 and from then the nature of Politics in the country 

has changed its nature. Till date, India has had fourteen Presidents and fifteen Prime 

Ministers. The Constitution of India is the longest written constitutions provide for different 

provisions related to the election of the Presidents, Prime Ministers and Members of 

Parliament. It has in detail described who can qualify for the post of the President, Prime 

Minister or Member of Parliament and detailed procedure to elect them. One unique feature 

of the Indian Constitution is that it does not impose any restriction on the tenure of President, 

Prime Minister or Members of Parliament. A person who has been elected as President, Prime 

Minister or Member of Parliament can get re-elected an infinite number of times provided that 

the party, they represent has the majority and the party selects that person to be the Prime 

Minister or the President. 

  

																																																								
1571 https://www.infoplease.com/askeds/presidential-term-limits 
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PRESIDENT 

 

The Indian Constitution in its Article 521572 states that “there should be a 

President Of India”. The President of India is the Head Of The State and 

First Citizen of India. The President is also the Commander-in-Chief of 

The Indian Armed Forces.  

 

Conditions Of Presidents Office are specified under Article 59 of the Indian 

Constitution1573: 

 

• The President shall not be a member of either House of Parliament or a 

House of the Legislature of any State, and if a member of either House of 

Parliament or a House of the Legislature of any State is elected President, 

he shall be deemed to have vacated his seat in that House on the date on 

which he enters upon his office as President. 

 

• The President shall not hold any other office of profit. 

 

•  The President shall be entitled without payment of rent to the use of his 

official residences and shall be also entitled to such emoluments, allowances 

and privileges as may be determined by Parliament by law and, until 

provision in that behalf is so made, such emoluments, allowances, and 

privileges as are specified in the Second Schedule. 

 

• The emoluments and allowances of the President shall not be diminished 

during his term of office. 

 

The tenure of any Indian President is 5 years. There has only been one exception 

and that is the first president of India Dr. Rajendra Prasad, he is the only 

																																																								
1572 Article 52 Constitution Of India 
1573 Article 59 Constitution Of India 
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President of India who has served more than one term. There are no restrictions 

on the number of times the president can be re-elected.1574 

 

• Conditions for a President to get re-elected are specified under Article 57 

Of the Indian Constitution1575: 

• Eligibility for re-election A person who holds, or who has held, office as 

President shall, subject to the other provisions of this Constitution, be 

eligible for re-election to that office. 

 

PRIME MINISTER 

 

According to the Indian Constitution, Prime Minister is the Leader Of The 

Cabinet Of Ministers. As per Article 75 of the Indian Constitution, “there 

will be a Prime Minister of India who shall be appointed by the 

President”1576. 

 

The eligibility criteria are specified under Article 84 of the Indian Constitution 

and Article 75 of The Indian Constitution which sets the principle qualification 

for members of Parliaments (Article 84) and ministers in the Union Council of 

Ministers.  

 

The conditions for becoming a Prime Minister is as follows: 

 

• Be a citizen of India. 

 

• Be a member of the Lok Sabha or the Rajya Sabha. If the person chosen as 

the prime minister is neither a member of the Lok Sabha nor the Rajya 

Sabha at the time of selection, they must become a member of either of the 

houses within six months. 

																																																								
1574 https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/list-of-all-presidents-of-india-from1947-to-2017-with-tenure-
1500293855-1 
1575 Article 57 Constitution Of India 
1576 Article 75 Constitution Of India 
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• Be above 25 years of age if they are a member of the Lok Sabha, or, above 

30 years of age if they are a member of the Rajya Sabha. 

 

• Not hold any office of profit under the Government of India or the 

Government of any state or any local or other authority subject to the 

control of any of the said governments. 

 

The Prime Ministers usual tenure is same to that of the President of India that 

is 5 years but the term of a Prime Minister can end before the end of a Lok 

Sabha's term, if a simple majority of its members no longer have confidence in 

him/her, this is called a vote-of-no-confidence. Three prime ministers, I. K. 

Gujral, H. D. Deve Gowda, and Atal Bihari Vajpayee have been voted out 

from office this way. Also, a prime minister can resign from office; Morarji 

Desai was the first prime minister to resign while in office. 

 

MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT 

 

A member of Parliament is a representative of the 2 houses that are present 

within the Parliament which are: 

 

1. LOK SABHA: This house consists of 545 seats and the members are 

elected from all the 29 states and the 7 Union Territories of India and the 

President Of India can appoint 2 Anglo-Indian members as per his wish. 

The tenure of the Lok Sabha is: 

 

• The tenure of the members in this house is 5 years unless the house is 

dissolved sooner.  

• As per Article 352 of the Indian Constitution, the tenure of Lok Sabha 

can be extended by the Parliament beyond 5 years but only in the case 

of Emergencies. But this extended period is not for more than 1 year at 

a time. 

• However, this extension period shall remain in force for not more than 

6 months after the emergency has been revoked. 
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• As per Article 83 of the Constitution drafted by the Constitution 

Drafting Committee, the original tenure of Lok Sabha is 5 years, but the 

Parliament by 42nd Amendment extended the tenure to 6 years, 

however, this tenure was again fixed at its original duration and that is 5 

years. 

 

To become a member of the Lok Sabha, the person must: 

 

• Be a citizen of India. 
 

• Be not less than 25 years of age. 
 

• Be a registered voter in any Parliament constituencies in India. 
 

• Should not hold any office of profit. 

 

2. RAJYA SABHA: This house consist of 245 seats in which 233 are elected 

and 12 are nominated by the President as per Article 80 of the Indian 

Constitution. To become a member of Rajya Sabha, the person must be: 

 

• Be a citizen of India. 
 

• Be not less than 35 years of age. 
 

• Be a registered voter in any State or Union Territory from where he is 

intended to be chosen. 
 

• Should not hold any office of profit. 

 

Rajya Sabha is the permanent house and is not subject to dissolution, and the 

members serve staggered terms one-third of the membership retires every two 

years. Hence the term of each member is 6 years. 

 

If we try to look at the issue Terms Limits for Presidents etc from a different 

angle then let's observe the term limits on some of the countries from which 

Indian Constitution is adopted: 
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Let's take U.S.A for example then we will be able to observe that according to 

the 22nd Amendment Of the Constitution of the United States Of America1577 it 

is very clearly stated that the “No person shall be elected to the office of the 

President more than twice.”. now the reasoning behind this very amendment 

goes way back into history and that was when Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected 

to a 4th term during the World War II and as he got elected he was suffering 

from declining physical health and he passed away and hence it is said that the 

reason behind this amendment is to impede the development of pseudo 

monarchy, as a result, the 22nd amendment was adopted.1578  

 

Before this amendment, there was no such provision that said that the 

Presidents term is limited up to a certain time phrase. The U.S government 

observed that if they did not introduce a Term Limit then the country could 

walk on a path of pseudo monarchy only because Franklin D. Roosevelt was 

elected for a 4th term. Before the twenty-second amendment, there was no limit 

to the tenure of the presidency. The twenty-second amendment limited the 

tenure of the Presidency by prohibiting re-elections for a third term.   

 

The main reason for restricting the term of Presidency was felt after Franklin D 

Roosevelt served as the President of the United States until his death in his 4th 

term. This made the United States aware of the possible outcomes that could 

lead to monarchy and dictatorship if not prevented. Also, the United States felt 

the need to give other representatives opportunities to represent themselves as 

well as the country. Therefore, by restricting the term of the President they made 

more opportunities for the other leaders to represent themselves. 

 

South Africa, on the other hand, has had the Constitutional Referendum only 

since 1996. Under Section 88 of the South African Constitution, 1996, there is 

a 2 term limit each term of 5 years each.1579  

 

																																																								
1577 https://constitutioncenter.org/interactive-constitution/amendments/amendment-xxii  
1578 https://constitution.laws.com/22nd-amendment 
1579 https://www.gov.za/documents/constitution-republic-south-africa-1996-chapter-5-president-and-national-
executive#83 
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Then comes France where according to Article 6 of the Constitution of France, 

the President has a two consecutive 5 years term and no term limit for the Prime 

Ministers.1580 

 

In Germany, according to chapter 5 Article 54 of the Constitution of Germany, 

the President has a 2 term limit, each term of 5 years. Chancellor has no term 

limit.1581 

 

In Russia however, according to Article 81 of the Constitution of Russia the 

President has a two consecutive 6 year term limit and no term limit for Prime 

Minister.1582 

 

Finally, United Kingdom which is a Monarchy, and has Hereditary Succession 

has no term limit for the Prime Minister while Ireland, where the President has 

a two-term limit and each term of 7 years and no limit for the Prime Minister.1583 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Now if we look at the Indian Constitution there is no such provision that limits 

the term of the Indian President and there are Presidents that have served for 

more than 2 terms of 5 years, for instance, Rajendra Prasad, he served for 12 

years and 107 days. This was the longest-serving period of any Indian 

President1584. Hence we can infer that there is no such limit that is imposed on 

any Indian President. And if the question arises for Indian Prime Ministers then 

we can take a look at Jawaharlal Nehru1585, he served for 16 years and 286 days 

and even this is more than 2 term of  5 years. For this very instance, we can also 

look at Indira Gandhi1586 because she served as the Prime Minister of India 

																																																								
1580 https://www.constituteproject.org/constitution/France_2008.pdf?lang=en 
1581 https://dredf.org/legal-advocacy/international-disability-rights/international-laws/germany-constitution/ 
1582 http://www.constitution.ru/en/10003000-05.htm 
1583https://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/government_in_ireland/the_president/president_introduction_to_the_
president_of_ireland.html 
1584 https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/list-of-all-presidents-of-india-from1947-to-2017-with-tenure-
1500293855-1  
1585 https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/list-of-all-prime-ministers-of-india-1473165149-1 
1586 https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/list-of-all-prime-ministers-of-india-1473165149-1 
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twice once from 14th January 1980 to 31st October 1984 and the second term 

was from 24th January 1966 to 24th March 1977 and she served as the Prime 

Minister for a total period of 15 years and  350 days.  

 

As for the Members Of Parliaments, we have Indrajit Gupta, he is the only 

MP who got elected for his 11th term as a Lok Sabha member1587. He served as 

the MP for an approx. period of 38 years. Hence we can very clearly infer that 

India has not such called Term Limit for the President, Prime Minister and the 

Members Of Parliament. But the question that arises is that “should there be 

any such Term Limit?” To be honest, in my opinion, there should be a term 

limit for all the three posts mentioned above only on the sole reason that every 

worth candidate should get a fair chance and apart from that every President, 

President or MP can bring in all the changes that they have in vision in 2 terms 

of 5 years each. And if we look at the countries with a term limit such as U.S.A, 

Russia, Germany, France, South Africa, and Ireland, then we would be able 

to identify that these countries are very advance in terms of technology and 

almost in every other aspect as well and the reason behind it is that this term 

limit enables the post holder to give his best and bring in every possible change 

that is for the betterment of the country. 

 

If we analyze the U.S amendment a bit more then we can say that when the 

Terms are limited then the democratic feature of a country is way more 

enhanced and so is the growth of the country. But it is somewhere contradicted 

that some leaders have a vision that is not fulfilled or takes time, I would like to 

say that without any doubt every leader has his/her own vision and plans but a 

time limit of 10 years is more than sufficient to get those plans in action or to 

set a course for the proposed plans. And if such restrictions on terms are 

imposed then the leaders will not only continue the plans that were not finished 

by there predecessors but also improvise them and introduce new plans as well 

and since India falls under the category of developing countries hence such 

approach will help India in various manners. When the constitution was getting 

																																																								
1587 http://164.100.47.194/loksabha/members/ArchiveMemberBioprofile.aspx?mpsno=148&lastls=13 
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drafted by the Drafting Committee with all due respect they did not realize that 

India will be one of worlds biggest democracy and one of the most populated 

country as well, hence they didn’t think of putting this particular provision in 

the constitution and that too when the 22nd amendment of the U.S constitution 

was passed on 21st March 1947. 

 

The following changes were observed by the U.S citizens: 1588 

 

• Brings new ideas to the table.  

• It encourages people to vote. 

• Stopped political power abuse. 

• Newly elected officials have influence. 

• Limited the potential of corruption. 

 

Now if we look at South Africa it is said that the term limits help semi-

authoritarian countries towards democracy by handicapping incumbents and 

increasing the chances of democratic turnover from one party to another.1589  

The following changes were observed by South African citizens:1590 

 

• Strengthening Democracy through rotation of leadership. 

• Fighting/Limiting corruption. 

• Unity of opposition parties. 

• Upholding of Rule of Law. 

• Loyalty to the Electorate. 

 

Now let's see when we look at India we don’t look at India as an Asian country, 

we look at it as the worlds 2nd most populated country and one of the biggest 

democracy of the world. When we think about the main issues of Indian 

																																																								
1588 https://vittana.org/11-term-limits-for-congress-pros-and-cons 
1589 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/04/24/do-term-limits-work-in-africa-the-
answer-might-surprise-you/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.03c2f0d031fc 
1590 https://minds-africa.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/2b.-MINDS-2016-Youth-Dialogue-Discussion-
Paper_Term-Limits_Kevin-Eze.pdf 
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politicians, with all due respect we jump straight at the topic of corruption and 

we bluntly say that the politicians are very corrupt.  

 

But if the Term Limits are restricted then India can also look forward to the 

changes that U.S.A and South Africa experienced. This particular restriction 

might finish the roots of corruption in the Indian Government. It will surely 

encourage the people to vote to be the voters be uneducated because all citizens 

will look for change. And on the other hand, new politicians will emerge and 

have their influence and the opposition party will also be more careful for the 

opportunity to strike at the government in power if something goes haywire and 

hence the democratic feature of India will also enhance and hence it can be also 

implied that the Rule of Law will be upheld and hence the approach of the 

citizens will also be influenced because as of now people in India refer Indian 

politics as dirty and when term limits will be restricted then the Indian politics 

will become more interesting and way cleaner in all aspects and hence it will be 

more competitive. 
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TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM AS 

CONSTITUTIONAL VISION 
-KUMAR RISHABH PARTH1591 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

A constitution of any country mirrors the will of the people and soul of the nation, by embodying 

the ideals and aspirations and the values to which the people have committed themselves. The 

constitution is a document which helps in shaping democracy as it is the living organic document. 

Constitutionalism is a long-term project of constitutional enactment, interpretation, and 

enforcement committed to transforming a country's political and social institutions and power 

relationships in a democratic, participatory, and egalitarian direction.1592 The author of this 

paper examines the past failures of constitutionalism to a significant degree entailed state abuses 

of fundamental rights and the corresponding inability of the courts to uphold these rights. 

Through this paper author wants to examine the idea of transformative constitutionalism and 

its implications for the adjudication of fundamental rights, including the Golden triangle of 

rights. The author scrutinises the insistence of transformative constitutionalism on the judicial 

adjudication of fundamental rights and deduces that the concept demands more from the judges.  

 

 

  

																																																								
1591 Student, BBA LLB, University of Petroleum and Energy Studies School of Law.  
1592 Klare, E. Karle., Legal Culture and Transformative Constitutionalism, 14 SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS, (1998) p.146. Cited in Alisha Dhingra, Indian Constitutionalism: A Case of Transformative 
Constitutionalism, ASIAN JOURNAL OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 2(7), (2014) p. 136 MADHAV 
KHOSLA, THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION (Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2012), p.14 Cited in Alisha 
Dhingra, Indian Constitutionalism: A Case of Transformative Constitutionalism, ASIAN JOURNAL OF 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 2(7), (2014) p. 135 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Our Constitution of India is a document which is Sensu Stricto in nature; this 

document contains provisions which are responsible for governing the 

interrelationship of various departments of the state. Constitution also provides 

a check to prevent abuse of powers by the state organs or by the state. 

Nonetheless, a constitution is a lot more crucial than only these things.  In Part 

III of our Indian Constitution which is from Article-12 to Article 35A, which 

talks about the Fundamental Rights as guaranteed by the state, contains Article-

14, Article-19, and Article-21 which forms the Golden Triangle of Rights, The golden 

triangle provides full protection to individuals from any encroachment upon 

their rights from society and others as well. Article 14, it provides for equality 

before the law and equal protection of the law.  

 

It means that no person is deprived of his equality among other citizens of our 

country, this provision gained a lot of importance because due to the enactment 

of this provision, many inhuman customary practices were abolished.  Article 

19 is about Freedom of Speech and Expression, and Article-21 protects life and 

personal liberty; No person shall be deprived of life and individual liberty except 

according to the procedure established by law, this article is the most 

implemented article with the broadest amplitude and widely interpreted. In the 

case of Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India1593, the apex court of India explained that 

Article-21 could not be read in Isolation; all violations and procedural 

requirements under Article-21 are to be tested for Article-14 and Article-19 also. 

The Supreme Court of India adopted the broadest possible interpretation of the 

right to life and personal liberty, guaranteed under Article-21.  

 

Article 19 and Article 21 has a relation; the apex court held that Article 21 is 

controlled by Article 19, and it must satisfy the requirements of Article 19.  

 

																																																								
1593 Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, AIR 1978 SC 597. 
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While looking at the Golden Triangle of Rights enumerated in the Constitution 

of India, it is very well clear that the framers of the Constitution have done it in 

such a way that it acts and stand as a pillar to the national integrity and security 

of the country. These rights under the Golden Triangle are regarded as the basic 

principles or postulates for a smooth moving life.  

 

Hence this means for the sake of development and evolution of the society, 

freedom, and protection to the ordinary citizen should be provided and these 

articles are the most basic among the other fundamental rights, this is the reason 

they are known as the 'Golden Triangle of Rights' these three are the strongest 

guards against the arbitrary actions of the government.  A Constitution of any 

country is a document which embodies the will of the people making it a living 

organic document. Drafting of the Constitution is often regarded as the 

landmark moment in the nation's history, especially to the countries having a 

history of being colonized.  

 

The Constitution in such countries contain not just restraints on state power, 

but also provisions that 'echo the aspirations of the nation' to bring about a 

transformation in the order of things as they exist,1594  The facilitation of 

dialogue by public, private and civil organizations in post-apartheid South Africa 

has been centered on unemployment, poverty, and inequality under the 

transformation banner. This means the nation's transformative 

constitutionalism, which alludes to constitutional law which has a motivation 

behind defeating past segregation and disadvantages endured by a group of 

people based on, among other things, race, sex, and color, and simultaneously 

gives equivalent rights and assurance to every single South African.  

 

Our Indian Constitution is also a transformative document, as it also originates 

from the same historical background. In recent years, many scholars attacked 

the judiciary for overreaching and playing the 'activist' role. Scholars have been 

grappling judiciary by their question of judiciary's proper role in modern time 

																																																								
1594 Alisha Dhingra, Indian Constitutionalism: A Case of Transformative Constitutionalism, ASIAN JOURNAL OF 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 2(7), (2014) p. 135. 
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when the state itself has transformed it into a 'Socialist Welfare' State from 

'Police State' displaying transformative constitutionalism. Public Schools, as well 

as Private School who have shifted themselves from religious studies to general 

studies in modern times, have also shown transformative constitutionalism. The 

paper focuses on the Transformative Constitutionalism as a vision of the 

Constitution, as our Constitution is not just a founding document, it has a 

radically transformative vision,1595 how it balances the freedom with the 

democratic aspiration of social reform and a commitment to substantive 

equality. 

 

TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM 

 

A constitution of any country mirrors the will of the people and soul of the 

nation, by embodying the ideals and aspirations and the values to which the 

people have committed themselves. The constitution is a document which helps 

in shaping democracy as it is the living organic document.  

 

It is very much possible that a country having a constitution might not have 

constitutionalism. According to Baxi, Constitutionalism can be defined as, 

 

"Constitutionalism, most generally understood, provides for the structures, 

forms, and apparatuses of governance modes of legitimation of power. But 

constitutionalism is not all about governance; it also provides contested sites for 

ideas and practices concerning justice, rights, development, and individual 

associational autonomy. Constitutionalism provides narratives of both rule and 

resistance."1596  

 

There is no such accepted definition of Transformative Constitutionalism, 

Klare defines Transformative Constitutionalism as, 

																																																								
1595 Gautam Bhatia, The transformative Constitution: A Radical biography in Nine Acts, (2019) p.279. 
1596 Upendra Baxi, Postcolonial Legality, in Henry Schwarz and Sangeeta Ray, (eds.), A companion to Postcolonial 
Studies 540, 544. Cited in Vrinda Narain, Postcolonial Constitutionalism in India: Complexities & Contradictions, 25 
S.CAL.INTERDISC. L.J. (2016) p.122. 
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"a long-term project of constitutional enactment, interpretation, and enforcement 

committed to transforming a country's political and social institutions and power 

relationships in a democratic, participatory, and egalitarian direction."1597  

 

Therefore, constitutionalism as a concept conveys legal restraints on the 

exercise of state power and adherence to the Constitution, to the rule of law 

and thereby, to the people's will. The constitutions that have been made by the 

state having the history of colonial are often seen as a, 

 “historical bridge between the past of a deeply divided society, characterized by 

strife, conflict, untold sufferings and injustice, and a future founded on the 

recognition of human rights, democracy, and peaceful co-existence….”1598  

‘Transformative Constitutionalism envisions a mechanism to bring in social 

change from an unjust past to a democratic future using the Constitution as a 

tool to achieve this objective.’1599  

 

INDIA AND TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM WITH 

CONSTITUTIONAL VISION 

 

India had a history of colonial rule with a considerable amount of social ills such 

as untouchability, caste discrimination, gender inequality, which has been 

prevalent in India for a long time. What the will of the people wanted was to 

throw away the colonial past and overcome from all the social ills which are 

there since the ancient times, this is what was exercised during the making of 

the constitution. It was made in need to overthrow its colonial past and to bring 

about new social and political values which are by the democratic values. The 

																																																								
1597 Klare, E. Karle., Legal Culture and Transformative Constitutionalism, 14 SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS, (1998) p.146. Cited in Alisha Dhingra, Indian Constitutionalism: A Case of Transformative 
Constitutionalism, ASIAN JOURNAL OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 2(7), (2014) p. 136 MADHAV 
KHOSLA, THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION (Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2012), p.14 Cited in Alisha 
Dhingra, Indian Constitutionalism: A Case of Transformative Constitutionalism, ASIAN JOURNAL OF 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 2(7), (2014) p. 135 
1598 Pius Langa, Transformative Constitutionalism, 17 STELLEBOSCH L. REV. p. 351-352 (2006). Cited in Vrinda 
Narain, Postcolonial Constitutionalism in India:Complexities & Contradictions, 25 S. CAL. INTERDISC. LJ. 109 
(2016).   
1599 Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, Transformative Constitutionalism 
and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, 3(110) (June 10, 2019, 6:57 PM), 
http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-
G__constitution.pdf 
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Indian Constitution is constructed as a ‘moral autobiography’ which promised 

a new future while explicitly rejecting the colonial past.1600 There are various 

provisions in the Indian constitution, which shows the transformative aspect of 

the composition.  

 

 ‘The will of the people and aspirations of the people, with the cherished goals 

of the liberty,  equality, fraternity, and justice is provided in the Preamble to the 

constitution of India. A secular, socialist, democratic state. Part III of our Indian 

constitution contains Fundamental rights against the state curbing the power of 

the state, including the ideals of equality1601, non-discrimination1602, freedom of 

speech and expression1603, movement,  association1604, freedom of religion,1605life 

and personal liberty1606.’1607   

 

These fundamental rights have brought a transformation in the system by 

curbing untouchability, the abolition of Sati, feudal titles, and begar.1608 Thus, the 

quest for the establishment of a new social order through political power is 

implicit in the constitution. Indian constitution was ‘designed to break the social 

hierarchies’ and open up a new chapter of freedom, equality, and justice.1609 It 

was a revolutionary moment, especially for the deprived classes, who hoped to 

receive equal treatment in society after its adoption.1610 The constitutional vision 

of the constitution makers was not to forget the things to be admired in ancient 

India but to curb the social ills which the people should not get back to in future. 

																																																								
1600 Supra Note 5. 
1601 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-14. 
1602 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-15, 16 
1603 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-19(1)(a) 
1604 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-19 
1605 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-25 
1606 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-21 
1607 Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, Transformative Constitutionalism 
and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, (110) (June 10, 2019, 6:57 PM), 
http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-
G__constitution.pdf 
1608 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-23 
1609 RAJEEV BHARGAVA (ED.), OUTLINE OF POLITICAL THEORY OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION 
IN POLITICS AND ETHICS OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION, (Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2008), 
p. 15. Cited in Alisha Dhingra, Indian Constitutionalism: A case of Transformative Constitutionalism, ASIAN 
JOURNAL OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 2(7), (2014), p.135. 
1610 Kamal Kumar, Outline of Political theory of Indian Constitution in Politics and Ethics of the Indian Constitution, 
IOSR JOURNAL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, 19(3), (2014), pp.29. 
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There has been a tug of war amid India. The tug of war is less in the form of 

political adversaries than like the fight for India’s conscience. The constitutional 

vision seen by our constitution makers was the vision to access to justice, 

curbing the social ills, and bringing substantive equality. The task of interpreting 

the law is with the Judicial organ of the state, and It ensures that the 

constitutionalism is there in the state, and the principles of the constitution hold 

relevance in the country.  

 

The role of Judiciary is not just confined to the interpretation of laws, but the 

understanding of the text must be in a manner to further principles and goals 

of the constitution that reverberates with the modern and changed society. 

There should not be too much deviation from the mandates of the law, too 

much variation can also be opposed by the state, and there is a chance that 

arbitrariness can also emerge. 

 

The role of judiciary can be divided into two folds; first, that is upholding the 

constitutional values by creatively interpreting the text while remaining within 

the ambit and respecting the constitutionally mandated separation of powers 

without overreaching its jurisdiction and venturing into forbidden fields.1611 

There are several criticisms on the courts for being ‘too activist.’,   ‘too 

interventionist’ or ‘too powerful’ the question then arises is what ought to be 

the role of judges, what should be their roles? This has been a subject of 

controversy since a long, long time. Every Judge has a different concept and 

perception about what ought to be the role of judges, and what should be their 

role, especially when there is a case of dynamically changing society and 

forward-looking transformative constitution.  

 

The judiciary is an activist when it interferes in such areas which are out of its 

jurisdiction, for instance in the case of judicial legislation. It may also occur 

																																																								
1611 Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, Transformative Constitutionalism 
and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, Transformative Constitutionalism and the 
Judicial Role: Locating the ‘Proper’  (111) (June 10, 2019, 6:57 PM), 
http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-
G__constitution.pdf  
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‘when courts strike out a law that may be ‘arguably constitutional’ when courts 

creatively interpret a provision in sensitive issues when the court deviates from 

the line of precedents and violates the doctrine of stare decisis when it 

adjudicates upon polycentric issues etc..’1612 For instance, the case of National 

Judicial Appointment Commission,1613 this bill was passed by both the houses 

Lok Sabha (13 August 2014)  and Rajya Sabha (14 August 2014) and was 

quashed by the judges of Supreme Court.  

 

The Indian parliament created the NJAC in response to the criticism of the 

existing ‘collegium system’ in which Senior Supreme court judges had the final 

word on the appointments of the higher judiciary, The Supreme Court denied 

Parliament the authority to make this determination by issuing the NJAC 

judgment before the commission began to operate.1614 Justice Kehar held that 

the NJAC violated the “basic structure” of the Constitution because it 

compromised judicial independence.1615 According to the majority, judicial 

primacy in appointments- that is, giving the chief justice and other justices the 

determinative role in the selection of judges- is integral to the judiciary’s 

independence.1616 

 

The purpose of the judiciary in such cases is also arguable whether the court 

should follow the law strictly or try to creatively interpret it in such a manner so 

that it tackles the complex nature of the issue and bring it in line with the 

transforming society. Should it be ‘a transformative actor, a protector of constitutional 

rights, a facilitator of the democratic process, an organ of the state that adheres strictly to the 

separation of powers, or an institution that is above politics and populism?’1617 This kind of 

																																																								
1612 Oscar Sang, The Separation of Powers and New Judicial Power: How the South African Constitutional Court 
Plotted Its Course, ELSA MALTA LAW REVIEW, Ed III, 2013, p. 99.  
1613 Supreme Court Advocate-on-Record Association & anr v. Union Of India, (2016) 4 SCC 1 (India) 
1614 Rehan Abeyratne, Upholding Judicial Supremacy in India: The NJAC Judgment in comparative perspective, 1 
(569), (June 17, 2019, 1:20 AM), https://www.gwilr.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ILR-Vol-
49.3_Rehan-Abeyratne.pdf  
1615 NJAC Judgment, 4 SCC at 428. The Basic Structure Doctrine emerged out of a series of Indian Supreme Court 
(Supreme Court) cases in the 1960s and 1970s. It prevents India’s Parliament from amending the constitution in the 
ways that would alter the Constitution’s core identity. 
1616 NJAC Judgment, 4 SCC at 341 
1617 VILHENA, BAXI AND VILJOEN (EDS.), TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM: COMPARING 
THE APEX COURTS OF BRAZIL, INDIA AND SOUTH AFRICA (Pretoria University Law Press, Pretoria, 
2013). 
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situation calls for a need to find the role of the judiciary in a democratic country 

like India, which is changing dynamically. Judiciary needs to come up with 

jurisprudence to resonate with the transformative vision of the constitution, 

being a requirement of transformative constitutionalism. It needs to understand 

the constitution, it's past, and its struggle of marginalized groups. In this way, 

postcolonial constitutionalism is a demonstration of the judiciary taking rights 

seriously through taking human sufferings seriously.1618  

 

The Indian judiciary has a record of upholding constitutional values and 

aspirations as a mixed record. PIL was an innovation which expanded the 

mechanism of the rule of locus standi through epistolary jurisdiction and suo 

moto cognizance of the matters; this was a result of the try the apex court did to 

reach people. Through the creative interpretation of the constitution and 

judicial creativity, the Supreme Court has expanded the ambit and scope of 

fundamental rights, most notably Article-21 and has even read most of the 

Directive Principles into Part III. 1619 In recent days, there have been a lot of 

such cases which has set an example of judicial activism and transformative 

constitutionalism. Decriminalizing homosexuality in India was a matter of 

Transformative Constitutionalism; this judgment1620 of the Supreme Court 

reintroduced the concept of ‘Transformative Constitutionalism’ to the Indian 

Jurisprudence. In this judgment, the Apex court creatively interpreted the 

Article-15 and 19 of the Indian Constitution. 

 

Justice Chandrachud when dealing with transformative constitutionalism in the 

context of section 377 of the IPC stated: 

 

 “In its transformational role, the Constitution directs our attention to resolving 

the polarities of sex and binarities of gender. In dealing with these issues, we 

confront much that polarises our society. Our ability to survive as a free society 

																																																								
1618 Upendra Baxi, The Promise and Peril of Transcendental Jurisprudence: Justice Krishna Iyer’s Combat with the 
Production of Rightlessness in India, in C.Raj Kumar and K. Chockalingam (eds) HUMAN RIGHTS, JUSTICE, & 
CONSTITUTIONAL EMPOWERMENT 3, 15. Cited in Vrinda Narain, Postcolonial Constitutionalism in India: 
Complexities & Contradictions, 25 S.CAL. INTERDISC. L.J. (2016), p. 124. 
1619 See Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, AIR 1978 SC 597. 
1620 See Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India, AIR 2018 SC 121 
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will depend upon whether constitutional values can prevail over the impulses of 

the time. The ability of a society to acknowledge the injustices which it has 

perpetuated is a mark of its evolution. In the process of remedying wrongs under 

a regime of constitutional remedies, recrimination gives way to restitution; 

diatribes pave the way for dialogue and healing replaces the hate of a community. 

For those who have been oppressed, justice under a regime committed to human 

freedom has the power to transform lives. In addressing the causes of oppression 

and injustice, society transforms itself. The Constitution has within it the ability 

to produce a social catharsis. The importance of this case lies in telling us that 

repercussions of how we address social conflict in our times will travel far beyond 

the narrow alleys in which they are explored.”1621 

 

 As Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code was held unconstitutional; this 

showed that the Apex Court was deeply reflective about the marginalized 

communities, constitutional rights get a meaningful purpose. The words which 

were used by the court regarding Section 377 were that it is both ‘Criminality of 

the law’ and the ‘silence and stigmatization’ of the society towards the LGBT 

community that organizes the minimization and the prohibition of the former.  

Constitution plays a similar role in shaping normative values among individuals 

within a society.  

 

Constitution seeks a transformative change in the order of relations not just 

between the State and individual but also between individuals, and there is a 

conscious attempt to reverse the socializing of prejudice, discrimination, and 

power hegemony in a disjointed society due to the transformative potential in 

the Indian constitution. There is an established lineage in postcolonial 

constitutions, to be understood as a transformative document. Even the 

expanded role of the Supreme Court got criticized by the scholars, and the 

scholars termed the apex court as being an imperio imperium.1622The engagement 

of Judiciary beyond a point is arguable; this may lead to judicial tyranny and 

																																																								
1621 Vivan Eyben, The Section 377 has also brought in Transformative Constitutionalism, (June 17, 2019,  5:45 AM), 
https://www.newsclick.in/section-377-judgement-has-also-brought-transformative-constitutionalism 
1622 Gadbois, Supreme Court Decision Making, (1974) 1 BANARAS LAW JOURNAL 10. 
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transform the judiciary from being the weakest to the strongest amongst the 

three. In effect, the supreme court in India has been inconsistent with its 

approach to constitutionalism. There have been a few cases in which the 

Supreme Court of India has displayed a zealously activist approach1623 , and in 

rest of the cases, it merely gives up all its responsibilities and adheres to the strict 

letter of the constitution.1624  

 

This paper seeks to scrutinize the way Indian judiciary has dealt with the 

contentious issue of protecting religious freedom on the one hand and 

upholding constitutional aspiration of social reform on the other. By entering 

into the realm of religion, and sitting in the judgment over what constitutes a 

religion and what a religious text means through the formulation of the 

controversial Essential Religious Practices Test by the court, it has, in trying to 

balance between the two conflicts, undermined secularism and further restricted 

the constitutional freedom of religion, much beyond what was constitutionally 

envisaged.1625  

 

THE ‘ESSENTIALLY RELIGIOUS’ AND ‘ESSENTIAL TO 

RELIGION’ CONUNDRUM: A BALANCING ACT BETWEEN 

SOCIAL REFORMS AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM 

 

India being a secular country, different religions are coexisting in the territory 

of India with a faith-based Indian society. The Constitution of India was drafted 

in the backdrop of the partition, due to which our constitution makers one of 

the objectives was to foster trust and respect for all religions. As there was a 

deep religious entrenchment in the daily lives of the people, the constitution 

																																																								
1623 See for example Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, AIR 1978 SC 597; Vishakha v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1997 
SC; Keshvananda Bharti v. State of Kerela, AIR 1973 SC 1461; Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India, AIR 1984 
SC 802; NALSA v. Union of India, (2014) 5 SCC 438.  
1624 See for example Suresh Kumar Koushal v. Naz Foundation, (2014) 1 SCC 1; A.K Gopalan v. Union of India, AIR 
1950 SC 27; ADM Jabalpur v. Shivkant Shukla, AIR 1976 SC 1207. 
1625 Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, Transformative Constitutionalism 
and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, Transformative Constitutionalism and the 
Judicial Role: Locating the ‘Proper’  (113) (June 17, 2019, 7:35 AM), 
http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-
G__constitution.pdf 
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was not made to follow the ‘strict walls of separation’ model of secularism. 

There was one of ‘principled distance’1626 and ‘equal rate of tolerance for all.’  

 

But there was a humungous amount of social ills in the society emerging out of 

religious beliefs, especially in the Hinduism such as child marriage, Sati, 

Untouchability, caste discrimination and many more which needed to 

eliminated from the society to set a new egalitarian social order. The 

Constitution of India also gives us the fundamental right1627 to freely profess, 

practice, and propagate religion subject to public order, morality, and health. 

Article 25(2)(b) however makes an exception to the general rule- the state can 

make a law that provides for social reforms, or which throws open Hindu 

religious institutions of public nature to all classes and sections of Hindus.1628  

 

These two provisions have always brought controversies and have often come 

into conflict with religious groups opposing legislation on the grounds of 

violation of Article 25 and the state defending them as the social reform 

legislation. For instance, in the case of Triple Talaq1629case and Sabrimala 

Case.1630  

 

Indian Constitution maintains three approaches to religion: ‘the state could 

regulate religious freedom; state neutrality towards all religions; and reformative 

justice whereby religious freedom would be curtailed on the grounds of public 

order, health, morality, and religious practices and institutions in economic, 

financial, political or other secular activities.’1631 The judges in India have to 

balance religious freedom, social justice, and individual liberty.1632 To bring 

Social reforms and substantive equality state needs to intervene in the religious 

																																																								
1626 Rajeev Bhargava, The Distinctivenss of Indian Secularism, T.N. SRINIVASAN (ED.) THE FUTURE OF 
SECULARISM (Oxford University Press, Delhi, 2006), p.20.  
1627 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-25. 
1628 Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, Transformative Constitutionalism 
and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, Religious Freedom and Social Reform: A 
Balancing Act,  (113) (June 17, 2019, 8:07 AM), http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-
C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-G__constitution.pdf  
1629 Shayra Bano v. Union of India, (2017) 9 SCC 1 
1630 Indian Young Lawyers Association v. State of Kerela, (2017) 10 SCC 689 
1631 Supra Note 26. 
1632 Supra Note 26. 
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affairs to some extent, but with every ERP test by the Supreme Court, the 

religion’s freedom goes undermined especially in term of a so-called individual’s 

right to practice religion.  

 

The courts began with the ‘essentially religious’ practices which were religious 

by their very nature and were protected under the constitution. The religious 

groups or denomination itself had the right to choose what kind of rites do they 

need to perform, and the state only intervened in such practices, if they were 

against public order, health or morality or in violation of any of the provisions 

of Part III. 1633 The activities that are regulated by the state, through associated 

with the religious practice are economic, commercial, or political.1634  

 

According to the present understanding of the ERP test, only those practices 

are protected under the Constitution of India which is ‘essential to religion’ and 

which are so much attached to it that changing that particular practices will 

change the entire character of the religion. There is no such requirement stated 

in the Constitution, which makes a practice ‘essential to religion.’1635 The court 

expanded its power after it assumed the power to decide which practices were 

‘essential to religion.’ It started to analyze and understand the religious texts and 

adding additional tests to determine the essentiality of religions, thereby 

undermining religious freedom, and secularism as a whole. 

 

Through Ram Prasad Seth v. State of Uttar Pradesh,1636 the Allahabad High Court 

confused ‘essentially religious’ and ‘essential to religion’ which truly crystallized 

the ERP test and opened religion to be scrutinized by the courts. The judgments 

																																																								
1633 The Commissioner, Hindu Religious Endowments, Madras v. Shri Lakshmindra Thirtha Swamiar of Shri Mutt, 
AIR 1954 SC 282. 
1634 Ratilal v. State of Bombay, AIR 1954 SC 388. 
1635 Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, Transformative Constitutionalism 
and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, Religious Freedom and Social Reform: A 
Balancing Act,  (113) (June 18, 2019, 6:25 PM), http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-
C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-G__constitution.pdf 
1636 AIR 1957 All 411 cited in Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, 
Transformative Constitutionalism and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, Religious 
Freedom and Social Reform: A Balancing Act,  (113) (June 18, 2019, 6:25 PM), 
http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-
G__constitution.pdf 
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which came after this did not interpret essential as a qualification to the nature 

of practice but as a connotation to mean relevant to the religion.1637 

 

The constitution forbids the court to venture into religious questions under 

Article 25. In the case of Venkataramma Devaru v. State of Mysore,1638 the Supreme 

Court went into the interpretation of the sacred texts of Hindu religion to state 

that untouchability is not an integral or essential part of Hinduism, without 

untouchability also the religion will have its character. The scholars criticized 

this kind of active intervention by the court, especially when the court could 

have given the decision based on Article 14 and Article 15 of the constitution, 

and based on this could have abolished untouchability.  

 

The apex court followed a more sensible approach in the case of Adhitayan v. 

Travancore Dewaswam Board,1639 where the court held that appointment of only 

Brahmin Priests is a violation of Article 17. Even in Shah Bano’s case,1640 the court 

could have easily adjudicated upon the case based on the provisions of the 

Criminal Procedure Code rather than going into the interpretation of verse 241 

of Quoran. In the Shah Bano case, a non-muslim secular jurist trained only in 

secular law, Justice Chandrachud interpreted the significant Islamic law 

principles upon which there is no consensus even among trained Islamic legal 

scholars. One of the most notable cases which show how courts have started 

interpreting the religious texts is Sabarimala case,1641 even in this case, the court 

could have decided based on principles and provisions of Constitution such as 

Fundamental rights and DPSP.  

 

There was a case in which the Apex court gave a decision on such basis which 

they were not meant to provide, in the case of Sastri Yagnbapurushadji & ors v. 

																																																								
1637 Supra Note 45 
1638 AIR 1958 SC 255. 
1639 AIR 2002 SC. 
1640 AIR 1985 SC 945 cited in Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, 
Transformative Constitutionalism and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, Religious 
Freedom and Social Reform: A Balancing Act,  (115) (June 18, 2019, 6:25 PM), 
http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-
G__constitution.pdf 
1641 Indian Young Lawyers Association v. State of Kerela, (2017) 10 SCC 689 
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Muldas Bhudardas Vaishya,1642 the petitioners claim that they were not Hindus and 

hence, the temple entry rules and legislation will not apply to them. The court 

went into a detailed exposition of tenets of Hinduism and concluded that the 

Satsangis were Hindus. The court further went on and made them realize that 

their views regarding the entry into the temple were under a false understanding 

of the teachings of their founder Swami Narayan’s superstition and ignorance. 

In this way, the court expertly tutored a religion group about what their religion 

meant, about which the judges were ill-equipped to do, not being trained in 

theology. This was also seen in the subsequent judgments of the Apex court, in 

the case of Nikhil Soni v. Union of India, 1643 where the Rajasthan HC banned  

Santhara on the ground that it doesn’t constitute an essential religious practice 

and is hence, not protected under Article 25.  

 

What is essential and what is not essential is now a decision which is not in the 

hands of the religious leaders; instead, it is in the hands of the courts. In Qureshi 

v. State of Bihar,1644 the Supreme court stated that slaughter of cows on Eid was 

not an essential practice to be done on Eid and was also not obligatory as they 

have options of other animals which could be slaughtered.  A test of obligation 

was added here by the Supreme Court of India curbing the scope of religious 

freedom.1645 Even in Fasi v. S.P of Police,1646 where a police officer challenged a 

law which did not allow the police officer to keep the beard as a violation of his 

fundamental rights.  

 

The court relied on the fact that there are many Muslims who doesn’t have a 

beard, and even the petitioner himself didn’t have a beard earlier and 

disregarded the evidence from Quoran provided by the petitioner. In the case 

of Ismail Farooqui v. Union of India,1647 the court was called upon to decide upon 

the matter whether or not the state can acquire land over which the Babri Masjid 

																																																								
1642 AIR 1966 SC 1119. 
1643 2015 Cri LJ 4951 
1644 AIR 1958 SC 731. 
1645 M. Mohsin Alam, Constructing Secularism: Seperating ‘Religion’ and ‘State’ under Indian Constitution, ASIAN 
LAW, VOL.11, (2009) p.39. 
1646 1985 ILLJ 463 Ker. 
1647 AIR 1995 SC 605. 
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stood and in this case what court scrutinized was whether praying in a mosque 

is an essential part of Islam or not? The findings of the court were that nowhere 

in the Islam is given that only prayers can be done inside the mosque and held 

that it is not essential to pray in a mosque as it could be done in the open too.  

 

The test which is being exercised by the court is the test of obligation, which 

very much curtails individuals right to practice religion in his way. This test 

protects a practice only if it is ‘obligatory’ or ‘essential.’ As long as the faith does 

not get in the path of Public Order, Morality, health, or is not violative of any 

of the fundamental rights, the practice must be granted protection.  

 

‘Some practices may merely stem from superstitions, such kind of practices need 

to be scrutinized carefully and rationally’ said Justice Gajendragadkar in Durgah 

Committee, Ajmer v. Syed Hussain Ali.1648 The Supreme Court introduced a Test 

of Rationality.1649 

 

Rationality is a highly subjective term; every individual has a different belief 

system in a similar way even a judge has his belief system and only because the 

judge’s idea of morality and rationality is different from that of the religious 

groups doesn’t make it immoral or irrational. Factually, if we only give this 

power to a few judges would lead to the imposition of their ideas, elitist and 

majoritarian cultural values on the community, thus destroying diversity.1650  In 

Acharya Jagdishwaranand v. Commissioner of Police, Calcutta,1651 in this case, the court 

held that tandava was not an essential part of Ananda Margi Faith as it began in 

1966 and faith began in 1955. The court effectively added another test of 

antiquity to determine essentiality. In Bal Patil v. Union of India,1652 the court held 

that Jainism is not a separate religion than Hinduism but mere a “revolution within 

																																																								
1648 AIR 1961 SC 1402 
1649 Supra Note 53. 
1650 Sanskriti Prakash & Akash Deep Pandey, Transformative Constitutionalism, Transformative Constitutionalism 
and the Judicial Role: Balancing Religious Freedom with Social Reform, Religious Freedom and Social Reform: A 
Balancing Act,  (117) (June 18, 2019, 6:25 PM), http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/AB27D7AA-
C3B3-4538-BA67-0100E7A0F797.1-G__constitution.pdf 
1651 AIR 1984 SC 512 
1652 (2005) 6 S.C.C 690. 
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Hinduism.” The two religions differ on the fundamental principle of belief in 

God, and yet the court found it insignificant for the difference between the two 

religion. Various scholars criticized the judgment by stating that law has no 

scope in delineating the scope of religion. Based on all these things, the present 

scenario is found, It is not just enough to be religious for a practice to be 

approved, it should also be obligatory, moral, rational, and antique.  

 

CONCLUSION: TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTION AS 

CONSTITUTIONAL VISION 

 

Our constitutional makers drafted our constitution with a vision and objectives 

which intended to transform the state and the society by creation of a new 

society based on equality, freedom, and dignity. These are achievement to 

substantive equality, which requires an understanding of the systematic and 

entrenched dominion and inequality,1653 The accomplishment of substantive 

society is not only specified under the Constitution1654 but also as a value that 

our constitutional makers founded and the new society wants to achieve. We 

need a transformation of legal culture, as the maintenance of substantive 

equality and provision of socio-economic rights to all by themselves are not 

sufficient to transform the country, even Constitutional law interference in 

private relations are also needed.  

 

The ERP tests have been criticized variously by scholars and practitioner as the 

judges are trained in the law, not in theology. The judges can never be 

competent enough to deliver informed judgments about religious matters. The 

power of the court can be used arbitrarily to modernize Indian states. The 

freedom to practice religion is guaranteed to individuals and not to the 

community and deciding upon such matters curb the freedom of those 

individuals who wish to practice their faiths in their way and through different 

practices. The ideologies of judges may threaten the diversity of the religion, 

																																																								
1653 Albertyne C, Substantive Equality and transformation in South Africa, 23 SAJHR (2007) p. 4.  
1654 CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, 1950, Article-14, 15, 16 and 17. 
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and the faith people hold on that religion. Justice Lacobucci said, “the State is in 

no position to be, nor should it become, the arbiter of religious dogma.”1655  

 

That could involve a secular ideology dictating to a religious one, with a 

government or courts, re-educating believers to show them their ‘errors.’1656 The 

state becomes an insider into religion when practices which allow the court to 

decide the contents of faith are done and this transformation has given the 

judiciary a political role in ‘secularism adjudication.’- not only it legitimizes state 

intervention, it carries out the internal critique itself.1657 The most extensive 

interpretation of the Constitution doesn’t allow the court to test the antiquity, 

the rationality, and the obligation to be applied to define and set the scope of 

religion. It is one thing to shape religion in terms of secular public standards, 

and a whole other thing to. ‘attempt to grasp the levers of religious authority and to 

reformulate religious tradition from within.’1658 This is all not to say that all kinds of 

religious practices should be allowed, howsoever violative they may be of 

constitutional rights. This will be done when judiciary will test spiritual practices 

on secular values such as equality, liberty, and justice rather than becoming an 

internal critic of religion themselves. 

 

Thus, In the Indian scenario, the transformative constitutionalism required is to 

bring the socio-economic quality and substantive equality and further requires 

the judiciary to play such a creative role to further the constitutional aspirations. 

We need to curb social ills rather than just criticizing it; we need transformative 

constitutionalism as our constitutional vision, but this transformation should 

not be monotonous and be in such a way that it helps in balancing the 

preservation of religious freedom on the one hand, and inherent aspiration of 

social reform on the other. 

																																																								
1655 Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem, (2004) 2 SCR 581 (Canada).  
1656 ROGER TRIGG, EQUALITY, FREEDOM AND RELIGION, p.45, (Oxford University Press, New York, 
2012). 
1657 2015 Cri LJ 4951. 
1658 Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem, (2004) 2 SCR 581 (Canada). 


